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INTRODUCTION

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

-

Wasliington, Novernber 21, 1851.
·Sm: For reasons stated by the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
in his letter of the 20th instant, .which accompanies this, and with a view
to such action by you as he suggests, I herewith transmit the second and
fir-ial report of Messrs. Foster and Whitney, United States Geologists, on
the geology of the Lake Superior Land District in Michigan, accompanied
by sections and illustrations, and a general map, on which are defined the
range and extent ot the several systems of rocks.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
ALEX. H. H. STU RT, Secretary.
ASBURY DICKINS, Esq.,
•
Secretary of the Senate of the United States.

November 20, 1851.
Sm: I have the honor herewith to submit to you the second and final
report of Messrs. Foster and Whitney, United States Geologists, on the
1" _geology of the Lake Superior Land District in Michigan, ( the first p~rt of
which was published last year,) accompanied with sections. and illustrations,
and a general map, on which the range and extent of the several systems of
rocks are defined. This report was ordered to be printed, by a resolution
ofthe Senate of the United States, at the last session, under the direction of
this office. The resolution, however, having omitted to make any special
appropriation for the work, or to indicate the number of copies to be
printed, it is suggested, in order to gain time, and with your approbation, to'
have the work contracted for by the Secretary of the Senate, in the ustial
manner, and to the usual extent authorized by law, and await the pleasure
of Congress as to the further extent of the publication.
In all matters connected with the accuracy of execution, this office will
exercise the discretion contemplated by the resolution. ·
_,,
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. BUTTERFIELD, Commissioner
Hon. A. H. H. STUART,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Secretary ojtke
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iv

INTRODUCTION.

Nsvember 12, 1851.
SIR : We transmit to you our second and final report on the geology of
the Lake Superior Land District, accompanied with sections and illustrations, and a general map on which the range and extent of the several
systems of rocks are defined. Our observations have been extended over
an area of little less than one hundred thousand square miles; and, although
the whole of this are is not strictly within the limits of the district, yet a
description of it is deemed necessary to its complete elucidation.
Nearly the whole of this area is an unbroken wilderness, interspersed
with tangled thickets, almost impassable marshes and inland lakes, which
retard the progress of the explorer; and, even along the mountain ranges
where the rocks approach the surface, their presence is often concealed by
a thick covering of moss. It is only on the precipitous cliffs, or along the
beds of streams, that their true characters are revealed. Even in a densely
populated district, every road that is constructed, every shaft that is sunk,
and every quarry tha,t is opened, reveals some interesting fact in geology; and
it is by an attentive observance of these artificial excavations, rather than
of the accidents of the soil, that the geologist is enabled to draw correct
conclusions. In the prosecution of our labors, we have been enabled to
avail ourselves of few of these extraneous aids. Passing weeks in succession in the midst of the forest, with no trace of the works of man around
us, except the surveyors' lines, we have encountered difficulties unknown
and unappreciated by geologists in a more civilized and less inhospitable
region. Under these circumstances, it would not be s,urprising, if, hereafter,
when the country becomes more thoroughly opened, and the means of communication more direct, it were found necessary to alter, in some respects,..
the boundaries of iithe several systems of rocks. Each year will developnew facts and fresh materials for illustration.
There is another circumstance to which we deem it proper in this connection to allude. It was the desire of the department to be placed in
possession of the results of these explorations at the earliest period practicable. We were instructed to press forward the work with all due diligence
to completion. We have been in charge of the survey a little more than
two years. During the first year, we prepared a report on the "Geology
ot the Copper Region," in which we endeavored to define the boundaries
of the cupriferous belts, and exhibit the principal phenomena of veins. We
· now transmit the concluding portion of the work, embracing in the main
the results of our explorations during the second year.
It wi~l ~e s~en that t~ere are, in this region, two great metalliferous
belts, distinct m age and m the character of the products; to wit, COPPER
and IRON.
There is already a larg_e interes_t i;°vested in the copper mines, and their
produ?ts are to be found m the prmc1pal markets of the United States. It
1s believed that the supply from this source ·will soon meet the national
consumption.
The Iron Region will ultimately prove of equal value. From the details
incorporated in t~is report, it will be seen !hat the specular and magn~tic
ores are here developed on a scale of magmtude, and in a state of purity,
almost unprecedented.
While our main object has been to trace out the boundaries and det~rmine the quality of these economic materials, we have also endeavored to
PHILADELPHIA,
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incorporate the scientific results of our explorations, such as the relative
ages of the different groups of rocks, the character of the fossils entombed
in a portion of them, and the conditions of the ocean in which they were
deposited.
· '
In the prosecution of this work, we have been aided by Messrs. James
Hall, of New York, E. Desor, of Massachusetts, and Charles Whittlesey,
.of Ohio, whose contributions will be found incorporated in the pages of
this report.
,
In the exploration of a portion of this region, we were also aided by
Mr. S. W. Hill, of Michigan. Mr. John Burt, for many years a surveyor
in this region, kindly placed his notes at our disposal.
In concluding this letter, allow us to express our thanks to you personally for the disposition manifested, in the progress of the survey, to faciJi...
tate our labors, and enable us to carry them to completion.
We are, sir, with great respect, .
Your obedient servants,
.J. W. FOSTER,
J. D. WHITNEY,
U. S. Geologists for the Lake Superior District.
Hon.

JusTIN BuTTERFIELD,

Commissioner of the General Land Office.
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PART II.

CHAPTER

I.

CLASSIFICATION AND NOMENCLATURE OF THE ROCKS.

Tabular .IJ.rrangement of the dijfeo·ent Forrnations.- Terms de.fine'd.-Relations of the Igneous and .ll.queous Forrnations.- The .IJ.zoic System.The Silurian System.- Confusion in Nomenclature.- Synonomy of the
Groups in different Regions.- Explanation of the General .Map and
Section.
In Part ~- of this Report, communicated to the Commissioner of the General Land Office in 1850, and published in 1851, we have giYen a historical
sketch of the exploration of the country .bordering on Lake Superior, a
description of its physical geography and climate, and so much of its geology as was necessary to the full elucidation of the copper-bearing rocks
and their relation to the sedimentary formations ; this being the subject to
which that part of the report was principally devoted. The hvo concluding
chapters contained an account of the drift phenomena so conspicuously
displayed in the region of the great lakes.
, In Part II. of this Report, we shall proceed to the detailed and systematic description, so far as our materials will enable us, of the. geology
of the v,rhole of the Lake Superior Land District, commencing with those
formations which are the lowest in the scale ·of geological succession, or
those which were the first formed, and ascending to those which are now
in the progress of accumulation. We shall only allude to the results of the
former part of the report, so far as it may be necessary to ~nable the
reader to form a connected idea of the geology of the whole reg10n! .
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'fhe following table exhibits the names ~nd the or~le~· of st~cc~ssion of t~e
geological groups which have been recogmzed as ex1strng w1thm the hnuts
of our di~trict.
CLASSIFICATION OF THE ROCKS.

Pl t .
n omc
Rocks.

SYSl'EM,

f Gree'nstone, or Dolerite, Porphyry,
rappean, Basalt Amygdaloid
or . ~ Hornblende and Sc;.pentine Rocks,
VRolc~n:c 1Masses of Specular aud Magnetic Oxide of
ocKs. L
Iron.

l

Gneiss, :Mica and Hornblende Slate,
Chlorite, Talcose and Argillaceons Slate,
Beds of Quartz and Sacchan.,idal Martle.

T

.:..1ower.
SILURIAN SYSTEM,

Upper.
DEVONIAN SYSTEM, •••

DRIFT SYSTEll,

l

ALLUVIAL DEPOSITS,

Granite.
Sycuite~
}'eldspar and Quartz rock.

T

OF VARIOUS AGES,

Azore

l

Potsdam Sandstone.
Calciferous Salldstone.
Cha,1y Limestone.
Birds-eye Limestone •
Black-River Limestone.
Trenton Limestone.
Galena Limestone.
Hudson-River Group.

1

l
l

Clinton Group.
Niagara Gronp.
Onondaga Salt Group.

Upper Helderberg Series.

Beds of Sand, Clay and Gravel rndcly stratified,
{ Transported Blocks of' Gpnitc, Greenstonc, &c.
and Pebble Beaches, Marshes, Flats, llookfl, Spiui,
{ SandDunes,
&c.

The term roclc, according to the arrangement of l\!I. Constant Prevost,•
is applied to masses, or beds, whether the elements composing them be
homogenous, or complex: formation explains their origin, ·while system
designates the relative ages of the different parts.
Two sets of causes haYe operated simultaneously to produce the various
compounds which compose the.crust of the earth: these are the IGNEOUS
and the AQUEOUS . The rocks resulting from the first, or igneous set, haYe
a crystalline aspect, and contai1i certain mineral substances, such as feldspar, mica, hornblende, pyroxene, &c., constituting great irregular masses,
a~cl t~aversed by divisional planes, pursuing, for the most part, a uniform
direction.
The rocks resulting from the secontl, or aqueous set, are arranged in sedimentary deposits, divided into strata, beds, layers, &c., composed, for
the most part, of argillaceous, calcareous and arenaccou.s particles, an<l
often contain numerous organic remafos.
~

• Article "Fon.MATJO:s" Dictionnairc Univcrscl d' lli:stoirc N aturcllo.
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In additio1"-to the two

grand classes of for:1-mtions, 1gn~cus andT aqueous
Where !he
1
materials were formed rn the rntenor of the earth, and eJectecl oy the action
of fire but subsequently modified by the action of water, which transported
and cl~posited them in stratified beds, such as trap-tu,![, peperino, &c., often
enclosino- organic remains; these are called PLuTo-.N EPTUNIAN
On the other nand, those rocks which were deposited by water, ancl
afterwards moclifiecl by the action of heat, changing their characte1 an<l
causing them to resemble igneous formations, such as the crystalline s~hists,
saccharoidal rnarbles, &c., these ai:e called METAMORPHIC. Thus tar the
arranP-ement of lVI. Prevost.
Ea~h system of detrital rock~ in this district, if _we e~cept the <lrift, is
characterized by the presence of igneous products, which chffer as much, one
from another, as the sedimentary systems. Thus, the oldest class of igneous
products consists of hornblende and fel_~spar rocks_, and serpenti1_:e ro~ks, and
may be regarded as contemporary with the azo1c system. .Next m orc!er
are the· granites and syenites, which are intermediate in age between the
azoic and Silurian systems. These - are traversed by at least two systems
of greenstone dykes which are anterior to the purely sedimentary deposits.
Contemporaneous with the lower portion of the Silurian ~ystem, are the
bedclPd traps and amygdaloids of Ke\veenaw Point, Isle Royctle ancl the
Ontonao-on region; and, althougli composed of nearly the same constituents
as many of the older igneous rocks, there is no difficulty, from the diversity
in external characters; in drawing the line of demarcation between them, the older being compact or crystalline, but never amygclaloidal.
Below -all the fossiliferous groups of this region, there is a class of rocks,
consisting of various crystalline schists, beds of quartz and saccharoidal
marble, more or less metamorphosed, which we denominate the Azo1c system. This term was first applied by Murchison and de V erneuil to desi<rnate
0
those crystalline masses which preceded the pal~ozoic strata. In it, they
include not only gneiss, but the granitic and plutonic rocks by which it
has been invaded. We adopt the term, but limit its signification to thos(>
rocks which were <letrital in their origin, am! which were supposed to have
been formed before the dawn of organized e-xistence. This, howeyer, is a
mooted point. Lyell, on the one hand, maintains that animal organisms may
yet be detected Lelow what is now regarded as the oldest fossiliferous group;
while, on the other hanrl, Murchison contends that it is highly probable
we have reached the point where organized existence first started. vVe
incline to the latter ·view; and are disposed to regard these deposits as
having been accumulated before the dawn of animal lite, rather thc1n that
oiganisms flourished, died and were entombed in the rocks, and that their
remains have become obliterated by the long-continued action of heat.
The Silurian, or protozoic system, as it is sometimes cailed, since here
we find the first traces of organized existence_, is represented in this district
from its summit to its base. Much confosion prevails with regard to the
nomenclature of the different groups composing it. The various State surveys, while they have developed many valuable facts, have, nlso, orio-inated
a multitude of local names. They started about the time that 1\ifu~c..:hison
first promulgated his sub(livision
the Transition rocks; and while American geologists recognized the great leading features of that subdivision, they
failed to detect subordinate groups. There existed in this country, no standard of comparison, and hence arose a variety of names, local in their ap-

it is necessary to esta~lish t~o o_rders of 1mxed form~t10ns.
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plication, an<l often founded on the lithological, instead of
zoological
characters of the rocks. Unfortunately, fe,v of these surveys were carried
· to completion, so that the geologists in charge were unable to adopt a national nomenclature.
·
The New York geologists have divided the Silurian system, as developed
in that state, into eleven groups, while some of the Western geologists recognize, in its western extension, but five. Between the two systems of
classification there is no community of names.
The geographical position of our district is such as to form a connecting
link between the East and the West. While, on the one hand, the New
York and Canadian geologists lia-ve traced the Silurian groups up to the
eastern borders of our district; on the other hand, the geologists of Michigan, Iowa, Wisconsin and other states, have traced the same groups, though
under different names, along their southern and western prolongation, without having atterepted to identify them with their eastern equivalents, or to
subdivide them ar.cording to the palreontological evidence.
Under these circumstances, we have endeavored to connect the two sets
of observations anc.l blend them into one harmonious whole. As the New
York survey is the only instance in which the matured results have been
communicated to the public, and as the volumes on the palreontology-a
monument of the research and perseverance of the author, Mr. Hall-will
form the standard of reference for the whole country, in determining the
succession of the Silurian groups, we have deemed it advisable to adopt
that nomenclature, so far as the same groups described by the New York
geologists could be recognized in our district.
The designation of groups of strata by names derived from their geographical po::-ition, or from the locality in which the rocks are first investigated
and their relative position clearly defined, seems to be of alJ the methods of
nomenclature that ·which, for the present at least, is liable to the least objection. Names given solely with reference to lithological character, or to
the presumed predominance at any particular point of a certain genus or
class of organic remains, seem much more likely to lead to mjsunderstanding and confusion; an<l, however desirable it may be that a universal system
of nomenclature an<l alrangement should be introduced, it seems quite impossible to hope for any such thing in the present state of geological science,
a science which is so rapidly developing, and liable to snch constant changes.
The names introduced by the New York geologists, are jn most instances
derived from the locality where the group designate,l is particularly well
developed, and the fact that those groups have, in their continuation through
Canada, been described by Mr. Logan, the Provincial Geologist, under the
names recognized by the New York survey, seems an additional reason for
their adoption, as far as possible, by us.
,,
It will be seen from the details incorporated in a subsequent part of th:s
report, that many members of the Silurian series, particularly the grits and
conglomerates, which are cl arly clefinerl. in New York, have but a limited
range, and disappear altogether before reaching the limit& of our district.
These arc co1:ditions which ,ve ought to cxp2ct would exist in deposits made
alo~g a lwlnng ocean-shore; but so far as these are persistent, it seems
desirable that they should bear the same names throughout their whole

extent.
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The following is the ynonomy of the. groups of th~ systems oeveioped
in this region, according to the nomenclatures adopted m the reports of the
different surveys.

I Pcnnsyli:ania and Virgi11ia.

New Yorl: and Lal e Superior.

J Oltio Iowa and Wuwon.sin.

AZOIC SYSTEM.
AZOIC SYSTEll[,

AZOIC SCHISTO E SEB IES.

(Not classified inNewYorlc.)

lH~TA:MORPIIIC ROCKS.

(Wanting in Ohio and Iowa.)

SILURIAN SYSTEM.

Potsdam Sandstone.

l Primal Sandstone, or
l mation No. I.

Calciferous Sandstone.

j Lo,!er part of the l\fatinal { Lo~er l\'Ia~nes_ian L!mcstonc,
) Senes, or part of No. II.
F . ... , wantmg m 01110.

'For-

SI:owe:r

San~stoi:ie, ·or.Forma-

) tlon 1, wantmg m Ohio.

l

M'd,
t f M t · 1 S ~ Fossiliferous Limestone, No.
-. ; a,c par o _n ,llUh e- 3. Blue Limestone and Marls
ncs, or part of :N ,1. lJ.
of the "\Vest.

. 1 ,.
'] 'renton G roup (me
uumg
Chazy, Birt.ls-eye, and Blfl..Ckriver Limestone.)

,·
.
.
S r,N ot r~.c~gmze~ )n. P enn) sylvama ,incl Vu 0 mrn..

Galena Limestone (not recognized iu New York.)

-

Matinal Shales,

Hudson-river Group.

or No. III.

Medina Sandstone and Olin~
Part of the Levant Series,
{ or part of No. V.
ton Group.
Niagara Group.

Part oft the
f NLevant
V Series,
{0
0
•
•
r par O

Onondvga Salt Group.

l

.
S S_umm1t of the Lerant Se~

ncs.

l

Erroneously regarded as the
equivalent of the Cliff; or Upper Magnesiun Limestone.

...

Associated with No. 3, or the
Blue Limestone and Marls of .
Ohio.

l
,
1

Not recognized at "'·~

;;t.

CJ'ff
1, J.
. . 1mest one of' Ohi o si.nd
Indiana. Upper Magnesian
Limestone.

DEVONIAN SYSTE?.l.

Upper Heldorberg Limestone.

Upper portion of the Cliff
{ Limestone.

EXPLANATION OF THE MAP.

Accompanyin~ this report, will be found a general Geolog~cal Map ot
the region o,·er which our observations have extended, on which we have
attempted to delineate by a system of colors, so far as practicable, the
boundaries of the several groups of rocks embracerl in the above table.
Although we have succeeded in recognizing most of the minor groups, such
as the Chazy, Birds-eye, Black-river limestones, and also the Medina
sandstone ancl Clinton groups, not only hy their lithological charncters, but
by their fossil contents, yet their geographical ra~ge is so limited that they
cannot Wflll be represented on a map of this contracted scale. By adopting
a set of symbols, we have endeavored to represent minor phenomena, such
as the bearing and inclination of the strata, and in many instances their
mineral associations.
·
In preparing the geology of the northern coast of Lake Superior, we
ha,·e availed ourseh·es of the labors of Mr. Logan, the distin~uished Provincittl Geologist of Canada. We have had leiS reluctance m priienting-

6
an epitome of his investigations, for the reason that his reports of progress

have had but a limited circulation in the United States, and for the additional reason that they tenrl to elucidate the geology of our own district.
EXPLANATION OP THE GENERAL SECTION.

The General Section appended to this report has been constructed for
the purpose of exhibiting not only the different systems of stratified rocks
. which prevail in this district, and the relative positions of the granitic and
trappean formations ; but is also designed to represent a geognostic profile of the route traverse<l,jn which the relative heights of the most prominent points above the· level of Lake Superior are given. We have, also,
constructed a ground plan on which the topographical features of the region,
along the line of the section, are delineated-a feature not hitherto introduced into works of this character, but which is calculated to afford the
inquirer essential aid.
This section commences at the head of Thunder Bay, on the north-west
coast of Lake Superior, and terminates at the mouth of the Menomonee
river of Green Bay, pursuing a course cf about N. 18° W. an<l S. 18° E.
Its entire length a direct line is nearly 260 miles. The scale of height
has been made to conform as closely as possible to that of length, with a
,lue regard to the representation of all the phe'nomena.
We have not attempted to represent the drift deposits which are plentif'dly distributed over nearly the entire region.
' \Ye propose to give a brief explanation of the phenomena delineated on
the section.
Commencing a few miles inland from Thunder Bay, we meet with a range
of granite, belonging to the oldest system of upheaval, around which the
upper beds of the azoic system are deposited in a horizontal position. At
Thunder Cape and Pie island, these slates are exposed in a nearly vertical
section a thousand feet in thiclme~s, with a crowning overflow of trap of
about 300 feet.
The greater portion of Isle Royale is composed of trappean rocks of the
Silurian epoch, which do not rise in great irregular masses, but present a
bedded structure. On the southern 'slope of the island, we meet with intercalat_ions of sandstone and conglomerate, dipping with considerable unif~rm1ty_ to the south-east_. The southern margin of the island, between
S1skaw1t Bay and the pomt south of Washington Harbor, as well as the
vario~s reefs, consists of conglomerate passing into sandstone ; ancl we have
no evidence of the invasion of the trap between this line and the southern
,coast.
Kewee~aw Point is the counterpart of Isle Royale, except that the clip
of the sechmentary rocks is reversed; thus, rendering it highly probable that
between ~hese two points there is a great curvature in the strata, caused by
an elevation along the lines of two volcanic fissures. The alternations of con·
glomerate and trap are much more numerous on the northern slope of Ke•
w~enaw Point than on Isle Royale, and the latter attain a much greater
th1ckne~s. The _productive veins of copper are restricted to the trap, al•
though m many mstances the fo,sures traverse the conglomerate. This con·
glomerate is not, strictly speaking, a sedimentary rock, but in the nature of
a tuff or peperino, and 1s due to the joint action ·of fire and water. On the
southern slope of the axis, the sandstone which is here a purely sedi1nentary
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reek, and the equivalent. of the Potsdam, is seen dipping away from the
crystalline trap at -a high angle; but at a short distance from the line of
igneous outburst, it verges towards horizontality; and all along the coast to
near the head of Keweenaw Bay, it presents a series of gentle undulation:>,
A short distance above the Methodist :Mission at L'Anse, it is seen reposing
unconformably on the slates of the azoic system.
From this point to Chippewa island, in the Menomonee river-a distance in a direct line of more than 80 miles-the country is occupied by
rocks of the azoic system, consisting of various crystalline schists, beds of
quartz, saccharoidal marble, and immense deposits of specular and magnetic
oxide of iron. They are invaded at numerous points by igneous rocks, both
granitic and trappean.
At Chippewa island,. the Potsdam sandstone is seen reposing upon the
t1pturned edges of the slates, or occupying the preexisting depresslons in the
i~neous rocks. To this succeed the calciferous sandstone, and the Trenton
limestone. The bed of Green Bay has been excavated in the Hudson-river
group, while the Niagara and Onondaga limestones, being more indestructible, form a barrier reef on the east, known as the peninsula of GrPen
Bay.

[4j
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CHAPTER II.
AZOIC SYSTEM .

Various crystalli"ne Sch,ists,forming the primeval C1·u,st of tlie Earth.Contortions to wliich they have been subjected.-Presence of lgneou,
Rocks.-Cond,ition of the Earth 'at the time of their Formation.Effects of Metamorphism.-This System cliaracterized by an ent,fre .llbsence of Organic Remains.-Supposed Ca1tses of their .11.bsence.-Geographical Distrib1dion of these Rocks on the northern Coast of La lee Superio1· .-Divided into two Groups.-.11.ssociated Igneo1cs Rocks.-Metallic Contents .-Their Relation to the Silitrian Strata.-Their Distribution on the southern Shore.-External Characte_rs.-Igneous Products.-Lines of Lamination in Slates.-Prevalence of Ircm ..-Difficulty in estimating the Thickness ef this Group.-Contortions of the
Strata.-Remarks on tti,e existence of this System in other parts of the
World.
The Azore SvsTEM-so called from the entire absence of organic remains
-comprises the most ancient of the strata which form the crust of the
earth. They consist for the most part of gneiss, hornblende, chlorite,
talcose and argillaceous slates, interstratified with beds of quartz, saccharoidal marble and immense deposits of specular and magnetic oxi<le of iron.
Mos't of these rocks appear to have been of detrital origin, but greatly transformed by long-continued exposure to heat. They are sub-crystalline or
compact in their structure, and rarely present unequivocal signs of stratification. They exhibit the most violent dislocations ; in one place the beds
are vertical; in another, reversed, and in another, present a succession of
folded axes.
·
·
Intermingled with them is a class of rocks whose igneous origin can
hardly be doubted, and to whose presence the metamorphism so characteristic of this seri.es,, is in some measure to be ascribed. They consist of ,various proportions of hornblende and feldspar forming traps and basalts, or
where magn.e ia abounds, pass into serpentine rocks. They appear in
some instances to have been protruded through the preexisting strata in the
form of dykes or elvans; in others to have flowed in broad lava streams
over the ancient surface ; and in others to have risen up through some wideexpanding fissure, forming axes of elevation.
Most geologists, at this day, admit that the earth was originally in a fluid
st~te and !efer to h~at as the solvent power; that the earth gradually_ parted
with portions of this heat so as to allow the materials to crystalhze and
fo1;m a crust around the incandescent nucleus; that the waters acting on
this crust detatched particles of matter and carried them far into the ocean,
where they were deposited in extensive beds, or strata; and that by longcontinued exposure to heat, they assumed the crystalline character which
they _now prese3:t_. Their transformation in aggregation, structure. and
chemic.al composition, has not resulted f1:om !Dere contact with plutomc or
volcanic masses, but from gaseous sublimations which accompany erupted
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rocks, intense pressure and electro-chemical agencies generated in the vast
laboratory of nature.
·
"If we consider our planet as a cooling mass of matter,"· observes De la
Beche-the great practical and theoretical geologist of England-" .t~e
present condition of its surface being chiefly due to such a loss of its original heat by long-continued radiation _into the surrounding 'space, that, fr~m
. having been wholly gaseous, then fluid and gaseous, and_ subsequently sohd,
fluid and a-aseous, the surface at last became so reduced m temperature, and
so little affected · by the remaining internal heat, as to have its heat chiefly
f regulated by the sun,-there must have been a time when solid rock was
first formed, and also a time when heated fluids rested upon it. The latter
would be conditions highly favbrable to the production of crystalline substances, and the state of the earth's surface would then be so totally different from that which now exists, that mineral matter, even abraded from
any part of the earth's crust, which may have been solid, would be placed
un~ler very different conditions, at these different periods: we could scarceiy
expect that there would not be a mass of crystalline rocks produced at first,
which, however they may vary in minor points, should still preserve a general character and aspect; the result of the first changes of fluid into solid
matter, crystalline and sub-crystalline substances prevailing, intermingled
with detached portions of the same substances, abraded by the movements
1
, of the first-formed aqueou~ fluids."
Chemists have shown that similar·materials, when fused, yield dissimilar
products, dependent on the rapidity or slowness, with which they cooled,
and the degree of pressure to which they have been subjected. The researches of Mitscherlich and Gustav Rose have thrown much light on the
process of metamorphism. The artificial mineral products, such as garnet,
idocrase, magnetic oxide of iron, &c., and even some of the rarer gems
which have been produced in the laboratory of the chemist, or found among
the scorire of furnaces, afford us an insight as to the manner in which nature has operated on a grander scale.
,
Since the theory of metamorphism has been generally recogn1ze<l, many
of the rocks which ·were formerly regarded as igneous, are now referred to
aqueous agency, and the transformations which they may have undergone
traced to the presence of erupted rocks. 1·
Von Buch has shown that the gneiss aroum1 the Gulf of Finland has been
produced by the metamorphic action of granite.
Hoffman points out an instance in the F'ichtelgebirge, in which argillaceous schist, which can be traced for sixteen miles, is transformed into
gneiss only at the hvo extremities, where they come in contact ·with granite.
In the Pyrenees, compact limestone is changed into granular limestone,
,.where it comes in contact with the erupted rocks. The dolomite of the
southern Tyrol and of the Italian side of the Alps, i~ but ci_ metamorphism
of cal_careou~ beds, exhibiting no signs of stratification, and no vestiges of
orgamc remams.
.
The marbles of Carrara and Siena, which have afforded so many blocks
for sculpture, and which were formerly cited as examples of" primitive limestone," are ns recent as the oolite, while the sandstones which flank the
Appenines, and ·were once supposed to rest at the base of the fossiliferous
series, are proved to belong to the tertiary. · So too, the slates of Glaris,
which ,vere formerly regarded as transition, have been proved by Agassiz,
from the ~shes, to belong to a period as recent as the chalk,
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The vast beds of quartz in South America; which rise in mountains 700<1
feet in height, are, prob~bly, but transformed brds of sandstone.

or 8000

The ribboned jaspers of Orsk, in the Ural, according to Gustav Rose,
are, in all instances, in direct contact with greenstone porphyry, and are
but highly silicifiecl schists.
Murchison and de Verneuil have obserYed, in the Ural, the sandstones,
limestones and shales of the Silurian and carboniferous systems passing
ir1to chlorite, talcose, and quartzose rocks, with beds of crystalline marble,
as they approach the lines of eruptive agency.
It is n~eclless to cite further examples of metamorphism, From the
countless analogies which exist, we are authorized in the inference that
gneiss is a highly metamorphosed form of shale, quartz of sandstone, and
saccharoidal marble of calcareous beds. We shall, therefore, in treatin~
of the various schists, marbles and quartzose rocks, regard them as sedimentary deposits, transmuted by eruptive agency. We shall recognize no
rock as purely igneous, unless -it occur in vast, irregular masses, like granite;
in dome-shap~d, or crater-like summits, like basalt, or trachyte; in lon_g
lines, like dykes, or elvans, cutting through the incumbent strata ; in ram1fyin~ veins, like granite ; or broad lava sheets, like trap. Yet, with th~se
:restrictions, there are many rocks in this district which almost defy classification.
In the earlier periods of the earth's history, igneous causes operated with
greater force and intensity, and hence it is, that the .ancient sedimentary
deposits differ so widely from those belonging to more recent epochs.
This system, as its name implies, is characterized by an entire absence of
the remains of .a nimal, or vegetable life. It is reasonable to suppose that
there was a time in_the history of our planet, when its crust was subject to
constantly-recurring volcanic paroxysms, when mephitic vapors were escaping through extensive fissures communicating with the interior, an_d
when the waters were in a heated condition, and differed perhaps chemically from those of the existing oce·ans. Under such conditions, we ought
not to look for any types of animal, or vegetable life.
Many eminent geologists maintain that the lowest stratified rocks are but
portions of the Silurian, or Cambrian system; and that, from long-continued
exposure to heat, the lines of stratification have become obscure, and all
traces of organic remains obliterated. Our investigations in this district
have led us to a different conclusion. If the Potsdam sandstone rests at
the base of the palreozoic series, if from that epoch we are to date the dawn
of animal creation, there is in this district a class of obscurely stratified
rocks interposed between the Silurian system and the aranite,:_rocks distinct in character, unconformable in dip and destitute bof organic remains.
They have been so far transformed by direct or transmitted heat as to exhibit few traces of their original character. Sandstone has been converted
into massive quartz, limestone into saccharoiclal marble and shales into bard
cry~talline schists. If we foun~l these rocks graduating into stratified deposits of sandstone, shale and lune tone, as we receded from the lines of
1~neous outburst, ar:d enveloping t~e remains of animal~ and plants, ,~e
shOuld be led to a chfferent conclus10n ; but, so far from it, the evidence IS
ample that the strata which form the ba e of the Silurian system repose on
the upturned edges of the metamorphosed rocks, and that the causes by
whic~ t_heir metamorp?~sm was effectetl hatl ceased to operate before the
depos1tlon of the foss1hferdus strata. Between the two systems tJ.ere is a
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clear and well-defined line of demarcation. It forme one of those great
epochs in the history of the earth, :vhere the geologist can pause and satisfy himself of the correctnes.s of h1s ~oncl11;s10ns. On_ the one hand, he
sees evidence of intense and long contmued igneous action ; on the other,
of comparative tranquility and repose.
...
.
· .
·.
Few rec;ions perha1)s afford ampler fac1hb~s than thrs, for the mvestiga' history' of our planet, or at leas.t of that portion
. extencltion of the::, early
ino- back from the termination of the Silurian epoch to the first-formed or
0
az oic schists, "when the waters were gathered together unto one P!ace
and the dry ~and appeared," and altho1:1-gh a_ f~w leaves ~ay be wanting,
.
enough remam to form a connecte_cl and mtell1g1~le record.
Havincr
thus
taken
a
general
view
of
the
ongm
of
the
az01c
system we
0
will now proceed to describe its geographical distribution.
AZOIC SERIES ON THE NORTHERN SHORE,

The rocks of which it is composed are developed on an extensive scale,
both on the northern and southern margin of the Lake Superior basin.
Commencing on the northern shore of the lake, we find a series of talcose
and chlorite slates with occasional beds of coarser grits, in immediate contact with the granite and gneiss. They have been divided by Mr. Logan,
the distinguished Provincial Geologist of Can~da, into two groups-a division which we have failed to recognize on the southern shore-the lowest
of which consists of slates partially chloritic and talcose, and occasionally
holding a sufficient number of pebbles derived from the hypogene rocks to
constitute conglomerates. "These slates," he remarks, " are of a darkgreen color, often dark-grey in fresh fractures, which at the .base, appear to
be occasionally interstratified with beds of a feldspathic quality, of the reddish color belonging to the subjacent granite and gneiss : sometimes they
are a combination of feldspar and quartz, occasionally with the addition of
hornblende, making syenitic beds, and in some the hornblende predominating gives the syenite a general green tinge. Some of the beds have the
quality of a greenstone, others that of mica slate, and a few present the
character of a quartz roek."t These slates, he conjectures, attain a thickness of several thousand feet, and are well exposed at the mouth of the
river Dore, about five miles from the -Michipicoten river. The strike ot
the beds is very irregular and their dip highly inclined.,.
The upper group rests unconformably on the preceding, and towards
the base presents conglomerate beds of no great thickness, the pebbles of
which consist of, white quartz, red jasper and occasionally slate, the whole
enclosed in an arenaceous· matrix. Higher up are found layers of chert,
• Lye_ll and others, as remarked in a previous chapter, m:J,intain that the rocks comJ_)osing
tbe a,101c system, may once have been fossiliferous, and that their cry talline character h,
not due to a peculiar and nascent condition of our planet at the period of their formation.
·we can hardly conceive it possible that causes of su-fficient intensity to elevate continents
above the level of the waters, could have operated without haYing left unmisfakcablo C\' idences of their action. At a period when the earth was passing from a chaotic to a h,tbitable_ sta.te, w~ may suppose th at th(~ two gr~at antagonistjcal forces of fire and water were
ictively excited, and the result wnu1d be a vast accumulntion of igneous and detrital materials; the ,thole so metamorphosed ns to renlier it difficult in all cases to distinguish betwetm
tltem: and although in the snbscqucnt history of the earth , there is abundant eviclencc of
th ' re~eated and conjoint opordtious of these causes, yet the azoic age w.is emphatically
one ot META:110RPHISM:.
t Report of Progress, 1846-7, p. 10.
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OCCa!l.C>nallv approaching chakedony. The plates ar~ separated by thin
calc.areous seams, presenting a ribbon-like appearance.
In the vicinity of the disturbed parts, the chert sometimes passes into
chalcedony and agate, and small cracks are filled with anthracite, which
is also found formrng the centre of minute globules, enclosed in a silicious
matrix.
Higher up 'in the series, the argillaceous slates become interstratified
with argillaceous sandstones, in such an altered condition that it is often
difficult, at first sight, to say whether the latter may not be trap layers.
Calcareous bands occasionally occur of sufficient purity to be·called limestone. Interlaminated masses of trap are found near the base and over ·Ii.
lying the summits. They are composed of a black hornblende anr'
ureenish-white, horny-looking feldspar, in no instance assuming an amygdaloidal character, but o.ccasionally presenting a porphyritic appearance.
It exhibits a sub-columnai· structure, and the crowning overflow of trap
communicates a peculiar aspect to the whole region occupied by this formation. It attains a thickness of nearly 2000 feet, and, where it comes to
the lake, rises in bold, overhanging cliffs.*
"Beginning at Pigeon Bay-the boundary between the United States
and the .Brjtish Possessions"-according to Prof. Mather, who has kindly
placed his hotes at our disposal--" we find the eastern portion of the peninsula lined with bold, rocky cliffs, consisting of trap and red granite.
The latter is composed of· red feldspar and quartz, with no mica, and is
intersected by heavy dykes of trap, and veins of trap and calc-spar, containing iron pyrites. The whole southern shore of the bay, wherever
examined, presents this character.
·
The fall~ of Pigeon river, eighty or ninety feet in height-are occasioned by a trap dyke which cuts throuo·h a series of slate rocks highly
indur~ted and very similar in mineralogical characters to the old grey·wacke group. Trap dykes and interlaminated masses of trap were
observed in the slate near the falls. These slates, brown and grey in
color, for-?1 beds _o~ ~tratified rock, nearly horizontal in position, around
the gramte, exh1b1tmg no marks of derangement or upheaval t.hr0t1gh
which the latter rocks emerge like islands.
Both of these rocks are traversed by dykes, belonging to a common

ey~m.

.

.~r~e ba~e of nearly all the ridges and cliffs between Pig;on river and Fort
W1lh~m 1s made_ u_p of these slates, and the overlying trap. Some of the
!ow islands exh~b1t only the grey grits and slates. vVelcome islands in
_fhunder Bay display no traps, although, in the distance, they resemhle
1gn~ous prodl~c~s, the joints being more obvious than the pianes · of strati~ ·at10n, thus g1vmg a rude semi-columnar a, pect to the cliffs."
At Prince's Bay, and also al oner the chain of islands which line t lie
roast, including Spar, Victoria and Pie island, the sJates with the c:rownint'"
traps are admirably di played. At the Briti ·h and North American Com~
pany's w?1·lrn, the lates are traversed hy a l1Pavy Yein of calc-spar ,rnd
amethystme quartz,_yielding grey sulph:..;et anu pyritou~ copper, and galena. From the Yem, where 1t ·ut · the ov~dyinntrap on the main shore
0
'
con ·iderable silYer has been e. tl'ac:ted.
At Thunder Cape, the slates form urn" of 1he most picturesque headlau<l.:
• Viue Report before referred to, pp. 13-14,
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on the whole coast of Lake Superior. They are made up of variously
colored beds such as compose the upper group of Mr. Logan, and repose
in a nearly horizontal position. These det~ital ro cri:s J.ttain a thickness of
nearly a thousand feet and are crowned with a sheet of tr,lppean rocks,
three hundred feet in thickness.
At L'Anse a la Bouteille, the slates reappear, with the granite protruding
through them, and occupy the coast for about fifte'e~. miles: numerous
dykes of greenstone, bearmg east and west, _are seen cut~mg !he ro~ks vertically. The Slate islands form a part of this group, and denve their name
from their geological structure:
.
They are next seen,. ac_cordmg to IVIr. Logan, for ab?ut _seven miles on
each side of the Old Pie river. Near Otter Head, a gneissoidal rock forms
the coast, which presents a remarkably regular set ·of strata, in which the
constituents of syenite are arranged in thin she~ts and in a highly crystalline condition. From this point to the Michipicoten river, the slates and
granite occupy alternate reaches along the coast, for the distance of fifty
miles. "With the exception of a few square miles of the upper trap of
Gargantua, these two rocks appear to hold the coast all the way to the
vicinity of Pointe aux Mines, at the extremity of ·which they separate
from the shore, maintaining a nearly straight south-easterly line across the
.Batchewauaung Bay, leaving the trap of Iviamainse between them and the
lake. Thence, they reach the northern part of Goulais Bay, and finally
attain the promontory of Gros Cap, where they constitute a moderately
bold range of hills, running eastwardly towards Lake Huron."*
This range, according to the same authority,t in its easterly prolongation, where it bounds the St. Mary's river on the north, consists of purely
silicious masses of quartz rock, the bedding sometimes well-defined, and
the s~rfaces not unfrequently ripple-marked ; of conglomerate bands, containing pebbles of vitreous quartz and variously-colored jaspers ; and of
limestones of a compact texture and colored green, buff and grey, the whole
reposing on granite. Interstratified beds of chert and chlorite slate are not
wanting.
The bedded masses of igneous rock- consist, for the most part, of greenstone trap, which in some instances attains the thickness of a thousand
feet.
The lim~stone in different parts of the range varies in thickness from
fifty to one hundred and fifty feet, and, wherever seen, is found in contact
with quartz rock, or syenitic conglomerate. On Thessalon lake, great
mountain masses of quartz, with subordinate masses of jasper cono-lomerates, appear to underlie the limestone, and at La Cloche, a band from
3000 to 4000 feet rests upon it. The scale upon which these older rocks
, 1re here developed, seems almost incredible.
The associated bands are traversed by several systems of dykes both of
greenstone and granite, and, at the points of contact, affor d numerous
evidences of metamorphism and disturbance. They are also intersected by
veins more recent in their origin, which contain several forms of the suiphurets of copper, and afford promise of profitable exploitation,!
·
* Canada Report, 1846-7, p. 25.
t Report, 1848-!J.
0

t Professor Agassiz, in his work on Lake Superior, has described many of the icrneous
belts and metamorphic rocks which occur on the north slrnre, and has called attention to
the interesting fact that its outlines have been determined in a great measure by these belts.
As that work is readily accessible to the American reader, we deem it unnecessary to present
the views of the distinguished author in a more extended form.
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This formation does not here inYade the American shore. The Potsdam
sanrlstone has been deposited in the sinuosities of the more ancient quartz,
or rests unco::iformably on its upturned edges. The channel of the St.
Mary 's has been excavated a~onz the lir:e _of jun?ti~n bet\\:een the ~~oic
,,nd Silurian systems, th~s aff ordmg a stnkmg comc1dence m the poht1cal
and geological divisions the country.
AZJIC SERIES ON THE SOUTHERN SHORE,

In the rerrion included between the two great lakes, known as the northern peninsula of Michigan, this group constitutes the fundamental rock.
The materials of which it is composed appear to have been thrown down
in a comminuted ~tate, since we rarely meet with those grits or conglomerates which occur on the north shore. They constitute alternating beds o{
great thickness, known as gneiss, hornblende chlorite, argillaceous, silir.ious and talcose slates, quartz, ~1ccharoidal, an<l crystalline limestones.
They are highly inclined and much contorted, and nowhere exhibit the
characters of a purely sedimentary rock, but the evidences of metamorphism are more striking as we approach the lines of igneous outburst.
Gneiss generally flanks the granite, succeeded by dark masses of hornblende, with numerous joints, but obscure lines of bedding, which often
graduates into hornblende slate or chlorite slate, as we rtcede from the
pm·ely igneous products.
The outlines of this class of rocks are extremely irregular, and a reference to the general map will give a clearer idea of their range and extent
than a mere verbal description. The great mass, it will be seen, occupies
nearly half of township 48, between ranges 30 and 36; thence, they stretch
uninterrnpteclly south to the Brule river; on the east they are bounded by
the granite and sandstone, and on the west by the granite. From the main
mass there are numerous projecting arrrfs. One starts from township 48,
ranges 25 and 26, and trending in a north-easterly direction, intersects the
head of Keweenaw bay, and terminates in township 51, range 30. It
flanks the Huron mountains on the north and west, and is separated from
Lake Superior by a narrow and irregular belt of sandstone. The length of
this al'm is nearly eighty miles, with a width of eight or ten miles.
An?ther an_n starts ne~r Machi-gummi, or Big Lake, and runs n_early due
east, m~ersectmg the mam lake between Presqu'isle and Carp. nver. Its
!ez:n-th 1s about thirty miles, varying in width from six to fifteen miles. It
1s mcluded between two granite bosses, the one on the north anc.l the other
on the sout~. This port10n is characterized by vast deposits of spec.:ular
and magnetic oxide of iron in a state of considerable purity.
Anoth:r arm abou~ eighteen miles in length and ten in breadth exten?s
easterly mto townships 42 and 43, range 28; while another shoots off m
a so~the1:ly direction, oc.:cupying the valley of the Menomonee as low down
as Pike nver, in township 35. Their western termination is in Wisconsin.
_In this district, the area occupied by these rocks exceeds eighty townships, or more t!ian three thousand square miles. The configuration of the
shtes and gramtcs may be compared to the contours of a rugged coast.
The m'.iin granite m~sses for?l ~umerous projecting headlands, while the
suborch_nate r;t~~hes nse up like islands. fhe sl~tes sweep round the promontories a1H, for~n numerous narrow and deeply-mdented bays.
The topograph1cal features of the region occupied by the slates are stri•
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king. It is diversified by bold, rocky cliffs and narro\v and intricace valleys,
with lakes and water-falls, · with luxuriant forests an<l natural meadows.
The culminatin(J' points reach nearly twelve hundred feet above Lake Su•
perior or eighte~n hundred_ fe~t above the ocean-level. ,).I:
•
We commence our descnpt10n of the -local phenomena of this system of
rocks where they intersect the lal~e shore ~etween Riviere _du ~~ortt ~nd
Chocolate river. The sketch entitled "View near Carp nver
formmg
the frontispiece may serve to convey an idea of the contours of this region
better than a written description. The lake here forms a spacious uay
· with gently-curYing shores. A range of quartzose hills rising to the height
of six hundred feet terminates abruptly by the coast and forms the background of the picture. The extremity of the point consists of sand-dunes
rising to the height of fty or sixty feet, ~vith rou~ded outlines and highly
inclined slopes towards the lake. Along its margm are to be seen the remains of ancient terraces which inrlicate its former limits. The middle
ground is occupied by a range of trappean rocks interlaminated with t~e
slates. The settlement here represented , has been named Marquette, m
honor of the early missionary, and has already become the main outlet of
the Iron region. The foreground is composed of another rocky promontory which projects for some distance into the lake, and serves as a shelter
to vessels against a west and north-west wind; while by the shore, vestig_es
of the Silurian sandstone are seen reposing upon the upturned edges of the
azoic rocks. It would be difficult to sele~t another spot, along the whole
coast, where the rocks of so many epochs, from the oldest to the most
recent, are represented. It contains an epitome of nearly the whole geology of the district.
-.•.
_
' The q11artz zone exhibits two distinct ridges, where it approaches the
lake, hemming in the valley of Carp river with rocky walls, from two to
six hundred feet in height. As we trace it \vestwardly, it presents but a
single ridge, and after having passed Teal lake, sinks down and becomes
lost. Where exposed by the lake shore, it exhibits lines of bedding and
obscure traces of ripple marks. These lines bear east ancl wes~, and dip
86° to the south, while the Potsrlam sandstone abuts against the quartz, in
a nearly horizontal position. Some of the quartz beds in this vicinity enclose fragments of jaspel' and slate, showing that they contain vesti;es of
prior-forme<l i·ocks. The southern ridge-usmg the notes of Mr. Hill~presents a number of conical knobs rising from two to three hundretl foet
above the surrounding country. In section 2, township 47, ranrre 25, a
granite boss rises above the quartz, over which the strata are folcle~I li!rn a.
mantle. In the north-east quarter of this section, a band of sla ty limestone, somewhat silicious, is seen beneath the quartz, bearinO' north-cast anrl
south-west, with an inclination of 4-:!: 0 to the south-east. In the northern
part of section 3, '\the quartz is observed, with another band of limestone.
mterstratified, bearing nearly west north-west. The protrusion of the gra~·
nite has displaced the beds and broken their continuity; one portion shifted
to the south, was traced as far as the line between sections 9 and 10, while
• For a list of heights determined barnmetricallv, sec Appendix, C.
generally ca1led Dea.,t river. It ~,tnuot be from the sln,,.,.,i.,}mess of its currcn~, for in the di.stance of thirty miles, if f.11lH more than 1.1 thons 'md°feet, auouading in
rapids and cascades. Its trna name is the R frer of Dedh. T11erc is [I, loc::il tra.d ition tts tc
some act of violence here pcrpetratocl, which we cn,anot now recall. ancl from which tho

t 'l'his rivor is

-

rir.er
derives its name,
.

.

,
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another portiJn, shifted t~ the north, was. trace~ westward in~o section 4
The northern beds were found to be associated with a layer of limestone, Of'
compact marble, only a few feet in thickncs~. The ~or\hern r~dge atta_in
a hio-her elevation than the southern, the highest pomt m section 6, bemg
five hundred and ninety-two feet above the lake. The quartz has been so
far metamorphosed as to destroy the lines of bedding, but in other portions
of the ranc;e, for instance, near the Jackson Forge, it _assumes the character
of a quarf.zose conglomerate, and ~xhibits distinct li1;-es of bedding. A
granite protrusion occurs ~long the lme between townships 47 and 48, range
;Z5 which has caused a displacement of the strata, many thousands of feet
in ~ linear direction, throwing one portion of the ridge to the south-west,
and another portion to the north; and it is instructive to observe how far
the course of the Carp river has been determined by this dislocation. The
main branch curves around the southern outlier, ,vh· e the affi~1ent, known
as Alder creek, finds its way between the granite and the quartz.
In section 31, township 48, range 25, near the west line, another band
of compact limestone was observed, and thence traced westward, by Mr.
Hill, through sections 33 and 36, being well exposed in the escarpments of
the ridges. It is less silicious than that before described, variously colored,
white, ash-grey and flesh-red, and beautifully veined with tints of a deeper
hue . . It calcines readily into lime, and affords beautiful ornamental materials.
Along the valley of the Carp, between Jackson Forge and Teal lake,
beds of novaculite, or fi11e-grained silicious slate, are found interstratified
with beds of qua~tz. It has been already quarried at several points, for
hones, and there 1s, even now, a considerable demand for them. The beds
are exceedingly fissile, and full of flaws at the surface, so that much of the
mass is comparatively ,vorthless; but it is believed that the blocks taken
from a greater d~pth, and beyond the action of atmospheric agents, will be
free from these imperfections. Messrs. Smith & Pratt have established a
ar.tory for the purpose of sawing these blocks, at the mouth of a small
stream, near the Marquette landing, and are driving a thrifty business.
. Betwecr: the quartz. range and Dead river, .the underlying rock consists,
m the mam, of chlonte and ta.lease slates-, mtersected by three belts _of
igneous rocks,Janging nearly east and west.
. De la l3eche, in reference to the greenstones and schistose rocks or .Bossmey, Co.rnwall, remarks that, "there is so intimate a mixture of compact
and schistosc trappean rocks with the argillaceous s1ates, that the whole
may be regarded as one system, the two kinds of trappean rocks having
, been probably erupt~d, one in a state of igneous fusion, and the other in
that ?f an ash, d.urmg the time that the mud, now forming slates, was
deposited;
the mixture
beincr
irrecrufar
from the irregular action of the
.
h.
b
b
respe?hYe Gause~ w 1ch produced them; so that one may have been derived
fro:n igneous act10n, and the other from the ordinary abrasion of preexisting
solid rocks, they ·were geologically contemporaneous."
, Tl1is dcscri~tion is appli?able to many of the igneous rocks of this region.
Tney form !1e1ther long Imes .of dykes, nor axes of elevation, ,but broad
~~1cets, bearmg; the same relation to the slates that the trappean bands of
I eweenaw Pomt do to the conglomerates. Many of the slates appear to
be composec! of pulvcrulent grcenstone, as though they might originally
have be~n CJ<'C1.c<l_as an ash,. ancl subsequently deposited as a sediment, and
pass by 1mpemptlble gradat10n.s, from a highly fi~sil_e to a highly compa~J

•
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state. in some, places, for example, at Marquette. and Pr_~qu'isle, they
assume a spheroidal structure, as though after their depos1t10n they ha.d
been so far operated on by heat as to allow a rearrangement of the particles. Along the lines of volcanic action, we frequently find,. through?_ut
this district, a green pulverulent substanc_e, some:vhat re~em?lmg chlom~,
and containino- a large amount of magnesia and lime, which 1s probably m
the nature of ~n ash. The same ingredients enter largely into the composition of many of the trappean rocks, for the.Y po~sess a soapy feel, and
when reduced ta a powder, effervesce feebly with acids.
There are undoubtedly, at this day, beneath the bed of the ocean, numerous "salses," which, from time to time, pour forth streams of pulverulent
materials, but whose operation is concealed from human sight. We know
that for weeks in succession, there flowed streams of chocolate-colored mud
from the crater of Gr1l.ham's i.sland, before it finally sank below the surface.
'rhe contributions from this source, to the first formed stratified deposits,
have not been duly appreciateEl. This volcanic mud is nothing more than
the comminuted particles of trappean rocks, reduced by friction ; and in the
early history of our planet, when the fissures communicating with the interior were unfilled and volcanic energy was manifested more intensely than at
this day, it would be reasonable to expect that igneous causes contributed
as powerfully to the reduction of the preexisting rocks, as the ordinary
abrading action of water. The slates are composed essentially of the same
ingredients as the trappean rocks with which they are associated, and the
ma.in difference between thE;_m may be, that the one was the product of
salses, ejected in the form of mud, while the other \Vas the product of volcanoes, ejected in molten streams. It has been supposed that the talcose
nature of the slates associated with the igneous rocks was the result of
metamorphism, but the supposition that they haYe resulted in some
instances from the destruction of the latter, is quite as reasonable.
About a mile from the lake shore, on the road leading to the Jackson
Forge, a .low range of trappean rocks, of a compact texture, and of a dark(Fig. 1.)

Brecciated l:ornblende n.ncl feldspar rock.

green color, 1s rnterse~te~1. Beh~een the Jackson and Marquette landings,
by t~e lake shore, a s1m1lar belt 1c: observed, vvhich again appears near the
junction of the rods, ~bout four miles inland.
A~other ?elt intersects. the coast a short distance above the Marquette
landmg, which does not _d1ffer essentially from thoie before de~cribed. 'l;'ht
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slates in the vicinity of these belts are compact, of a greenish color,
traversed by different systems of joints, more distinct than the lines of be
ding, cutting the mass into cuboidal blocks.
At Little Presqu'isle, another band of igneous rocks, of a highly,. crystal,..
line character, projects into the lake. Distinct acicular crystals of hornblende are distributed in places through a paste of pure-white feldspar.;,
while in others, these two minerals are disconnected, the latter forming
beds · of considerable thickness. Angular fragments of hornblende slat~
chlorite slate; jasper and a green magnesian mineral, are seen enclosed m
the mass near the water's edge, as represented in the preceding illustra-tion, (Fig. 1,) which. may be regarded as a volcanic breccia. These fragments seldom exceed a few inches in diamete&.
Like most of the rocks of this region, its surface is smoothed an·d striated
in a wonderful manner. Below the mouth of Dead river, a higbJy crystalline mass of this character emerges in the form of an island fifty or sixty
feet in height.
The main Presqu'isle consists of a dark-green trappean rock, rising in
overhanging cliffs to the height of a hundred feet. A description of this
rock and the relations which it bears to the sandstone will be given when
we come to treat of the Silurian system. Over this is deposited a volcanic
tuff, imperfectly stratified, filling up the previous depressions, and attaining
a thickness of twenty or thirty feet. It presents a complete net-work of
veins; a few lines only in width, which penetrate but a short distance into
the subjacent basalt. At one place, ori the north-west side of the poi1'lt, an
irregular vein bearing north and south is seen for two hundred feet in a
linear direction, in tlns obscurely stratified tuff, which yields the sulphurets
of lead, copper and iron, but not in suffic!ent quantities to render its exploitation profitable. Asbestus is also sparingly distributed, and may be
regarded as a metamorphic ' product resulting from the presence of lime.
Traces of magnetic oxide of iron and blaek oxide of manganese are detected
in some of the veins farther eastward.
Proceeding up the valley of Dead river, between sections 7 ~nd 16,
township 48, range 25, the stream is precipitated from a height of twentv
feet over a ledge of schistose rocks, which exhibit distinct lines of bedding and abrupt convolutions of the strata.
In the !1ext range west (27 ,) the trappean and schistose rocks are frequently
expo~ecl m the bed of the stream, consisting of alternations of t 9lcose a~d
chlonte slates, and hornblende and feldspar rocks. 1'hey stretch out In
numerous parallel ridges, bearing north of east and south of west, and present, fo~ the most part, southerly escarpments. On the north-·west quarter
of sect10n 16, the river is precipitated in a series of rapids over the
former class of rocks, affording fine exposures for observation. On the
west boundary of section 6, in a high ledge ·which rises from the northern
uank of the stream, the slates are again observed dipping to the south at
an angle of 70°.
The stream here bears west-north-west, conforming to the direction of ·
the strata. After flowing along the northern line of township 48, nearly
through range 27, it divides into numerous branches w'hose sources lie to
the north-~vest, in tbe region of the granite .
Proceethng south 1;r:arc.l from Teul lake, we first encounter a ridge of trappean rocks which_ skirt its southern shore and rise abruptly to the height of
two hundred feet above t~e lake-level, succe~ded by chlorite slat_es and v~t
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ma~ses of specular and mc1gnehc oxide of iron. As we shall devote a
!-pecial chapter to the chara~ter of the~e ~nass_~s and their relations to the
associated rocks a more rnrnute descnpt10n 1s here deemed unnecessary.
vVe would merei'y observe that in this regi?n the iron _masses are inrnrial>ly
found in this association-never occurrmg m the granite.
These alternations of trappean and schistose rocks ccntinue, to near tne
southern boundary of township 47, and are characterized in many places
by the ores above described.
SECTION FROM LAKE SUPERIOR TO LAKE 1\-ilCIU<;AN.

The coast near the head of Keweenaw Bay (L'Anse) affords an admira~
ble section of the slates and the overlying sandstone. (Vide Plate XXL,
Figure 1.)*
The following is the descending order of succession :
1 and 2. Fissile sandstone-the equivalent of the Potsdam-dipping slightly
to the west-north-we~t, of a reddish color, and coarse-grained, passing
into a conglomerate comr;osed «of pebbles ?f milk-·white quartz, and
occasionally trappean pebbles-13 feet, restmg 1.mconformably on the
azoic rocks, consisting of
3. Chlorite slate and novaculite, or silicious slate, variously colored, and
much contorted-in places folded over
4. ~ A dark hornblernle and feldspar rock evidently trappean in its origjn.
Formations 3, and 4, are traversed by veins of quartz_which in no case
:penetrate the overlying sandstone. The slates are also occasionally
intersected by dykes of trap. ( 5)
This section is exceedingly instructive, inasmuch as it enables us to draw
a line of demarcation between two formations different in age and external
characters. While the newer formation-the Potsdam sandstone-is but
slightly if at all disturbed and little changed by metamorphism, the older,
or azoic slates, are contorted and folded into numerous arches, and in several places, invaded by igneous rocks. Their structure has been changed
from granular to sub-crystalline, and the whole mass js intersected by numerous planes of lamination.
These slates are displayed for three miles along the south-eastern coast of
I<eweenaw Bav, and, within that distance, exhibit seYeral distinct convolutions, altf'rnately convex and concave. This structure is probably characteristic of the whole of the azoic series, but it is nowhere so beautifully
shown as along this coast, for the reason that it is impossible to meet with
equally extende,l sections inland. Even where, at the ~urface, the strata are
apparently vertical, if we could trace them downward, they would probably
fgund to form parts of flexures more or less abrupt. The upper
port10ns of these flexures are, for the most part, imperfectly trace<l, for the
reason that they have been removed by denudation.
The section displays in a very remarkable degree those planes designateu
as planes of lamination, represented by the highly inclined lines. (Plate
XXL, Figure 1-6.) However great the foldings of the strata, which may,
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• The geology and topography on a southerly· line between Lake Superior aud L-;,~
Michigan is illustrated on the General Section. It is but justice to add that in the explora.
tion of this region, as well as in the preparation of the section, we ,verc assisted by ]\fr. S.
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be traced by the ;nriety of ct>Iors, the~e lines pursue a parallel directio
only an inch or two asunder, sometimes coinciding with thDse of stratifi~
tion, and sometimes intersecting them at greater or less angles; thus sho,vin
that the materials composing the mass have undergone a rearrang_emen
since they were first deposited,-a result probably due to the operat10n o
some great law of crystallization, as yet but imperfectly understood. .
The lines of lamination dip towards the south, or away from the ~xis '?f
elevation, and the separation of the blocks is more easily effected rn this
direction than alon~ those of stratification..
. ·
.
Professor Sedgwick was the first geologist to describe these Imes, an
their uniformity of strike. In the gorge of the Wye, they were obsen~ecI
to cut mountain masses from the summit to the base, preserving throughout
a strict geometrical parallelism. He is of the opinion that no retreat of
parts, no contraction in dimensions in passing to a solid state _can account
for the phenomenon, but that it must be referred to crystallme or ~olar
forces, acting simultaneously and somewhat uniformly in given direct10ns,
-on large masses, having a homogeneous composition.*
At the head of the bay, the slates reappear and exhibit the same folded
structure. They are somewhat changed in their lithological character,
taking into their composition a larger amount of chlorite. For a mile or
more, they are exposed alo'ng the bed of Fall riv~r, and, in places, are sufficiently fissile to be employed for roofing purposes.
The silicious beds noticed as occurring on section 25, form a Yery tolerable material for the coarser kind of ho~1es, or ,lihetstones ; although foe
substance is somewhat friable, it has a _sharp grit. The Indirms filequenily
resort here to obtain pipe-stones, vvhich they wor · into curious and fantastic forms.
Along the northern flank of the granite, the slates are obscurely traced,
their presence being indicated only by occasional fra..:rments strown over the
.surface, or by low ledges in the beds of rills. As v~ approach the granite
:axis, the detrital rocks become more Grystalline and exhibit in a more
marked degree the effects of metamorphism. About a mile and a half
south of the line between townships 50 and 49, range 32; (vide the
general section appended to the report,) gneiss was pbserved flanking a
range of well characterized granite. Between this point and the head of
Kewee1;aw Bay, about eight miles distant, the following is the order of
succes 10n of the rocks .
." The experiments of Mr. Robert Were Fox seem to point to voltaic agency as the canse
t~t th '8e ph~nomena. Ile succeeded in producing lines of lamination in clay by long- cont.muecl voltiuc action~ the planes of the lamime being formed at right angles to the electric
force . • He considers that the general laminated structure of the clay in these experiments
: ppe.1re~ to indicate that a series of voltaic poles were produced 1.lironghout the clay, the
· ymrnetncal arrangement of which had a corresponding effect on the structure of the clay,
and that this view was confirmed by the occurrence in several instances of veins, or ratlwr
bmimo of oxillc of iron or copper, according to the manner in wbich the experiments were
conducted. He considers the prevailing direction of the clcctric<tl forces, d•.~1,ending
1
>fleu <1n local cau:ses, to have clC'termined that of cleavage, an<l the more or less bctcrogeueous uature of the rock 1,o have nwdified the extE'nt of t 1eir influcncc.-Report of ti,.~
Pof11terlwic Sorif'f:1/ of Cormoall, q11oted b;y De la Bechr.

Mr. Darwin • tat_cs t?at the ore of the gold mines of Yaquil in 01.ili is ground into an impa.lpabl~ po":der, wh1c'.1 1 wnsherl an<l the sediment colleckd in tt pool, which nJter h:n ing
snb_1dcd is thrown mto a lwap. Chemical iiction th011 en. u s, Yar'ons ~:«Its etl1orescc on tbt•
surface, tho mas,, hardens r111d 1livi<l·•s iuto corn:retionary fragment,. 'l'liese fragments wero
o~ erved to 1,os•·e. s an even and well-defined s1:.ity stmcturl', ];ut the Jaminu: were not in•
clined at any uniform angle. - Travels in So1ttk .America.
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1. Granite rising

in

a ridge over a thousand feet

Ill

height, ruid bearing

north of east and south of west.
~- Gnei~, with a large amount of mica.
3. Compact hornblende, with silex in places predominating.
4. Chloritic, argillaceous and silicious slates.
Passing over the granite which forms a zone ten rnil~s in width, aI!d r~

in places to the height of twelve hundred feet, bemg the culmmatmg
point between the two Jakes, the azoic rocks reappear. Nea: the centre
of township 48, range 21, on the southern flank, the followmg was the
order of succession observed.
1. Granite, ranging nearly east and west.
2. Quartz and feldspar passing into granular quartz.
3. Compact hornblende, traverserl by numerous joints.
4. Magnetic and specular oxide of iron, with thin laminre of white, granular quartz.
.
This association of rocks was observed north of a small lake known
as Sagiagans, which forms the first link in a chain extending as far east as
range 30. It is one of the sources of the Menomonee and lies one thousand
and forty-11inf' feet above its embouchure. On 1he northJ the granite rises
in precipitous ridges, with rounded summits, while to the south, the country occupied by the slates stretches out in low, marshy plains. On a rocky
island near the northern border of this lake, there occurs a hornblende and
silicious 5late with thin laminre of magnetic oxide of iron. Passing through
a tortuous channel, bordered on either side by marshes, ,~.re emerge into a
a secon<l lake of about the same dimensions. Granite is observed on the
north in conical hilJs, thi·ee and four hundred feet above its surface. :Between the second and third lake, there occurs a portage (No. 1,) where the
stream descends twenty-four feet in the distance of three-fourths of n. mile.
Aside from the descent, the channel is obstructed by numerous boulders of
hornblende and granite. In section 21, township 48, range 31, loose
masses of hornblende were observed containing a large amount of maO"netic
iron. The compass here exhibited great pertr~·bation, and in one in~tance
the poles were reversed. In passing over this portage, numerous blocks
of compact and slaty iron ore were seen strewn over the surface, but nowhere in place.
Portage No. 2, is a short distance east, of the entrance to Machi-gurnmi,
or Big Lake, and the trail winds around ihe base of an e]evr1.ted knob fat
three-fourths of a mile.
1\!Iachi-gummi is among the ~nost beautiful of the inland lukes of this
region. It is in the form of a cresce~t, and elevated 1014 feet above Lake
Superior. The numerous islands which dot its surface consist of <larkgrePn, compact hornblende, jointed, and perhaps bedded. A range of
similar rocks borders its northern margin, cropping out in mural cliffs, two
and three hundred feet high, crowned with stunted cedars and spruces.
The southern shore is lined with similar rocks, intermingled with patche
of d,~rk-green slates, corrugated on their surfaces, and displaying distinct
lines of beddin~, which dip nearly vertically. .
All along this chain of lakes, the aberrations of the needle arc great, and
indications of iron abundant. To ·William A. Burt, Esq., is Jue the credit
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·of having: 11rst determined the existence of these beds nnd nroelaimed
value."' 'bn the north side of lVIachi-gummi, in numerous r1aces, an im
variety of ma&netic iron is seen associated with hornhlencle or quartz,
senting a baricted structure. On the southern shore, Mr. Burt observ
bed along the south boundary of township 48, range 30, section 34, ha
a granular structure, a dark brown color, and bearing south-west; bu
was exooied to no great extent. Another bed associated with a rock
which J.quartz largely predominates, was observed on the south side
section 35, forming a knob twenty feet in height. It was laminated
jointed, the laminre bearing W. S. W., and dippi11g 80° E. S. E. In ra
29, on the south side of section 32, a ledge of iron ?re eight feet in hei
crops out for the distance of nearly seventy-five chams; course W. N.
Mr. Burt describes it as variable in richness, structure granular, lu
in fresh fractures metallic, highly magnetic and sometimes posses '
polarity.
Another bed is described by him as occurring in range 28, on the so
line of section 33, in the form of a knob fifty feet in height, join
and banded, resembling a brown hematite with a large admixture
quartz.
At the outlet of the lake, the stream, increased by numerous affiue
expands to the width of sixty feet, with an average depth of two and
half feet, and takes the name of Machi-gamig,-or, The ri'.ver fiowi
from a large lalce. It winds its way through superficial deposits wh'
conceal all, traces of the subjacent rocks, until it reaches township .
range 29 and 30, where it forms a Jake-like expansion. A chain of
two hundred feet above its surface, approaches from the left to near
water's edge. On e .::ploring this range, we found that it consisted of
mass of specular oxide of iron, portions of which were of sufficient pur
to be profitab_ly wrought. For the distance of eighty feet from the wat
the rock is concealed by soil supporting a dense growth of trees; it th
shoots up in a perpendicular cliff to the heio-ht of one hundred and thirt
k"
feet.
e passed along the base of this cliffb for a quarter of a mile see·
for some gap through whic)i ,ve might ascend to the summit, until
length, after much toil and by clambering from one projecting point
another, we succeeded. Passing back from the brow of the cliff for fi
feet, the mass was found to consist of micaceous and granular oxide
iron: to this succedecl a hand of wh·te, granular quartz, with particles
iron, disseminated, and, also, larv·e rounded masses of the same material
the nature of a conglomerate, o( -perhaps, a breccia, fifteen feet in thi
ness, succeeded by specular iron exposed in places to the ,vidth of o
hundred feet, to where the soil and trees concealed all further traces . T
iron for the. most part, contains thin Jamin~ of quartz arranged in para~l
plates, bearmg, so near as we cou]d judge,-for the day was dark and ram
and a compass was of no a vail,-north of west and inclining 82° north-ea
-corresponding with the strike and dip of the quartz rock. Other portio
pr_eser:t a granular structure and are highly magnetic. Veins of quar
with iron g~ance, c:1t th;·ouo-h the. mass, J?r~senting exter_nal_, _characte
altogether chfferent from Ll1ose of the contammg rock. This noo-e cro
section 1, township ,1,·, nmge 30, and rises eleven hundred and ~1ine £
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above Lake Superior. Here, in this cliff, 1s sufficient iron, though not M
rich as that of the Carp river region, to ·supply the world for centuries.
Above portage No. 4, in sections 1 and 6, according to Mr. Burt, on the
.right bank of the river, a similar ore appears in a ledge from twenty to
fifty feet in height, · dipping 80° to the so~th-south-east, of. an iron-black
color, passing into steel-gray, often resemblmg. very fine cast iron. Anothez:.
bed of similar character,"was observed by him on the east boundary or
township 47, range 29, twelve chains in length, rising in a cliff to the
. heigh th of fi~ty feet_.
.
.
.
After ]eavmg this portage there 1s an interval of several miles along
which no rock is exposed. 'The talcose slates probably here prevail, which
are more easily denuded than the closely-grained and :firmly-cemented
hornblende rocks, but on approaching section 31, township 46, range; 29,
the latter reappear in dark-green masses. Their external characters indicate the proximity to a line of igneous outburst, and on the adjoining section south (section 5, t ownship 46 range 21,) the granite appears in low.
rounded outcrops, and occupies a belt five miles in width, flanked on the
south by hornblende, presenting the same lithological characters as that on
the north.
·
_
A short distance below the mouth of Fence river, (township 44, range
27 and 28), the left bank of the Machi-gamig is lined with ledges of compact and crystalline limestone, rising in places to the height of thirty feet.
The lines of bedding bear north-east and south-west, and incline 36° to the
south-east. Its prevailing tint is flesh-red, inclining t o bluish or ash-grey,
intermingled with irregular veins of a deeper hue. It is ·well adapted to
ornamental purposes, and for richness of effect is not surpassed by the highly ·
prized foreign marbles. Irregular bunches of quartz are scattered through
portions of the mass; but, with suitable care in the selection, slabs of considerable dimensions may be obtained. Three-fourths of a mile below, it
is again exposed in the left bank of the stream, bearing north 48~ east, and
dipping nearly vertically, flanked on the south by a bed of argillaceous
slate. This slate again appears about a mile below the mouth of Nightwatching river 1 so highly indurated that the lines of bedding are very
indistinct, while those of lamination are very conspicuous. At portage
No. 7, the slates rise in cliffs one hundred a,nd fifty or two hundred foet
above the stream, presenting precipitous escarpments to the south.
On the north boundary of this township (43) Mr. John Burt observed a
bed of specular iron of considerable thickness and purity, but we failed to
detect its presence in the river banks.
Below portage No. 7, the rocks consist of alternate bands of argi1Iaceous
and hornblende slates. At portage No. 8, the lattet rocks are admirably
e~posecl in a nearly vertical position, 1:>eari~g ·n orth 80° east. They are fis~ .
s1le, of a dark-brown color and contam ac1cular crystals of amphibole.
At portage No. 9, (near the south boundary of township 42, range 31 ),
the &ranite pierces through the incumbent strata, fo rming an axis of elevation m an east and west direction. On eHher side, corresponding alternations of hornblende and mica slate are observed, and altorrether this section
affords one of the most beautiful examples of flexures i~ the strata to be
found in the district.
'
·
At portage No. 10, a mile antl a half below, mica slate is exposed dip0
ping s01..~th 6~ , and is a&!in s~ccee~ed by hornb_len~e slate which conti~ues
to the Junction of the 1v1aclu-gam1g and Brule nvers, where the umted
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streams take the name of the Menomonee, (Indian, Wild-rice 1tive-r.)
water of the former river is here precipitated from a height of twenty-fa
feet over a ledge of this rock which rises in sharp ridges on the adjace
banks. The direction of the laminre, at this point, is north 72° west, d"
69° south-east.
As we descend the Menomonee, the hornblende and mica slates are foun
to graduate into chlorite and argillaceous slates. At portage No. 1, alter
nations of these rocks a're observed-course north of west with a southerl
inclination. At portage No. 2, tp.e chlorite- slate forms an abrupt ridge
the mass contains numerous vesicles filled with calc-spar-one of the fo
instances observed where the slates assume a porphyritic appearance-course
north 75° east,-dip 75° southerly. The Twin falJs break through t-wo
parallel ridges of these slates. Here,. they are of a dark-green color, ·
some places fissile, and much plicated, but in others compact. .Associate
with them are seams of quartz ranging and dipping with the enclosi
rocks. They often contain scapo1ite, and the sulphuret "tJf iron an
copner. The metallic contents, however, of these seams were regarded
as worthless. Aside from their conformable inclination and bearing, ther
can be no doubt that they are contemporaneous with the slates anct in the
nature of beds, not veins; for, among the loose fragments in this Yicinity
we procured specimens of quartz whose surfaces were beautifolly ripplemarked, while on cross-fracture they presented a compact or sub-crystalline
structure throughout. These water-lines are so beautiful and regular that
we have thought proper to append a sketch of them, (Plate XXL, Figure
2.) They clearly prove the mechanical origin of the rock, and do they
not, also, throw much light on the origin of the associated schists? The
compact texture may be regarded as the result of metamorphism; and
while this agmcy has thus modified its internal structure, it has failed to
deface the mould, or flask, in which it wi-::: encased.
At the Upper falls the strike of the rocks is nearly at rjght angles to the
course of the stream; but at the Lower falls the contortions are so great as
to bring the strike parallel to its direction.
·
The whole of this region bears upon its surface the marks of powerful
abrasion, resulting from the drift agency. The rocks are worn bare,
rounded, polished and scratched. Sand, gravel, clay, angular fragments of
rock and boulders, are mingle<l together confusedly, and piled up in ridges
a hundred and fifty feet in height. At this point the strire on the rocks
bore north 6u 0 east.
B tween tl1e Twin falls and the mouth of Muskos river, the compact
hornblende prevails; but, at the rapi<ls aboYe the latter point, the fissile
slates appear with occasional plications. A shor·t distance below, are seen,
along _the banks of the Menomonee and in its bed, angular blocks of ashgrey limestone, some of which contain 2000 or 3000 cubic feet, and continue for the distance of half a mile. From their magnitude and angularity,
an~ fr_om their limited distribution, we inferred that the parent mass must
exist m this vicinity; but the hills, which here rise to the height of two
hundred feet, are covered with drift, and their summits are strown with
boulders arranged in lines, among ·which Mr. Desor recognised blocks of
limestone similar to those in the bed of the river.
Within township 39, range 30, occur two of the most beautiful cascades
of the Menomonee, the Great and Little Bekuenesec. (For a sketch of the

former, see Part I. of our Report.)

Above the Upper falls, the rocks con·
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sist of black, compact mas~es of serp~n~ine, exhibiting fey; si~s ?f bedding,
but traverse<:: by several syste11:1s of .3omts. They ta~e mto their compo~1tion a large amount of magnesia, and appear under different forms, such as
hornblende, steatite, serpentine, &c.
.
.
At the head of Great :Bekuenesec falls, is seen a rock which bears
marked evidences of igneous protru~ion. It does not appear to have cµt
the strata, like basalt or greenstone, rn long dyke~ ; or to !iave flowed over
the surface like the bedded trap; but, rather, like gramte, to have been
elevated in' a pasty condition through a widely-extending fissure. Like
the granite, too, it presents a highly crystalline ~spect, a_nd is ~left _by numerous divisional lines into· cuboidal blocks. Mmeralogically, 1t might be
classed as protogine, being composed of f~ldspar, quartz an~ talc, a_rranged
in minute crystalline plates; but geologically, perhaps this classification
might not be recoO'nized, since the protogine of the Alps belongs to a much
more recent epoch. Occasionally, hornblende replaces the talc, when it
passes into well-characterized syenite.
Near the foot of the falls, · a bed of drab-colored, talcose slate, in a
nearly vertical position~ is seen ranging north 70° west : to this succeed
dark masses of ,hornblende, or, perhaps, the term serpentine would be more
appropriate. Its texture is compact, and in other respects different from
the crvstalline mass before described.
These serpentine rocks reappear at the head of Little Bekuenesec falls,
while at the foot, the drab-colored and silicious slates are exposed, bearing
east and west with a southerly dip of 80°. :Beds of quartz 1 containing
brown spar and chlorite and magnetic oxide of iron, in octahedral crystals,
and copper and iron pyrites, are here observed, but they offer no inducements for mining enterprise.
Between this point and Sandy portage, the dark-colored slates appear on
the left, in vertical cliffs, rising in places to the height of two hundred feet,
and where they assume a compact structure, resemble basalts. The trail
across the portage winds around hills of drift-sand one hundred and fifty
feet in height, but along the river-banks the slates are occasionally exposed
in a nearly vertical position.
The serpentine rocks largely predominate between Sandy portage and
Sturgeon falls, often appearing in masses having rounded outlines, and traversed only by divisional plarres; but, at other times,-for example, near the
head of the falls, - they display a bedded structure and pass into steatite.
In passing this portage, a ridge is intersected bearing north of east and
south of west, having very much the external characters of granite, but
mineralogically, it approaches protogine. It is traversed by different systems of joints, which cleave the mass into cuboidal blocks; here are also
ir~egular fissures filled with magnesian carbonate of lime and serpentine,
with traces _of carbonate of c?pper, but they have not the regularity or
the productiveness of true vems. Near the foot of the falls, 1s seen an
ent~n~led mass of slates, cuneiforrr: and about twenty feet in thicknes~.
S1m1lar patches of slate are. seen mtercalated among the dark-green igneous rocks, as we descend the stream. The gradations between the crystalline, massive, porphyritic and fissile varieties of rocks are infinite, and seem
to set at defiance all attempts at classification.
At Quiver falls, the rocks in the main are £ne1y granular, but occasionally, crystals of red feldspar are seen disseminated thr~ugh a light-green
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At the head of the first island below, a highly crystalline
stone is seen, and to this su1x;eed the compact varieties.
At Pemenee falls, the rocks ass 12.me a basaltic structure, being d
green, close-grained, ~nd posse~s~n_g a hi_g~ ~pecific gravity. The_y are
,·ersed by numerous Imes of d1v1S1on, d1ndmg the mass rnto culnc blo
Veins of quartz are observed near the foot of the falls, three or four in
in thickness, associated with brown oxide of iron, bearing nearly east
west, an<l dipping 28° to the north.
This rock, occasionally porphyritic, prevails as far down as Chipp
island, where it comes in contact with talcose slates, of a light red
grey color, beautifully variegated,. bearing north 85° west, and incli. •
but a few degrees from a perpendicular. Between the two, there lS
pretty distinct line of demarcation. At the immediate point of conta
the lines of bedding are destroyed, but a foot or two removed, they bee
conspicuous. There -is much sulphuret of iron, in the form of cubic er
tals, disseminated through the -serpentine rocks. Near the foot of C
pewa island, the slates become porphyritic, containing large crystals of
feldspar, and the dark serpentine rocks are seen in proximity. N ume
alternations of these compact and fissile rocks are observed in this vici ·
the former occasionally changing to a crystalline structure.
Near here, on the left bank of the river, the Potsdam sanc1stone is
reposing in a horizontal position upon the upturned edges of the slates a
filling the preexisting depressions in the serpentine rocks. A detailed
scription of this point will be given when we come to treat of the Silur·
system. A few miles further clown, the following section (Fig. 2,) was
served by Messrs. Whittles~y and Desor.
'

bnse.

Fig. 2.

Junction of th,e .IJ.zoic and Silurian Series.
1. Driil.

2. Sandstone, horizontal.
cbalk.

8. A mass of brittle,, red oxide of iron, or
4. Serpentine rock.

The drift here forms u lnmk sixty feet in height, an<l although the san
stone is not seen in immediate contact with the other rocks, there can
no doubt of the order of superposition. The layers are nearly horizont
a~cl consist of coarse-gr,tined silicious particles, of a yellow color, a
sl~ghtly cohere~t. A~ the _water's edge, a reddish slaty rock, impregnat
with thE: peroxule. of 1r~n, 1s ?bserved, the lamime inclining slightly from
perpendicular, while a little 1arther removed a mass of serpentine rock
displayed in the same position.
'
·
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Below this point, the compact serp~ntine ro?ks largely P}·edominate over
the s~histose, and are seen _at s~ort mtervals m the bed 01 the stream,. as
far down as the mouth of Pike river. Bands of quartz are, also, found mtercalate<l. The underlying rock at the ·white Rapids, acco~ding to ~Ir.
Desor is of this character, with the Potsdam sandstone reposrng unconformably' upon it and fillino- u 1n a pri.\existino- depression in its surface.
•
D
,.
The beds of' sandstoneb aboYe described
may be regar dd
e ,as outners
of
the great zone which encircles aJl of the granite a~d azo~c rocks of t~is
region. On the geological map we have extended 1t as high up as Ch1_ppewa island, where it was first observed. He.re, probab~y, were ~ts
ancient limits, and the underlying rocks were laid bare durmg the drift
epoch, when the whole of this region was powerfolly abraded.
From the White Rapids to the mouth of the Menomonee, about thirty
miles distant in a linear direction, the country i_s successively occupied by
the lower o-roups of the Silurian system ; first, by the Potsdam sandstone,
extending to near the Grand Rapids; next, by the calciferous sandstone,
reaching within sixteen miles of Green Bay; and next, by the Trenton
limestone, occupying the intervening space. They repose conformably
upon one another and incline at a very slight angle to the south-cast. A
description of these rocks forms no part of the subject matter of this
chapter.
·
The topographical features of the region, along the line of the section
just described, are somewhat striking. The explorer, leaving the waters of
Lake Superior, passes over a succession of parallel ridges, with rounded
outlines, rising higher an<l higher, until he attains the summit level-1200
feet-within about twelve miles of Keweenaw bay, when he strikes the
sources of the Menomonee. Following along a londitudinal valley occupied by a series of beautiful lakes and meadows, he comes to where the
waters are accumulated in one great resorvoir, 1014 feet ahove the level of
Green Bay - whose outlet is through a transverse fissure in the hills.
With a frail canoe and a couple of attendants, he commences the descent of
the Machi-gamig. Day after day, he glides along the wooded banks, without encountering a trace of man ; running, with race-horse speed, the numerous rapids ; or, wl .re too formidable, he lan<ls and makes the portage.
At night, he draws up his canoe, and camps beneath the shelter of a clump
of pines. Occasionally, he observes traces of the otter and beaver, and the
t~·acks of t~e bear, the wolf, or the deer, impressed upon the sands by the
river margm. ,
The !alley of the Menomonee has an uninviting aspect. The fires of
the Indian have repeatedly swept throurrh the woods, destroying the primeval growth, and the charred and branchless trunks rise un above the •birch
and aspen whic_h have subsequently taken root. Abrupt ridges, attaining
no great elevation, traverse the country in an easterly and westerly direction, and serve to relieve the dreary monotony of the scene.
The river itself abounds in rapids, cascades and water-falls; and these
are so numerou~ and formidable that it can never be navigated, except bv
canoes. It drams an area of not less than 1200 square miles which otie::rs
few inducements to the agriculturalist.

....
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To illustrate still farther the relations of the different formations,
append the following :
The subjoined information is quot
from the MS. of Mr. Whittlesey.
"On the elevation about a mile north
the line between townships 41 and
are seen very large blocks of saccbar
dal limestone, quartz, granite, greenston
and specular oxide of iron. One co
posed of quartz and feldspar was 8 by 1
by 12 feet.-One of variegated marbl
green and white, was 4 by 12 by 8.
saw but two exposures of the latter rock
one on section 35, the other on secti
36, due east. The beds were nearly c
vered with debris and scarcely observabl
at the distance of a rod. The iron re
resented by the large blocks cannot be f;
distant, although I saw none in pla
nor did the surveyor, Mr. :Burt, in ru
ning the township lines. The needle ·
'.not as much affected here as is usual ·
the vicinity of iron, in fact, the piec
which I broke from the blocks did no
sensibly disturb it. The variations give
by Mr. John Burt, in 184-9, w·ere as follows: At the S. W. corner of section 34
0° fY E. ; one half of a mile N. alon
the W. side of 34, 6° E. : which 1s nea11
the average variation of the place with
out disturbance. At the middle of t
west line of section 35, or one mile e
of the last station, it was 15° 15' E., an
one mile farther E. 0 3W W. On the S.
E. qur1rter of section 36, it was 3v 5' E
and a· few rods N ., 18° 30' E. ; but both
of the above extreme variations were taken near large b1ocks of iron.
Most of the iron is of a tlull- black
color, massive and tough, containing ~ilex
in the form of chert, approaching horn•
stone; but much of it is quite pure yield·
ing from fifty to seventy-five per cent. of
ore.
The limestone is sometimes of a yel•
lowish tinge, resembling the calciferous
sandstone, or lower magnesian limestone; but at other times, it is purewhite and green, beautitully mingled, and is a<lapted to ornamental purposes.
The space between this iron and marble ridge and the next elevatiuD
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south is covered with a swamp which is drained by the waters of Cedar
river, near its source. It is doubtless underlaid by a confused mass of
hornblende, quartz and granite. These rocks are ~xposed for several
miles to the south: in fact, I saw them about a half mile to the east of the
swamp. The alternations of these rocks r~pres~nted in the se?tion for
three miles present features strongly contrastmg with the surroundrng country. They are
the mos! par~, denude~, and show sharp, steep faces
from twenty to eighty feet m height, bearmg east and west, the escarpments being on the south side. Red and smoky qu~rtf are abundant. There
are also quartz veins and masses of quartz w1thm the hornblende and
gr;nite. ' The northern portion of these crags is generally hornblende,
fibrous or compact: the granite contains silvery mica and occasionally
passes into syenite.
From thes-e rugged rocks, we passe~ to a ;egion of pines, growing upon
rollinO' land, composed of sand and drift, wlnch conceal the rocks for three
miles,"consisting probably of talcose slates, as seen a few miles west. The~e
slates have been more powerfully abraded than the other rocks, from theJ.r
'- fissile structure and their yielding nature.
- On the Correction line betv1een townships 40 and 41, is a mass of vesicular quartz which presents a· remarkable appearance, resembling the fibres
of fossil wood. The dip is N. W. by W. at a high angle. It 1s of a red,
or yellow color, arid at first was mistaken for sandstone. "On the nortl1
side of the stream," quoting from the notes of Mr. Desor, "it forms a ledf~e
twenty-five feet in height; but on ·the opposite side, bluffs of pure wh1 ·i:e
quartz rise from one hundred to two hundrerl feet in height. It is apparently bedded and cut through by joints, extending from the summit to tbe
base. At one place near the line, it may be seen passing into a hornblende
slate, and still farther north, into gneissoid rock. P roceeding east, we
found the rock as.suming a gneissoid appearance, sometimes in layers awl
sometimes compact. As a general result, it seems to me that the quart·z
rock and hornblende are but a variation of the same thing. At the second
section corner the rocks rise high, smooth and rounded to the north,
but precipitous to the south. One fourth of a mile farther east, is a ridge
of black hornblende with intercalated seams of quartz. "
About three-fourth f a mile further south, on the line of the profile,
the gaartz is again observed in thick beds dipping west at an angle of 25°,
portions of wlnch possess a remarkable fibrous structure .
Ascending from the Sturgeon river to the south, the slope is coYered to
an unknown <l.epth with large water-worn bo lders of igneous rocks, and
some few of metamorphic origin, with very Uttle eart4 intermingled.
We had before observed this phenomenon, but never in so marked a degree.
Thi~ collection _covered the northern face of two successive ranges.. The
subJacent rock 1s doubtless the slaty talc seen near some small lakes, two
miles west.
On the north side of Lac Fumee, or Smoke lake,* in section 23, township 40, range 30, there is a sharp and elevated ridge rising apparently to

fo:

• For the want of a better name, I call this sheet of water Smoke .lake. It. was a. dark
and rainy day when we made our examinations. Following the section line to its northern
i!hore, we were obliged to build a large fire on a terrace about one hundred feet above its
iiutface, in order that, after we had made the tour of the west end, we might know by setting
e compass when we were opposite the line. The Canadian voyaO'eurs as they looked back
aaw the aiscending column of smoke, exclaimed "Lac Fumes:° Lv.c
! 11
'
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the heiCYht
of three hundred and fifty feet above the lake, which l estim
0
at two hundred feet apove the Little Bekuenesec falls. This ridge is
outlier of the lo\Yer portion of the Silurian rocks ; the Potsdam sandst
and caiciferous sandstone are found resting undisturbed upon the az
rocks below. The junction is not seen, but there can be no doubt that
is their relative position. Farther to the south-east, I saw the sanJst
in two places in the same position, the talcose slates existing not far d
tant. The slopes of the hills on both sides of the lake are composed
heavy masses of coarse drift effectually concealing the rocks. The su
on the south is more elevated than the base of the Potsdam sandstone, b
shows no trace of that rock. In its lithological characters, it may be
scribed as a soft rock, composed of grains of silex, of a . reddish-bro
color, with a few black and reel jaspery pebbles interspersed. Notwi
standing its softness, arising from the want of adhesion between the par
cles, it resists the weather perfectly well. The exposure is slight, b
distinct, and extends along the northern slope of the ridge for a quarter
mile.
The calciferous sandstone, which reposes conformably upon it, is h
about one hundred feet in thickness, and comes to the surface at the su
mit. This does not represent the entire thickne~s, the top having be
denuded. It is impossible io determine the thickness of the Potsdam san
stone here, but, about two miles to the south, I saw at least one hun<l
and fifty feet of it exposed. The calciferous corresponds perfectly, in e
ternal characters, with that of the Vl olf and Oconto rivers, in Dr. Owen
district. No traces of or~ftnlc remains were observed.
On sections 34 and 35, the compact marble belongincr to the azoic s
tern appears in ledges from ten to sixty feet in height, clipping N. E. b':
70°, but there is little uniformity in its strike or inclination, ancl but sh
traces of bedding. Its prevailing color is a pale blue, like that at Mu
river, beautifully marke<! with white, green and red stripes. It can
quarried in large and solid Llock:s, is susceptible of a high polish, a
would afford a highly ornamental material for many architectural purpos
Here the fluctuations of the needle are so great as to indicate the pro
imity of a larg~ mass of magnetic iron, although no was observec! v.:ith
three or four miles to the west. At a point one mile west, the vanahon
Fiven by Mr. Mullet, the linear surveyor, at 90° 30' E.; one half mi
1arthe~ wes!, at 35° 50' E., and thence, being frequently taken for the ne
half mile, gives 164° E., 48° 30' W., 22° 45' W., 47° 30' W., 17° 25' W
and 10° 30' vV.; turning no th one half a n\ile, it was 0° 45' E.
On section _30, about four miles north-west hy west, from ·where the pr
fil~ cuts _th~ hne between townships 39 ancl 40, is a conspicuous iron mo
tam, which e~dends towards the sc::i.t of these variations. · There is, al
near the north-west side of Lac Fumee, on the huge drift hills, \vbich co,
the_ rocks to the clepth of one or two hundred feet, a great locd distur
ance. The state 'of the country is such as to render 0a-eo]offical exploratio
difficult, being coYered with bushes and burnt logs.
b
There a_rc, o_n the ?pper Menominee, large tracts of land ongm~
coy red v1th pme, wln_ch _have been prostn1ted by hurricanes and
wards burnt. These districts are called " hulls." The secoml grow
consists of white birch, aspen, pine and hazel. The fires of the Incli
frequently sweep through the new growth, destroying it, and giving ro
for another ~rowth. Th~ explorer, therefore, commands a view of lit
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more _ground than t at on which he stands, and may pass very near a low
exposure of rock an not see it.
The "Iron rid ere" to the south-west of Antome's lake, is the only· exp0sure of ore I s~w in place, and this, for the most part, is c?vered with
; rift. It probably ex_ten_d~ alon~ the rang:e south of Lake ~r.itorne and Lac
~·umee to near the meridian of the profile, between sect10ns 34 and 35.
'~fhe va'riation at the iron ridge is 17° E., and proceeding one mile east, it
~,, successively 0° oo✓, 18° W., _22°
an_d 15° 30/ W. _I ~lo not _consider
::uctuations in the needle as an mfalhble sign of the prox1m1ty of iron, but
·~very good _sign. '!-1here are other r?cks which affect the needle, and there
ctre beds of non w h1ch do not affect 1t. *
Between this exposure of limestone and the Menomonee river is an ex:ensive plain of sand-drift covered with dwarf pines. On the east and next
to the river, this heavy deposit of loose mat_
erials assumes the form of hill_s,
•md water-worn gullies, and rests upon the talcose rocks {\rh1ch appear m
~ .lie river banks, especially at the Twin falls, the Great and Little Bekuene~'!C falls and at the Sandy rapid~.
'l'h~e are patches where the rock is
1•• ore ferruginous anrl compact, like greenstone, but the mass is either
...'aty or compact talc.
The mass of specular and magnetic oxide of iron in the south part of
1 r,.wnship 40, range 30, is believed to be the most southerly of all the beds
o-~- this region. It is exposed at the west end of a hill about one hundred
foet high, rising to the east one hundred and fifty feet, and occupying a
width of from one hundred to two hundred feet. Nothing but slaty ore
is se~n for the distance of forty rods on the summit. At the sides, as we
descend, the drift and boulders have been piled up around the mass. It is
a specular ore, of a bluish-black color, fine-grained, and gives a reJ streak.
On the south and east, there is an abundance of wood for charcoal, and
•.he water-power of che stream near the ore is unlimited. The Menomonee
is not fitted for navigation, and hence the outlet for these ores should be
through Bay des N oquets, forty-two miles distant."
1.'luckness of this System. Foldings of the Strata.-All attempts to
f~stimate the thickness of the various schistose, calcareous and quartzose
beds, must prove merely approximative. They occupy a belt which in its
\Videst expansion rea es not less than eighty miles in width, and wherever
: {posed, have a~ inclination approaching verticality. If we were to deduct
t :1e spaces ocGup1ed by the purely igneous rocks, and then measure across
i ;ie basset edges of those supposed to be sedimentary, the result would
1 ·.v_e us an incredible thickness-a thickness f1
urpassing that of the whole
,'!enes of rocks heretofore observed, from the base of the Silurian to the
crowning member of the tertiary. It is highly probable that the beds are
arranged in a series of flexures resembling those represented in Plate XXI.
Fig~re 1, Lut with broader and deeper curvatures-, an<l that the observer, i~
passm~ over the outcropping edges, beholds numerous repetitions of the
xame beds; they have, however, been so repeatedly shattered by earthquakes, so disturbed and forced asunder by igneous protrusions, and so
metamorphosed · by direct and transmitted heat, that it is impossible to

Yif·

• Mr. William A. Burt states, that in passing from the Macbi-gamiO' falls to Fort river in
1846, he intersected a low ridge of iron, not far from the cornei· of tirnship 41 and 42, 'he•
tween ranges 29 and 30. The mass was very pure, banded and jointed, of a granular or
micaceous structure, and h,wing a metallic lustre. This was not subsequently met with in
runnin~ the township lines.
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place their continuity except over limited areas. If

we could unrold th
beds and stretcl1 them out in a nearly horizontal position, a;-; whr.n fi
dep·;sited, they would require ~ far greater space than ~hey no:w occup
The causes by which these folchngs have been effected, will be discussed
a subsequent chapter. .
.
. ..
We have thus <le~nbed the range, extent, and mmeral peculiarities of
series of rocks, detrital in their origin, interposed between the granite a
the base of the Silurian system. Throughout their whole extent, they art;
more or less metamorphosed, presenting a series of gradations, represent
at one .extreme by crystalline gneiss and compact hornblende, and at t
other by bedded limestone and ripple-marked quartz. To the presence
gratnitic and trappean rocks this transformation is, in a great degree, to ~
attributed. Much cif the compact hornblende presents the external cha
racters of an igneous product ; but, since it is found to occupy an almo
invariable relation to the granite axes-flanking their slopes-and to
sume a fissi.le structure as it recedes from the lines of igneous outburst,
cannot but regard it as the more highly metamorphosed portions of t
dark-green chlorite slates. This compact hornblende is not to be con,,'.
founded with those lenticular-shaped masses observed in the slates, whic~
we doubt not, are trappean in their nature.
.,
We have seen that those igneous causes which produced numerous ax
of elevation, and folded the strata into a series of flexures, had ceased
operate before the deposition of the Silurian groups, since they are fou
to repose in a near]y horizontal position upon the upturned edges of th
slates, or to occupy the sinuosities in the granite, nowhere exhibiting trac~
of metamorphism or derangement of the strata. We do not now allude td.
the renewal of those igneous causes as manifested on Keweenaw Point an
Isle Royale during the Silurian epoch, producing a class of igneous pr
ducts widely di~rent from those associated with the rocks of the azoi
system. In a former report (Part I.) we have described the igneous roe
of the Silurian epoch as appearing under a variety of aspects, such as crys
talhne greenstone, porphyry, granular trap, and a highly cellular amygd
loid, differing little from modern lava, except that the cells are :filled wit
various zeolitic minerals.
From the local details above given, it wiil be seen that the igneous rocks1
o_f _th~ azoic period, though crystalline, compact, and occasionally porphy
ntic m their texture, are never amygdaloidal; and hence we infer that the
were produced under wid
different conditions. The latter may hav
been consolidated beneath
e pressure of a deep ocean, while from th
former a greater part of this pressure may have been removed; or it ma.
be that both were, in the first instance, equally vesicular, but that the latte
assumed a crystalline or compact structure from long-continued exposure
to heat, under immense pressure. All the phenomena v10uld seem to indi
cate that the eruption of the trappean rocks of this period took place b_e
neath an ocean of great uepth; or, ;,;,t least, under conditions widely di£
ferent from those which prevailed during the formation of the trappea
belts of Keweenaw Point and Isle Royale.
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RE:\IARKS.

I

The inve3tig:itions of geologists in different parts of the world, within
the last few years, h:ive clearly demonstrated the existence of a series of
non-fossiliferous rocks below the Silurian or Catnbrian systems, and there
can be no doubt that they are destined to occupy a;eonspicuous place i:i
the classificatioa of the rocks both of Europe and America. At the
meeting of the American As3ociation at Cincinnati, in the spring of 1851,
we made the development of this system in the northern portion of the
United States and Canada the special subject of a communication. Professor Mather, after having confirmed the accuracy of our views, from per- ·
sO?ml ol>servation, stated that he had observed the continuation of this system near the sources of the Mississippi, and on the waters of the St. Peter's.
Its existence in Missouri, where it is associated, as on Lake Superior, with
immense beds of magnetic and specular iron ore, is rendered certain by the
observations of Mr. Mersch, which will be found _incorporated in the subseque~t pages of this report. At this meeting, Dr. King, who has exam•
inell this region with much care, confirmed these views, and we reg:ret that
the proceedings have not yet been made public, that we might q wte his
remarks in full.
Dr. Engelman, also, on that occ:i.sion, described a series of azoic. rocks,
as occurring in Arkansas, between Little Rock and the Hot Springs, which
present a striking analogy with those of Missouri and L:1.ke Superior, consisting of talcose, silicious ·and crystnlltne hornblende slates, often highly
bclined, with becL;; of dark-blue limestone. On these older rocks, rests unconformably a sandstont probably analogous to that of Lake Superior.
\Vithin this district of non-fossiliferous, s~ratified rocks, o~curs a beautiful
syenite. The vast masses of micaceous, or sub-magnetic oxicle of iron,
which occur in Missouri, find their representative in the well kno\vn "Arkan~
sas Magnets," or, in the iron ore of Magnet Cove. It is here associate.I
with the interesting titaniforous minerals, schorlamite, arkansite, or Brook•
ite, and also, elreolite. Dr. E. thinks he h~s traced this series on tb
northern branches of the Colorado in Texas.
In the CJ.stern portio!'ls of the United States, there can be no doubt of
the existence of this system.
,
We are satisfied from personai observation that it flanks the Adiron:lack
range in New York, where it is associated with hypersthene rocks and with
masses of sub-magnetic oxide of iron, below the Potsdam sandstone.
The Messieurs Rog-ers describe a series of obscurely stratified rocks ia
Pennsylvania an,J Virginia occupying the same relative positio~, known ns
the gneissoid series. They undoubtedly flan~{ the Appal~chian ~huin 0:1
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the er.st, thro•1ghout their e!ltire range, nncl \Yiil rrolmbly l;c.. found
t!en~IoreJ in Tennessee and North Carolina.
Ia Europe, the existence of this series has bern cstablishd beyond co
troversy. It k:.s been shown by eminent geologists, e~pecblly by Mure
r.on and de Verneuil, * that the lowest beds i11 Scandimn-ia, containing t
least t!·aces of organic life, arc the exact equivalents of the Lower Siluri
strata of the British Isks, and that these have been clistir.ctly formerl o
of, and rest u1::on, slaty and ether rocks which had undergone crystalli
tion before their particles were grour.d up and cemented together again
compose the earliest beds_ in which orgm1ir. life is trncedJle. 'To this m
ancient system of rocks in Scandinr.\·ia, they have given the m:me
azoic. By this term, they do not mean dogmn.tieally to assert th,tt noth'
organic could have been in existence during ✓1he earliest tirces, when th
rocks were in the process of formation, but simply to express the gre
fact, that, as far r.s our present stntc cf knowledge goes, we look iu y· ·
_ for ,rny traces of orgar,ic life, and it seems probable that they were fonn
under such physical cond:Jions that nothing living could have flourish
during thnt period.
The grrat mass of rocks in Scandinavia is made up of a crystalli
granitic gneiss, presenting an almcst infinite succcssi9n of feldspathi
quartzose, micaceous "nd hornblenclic h:min~, wl:.ich are often highly c
tarted, though a general strike or cFrection may be traced over a lar
tract of country. These reeks are by no mear:s to lJe confounded with
metnmorphic Silurian strata, occurring uncler _a simi:ar and analogous fo
in the same country. These azoic rocks are often disturbed and cut throug
by dykes of greenstone and tranrsed by ~ountlcrn veins of grn.nite,
It is evident from the direct comparison cf the more ancier.t azoic wi
newer metamorphic Silurian, that, from lithological characters alone,
d:stinction could be drawn between thf m, and ;1 is only where the m
conclusive evidence is afforded, by superposition of the latter 1:11cc1:for
bly upon the former, thnt they can be clearly reccgnizecl and <l<..fined
belonging to different ages.
De la Bee.he remarks that, although alterations in the mineral charact
of the fossiliferous rocks, from the influence of intrudeci igneous matter in
n molten state, or arisrng from other modifying causes, often produce mica
slates, hornblrnde s!ates, gneiss r:ncl other forms of laminated and stratificdt
o(>pcsits, with a peculiar aspect, there appears, neverthele~s, evidence i
Scandinavia and the British Isle'-, and also in other parts of Europe,
show that, bcr.cath all the fossiliferous rocks, there are mica and chlori
slates, quartz rocks, crystalline limestones, gneiss, hornblende, and ~th
rocks of eal'lier production. These mny le, incleecl, merely aitered, or m
• nus:ii::\ :.mu
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a:-n1rph::>s2d, detrital an:l c11e:nic:11 deposits of ear,ier times, and pJssi1.Jl.1/
org~mic rem1ins may eve:-itually be discovered in thE.'m ; b:.it un1 il this sha~l
happen, it sce:.ns <lesirable b k)ep them as~nder, for the convenience of
shJwing previous accumulations to those known as the Cambrian grour,
He, therefore, prop0ses the name of ./ltl'Jna Series for the reception of thes::?
oHer r,)cb, which are w21l dispbye!! in the island of Anglesea, in connection with those of the saccee<ling group. ;1<
In the admirable and d2taileJ examinatior;s of the Geological Survey of
·wales, where the 1mmerous int2rcalated beds of trapi)ean rocks and the
complicated series of faults have renJ.ere<l the bsk of u_nri.lvelling the geology 011e of great difficulty, the surveyors have e:learly shown the existence
of this azoic series below the lo,vest Silurian strata, which is there represented by the sandstone of Baqwuth and H::ulech.
B:urande, also, in his investi 6 ations of the Bohemi::rn L:isin, has recognizeJ a series of semi-crystalline slates alternating with compact argillaceo'JS slates, belo\.V t~1c lo·.v2st Si lurian strata, in Ythich he has failed to
detect any trace of organic life; hence he has applied the name azoic to
these ro~ks witho~t meaniJg to assert positively, th ,1t the series is n bsolutel y
destitute of all tnces, b~t simply as inJicating the great fact th~t, thus far,
none have been discovered.
• G..:..,lugic . ll Observer, pp. 31, 3:.!.
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CHAPTER III.
GllA!-."1TE ROCKS OF TIIE AZOIC PERIOD,

Granite.- Its Composition.- Mode of Formation.- Character of tl,i
Scenery wheri it prevails.-Peculiarilies of Structure.- Range and
Extent on the .Northern Shore.- Its External Characters.-Range and
Extent on the Southern Shore.- Greenstone Dylces.-Section between
Lake Superior and the Mouth of the Escaniiba .River.- Secti:m from
Keweenaw Bay to the .Mouth of the J11enomonee.- Character of tM
Granite in the Western Portion of the District.- Jlge of the Granitu
of this Region.-Jllfineralogical Composition.- Economic Value.Trappecm Roc!cs.- Intensity of Igneous .flction during this Epoch.
We shall use the term granite in an extended ~ensc, as comprehending
not only those compounds of feldspar, qmutz, and miea, w'l1ich form gra•
11ite proper ; Lut those compounds consisting of feldspar and quartz, to
which the -specific name of pegmatite has been assigned by the ~rench? and
those of feldspar, quartz and hornblende, usually kno n as syemte .
. The gradations between the most ancient granites and the pr~clu~ts of
existing volcanoes are innumerable. There appears, however, this tl1flerence between them, that while the latter have been poured cut in l_ava currents, the former have been elevated in a softrne<l condition, forming vast,
irregular masses, or bosses, over which the incumbent strata ar_e ofte11
folded. They have not Leen protrudecl from narrow apertures, hke the
Lasalts, but from widely-extending gorges.*
.
The granites often occur in long, narrow lines, termed elvans, which
appear to differ in no respect from greenstone dykes, except in composition, and also_in ramifying vei_ns, filling up the preexis~i~1g fissures.
. ·
In most reg10ns where gramte constitutes the prevailing rock, the hills
cissume n. rounded outline, and afford few scenes of picturesque .beauty.
vVe meet with no over-hancring cliffs, no needle-shaped peaks shooting up
into the sky, no narrow a°nd intricate defiles, where the sunlight rarely
penetrates . All of the angular points are sIToothed off, as thougl\ the
plough and the harrow had passed over the regicn.
The &ranite masses are characterized by tabular divisions, which often
communicate to them a stratiform appearance. Where it occurs, ~aJ:-5
Von Buch, in large insulated masses of a faintly arched ellirsoid form, 1t 1s
covered by a crust, or shell, cleft into blocks-instances of \Yhich are met
·with, alike in the Harz district, the Mysore, and lower Peru.
• Humboldt. Cosmos, Vol. Ip. 258. To nsc the bngnage of an eminent obsen·er, "imagine
n lar~..i w_c1g..i forced from below through a sheet of thick ice on a river, or pond. First, th
ice n cs m an :l-ngl~ th,tt becomes sharper and higher, as the wedge rises: then it cracks
cipcns, prcsentmg its upturned edges on both sides and thrOlwh comes the wcd"C, And
t11is is_ a very different process from wh:i.t takes pla~c when the°icc merely crack: nud t
wa.ter IS!lt!e through the crack. In the one case there is a ront, and water cliffosed overt
fi 1rficc: m th :} othor th::rc is the Jlrojcctiun•
wc:l"e
flanked uy thu u1;turucu ed"'c~ uf
0
0

Ji:c: "-ll_ulh :\r'llor,

'
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At the cn.tarncts of the Orinoco, Humboldt saw grnnitc in lm•gp flattened
~pherical m:-isses, which could be diviJe<l, like basalt, into concentric

l.1yers.
G:3.AN!TIC ID::::-:J OF TUE N0:lTIE:J.:·r srrn~E.

Granite forms, for the most part, the ri:n of the Lake Supcricr basin.
The culminati1~g points bftween the lake and Hudson's bay, on tpe north,
the branches of the M:ssissippi on the south-west, a.'.1.d Gr2e::1 B.1y on the
south, are of this formation.
It appPars in low, undulating hil1s, nowhere attaining a greater c!evation
than 2500 feet above the ocean. On the northern shore, it is more widely
distril,uted than on the•southern; but its geographical bo:mdaries have
been imperfectly determined. We propose to give, in a condense<l form,
a brit>f description of its distribution on both shores of the lake.
Beginning at Pigeon river, in the north-western ex_tremity _of the lake,
wu find, acc:ording to Professor Mather, a mass of gramte formmg the eastern extremity of the penir,.sula, where it appears in high ridges. It is composed of the two minerals, red feldspar and quartz, closely ag-gregated, an<l
is traversed by heavy dykes of greenstone, and veins of quartz and ca}c..
spar, containing the ui-sulphuret of iron.
A range, according to Mr. Lognn, commences at Fort \Villiarn, anJ,
keeping north of ,the Kaministiquia river, is prolonged in a north-easterly
direction, flanked on either side by beds of gneiss and chlorite slate. It
interseets the coast cibout ten miles belo\Y the mouth of the stream, and is
seen at intervals along the shore, for a considerable distance; it then
recedes inland, and, crossing the isthmus between Thunder and Black bays,
regains the water, about nine miles from the Light of the latter, in a spur
terminating at Granite islet. The main range is protracted in a northerly
direction, intersecting the Neepigon river some distance above the secoml
rapid, and again approaches the lake near the mouth of Jack river, which
falls into a deeply-indented cove in Neepigon bay. Farther on, it emerges
from the overlying sandstone and trap, and appears on the bay at a point a
little west of north from the entrance to the Chenal Ecarte-the strait
l,etween Simpson's island and St. Ignace. Cutting across a projecting point
(If sand, it forms a bo1d, rocky coast, cro\Ynerl hy occasionct l masses of
trap, along the north side of Grand Detroit, as far as Les Petits Ecrits,
where it is intersected by trap dykes, running in an easterly and westerly
direction.
In the north-eastern extremity of the Jake, the con,t from Pie river to
Otter Cove is formed by a gneiss.aid rock, which a few miles inland attains,
Hccording to Bayfield~ an elevation of eight hundred feet above the lake.
From Otter Cove to Michipicoten river, the coast is ocrufied by alternnte
reaches of granite anrl slate.
With the exception of a few s ➔u:ne miles of trJ.p at Garµ;antu:1, granite
nnd gnek; p.re the o:-ily roc1c:; exp:)3~d alo:-ig the s:iore until we arrive in
the vicinity of Pointe aux Mines, a distance of about fifty miles, at the extremity
of which they sepJrate fro:n the· s110re, m:1intainin<T
a nearly
.
\
:,
straight sJuth-e:lSterly line acros3 the eastern pc1rt of Bntcheewauaung
13ay, leaving the trap of Mamainse between them and the lake. Thence,
they strike the northern part of Goulais Bay, an<l finally attain the pro-
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mo~fory of Gro, Cap, where they ,form n moder~.tely lold rnn:c cf hil: 1
, running eastwardly towards L_a~e H~ror:,':tWith reo-ard to the comros1t10n of this rock, Mr. I cgan rerr.arks, thtt
the ' base G granite occ,:sionally p:ssing .into syenite by the irldition cl
hornblende; l>ut the latter . does not npi=ear to be oft~ n pnsent whclly
without the mica. Both the mica an.I hornblende are, in l er.era}, black, the
quartz, either opake or translucent-white, or colorless, or L r..r:spc:rent. The
color of the feldspar is usually so:ne shade of red, and, beir:g the prevailing
mineral, gives in most cas<:s a reddish tinge to the mas:s. ·
GRANITIC ROCKS OF THE SOUTIIE~N SIDRE •

•

Crossing onr to the southern shore, v.e find. tl:e coast intersecfe<J, at
rare intervals, by granite masses. .Between Huron Bay ar:d Carp river, a
few pciats composed of this rock are observed, generally connected with
the main-land by n neck of sandstone-as for instance, at Granite Point, and
Dead rivu. 1·here are several islands in this vicinity ccmFcst:d in the
mi.in cf granite; but, on the lee-side, pr.tchcs of sa:ndst01 e are seen, which
have escaped tLe general denudntion to which tbis region has ·been sulJ.
jected. The Huron islands, according to Mr. Hill's observations, rise from
eighty to one hundred feet aboYe the lake, and are composed of granite.
It is r:ot improLaLk that, at no very remote epoch, they were connected
with ihe main shore by a neck of s::mdstone, as is seen at this time a
Granite Point.
The surface of these is1ands is bare nncl pclishetl, arnl traversed by nurr.erous strire, !.>earing N. 20° E. and S. 20° 1,V. Now here on the southern coast,
have we seen these eYidences of the drift epoch so well defir,ed. It is onlI
in the fissures of the rock that trees take root and grow with a stint~
growth, and hence these islands present an inhospitable aprearance. Thd
granite, unlike most of that fournl on the southern shore, contains considerable mica, and is intersected by several systems of joints cutting it into
· tabular plates, which will materially c1irl the quarry-man in his labors. I
affords admirable materials for construction, and 'the day may not be far
distant when quarries will be opened to supply the cities of the Jakes. Thi
ro_ck_may be quarried almost by the ,vater's edge, and vessels can apprcacl
w1thm a few yards nrd be protected from every wind.
Granite island is a nearly bare mass of rock-comprising an nrea. of
two or three hundred square feet-on the top of which a few straggh~
cedars maintain a sicJdy growth . It is situated about six miles from the
r.:iair.-Jand, ancl three or four degrees east of north from Granite Point.
Middle island als~ belongs to this c1 ass of formations. The granite con·sists of the Linary compound of feldspar and quartz. Powerful dykes
greenstor.c intersect the mass, some of ,\·hich are ninety feet in width, a
.
we CJuntrd no !es, than six within the distance of forty rods.
They cut the granite i:1 remarkably straight lines, (see Fig. 4,) leavm
c1ean, smooth edges, as thou~h the shock by which the original fissur
were formed, hail ueen suclclenly applied. 1 In the smaller dykes, the gr~
stone is very ccmpact and fine-grainecl; but in the larger, while it exh1L1
this texture near the edges, towards the centre it becomt:s highly cryst
• C.m:d.1 itcvort !er 184G-4i, I>· :?2 Et Se-1.
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l'iM,-{1itrer~fiC(l"S "·hich mc1y hn,·c resulted from th~ rela{i~c slown:ss, or
rapidity, with which portions of the mass parted with tht1r _he, t, m the ·
process of consolidation. There nre two systems of dykes~ one set bears
11early cast and west, wh~le the other bca!·s north~east and south-west;
these in their turn are intersected by vems of quartz, as seen on tht'
' side of the ' island. The contour
. cf the m:-.ss 1s
. ronmIec.,I an ..l 1:u
northern
Fig.4.

Greenstonc Dyke ut l\Iiddlc Island.

1

mercus deep strire, some of which arc two fed in depth and four feet in
width, were obsened, bearing N. 20° \V., S. 20° E.
SeYeral granite islets appear off Presqu'isle, but ns they differ in no respect in structure from Midc.[e island, a farther descrii:tion is <leemed un•
necessary.
These islands are but the outliers of a mass which, in our district, is spread
oYer nn area of more than 2000 square miles. It has an extremely
irregular out]ine, which cannot well be chdinrcl by a wrbal description.
'1.'he reader, therefore, is referred to tl e general Map of the region for a
reprfsentation of its boundaries.
Granite forms the coast between Prcsqu'isle and Granite point. Proceeding \Yestwardly, it expands rapidly until it attains a width of twenty-five
miles-a spur shooting off to the north-west, known as the Huron moun•
tains-and, after having r,asserl the Machi-gummi, contracts equally rapidly,
and terminates on the sources of the Sturgeon river. The extreme len~th
of this granite axis is about sixty miks, ana_its culmir:ating fOints rise h00
feet above the lake.
Another granite boss rises to the south of that above described, r.nd ,.,
ranges in a nearly parallel dire.c tion for abcut thirty-six miks. The
interval between them is from twelve to fifteen miles in width, cccupied by
crystalline schists, marbles, beds of quartz, c:r.d sp::cuJar ircn.
Farther west, another granite belt starts frcm the her.d waters , of the
Ontonagon riYer, and thence exteu!s to the western Emits cf the district,
intersecting the head of Agogebic fake, ar.d cro~sing the Mcntreal riwr
about fifteen miles from its mouth. Scutbw,-:rd, it forms the wder-shed
between the rivers of Lake Superior ,me! the lVIississip i, url FESfS beycnd
the limits of this district into Wisi::or.sin. It is prob L!e that this 1.eJt is a
continuation of that first described, but vrn hnse 1:ot been able to trace the
continuity. There is an interval of h-renty miJE,~, wl:rre the surface of the
country he<'omes nearly horizontal, and is strown with uccun:ulr.tici:s cf ,,..
c!r.y nn<l gravel, burying up the subicu:t 1·cc:Ls.
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There nr0, nls~, nu:ne,,ro'J3, insulntetl patches of granite s~::ttt:-Me:l throug
the crystalline
schists, the positions of ,vhich are indicated on the accom
..
panyug map.
.
.
/
The granite, for the most part, forms numerous parallel mlges, beanng
fast anJ west, which are rounrle,l and featureless. The rocks rarely
emerge to the surfac2 in mural escarpments, but n re r.once:tled by the debris
of ages. Dens~ forests of maple anll yellow birch, interspersed with pine
natl hemlock, clothe the ridges, while the intervals are occupied by almost
impasnble marshes, filled with tamarar.k, c!dar, and alder, or by natural
meadows, i:1 which the blue-joint ( Calam,:1grastis cana,dinsis) flourishes
with rank luxuriance. A chain of small lakes is often obscrve,l, hAmmed
h by the p:1.rallel ridges, whose outlet is through some tranverse gorge,
formed, not by the erosive action of water, but by a fissure i!l the rocky
barrier.
The gre:iter portion of the surface occupied by this class of rocks has not
yet been sub-divitletl, ancl hence it is, that the maps representing its area are
so deficient in top::igraphical information. Of the whole district, the grani•
tic re~ioJ. p::>s3e.sses the least economic:1.l value. There apperir to be no
metallic veins worthy of exploration, an:l from the Lroken and rugged char
arter of the s:.1rface, it is ill acLtptd to agricultural purposes. llesides, its
remoteness fro~11 mwig-alile water wiH retard its immediate settlement.
L-Jc:il Details.-We do not propose to make a transcript of our noteh~oks. Such a transcript would enc um l>er the report with unnecessary
details, anrl serve no useful pu:-pose. We shall extract such portions only;
as illustrate some interesting problem in ge0logy, or furnish facts of economical value. Sections Pxtendin')" through the different systems of rocks ol
this regi:m, possess great unifon~1ity, wherever· taken, and their multiplica•
ti')n would throw little a'.lditional light upon its geotoo-ic:11 structure.
\Ve s:1all, th.ere~re, content ourselves with a few i'.1usf;.ations of this
nature.
Ilesides, in a region so yast as this, ,vherc the physical obstructions
its ~ucces3ful exploration are so formidable, it has bee:1 found impossible
with the means placerl nt O~1r dispo::;al, to make but little more than I!
general reconnoiss:tnce. We have only attemptetl to delineate its more prominent features, while to those who succeed us, we leave the m0re difficult
hsk of sketching in the indi vidnal lineaments. That task- cannot be sue•
cessfnlly _executeJ, until the cou try shall become intersected by roads and
d0tteJ with human habitations ; until portions of the forests, which now.
C()ver the whol~ su'.t\ce, become le,·elled by the axe, and the underlyi~
r?cks e"l{pos~rl m pits anrl quarries. Practical geo]o,rrists alone can appreciate the ad afforded by these artificial exc:1 vati~ns. It is not fro
wan,Ierin~ OYe~ the hills,· or <lrift-coYere:l plains, that he arrives at th
structural relat10ns of a country; but, by followin,r up the beds of sma
strea1:1s, where the superficial covering h:1s been ~em0ved, by exami ·
q1.1ames~ ~~ere the fresh _surfaces of the rocks are exposerl to the clay, an
by scrutm1zm6 the nntc>rrnls thrown out from wells and pits .
. The s:.ihjoind section will serve to illustrate the ord2r of positio11 in th
d1 Terent groups of rocl~s, between Lake Superior and Lake Michiga
It c:o.:n:nenc;es on the township line between ranges 3G and 38 1 anJ e
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tends thence, in a southe. y directi:m to the mouth of the Esc1nr~ba rircr,
n uistanc2 of about seventy miles.
Proceedin'>" inland from the shore of Lake Su•
perior, our r~ute for the first six miles is over low,
marshy grounJ, sup~oseJ to be und1:rlaiJ by t~e
Pots:lam ~andstone, rn a nearly horizontal position. Occasionally yestiges of ancient terraces
are observed, indicating the former boundaries of
the lake. Where the s;mdstone is exposeJ by
the lake shore, it is of a cbrk-red color, and con~ tains numerous white blotches, like those at To~

~

a

~

00

b:icco ri\"er and Granite Point.

A low granite

ridge is first · observed, according to Mr. Hill, a
mile west of the corner of sections 34 and 33,
along the south boundary of township 50, range
26. Fragn1ents of slate are seen at its base,
s:> that it is not improbable that a portion of
the azoic system is interposed, at this point,
as at many others, between the granite and
the Potsdam sandstone . In section 1, along
the cast boundary of township 49, range 27, a
ridge of granite four hundred ancl seventy-two

s~ feet in height is observed, be<J.ring N. 20° E.

It

consists for the most part of the ternary compoun I of feldspar, quartz and mica, differing in
this respect from th:1.t see~ by the lake shore.
Hornblende occasio:nlly replaces the mica, forming syenite, the prevailing color being light-grey.
Powerful dykes of greenstone traverse the mass
in a direction parallel to its prolongation. There
;.i are also seen numerous granite veins, seldom ex~ ceeding eight inches in width, ramifying through
j the granite, and occasionally through the s-reenc.:,
stone. Mica is more abundantly disseminated
through these veins than in the adjoining walls,
- an interesting faet, since it tends to confirm
its volcanic origin ; for this substance has been
detected not only in the ancient basal ts but in the
profocts of existing volcanoes. Gneiss is ol>-.servecl to flank the granite both on the north
and on the south, with intercalated beds of
E quartz and feldspar, and imperfectly laminated
E hornblende,-the w·hole dipping uniformly from
~ the axis of elevation. These might with pro~ priety be regarde1l as the more highly metam or§ phosed portions of the azo1c system.
On section 7, another range of granite is
passed, four hundred and ninety feet m heicrht,
O
Learing nearly east and west,· which rises rapi 11y to t.h.e w\sh~·an~ of the line o~ section; I.mt to the eastwµ:cl verge1
to a level. frne1ss 1s seen along its flanb to nrar the su:nm;.t, wh~c:>
consist::; of a dark-~olorcJ, crystallbe mass,
00
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In section 18, nu:nerous low ridges of granite cccnr, flanked by gn "'
ar.d hornblende.
Near the north line of section 19, a ridge of granite 1s seen which attain
an altitude of seven hundred and seYenty feet, and bears nearly east nnd
west, with gneiss and slaty hornblende along its slopes. The gre~ter portion of the line through this ~ection JHlsses orer hornblende slate ; Lut, neat
the southern boundary, the granite breaks through the incumbent rock
and rises to the height of eight hundred and sixty-seYen feet abo,:e t~
lake. The mass consists of feldspar, quartz and black mica, the latter so
far predominating as to communicate to it a d~-trk color.
We here reach th,· boundary between the igneous and the metamorphit
rocks, and it will be seen that as we recede from that line, the rocks be•
come less crystalline in their texture · and exhibit more distinct traces
of bedding. The gneiss, the compact hornblende, and the quartz and
feldspar rocks, exhibiting a massive structure, will be found passing
into, or succeeded by, beds of argillaceous, talcose and chlorite slate, and
quartzose rocks, enveloping pebbles and displaying obscure lines of strati•
fication.
,
To the south of the last described ridge, along the western boundary of
section 30, the line passes over hornblende Tocks somewhat fissile, contain•
ing seams of quartz conformable in dip and bearing to the enclosing mass.
About., one-fourth of a mile south of the northern boundary of township
48, the talcose slates, with planes of bedding, are seen for the first time.
The surface here attains an altitude of 1004 feet, which is higher than any
of the granite ridges along the line of the section. The valley of Dead
river sinlrn down nearly seYen hundred feet, and the underlying rock con..
sists apparently of talcose and argillaceous slates. ·To the south, in sec•
tions 13 and 24, hornblende slates reappear and occupy a width of about a
mile and a half. In section 24, they are succeeded by talcose slates; but,
in section 25, the hornblende slates are again observed, and there is no
marked change in the rocks until ,ve arrive in section 36, when the takcse
schists reappear, dipping to the south at an angle of 68°.
About a fourth of a mile north of Teal lake, a quartz range is intersected,
bearing nearly east ancl west, which forms one of the most strikin~ topographical features of the country. Its altitude is nine hundred and forty•
four feet above the level of Lake Superior, and throuo-hout its entire range,
it rises shar-p and well-definecl. The quartz exhibits imperfect lfnes of
bedding, and displays a slightly granular texture. Beneath this is a be.d
of novaculite ten feet in thickness, which possesses n fine grit and affords
an admirable material for hones. To this succre<l talcose slates, the whole
dipping n6° to the south.
In section :32, township 4'3, range 2G, a quartzose conglomerate is observe_d ten feet in thickness, the included pebbles cor:sisting of quartz from
the size of a buck-shot to that of a hen's egg.
A few yards to the south-west of the J,{ckson Company's Forge, this
sa1:1e quartzose conglomerate is seen; but tl:c pebbles do not attain so large
a 51,~e.

. These heels, al~hough_ greatly transformed hy r~ason of their proximity to
igneous rocks, still retam tr~ces of their mech,rnical origin .
. Not far from the southl!rn margin of Teal lake, there rises a range of
hills cornposed of <lark-colored and compact hornblende rocks, ·\ :hich he
forms the " di vorti:1 aquurulll" kt ween the river systems cf the two gre
1
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lakes. The ~ottrces of the Escan~ba appoach ,vithin n qtinrtcr of n mile
of Teal lake, which is drai.ced by the Cai p riYer of Lake Suferior.
In followino· the line of cur section to the s::>uthward, still continuing
between rancr~s 26 and 27, we firrd a belt of about five mills in width,
cxtendino- to bnear the north-east corr.er of section 36, tmrnship -l-7, range
. 27, occufiecl by the slates of the azoic series, and the i~.tercal~ted buls of
trappean rock. The latter, however, largely prcdommate m arparent
thickness the riclo-es beir.g numerous, and mostly of a dark-green hornb'. endic t;ap. N:'ar the line between sections 1 and 12, a ridge of green
crystalline tr .P occ_urs, flar.k~c! on tl:e ~ou~h by hornblende slates, somewhat talcose m thell' composition, and dippng to the south at an angle of
65°. A mile farther south, the countq :rradually rises, with alternate
ridrres of trnppean rock, and bands of ·hornblemle ,slates, which have n
finely schutose structure.
On the north side of section 13, the s~ates become more silicious, and
stand nearly vertically; and, then again, are suceeeded by low ridges ancl
rounded crests of a haru, compact, greenish, trappean rock. At the
corner between sections 13 and 24, the hornblende slates are highly
impregnated with oxide of iron, which occasionally forms quite, pure bands
b the slaty rock. The ground continues elevated along the eastern line
of section 13, being about 1000 feet aboye Lake Superior, and is partially
covered by drift ; two mi!es farther west, however, the rock is exposed
along the whole length of the line between sections U and 15, and presents a constant succession of steep ri llges of a dark and crystalline greensto:ie, no slates being visible in the depression between the riJges. Near
the corner of sections 2-! and 2,5, we find an abundance of angular fragments of slaty hornblende-rock, containing iron, and masses of quartz,
with specular iron. These roc!rn rise into a <lome-shape'i protuberance a
little to the east of the line of section 25, and have, here, an elerntion of
a~out_ 1200 feet_abo~e Lake Superior. The slaty rocks are so impregnated
with iron, at tlus pomt, as to become very good ores.
·
On the line between sections 29 and 32, is a remarkable knob of conglomerate, alike interesting from the fact that such a form of rock is of
rare occurrence ,_tmong the azoic series of this district, and fr01~ its intimate
can:-iection with the origin of the masses of iron in its vici!1ity. The conglomerat~ forms here an isolated, rounded elevaticn rising at least a hundred
feet ab:JVe the general level. It is made up
coarse bloeks of various
s:>rts which belong to the neighboring trappean and slaty beds, and are o
very consider,lble dim2n~ians. ~mDng_them ,ve recognize~), not _only fra~
m:mts of the rock associated with the iron; but masses ot the iron itself,
an:!. of the bande(! and jasper:y: varieties. J\fost of the fragments of this
remarkable breccrn are· but slightly rounded and worn on their eclcres,
having in this respect much more the appearance of a frictiof).-conglomer~te
than of one in ,vhich the long-continued action of water hacl played a part
The b'.ocks are cemente_<l together by a very hard, ferruginous paste. The
nature of the sumjunding country, covered with soil and forest-trees, prevented us from s:1tisfactorily tracing its connedion with the adjoining
rocks. We are inclined, howeYer, to reo-arcl it as connected with the
eruption of the adjacent granite, nnd rathe~ as the effect of the crnshiro_a11~! e_le~ating for~e~ which such ~~1 elevation must ,h~ve. called into plat
If tlus 1s th~ case, 1t m:1.y be consIL1ered as analogous 1n its mo!1e of formati-0.:1 to the c~mgbm~rntes of Keweenaw Point. A fact worthy of notice_
t)
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in this oonne-ction is, thn.t, in spite of t'r..e hetcrogenm::s strueh:re of the
mass, it exhibits a distinc.t tendency to separate, or fake off, in thick concentric layers, like some eruptive granites.
The nature of the fragments composing this breccia, and of the cement
by which they are united, prores conclusively that the process of fc1·mation of the ores of iron, and the impregnation of the slaty rocks with
metallic matter, must have been one of long continuance, and not a merely
momentary operation. The vr.rious kinds of ore must have been in existence before the formation of this mass, but they were subsequently brokEn
off and mingled together in confusion. Emanations of metallic matter
must still have been issuing from beneath, since we find the whole deposit "'
thoroughly impregnated ,vith it, an<l• converted into one firmly coherent
mass.
Near the south eastcrn corner of section 25, (tmvnship 47, range 27 ,.)
we reach the southern boundary of the slaty and trappean rocks, and
stri)re the belt of grani~e which intervenes between them and the Potsdam
sandstone, on the south side of the axis. The width of the grnnitir belt
along this lin~ of section is about ten miles, since it extends scuth as
far as .the centr.e of townshjp 45, where i~ was first seen in rlace by Mr.
Hall, rn ascendmg the Escanaba. The height of the land at the pomt of
junction of the granite and slates, is .:bout six hundrccl and fifty feet above
Lake Supericr.
The whole surface covered by this belt of granite is low ,md swampy,.
the rock rising out of the ground in narrow rnd pn:cipit01.:s ridges, a
number of whicl1 are crossed by this line of S( ction. They vary from
hventy to fifty feet in height above the adjacent surface, an<l haYe an elevc..tion of from six to seven hundred feet above Lake Superior_. These ridges
frequently rresent almost vertical and bare walls en both sides; r..nd the
desolate aud forbidding character of the region , consisting mainly cf low
and tangled swamps, and barren ridges, can hardly be exaggerattd.
The mineralogical constituents of the grar.ite, on this s1<le cf the axis,
are mainly reddish feldspa.r and quartz, with but little mica.
At the junction of the granite with the azoic slat.ls on the so~thern side,
the relation of the former to the latter is clearly SC't:n. The slaty rocks
are traversed by injected veins of granite, which gradually i1:creaEe in
number and climensior:s as we approach the granitic nucln:s. On an
almost vertical wall of rock, abot t forty feet in r.eight, near tte south-east
0
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Arotincl the partion
the granitic tn~8s, indicaterl by the _letter c, the ,
1Iaty rock has all the aprearance of havmg been ber.t and tw-isted by the
injE:ction of the granite vtin. The following figur e:·(h 6 . i,) rcrre.:;ents thia
portion of the rock on a larger scale than the preceding:

This eontorted strncture seems to be due, not to an actual crO'\vdin~
back of the schistose rock, but rather to a rea,rrangement of its particles,
occasioned by the presence of the granitic mass.
St!ction from Keweenaw Bay to tlie nwutli of the Jvlenomrmee. (See
General Section.)-In ascenrliug the first granite axis bnck of Keweenaw
bay, its northern limits are observed to extend to within two miles of the
boundary between townships 48 and 49, range 33, approaching within six:
miles of the lake shore. It is exposed in a mural cliff facing the south,
about thirty feet high ; it is of a light-grey color, and comf ose<l of an infinite number . of crystalline plates, confusedly aggregate(, in which the
three constituents feldspar, quartz and mica, may Le recognized. The
altitude of this ridge is 1064 feet above Lake Superior. .Descending into a
longitudinal valley, the granite is occasion~lly exposed in low ledges,
haYing a rounded form. Crossing the range line, it reappears in a cliff
fifteen or twenty feet in height, traversed by numerous and 1~emarkably
regular divisional lines. At the outlet of a small lake which is one of tho
reservoirs of Sturgeon river-near the east part of township 49, range 33it is again seen, undPr the form of well-characterized syenite. .t-,ear the
centre of township 49, range 33, ,vc ascended an abrupt ridge, three hun<lred feet above the surroun<ling le,;;el, composed of rose-colored feldspar
and quartz, and traversed by numerous veins of quartz and chlorite. Syenit.e reappears along the north line of township 48, range 32. A mile
farther south the granit~ rises to the height of 1198 feet aboYe Lake Surerior, forming the culminating point of this region. The southern boundary
of this belt, which is here about ten miles in width, occurs north of
Sagiagans.
,
. ~~e of the _sources of the Sturgeon river cro~ses this belt twi~e in this
v1c1mty. It >rises near t}le northern group of nzmc slaks and, flowmg south,
cuts through the main axis and sweeps around its base; then recrosses it,
traversing the whole belt 1-:1 a northwesterly direction. The course of this
stream has probably bee;1 determined by transYerse fissures extending .
across the entire axis. ·
I
The granite, it will be seen, forms a series of paralJeJ ridges, bearing ·
nearly east and \Yest. The gentler slopes verge towards the north, while
the precipitous escarpments front the iOuth. Tbe longitu<linul valleys con•\
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tain nT:1ero:1s nntu:-a1 ·m~a :1o•xs, or s:nall wet p:-niries, destitute cf t
a 1 I clothe I \\·itb a rank g:mvth of blue-j:Ji:it grass. They appear to ha
b.~~:1 the b!.,ls of ancie::t L1kes which have b(en fillc>d by the deb is cf t
S HTC>un.li11, hills, or d.-2.ine:I by the abrnsion of their former Lar; iers. •
C
•
p ·e·,.;i]ing growth on th~ ri lgcs is maple, yellow birch an_<! ,:sh? intersrer~
with colos.s.tl pines, s:-nnt'timcs one hundred and fifty feet m height m1el s1
feet ir1 diameter. The lo .v grn:rn:ls are occnpiecl uy dense thickets of a;uer
1·1· Ltr anJ spruce, which are hung v,ith long festcons of mO"s.
'l'he S;:!Con I granite a xis, where it cr,~sses the Machi-gamig ( towr.ship -1-5
r.rrqe 2),) is much ca:1.tr.1eted in di:nensions, being only about five mi't:s ii:
wi !"th, an ·l attaining but a sli,-ht elevatio:1 abJve the surrounding com.try
It cansi.sts of q'.1artz and fdJ::;p:u in large crystals, presenting~ in many
pl 1Ce3, 6e asp~ct of gr.1phic granite. In crossing portage No. 5, it is seen
i I low ri.l;~es running east arnl west, having_a rounded contom. Mr. till
e :plored {his zone further eas~, a!1cl from his notes we gr:ther the followirg
i:l~ormation.
St-uting on the line between ranges 28 nncl 20, in t°' ·:rsl.ip 43, m:d proceedi 1g north, he describes the country as low and mnrshy, and so thoroughly c .JVered with transporteJ m:tterials that the underlying rocks are almost
!'ntirf>ly concealed. The line of junction between the granite al'!.d sandstone was not obsene -1; but is supposed to occu!' near the northern part of
t:1e fo,vnship, since here, for the first time, loose blocks of sandstone were
no~i·~ed, which were supposed to have bE>en derived from the immediate
vicinity. The granite is first observe,] on the line between sectiori.s 13 and
12, in a low exposure. Near the south-east corner of section 36, township 4-1-, a low, rounded ledge is seen, rising up thr011gh the surrounding
swamp. Along this line, through the whole township, frequent exposures
of this , haracter are observed.
The southern portion of township 45, range 29, is low r.nd marshy; l.ut
the northern portion is broken, ancl the granite api:ears in numerous knobs
and riilg~s .. In sections 1, 11 and 12, dykes of greenstone are seen to cut
the gramte m numerous places. In section 1:3, a large dyke occurs, bearing east and west, and varying but little from a perpendicular in its downward course. Its mineral components are hornblende and feldspu intimately
mi seed, with cryshils of [l 1, :r:;y feldspar dissemimited.
There seem to be, <lCct.ding to the observations of Mr. Hill, two gene•
r0 l systems of dyk£S in this region, thcugh subjfct to minor deYiations; one
hears N. from 70:' t'.:> 80° W., the other N. 10° E. The east and west
clvkes are the main ones, being the widest, longest and best dPtinell. Line~
of division ,,Tere everywhere noticed, one set bearing N. 75° or 80° \V.
an I another from S. 10° £. to S. 10° \V,
Near the north bound :try of township 46, ·range 28, gneiss is seen supportecl by ~ranite on the south: on sections 3 and 4, heavy dykes of greer:stone, ranging east and west, traverse the mass. Some chlorite slate 13
s "n between sections -lG and 47, where the Esc::maba river crosses the line,
fla 1king the hornblende ridges to the cast arnl north.
Ah-1 ~ th~ li e betwee;-i sectio!ls 27 an'1 23, township 47, and in sections
·10 ~:1d :Jl, tae granite i. traversed by two greenstone dykes, bcarir.g east
-~·I W"3t, e:1~!1 of which is nearly eight hnnrlred feet in-width, r,omposed of
t > lS:! ?f C') np~t hC>:-n~lcnJe and fclclsi)ar, with glassy crystals of the latter
l,.;:,.!m· 1ate-l. The granite in this vicinity consists
a. highly crystalline

of
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com;,ouml of f'ehlspnr arnl quartz, with an occ:1sional ad:nixture cf hornblende.
On following the granite regipn wcstwardJy from the Escan7Lhn ri rer,
where it crosses township 4G, range 27 and 28, ·we find it poss(-ssing nearly

the same mineraloo-ical character, and similar in its mode of occurrence to
that already described. · This belt of igneous rock crosses the Machi-gamig
river in tcwnship 46, range 29, nnd pursues a ,vesterly course, bending to
the southward, for about twelve miles to the ,,·est of that stream. Beyond
this point, it can no longer be traced, except in occasional knobs a.nd ridges
which rise out of the predominating slaty rocks. .
·
There a~e numerous intrusive mass rs of granite scattered through the
azoic series of the southern portion of the district; inclecd, so numerous are
the successions, aud so complicated the relaticns of tr.e two rocks with the
accompanying trappean belts, and so great tl:e diYcrsity cf character, that
it wou_ld requir~ much more time than we were able to de-rote to this par~
of the region, e,·en under the most farnuraLle circumstances of exposure ot
the rocks, to m ke out its detailed structure. \Ve must content ourse1Yes,
therefore, with genera] outline of the most conspicuous points.
The granite- rises in low ridges from amidst the talcose, hornblende, aml
chlorite slates, in to,mships 41; 42, 43 and -1--1-, through the whole district
westward to 4:5. It is more quartzose than in the northern townshirs ;
mica is generally present in small quantity, and often nrrangecl in paralld
layers, so that the mass assumes a gneissoid structure. This mineral is
generally very dark-colored, sometimes black, and, for the most part,
occurs in minute plates.
In the extreme western portion of the district, west ofrange 40, granite
is the predominating rock below the southern boundary of township 47,
and is H,ssociated with a hornblende-rock, which sometimes assumes a slatv
structure. The granite is mostly a· binary compound of feldspar- an~l
q1mrtz, the former largely predominating, ancl giYing a reddish tinge to
the whole rock; mica is present only in wry small quantity, while hornblende and chlorite are occasionally scattered in minute particles thrnugh
it. Nearly the whole of the granitic region in this 1~art of tlle district ·
presents the most forbidding and desolate aspect. Though it forms the
most elevated portion of the country, _b eing the water-shed between Lake
Superior anll the M ississippi, it is low and swampy, . and filled with
ni1merons lakes, of which over fifty were crossed by Mr. Burt, in sur•,eving the boundary-line between Lac Vieux Desert and tbe .Montreal riYer.
There are occasional elevafrrns, ,Yhich are dry, and wooded with sugar..
maple, ancl which, undoubtedly, are covered ·with n good soil; but, the
larger portion of the region pres~nts aimost interminable ced ar-swamrs, i:-i
the midst of which the granite and hornblende ridges rise, with pre~ipitous
walls, raJ'ely to more than fifty feet in height above the surrounding country. These ridges are generally very narrow, c1nd their sides are covere.i
with a thiek coating of moss crnd lichens. Nothing can exceed the deso1.lte solitude of this region. Not even the Indian tran~rscs it; it is destitute of game, and its st illness is nevn broken, exce:r,t Ly the crr.sl.ing of the
tornado through the dense forest, tearing up the trees, and piJiug them
together. so as to present an alm')st impassable ba: rier, as if still farther
to repel the i:itrusiJ.:1 of man into a regio:1, so litt:e fitte<l for his rect>p•

tion.
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The gr:mite of the whoJe of this portion of the district is ,·ery coa
graine.l anJ c:·ystalline, and is characterize l by a predarijinance of folds
and an almost entire ab:,ence of mica.
·
.11.ze of th?, Gtanite1. -The granites of the Lake Superior region' e
dently belong to two different epochs · of upheaval. That of the nor
western coast of the lake, in the vicinity of Pigeon river, was eleva
Lefore the close of the azoic period, since the upr-:er portion of the s~a
reposes horizontally around it; while that of the north-enstern coast,
that which forms the axis between the 1iver systems of the two lakes,
elevated after the termination of the azoic period, and before the dawn
the Silurian, since the granite has llisturbed the unJer beds of s~ates, w ·
the lower beds of the Potsdam sandstone rest undisturbed around it.
JJ!ineralogical Composition of the Granite.-The granite, south of
belt of azoic rocks in township 46, ranges 25, 26, 27, and 28, is general
made up of feldspar and quartz, mica being almost always wanting,
only present in very small quantity. The felclspar is by far the predo
nating mineral; in fact, whole ledges in the granitic region are co,mpo
almost wholly of it. It has generally a pale, flesh-red co r. On the
side of section 30, township 47, range 27, occurs a beautifui granite, ma
up principally of large tabular masses of red feldspar, with a little mi.k
quartz, and occasionally a few specks of chlorite.
Of the feldspar an analysis was made, to acquire a more definite kn owled
of the nature of the alkalies present in this mineral Rssoriated with t
granite. This analysis gave on 2.0709 grammes of the substance, carefully.

dried at 100° C.
Oxygen,

Silicn----------------------·-··
Alumina and a little iron- - - --- - - - - Lime---------~-------~-------Potash-------------------·--··Sod a - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

. \Vater - ............... "' ............... .

66.70-. - .. - - - - 34:.66
18.68-------- 8.64
.30

~

9.57 ------ 2.53
3.58
.70- - - - ..........(52

£)9.53
This 1s, as wiU be seen from the tatio of the oxygen of the silica of t~
bases, the common feldspar, (orthoclase,) in which the oxygen ratio of the
protoxicle bases, the peroxide bases, and the silica~ is l : 3 : 12.
The water is undoubtedly in chemical combination in the mineral, playmg the part of a base, All the feldspars which we have exammecl, contam
more or less water, from one-half to one ner cent., which water is nor
rem~ved by drying, nt H temperatnre of 100° to 120° C.; but whid•
r(2qmres a full red heat for its expulsion .
.!pconomic _Value of the Granites. -Many of the feldspathic varietie:-.
which occur ~~ _the interior readily disintegrate on exposure, ancl are illada~ted _to bm1tlmg purposes. Resides, their remoteness from ·water commumcatwn woulcl pre\·ent their extensive use.
_There are numerous ledges of almost pure feldspar in this region, whicl
might be adn1ntageously employed in 1he mnnnfacture of porcelain ware,
were they nearer to a manufacturin(l' region.
The granite of the l!uron islaz;'<ls, as before remarked, is a<lmiral>l,r,

C4)
acfapteJ t:, the pntpe'>s~s of co:1stru:3tion, separating muiily into large
tabular m:1sses, an.I resis ting the action of atmospheric agents.
Trappe2n R ,cks.-:- In th~ preceding chaP_t~r, We have descri}ml, with
s:>me minuteness, the mterlammatecl masses ot .igneous rocks which occur
i., connection \,~ith the slates, throughout their entire range; and, in the
pres~nt cha :.- ter, h:-lTe note,l the oc-3urre:1ce of different systems of dykes
It is, therefore, deemed unneces'.rnry to enter int3
traversinrr
the O'ranite.
0
0
. range amI extent.
·
• moc l e o f occurrence, or t he1r
farther th:tails
as to the1r
h a subs-=::i.uent chapter, will be fou nd the r2s:1lts of a chemic.11 exami.'1.l•
tion of many of these i'J'neous products.
From the commencc~ent to the termination of the azoic periorf, as i:1di•
c1te<l by the presence of these igneous products, the primeval crust was
s•1bject to constantly recurring convulsive movements, manifested under
fir different conditions, anrl with far greater intensity, than vvhat we now
hehold, e,en in those districts which are the foci of the volcano and the
e:1rth:iuake. Sometimes the molten materials rose through the deeply~eated fissures in long lines of elevation, again they cut through the incum•
bent strata in the fJrm _of dy 1{es, and again -flowed 01·er the surfoc~ b
hva-like sheets.
_
Accustomed as we are at this dJ.y to witnes3 the calm operations of
nature, - operations apparently controJJed by fixed and uniform laws, anJ
:rardy invade:! by catastrophes, - we find it difficult fully to appreciate the
turbulence which characterized this period of transition, when first the crust
emerged from the watery ahyss, and ass !ne l the distindive forms of con•
tinents and islands.

'
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CHAFTER IV.
TIIE IRON ORES AKD ASSOCIATED ROCKS.

R~ference to the General Map and SecNon as to the Extent and Characf,,
of the Iron-bearing Roe/cs.- .Map of the Iron Reg-ion.- General J}.
tribution of the Lo·calities of Iron.- Description of particular Deposi
, - The Iron Cascade.- Jaclcson Company's Location.- The Clevel
Location.- The Iron Beds of tlie .Machi-gamig.-Near the .llfenomo'I
River.- Ocwrrence of the Ores of Iron in other Districts.- In Sc
dina1.via.- On the Island of Elba.- In the Ural .Mountains.- In .M:
st>uri.- In nartliern New Yor!c.- In Jl,fossachusetts and Canada Ea.
- Theoretical Considerations.- Resume.
H~ving, in the ~receding chapters, given a clescrifticn cf the g~o1ogi~
relations of the azo1c system, we now proceell to consider the mode m whi
the iron ores are associated ,vith that system; and, in orcler to illustrate _mm
fully many of the phenomena exhibited in this district, we shall r~ter
some of the principal deposits of a similar character, in other port10ns
the earth.
The extent and boundaries of the c1.zoic system, of which these deposi
constitute a part, haw Leen fully set forth in the preceding chapters.
They are, also, delineated on the general map cf the district; while, on
general section, the relations of the different groups, or.c to another, a
portrayed. On the map of the district betwHn Kewecnr.w Bay and Che
colate river, we have indicated the most irnportnLt and valuable beds of or
by an appropriate symbol, thus ( S ).
. .
From the results qf our exnminations, it will l:e seen tl:at this distnct
unprececlently rich in the specular and hrngnetic oxides d iron, and tba·
so far as relates to the magnitude of the masses and the pt:.i:ity of the orf!
it stands unrivalled.
Thus far, the principal deposits haYe been found connected with a be
of crystalline schists and interca!ated trarrl'r.n rocks, bm.aickd on eitht
sHle, ~y a belt of granite. This belt extends in an easterly an<l wester),
direction for more than thirty miles, and, in its widest expansion, excce
eight miles.
Proceeding south, for forty miles, a
system, thne are numerous· eYidences
the existence of these ores, b
no~rhcre are they obse~Yecl to be deYelorecl rn a scale of such .mc.gl!itudt
or in such a state of purity, ns those of the Ll-lt first alluded to.
T~e physical obstacles nre not of sue h a chan ctcr ,:s to interrcse
f?nmt!able burier to tLe successful working of these mius. Ele\'atccl fro
mgli J1-undrecl to tweln hundred feet r.bow tl:e lake, the ground affords
gradu~r and easy descent; the streams furnish .:n unlimited amount cf wrt
P?wer for the prop~lsio_n of machinery, nnd the magnificent forests cf
lnrc an I maple will yield an ample sun,1v of cha1 coal fer the n.. cluctwn
~ tl o;:&; while, at the lanfo1g Ly th~ lab: shore, the lee of Little Presqu'·

y_~n
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(.)r.m a s! 1eltcr far Yes3eJs in all hut north-east storms. Tbc eities along
the s(10res of the lower lakes will, at all times, afford a market for these
pro Iucts, ,vhether wrought !nto the finer varieti~'s of bar iron and steel, or
u the fJr.n of bloa:ns and pigs. When we consider the natural ad vantages
whic!1 thes! loc:l:ities present, it seems reasonable to suppose, that the day
is not disLrnt, when the fabrication cf iron will be successfully and extensi rely pro:,ecute-1 in this region.
GEN'E:tAJ, DISTRIBUTIO~ OF TIIE ORES OF

r:tou.

Startino- from the 'shore of L:tke Superior, near the mouth of Carp river,
an _I pi·oce~ding west:v.1 rd!y, n:ar the line between townships_ 47 an~I 48, w~
stnke the first deposit of iron m the north-east corner of sect10n 1, m township -17, range 27. This is distant about twelve mi:es from the lnke shore,
and, sa far as we know, is tlie mast accessible point to navigable water.
Throughout t~e northern,. an:-1 ~specially. the north~e:1.stern, portion o~ ~his
towns~ip, the iron ores exist m mexhaust1ble quantity, and under cond1t10ns
favorable to their deYelopment.
The only hwnship which, i?l. point of aaccssibility, and in the abunclance and p 1rity of these ores, compares with that just mentioned, is that
ailjoining on the east, (township 47, range 26.) Here, hO\:vever, the deposits, thus far discover~cl, are situated near its sauther::1 boundary ; an..l,
alth,ugh in reality a litle nearer the lake than those before allu,led to, they
are inforior in the purity of the ore. ·
la townships -l-7, nnge 28, b:it few deposits of iron arc known to exist,
the surface being co:npara tively low and covered with drift. One or two
q-:rn rter sections on the northern bournlary have been marked with the symbol of irnn ( '& ), in ar.corchnce with the notes of the linear surveyors,
thoag:1 we faile:l to finrl any be:ls of value. 0:1 the northern side of
sectio:1 J.8, in this bwnship, we found specimens which indicate ·! the existence of ore of -a goJJ quality in the neighborhood.
In tow.1ship 47, ra'.l 6 e 2J, SC\'&ral loc,ilities of ore haYe been obse:··:eJ,
in a li'.1.e ne:irly clue west fro:n the great lbpo.sits <le.scribed as occurring m
~mg-e 27.
Pcocee .lin 6 stil! furHier west, in the next range ( township~ 4-8, rano-e 30~)
there are abu:ld.mt traces of iron as')ociate{l with hornblende rocks~ a1on~
fae northera sh:1re of Machi-gam:ni, while rn the adjoing township soutl~
on section 1, a!1 ·l in the a -ljoinin:; township east, on sections 6, 7 an :-f 12
o:i the
bord ets of th~ Mr1.chi-O'a:nic
,. river, these deposits are larcrely
clevel:
I
•
,
o
t:>
ope .• a:1:l pGs:;~13 a considerable decrree of nurity.
_
_I: 1 ~-; rre_m .ne.l t_h 1t thrn~ ?re3 ~~e prol~nge ·! i_n their range heyon:l the .
1
1~,lG,11-gnu~, and rn fact thetr existence, to a h:mteJ extent, has been ascerta~neJ by the linear, s?rveyors ; but. the genera~ surface of the region is
here 1nterse0teJ b.~ fo·.v mlJ~s, aa(! covereJ over Wit.h trans~JorteJ materials.
eJc~tu1lly cn~~:1.lrnJ the u.1:lerly1:-ig rocks.
Fcirthe r ~~st, 0.1 t1i'.! sn.rne5 of f1e .Il'l,l rive:-, Mr. vVhittJe3ey, while
c:mnecte..1 w1th ihc s·.1rvey of the Chipp~w,1 tlistrict, rfo~oYere. l numerous
d~p:Bits of ir,n, i:-i the azJic. series, a!1J u:i:br con:Jitions similar to those
which prevail he re.
Cr:n3i:1g-' th2 M.tc:1i-:runig, t~e b~lt of azoic s-.:-.hists s·.veep3 b the S'>uth
and snthwest, b~~n2,'3tin_; t'1·'.! Menom~m2e rive i-, along- the south-western
bounL1ry of o:.ir d13t.td. T.h..r.-·u6!-1nt this p:mi:Jri of their ra:ige, the oc-
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eurrencc of these ores is by no means rare, but they are noVihere deve
on such n scale, or exhibit so great a degree of purity, as those i
vicinity of Teal lake; some of the beds, hoY.1ever, are valuable, and

• ...,,

ultimately be made available. The most southerly deposits are in to
40, range 30, a few miles east of the Twin falls on the Menomonee r
ancl are among the most extensive and rn1ua hle in this portion_oft.be dist
When it is remembe1ed that nearly the ·whole of this region i
unbroken wilderness-withi_,1?t a ht1man habitation, if ,ve except the
tlements along the valley o-f the Carp, or a trace of the labors of
if we except the suneyor's line~, or the few blind Indian trails-it s
reasonable to suppose that, ut this tin!e, \YC h,n:e but nn imperfect ide
the extent of these iron-bearing deposits. The more important ma
have been clisco\-cretl; but there are, undoubtedly, subordinate beds, e
in purity, and susceptible of being wrought, which will not be re\·e
until the axe shall level the forests, or the plough strip off the superfi
covering.
From the above sketch of the geographical range of the princi
deposits of iron, it will be noticed that, in the belt of azoic reeks as
·west as the Marhi-gamig river, they predominate along the northern
of township 47; so that, if ,ve take a line running due east and w
Letween thjs township arn! that of 48, for a distance of about eigh
miles in length, we shall find nearly all of the valuable deposits con
tl'ated within a short distance to the north and south of that ]ine. A
dency to the formation of a similar belt may Le noticed along the sout
side of township 47, where the azoic schists are in close proximity to
granite.
PARTICULAR LOCALITIES OF ORE,

We now proceed to a more detailed description of some of the m
important iron-deposits of this region . The great similarity which ex·
among the different localities, renders it unnecessary to describe all whi
have been examined in detRil; but, as a guide to the explorer, ·we sh
insert in the appendix a table of the sections an<l quarter-sections on whi
iron ores are kltown to occur.
Township 47, Range 26.,- The principal dC'posits of specular md m
netic oxide of iron arc on and near the line between sections~;, 28,
~nd 30, and secti?ns 31, 32, 33 and 34; they are arranged ii: a me
hferous belt, bearing nearly east and , ·est. ln section 31, the uon ore
~nel;' displaye,! in the bed; aud along the bar.ks, of a small :-tream v·h·
1S oae of the sources of the Escanab'.l river.
A~. one point, it preci
tate<l over a ledge of this ore·, from a height cf 27 feet, to which fall
have given the name of the "Iron Cascade." The stre.tm is of sufficie
size to furnish water-po,vcr, in case a forge shcdd be estabJjsl-c·d here.
This ore is a pProxide of irnn, mixed with ccnsiderable si]jcious matt
( ee ~naly:is,) and seems -~ ~ exhibit indistinct .Jines of bedc!jng which d
at a high angl~, arnl are intprsected, at r.earls r:ght angJr~, by joints whi
c,ut the mass mto large ta_bular block s. The qunntity of 1he ore is e
< ently very great, c..-cn at this one locality; hut its limits ar:d thickness co1
rot be ascertained, owing to the heavy nccmrn lcttions of cl rift which :i
the stream on cithe:· siJe aboYe the cascade, fon . . . i:r:g steep banks some fi

is

fe~t in height.
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Procee.:ling e:1sbv3f'.l, we find, at ~he north-en.st ~orner of the sec~on;

nJ alo:ig the section line for _the distance of a mi1e ?r two, at various
oints, the apparent prolongat10n of ~he same rnetalhf~rous band ; but
liffering in char.tcter from that just tlescrib~d. The ore rcsem~l~s _the banded,
aspery deposit, on sections 10 and 11 of the_ s:1me tm·.nslnp, rn the next
ange westerly, known as the Clevelarnl locat10:1. In _fact, thro~ghout the
hole extent of the azoic series, up to the granite, which makes Its appearnee a little north of the south line of the township,-the line of demarcaion runninO" nearly east and west along the whole of the township,-the
laty rock ~-tre so associateJ with the iro n, that it is evi tlent some great,
eneral cause ha~ operated throughout the~r whole cxte~t ta impregnate
he entire mass with this metal. The rel a twn of the sclnstose rocks antl
he associated ore may be seen from the following section, (Fig. 8,) near
he north-east corner of section 31 :
•
Fig. S.

N.

.

s.
.

is a eo-::n;nd, rp1.rtzo::n mn.ss, hig"1t.v c~nrge:-1 wit:1 pcroxi<b of iron, so as to be p;>rrcctly
lack, although di.stinct gr.tin::i of q n.trt-~ c n be c:tsily r~cognizetl -in it.
h i::i n s:rnuwh tt sl tty rock, r~,,;_::nl.Jliri.; hornbbnd.'J sl tte, also i111pregn:1ted with iron,
~hich occ:tsion:1Ily forms in it b1; l; of <JI_ii_to purn ore, a.nd in solll\ pl.lees a.lterna.tcs with
u.apcry n1atter, as at numerous otiu,· loc.ihtres.
11

The presence of the peroxi:le of iron, in two adjacent rocks of so differ-

oot mineralogical co:nposition, proves that it'S chtfusion through them
must be ascribe;! to some ge.::i~ral cause, quite in ·lependent of the nature of
the rock itself.
We cb not r 2 6 ard thcs::! ores a3 equal in valne to the purely eruptive
ones: an abuwlance, however, may be obtained, which will probably vield
as high as forty, or fifty, per cent of metallic iron.
"'
4-Ion 6 the line between sections 32 and 33, 11.~ar the ju 1ction of the
azoic schists with the g-ranite, the relations of the iron and the slat) and
quztrtzose rock, are finely displayed, in a ravine which extends for a co1·sidcrable distance to the east and west of this line. The phenomena, 1:ere
are of the m::>st complicated and interesting character. On the north sid~
of the ravine, we have the ~laty an.I quart~ose rocl~s dippi?g at a high
an.?le to the north, arnl presenting a gre:-it variety of mrneralocr1cal structure.
Qnartzose hanJs, composed of fine grains of silicious matte~, impre(TnateJ
with peroxide of iron, ,vith occasional wide bands of pure ore, al~rnate
w!th a hor~blende rock, having a schistose structure, and equally chargeJ
·with form~mous matter. The wh'.)Ie appearance of th~ ma:~s is that of a
se_ries_ of be.ls of quartz?se and hornblen:lic matter, tho~oug~1l:y impregm,ted
with Iron and greatly chsturbed, awl change<l from their on(Tmal structure
aid position. On the south siJe of the ravine, at a distance°of a couple of
hun.lre:I feet, a c:>m?licate:1 succession of trappean anJ g;ranitic udts,
crosseJ by numerous veins of igneous rock, is presenteJ.
however
t1e rock is no longer char~ed with iron.
·
TJ:IJ'i>"hip 47, Rrinze 27.- Here, th_e depJsits of iron, as before statPd,
nre d1s2hyeJ on a gra:itler scJ.le th:1.:1 u u:1y othe_r porti0u of C1e <listri~t.,

n~re,

J

r4 J
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r_rd merit n ~recinl deRcrip~icn; dr:ce thry r.re not _only rrt'cmir~nt in quantity and i;urity, hut a1 e s1tu,1ted so farnra bly with 1t:gard to faci :it y of
working ;u:d proximity to the lake shore.
~
The location of the Jackson Company embraces section 1, of the f. boH
township; but their forges r.re situated in townsLip 4~'-, rc::rge 26, r.n:r tte
corner of sections 28, 29, 32 an<l 8~ on Carp river, which affords excelle1,t
water-power.
'l he teniierous band here forn;.s a riclge ,.bout a thcus.:r-d feet in width,
nnd from a few feet to fifty in Leight, aboYe the general level of the surrounding country, and can Le tr~ced almost continuously r:cross t!Je Eection
in an easterly arnl wei;;terly dirE:ciicn. On tbe northErn side of the ltlt, tLe
01e is compact, nncl of great purity; near the centre it exhibits a b,mdei
structure, wl1ile, to the south, it passes rigain into the c.omi::act variety. The
mrnexed section (Fig. 9,) by Mr. Hill, will serve to illustrnte these chnr.gei,
and show the couucction of the ircn with the «ssociatc<l reeks.
Fig. 9

s.

N.
l

3

1

5 5

2.

4

SecUon of the Jaclcson Ore Bed.' Width 1000 feet.
1, Chlorite slate.
2. Compact iron oro.
4. Hornblende and feld spar rock, highly
c~ystalliue.

3. Iron and jasper, in alternating bar..ds.
5, Veins of <1nartz, containing iron
glan~e, cutting tl1e n;.ass.

Thus, it will be seen that tlJis deposit.is bounded en the scuih by a purely
igneous rock (4), and on the ncrth by slaty, chlcritic beds (1 ), the di_p
being about 62° to the north. Towards the centre of the mc::ss, the ore 1s
less pure, and passes into the bnr:decl variety. Numerous veins of quartz
(,5) cut the great mass of ore, and contain specular oxide in larg~, brilliar.
plates. which present qcite a different appe, r~nce frcm the ore ·which thl)'
traverse.
The character of the ore of tr.is loca ity is scmewhat rnrious at differer.
points; but, in general, it posses[es a rrnia1 kable degree of purity- fo_r ~
description and analysis of ·which, see the chemical ccmr,osition of the iron
ores in the succeedir..g chapter. The iron has been worked to a limited
extent in rn open quarry, but there are loose blocks enough :::cattered along
the u~se of the cliff to supply a furnace fer many years.
The same deposit, abo,re described on section 1, continues westerly into
section 2; but this latter section is far kss valuable. The trappean rocks
here form a bold ridge along its northern boundary, being a continuation. of
the ridge on section 1. In the sections still farther ·west of this her
nothing of ya]ue has been discovered.
In the north-east corr.er of section 12, next south of section 1, there ~re
evidences of n. deposit of iron in the deep red scil ~nd larc•e masses ?i
ore, whir.h lie near i.hc urface on the side of a hill, of which the sumn:nt
is a cryst,illine tn1ppc· n rocl· . :i.ro rart cf this sc·cticn, hov·cyu, Lr.s l:ce ..
reported as cor,t.iinir.~ a ,; ·01 l-d1e dq::cs;t of ore.
In tLe r:cxt acljoi1 i, ~ srctior s Wlst, (10 nnd ] 1,) «re dq:csi1s rf rre
a scale of great ma 0 1~it H.!c; tL y are, in Let, t:uivdk<l in the ~bt.1_
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a.nee ancl almost nbsolute p~rity of the ore. The :purest ore occurs in a
rid.,.P or f:'lono-ated knob, which extend~ across the lme between these two
sec~i~ns abom an eio-hth of a mile south of their northern bounclary. It
ris~•s with precipitou; wa!ls to the he~ght of Rt least ~fty feet alio\'e the
surrounding surface, and 1s made up of ?n almost che~ncally pure ore. It
exhibits many of the characters of an 1gneous, eru~trve rock, and _cannot
be regarded in any other light t~~n as a huge lenticula_r m_ass, whi~h h~s
been de ·ated to its present posit10n from ben~ath, whi~e m a semi-flu_1d
statr, exactly in the -same way as the trappean ndg':s which ac~~mpany 1t,
and which it so strikingly resembles in general outlme_ and :pos1t10n. The
ores of this ridge, though in _the hiphest degree of_ punty, differ somewhat
in appearanc~ at different pomts. ~he pure~t port10ns are a wry compact
and fine-gramed specular ore, havrng an imperfect sla ty structure, an_cl
tra,·ersed by joints, like the slates in the _neighborhood. Through th:s
fine-o-rainecl base are scattered numerous, mmute crystals of the magnetic
oxid~. In other places, the ore is almost entirely made up of an aggregate
of crystals of the magnetic oxide, sometimes Yery mim~te, ai:id rarely larger
than a pin's head. Abundance of ore may be obtame<l m loose blocks,
around the base of the ridge, aml of a quality unrivalled for purity, containing between sixty-nine and seventy per cent. of metallic iron. (See
analyses of ores from this locality.)
· The emanations of metallic matter have penetrated the adjoining slaty
rocks in the vicinity of this locality, and filled them with crystals of mngnetic oxide ancl occasional streaks and , bands of fine-grained peroxide of
iron. The thickness of the mass described aboYe, or its linear extent, cannot be given with accuracy, as its limits are concealed by the heavy cover•
ing of drift which extends over the greater portion of this region ; but it
may he safely stated that this single locality is capable of furnishing an inexhaustible supply of ore; and that, too, without recourse being had to
expensive underground mining. •,.
Fc1rther south, we find another deposit of ore crossing the line between
the same sections (10 and 11), on a scale of still greater magnitude, though
not equal in point of purity, to the ore last described ; this is known as the
Cleveland location. It rises in the form of an elongated knob, or rid ere, -to
the height of one hundred and, eighty feet above the small stream in the
valley at its base, and one hundred and fifty-two feet above the drift ter•
race, over which the road passes near its northern slope. Its height abov~
Lake Superior is 1039 feet, and -it forms the culminating point on this line,
between the two lakes. This mountain of ore, for such it may be called
is no less remarkable for its magnitude, than for its extraordinar'y structure:
[tis_ matle up, as fa~ as it _is exposed on its sides, which rise hregularly,
and m. some p_laces vnth ve~tlcal walls, of alterna_te bands of pure £ne~graine(l
perox1dr of 1ron and of Ja.s_pery or~. The thickness of the bands varies
from that of a she~t of pap:?r up to ·one-follith of an inch. They are not
arranged in a constant position, with regard to the general dispositi"on of the
m·tss ; b_ut are twisted and contorted in every variety of form and outline;
th~ curvatures are, howeve1·, mostly on a verv small scale, the radius of cur~·ature in the concentrically foldecl layers L;ing never as great as one fool
m. leno-th. The deep-red color of the j.l:ipery pJrtio::i cori:trasts a(Lnirably
with the steel-gray of the less silicious b,rn:ls; in leer!, the s1ngular beauty
presented to the eye on stripping off the mossy covering of a verfaal wail
thus decorated by i:mumerable~ fantastically-int~rwoven stripes of hurmo1:.i•
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zincr nncl brilliant colors, cin harclly be cxaggeratnL · vVe know ofr.oth"
res;mbling it elsewhere. This peculiarity of structure, as well r.s the cor.Yolutions, is represented in Plate XXL, .fig. 3.
The wL:lth of this deposit of ore cannot be less, at its base, than a thousand feet, and it may Le traced for considerably over a mile in length. It
is probable thttt the deposit which occurs on the western line of this section,
south of the trail, is a continuation of that just described. It appears in
the form of a rounded knob, portions of which arc of very pure ore, whi'.e,
in other places, it exhibits the same banded structure as the more easterly
portion of the ridge.
·
In the lirie cf sections nex.t south of 10, 11 and 12, namely, 13, 14 and
15, there. is a large quantity of iron at numerous localities; but so far as we
have examinep. them, they are much inferior in quality and purity to those
just described. The metallic matter has apparently not been thrown up
bodily in a fluid, or semi-fluid, state; but has,perfneated the slaty, silicious
rocks in the form of a sublimation from below, and· is, therefore, not pure,
being mixed with m.,ore or less foreign matter. At the south-eastern corner
of section 1:3, the hornblende slate is thus impregnated with iron, which
occasionally forms in it streaks of quite pure ore, Liut not of any considerable thickness.
'
The same may be said of numerous localities along the line between sec•
tions 13, 14 and 15, and sections 22, 23 and 24. In proportion, however.
as we recede to the north, or south, of a band about a mile in width, cccupy·
mg the northern portion of the township, we find the quantity arnl pmity
of the ore cleteriorating.
Township 48, Range 30.-On the northern shore of Machi-gummi, ircn
bas been observed at several localities, but it possesses no great purity. It
is associated with compact hornblende and fel<lspar rocks, which may be
eruptive in their origin. In some instances, it occurs in slates, when it par•
takes of the laminated structure characteristic of these deposits. In otter
instances, for example along the south boundary of section 32, township
48, range 30, it is associated with a rock in which quartz largely Jmdomi·
nates: an association very common in the Adirondack ores of New York.
Township 46, Ranges 29 and 30.- The largest mass observed by us in
this region occurs on the left bank of the Machi-gamig, in section 7, of
township 46, range 29, and traces of it are to be observed on several of the
adjoining sections. It here rises in a nearly vertical cliff to the height of
one hundred and thirteen feet, ancl is somewhat Yariable in purity. For
the most part, it has a slaty cleavage, and, on close inspection, is observed
t? be/omposed of alternating banrls of micaceous specular iron and quartz,
tmged red by the peroxide of iron; but there are occasional belts which
dist?luy a granular texture, and apparently possess a greatn degree of
purity. These laminre are nearly vertical, exhibiting few contortions, and
range with so much uniformity, that the obserYer wouid be inclined to refor
~oth the slates and the iron 'to a common origin. Inter1aminatHl with it,
ls a band of rock composed mainly of white, gnrnular quartz, w11h traces
of foldspar, through which are <l.issemin,ted particles, as well as rounded
masses, of specular iron. It is difficulf to pronounce whether this is a
c::mglomerate, or a breccin. Notwjthstan<lin()' the immense deYelorment
of this iron, it was found impossible to determine its relations to tl.e
surrounding roc½s,_ a fad of much importance in judging of its igneous, 'r
inetaciorph1c, cn~m. At several 11oints, veins cf pnre wl:.ite qt::artz we.e
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~en tr:n·ersino- the cliff, ,vhich contained iron gfonr.r, n form of this mineral
which was no °'vhere noticed except in this association.
In the vieinity of portage N ~- 4, and on the _righ~ bank ?f the river, nc•
cording to Mr. Burt, the same kmd of specular iron 1s seen rn ledg~s twenty
and fifty feet in height; and unother exposur£> cf equal mag~utude ~as
noticed on the north boundary of township 46, range 29; but m both mstances, the associated rocks w~re ~ot recognized.
·
On the north boundary of townslnp 43, range 31, 1\~r. John B,u~·t obse_rYed
a bed of iron possessing a considerable degree of punty, but oi mcons1tler•
able extent.
T.Jwnship 4), Range 30.- This, as far ns known,. is the most southern
position of the iron, and of course nearest to the navigable waters of Lake
Michio-an. Its position, however, as will be seen, is far less favoraLle than
that of the depo-,its in the vicinity of Lake Superior, and we do not, there•
fore, believe the iron will become of pra~tical value, at least within a rea•
s:mable time. Accordincr to Mr. Whittlesey's notes, the bed is exposed
near the south-west corn~r of the township, at several p ints along the
west side of n. hill which is abo 1t one hundred feet in height ; its
breadth i3 from one to two hundred feet, showing nothing but slaty iron
ore on its summit for a distance of forty rods. The real extent of this depo3it is cJ:1ce::i.le ~I by heavy accum"Jlations of drift anrl bouhlers along its base
and on the s:.i nmit of the ridge; but it probably e'dends eash\:_arcl for a consirlerable distance. The distanc~ from this deposit to the Menomonee river
is only two or three miles; this river would furnish a great amout of waterp~wer in the neighborhood of the ore, but is not naYigable except for canoes,
which caa be carried round the numerotls falls by !)Ortages. The quality of
the ore does not appear, from the specimens collected, to be very good, it
being mixed with more than half its weight of si:icious matter. The surface of the township is so covereJ by burnt a'1d fallen timber and a thick
undergrowth of maple and poplar, that it is difncult to tts•.:crtain much with
regard to the character of the subjacent rocb.
· Town,;hip 4), Range 23.-In the south part of this township, on the line
between sections 28 arnl 29, there is, according to Mr. Burt, a deposit of
iron of considerable extent. It is at lee .-;t a hund retl feet in breadth, and
extends probably three-fourths of a mi~e in a linear direction. The specimens of the o show a very high degree of purity, as they contain but little
silicious nntter, anrl are a mixture of the peroxide and magnetic oxide,
yieldin 6 from 63 to 68 per cent. of metallic iron. (See analysis.) The course
of the beJ is N. 80° E. S. 80° W., an l the dip is 8)0 b the north. This is
probably the most valuable deposit of ore in the southern portion of the district, thus far observed.
T,JW1Bhip 42, Range 30.- In the southern part of this township brge
Llocks of ore have been observed, hut the bed was not discovered.
Tow .u hips 42 and LB, Ran4e 32.-In these townships, several localitie~
of ore are reportecl by Mr: John Burt; bu!, as he remar.ks in his note5, they
are not generally of sufficiently goocl quality, or extensive enough, to make
the:n of nnc:1 value. The ores of this portion of the district are gennally
m 1ch mixed with silicious matter, and far inferior to those of the depcsits
,
farther to the north-ca3t. (See analysis.)
1

OCC:J!t!U!~C~ CP' IRON ORES IN OT!IEil. DISTI,ICTS,

llavin~ thus briefly indicated ~ome of the principal localitirn of iren
our district, and givrn an accour.t cf their association with the s1c:tes au

trari:ean reeks of the azoic system; for the purpose of enablir:g the re.id
to form a cleare-r idea cf their probable origin, geological rosition, arid m
cf occurrence, we propcse to allude to some of th~ most extensive and i1:1portant deposits in other parts of the world ; excluding from our notict
, those ores ·which occur chiefly in the form of an impme carbonate, in tb
carboniferous series, and which nre of such great importance from thei:
immense deYelopment in connection with the coal . ... With these ores, those
of Lake Superior haYe no ,mafogy, either in their mineralogical composition
or their mcde of occurrence. It is to those grent deposits of the oxides
iron which occur in various prts of the world, that we are to lock for the
means of comparison.. Among these, the best known and most extensire,
in Europe, are those of Swecfen, o(Elba and Russia; and, in our own cour,
try, those of northern New York, an<l Missouri.• They are of great exten
and of remarkable purity .
.1vl.ines of Scandinavia.-According to the best authorities, and especiall
Durocher, \vho has given a very detailed and careful dtscription of tl:e
metalliferous deposits of Scandinavia, the ores of iron may be arranged·
the following scheme.
'
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II, DIVISION.

Dopo~its in the
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III, Df\'ISIOX,
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Recent deposits.

)

Bog ore in lakes, swamps, q-c.

The cleposits of the first division are by far the most important; those i..
the palreozoic rocks the least so. It will be noticerl partic arly that tl:_e
former are enclosed in the azoic series, which in Svveden and Norway r
!llad~ up princ~pally of a crystalline, granitic gneiss, presenting an almo_
mfimte success10n of feldspathic, quartzose, micaceous and hornblende la~mn~, and often cut through an<l disturbed by dykes of greenstone and gramte.
The researches of Murchison and de Verneuil show conclusively that these
r~k~ had taken their present form . before the deposition of th~ low_Es
Silurian strata. There are seYeral localities where tp.e magnetic oxide
occurs nearly pure and without gan~ue ; of this, the mine of Bispberg furnishes a good example. It has the form of a lenticular mass, and i
longest axis coincides with the direction cf the schistose structure of the
slates in which it is enclosed. The mines of Danemora are in a ferrifercu
band of about 600 feet in width, and 7000 feet in len;;th. In the neighbourhoocl gneiss is the prevailing reek; but, in the immediate proximity o
the minei:::, the rock exposed is a greyish limestone, slightly magnesian? ac•
companied by talcose an:l chloritic slates, which rrobably are subordmate
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tn the gneiss. The deposits of ir?n form imperfectly cyli~clrical !nas~es,
their axes almost vertical, and their bases much elongated m the chrection
of the schistose structure of the 'rock.
The mines of uU, which are especially interesting to the mineralogist on
account of the quantity of lithia mir.era1s ·which are foun_d the~·e, are. of
great importance. The ore is principally the s~ccular oxule mixed w1~h
th,e magnetic oxide. It is in the form of_ lenticular masses, cn_cl~sed m
micaceous slates and quartz-rock; at the pomt of contact of the ferriferous
mass, the quartzo~e beds predon~in~te, and th~ si_lica is often colored red by
the peroxide of Iron. The prmc1pal deposit IS about _one hundred and
twenty feet in its widest part, forming an enormous, lenticular mass of an
irregular contour, and with~ Yer~ical axis.
.
.
At Gellivara, the magnetic oxule f?nns_ a mountam mas~ three or. fo~r
miles in lencrth, and a mile and a half IIi width, a great port10n of whwh IS
Yery pure, ~ome portions containing specular ore mixeJ with magnetic.
The principal reason why this enormous deposit has not been worked to a
great extent, is its remoteness from navigable water, ancl its very high
northern latitmle, (67°).
These deposits are called, in Sweden and Norway, veins; but they differ
materially in character from what is generally understood by true ,;Pins.
With a few exceptions, they appear to h'ave been deposited in the midst of
schistose, or m::issive rocks, in forms ,V4ich approach more nearly tb beds, or
clon15aJed bn.nds and irregular masses; and they have evidently not filled
prev10usly-existing fissures which cross the strata at an angle, but almost
uniformly coincide in the direcfrm of their greatest elongation with the
stratw of the schistose rocks.
The micaceous, specular ores are generally associateirwith the quartzose
nnd mica slates, but rarely with the calcareous rocks. Where there is calcareous matter near the junction of the ore and the enclosing rock, there is
a great variety of minerals in the gangue, indicating that they were
formed, under certain conditions, by the metamorphic- action cf the ferriferrous mass upon the a<ljacent rocks. The'mine of HasseJ, in Norway, offers
a go~)(l instance of the tendency of the spec!.llar ore to associate itself with
the quartzose and slaty rocks. The deposit is not a vein, but rather a
series of slaty beds. impregnated with peroxide of iron, to the amount of
twenty or thi
per cent.
.
Tfie Mine, of Elba.- The mines of Elba, which haw been so long
known as to have acquired a classic celebrity, afford a bunda.nt proof of the
!gneous origin of the ~pecalnr ores of ~ron; ~ncl, OlJ tha~ a~count, are of great
~:1terest to the ge-0log1st. The clepos1ts of uon are pnnc1pally concentrated
in the eastern part of the island: where they are asscciatul with serpentine.
The s:•dimentary rocks in th:it vicinity have Leen metamorphosed and
infrrrningled with srrpentine, so as to giw rise to an abundance cf beautifully variegated marbles. The mass of specular ore near Rio has all the
a;Jpearance of having been formed by sublimation, with pressure from below
upwadc;, through the strata, which a.re highly metamorphcsed at' the contact of the ferriferous mass and into which these metallic emanations have
penetrated in every direction. The nature of tre gangue n:.ries with the
rock in which it is C)!'lbined. In the quartzose slates, it is mostly crysta]!ized _quartz, an<l in the calcareous strata, actinolite and yenite; · so that it
lJ evident that these effects coulJ only have a::iscn from intense igneol.li
action.
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The appenrance ancl relations of the mass of magnetic oxide .an~ hematite of Monte Calamita, are such as to leave no doubt as to its igneous
origin. This deposit, which is much more extensive than that of H10, h~s
uphfte<l the incumbent strata and produced al! the effects ?f ~etam~rph1c
nction upon them. For _instance, t~e compact hme~tone wh1c_h hes adJacer:t
to the ferriferous mass, 1s changed mto a sacchar01dal dolcm1te, and, along
the line of contact, silicates of lime, magnesia and iron have been clevel•
oped. The whole appearance of the mass is, according to Burat, that of ~n
immense wedge driven upwards from below into the calcareous. and _sch1s•
tose rocks, producing all the effects to be expected from the mtrus1on of,
such a mass by igneous agency.
The age of the deposits of the i~lancl of Elba is proba L]y late: than the
Jurassic epoch; but it must Le observed that, although these mmEs haYe
become very celebrat d, from the great length of time <luring which they
have been worked, yet the deposits are by no means on a scale of such
magnitude ns those of the azoic system, though highly intcrcstir::g frcm
the evidences of igneous action which they present.
_
Russian .Mines. -The iron ores of Nijny Tagi 1sk, in the Ural mountain~, occur in immense :n:isses, which are thus described Ly Murchison and
de VerneuiJ, in their Geology of Russici. From this, it will Le seen that
the associated rocks of the two regions (Lake Superior ar:<l the Ural) are
somewhat similar, though differing in age.
"On the summ1ts and slopes of the Vissokayn-gora, patches of ore
(usually compact, and with a conchoiclal fracture,) have been extracted
from a very remote period ; but, whether these metallic masses arc merely
the upper portions of veins which traverse the surrounding rock, or mere
ndherent superficial patches, which occupy cavities and clefts in the gret1n·
stone, we could not ascertain. Howe,'er this may be, the chief mass of
the ore is now seen to occupy the valley on the western side of the hilJ, for
it has been deeply cut into by open quarries. The refuse stuff, or capping
of decomposed feldspar and mixed matter, with hyclrate of iron, having
b€en cleared a·way, an enormous body of the iron ore, (fer oxydulc,) rndely
bed<le<l, an_cl tra_versec! by numerous joints, is_ exposed
great work~ along
a face which, mdudmg the usele-ss oYerJyrng materials, has a hoght of
nearly a hundred feet, and a length cf several hu11dred.
When on the _spot, it seemed to us possible to account for e appearar.ce
presented by this metallic accumufation . most of which is 10w but little
~oli<_lifiecl, either hy supposing it to have 'been of plutqnic origin, ancl thr..t,
1ssumg from fi . ures on the hill-side, it hacl flowed, when inn molten state,
into the hol1o,v where it lie ; or, that it was formerly a mass of sedimentary m~terial , _which had been alterecl c:ncl minernJizecl by heat aul
vapor., which, mnkmg use of parts of the surrounding limestone as a flux,
had elaborated the metallic substance. A ferlture pointul out to us by M.
Sch~·etzoif, may serYe to throw s0me light on the qucsticn of tbe crigin of
the iron. ~n opening out the side of the valley, nearest to the hill of
g:censto_ne, 1_rregular knobs, or . aints, of tlrnt rock were m<..:t with, on stripping w!n_ch, 1t w,:s found that the iron ore had accornmcclatecl itself to the
mequahti£s of tLc surft,ce, .:ml that, r,t such pcints of contact, the ore ,ms
not only harder ancl more rystalline than usual ,--in fact, alrnrd unmana<renblc by the vorkmen- but, also, much more magnetic thc:n at a sr.crt
tan ·e from t!1e grccnstm.e.
Nov, il t...c obi:cr-rcr \\-ere furnis •• cd v:ith no ether ckta tkn these, he
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might, reason·ng fro~ the. cou:1tless analogies_ of mefamorphis!Il which
result from the eruption of igneous throug~ sednrer.~ary matt~r, mfer that
the greenstone intrudincr
into anciett materials, had, In producrng a change
0
'
. conthrougl1out their
whole mas~, rendered tho~e parts on ly w h'1c h wue m
tact ,vith it, most crystallme an~l meta!hc, by the <levelopim.:nt at s;.1ch
points of th~ most powerful electrical act10n.
.
..
We leaneJ, we confess, when on the spot, to this 6prn10n ! ?ut, after
having read the memoir of Colonel Hehnersen, u~on the or1gm of the
mJgnetic iron ore of Blagoclat, we are _bound _to admit, that t~e ph~no~nena
at Nijny Tagi'.s~, may possibly Le explicable m accordance w1!h _his views,
and that the metallic iron ore may .have penetrated t~e prPex1stmg ~rec~..
Etone of the hill, and thence have Oowed, as subm,mne lava, or votcamc
mud, into the contiO'uous depressions. The fact, that the ore expands in
width, thickness am! dimensions, as it is followed into the lower parts of
the valley, and that it fills up the sinuosities of the subjacent roe~, seem,
o:i the whole, to favor this view."*
At Blagodat, the cl1ief eruptive ro9k is feldspathic augite rcrphyry. Gpright mas~es with metallic surfaces are seen to rise out, as is were, from the
porphyry, indicating the ancient quarries from which the iron ore has been
extracted. When on the spot, we were rather disp()sed, they remark, to
view the great lateral and rudely stratified accumulations as sediments which
had beea metamorphosed by the influence of the contiguous eruptive rocks;
we were then ignorant of the fact, that dykes of really intrusive character,
made up of crystalline anc1 igneously-formed minerals, and clearly formed
posterior to the mountain, contained similar iron ore.
,,
If we turn from the foreign localities of this cJass of deposits to those of
our ow:i country, we shall finJ that th('y possess many features in common,
nnd that they were all derived, probably, fo_om a common origin.
Iron regim of Missouri.- From Mr. Charles F. Mersch, an intelligent
German metallurgist, who was employed for several years at the Iron mountain of Missouri rn superintending the erection of furnaces and directing
their operation, we derive the following information:
" The specular and magnetic iron ores in this portion of Missouri are
found in the porphyritic rocks which constitute all this part of the region.
The Iron mountain proper is a conical hill at the western extrrmity of one
of thes~ porphn:itic ridges, its base covering an area of about three quarters
of a square mile. Its height is very nearly two huntlred feet above the
surrounding plain, and its summit is an isolated cone; but on the eastern
side, some thirty f-.>et towards a narrow ,:all of porphyritic rock which connects it with the ridge forming the western extremity, the junction of the
r iron ore and porphyry is very plainly seen, along the line of intersection of
' the ,-surfaces of the two mountains. The specii'nens along that line contain
the two rocks mechanically mixed. At a short distance 01) either side of
this line, the iron ore and the porphyry are pure ✓
~his Iron mountain seem~ to co:isist ot one single mass of compact oxide
of iron, almost pure pero:rn1e, with not more than two or three per cent.
of sili?ious, or a!urr:ino:1s m~tter. . Its !op presents some large fragments,
but without any md1cahons of stratification.
This s:une specular ore is found in several places in other parts of the
"l{usii,\ aud. the Ur:tl l\1o~nbins, Yol. I., p. Sil.
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mountains, but n~where in such an extensi-rc muss.
coeval with the porphyry which encloses it.
Some four or five miles south of this iron mountain is situated anotbe
of a much lar(Ter size, known in the country as the Pilot kr.ob'. Here the ore,
though not v~ry difft~ent in its chemical comfosition, is differmt in its physical characters, and ts known as the magnetic ore.
Its altitu1lc may be five or six hurnlre<l feet; its summit being about on
the same level as the highest points of tl)e porphyritic ridges. 'l'his, too, is
an isolated cone, and the ore occurs from the summit to the base, appa•
rently forming an immense dyke bisecting the mountain, which is porphyritic, like the surrounding ridges. This ore not only occurs in laminre, like
the slates, Lut varies also with regard to its purity-in general becoming
more slaty as it becomes purer. When the impurities increase, the mass
loses this slaty structure, ant! constitutes a rock similar in appearance to
porphyry.
As to the relation of this porphyritic formation to the granite, I can only
add that, to my knowledge, there is no real black, or grey, granite in the
country; but about two or three miles to the south-wtst of the Iron moun•
tain, comrner.ces a very remarhble formation of syenitic grauite, in boulderlike masses, resembling in its external characters that of the Nile. These
rest on dome-like formations of the same nature, with divided lines of stra•
tification, or divi~ion, running more or less parallel with the surface.
As to the relative age of this formation and the porphyry, I have no
facts to found an OFinion upcn.
.
With regard to the sedimentary formations, the only one I e,·er saw immediately connected with the porphyry is a sandstone (Potsdam?) which
has been almost entirely destroyed by subsequent aqueous action; Lut which
is posterior in age to the porphyry and iron; since, wherever the ]ayers of
the latter come in contact with the porphyry, they repcse in a nearly horizontal position-a fact the more important, since there are portious of this
formation in other parts of the district, with different clips, produced in my
Ofinion, uy the r.ction cf water.
En resume, I have r.ever observed in the iron region of Missouri, to
which the preceding remarks refer, one single feature which would authorize me to infer, or suspect, any volcanic or plutonic ncticn rcst~rior to the
formation of the first sandstones, except such action r.s might have cause <l
the absolute change of level in the whole country, cf ~hich there are
abunda t marh."
In a subse:iuent comm~~ication, in reply to additicnal queries prcrcum!ed
by u~, he remarks:-"\\ 1th rrgc1rd to the rocks which mark tr.e inteiscctlcn
of the _porphyr)'.' aud ircn ore, at the Iron mountain, they are rea11y scmew~a_t like breccias, though fused into a hcmogf>neous mr.ss; one rock con•
tammg_ fragmen~s of the ?ther, t?ough less angular _than is gencr~ll~ the
case ·1th lm ccrns. My 1mpress10n 1~ that the spc1mer.s rathu mchcate
that t e poq hyry contains fragments of iron, than the contrary: at any
rate, I have never seen any which I would have consi<lere<l as fragmtnls of
the two rocks merely cemented togetter.
With regard to the direction of the ridges, I dare say Lut little abed it,
nlthough my im1 re sicns are that they run, .:t le, st in the vicinity of tle
Ircm mountnin, north-east ar.d south-wc.st.
There ar~ some fLatures about the Iron mountain which I di,1 not com-

mur.icatc in my former fotter; Lut, in or<ler that you may be able to deter•
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mine h<nv far the geologic~} e'"ents of this region _ngree .,,yit!1 t!10sr~ o( Lake
Superior, I add here a section of the lr?n mountain. (F 1;. 10.) f~1s section lws actually been made, anJ t~ere 1s, therefore, nothug theoretical, or
ratlwr, hypothetical, about it, except t!1e relatire thicknesses of the cEtforent
mas.::;tis.

ri,;. 1

Sr;ction of tl,e Iron lt[ouutain.
] . Porphyl'itic mountain.
•
,
2. I 1·on uwunt.iin, of solid ore of grc1t purity, all over the s'nmmit, apparently of tmfathon:#

itble depth.

·

.

.

a. Fragments of iron ore, derived !i·om No. 2, rounded as if by the _act10n. of mit_er, ,•g.rying in size from a nu.n' s heal to that of a pea, closely aggregated , tbe interstices being fllle-1
with a rad, or brownish cby, rich in iron and m.1ng:1ncsc. This str.1.tum has au average
tuickness of six foet.
b. A be1 of red chy, without any iron ore mechanically mixed.
c. A slaty rock of clay-like nature, C(l.licd, in the country, l1iml-11a11.
d. S:ind:itone, not identical, in my opinion, with that before mentioned.

These deposits are evidently of comparatively recent elate, an::1 have
some connection with the history of the Iron mountain.
It is from the bed a, that the American Iron Mounfain Company derive
their ore. Not only this bed, but the ,underlying one, b, extends some distance up the mountain. With _regard to the two subjacent ones, I can say
no more. How deep the sandstone extends has not been determined."
Ores of the State ~f New York.- Our information with regarcl to these
extensive and important deposits of the ores of iron in New York, is principally derived from Professor Emmons's Report on the Geology of the
District, and from our own examination of a portion of this region.
In the nature of the ores anrl their mo<le of occurrence, as well as the
character of the associated rocks, there is a consid€rab]e similarity to ·those
of the Lake Superior district, but the analogy with the Swedish deposits is
still more striking. The New York ores are chiefly the magnetic oxi~le,
with some specular ore, or peroxide. They are included within gneiss,
quartzose, and hypersthene rocks, and associated, not unfrequently, with ser- ~
pentine. The gneiss seems to be an obscurely stratified rock, similar in
posdon to the azoic slates of the Lake Superior region, the upward range
of the ores in both districts being limited by the Potsdam sandstone.
Ily far the larger portion of both the nrngnetic and specular ores of the
iron region of New York occurs in the form of masses, apparently due to
igneous agency. These masses appear to be contemporaneous with the
rock which encloses them, ,and, like the trappean rocks, they exhibit a
jointed structure. The extent of many of these deposits is so great, thnt
the ore can. only be considered as a rock, and the deposits cl~ssed like
greenstone, porphyry, or serpentine, among rock formations. These erupti,,e mas5es almost invariably coincide in their line of greai.rst linear development, with the line of strike of the nssociated rocks, but are exceedingly
irregular in their dimensions, expanding to· a great width, ancl then contracting agai.11 withia very narrow limit-s, or disappearing for some distance
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rntirely. Although thus coinciding in their strike, they clo r.ot im·arid,Iy
cgree in dip, with the planes of the rock enclosing them.
Among the most extrnsive of these deposits, are those of the Adirondack
mountains, which consist of the magnetic oxide, showing in their mode of
occurrence a striking resemblance to the Swedish deposits before cl(scribeci,
of the same class. Nothing like the appcara
of rrgular ,·eir.s is observ[d
in them, except the small ramifications which are subcrdinate to the large
masse~. They !:ave often a jointed structure, and break ihto tabular blocks.
Some of them are slaty, having parallel lines of separation, a structure
which may, with p-obability, Le rc:fi rred to the ~ction of crystallizing forces.
The width of these deposits seems to be very great in proportion to the
length through which they have bern traced. Thus, the "Snnford bed,"according to Dr. Emmons, is cxpose<l for a length cf 1G67 feet, and its
width is 514 feet.
•_
In describing these deposits, Dr. Emmons appears to have been satisfied
of their igneous origin, and of their being by no means veins. In his description of the ores of Clinton county, however, he seems to recognize, in thlir
mode of occurrence, all the phenomena of true veins,,,:, in corroboration of
which, he cites the celeLrated "Arnold Yein."
1
In our examination of this locality, we gave a different interpretation cf
the phenomena here displayed. So far from regarding tbe containing rock
as granite, we thought we saw abundant evidences of its metamorphic 01igin. It does not appear in the form of a vast, irregular, compact mass; but
pre-sents well-defined lines, like those of bedding, having a uniform dip and
bearing. The ore is arranged in bands, conformable to these lines, and
although it is slightly variable in thickness, it was not observed in any
instance, to cross the mineral planes. It has none of the characters of a
true vein. There are no w·ell defined walls, groowd and striated -no
distinct lines of separation between the metallic,i.rnd silicious matter, anrl no
gangue, ditferent :'rom the W'tll-rock : so far from it, there is a gradual pas-sage from one into the other, and, even where there is the greatest concentration of the ore, we find disseminated particles of silicicus matter
which. clo not differ in mineralogical character from the exterior rock.
From the phenomena here displayed, most geologists would at once recog•
nize the rleposit as a bed, and not a vein. It is true, this bed does not pur, sue a uniform direction; but when it is observed that the quartzcse rocks
ore here traversed by po-;r;erful trappean dykes, we are not at loss to
account for the dislocaticn.
Ores of .flllassachusetts.- Canada East. -In Massachusetts, accorrling to
Professor Hitchcock, the micaceous oxide occurs in leds. At Ilawley, 1t is
included in the talcose slates, nnd at Chester, in the hornblende slates; inter•
stratified with talcose sJates:1Mr. Logan has descriued numerous deposits of specular and mao-netir oxide
of iron, in the townships of Sutton and Brome, t Canada East, f:i a prolongation of the Green _fountains. They occur between two dolomitic belts
on the west side of the anticlinal axis, in a highly metamcrphosecl formation,
supposed b be the equivalent of the IIudson-riYer group. HP describes
the deposits as beds, ranging and dipping with the associated strata. "The
• Hcpol't on tllc Sccon:l G-:ologicnl District of ~cw York,
of ,1assach11Rctt~. IH:.!.
♦ ncpul"t of PrO"'l"Cl:ili, HHi-8, l'·
Cl .rtg.
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ore oi the whole of the localities that have been describect is of a thinly
laminated or slaty character, often spl~tting into c?rved plates where corru..
ations exist, and in the bluff m quest1011 the lammre throu~hout the whole
present a most complicated and fantas_tic set of contort1011s, ~ut closely
compacted together, in so smooth and polished a transverse sect10n tha! it
was not practicable to ascertt1;in whether there ~a~ a te;1dency to separation
in the lines of supposed deposit ; a few parallel JOmts, mdependent of these
~ lines, were observed, but giving thick plates." These ?res are mo.re or less
titaniferous, of a finely granul~r st:uct~r~ .and · contam an ~drruxture o!
chlorite. There are, however, rn this vicm1ty, transverse vems of pearly
pure specular ircm, with a quart~ose gangue, cutting chlorite slates.

face

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS,

Having thus indi~ated s?me of t~e most _i~teresting localities of the ores of iron, analogous m their geological position and mode of occurre~ce to
those of the Lake Superior district, we are. naturally l~d to the _con~ide:a•
tion of the theorv of their origin: a quest10n of the highest sc1entific mterest, with reg;rd to which the opinions of eminent geologists are at va•
dance. These differences. principally relate to the questions,
1
I. Are they Veins, or Beus?
•
II. Are they of Igneous, or Metamorphic origin?
To the consideration of these questions, we propose to devote a few
pages.
.
I. These deposits, so far as investigated by us, display few of the phenomena of veins. A vein we understand to be a fissure of indefinite length
and rlepth, running, in most instances, across the lines of stratification, and
filled with mineral or metallic matter, differing -from the enclosing walls.
The contents of a vein are generally separated from the walls on either
sich~ by selvages of decomposed earthy matter, so that the gangue and
mineral matter are easily distinguished and d~tached from the accompanying
rock ; moreover, there is generally evidence that the fi ure is -subsequent
In age to the rock which it traverses. In all of these characteristics of a
true vein, the great deposits of iron, whether observed on Lake Superior,
m Missouri, New York, or Scandinavia, will be found to differ essentially.
We clo net intend to imply that there may not be veins formed secondary \
to, and dependent on, the existence of larger masses. These appear in
some of the deposits of the New York iron region in the form of ramifying
anc\ branching strings, shooting ou~ from_ the great body of or~. So at .the
JacASon locat10n, and on the Mach1-gamig, we have numerous quartz vems,
se-candary to the main ferriferous mass, into which th-:! iron has been sublimed; but it is worthy of ~emc1.rk, that in those veins, which never exceed
an inch or two in width, the ore is in the form of brilliant plates, or proper
S-J)f,C:tlarore associated with a quartzose gangue, which is not the case in
the main body at all. The great deposits of this m€tal, however, as we.
have seen, occur under conditions widely different. The Iron mountain of
Mis3ouri rises up from the surrounding plain like a great dome, or protuberance, _while the ferriferous belts of the Lake Superior district expand to
the width of more than a thousand feet. In Scandinavia, they assume the
form of flattened, cylindrical masses, and the same is true with regard to
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their occurrence in northern New York, their width, in some casea, being
nearly as great as their extent.
In regard to the junction of the ferriferous belt with the enclosing rocky
masses, it may be said, in general, that there are no selvages and no abrupt
linis of demarcation between the two; but that they are, as it were, soldered
tog)ther, or else _the amount of metallic matter gradually decreases and is
replaced by rock. In most of the Lake Superior deposits, there is a total
absence of any appearance of selvages, and, moreover, there is no gangue,
or peculiar mineral matter, connected ·with the ore. Where there is a tendency to a parallel structure of the metalliferous belts, the bands qf rock
enclosed by them are in no way different in their nature from the fqrmation
itself in which the whole system is contained. Neither do we find any appearance of rubbed and polished surfaces, indicating a subsequent intrusion
of the metallic mass, as if it had been driven in between the strata like a
wedge. This is an important point, since we can hardly conceive of such
enormous quantities of matter having been forced up from beneath, along
the line of least resistance of the strata, without some evidence of such a
powerful disruption of the rock, and of the immense friction of the uplifted
mass against the rocky walls. The almost universally observed coincidence
of the line of bearing, or line of greatest extent, with the lines of bedding
of the·. adjacent rock formation, is another essential point of difference between the mode of occurrence of the iron deposits, and that of other ores
occurring in regular veins. If there had been a set of previously existing fissures, analogy with the metalliferous veins of the great mining districts would
lead us to e~pect to find them, in the greater number of instances, crossing
the formation at an angle with the line of direction of the strata. This is
not the case with any of the deposits of ore in the Lake Superior region,
and very rarely, if ever, in the other districts. We find, on the contrary,
that the great iron beds of this region preserve in their direction a perfect
Larmony with the slates of the azo1c series, which forpicls the supposition
of there ever having been a set of fissures formed by any disruption of the
strata.
Having thus shown that these deposits are essentially different from
veins, we proceed discuss the second branch of the enquiry.
II. Are they of Igneous, or Metamorphic origin ? Or, in other words,
have they been forced up through some widely expanding fissure and flowed
over the ancient surface in broad sheets ; have they penetrated the priorformed strata in the form of metallic emanations from below; or, were they
originally deposited by aqueous causes; but subsequently mochfied by direct,
or transmitted heat?
The occurrence in nature of specular and magnetic oxide of iron, and
especially of the former variety, is such as to leave no doubt of its having
been an original igneous product ; but, whether it is so, in all cases, can!1ot, perh~ps, .be demonstrated. If, however, it appears, that this theory of
its format10n 1s analogous to what we know to be true, in many cases, and
do~s not controvert any known fact, and that it is the only one by which
the phenomena of these deposits can be explained, we should not hesitate
to adopt it. We know that the sublimation of specula1 iron is a phenomenon fr~quently exhibited, on a large scale, in volcanic craters. In that of
Vesuvius, for instance, the clefts and cavities are often founci lined with
delicate and beautiful crystals of specular iron, deposited in such a manner
as to leave no doubt of its having been sublimed from the seat of igneous
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action beneath. It is related, by Italian authors, that at the time
the
eruption by which Torre de l' Annunziata was overwhelmed, numerous welldefined crystals of this substance _were gathered from the walls and doors
of the convent.
.
.
Vve consider that the evidence is sufficient, as shown m the P:ececimg
pages, to prove that the slates and quartzos~ rocks ~f the a~o!c per10d were
originally deposited from "':ater, ~nd that, smce their depos1t10n, the! have
undergone great changes m their struct_ure. . These belts, v~e ha~ e also
shown, alternate throughout the iron region with und_oubtecl igneous P:oducts, which, in all probability, wer~ poured out durmg the accu_mulat10n
of the sedimentary deposits, in lava-hke sheets, over the ):>ottom of the sea ..
Intercalated amonO' these mixed products, we find the immense masses ot
ore and to one or the other of these classes, we have no alternative but to
' their origin.
refer
In many districts, there is an intimate association between the iron masses
and the trappean, pbrphyritic and serpentine rocks. The Iron mountain of
Missouri occurs in co~nection with porphyry, without any vestiges of metamorphic rocks; at Blao-odat, upright masses, with metallic surfaces, are
seen to rise out of the a~gitic porphyry ; at Monte Calumita, Elba, the iron
mass has uplifted and metamorphosed the incumbent strata; while, in the
Lake Superior region, the trappean rocks very often, but not invariably, occur
in close proximity to the great deposits of ore. On the other hand, the ores
at Danemora are associated with metamorphic products, and the same is true,
to some extent, of the specular ores of New York, Canada and Massachusetts.
Were the trappean rocks found to be an invariable accompaniment of these
deposits, there would be little hesitancy in assigning to all of them a purely
eruptive origin; but when we find them under the form of beds, in clearly
metamorphic strata, having a common bearing and inclination, we are dispose4 to regard them as having been derived fro'11 the destruction of previously-formed igneous masses, and their present association to have result~,1
from aqueous deposition.
The azoic pertod1l'.lving been one of long continued and violent mechanical action, there is no reason to doubt that many of the strata of which it
is composed may have been derived from the ruins of previously formed
rocks of the sa~e age, both sedimentary and igneous. This is clearly shown
t~ be t~e case m_ the remarkab~e knob of conglo_rnerat~, deseribed on page
43, which contams rounded fragments of the various kmds of ore found in
the adjacent region.
These ores in many districts, assume a banded structure. This is the case
in_ th~ Lake Superior region, where we frequently find them interlaminate1l
with psper, chert, quartz an<l talcose slate. At the Pilot knob, in Missouri
they be?ome lamellar as they increase in purity; at the S~nforcl bed i~
the Adirondack, the same structure is displayed: and, at Nijny Tagilsk
they resemble a rudely stratified mass.
'
At first glance, this banded structure might be regarded by so;ne as the
r:sult of aqueous deposition, by which alternate seams of quartzose and ferru•
gmous matter were spread over each ot~er, and the whole subsequently solidified and welded together by heat ; but, if we examine the circumstances more
closely, it will be found more difficult to acconut for all of the facts, under
this hypothesis, than might at first appear. The extreme tenuity of these
bands, which are often no thicker than a sheet of paper, renders this supposition of' their analogy to strata highly improbable. In fact, thii banded
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!tructure in many of the Lake Superior ores--"--for example, at the Clevelan~l
iron knob, will be hardly apparen~ to the eye, on fresh fr~cture ~f a s_p€c~men, the weathered surface of which may present a beautiful ser!€S of mtncate convolutions of alternate bands of bright-reel an<l steel-grey. Besides,
·.n examining this mountain mass, we find every portion exhibiting equally
fine and equally contorted series of convoluti0ns. If these we:e reall} the
result of aqueous deposition, w_e should expect, from analogy with other deposits of a similar character, that some of the layers would be of more considerable thickness than others; and that, supposing the contortions to have
been caused by lateral pressure of the plastic mass, in some cases, at least,
· the foldings would exhibit a considerable radius of curvature, which is not
the case here.
We know of no theory which affords so probable an explanation of this
structure, as that by which the action of seggr?gating forces is brought
into play. An analogous phenomenon may be seen both in the igneous an<l
aqueous rocks of Keweenaw Point. Thus, (in Part I., p. 61), we ha,·e
described a concretionary structure in the trappean rocks, resulting from
this kind of action, by which a series of waving and differently colored
bands have been formed. To a simiiar origin must be ascribed the parallel
bands of red and white, with which the sandstone cliffs on the southern
side of this point 'tre _orna1;1ented, the direction of which is in ~o degree
dependent on the stratificat10n. (Part I.; p. 115, and Pl. XII., F 1g. 1.)
The jasper of the Porcupine mountains, in the western portion of the district, exhibits a banded structure analogous to that of the ores in question.
The flexnres are exceedingly intricate, and bear no marks of having been
the result of original stratification. There is no actual line of separation
between the lighter and darker bands, and if a specimen is struck with a
hammer, it is found that it no more easily breaks in the direction of these bands
than across them.
On the whole, we are disposed to regard the specular and magnetic
oxide of iron as a purely igneous product, in some instances poured out,
but in others sublimed, from the interior of the earth. The supposition,
entertained by some, that it may be a secondary product, resulting from
~he de_cot'?position of the pyritous ores, or from the metamorphism of bos1ron, 1s rnadequate to account for the accumulation of such mountam
masses, or to explain its relations to the associated rocks.
Wher~ these ores occur in a s~ate of almost absolute purity, in the form
?f vast, irregular masses, occupymg preexisting depressions; or, where the
incumbent strata are metamorphosed and folded over them; or, where they
are traversed _by long lines o ferruginous matter in the form of dykesthere can be httle doubt that these ores have risen up, in a plastic state,
from below. •
. Where they are found impregnatino- melamorphic products, such as
Jasper, hornstone, or chert, quartz, chlorite and talcose slate, not only
1~t~rpos_ed between the lamime, but intimately incorporated with the mass,
g1VI~g 1t a bande<l structure, we are disposed to regard it as the result of
sublimation from the interior.
·
Wh~re they are i!lcluded in metamorphic strata, in the form of beds,
o_f variable wulth, _with a conformable range and dip, and with minute particles of the associated rock mechanically mixed with the ore, we are disposeJ. to regard them as t~c result of aqueous depositirn, al though the
materials may have been derived from the ruins of purely igneous product.$.
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RESUME.

We may conceive that the various rocks of the azoic series were originally
deposited in a nearly horizontal position, at a period prior to the appearance
of organic life upon the ~arth: that th~se stratified deposits were composed,
for the most part, of finely comminuted materials, principally silicious and
·argillaceous, in some cases ~nsisting of almos pure silex, like the purest
portion of the Potsdam sandstone which was afterwards deposited upon
these strata.
•
.
During the deposition of these strata, at various intervals, sheets of plastic
mineral matter were poured forth from below, and spread out upon the surface of the preexisting strata . .These igneous rocks are exceedingly compact
and uniform in their texture, which vmuld seem to indicate that they were
under heavy pressure, probably at the bottom of a deep ocean. The same
depth of water is also inferred from the comparative absence of ripple•
marked surfaces throughout the whole series.
During this period, the interior of the earth was the source _of constant
emanations of iron, which appeared at the surface in the form of a plastic
mass in combination with oxygen, or rose in metallic vapors, or as a sublimate, perhaps as a chloride; in, the one case, it covered over the surface
like a lava sheet; in the other, it was absorbed into the adjacent rocks, or
diffused through the strata in the process of formation. Besides, a large
amount of iron entered into the composition of the igneous rocks of this
periorl, chiefly in combination with silica, as a silicate of the protoxide.
Portions of the ~ruptive masses were occasionally subjected to d_enudation,
and the ferruginous particles were, under the action of violent currents,
spread out in thin beds, or swept into some depression of the surface, forming a lenticular mass, upon which the strata were afterwards accumulated 1
Whb the silicious materials had become impregnated with metallic matter,
which may have been scattered more or less uniformly through it, a rearrangement of the silic!ious and ferruginous particles in some instances took
place, under the action of segregating forces, by which the wh,ple mass assumecl a banded structure.
Subsequently, the whole series of beds., slaty, quartzose, ferruginous and
trappean, were elevated, and, in all probability, folded, perhaps at the epoch
- of the elevation of the granite ranges on the north and south of the ferri•
ferous belt of the azoic system.
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CHAPTER V.
ECONOMIC GEOLOGY OF THE AZOIC SERIES.

Chemical Examination of the Iron Ores.-Jvletlwd of .11.nalysis adopted.Occurrence of f ore1·gn Im,purit'l'.es in most Ores, and their EJfect on the
Quality of frpon.- Jvlethods adopted to detect these Impurities.- The:ir
.11.bsence in the Lake Superior Ores.- .flnalysis of Ores from various
Localities in this District.- Remarks on the Results.- Metallurgy of
the Iron Ores.- The Catalan Forge.- The Method of working thest.
Ores.- The Tenacity of this Iron.- Cost of Production of a. Ton of
Iron.- Occurrence of other Ores.- Other Ee,onomic Materials. ·
Before entering on the 'subject proper of this chapter, we shall give the
results of the analytical investigation of the ores of the azoic series, since
their chemical composition is the first thing required to be known, before
forming an opinion of their economical value.·
In the chemical examination of the ores of iron which occur within our
district, we have endeavored, not simply to make our researches with sufficient minuteness to be able to give the percentage of metallic iron which
they contain, but also to ascertain whether those foreign and accidental
impurities, which usually accompany such ores, were present. This is an
important question, since the quality of the iron manufactured from the ore
depends, not only on the method employed in the fabrication, and the skill
with which the metallurgic processes are performed, but also on the nature
of the ore, and the kind and amount of impurities contained.
In general, the method of analysis was as follows: The specimen to be
rnnalyzed was carefully pulverized, and dried at a temperature from 110° to
120° C. In this way, all the accidental moisture contained in the substance was entirely removed, and none of the ores examined were found to
lose in weight, on being subjected to ignition, after having been thus dried;
they do not, therefore, contain any water, in chemical combination.
The dried substance was then transferred t:o a bulq-tube, and its weight
being ascertained by weighing the tube before and after the introdudion of
the ore, it was then ignited in a stream of dry hydrogen gas. The oxygen
was estimated by collecting the water formed in a chloride of calcium tuoe,
and thus weighing it directly, or by determining the loss of weight of the
tube, after the ignition. The latter was generally the method adopted, as,
with all the precautions which could be taken, the collecting of the water and
wei?hing it directly was found to give less accurate results.
.
'Ihe substance, after the reduction, w·as attacked by weak chlorohydnc
acid, which dissolved out the metallic iron, and left undissolved the earthy,
silicious portion of the ore. This was separated by filtration, ignited and
weighed, and then, either fused with carbonate of soda and analyzed as a
silicate, or qualitatively determined by the aid of the blowpipe. The
filtered solution was then heated, and a few drops of nitric acid added to
peroxidize the iron, which was then precipitated by caustic amm.onia. If
the precipitate of peroxide of iron contained alumina, it was separated by
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treating with caustic potas_h. The ~recipitate of iron w~s carefully dried,
ignited in a current of air, and we~ghed as the peroxide. The filtrate,
from which the precipitate by ammoma had b~en separated, was- evaporated
to dryness, and ignited to expel the nmmomacal_ salts, when the_ natl~re of
the remaining ingredients, which were present, if at all? only m n:~mute
quantity, could be determinea. These were generally hme, magnesia, or
manganese.
.
In this way, having ascertained with accuracy th~ quantity of o~ygen and
of metallic iron, by calculation from the pero~1de obtamed, it 1~ easy
to determine the state of oxidation of the iron m the ore, -that is, the ,
relative quantities of the peroxide, Fe 2 0 3, and of the magnetic oxide,
Fe O Fe2 +0 3•
There are however othett substances which very commonly occur m
'
' of iron, and which have a great rn
. fl uence on tie
l
small quantities
in ores
quality of the iron produced from them ; but these must be sought for by
a special examination, and their presence or absence thus demonst~ate~.
The most important of these substances are phosphorus, sulphur, htamc
a.cid and manganese ; arsenic and copper are a frequent accompaniment of
these ores, but generally in very minute quantity.
The influence which these foreign substances, when present in the ore,
have upon the quality of the iron manufactured from it, depends principally
upon their relative quantity; but, in general, it may be said, that sulphur
and phosphorus have an injurious effect on the iron, if the ore contain any
considerable quantity of these substanGes ; a certain proportion of manganese,
on the contrary, is crenerally considered to increase the value of the iron.
It is generally conceded, that the best steel is not one which contains nothing
but carbon and iron; but that those varieties which unite the greatest amount
of hardness and tenacity, with the requisite malleability are such as contain
minute portions of other substances. · This is especially true of silicium and
manganese; of the former, the best steel may contain as much as .02 per
cent. Some metallurgists even are of opinion that silicium is an essential
ingredient of good steel.
.
1n regard to pig-iron, the qualities required in it depend on whether it is
to be manufactured into bar-iron, or used for castings. In the former case,
the amount of silicium or aluminium, present in the pig-iron, may easily be
sufficiently reduced by puddling, while the sulphur and phosphorus are
much less easily got rid of. For the manufacture of castings, it is necessary that the iron should have a sufficient degree of fluidity when melted,
and that it should be of a uniform texture, and sufficiently tenacious,
when cold. Phosphorus renders the pig-iron fluid, when melted, and hard,
but, at the same time, brittle, when cold. Sulphur gives a porous texture
to the casting, and is generally injurious.
The best methods of determining the presence of the above-mention'ed
impurities in an ore of iron, is as follows:
To detect sulphur, the ore should be pulverized, and/ treated on cha.rooal, with three times its volume of dry carbonate of soda, in the reducing
flame of the blowpipe. The fused mass, after cooling, is then removed
from the charcoal with the forceps, and laid on a bright, pol~shed surface
of silver, and moistened with water. If the ore is perfectly free from
sulphur no discoloration of the surface of the silver will be perceived on
washing off the substance, after it has been allowed to remain upon it for
, a iew minutes. If a trace of sulphur were present in the ore, it would be.,
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indicated by a brown stam of sulphuret of sil\'er ; if the quantity o{ suJ.
phur was more co~siderable, the stain would be more deeply and strongly
colored. Of course,. the absolute freedom of the · carbonate of soda
employed, from this impurity, must be ascertained before using it for this
purpose.
The presence of phosphorus is best ascertained in the following manner:
A small quantity of the pulverized ore is mixed with aboutfive times its
volume of a mixture of four parts, by weight, of carbonate o( soda, and
one of pure silica, and the whole fused in the oxidating flame of the blowpipe, on charcoal. The fused bead is then pulverized, and boiled with
water, which dissolves the excess of carbonate of soda, and the greater
portion of the silicate of soda, as well as the phosphate of sorla formed in
the operat10n, if phosphorus was present in t'he substance. The alkaline
solution is then supersaturated with acetic acid, and thoroughly boiled, to
expel all the carbonic acid. In the solution, after filtration, a small piece
of nitrate of silver is placed, when the presence of phosphorus will be
indicated, by a more or less intensely colored precipitate of yellow phosphate of silver around the spot where the nitrate of silver gradually dissolves.
The presence of titanium may be best ascertained by the blowpipe, as
follows : If the quantity of the substance is considerable, it will be made
evident by heating a small portion on platina wire in the reducing flame of
the blowpipe with salt of phosphorus. If titanium is present, the bead
will acquire a deep brownish-red, or blood-red color. If the quantity is
very minute, not over one per cent., the ore must be heated on charcoal,
and after a thorough reduction, metallic tin must be added, when the presence of titanium will be indicated by the light-yellow color bf the bead.
If no titanium is present, the bead will have a greenish color.
~
.Manganese is almost universally present in ores of iron. If the quantity
of this. metal is not almost infinitesimally small, its presence will be easily
detected on fusing a portion of the pulverized ore with a mixture of two
parts of carbonate of soda and one of nitrate of potash, when a peculiar
blue-green color, characteristic of manganese, will be observed. Although
an exceedingly minute proportion of the metal may be detected in this .way,
there may be so slight a trace of it present, as to require a more elaborate
process to render it manifest. In this case, the substance must be dissolved
in chlorohydric acid, and the solution carefully neutralized by ammonia, and
the oxide of iron precipitated by succinate of ammonia; the filtrate is then
to be evaporated to dryness, and ignited to expel the ammoniacal s.a lts. If
ther~ is the minutest trace of manganese present in the ore, it will be made
marufest by fusing the substance remaining after the ignition with soda and
saltpetre.
Arsenic may be detected, whether it be present in large or small quantities, in the following manner:
A small quantity of the ore, fifty to seventy-five milligramm£s, is to be
mixed with about six times its volume of a mixture of equal pnfts of soda
and saltpetre. The whole is then heated in a platina spoon and the fused
mass _treated with boiling water, until all the soluble portion is taken up.
The msoluble portion having been filtered off, the liqujd is evaporated to
dryness, after adding a few drops of sulphuric acid. The dry residuum is
then to be pul erized with about three times its volume of oxalate of potash and a little coal dust, and the mixture heated to redness in a glass
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tube sealed at one end, and drawn out to a sma11 size at the other. If the
smaliest trace of arsenic was present in the ore, _a ring of metal~ic a:s~nic
will be s11blimed and deposit itself upon the inside of the t~lbe m brilliant
cry::,~als. If the part of the tube b~ then cut off a:1d heated in _the blowpi:pe flame, the odor of garlic peculiar to the arsemcal fumes will be perceived.
ANALYSIS OF ORES.

1; Ore from the Jaclcson Company's Location-T?wnship 47, Range ~7,
Section 1.-This is a massive, light-colored ore, with a highly crystallme
structure in which under the microscope, numerous planes of the octahedron may be seen. ' It is a mixture of the granul_ar peroxide and the mag•
.
netic oxide, as will be seen from the analysis which follows:
.9267 gramme gave, by reducti9n, .273 Joss, oxygen~ .0268 insoluble,
and .90\2 peroxide of iron= .630t;4 iron.
Oxygen---~----------------------··••··-··· 29.46
Iron----------------------------~---------Insoluble - - - - • • - - - ... - - - • • - - - - - - - .. • • • • - • • - • - •

68.07

2.89

100.42

No trace of mangaqese, ,phosphorus or sulphur was detected. The insoluble portion consisted almost entirely of pure silica.
2. Slaty Ore from the Jackson Company's Loc~tion - Township 47,
Range 27, Section 1.-This is a very compact variety of the ore of this
Gompany's location, and is somewhat slaty in its structure. It contains•
here and there, a small amygdaloidal cavity, with a nod-µle of quartz. It
is <livided by regular joints, like the slates of the azoic system.
The analysis shows it to be a very pure ore, being mainly the peroxide,
with a little quartz intermixed.
·
The results are: 1.0275 grammes, l6st .2990 by reduction with hydrogen: gave .0169 insoluble resi<luum, consisting almost entirely of silica:
1.0142 peroxide of iron= .70994 metallic iron.
Oxygen - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - - - - - - - - - ·
Iron--------------------------------------·
In~oluble - - - - • • .. - - - - •
0

•

•

-

-

•

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

•

-

-

-

-

-

-

..

29,09

69.09
1.64

99.82
No trace of sulphur, or phosphorus, was detected in the specimen examined ; a slight trace of manganese was obtained.
.
,
.Both the specimens from this location show a high degree of purity and
freecfom from injurious substances, and an abundance of the ore may be obtained of equal purity with tliat of the specimens analyzed.
3. Analysis of the very compact .fine-grained Ore from the Jt!arquette
Company's Ore-bed-Towrr:sliip 47, Range 27, Section 10.- This is a very
~m~act a:id pure variety of or~, the botly of which ~s fin~-graine<l peroxide, m which numerous small crystals of the magnetic oxide are dissemi•
JJ,ated
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1.7450 grammes were attacked by chlorohydric acid. The solution was
effected very slowly, although the substance had been finely pulverized.
After an entire attack had been effected, there remained only .0032 of insoluble residuum;
0.20 per cent.
The filtrate from the insoluble portion was supersaturated with ammonia
and the precipitate of the peroxide of iron filtered off: it weighed 1.7507
1.2255 of metallic iron= 70.22 per c~nt.
1.4357 grammes reduced by hydrogen lost in weight .424 of oxygen
29.53 per cent.

=

=
=

Iron-----------------------------------···.Oxygen-----------·-·····-----------········
Insoluble - - - - ..... ., .... - ... - •• - ....... - _ .... __ ••••••

70.22
29.53
.2Q
99.95

Or,

Peroxide of iron - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - Magnetic Oxide - - • - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - • - • • • • •
~lica------······--·-----------·-·-·-··-·-··
m -

...... -

-

••

90.58
9.17
.20
99.95

'fhus it will be seen that this ore approaches very nearly to a chem1ca11y
pure mixtul'e of nine-tenths of peroxide and one-tenth of magnetic oxide.
A great portion of the knob from which this specimen was taken is almost
equally free from all foreign ingredients.
4. Iron Ore from the north-west Quarter of Section 10, Township 4i,
Range 27 . - This is a beautiful variety of ore of great purity, consisting
of a fine-grained mass, having a slaty structure, and being somewhat contorted, like many of the slates: throughout the whole mass are scattered
innumerable crystals of magnetic iron, hardly more thn one-fiftieth of ar1
inch in diameter, which stand out in relief frilll the weathered surface of
the specimens.
I. 0.8213 gramme left .0094 residuum o;f silicious substance, and the
remaining solution gave== .8174 of peroxide of iron. In the filtrate a
trace of lime ancl magnesia was detected.
II .. 9-H2 gramme left .0107 residuum, which equals 1.13 per ceut.:
gave .9393 of peroxide of iron, which equals 99.79 per cent.

I.
Peroxide -of iron - - ;. - • - • - • Silicious substance - - - - • - - -

II.

99.52------------- 99.79
1.14------------1.13

100.66
I. Gives 69.67 per cent. of metallic iron.
II. Gives 69.85 of metaJlic iron.

100.92

'!he ore is evidently a mixture of the peroxide with the magnetic oxide,
1s 1s shown by the results of the analysis, as well as by the appearance of

the substance itself.
Two determinations of the oxygen were made : in one, .8213 grammes
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=

lost .2217 of oxygen
26.99 per cent. ; in the other, .9412 grammes lost
.2{}56 of oxygen
27:14 per. ce~t : m~an of the two 27 .06. !1-, portion
of the iron is therefore m combmat10n with the oxygen and the silica, as a
silicate of iron, in such a manner as not to be reducible by hydro.gen.

=

Or; from the Iron Cascade-Townshjp 47, R~nge 2?, 8_ection 31.This is a good speci1!1en of the ore occurring a~ this loc~hty 1~ ver~ I~i:ge
quantity. The specimen analyzed was taken from the immediate v1c1mty
of the cascade, where the water pouts over a ladge of the ore. It is a compact, fine-grained mixture of quartz and specular iron, the for.mer making
up from 30 to 40 per cent. of the whole.
1.6138 grammes of the finely pulverized substance, digested for a long
time with chlorohydric acid, left .5265 of a faintly reddish residuum,== 32.63
per cent.; all the remaining portion of the substance was precipitated on the
addition of ammonia, there being not a trace of residuum left, on evaporating
and igniting the filtrate; the precipitate of peroxide of iron, which contained
a little alumina, weighed 1.0657.
'
Peroxide of iron - - - • .. • - - - - - - - • - • • • - - - - •
Insoluble - - • - - - - - - • •: - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - Water and loss- - - - •· - - • • - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - -·
D

-

•

•

. ..

66.03
32.63
1.34
'100.00

No trace of manganese, or sulphur was detected. The insoluble portion
was analyzed by itself, as a silicate, by fusion with carbonate of soda.
It contained : Silica - - - - - •.- - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •• - •• - - - - - Peroxide of iron- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - • - ••
Alumina, lime, and magnesia - - - - - - - - - - - - •• - • - ••

95.85
2.88
· 1.27
100.00

'fhe ~hole quantity of peroxide of ii:01~ in the s~bstanc: is 66.96 per cent.,
wh1?~ g1ve.s 46.87 ~er cen!· of me.talhc 1:on. . 'I he ore 1s mainly a mixture
of s1hca with peroxide of iron, with a little msoluble silicate of ' the p..0 _
toxide of iron and alumina.

'

. Ore fr~m the Jl;facki-gamig- Township 46, Range 29, Section 6.-This
1s a beautiful specu_lar o~e, but contains nea~·ly ha!f its \veight of silicio-qs

matter.

The remamder 1s nearly pure peroxide of iron.

0.5978_ gram1:1e lost by reduction wit~ hydroge1; _.089~ of oxygen== 14.9&
per cent .. left _msoluble ~ubstance, which was s1hca with a little alumina
an~ a trace of iron, .2800 == 46.92 per cent. The precipitate of peroxide
of iron weighed .3222 == .2255 metallic iron== 37. 73 per cent.
Iron - • - - - • - - • - - - - • - -~- - - - •• - - - - - • - • - - • - - - - • -

37. 73

Oxygen • - - - - - - - • - - - - - • - - - - :. • - - - • - - - - - - • - - - - 14.95
Silica- - - - - - - - - - - -.- - - - - - - - • - - - • - - ••••••• _••• _ 46.92
Trace of lime and magnesia • - - - - - ••••• - ••••••••
99.60
This ore cqntaims a trace of manO'anese.
'
0

/
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·ore from n,rtk Side of Section 4, Towr..ship 4i, Ra:ng~ 31.-This
ore was collected by Mr. John Burt. Like the other ores of this portion
of
the reo-ion,
it contains ·a large amount of quartzose matter intermixed
.
0
;vith it.
'
0.525 grammes gave .2208 insoluble silicious residuum,
42.05 per
cent.; the precipitate of peroxide of iron weighed .3055,
58.0~ per
cent.
Insoluble silica- - - - - • • - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - • 42.05
Peroxide of iron- - - - • • - • • - - - - - - - - - - • • - - - - - - - - - 58.09

=
=

100.14

It contains about forty-two per cent. of met~llic iron, with traces of
lime, magnesia, and_some alumina. It contains., also, a trace of manganese.
Ore from Township 42, Range 28, south on line between Sections 28
and 29, thirteen Chains. -This ore, collected by Mr. John Burt, is a quite
pure and finely-granular variety, and considerably magnetic. It is a
remarkably pure and valuable ore.
.
1.2801 grammes left .1297 insoluble silica,= 10.13 per cent. Anoth~r
portion of the same specimen gave on 1.0775 grammes, a loss, by reduction, of .2844, == 26.40 per cent. of oxygen; .9750 peroxide' of iron,=
.6825 metallic iron,= 63.34 per cent.
I

Iron- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - -- - • - - • - •• Oxygen-----···-·-··----------~------------Insoluble silica- - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - •• - •••••••• - ... '

63.34..
26.40
10.13
99.87

This would give-

·

Mao-net1c oxide-----·····-------------------Per~xide of iron- - .. - • - - - - - - - - - - •• - •• - - •• - • - - - •
Insoluble------·-······----------------------

19.05
70.69

10.13
99.87

Another specimen from the same locality, also collected by Mr. Burt,
It differs, in external appearance from the last, in being
less fi11e-grained, and in having less of a slaty structure.
_.9265 gramme gave .2573 oxygen, == 27.77 per cent., and left .0398 of
f.ihca unattached,== 4.29 per cent. The remainder was metallic iron.
1vas analyzed.

Oxygen----·-····--------------------------~~~n (by loss)-------------------------------~1hca- - • - - .. - • - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

27.77
67.94
4.29

100.00
This specimen contains less silica than the former, and more magnetic
oxide, as is also evident by its action on the magnet. It is a very excellent
ore, much superior to the larger portion of ores which occur in its neighborhood.
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./lna,l,ysis oj the jaspery Portion of the Ore from Township ~7, Rang_e
27, Section 10.-The bands of jasper an~l l?ure_ ore are so finely mterlam1natecl and have so little continmty, that 1t 1s difficult to separate the more
silici~us portion from that in whic'h t~e peroxide predominates._. (?n s~parating the former, as perfectly as J?Oss1ble f:·o,m the latter, and s~~Jectmg it to
an analysis, it was found to contam a considerable a1~oun~ of iron .
.4399 gram~e was attacked _by strong chlorohrdnc ~c1d and repeatedly
digested with 1t. Tber~ remam~c~ a large quanht)'." of n~s~Juble subs~ance
of a bricrht-recl color, still contammg a port10n of iron :vh1ch coulrl not be
taken
by boiling with strong acid. !his residuum we1g~ed .30_8 gramme.
In the solution, ammonia gave a precipitate of .154 peroxide of iron.

up

Peroxide of iron dis~olved by the acid - - - • - - - - - - - Insoluble silica a~d iron - - • • - - - - - ,. • - - • - - " .. • • • - - -

33.4
66.9'

~

100.3
The insoluble substance was fused with carbonate of soda, and was found
to consist of silica, colored by about two per cent. of oxide of iron.
I

Silica- - - - - • - - - - - - - - - • • - - - - - •· - - - • ·.;, - • • - • - • - • - 98.3
Peroxide of iron-----·•·········--·----··---·-- 1.7

10000
The substance is a mixture of silica colored by the peroxide of iron, a;d
probably some silicate of the protoxide, with free or uncombined peroxide
of iron.
From the above analyses, it is evident that the purest ores occur in the
northern part of township 47, range 27. Here, indeed, the specimens analyzed show an almost absolute purity and freedom from foreign ingredients.
The principal part of the insoluble matter left by acting on the ores with
<JCicls, is silica; none of them contain more than a very minute quantity of
alumina, lime, or magnesia. In most of the ores, the larger portion, by far,
of the iron exists in the state of peroxide, though nearly all contain a small
per centage of the magnetic oxide: Generally, the si ica seems to be me;..
chanically mixed with the oxides of iron, since the whole of the oxygen is
obtained by reduction in hydrogen. In a few instances, however, from one
to two per cent. of the oxygen is in combination with the iron and silica, in
the form of an irreducible silicate.
.
As far as the presence of injurious substances, such as sulphur, phosphorus and arsenic, is concerned, all the specimens examined are entirely, or
ahnost e_ntirely,_freefrom ~hem. A few specimen~ contain traces of sulphur,
but _not m sufficient quantity to have any perceptible effect on the quality of
~he iron ~-:mufactured. Mangan_ese is present only in the most minute traces;,,
m fact, 1t can only be detected m most of them, by the most delicate and
careful examination.
METALLURGY OF' THE IRON ORES.

The _iron ores described in the foregoing pages will be found capable of
producing a soft, malleable iron. With proper care in its manufacture, it
D;lay be ~on~erted i:ito steel, adap~ed to 1the finer varieties of cutlery. The
s1lex, so mhmately mcorporated with the mass, will serve as a flux, and ren-
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der the reduction of the ore~ easy, particularly where the fusion takes place
in the furnace. 0 res of almost any degree of purity can be obtained, but
the richest are, by no means, the most easily reduced in the blast furnace.
The specular ores of New York are found to contain more or less bisulphuret of iron (iron pyrites), which impairs their value, as it is not wholly
expelled by roasting. In some instances, too, they are associated with
titanium, which render them exceedingly refractory in the furnace. Neither
of these substances have we been able to ~tect, in sufficient quantity to produce any perceptible effect, in the ores of Lake Superior.
Notwithstanding the immense amount of iron produced in Great Britain,
none of it, with the exception of the Ulverstone charcoal iron, is• capable of
conversion into the finer varieties of steel. ':Che Swedish hoop L, the Indian1
wootz and the Russia irons occupy the highest rank.
The famous Indian wootz-ore consists of macrnetic oxide of iron united
with a large proportion of quartz, the compound consisting of 42 silex, and
58 magnetic oxide of iron. The natives pound the ore and winnow away_
the earthy particles. With a clay furnace, four or five feet high -the
work of a few hours - and with a blast supplied by a bellows made of a
goat skin with a bamboo nozzle, plied by the hands, for three or four hours,
the Hindoo brings out his bloom. A pound ·or two of this iron is enclosed
in a clay crucible, with small fragments of dry wood, the whole being covered
with a few green eaves. The orifice is then closed with clay, and the
crucibles are subjec ed to a heat for about two hours, in a blast furnace,
when the process is considered to be complete. In this rude way is producecl a steel, eminently adapted to the purposes of fine cutlery.
For the reduction of these ores, the several companie5 have introduced
the Catalan forge, so extensively employed in the Lake Champlain region
of New York. This has been done for two reasons : first, it requires a
s.nall outlay of capita]; and second, it avoids the uncertainty incident to
working a new ore with success in a blast furnace. Besides, according to
Mr. Alger, who has had a large amount of experience in the iron manufacture, these ores are better adapted to the production of malleable, than of
cast iron. They <lo not so readily unite with carbon to produce that grey,
~'.:>ft condition which is found in the superior cast iron made from the hematiti~ and clay iron ores; and they require much greater heat for their
r J uchon ancl perfect metallization. An inferior article of pig-metal will
not ~>e:1.r transportation to a remote market, whereas a superior article of
b:1r-1ro:1 may b2 profitably sent to any market in the country.
Th~ forges. are represented in plate XXII, which is copied from the
An:encan Railroad .~ournal, for September 1849, illustrating one of a
senes of valuable articles on the Iron manufactures of the United States,
by 11r. James T. Hodge.
" !he first four figures represent sections in different directions through
the ~nnple~t _orm of the bloomery. Figures 5, 6, and 7, are sections illus•
tr?tmg a sumlar fire, supplied with an arrangement for heating the blooms
w th the gases of the escape-heat returned to the oven, and mixed with a
current of atmospheric air.
Fig. 1, ~s a fr~nt eleYation of a common bloomery fire. The following
letters cles1_gna~e its several parts and the apparatus connected with it, a, a,
a,- hot ~1r p1p~s ; b,- one of t ~o bed pipes; c,- main blast-pipe from
he blo ~InCT cylinders; d,- back plate of the fire· e -fire plate· f,pl te t rough w ic the cylinder is drained off; g,_:_ b~ttom plate ~{ the

Plate XXll
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fire ; h,-water-box placed tinder the. fire ; i,- small_ pip~ fo_r letting off
the waste water out of the fire-box; ;,-water tw~er, k,-p1pe f~r ~upplying cold water to the tweer ; l,- valv_e for shuttmg off the hot ~Ir from
the fire ; m,- throttle valve for regulatrng the supply of cold air to the
hot blast-pipes.
·
.
Fig. 2. Side elevation. of the sam~; the letters correspondmg to those of
figure 1. Fig. 3. Horizontal ~ect10n of the sa!ne on the level of t_he
tweer. Fig. 4. Horizontal section o? a level with the be~l plates. Fig.
5. Side elevation of a bloomery fire with an oven for reheatmg the blooms.
The following letters represent the ~ifferent part~:
bloomer~ fire; b,bottom of heating furnace, on which the cold iron 1s char_ged , c,- ~and
hearth; d,- charging door; e!- wind b~x ; f,- wrought 1r01~ blow-pipe;
g,- pipe for conveying hot air to the wmd chest; h,- ~J~e~mg through
,vhich the hot air passes to-feed t~e bloom~ry fir~ b~low; i, i,_ i , - h?t blast
pipes lying horizontally in the ch1m~ey? J,- Ca6t.1ron door lmetl with. fire
brick, which slips up and down, closmg m front, t9 kee~ out the cold a~r.
Fig. 6. Horizontal section of the same, on a level with the blow-pipes
and heating oven. Ficr. 7. Front elevation of the s(1me, the letters 6 and
7 corresponding with those in 5."
In these bloomeries, malleable iron may be obtained from the ores by one
litsion; but to accomplish this, it is necessary that they possess. a great p~rity and melt at a low temperature. Hence only the hematites and the
specular and magnetic ores are adapted to this kind of forge. Although
there is but one fusion, the ores undergo two successive changes.
1st. The dcoxydizement and reduction of the metal by bringing it in contact with charcoal.
2d. The melting and aggregation of the metal _in a ball fit for the
squeezer.
The following is the method of treatment pursued in the red~ction of
these ores.
The ore is introduced into the top of the forge, in alternating charges
with charcoal, in a state of great mechanical subdivision, resembling coarse
sand, having been previously calcined, stamped and washed, if it contain
much earthy matter. The supply of fuel is maintained in the first stages of
the process so as to keep the space full and prevent the ore from collecting
together. Water is occasionally sprinkled over the surface, which prevents
the fine siftings from being blown away, and gives increased fusibility to the
scorire. The ore falls down and the melted iron collects in a mass at the
bottom of the hearth, while the thin slags run off by an upper oYerflow.
The mass is removed about every hour, m a pasty condition, by means of
a powerful pair of tongs - working by an iron wheel on a railway suspended
from the beams above- which seizes it firmly and conveys it to an anvil,
where an iron lever, called a squeezer, working up and down, kneads the
particles of iron together, forcin~ out the semi-fluid cinders and fashioning
the loup for the rollers, to which it is transferred.
The substitution of drawing cylinders in the place of trip-hammers has
gr~tly facilitated the manufacture of bar iron. It accomplishes in a few
minutes, the condensation of the particles, and the distribution of the fibres,
which formerly was attained only after repeated heats and hammerings.
In cylinder drawing, one workman holds the loup in a pair of tongs and
pbses it into the first of the grooves ; another workman, on the other side,
re~iYes it and passes it back to the fir~t 1 who passes it into a second and

a,-:-

so
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smaller set, and s6 on, until it is reduced to a bar, three or four inches brottd
and two in thick11ess. This is then cut by powerful shears, into short lengths
called blooms, which are afterwards subjected to a refining process.
So great is the dexterity displayed in these various processes, and so admirable the adaptation of the machinePy, that the rude ball as .i t comes from
the forge, is converted into mill-bar iron, before it has had time to cool.
The whole operation is accomplished in a little more than a minute.
The bars are next subj.ected to the refining process, which consists in heating them in the oven above described, and bringing them to a welding heat,
which is accomplished in the course of one half or t~ree quarters of an hour. ·
Where great tenacity is required, they <\re re-heated and rolled. From the
oven, they are passed to the extension rollers where they are fashioned into
the required form, whether round, square, oval, or rectangular.
Tenacity of the Lalce Superior Iron. - Frorµ the total absence of foreign
ingredients, as indicated by the analysis, it would be inferred that these
ores, if skilfully wrought, would produce an iron of great ductility and
teuacity. In the summer of 1849, we placed two samples of this iron,
selected, without any great care, from among the products of the Jackson
forge, in the hands of Major W a<le, of the Ordnance department-whose
office it is to test the tenacity of the guns made for the government-for
the purpose of experiment. The results obtained were as follows:
Sample No. 1, 7.550 density,.89582 lbs. pressure to the square inch.
Sample No. 2, 7 .768
"
72885 "
''
"
In the second sample there was a slight flaw observed, after it was
parted, which would account for its inferior tenacity. These results give
an unparalleled tenacity, and prove the high value of this iron.
During the past season, however, we received additional samples, made
from the same ore, but by a different iron-master, which were placed in
the possession of Mr. J. T. Ames, for experiment. The results were as
follows:
'
No. f, welded three-ply, 56546 lbs. pressure to the square inch.
" 2, welded
55017 "
"
"
" 3, without welding, 58583 "
"
"
The second set of experiments proves that the iron experimented on, was
of a very ordinary quality; and, when we compare its tenacity with that
before tried, it is very evident that it has not been properly fabricated.
Nothing is more uncertain than the quality of iron, however good the ore,
where it is not skilfully and systematically wrought.
To show the comparative quality of this iron, ·we give the results of the
numerous experiments of Professor Walter R. Johnson, on the tenacity of
bar-iron, from localities both at home and abroad:
·

·

Strength in lbs.
per square inch, ~

Iron from Salisbury, Ct., by mean of 40 trials •• - • - - - • - • • •
4 " .. - ..•.• - . . •
"
Sweden,
"
Centre county, Pa.,
15 " ••••• _••• - ••
"
Lancaster county, Pa.,
2 " 1. . . . . . . . . •
"
McIntyre, Essexco.,N. Y., 4 " .............
"
Engl~nd,(cablebolt,E.V.,)5 "
••••••••••••
"
Russia,
5 "
•••••••••• - •
To which :ve acld the te~acity of th_e Carp-river iron, Lake {
Superior, .as determined by MaJor Wade- . • ......... j

58009
58184

£38400
58E61
58912
59105

7EC69 ·
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Cost o/ Prod,uction. -The followin~ csti_ma!e, showing !he cost of pro_~
duc}~P'
a ton of iron in the Lake Superior district, was furmshed us by Mr.
0
P. 1v~ Everett, the former agent ?f th~ Jackson company. It will proba..
bly Dl found to require some modification i
·
Diggil\tT and transporting the ore to the forge, tw@ tons of which are
requ\re<l to produce a ton of blooms--~-------------------- $ 3
Roasti~g the ore (2 tons) at $1 00 per ton - • • - - - • • - - - - - - • - - • 2
200 bushels of charcoal at 5c. per bushel----··········-·----- 10
Incidental: 2 bloomers at $2 75 per day each, l
6 94
2 firemen at
O 90
"
"
j
Stockino furnace at $1 15----·····················- 115
Costing~at that rate,perton-•--················~---6

00
00
00

74

Cost per ton, at the forge, of 2400 lbs. of tron in blooms• - - - • -- • $21 74
To this estimate should be added the interest on the capital, say $20,000,
wear ancl tear of machinery, expense of agency, and incidental expenses.
The cost of trans.portation to the lake shore (nine miles) is $4 00 per ton,
' to Cleveland $5 00, thence to Pittsburgh $2 00 == $11 00.
It ought to be added, that this company have water-power sufficient to
drive eight forges; wher..eas they now employ but two. The expenses of
agency and the interest on the capital woula be no greater if the whole
p1wer wer~ emp loyed. Besides, as the country becomes settled, there will
be a reducti~ in w ,i.a-es, and the facilities for transportation will be increased.
It now costs nearly fs much to transport a ton of ,ore nine miles, by land, as
it -does to send it nine hundred by water.
The nearest proximity of these ores to the lake shore, as we have before
stated-for example, those of the Iron cascade-is about twelve miles; those
of the Jackson and Cleveland locations are a little farther removf.J, while
those on the borders of the Machi-gamig are thirty miles_:.._l;>eing about equidistant between the head of Keweenaw bay and the mouth of Carp river;
but the outlet at the latter point would be preferable. Those on the Me•
nomonee are about fifty miles distant from Bay des Noquets on Lake Michi•
gan, being as remote from that point as the beds on the Machi-gamig and
the sources of the Carp. The beds of a similar character, in Dr. Owen's
district, on the waters of Bad river, opposite La Pointe, explored by Mr.
Whittlesey, are distant from the lake eighteen and twenty-two miles. •
We have thus end~avored to give all the information in our possession,
with regard to the range and extent of these ores, the relative distances .ot
the heels from navi~able \\~ater, the physicfll features of the country which
favor or impede their exploitation, the chemical composition of the ore, the
best method of working them, the tenacity of the manufactured article, and
the cost of production;- From these data, business men can form correct
conclusions whether the time has arrived for their profitable exploitation.
Nothing would give so great an impetus to this region, or tend so much to
the rapul development of its resources, as the opening of a ship-canal between Lake Superior and Lake Huron. It is emphatically demanded by the .
mining interest ; and the moment it is <lone, the value of the public domain
is enhanced ten-fold beyond the cost of its construction . .
Occurrence t1Jj other Ores .-This class of rocks, over many portions of
the earth, has been found to be the repository of the rarer and more,valu-

able lnetals, such as gold, silver1 tin, &c, _Be~weeµ this district and the
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Ural, there are many points of resemblance; but Sir Roderick Murchison
has shown, that the impregnation of those rocks with gold took place at a
comparatively recent date, as recent as the drift epoch; while, in this di: trict,
the metallic emanations ceased before the commencement of the Silurian
epoch. It also presents many analogies with Cornwall; but, thus far, the
results of our explorations have led us to believe, that, aside from iron, the
metallic products will prove of little value. We have not seen a single
regular, well-defined vein of any extent, with distinct wall-rocks and gangues
differing from the enclosing mass. There are fissures and irregular rents
which contain metallic products, such as copper and iron pyrites, magnetic
oxide of iron, &c.; but they differ from productive lodes in their want of
continuity and parallelism. At the Pemenee falls, small veins of quartz,
' associated with brown oxide of iron are seen in the trappean rocks, having
the appearance of an auriferous gangue. We regret that the specimens
procured by us in 1848, were forwarded to Washington by our prede~ssor,
- without analysis. We do not assert that the rarer metals may not be found j
,. but, thus far, all of the explorations south of the trap range of Keweenaw
Point, not only in this district, but in the Chippewa district, have not revealed their existence.
At Presqu'isle, there is a vein seen by the lake shore, bearing n~arly north
and south, and dipping 75° to the east. It is included in a rock which
exhibits some traces of stratification, and may be likened to a volcanic sand.
The New York and Lake Superior company, a few years ago, sank a shaft
upon it to the <lepth of forty-five feet. At the surface, it yielded the
sulphurets of copper and iron, galena, and black oxide of manganese, enclosed
in a matrix of chlorite, calc-spar and quartz; but, a short distance below,
the more valuable metals disappeared, and iron pyrites was the only metallic
product.
Another vein was observed on the south-west quarter of section 27,
township q8, range 26, containing copper pyrites in a gangue of quartz.
It was explored to some extent, a few years since, by the New York and
Michigan company, but they met with few inducements to persevere.
Narrow seams of sulphuret of copper are also seen in the quartz rocks,
below Carp river.
_In the banks of a small stream flowing into the 'Machi-gamig, about ten
m1as belo~ the outlet of Machi-gummi, galena was discovered by Mr.
9rebbes~, m 1846.; but we have not examif!ed the locality, and have no
mformat10n as to its economical value.
On the Meno~onee river, traces of the sulphuret of copper ar~ abundant; but the vems are not concentrated. At the upper of the Twm falls,
there are seams of quartz, included in chlorite slate which contain traces
of this ore. Veins were also observed at the foot' of Little Bekuenesec
and Sturgeon falls.

OTHER ECONOMIC MATERIALS.

Buflding Materials.-The granite of the Huron islands would afford a
beautiful and durable material for construction. The islands ,pre, in every
respect, accessible, and ,we know not why thev may not soon be re.sorted to
for the purpose of proc~ini blocks,

,,.,
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we have described the situation of_ th~se islands and the charaeter of

the ; ocks in Chapter III., a farther notICe 1s deemed unnecessary.
R9ofin~
Slates.- In so vai;;t a body of slates as are here displayed, it
0
woul\l be surprising if numerous quarries suitable for roofing purposes were
not dkcovered; but on the surface they have been so acted on by atmos..
pheri agencies, that •it is difficult to determi~e t~eir true. characte~.. By
lono- e posure they lose the property of c.tt?avmg mto lammre. · This 1s so
u~derstodd by the block-h_ewers in sl!lte quarries, ~hat th~y never raise
more blocks than the splitters can cleave m a sho~t per10d of tm~e. A frost
partially restores this property, but repe~t~d freezmgs and thawmgs destroy
it altogether. The beds at the f?ot of ~1ttie Bekuene~ec fall~, ~nd near ~he
Twin falls, on the Menomonee r1Yer, will probably yield unlimited supplies~
Steatite and Serpentine.-From the character of the rocks, beds of these
materials will undoubtedly be found in great abundance, but we are unable
to indicate any localities worthy of exploration. The beds near Sturgeon
falls, on the Menomonee, afford the best indications of any that have fallen
under our observation.
Fire-stones.- The talcose slates, as a general thing, are little affected by
fire. The divisional planes intersect them in such a manner as to produce
cuboirlal blocks. These have been employed in the construction of forges
at the Jackson works, and answer a good purpose.
·
•
Hones.- Portions of these slates take into their composition minute particles of quartz, forming nffraculite.. The beds at L'Anse afford very good
whetstones, but they are too coarse to produce a fine edge. oh razors, surgical instruments, &c.
·
The novaculite, however, of Carp river, is superior to any article which
has fallen under our notice, not excepting the Arkansas, Turkey, or Scotch
stone, for producing fineness of edge. Engravers will find these hones
almost invaluable.
The coarser materials for scythe-stones are abundantly distributed.
Fire-briclc.-The light-drab and plumo,se talc-slates, described as occurring near Chippewa island, on the Menomonee river, if ground and kneaded,
would make an admirable article of fire-brick.
Lime. -The marbles described as occurring in the vicinity of Carp ,
river and the M~nomonee river, may be calcined into lime. The amqunt of
ma~nesia which_ enter~ into their composi_t~on, does not seem to impair their
value; but the hme will not bear the addition of as much sand as an article
made from a purer limestone.
Orn~mentat Materials.-: The _limestones described as occurring near
Carp river, and on the l\fachi-gam1g and Menomonee, afford b(lautiful marb]es. The prevailing color is light-pink, traversed by veins 01 seams of
deep-red. Other-s are blue and dove-colored, beautifully veined. They
a re susceptible of a fine polish, and blocks of any size may be p1ocured.
For tables, jambs, and vases, they would rival, in beauty, the most celebrated foreign products. Emplojed for external ornaments, the carved
lines would withstand the vicissitudes of our variable climate, and remain
sharp for centuries. · These rocks, in place, exhibit angular surfaces which
'
'
after all, is the best test of their durability.
Fragments of pure-white saccharoidal marble, suitable for statuary, have
been found upon the surface, but the bells from which they were derived
have not been discovered.
Soiue of the jaspers might be employed by the laoidary, for the smaller

well
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ornament~, but they. have not been found in large masses, like those o-£

!

Ural.
The dark and close-grained basalts, and the porphyries, with a dark-gre
base of hornblende and bright-red crystals of feldspar, observed on hi
Menomonee, if wrought into vases and boxes, would rival those of Egyp
Many of these materials willi sooner or later, be employed for the P ·
poses of construction and ornament. •

•

•
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CHAPTER VI.
COMPOSITION OF THE TRAPPEAN ROCKS.

The Terms Trap and Trappean Rock generic:- Varieties of Rock which
have been focluded under that Name.- Their Mineralogical Composi•
tion.-Importance of these Roc!f:s in 01.1,r District.-Trappean Rocks
associated with the Potsdam Sandstone.- Jlnalyses.- Probable Analogy
with Dolerite and .llnamesite.- Occu1·rence of them in Beds.- Trappean Ro~ks of the Jlzoic System.- Analyses.- General Remarlcs.
The term trap, or trappean rock, has been applied in so general a manner, and made to cover suc:h. an extensive group of mineral compounds,
differing widely from each other in their external characters and mineralogical composition, that great confusion has arisen in the designation of the
igneous rocks. If we examine more closely what rocks have been designated under the name of trap, and endeavor to classify them, ,ve find great
difficulty, inasmuch as our knowledge of the mineralogical composition of
many of them still remains in an imperfect state; although much has been
done, within the last few years, to throw light on th.is subject, and
numerous chemists, among whom we might e~pecially mention Delesse,
Dur her, Abich, G. Rose, Cordier, and Bergemann, have devoted themseh-es to this long and difficult task. It is with the intention of adding
our contribution to this branch of geological science, that we have, as far
as our time permitted, made a chemical investigation of a _few of the
Yarieties of the igneous rocks of our district.·
Not only has the term trap been applied to a great variety of rocks, but
that of greenstone is hardly less extensively used, both in this country and
in EnglanLl, as well as on the continent. However much confusion the use
of these two names may have caused, they will hardly be dropped, at least
not until the nature of our io-neous rocks shall have been thoroughly studied
out, so t~at they can be arr~ngecl under systematic and . fitting names. On
the contment, we find that by fhr the larger portion of the igneous rocks
em~raced under the name of greenstone, are made up principally of labradorite (or oligoclase) and pyro'Xene, in addition to which chlorite is often
present. To this variety of rock the name of diabase is given by continental
geologists. The term melaphyre, which includes many of the rocks known
under the name of trap, is defined to be a fine-grained compound of labr?..
?orite and titaniferous magnetic iron, and probably pyroxene, together with)'
In many instances, carbonate of the protoxide of iron and carbonate of lime.
The absence of quartz, as an essential ingredient of these rocks, both diabase and melaphyre, is a characteristic and important point. Under th~
name of basalt, or basaltic trap, are included dolerite, a crystalline aggregate of labr~dorite, augite and titanifero'us iron; and anamesite, a homogeneous
and very fine-grained mixture of the same minerals, the labradorite generally predominating. This latter term includes especially the rocks _of
.northern Eur~pe and Iceland. Basalt proper includes the rocks which
contain, in addition to labradorite augite, and magnetic iron, a sma11' amount
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of a zeolitic mineral, which gelatinizes in acids, and also, in many cas~
olivine.
In England, we find the terms greenstone and trap used indiscriminate}.
to indicate rocks mostly of a fine-grained and compact nature, made u
chiefly of feldspar and hornblende; - no distinction being made betwee
the different varieties of the- feldspar family, or between hornblende an
py,roxene, or augite. In ~a~t, we have only two great classes of ign~o
rocks recognized; - gramhc, or hypogene rocks as they are sometime
called, and trappean rocks; the great and essential distinction between thes:.
two classes being the presence of quartz, as a distinct ingredient in t ..
granitic rocks; while, in the trappean, the silicious matter is all in combin,•
tion with the bases alumina, lime, protoxide of iron, soda and potash, fore:.•
ing minerals of the feldspar and hornblende families. If the rock bas,
columnar structure, it is called basalt, without regard to its rnineralogic2.
composition. ,
,
In this country, the same confusion has prevailed, and all the dark-colorec
fine-grai_ned_ i&neous roc~s have been called gree:1stone, trap, or green~to
trap md1scnmmaiely, without any attempt havmg been made to arrive,
a knowledge of their composition, regard being chiefly had to their differ·
enCJ:!s of external form, such as their having a columnar, or amygdaloid.
structure. No attempt has been made, as far as we know, to separate, c
classify, the numerous varieties included under those general and gene
terms.
We find, in all the writings of American geologists, that the term "trap
is used in a generic sense, and that · it is defined to be a rock composed'
feldspar and hornblende and ; we are not aware that any further att p·
have been made, in this country, to investigate the mineralogical compositK
of this great and widely-extended class of rocks.
The great importance of the trappean rocks in our district, from their ir
timate association with the veins of copper in the lower Silurian, and the
connection with the deposits of iron in the azoic system, has made it incuc.
bent upon us to devote some attention to their mineralogical compositior
and, though Jack of time has rendered it impossible for us to carry out o~
researches very fully, yet we trust that, haviug made a beginning, we sha.
ourselves, at some future time, be enabled to extend our labors still farthe.
or that the attention of others will be caUed to this important subjev
~he ~ere fact _that we find the veins of copper, which are productive ar
rich. m ~etalhc contents in one band of rock, becoming worthless wh
pass~g mto another, is sufficient proof of the scientific importance ·
practical value of such an investigation.

TRAPPEAN ROCKS ASSOCIATED WITH THE POTSDAM SANDSTO1"E .

. We hardlJ: ~nd, in any part of the world, so great a variety of minera :_
gtCB:l ~ompos1t10n and external structure among the trappean rocks, as
exh1b1ted by those trappean rocks ,vhich occur in the sandstone and congl
merates between the extremity of Keweenaw Point and the _fontreal riYt
and on I le Royale .
. I~ fart I, of thi rc:1,0 t, we have given some account of the differ
varieties of trappean rocks which occur in the copper-region, particular.
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with reference to their externa characters, and we now proceed to the dis- ,
cussion of their mineralogical and chemical composition.
The principal minernl ingredients, so far as we can determine, which form
the different varieties of trappean rocks of this region, are labrador feldspar, (labradorite) hornblende, pyroxene, magnetic iron, chlorite, and epidote. These minerals, associated in ever-varying proportions, make up the
great mass of the rocks, while the less widely diffused minerals are the
zeolites, especially Laumonite, quartz, calc-spar and iron pyrites.
The prevailing characteristic of these rocks is, that the mixture of the
minerals which compose them is so intimate, and the whole mass is so compact and homogeneous in its texture, that the several component parts ,. cannot be recognized by the ey~, unless in exceptional cases, and of course it
is impo:.Bihle to isolate and analyze each by itself. In such a case, the only
way to arrive at a knowledge of the mineralogical composition of the rock
is to analyze it as a whole, and endeavor to ascertain by calculation, in
what manner the different substances are grouped together into mineral
compounds; or if minerals which are soluble in acid, are combined with
such as are in.soluble, to separate them in this way, and then to analyze
the soluble and insoluble portions.
We now proceed to give the results of some of our examinations of the
compact homogeneous rocks, after which we will describe those in which
distinct mineral compounds can be recognized by the eye, and then compare
the general results with each other. ·
Sofobility of the Rocks· in .JJ.dds .-A specimen from the wall of Shaw's
vein, on Isle Royale, was finely pulverized, thoroughly dried at 110° C., and
igrTited. It lost on 3.203 grammes .072
2.2 per cent.
After long <ligestion, at a temperature of about 80° C., with nitric acid
(specific gravity 1.12), it was found that 26.95 per cent. of the ,,rhole was
taken up, leaving 73.05 insoluble matter of a brick-red color.
Chlorohydric acid dissolved on 2.2993 grammes, after long digestion, at
~bout the same temperature
before, .7803, lea,,.ving 1.519 insoluble; ot
the insoluble portion .5552 was silica separated in a state in which it was
taken up by carbonate of soda; making for the soluble portion, including
the separated silica, 58.09 per cent. The solution was tested for copper,
but no trace of this metal was found ; it contained a very considerable proportion of peroxide of iron.
Analysis of Greenstone from the sitmmit <!f the cliff, at the Cliff Mine.
-The following were the results of the examination of the greenstone from
the summit of the ridge at the Cliff mine. This is a crystalline variety,
very tough, and breaking ·with an uneven fracture. It is of a dark-greenish
color, very compact and homogeneous in its structure, but, when examined
with the microscope, three distmct minerals can be recognized; one is nearly
colorless, or slightly tinged with green, and appears to be feldspathic; the
other is of a dark.green color, and resembles chlorite, while the third is
apparently pyroxene or ho~nblende. Occ~~ional crystals of magnetic iron
ocour, and can be made evident by pulvenzmg the substance and applying
the magnet.
The pulverized substance, dried at 100° C., lost, by ignition, on 2.114 .
grammes, .0374::=l.74 per cent. of water; chlorohydric acid (1.13 specific
gravity), by long digestion, at a temperature near boiling, dissolved 21.17

=
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per cent., leaving 78.83· of silica nnd inso ble substance. Each portio
was analyzed by itself, and the results were:

Soluble.
Silica - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ! - - - - - - - Alumina---------------------Protoxide of iron- • - - - • - - - - - - • - Manganese-------------------Lime-~----------------------Magnesia- - . - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - • - - Soda-------------------------

-

In~oluble.
------ 64.58 (by loss)

30.95 ------ 11.67
32.47
9.18
trace

9.36
15.98
11.26

trace
4.57
6.86
3.14

100.04

100.00

Analysis as a whole:
Silica - - - • - - - - ••• - •• - • - •••••
50 .20
Alumina - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • • - •· 15.43
Protoxide of iron - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • 13.79
5.47
Lime--------------------····•
8.62
Magnesia - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Soda------------------------4.75
Water-----------------------1.7'.4
M

-

Oxygen.
- - - .. -- 26. 08
------ 7.22
3.06
1.56
------ 3.3J
------ 1.22
-- .. - ... 1.55

100.00
.12nalysis of a Specimen from Rocle Harbo1· .-The next rock of which
an analysis will be given, is a very fine-grained and homogeneous nubstance,
from the shaft at Rock Harbor, Isle Royale, about fifteen rods n~rth of the
house at Ransom. Like the preceding ore, it appears to be highly un{a•
vorable to the development of the copper-bea "ng veins.
.
,·. ;.9444 grammes of the finely-pulverized and dried substance, lost by 1g•
mt10n .0479==2.46 per cent.
The analysis of the dried material gave:

Oxygen.
Silica - - - - - - - - - • - - - • - - - - • - Alumina - - - - - - - - •• - - • - - - - - Proto:¥ide of iron - - - - - - - - - - - Lime---------------------1'.fagnesia - - - .. - - - - - - - - • - - - - 1 oda - - - - - - - - - - - •• - • - - - - - - Water---------------------

47.97

24.93

15.56
12.41
7.07
8.28

7.28

6.24

2.46

2.75}
2.02
3.21
1.61

9.59

2.18

99.99
The near agreement in the chemical composition of these two rocks will
be apparent.
If we proceed to consider, from tbe results of the above ana-lysis, what i.!
the probabl' mineralogical composition of the rock we are obligea to confi s that the pro_bl. mi i:ot an easy one. In the fir~t place, as to th~ nature
o_f the fel<l path1c ingredient, which is the most important clue to this que~
tlon. The felcl p~th1c portion of the trap1Jean rocks, though it occuri m
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distinct crystals, at various localities in the trappean region, both on Isle
Royale and Keweenaw Point, is never found in crystals of sufficiently large
size to allow them to be separated from the rock and analyzed by themsel res.
This is unfortunate, since, at the present time, so numerous are the diffeient
varieties of the feldspathic family, that it is impossibie to recognize and du,tinguish them without a chemical analysis.
.
As far, however, as the feldspathic ingredient can be made out, from an
examination of those rocks on Isle Royale and Keweenaw Point, in which
there is a porphyritic structure, and separate crystals can be observed, they
appear to have the crystal~ine character of' th~ labradorite variety•. They
also fuse much more readily before the blowpipe than orthoclase, yielding
a transparen!, ~olorless and b]ebby glass. ~he resul!s of the analyses
seem also to md1cate, from the nature and relative quantity of the protoxide
bases, lime and soda, ·that the feldspathic ingredient is labradorit~.
If, therefore, in the above analyses we - assume that all the alumina
belongs to the labradorite, and that the other ingredient is c He in which
alumina is not contained, we can reckon the amount of oxygen of the silica
and the bases (RO) necessary to form labradorite.
In the first analysis, that of the greenstone from the Cliff-mine the
oxygen of the alumina being 7 .22, if we deduct the double of that a~ount
from the silica, and one-third from the protoxide bases, we ha,;'e remaining:
Oxygen of silica- - - • - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - "
protoxide bases--------------------''
v.rater-----------------------------

11.64
6.77

1.55
And
from Rock Harbor, we have, in the same manner
. .in the .other rock,
.

remammg:

·

,

Oxygen of silica•• - - • - • • • • • • • - - - • - - • - • • • - • - • • 10.37
"
protoxi<le bases- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7 .1
"
water - - - - -- - - - - - - - • • - - - • • • • • - - • • - •
2.18
The results of these analyses correspond pretty nearly with that of the
trap of the Feroe islands, by Durocher.* In his analysis, after deductin~
from the oxygen of the silica and the protoxide bases an amount corresponding with that of the alumina, in the proper proportion to form Iabradorite, there remains:
·
,
Oxygen of silica - - - - - • - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - "
protoxide bases-------------------·--''
,vater------------------------------

9 .52

7.36
2.66

Durocher considers that this implies the existence of a mineral analogous
to diallage, or a bisilicate of bases with one atom of oxvgen+hydrate of
magnesia. In fact, if we deduct from the protoxide bases an amount of
oxygen equal to that_of the water, we pave remaining a silicate, in which
t~e oxyg~n of. the sil~ca is nearly the double that of the ba~es. The great
difficulty m this case 1s to know what part the water plays m the constitution of the mineral. As far as our researches go, all the trappean rocks
seem to contain from two to three per cent. of water. Recent investigations, however, still leave it doubtful whether this water b~longs to the
feldspathic mineral, or whether it may not be due to an intermixture of
• Annales des Mines, Ser. III., Vol. 19, p. 547.
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chlorite in the frappean rock. The observations of Delcsse seem to prov~
that water is constantly present in the feldspathic portion of the trappean
rocks analyzed by him. This is a point on which, however, we can gfre
no light, as we have not been able to isolate and analyze the feldspar of
any of our trappean rocks. We see, however, that chlorite is abundant in
them, and a portion, at least, of their water must be ascribed to its presence. In this case, if we take into consideration the variable composition
of the hornblendic or pyroxenic portion of the rock, the fact that a :part of
the water may belong to the f~ldspathic portion, and that the iron 1s probably partially present as the magnetic oxide, we shall see that the difficulties in the 1way of arriving at a complete knowledge of the mineralogical
- composition of these rocks, by analysis of them as a whole, are nearly
insuperable.
The only variety of trappean rock occurring in the Keweenaw Point
range, in which the ingredients are distinctly visible, so that we h~ve been
able to make out its composition, we find to be made up of a light-red
feldspathic portion, having the character of labradorite, of a dark-green
foliated mineral, which is probably pyroxene, chlorite and magnetic iron.
This variety occurs at Lac la Belle, and it graduates imperceptibly into the
common, compact, crystalline greenstone, in which the separate minerals
are no longer to be distinguished by the eye. This we consider to be the
most probable composition of the dark, crystalline varieties of the trappean
rocks on Keweenaw Point and Isle Royale.
We have also on Isle Royale, beds of a porphyritic rock, intercalated
among the crystalline greenstones, which are composed essentially of a feldspathic ingredient, which .is probably labradorite, and magnetic iron; the
felµspar is of a light-greenish tinge, and occasionally exhibits metallic reflections; the crystals, are, however, very minute.
Both on Isle Royale an'1 west of Portage lake, .epidote becomes a predominant ingredient of the trappean rocks, forming beds and vein-like masses
in it. In the Porcupine mountains and in the vicinity of Agogebic lake, we
have this mineral forming masses of such dimensions that it must be regarded
a·s a rock : it is often amygdaloidal, like the other varieties of the trappean
rocks.
1
The presence of free or uncombined silica in the trappean rocks, except
when it forms a part of the vein-stones, is exceedingly rare. Where, however, the trap becomes epidotic, quartz not unfrequently occurs, filling the
amygdaloidal cavities. In the veins of the Ontonagon region, where ep1dote
abound , both as part of the rock-masses and in the veins, quartz forms the
predominating gangue.
The zeolitic minerals, so common in the veins, and often filling the amyg, <lalo1Jal cavities of the trap, do not appear to form an essential ingredie_nt of
ihe compact trappean rocks. None of them, as far as we-have txammedJ
when acted on by acids, give any gelatinous silica. Carbonate of lime, so
common in the veins of the trap, seems to be rarely present in the compact
· trappean rocks, as few of them effervesce with acids. From the same reason, we infer the almost entire absence of carbonate of iron .
., The m~neral nepheline is not found in any of these rocks, unless it be in
~me locality on Isle Royale, near the end of Blake's Point, where the mas
1s made up of a fine-grained mixture of magnetic oxide of iron and a light
_greenish-colored. ma~erial, which fuses readily before the blowpipe, and
resembles nephehne m lustre and general appearan~e.
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Olivine is entirely wanting in all these rocks, as far as we have been able
to ascertain.
On the whole, these rocks may, in all probability, be classed with that
member of the trap fan:ily, in which are ~ncluded dolerite, anamesite a1:d
basalt. This class of igneous products 1s <l~vel?ped o~ a grand scale m
Iceland, in the northern part of Ireland, and m Sc~tlanu. On the Faroe
islands and in Iceland they have been poured out m lava-sheets of great
extent and regularity, wh~ch, like those o~ ~s.le Royale, are piled upon each
other in numerous strata-hke masses, exh1b1ting almost the appearance of
sedimentary deposits.
TRAPPEAN ROCKS OF THE AZOIC SYSTEM,
,#

•

If the study of the mineralogical composition of the trappean rocks
associated ·with the Potsdam sandstone is one of great perplexity and difficulty, this is sti!l more the. case in regard to the igneous rocks. w ~ich occur
in connection with the azo1c system. So numerous are the vanehes of these
rocks, and so limited has been. the time that we have been able to bestow on
their examination, that we have accompli~hed but little towards arriving at
a knowledge of their complex and obscure mineralogical c rnracter. The
first thing which strikes the observer, in passing over the intercafations of
igneous rocks among the azoic slaty and quartzose strata, is the difficulty of
making a distinction between the purely igneous and metamorphic rocks.
The passage of one into the other, especially in the southern portion of the
district, seems, in many cases, to be so gradual, and their general appearance
and structure is so much alike, that it is often difficult to say where one
begins and the other ends; add to this, the very great physical difficulties in
the way of a minute exploration of the almost inaccessible region in which
they occur, difficulties of which those who have not themselves experienced
them can form but a faint idea, and we shall not be considered as having ·
neglected to do all in our power to throw light on this interesting subject.
The igneous products which are associated with the azoic system are, so
far as we have examined them, perfoctly compact and homogeneous. They
are entirely destitute of the amygdaloidal structure which characterizes the
traps described ·as occurring in connection with the sandstone and conglomerate of Keweenaw Point and Isle Royale. They are, likewise, wanting in
the zeolitic minerals which are so abundant in the amygdaloidal traps, and
are, in every respect, more uniform in their texture and appearance than
these. In general, the mixture of the different mineral ingredients of which
these rocks are made up is very intimate, and we have never seen them
assume a porphyritic structure, or developed in crystals of sufficient size to
be ~eparated and analyzed .. Thus we are_ reduced t? the necessity of analyzmg the rock as a whole, if we would'w1sh to obtam any more satisfactory
insight into its real composition.
.
If we consider, for a moment, the manner in which these igneous mass~
must have been formed, and the circumstances under which they were
poured out from the interior of the earth, we cannot expect to find an absolute uniformity of texture or of composition, in the different sheets of plastic
matter, which ":ere spread out over the surface at different pe:iods during
the same geological epoch; but may reasonably expect that, durmg the continuance of the same general causes, the igneous products will be, in some
degree, characterized by peculiarities of composition.
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We will now proceed to the cletail of the results of the e~~minatio~. ol
these rocks; and first, we will take up the trappean rock of wh1cn Presqu 1Slt
is composed.
·
Analysis of the Igneous Rocle of Presqu'isle.-A peculiar variety of
rock o~curs a·t Presqu'isle, and forms the principal portion of that projection
of the coast. It has all the aspect of an igneous, or eruptive rock. ~ts
color is a deep-green, almost black, and it is apparently homogene?us in its
composition. ft: is somewhat columnar in its structure, resemblmg some
varieties of basalt. It is all readily attracted by the magnet, when broken
into small fragments, but no distinct particles of magnetic iron can be per•
ceived in it. Before the blowpipe, it hardly undergoes any change when
heated in the platina forceps; it becomes slightly rounded on the edges and
remains magnetic.
It is only partially soluble in strong chlorohydric acid, after long fligest~on
at a temperature near boiling. It contains both the protoxide and pero~1de
of iron. A portion of the minerali which had been previously ignited ma
stream of carbonic acid gas, lost by reduction with hydrogen only 3.87 _per
cent., so that by far the larger portion of the iron is in a state of combma•
tion in which it cannot be reduced by ignition in a stream of hydrogen.
The analysi gave :
Silica - - - - - - • - - : - - - •·• - - - •• - - - - ! - . - . - - - . - . . - - 38.24
Magnesia - - - - - - - - •••• - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 14.83
Alumina----------------·------------------·
1.48
Lime-----------.~--------------------•-ft•-1.42
Water-------·-----------------------------9.53
Peroxide and protoxide of iron and a Ii ttle soda - - - - 34 .50

100.00

•

The amount of iron, as found by the analysis, and calculated as a peroxid~,
is 34.59 per cent.; but, on testinCT
'the solution of the mineral in chlorohydnc
0
acid, attacked in an atmosphere of carbonic acid gas, it was found that both
the oxides of this metal were present in it. Want of time rendered it impossible for us to complete the analysis.
From the above results, it appears that the substance is essentially a
hydrous silicat-e of magnesia and the protoxide and peroxide of iron.
Thrs rock differs in its external character and chemical composition from
any occurring elsewhere in our district, and it is difficult to refer it to any
k1!-own cla~~ of r?cks; it approaches so~ewhat nearly, in composition, the
mineral H1smgente.
1
. Th~ trappe~n ridges which accompany the iron of the azoic slates are inte:estmg and important, from their connection with the valuable deposits of
this metal, as those of the Silurian with the copper. An examination was
ma<le o~ the rock from section 10, township 47, range 27, as a good sample
of
ki_nd of_trappean rock most nearly connected with the iron. It forms
a high nd[e, JUSt sou~h of th~ great ferriferous band extending through that
s_e~hon. The rock 1s of a hght-green color, tough, made up of a finely
tohate? and la~el~ar horn?l~nde, with a small proportion of a feldsp~thic
mgred1~nt, which 1s not chstmctly to be made out, as it is not crystallized,
but which appea~·s to ha-ye the lustre and degree of fusibility of labradoz:ite.
A f~w specks of iron pyrites are scattered through the rock ; and this mineral is common to all the trappean rocks of the azoic series. · It is not ·easy

t?e
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to decide whether the mnin ingredient of the rock is pyroxene, or hornblende,
as the crystallization is too contuse~ to ~llow of the ~easurement of the
cleavage planes ; but, as far as can be Judged by the eye, it seems to be hornblende rather than pyroxene.
.
Portions of the hornblendic element of the rock have a bright grass-green
color like coccolite, and are of a granular texture.
Tl;e following are the results o( a single analysis:
.
Oxygen.
46.31
..
24.06
Silica - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5.21
Alumina- - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 11.14
4.82
Protoxide of iron - - - - - - • - - • - • - - - - 21.69
9.68
2.76
Lime - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.78
6.91
Soda-------------·-----·-----4.44
W r. ter - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - Magnesia- - - • - • • • - - • - - - - - - - - - • • - trace

100.17
The large quanti~y of water is r~markable? and we c~ntent_ ourselves with
stating the fact, without attemptmg to go mto the d1scuss1on of the part
which it plays in the constitution of the rock.
If we negiect the water, and considering the feldspathic element as labradorite, deduct from the oxygen of the silica and the protoxide. bases, a quantity corresponding with the composition of this mineral, taking all the alumina as belonging to it, we shall have remaining:
15.64 oxygen of silica.
7 .63 oxygen of protoxi<le bases. ,
This ,vould make a silicate, in which the oxygen of the silica was the
double of that of the bases RO, namely, hornblende or pyroxene. Thus, the
composition of the rock would be a mixture of labradorite and pyroxene,
together with water.
The above analysis may be taken as a represent~tion of the rocks accompanying the iron in the northern portion of the azoic region ; in the more
southerly part of the dist~ict, along the course of the Menomonee, there
seem to be two classes of igneous rocks ; one, a very compact, dark, hornblendic va,:iety, with occasional crystals of a fel_dspathic mil'feral, probably
labrador, mterspersed-; ancl the other, a much hghter-colorecr rock, and in
appearance more resembling the granite familv.
A specimen of the light-colored, homogen~ous rock from the Menomonee, about four mile_s b~low Sturge~n falls, was particularly examined.
. B~for~ the blowpipe_ 1t fuses _reachly to a ~olorJess, transparent- glass; it
1s very mcompletely dissolved m chlorohydnc acid. The analysis gave:
Silica- - - - -- - - - - - - - • - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
Alumina-----------------------------------Peroxide of iron • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - • - - - - Li1ne --------------------------------~----Soda - - - - - - - - •·· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - •
l\-Iagnesia - - - - - - • - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - -

54.54
21.45
5.53

8.40

7 .54
trace

Water••···································· 2.54
100,00
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This i~ ,·ery nearly the composition of 1abradorite, so that it would seem
to be a massive feldspathic rock, or a / eldstein of the Germans, which name
has been adopted into the English language by Sedgwick, and called by him

feldstone.

·

The same rock occurs along the Menomonee, from Sandy portag~ to Big
Bekuenesec falls, forming cliffs two hundred feet high ; it occasionally
takes into its composition a little of a light-greenish mineral, which restm•
bles serpentine, or talc, in appearance.
There are some rocks in the same reg10n, whether purely igneous or metamorphic, it is difficult to say, which partake somewhat of the nature of
serpentine, though we have not recognized any perfectly distinctly marked
specimens of this substance. A passage from rocks of this class into horn•
blende and chlorite slates may not unfrequently be noticed. Of this uncertain composition is the rock which is exposed· in ledges on the road from the
Jackson landing to the Forge, which is of a character intermediate /between
a trappean and serpentine rock.
In one respect, many of these igneous rocks resemble serpentine, and might,
on that account, be considered as likely to contain intermixed portions of
that 1,.nineral; this is the large percentage of water which they are found
to conta~, even when presenting a perfectly fresh and undecomposed ap•
pearance. This water may, however, with equal probability, be referred to
the presence of chlorite, which is certainly an occasional ingredient of these
rocks, although by no means as frequent as in the 1:raps of the Silurian series.
There is evidently a gradual passage of serpentme and steatite into hornblende rock, and they all occur so intermingled, and un<ler such a variety of
form, that no exact lines of demarcation can here be dra\vn between them.
On the whole, as far as our researches on the tr::ippean roc;ks of the azoic
series will justify us in drawing any general conclusions as to their place in
the classification of these igneous products, we are inclined to refer them to
the_·diorite fa1;1ily, though the feldspathic element is certainly not ft1 all ca~
alb1te, which 1s generally recognized as being an essential ingredient of this
class of rocks. The difficulty of determining this point, however, is very
great, inasmuch as this mineral forms comparatively a small proportion of
the mass, and exhibits only a granular structure.
We ought to advert to the large percentage 0£ iron which all these rocks
of the azoic
ies are found to contain, and which is a fact important in its
connexion w1 h the immense deposits of the oxides of this metal •which are
associated with them. This iron is mostly in the form of the silicate 0£ the
protoxide, in the purely igneous varie.ties: when, however, they pass into
~lates, or assume the appearance of the metamorphic rocks, the iron appears
m great abundance in the form of the bisulphuret, or iron-pyrites.
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CHAPTER VII.
MINERALOGY.

The following list, arranged alphabet~cally, comprises all the m~nerals
which have been foqnd in the sandstone and conglomerate, together with the
, associated trappean rocks of the Lake Superior c?pper region, as far. as we
have been able to determine. We have also mcluded the few mmerals
which occur in the azoic slates and the associated igneous rocks.
We have added, under the head of each mineral substance, such information concerning its crystalline form, chemical composition, and peculiarities
of occurrence, as may be of interest to the mineralogist and practical miner.
The intimate connection between the occurrence of nluable ores and their
associateq gangues need not !o be insisted on ·_and it _is evident that information with regard to the vemstones and associated mmerals of the copperbearing rocks forms an important addition to the geological description of
this region . .
.flctinolite. -See Hornblende .
.fl.gate. -See Quartz .
.11.lbite. -See Feldspar .
.11.methyst. - See Quartz .
.11.nalcime. -This mineral has been found in several localities, in beautifully crystallized specimens. . The crystals are all trapezohedra : they are
never transparent, but generally nearly opaque. They are tinged with
various colors: light flesh-red, by suboxide of copper, or green, by carbonate or silicate of the same_metal; the crystals which contain no copper
vary from white to a light-grey or reddish-white. The largest crystals
are about an inch in diameter. At the Copper Falls mine, the crystal's of
analcime are associated with calc-spar, and are influenced in their crystalline form by this mineral in a singular manner. A mass of calc-spar, for
instance, will exhibit, on its surface, numerous crystals of analcime, of each
of which, however, only from two to four of the trapezohedral faces are
visible. On cleaving off the calc-spar with care, it will be seen that the
analcime has been prolonged, sometimes for an inch or more, between the
crystalline planes of the calc-spar, being compressed, as if by the more
powerful crystalline force of the latter mineral, into four-sided prisms, on
the summits of which, as they have emerged from the calc-spar, the trapezohedral faces have been formed with their usual lustre and appearance.
At the old workings of the Pittsburg Company, at Copper Harbor, in the
conglomerate, this mineral was found in abundance ; in fact, it formed no
inconsiderable portion of the gangue of the vein. The crystals were
generally colored by suboxide of copper, and associated with an argillaceous substance, which was very liable to crumble, and thus destroy the
value of the specimens. At Eagle Harbor, crystals of analcime occur,
which are filled with a fine net-work of native copper, which has not, how.
ever, prevented the perfect development of the crystalline faces.
Other localities of this mineral are :-East bank of Eagle river; Lake
Superior company's mine; Massachusetts location .
.llpophyllite. -This mineral is found in considerable abundanc~, and in
~ crystals, at

several localities. At the Cliff mine, the crystallized spe ..
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cimens are all tabtilar, the faces P greatly predominating over M. The
planes a 1 are developed so that M appears only as a small quadrilateral
plane. The crystals are from one-eighth to one-fourth of an _inch in
dia~eter; they are, occasionally, transparent and colorless. At the North
American mine, they occur in abundance, mostly in octohedra, with a
square· base, the face P being entirely wanting on most of the specimens,
and when it occurs it is very small.
~ At the former locality the crystals occur in connection with native cor
per, in small cavities in the masses, and separated from the metal by a thin
band of silicious matter.
'
The foliated variety (ichthyophthalmite) occurs at the Prince mine, 011
the north shore of the lake .
.11.sbestus. ~ see Hornblende .
.11.ugite. - See Hornblende.
_
.11.zurite. -See Copper, carhonatc of.
Baryta, Sulphate of. -Th' mineral occurs abundantly m the conglome•
rate, and occasionally.forms veins of considerable magnitude. The finest
crystallized specimens have been found at the works of the Mendenhall
mining company, on Mineral creek. The ore obtained there consisted of
calc-spar and sulphate of baryta impregnated with sulphuret of copper.
The crystals are tabular in form, and colorless and transparent: they occur
implanted on the gangue and are very abundant, but do not exceed a q~arter of an inch in diameter. Near Agate Harbor the cock's-comb -ranety
occurs abundantly, in a vein in the conglomerate, associated with calc-spar
ancl sulphuret of copper. At both the above-mentioned localities the great
weight of the sulphate of baryta, colored deeply by from eight to ten per cent,
of black sulphuret of copper, led to the erroneous idea that the ore was
very rich in this metal.
Blende.- See Zinc, sulphuret of.
Calc-spar.-This mineral constitutes an essential JJart of most of the
veins, both in the sandstone and conglomerate, as we l as in the trappean
rocks; toge~her with quartz it forms the almost invariable gaugue of t_he
c?pper, and 1~ also occurs by itself in ve_ins of great width, which are prm·
~1~ally found m the conglomerate. Crystallized specimens occur at many locn·
hties. A few of the more interesting forms may be mentioned. At Corper
rans, Eagle Harbor, Agate Harbor, the Cliff mine, and North American mme,
m the form of an obtuse rhombohedron, cuboide of Haily. The crystals are
often filled with bright spanO'Ie~ of native copper. At the old workings at
~opper !farbor, highly modified scalene-triangular dodecahedra, also six•
1<led prisms, the latter of s1:1aII size but perfectly transr,arent and col?rless,
T~e oolorles~ crystals were implanted on the massive calcareOl;JS spar m the
vein, and endently formed posteriorly to the latter. At Ao-ate Harbor, the
dog-tooth variety was found in the· greatest abundance, iearJy the whole
mass of the vein being made up of a congeries of crystals of this form .in
of a light-bluish color, associated with cock's-comb spar, and, generally,
color~d by su_lphu:et of copper. At the Mendenhall company's location
beautiful hem1trop1c crystals of the scalene-triangular dodecahedron were
found.
At Presqu' isle, an abundance of'finely-crystallized specimens was thro
out by the company ~ngage~l in _mining at that place. The crystals. ar
~ear.ly all hexagonal prisms with tnhe<lra1 summits, some of which are an me_
m diameter, and one or two inches in length. They would be verv fine cabi-
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net specimens, had no_t nearlr all the crystals undergone a molec~lar change
for a depth of half a lme, which has rendeted them dull and rough upon tl~e
surface. The calc-spar is here associated with galena, and is posterior to this
..
mineral. At the same locality handsome dog-tooth crystals occur.
At Copper Harbor, in the black oxide vein, numerou~ fir~e cryst~llizati~ns
of this mineral were obtained. They were mostly s1x-s1ded prisms, with
numerous additional planes, and scalene-triangular dodecahedra,
Carnelian.-See Quartz.
Chabasie. -Doubtful if found in the Lake Superior region, which 1s an
interesting fact, inasmuch as this mineral occurs commonly among the trappean rocks in numerous localities.
..
Chlorastrotite.-This mineral was first observed by Dr. Locke, on the
shores of Isle Royale, and afterwards obtained by Mr. J. H. Blake. It was
analyzed, and described as a new mineral by Mr. Whitney, in the fifth volume
of_the Boston Natural History Society's Journal. The name, chlorastrolite, was given to it by Dr. C. T. Jackson, in allusion to its greenish color
and stellated structure..
It occu_s in finely radiated, stellated masses, with a pearly lustre, and
slightly chatoyant on the rounded sides. Hardness 5.5 to 6 : specific gra
vity 3.180: color light bluish-green. Its.behaviour before the blowpipe is
as follows:
In the ope·n tube it yields water, and becomes white.
In the platina forceps it fuses with great facility to a greyish, blebby glass,
It intumesqes and swells up like a zeolite. .
'
, Soda dissolves it in small quantity, and gives a bead colored by a trace of
mang_anese: if more of the assay be added, it swells up to an infusible slag.
It 1s dissolved by borax readily, and in considerable quantity, and gives a
transparent glass colored by iron.
Salt of phosphorus dissolves it in small quantity, and gives the reactior1
of iron.
With nitrate of cobalt it gives a beautiful blue.
It i~ readily dissolved by chlorohydric acid, the silica being entirely separated m the form of a flocky precipitate.
The analysis of two specimens gave:

I.

II.

Silica - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - -36.99- - - - - - - -37 .41
Alumina - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -25.49- - - - - - - -24.25
P~roxide of iron- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6.48- - - - - - - - 6.~6

• L1me - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - -19.90- - - - - - - -21.68

1

Soda - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . 3 70
Potash - - - .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .,40 - - - - - - 4·88
Water--------------------------- 7.22---- ...... 5.77

100.18
The ratio of the oxygen in these analyses is as follows:

. I.
..

100.25

II.

Oxygen-ratio.
O.x ygen--ratio.
S1hca ---------------19.22 3.00--------19.43 3.00
Alumina & oxide of iron 13.90 2.10- - - - - - - -13.19 2.03
Lime, soda and potash 6.50 1.01- - - - - - - - 7.41 1.14
Water--------------- 6.40 1.00-------- 5.13
.79

Ex.-4
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Another determination of the water was made on a third specimen, which
gave 7.16 per cent., showing a near agreement with analysis No. I.
The ratio of the oxygen of the water, protoxide bases, the peroxide bases
and the silica, is nearly 1: .1 : 2: 3; and the formula is, therefore:

~

~: g}

Si 03

+2

;!: g: l

Si 03

+ 3 HO

This formula is that of meionite, with the addition of three atoms ot
water.
The calculated percentage of the mineral, according to the above for•
mula, is as follows, assuming that the bases R2 0 3 are represented by sixsevenths of alumina, and one-seventh of peroxide of iron, and the bases
RO by lime six-sevenths and soda one-seventh:
Silica - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - ._ - • - •• - _ 38.25
Alumina - - - - - - ~ - - - - - • • - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - 24.32
6.31
Peroxide of iron - - - • - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - -·_ - - - - - Lime -.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 19.97
Soda-----------------·-··------------------- ~.70
7.45
W ater- - - - • - - - - - - - -- - - - - • - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

100.00
The chlorastrolite has been cut and polished for the purpose of ornamental jewelry, and makes a very pretty gem. The best specimens are
found in the form of rounded masses, which have been loosened from the
trap, and worn and polish~d by the water ; they are most abundant on the
small islands, near the north-eastern end of Isle Royale. · This mineral is
found in the rock at Chippewa harbor: the largest specimens which hare
been found are about an inch in diameter.
A mineral much tesembling chlorastrolite occurs, on Isle Royale, in radiated epidote, in the form of small fibrous, radiated masses.· The color is "
light bluish-green. The quantity which could be obtained of it for analysis was so small, and it was so difficult to free it from the gangue, that the
following analysis can only be regarded as an approximation.
Silica - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - Alumina and oxide of iron- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Lime--------------------------------------Water--------------------------------------

42.6
31.2
20.6

5.2

--.
99.6

As the ratio of the oxygen of the silica, alumina and oxide of iron, lime
and water are, approximately, 3: 2: 1: 1, it is not improbable that the
above may be a hydrous epidote; which supposition is rendered more pro·
bable by its mode of occurrenoe, in fibrous nodules enclosed in radiated and
massive epidote.
Chlorite.- This mineral occurs abundantly in the trappean rocks, and_ L
disseminated through them in fine particles, or fills the amygdaloidal cavities
o( the rock. It is very commonly found covering the surface of the amyg·
dules of calcareous spar, interposed between the latter mineral and the trap,
It is also a constant accompaniment of the veins. P~p-ecially in th""' Ontonagon
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region, where it forr_ns a large part ?f the -gaiigue, and is associated with
quartz. It occurs in large masse~ mterposed ~etween th? sanrlstone ~nd
the trap, on Keweenaw Point and m t?e Po~cupme mountains. At the mJne
of the Union company, a bed of c~lor1te, l:ymg between the trap and san~stone, was worked for copper, which was· rnterspersed throug-~ the mass m
fine and delicate films, and which most frequently occurred lmmg the exte•
rior surface of the amygdules of calc-spar; these were scattered through
the chloritic mass.
·
Chrysocolla.- See Copper, silicat~ of.
.
.
Copper, Nath,e.- This metal is in every respect the most mteresi1?g
substance found in connection with the trappean rocks of the Lake Superior
recrion. Its wide distribution, and mode of occurrence in them, have been
al~eady described in the first part of this report, and it will only be necessary to add some few particulars of mineralogical interest, to what.,has
already been said with regard to this metal.
In addition to the enormous masses which occur in the veins of this region,
- sometimes attaining at the Cliff mine the weight of several hundred tons, a
o-reat variety of interesting crystalline forms are occasionally found. The
~ost interesting localities of the crystallized copper are at the Copper Falls,
the Cliff, the Phrenix (formerly Lake Superior), and the Eagle Harbor mines.
Unfortunately, but few good crystals have come into our possession, as
they are highly valued by those interested in the mines, and of course difficult to be obfained, except· by those residing at the localities where they
occur.
.
The finest crystals which we· have obtained were from the Cliff mine,
where they are frequently thrown out with the gangue, which is generally,
where the copper occurs crystallized, drusy quartz associated with calcareous spar. These crystals are generally tetrahexahedra; the largest which
we have is one-fo:1rth of an inch in diameter. The twenty-four-faced figure
i~ formed by two replacements on each edge of the cube by the plane b3•
1'he crystals, however, are rarely perfect, being almost always much distorted; and, often, only one or two crystalline planes are to be recognized on
the extremity of a shapeless, elongated mass. We have seen, from the Cliff
and Copper Falls mines, octahedral crystals, some of which were nearly an
inch in diameter; cubical crystals also occur a~ the last named locality.
A abundance of dendritic, or arborescent forms, have been obtained at the ·
Eagle Harbor and Copper Falls mines, but their planes are too imperfect to
allow their <letailed structure to be made out.
A beautiful instance of the crystalline form of one mineral modifying the
form of another, crystallizing within it, was noticed at the same locality,
where the compound gr~up of twin crystals- lay within a crystal of transparent ~ale-spar, and the individuals of which had assumed, in reference to
the mam stem, the angle of the rhombohedral crystal in which they were
enclosed.
.
No d?ubt, as these mines a,re farther opened, an abundance of interesting
forms will be developed. Crystals of analcime occur at Copper Falls, which
are_ completely filled, throughout their whole interior, with delicate ramifications of metallic copper, so that, if the silicious material were dissolved.
out, the form of the crystal would still be recognized by the mass of metallic
matter remaining.
Co-pper, black oxide of.-This substance was found in large quantities,
forming a vein in the conglomerate at Copper H;arbor. Its geological posi-
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tion has been described in a previous report. This, so far as known, is
the only instance of the occurrence of this substance in a state of purity,
and forming the principal mass of a vein. It is not to be confounded with
the substance known to mineralogists as "copper-black," which is a product of the decomposition of other ores, and a mechanical mixture of various
hydrated oxides, especially of iron, manganese and copper. The name of
1.'enorite has been given to the oxide of copper found in minute hexagonal
scales on the lava of Vesuvius.
As we were present at Copper Harbor during a portion of the time while
this· vein was being worked (in 1845), we had a good opportunity of seeing
the real nature of the ores. We searched all the masses thrown out, at
that time, for crystallized specimens of this substance, but without succeeding in finding any. Mr. J.E. Teschemacher has, however, discovered in
the masses, rliined after that time, and sent down to Boston, a number of
crystals, which are cubes with their solid angles replaced. The question
therefore arises, whether this is really a dimorphous substance. Mr. Teschemacher has suggested that these crystals may originally have been crystals
of red oxide of. copper, and that they have been converted into the black
oxide by the agency of heat.
In regard to this, it may be said, that crystallized red oxide of copper
occurs abundantly in the same vein, but that the cr;ystals are all octahedral;
moreoYer, the crystals of Cu2 0 occur implanted on metallic copper, when,
according to Mr. Haycs's views, they ought to have undergone the greatest
amount of heat, and, therefore, to have been converted into black oxide.
We are inclined, in every point of Yiew, to regard the whole formation of
the black oxide Yein as one which occurred in the humid, rather than in the
dry way, anc. see no sufficient reason to suppose the cubic crystals of CuO
pseudomorphs.
~ortions of the black oxide of copper are mingled with silicates of the
oxide, more or less hydrous, but large masses were obtained of almost pure
CuO. Severa 1 analyses of the black oxide have been made by us, which s~ow
the presence of from one to two per cent. of impurities, mostly silex, hme,
and iron, in the massive varieties.
The following is a mineralogical description of this remarkable mineral:
Sub tance tesseral; crystallized in cubes with their solid angles replaced;
generally found massiYe; no di tinct clearnge; hardness about 3 i specific
grayit_y, 6.25_; color, steel-gray to black; lustre, sub-m~tallic; the earthy
varieties acqmre a metallic lustre on being scratched with the knife; opaque;
chemical composition.
Copper------------------------------------Oxygen.- - - • - - - - - - - - .,. - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - . - - - - - -

79.86
20.14
100.00

Copper, red oxide of. -This substance is found in numerous localities,
but rarely in Yery fine specimens. The best were obtained from the black
oxid~ Ye· at Copper Harbor, where they occurred crystallized in octohedra,
and ~mplante<l on ma~ses of native copper. A few very fine specimens were
obtam <l here, the crystals being a bout one- ighth of an inch in diameter,
and v ry perfect.
The capillary Yaricty, of a b autiful cochineal-red was obserYe<l near
the surface of the vein of the Cliff mine, when first' opened, evidently a
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'Secondary product. Numerous minerals throughout the copper region are
.
colored of a beautiful re<l tint by the presence of the! su~stance.
Copper, carbonate oj.-The green ca1:bonate occurs m nun;erous localities, but only in very small and unconsp_1cuous masses, resultmg from t~e
action of meteoric agencies on the metalh~ cop_pe_r. !he blue ~1:bo~ate ~s
much rarer; and we have, in fact, only noticed~_1t m mmute q~antities m two
or three localities. The green carbonate occurs in slend~r fas1culated fibres,
in the cavities of the amygdaloid, at•Copper falls; azunte,. or the blue carbonate, is found in small quantities at the Algonquin location:
li Copper, phosphate of.-Occurs at Copper Harb_or, formmg a delicate
incrustation over some of the masses of the black oxide.
Copper, silicate of.- Chrysocollia, or the hydrated silicate of copper,
was obtained in considerable quantity from the so called "black oxide vein,"
at Fort Wilkins. In the outer belt of conglomerate at Copper Harbor, the
same vein was made up principally of calcareous spar mixed with, and
stained by, silicate of copper. This vein, projecting into the lake, was long
known to the voyagers as "the green rock." The silicate was occasionally quite pure, and of a fine bluish-green color, but more frequently mi-,..~d
with ferruginous and argiUaceous matter, or, sometimes, with the black
oxide.
Dioptase, also a hydrated si"licate of copper but containing only one-half
the quantity of water of the chrysocolla, is said to have been found in minute
crystals at the same locality.
Copper, sulphuret of, and Copper Pyrites.- Copper pyrites, or sulphuret of iron and copper, Cu2 S Fe2 S3, occurs in minute particles, occasionally, in the native Qopper mines. In the southern trap range on Keweenaw
Point, the sulphurets of copper are the prevailing ores, and are found in
-considerable quantity. Copper pyrites occurs at Lac la Belle, in the vein,
.and scattered in particles through the rock adjoining; but the greater portion
-of the metalliferous contents of the lode at this mine are the vitreous and·variegated ores (Cu 2 Sand FeS +2 Cu2 S). They are not crystallized, as far ,
as we have observed. 'l'he sulphurets of copper have been mined also at the
locations of the Suffolk and Mendenhall cbmpanies. In the latter case, the
ore was mainly sulphate of baryta, colored by sulphuret of copper. The
same was the case at the workings of the New York and 1\'Iichigan company, the vein, in both these cases, being in the conglomerate. In the
azoic syst~m, copper I_>yrites is found in small quantities in a gangue of
quartz, which forms vems traversmg the slates. On the north shore of the
lake, the sulphurets,-especially pyritous copper, have been extensively worked
at the Bruce mine, and the Prince vein.
Arsenical copper pyrites occurs at the Medora mine on Keweenaw Point.
Copper, vanadat~ oj.-Th vanadate of copper is said, by Mr. Tescheroacher, to have been found at the Cliff mine; we have been unable to detect
the presence of vanadium in any of the specimens which we have found
there, and Mr .. Sc~lieper, to whom Mr. 'l'eschemacher referred his specimens for exammahon, was not able to satisfy himself of the existence of
vanadium in them.
Datholite.-N o mineral occurrijl.g in this region affords more beautiful
and abundant specimens _than this. The principal localities are on Isle
Royale, wh~re 1t. forms, m some cases, nearly the whole gangue of the
~opper-be~rmg velfl. ~y far t?e finest locality of crystallized specimens is
lil township 65, range .:>4, sect10n 10, where beautiful groups of crystals,
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some of which \\'ere half an inch in diameter, were obtained. The crystals
are implanted on massive datholite, which is translucent, and has a lustre
inclining to· resinous. The massive variety forms nearly the whole wi<lth of
the vein, being euclosccl between selvages of radiated epidote. Most of the
copper in the Yein is associated with the epidote near the walls. The cavities in the massive da1holitc are filled with crystallizations of the samr
mineral. On these crystals are occasionally implanted delicate honey-yellow
~calenohedra of calcareous spar. The datholite is colorless, except in the
proximity of the copper, when it is occasionally ting~d of a pale-red by the.
suboxide of that metal.
\Ve have thought it worth while to make an analysis of the massive
variety of this mineral, the results of which show that it is equally as pure
as the crystallized, and agree well with those required by the formula.
Si l:ca - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 37 .64
Li1ne - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 34.68
Boracic acid - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 21.88 by loss.
Manganese, oxide of - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -: - - - - trace

_\Vc1.t~r- - -:- .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - - - - - -

5.80
100.00

Dioptase. - See Copper, silicate of.
'
Dolomit~ - Forms i.m!nense beds in the Niagara limestone, on the shores
of Lake Michigan, and in the# St. Mary's river. The intt-rior of the casts
of the fossils co:1tainecl in it are lined with crystals of the same mineral.
JJ;,pidote. -This n1im:ral is most abundantly distributed through the
whole trappean rang<> of Keweenaw Point. It sometimes even forms, of
itself, mountain masses. It rarely, however, occurs in distinct crystals, so
as to form good cabinet specimens. Some of the radiated specimens, from
the Ontonngon region, where it occurs ::i quartz, and associated with copper! are. v~ry pret!y . Epidote sometimes colors the crystals of quartz, with
which 1t 1s asseciated, crnd forms Yery pretty specjmens. It is one of the
most com!110n attendants of the native copper.
Fe[dsplir. -The only variety of feldspar which occurs in distinct crystals, 1~ a I?eculiar reddish variety of crthoclasc, whidi is found in some ot
the ve1~s, 1~nplaute~ on quartz or copper. It occurs, also, in fine acicular
crystalhzati_ons, wh1ch. h;~vc a s~riking resemblance to stilblte, at the Copper_ Fall mme, ·where 1t 1. a.. ocrnted, in the vein, with calcareous spar and
~iabve C?PP_er. At th? Douglas. Houghton mine, the same variety occurs
m the v~m, m _c rystal. nnp]anted on quartz. An analysis of the indistinctly
· 1 y 'ta1hzt·d mmcral from Copper Falls, gave the following rrsult:
. ilica - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - Alumina - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .• - - • - - - ______ .• _____ .
Oxicle of iron- - - - - - - - - - - _ .• __ - . __ . _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _
Pota. h and s0<1<1 - - - - - - - - - •• - - • -,- • _••••• ____ • •

65.88
17 .:35
.57
lG.20 by Ios"

100.00
A sufficient quantity of the 'Ub tanc·.: (,oul(l noL be ol,tai.1<•(i for a direct
<letermin tion of the alb.lie:, but the a hon· ,. su!ts agree so iwarlv with
the COll}position of orthoclase, that it i.leutit · ·ith that 1, irn•ral c<1T{not be
cl0ubt ,l, Thi i~ an anon1, lous occurren ·t or L1is tnineral. awl one which
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it is difficult to explain. The feldspar is evidently posterior, in its ~ormation, both to the copper and the calcareous spar, and must be considered
here as an undoubted aqueous product.
. .
Labradorite is the prevailing variety of the fel~sp_ar family m t'he _trappean rocks of Keweenaw Point and. Isle Royale : it 1s gen~r~lly ~o mtermixed with the other ingredients of the rock as not to _be distmg:msh~d. by
the flye; but, in the porphyritic belts of Isle Royale, 1t occurs m d1stmct
crystals of a green color.
.
.
.
For an analysis of the orthoclase of the gramte of the a_zo1c re~10n, see
the chapter on the igneous rock~. In the same chapter \v~ll b~ found,an
analysis of the massive labradonte, _or feldstone, of th~ az~1c ser~es.
Orthoclase forms almost the ent1re mass of extensive ndges m the granite, south of the azoic slates, through the whole extent of our district. .
1
Fluor-spar.-The ~nly localities in which this mineral has bee~ found m
our district, as far as we know, are at Copper Falls, where small cubic crystals
were obtained, which hardly exceeded an eighth of an inch in diameter; and
about a mile above Eagle Harbor, in the conglomerate. On the north side
of the lake, fine specimens have been obtained at Prince's bay, where it
occurs in cubical crystals of a green color. It also occurs on Fluor island.
· Galena. - At Presqu'isle, this mineral occurs in a variety of crystalline
forms; namely, the cube, the .octahe.dron, the octahedron with its solid angles
replaced, and the dodecahedron. Some of the crystals show a very beautiful, secondary crystalline action induced upon the faces of the original crystal. Thus, the sides. of the· cubic crystal have become, apparently, roughened on the surface, as if a coarse file had been drawn across them; but, on
examination with the microscope, it ·will be seen that this appearance is due
to the projection from the surface of numerous minute facets of the octahedron, of which the solid angles project beyond the surface. In other instances, the whole crystal is made up of very thin plates, laid one upon the
other, retreating by steps. In other crystals, the whole side of the cubic
crystal is made up of the minute plates of which the edges are indented
with triangular notches, showing a tendency of the surface of the original
crystal to develope into octohedral forms. Similar phenomena of crystalliza.tion have been noticed in other minerals, especially fluor-spar and salt.
The variety of quartz, called Babel quartz, presents a structure similar to that
displayed by some of the crystals of galena at this locality.
Garnet.-In the mica slates of the southern portion of the district, this
mineral occurs, not nnfrequently, but the specimens arc of little interest.
Gypsum-Occurs in small quantity in the Niagara limestone of the shore
of Lake Michigan, but no good crystallizations have been found. vVe
have seen specimens said -to be from St. Martin's island, but were unable to
discover it there; at the time of our visit, the deposit was, probably, under
water. :Beds of plaster are marked on the map as occurring on the e'ast
shore of Green bay, but we traversed a large portion of that eoast, without
succeeding in discovering this valuable mineral. '
Harmotome.-A single specimen of this mineral is said by Mr. Teschemacher to have been found on Isle Royale by Mr. J. H. Blake. The most
careful examination has failed to reveal the presence of _this mineral to us in
our explorations on that island, or .on Keweenaw Point.
Heulandite.-This minera] is said to have been found on the north shore
of the lake, but we are not aware of its occurrence in our district.

Hornblende.- This mineral occurs in abundance in the slates and trappea1:1
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rocks of the az01c system, but nowhere developed in very distinct crystal&.
It is generally of a deep-green color, almost black, sometimes thinly foliated,
and sometimes asbestiform.
·
Iron, magnetic oxide of, and perox-ide ~f.-The nature of th: occurre~ce
of these ores has already been discussed at length in the geological portion
of this report, so that it will not be necessary to enter into any farther particulars respecting thep1. The specular oxide which occurs in the quartz
veins cutting the massive beds of iron, is in large and brilliant plates, and
affords very pretty specimens.
.
Crvstals
of ma<Tnetic
oxide occur in• abundance in the chlorihc slates1
J
b
associated with the azoic rocks, and in the proximity of the mas~i_ve or~sM:agnetic iron forms ~me of the most common and almost unfailing rru?erals of the trappean rocks of the Silurian age. Associated with labradon~e,
it forms beds of porphyry, intercalated among the compact and crystalline
traps of Isle Royale.
.
Iron Pyrites.- One of the most common minerals ; it occurs m great
abu:1dan~e in fin~ particl~s, sca_ttered through the l:ornblend~ rocks_of the
azoic senes. It 1s found m cub1c crystals at Presqu'1sle, assocrnt~d w1th calcareous spar.
.
Iron-sand- Occurs on the shores of the lake in great abundance, and ~s
pr~bably derived from the disintegration of the slaty rocks of the azo1c
series.,
Jasper.-See Quartz. ,
.
Labradorite.- See Feldspar.
.
La·u monite.- This is one of the most abundant of all the trafpean mmeral~ in th~ Lake Superior region. It occurs in the bedded trap o Keweenaw
Pomt, fillmg the amygdules, especially near the contact of the conglomerate
and sa:1.dstone. .It forms a considerable part of the gangue of some of _the
metalh!erous vei~s, and is especially frequent in the selvages of th~ vems.
On Isle Royale 1t frequently o_ccurs in thin bands, between the differ~nt
belts of trappean rock. · Near Eagle harbor it forms a wide vein, filled with
irregular strings ~nd bunches of copper.
. .
Near the ~ocat10n of the Atlas company, in the Porcupine mountains, it
forms a consiclerab_le portion of the trappean rock, over a great extent of
surfa?e. The rapid change which this mineral undergoes, when exposed t_o
th_e air, by losing a portion of its water, causes the rock containing tbIS
mmeral to crumble ancl disintegrate rapidly. The Leonharclite, on the con·
trary, appears to remain unaltered by exposure.
Leonhardite. - This mineral has a most remarkable resemblance to Laumonite in i\s _general habitus, but appears to have, unquestionably, a differ.ent compos1t10n, ancl must, therefore, be classed as a distinct species.
The following analyses of this mineral were made by Mr. G. 0. Barnes,
under Mr. Whitney's direction:

I.

II.

Silica - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -55.96- - . - - - - -55.04
Alumina - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 21. 04- . - - . - - -22. 34
Lime - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -10.49- .. __ . - -10.64
Water - - - - - • - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -11. 93- - - - • - - -11. 93

99.42

99.95
-#•r
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The formula 3CaOSiO3 + 4A12O3Siz03

+ 15HO requires-

Silica - - - - - - - - - - - • • - - - - - - - • - • •·• • - - • - - - - - - - • Alumina - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - · • • • • • - • • •
Lime -------------------------------------Water - - - - • .. • - - • - • • - - - - - - - • • • - - • • • • • • • • • - • •

56.57
21.99
9.40
12.02
99.98

This formula differs from that of Laumonite prmcipally in its containing
bi-) silicate in the first term; and fifteen atoms of
water instead of eighteen.
.
This mineral occurs at Copper Falls. It seems to remam unalt~red by
exposure to the atmosphere, containing less water than Laumomte, and
therefore not parting with it so readily as that mineral does.
Malachite.- See Copper, carbonates ~f.
Magnet·ic Iron Ore.- See Iron, oxide of.
:Manganese, oxide of- Occurs at Manganese lake, near Copper Harbor,
and, also, at Presqu'isle, but the specimens are of no mineralogical interest.
Mesotype.-Fine slender prisms of this mineral occur at Copper Falls,
associated with analcime, on which minera\ they are implanted: it is also
implanted directly on the copper, at the same locality.
Mesole.-A mineral re~embling mesole, in external character, is found
in the amygdaloidal trap of Keweenaw Point.
Mica - Occurs sparingly diffused through the granitic rocks. The great
predominance of the feldspathic and quartzose ingredients of the granites,
and the comparatively small quantity of mica, is an interesting fact, and
especially so, when taken into consideration in connection with the great
scarcity of simple minerals in the same rocks. Over the whole region
covered by granite, we have hardly found a single mineral of interest, the
only foreign substance present, as far as we have observed, besides specks
of hornblende and chlorite, being o asional strings of magnetic iron.
Pectolite.- This mineral occurs on Isle Royale, in spheroidal masses, consisting 1of delicate, silky fibres radiating from a ·centre, and which closely
resemble the foreign specimens of this mineral from Monte Baldo.
This mineral fuses readily before the blowpipe in the platinum forceps,
with but little intumescence, and gives a colorless, blebby glass. Chlorohydric acid dissolves it readily ; the silica separating as a fiocky precipitate.
The following are the results of the analyses of two specimens from lsie
Royale:
a one-third, (instead of a

I.

II.

Silica--- --- - -- - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - -- --53.45- -- - - - - -55.66
Lime----------------------------31.21--------32.86
Soda - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7 .37 - - - - - - - - 7 .31
Potash - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - trace- - - - - - - - - Alumina - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4.94-. - - .. - - • 1.45
\Vater-----------·------·-·----·- 2.72-•------- 2.72
99.69

100.00

No. I. contains considerable alumina, which, however, does not form an
essential part of the mineral ; as is evident from the analysis of No. II.,
in which only 1.45 per cent. was found, It is difficult to obtain a xadiated1
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or fibrous mineral in a sfate of perfect purity from the gangue; there being
m each case, a smaB quantity of quartz in the silica separated by digestion
with acid. The results, however, show conclusively that this mineral agrees
in constitution with the formula proposed by Von Kobell.
Pitchblende.~ A mineral containing uranium, from Maimans~, on the
north side of Lake Superior, was analyzed and described by Dr. J. L. Le
Conte, under the name of coracite. For analysis and description of this
mineral, by Mr. Whitney, also, see Boston Journal of Natural History, Vol.
VI., p. 37 ., This mineral is particularly distinguished from pitchblende by
its ready solubility in acids, and hence was supposed by Mr. Whitney; who
analyzed it, to contain the oxide of uranium U2 0 3 , and not U3 0.1, which
is generally considered the state of oxidation of the metal in pitchblende.
To this view it has been objected that the solubility of the mineral might
be owing to the presence of the carbonate of lime contained in it. This
view is, however, hardly sustained by facts, since it is often the case that the
common pitchblende contains a considerable amount of impurities, and espe•
cially carbonate of lime, without becoming soluble. A portion of the lime,
nnd the whole of the lead, which the mineral contains, must remain uncombined, unless we suppose it to play the part of a base in combination with
the uranic acid.
Pitchstone.- This min(;ral occurs in a large mass, in the trap of Isle
Royale.
An analysis furnished us the following results : .
l3efore the blowpipe, in the forceps, it swells up considerably and becomes nearly white ; it then fuses ithout much difficulty to a greyish glass.
The fluxes give with it a strong reaction of iron.
If finely pulverized, and digested with chlorohydric acid, it is only imperfectly decomposed, considerable iron being taken up by the acid. •
An attack by carbonate of soda gave:
1

Silica - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - Alumina - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Peroxide of iron- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ! - - - - - - - - - Lime------------~---------------------~--Magnesia - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Soda and trace potash - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Water - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - • - .. - - - • - - - - - - - - • - - - -

62.51
11.47
11.05
2.67
2.11

3.03 by lo s.

7.14
100.00

Pitchstone is generally supposed to be a natural, vitreous product, and, a'
such, of course no formula can be given for it. The analyses of this substanc ~ho · con ·iderable uniformity of composition, and all exhibit from
fiv to 11ine per cent. of water. The part which this large amount of water
plays. in a vitreous product associated with trappean rocks is not easy to
xplam.
Prehm'te.- Hardly any one of the zeo1itic minerals is so widely and
univ rsal_1 dis~ minatccl through the trappean rocks of the Silmian serie:i
a· Prehmte. It for.ms on~ of the predominating minerals in the vein-~tont'
of th copper-bearm vems. Loo e, rounded masses of this mineral ar~
Mrnmon on the beaches of Isl . Roya1e, and often contain fine cales 01
111 tal_li · c~pper and native . ilver <lis~rib 1ted through them.
Other pebbles
of this mmrral arc ·oJor cl of a famt fie. h-rrcl by suboxid of ropp r, no
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metallic copper being present in particles perceptible to the eye. Some of
these pebbles have a fibrous structure.
_
.
The following is an analysis of one of those _fibr?u , 1:ound_ed !nasses, m
which no metallic copper could be seen, on exammat10n with the microscope:
Silica- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -'- - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - 44.80
Alumina and trace of iron- - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - • - - - 25.34

Lime--------------------------------------- 24.75
Soda--------------------------------------Suboxide of copper - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Water- - - - • - - - - - - - - - • - - · - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

trace

1.Q4
4.01
99.9-1

Th~ finest specimens of_ Prehnite, which ':e_haye seen from this regio □,
were obtained at the location of the Atlas m~nmg company, near the Porcupine mountains; at which locality the zeolitic minerals form large, flat
sheets in the trap.
.
Pyroxene.- 1'his 111ineral occurs abundantly as one of the constituents of
the trappean rocks, but no where in well-defined crystals.
Quartz.-The specimens of crystallized quartz (rock crystal), which oc..
cur in this district, are rarely worthy of notice. The druses of this mineral
which occur in the vein, at the Cliff mine, when associated 'with crystallized copper, or Prehnite, sometimes form very elegant specimen . The
smoky variety occurs at Rock Harbor 1 Isle Royalc. Amethystine quartz,
nearly transparent and of a purplish-violet color, is found in ihe vein of the
Prince mine, on the north side of the lake, and this locality furnishes magnificent specimens of deep-colored groups of crystals, associated ,,Tith calcspar. It also occurs in the geodes of the trap, near Copper Harbor.
Of the varieties of quartz which occur in the south side of the lake,
agate is by far the most abundant. It occurs in the cellular cavities of the
amygdaloid, and especially in the outer band on the north side of Keweenaw
Point, and along the shores of Isle Royale. As this is gradually broken
up and disintegrated by the action of the waves, the agates contained in it
are accumulated on the beach. In general, the specimens found along the
shore of the lake possess little value, except as souvenirs to those who
have collected them, though occasionapy an ago.te of considerable size and
beauty is found. The finest of which we have any knowledge were found
by Professor Mather, on one of the outer reefs of Michipicoten island.; some
of the specimens were two feet in diameter. The agates occasionally pass
into cacholong and carnelian.
·
Jasp~r-Is very abundant, forming mountain-masses in the Porcupine
mountams, and at Mount Houghton. Some of that occurrinrr in the Porcupine is of a brilliant, deep-red color, and beautifully bancl~d. That of
:Mount Houghton assumes, at times, a ribboned structure, but is so fusile,
that it is difficult to procure good specimens. (Vide Part I, p. 65, 70.)
.It also _occurs abundantly in the azoic series, forming alternating bands
"\.VIth the iron ores. It is of a deep-red color and susceptible of a high poIi h. (Vide Part II, ch. IV.)
Scapolite.- This mineral was fouud in prismatic crystals at Twin falls,
:Menomonee river.
Serpentini.- An ocraRionrtl ingredient of the trappean and metamorphic
•
rocks in the southern po1 tion of 1he 'azoic region.
Silver, native.- This metal occurs diffused through the trap, at various
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localities on Keweenaw Point and Isle Royale: in fact, its distribution is
coextensive with that of native copper; but the principal p_ortion of that
which has been obtained thus far, was from the old Lake Superior (now
Phamix), the Cliff, tne Copper Falls, and the Minnesota mines. The silver
occurs in connection with the metallic copper, both metals being united
together ~t their edges, and yft each being almost entirely pure, and free
from alloy with the other. The silver is almost inv_ariably accompanied by
a greenish, hydrous silicate of alumina and iron. The most curious specimens are those in which the silver occurs in patches, like the crystals of feldspar in a porphyry. There is nothing of particular interest to add with
regard to crystallization, since, so far as we have observed, no crystals of
this metal have been found in this region.
The largest mass of silver obtained, up to this time, weighed more than
six pounds. This was found at the Ph(mix mine. Beautiful specimens of
native silver, in Prehnite, have also been picked up on the beaches of
Washington Harbor, Isle Royale. Nq ores of silver have been noticed in
the trappean. rocks. (Vide Part I, pp. 139, 173 and 178.)
Silver, Sitlphuret of.- This mineral occurs at the Prince mine, on the
north shore of the lake; we are not aware, however, that any ore of silYer
has been observed on the south side.
8tilbite.-. This mineral is found very sparingly, if at all, in the tr~ppean
rocks of Keweenaw Point.
Splu:erosiderite -Is found in amorphous masses, occupying the cavities of
the greenstone of Keweenaw Point, resembling that from Hanau.
Tabular-spar.- See W ollastonite.
Talc.-Although this mineral constitutes a portion of the sJaty rocks
of the azoic series, it is rare to find any good specimens, or masses of any
considerable size.
Titanic iron sand.- Some of the sand, which occurs so abundantly along
the shores of the lake, is titaniferous; but, in general, the iron ores of this
region are remarkably free from this metaJ.
Uranium.-See Pitchblende.
Wollastonite.-This mineral, or table-spar, as it is often called, occurs at
the CJiff mine, and on Isle Royale, near Scovill's Point. Specimens from
both those localities are identical in external characters, but differ much
froT?, the same mineral, as it occurs elsewhere; so much so, in<leed, that
thr1r real naturn could only be learned by chemical analysis.
The mineral, as it here occurs, is compact, of a light, flesh-red color, and
remarkable for its exceeding toughness, surpassing in that quality anv mineral, or rock known.
Two analyses of this mineral, from the CJiff mine; gave as follows ~

I.
Silica--------------------·----Lime - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Protoxi<le of manganese - - - - - - - - - - Alumina - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Iagnesia - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - \Vatcr - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Carbonic acid and loss- - - - - - - - - - - -

49.09
16.!JS
.1
-~~;3

.14
:3 .9G

11.
49.06
44.87
.93
1.28

.72

2.96
.90

100.00

100.00
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This mineral is therefore a bi-silicate of lime, colored by a little manganese.
It receives a beautiful polish, and might .be wro:!ght i'or ornamental purposes, if it occurred in sufficient quantity.
Zinc.- Carbonate of zinc has been supposrd to occur on Keweena v
Point, but this is an error. Elende, or sulphuret of zinc, occurs abun<lantly
on the north shore, at the Prince mine, associated with cal .,-spar, sulphuret
of silver, and sulphuret of copper.
•
A small quantity of zinc 'has been observed at Presqu'isle.
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CHAPTER VIII.
LOWER SILURIAN SYSTEM-POTSDAM AND CALCIFEROUS SANDS't,ONES.

General Characters of the Members of this System.- First Traces of
Ojganic Life.·- .11.ncient Limits of the Oceanic Basin.- General Remarks on the Identity of the Groups.- Potsdam Sandstone.- Organicj
Remains.- Range and Extent.- Lithological Changes.- .llttempts to
identify ,£t with the New-Red.- Its Development on the Northern Shore
of Lake Superior.- E ·vidences of Volcanic .11.ction during this Epoch.
- Its .Developement on Isle Royale, in Connection with Volcanic Products.- Fiords.- Monument Rocks.- Its Development on the Southern
Shore.- Keweenaw Point and the Ontonagon Rt,gion.- Examples of
Diagonal Stratification.- Its Character and· Relations to the preexisting Rocks at Granite Point, Carp River, and Presqu'isle.- Fissures.Grand Island.- T!te Pictured Rocks.- Miners' Castle.- The .11.mp~itheatre.- Sail Rocle.- The Grand Portal.-The Chapel.- Examples of
Diagonal Stratification.- The Grand Sable.- The Extension of tkt
Sandstone eastward to the North Shore of Lake Huron, and westward
to the Menomonee.-.Occurrence of Trilobites.- Jts Developement in
Wisconsin.- Sandstone of the Mississippi and St. Croix Rivers, identical with the Potsdam of .New Yorlc.- Repetition of the Causes which,
prodnced it during the .Deposition of the Calciferous.- Calciferous
Sandstone.- Range, Extent, and Mineral Characters.- The Want of
Hor-izontality in the Detrital Deposits not necessarily Evidence' of Disturbance.- Chemical Composition of the Sandstone.-Review of the
Various Opinions as to its ./1ge.
~ e now proceed ~o a description of the palreozoic series- ?f. this region.
Un_hke the rocks which we have hitherto described; they exhibit few traces
of igneous outburst, and few displacements of the strata ; but, on the other
hand, they repose nearly horizontally on the basset edges of the slates, or
occup_y the depressions in the granite.
.
.
This general remark, howe7er, must be received with some quahficaboni
for w~ find that there existed, <luring a part of the Silurian epoch, at least
two line~ of volcanic foci, from which flowed numerous streams of lava.
1hese, min~lin~ with the detrital deposits, then in the progress of accumula100_, formed a mas , who e unitecl thickness far surpasses the height of the
lof!1est ummit in th.i region. We refer to the trap ranges of Keweenaw
.
Pomt and Isl:- Roya le) <ksc riberl in a previous report.
The _materrn l<:: formjng thf•se ror ·s appear to have been deposited as ~ediment m th h?11om of the oc,,,rn, enveloping lhe Yarious types of ·anunal
and · ~f'tabl Jifi,, which_, by _11c('(•s~ive creations, started into being. Frorn
the commencement of this per10<l, so far as we yet know, may be dated the
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dawn of animal life. At the base of the Potsdam sandstone, we reach the
verge which separates the organic from th~ inorganic world. "Here," i_n
the language of another, "our voyage, like that of t~e old, ~abulous navig ators of five centuries ao-o, termmates on the sea, m a thick darkness,
b
.
shore, and t here d~wns n? 1·igh t.."* S tarting
beyond which there lies no
then, from this point, we find but a few forms of orgamzed existence represented. As we ascend in the series, we meet with new tribes, new genera,
and new species. Generation succeeds generation. Old forms disappear
and are replaced by new, whjch, in their turn, become obsolete. The' durar- tion of a single species comprehends an immense period of years; and, when
we consider the numerous changes which have taken place in the clifferent
types, s~nce first the Lingula and the Trilobite appeared in the Potsdam sandstone, our thoughts are carried back to a period so remote that all ordinary
modes -of expression fail to convey an adequate idea of tlie lapse of time.
The geologist represents periods of duration. by millions of years, as the
astronomer represents the distance of· the fixed stars from the earth, by
millions of miles.
The limits of this oceanic basin are but imperfectly defined. It stretched
east and west, from the shores of the Atlantic to the flanks of the Rocky
mountains; to the south, it extended beyond the Rio Grande, and north, to
the Arctic ocean.
Within. this basin, the granite· axes between Lake Superior and Lake
Michigan, and between Lake Superior and Hudson's bay, rose above the
waters of the Silurian sea.
A large portion of North America is embracer! within this oceanic bed,
constituting its faires~ and most productive tracts. The uplifting forc;e, by
which this sea-bottom was converted into land, must have been gradually
applied; since the strata, for the most part, repose in a nearly horizontal
position, and exhibit few marks of derangement. · We meet with no mountain chains, and no transverse valleys, except such as have been excavated
byrunning water. The whole region is spread out in gently undulating plains;
or, if ridges exist, they are due to accumulations of drift, or to the greater
co\erence between the particles in certain groups, which enabled them to
resist the general denudation, which has everywhere left such mcontestible
evidence of its action.
. Fr?m the MS.• of Mr. Hall, we append some genera~ remarks on the
identity of the members of the Silurian groups, as developed in different
parts' of this basin :
"The observations of the past season have served to show that nearly
all the more important groups of the Silurian system extend uninterruptedly 1
from the more easterly points, where they have been investigated, throug;h!
- the northern peninsula of Michigan, as far west as the Mississippi, and even•.
beyond. ,.rhese observations form a connecting link between those heretoJ'
fore made in New York and Canada, and those made in the southern penin-~:
sula of Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota, and other portions of the~.
West, and enable the geologist to form a correct idea of the range, extent,
and fossil content~ of these groups, as developed in the northern portion of
the United States. We believe that these results will render some points
of resemblance, heretofore obscure, clear and distinct; and remove any
uoubts that may have been entertained, as to the identity of certain members ot the Si~urian system, in their eastern and western prolongation. If
* H~gh Millet
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these results are attained, we shall be satisfied that we have not labored in
vam.
'l'hese strata, originally deposited in a wide ocean, every where present
evidences of organic existence. It is not to be supposed that in tracing
deposits of this kind over such wide areas, the conditions of the oceanshores would have been uniform in their physical character, and we cannot,
therefore, expect uniformity in the character of the deposits themselves.
T4_e very circumstances under which the sediment was thrown down and
the causes which gave origin to it, are of themselves evidence, a priori,
that absolute uniformity could not prevail over so wide an area. We are
to look, in like manner, for corresponding qhanges in organic remains. It
cannot be supposed that animals, possessing certain characters and habiq;
of life, would continue to live for any length of time, when the physical
conditions were unfavorable to their existence. When we consider, also,
the exter-t over which these deposits have been, traced, the difference in
longitude alone would lead us to expect some differences in the fauna oi
this ancient period. We have only to compare this great linear developmen:
of the palreozoic strata with an equal e ent of modern coast, to form some
idea of the cha11ges that might be expected to occur under similar circumstances.. In making such a comparison, however, we shall find that t!B
actual condition of these ancient deposits is far more uniform than that cf
the sea-shore, or sea-bottom, at the ·p resent day.
By making the preliminary examination of recent shores, or of recen:
geological deposits, we are far better prepared to appreciate and understand
the changes which will be observed in the rocks themselves. These
changes, though gradual, an~ readily understood, when studied continu•
ously, are, neverthele:-;s, difficult of explanation, when seen at wide inter·
'
vals, or examined at distant localities.
'l'he general results of these examinations, as will be seen by the local
details, have shown an increasing thickness in the Potsdam sandstone, in its
i\Testern extension, though, at some of the intermediate points, it is mucl
thinner than in New York. It should be recollected, however, that thes!
beds were deposited upon the uneven surface of preexisting rocks, and thei·
entire thick1;-e~s may, therefore, be expos~d only at some of the point:
where the originally unequal floor presents some of its elevations, and thm
give an erroneous idea of its actual, entire thickness. The calciferous sand·
stone, in like manner, appears to increase as traced from the eastern limits
of the district westward, and en the Mississippi attains a thickness equal
to that which it has in New York.
'
From ~11 _of the evidence, it would appear that these two groups; wh~cb
are very intimately related to each other, have their most ·extreme tenuity
f?me:vhere near .the northern extremity of the great arch, formed by the
c1rcmts of the older formations around the northern shores of lakes Huron
and Michigan. From this point, they increase in thickness as traced to the
rast and to the west. On the other hand the lower limestones - the
Chazy, Birds-eye, Black river, and Trenton 'groups - appear · to decrease
gradually in thickness, a~ traced westwardly from the Mohawk valley, and
the outlet of La½e Ontano, where they exist in great force. This fact is
mad,, ,~cry consp1cuo~s, when their entire thickness, as developed in New
. ork, 1s compared :nt~ that of the . ame groups on the northern side of
lake~ Huron and .i. 11ch1gan, ,vhere they contract to within a hundred -feet
and m some places even less. V\ e have also evidence that they do J10t,
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like the preceding groups, increase m thickness, when t;aced in~o Wisconsm
and across the Mississippi; for there, they hardly attam a vertical range of
fifty feet. Although over the_ en~ire ar~a _the identity of characte: and the
continuity of the beds a~·e _ma1!1tamed, 1t 1s clear tha~ the mat~rials have
continually undergone d1mmuh?n, and that the _formation, unless 1t has been
supplied from other sources, will be found to die out.
In the upper member of the Lower Silurian system, the Hudson-river
group of New York, we have also a striking example of the marked c~ange
which a deposit is found to have undergone when traced over a considerable area. In the district under consideration, it is clearly recognized
throughout its whole extent, from Drummond's ~sland to Green Bay, exce~t
where it has been denuded, and the space occupied by lakes, or bays. This
group, like the other members of the limestone series before alluded to,
exhibits a diminution in its thickness, as traced westwardly, and disappears,
a short distance beyond the limits of the district.
If we next consider the upper groups of the Silurian system, as displayed
m this district, we find that, to a great extent, the reverse is true. Leaving
out of view the Medina sandstone and the arenaceous portions of the Clinton group, which are scarcely r~cognizable here, we find the succeeding limestones much increased in thickness, and exhibiting no diminution, but rather
an augmentation, as traced to the westward:
From these general remarks, the reader will be prepared to understand
the details given under each diYision of the series. It should be observed,
however, in the outset, that the width of surface occupied on the map, by a
particµlar group, is not always to be regarded as an indication of its thickness ; for this, in most cases, is dependent upon the amount of dip in the
beds, which, in this case, nearly corresponds with the slope of the country;
so that it often happens that a group, less than a hundred feet in thickness,
forms a belt several miles in width.
The bearing and inclination of these successive groups indicate that they
f?rmE:d ~he. outer margin ?fa great ge_olo_gical basin, whose greatest depression 1s m the lower penmsula of M1ch1gan, where the surface is occupied
by rocks of the carboniferous epoch. It is only in a northern and northwestern direction, however, that we are enabled to trace the strata in a descending order quite to the lowest members of the series, and even to the
non-fossiliferous series beneath them. In other directions, we find the most
elev~ted portio:is of the ?order expo~ing only members of the upper, or at
mosL, of the middle, portion of the Silurian system."
POTSDAM SANDSTONE,

This was the first for~ed deposit in the. Silurian basin, and attained, i•n
its greatest development, a thickness of about two hundred and fifty feet, if
we exclude the conglomerate-bands associated ·with the trap of Keweenaw
Point and Isle Roy~e.
Ran~e and Extent.-The bed of Lake Superior, embracing an area of
about 32,000 square miles, is occupied almost exclusively by this rock, if
we may judge from the islands which dot its surface, and the isolated patches
which occur aloncr its shores. On the north, the granite ranges approach
near the coast and confine the sandstone ·within narrow limits; on the south,
it occupies a broader area, and has been traced continuously around the
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axis, which divides the waters respectively flowing into Lake Superior,
Lake Michigan, and the Mississippi. While the granite ranges attain in
places an elevation of 1200 feet above the lake, the sandstones, except in
the vicinity of the trap, do not reach higher than 350 feet, and rest in
a position nearly horizontal. Conseq.uently, the granites and slates rise up
like islands through this great waste of sandstone.
This sandstone does not exhibit, at remote points, a homogeneity of character, or uniformity in thickness; but appears to have _been modi~ed, to a
great extent, by local causes. Thus, in the vicinity of the trappean rocks,
which afford ample evidence of intense and long-continued volcanic agency,
the beds attain the enormous thickness of 5000 feet, and often consist of
conglomerates, composed of trappean pebbles, cemented by a volcanic sand.
Away from these lines of disturbance, and where it abuts against the azoic
rocks, the mass consists of nearly pure silicious sand, enveloping pebbles of
quartz and patches of slate. Where granite forms the adjoining rock, an
equally marked change is observed in the character of the pebbles.
Since, therefore, the nature of the purely detrital rocks is influenced by the
su~rounding masses which formed the ancient land, it follows that lithological characters afford an uncertain criterion in determining their age, at
points widely separated. Yet, we have seen distinguished geologists undertake to identify these rocks, simply from lithological characters, with the
bunter sandstein* of Germany, with the new-red of England, and the trias
of the Connecticut valley. Such a doctrine presupposes a universality of
formations,-as though the same accumulations of silt and sand were taking
place at the same time in opposite parts of the earth,-as though the volcanoes of different hemispheres were at the same time actively excited and
poured forth the same igneous products. Such a doctrine is repugnant to
aJl of our preconceived notions. It finds no confirmation in the history of
the past, and no agreement with the existing order of things.
The doctrine of the universality of formations receives less conformat~on
the more the structure of the earth is investigated. The sandstone which
rests at the base of the Silurian system in the B~ltic and Russian provinces,
according to Murchison and de V erneuil, is slightly coherent and in a nearly '
ho_rizontal positio_n. In the vicinity of St. ·Petersburgh, the oldest ?eds ?f
this system consist of blue clay, -the several members differing but little m
external aspect from the tertiary and cretaceous rocks which are spread out
around the estuaries of many parts of Europe. The old-red sandstone, in
~any places, is colorless, and presents great diversity in mineral composition.
The Potsclam sandstone of New York is a quartzose rock, whose particles
are firmly aggregated, while the same rock, on the northern'slope of Lake
Mic~igan, is so slightly coherent, that it may be crushed in the hand. The
cal~1fer~us sand tone of ~ ew York, when traced west, passes into a. magne ·ian hme~tone. Even m t?at state, according to Hall, groups wlnch,. at
one extremity, are of great importance, and well characterized by fossils,
annot be identified at the other.
The great mas of the materials which form the sandstones of this region
appear to have been derived from the north-we.-t ..,ince the beds there
attain a. much greater thicknes ·, and are compo ed' of coarsez: s~diments.
They thm out a we trace them south and ast, and arc charged 1ith fewer
Dr. Owen's Report, 1847-48, p. 57. Dr. Jackson's Report; 1849-50, p. 399,
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pebbles. On the Atlantic s1ope, according to th~" Messi_eurs R~gers, the
sandstones expand in their south-easterly prolongat10n, while the limestones
decrease. Hence the ancient land was to the south-east and north-west,
while the interve;ing space which formed the ocean bed, is occupied by the
palreozoic series,
SANDSTONES OF THE NORTHERN SHORE,

On the northern shore of the lake, as before remarked, the sandstone
occurs in insulated patches. According to Mr. Logan, ~o wh~m we are
largely indebted for our knowledge of the geology of this port10n of the
region, on the isthmus between Thunder and Black Bays, sandstone occurs
composed of wl\ite, silicious particles, but occasionally calcareous grains are
intermingled. These beds attain a thickness of at least two hundred feet,
and are succeeded by beds of red and white, in alternating layers. Conglomerates, containing pebbles of coarse red jasper, held in a reddish-white,
or greenish sand, are also interstratified. The upper portion of the beds
contains more calcareous matter, and some of the conglomerates envelope
patches of limestone and chert. Mr. Logan estimates their entire thickness
at five hundred feet. They are succeeded by limestones of a reddish-white
color and very compact, interstratified with calcareo-argillaceous shales
and reddish-white sandstones, - the whole attaining a thickness of eighty
feet, with an addition of fifty feet of reddish, indurated marl. Succeeding
these calcareous strata, after an interval, the amount of which is uncertain,
red and white sandstones occur, with conglomerate layers, which become
interstratified with trap layers, and an enormous amount of a volcanic overflow crowns the formation.
The extremity of Thunder cape is occupied by the older slates and the
associated igneous rocks; but Mr. Logan observed, about six miles to the
eastward, a transverse dislocation, which lets down the sandstone at least ·
1300 feet, bringing it suddenly to-occupy the coast in the strike of the
slates. On the north side of the bay, the conglomerate is seen to rest in a
nearly horizontal position upon the highly tilted chloritic slates, and in one
spot, it evenly covers over, without any disturbance, a step in the slates
produced by an ancient transverse fault. The sandstones rise in vertical •
cliffs to the height of two hundred feet, and occupy the coast for the dista:1ce of seven miles. The limestones and marls start from a point about a
mile and_ a ?alf east of the down-throw, and run parallel with th~ sand. stones, chppmg south-east at an angle of about 3°. At Granite islet, a conglomerate, composed of granitic ruins, is seen occupying the inequalities
and worn fissures of the supporting rock, and isplaying a southern dip of
about 10°.
T~e mor~ volcanic portion, consisting of grits and conglomerates, inter·
stratified with trap layers,. commences at Pomt Porphyry ; :and, forming a
belt from seven to ten miles wide, stretches in a N .N .E. direcction, em?racing not only a portion of the main-land, but St. Ignace and Simpson's
1slancls.*
We examin~<l this volcanic for:nation, as <lisplayed along the :Vestem
shore of Neerigon bay and on the island of St. Ignace, and found its geo* Canada Report, 1846-7~
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logical structure identical with that of Isle Royale and Keweena,v Point.
The pebbles consist almost entirely of trappean rocks, and the interstratified
igneous beds are aften highly amygdaloidal and contain traces of native
copper, which is one of the characteristics of this formation.
On the eastern side of the lake, (again quoting the authority of Mr. Logan,) insular patches of sandstone, and also of volcanic prorlucts, reappear.
About two miles north of Cape ehoyye, a coarse-grained bed abuts against
a precipitous cliff of the older_formations, and dips to the south of west at
an angle of 10°. At Gargantua, and on some of the adjacent islands,
amygdaloidal trap is observed, in beds dipping 40° to the south of west.
Caribou, Leach, Lizard and Montreal islands, consist of sandstone, the
beds of which are but slightly inclined. The amygdaloidal trap and sandstone occupy the lower side of the cove above Pointe aux Mines, and the
promontory of Mamainse is composed of amygclaloidal trap and coarse conglomerates, made up of the ruins of the subjacent granite, syenite and slatethe whole dipping to the south of west, at an angle of 20° or 25°.
Sandstones compose the promontory between L'Anse aux Crepes and
Batcheewauaung bay, and the coast around Goulais bay, with the exception
of a limited space occupied by the amygdaloidal trap, and thence extend in
a narrow strip for seven miles, as we advance towards Gros Cap, dipping
gently to the north-west.
Isle Royale was formed during this epoch, and owes its origin to submanne, volcanic agency. The main mass is traversed by numerous ridges
of bedded trap, of unequal hardness, while the coast is intersected by deep
passages, or fiords, like those of Iceland and Norway.~ They undoubtedly
originated during the drift epoch, for we know that the waves of the sea, as
manifested along the coast at this day, are incapable of such excavating
power. Ovet the whole surface of the island, we meet with numerous
evidences of powerfol denudation. The rocks have been ground down,
. polished, and striated, and nearly all of the superficial materials removed.
" :i1r. Dana has called attention to the important fact of the frequent existence or thesa
fiords in tho higher latitudes, and their almost total absence from coasts in the lower tempera.te an<l torrid zones. "Along the west coast of America, they abound, to the north abun~
1_8° _; and. to the. south, in Lower Patagonia and Tierrn del l!'uego, south of 48°, there ar ·
s_11n_1lar passages mtersecting the land, and often cutting it into islands; but between tbC."i'
limits the co:tst has few bays, ancl fewer still of these channel-like indentations. On the
eastern coast of the continent, we observe the same general fact. '.l'o the north of the
equator, the coast i inguiar1y even in its outline, until we reach Maine, north of l:.ttitude
48°, where, as may be seen on a good map, the fiords become very numerous, and deep and
compl"'I: in their long windings and r amifications. The same remarks will apply to the
eastern continent. The fiords of
orway arc well J·nown, and this c~ast is . singular 1;~n!rast to that ofFrai_1c~, Spain and Africa."-[Geology of the Exploring Expedition, p. 61,>.]
fhcy appear _t? be _mt1~ately connected with the dri ft JJhenome>na, hcing the most abu~d~nt
·h •re the dnit ~ct~on 1s mo t cons uously displayed and ceasing altorrether before arrrnn~
at the c.·treme lnnits of the boulders. The rocJ-51 bordering these fiords arc ground domi.
poli-;11crl, and c~atched, and, in many cases, covered with rudely stratified l.Jerls of anrl.
r,cbl,le ::i, &c., winch mm,t have been accumulated when the land was suhmergecl. Th
fiord.ii a'.e probably due to canses which have ceased to operate, sine the pre ent action of
the . e~ v t? fill up the ~hcltcrcd bays, and w~ar away the projecting ca1Jes.
~heir existence, to(), rcsultc;, in a. gr..Jat mcrr1>me, from the geological structure of tue
rcg10n_ where they occur, as we h~ve ,:hown in Part I. of onr report. ,Vhere the rocks art!
of 11niform hnr lnec; ·, we meet with gently-eurdn~ shores aml wicle-monthe<l bays: ~ut,
wh re tlH'l\l arc alternating bands of unef{ual hardness we meet with numerous project10g
he !1-lawl aud <h~ ply-in<ll'~ted coves. H.or,ks of this 'ch:mwter prevail, north and south,
between the cqnntor and l:lt1tuck 48~; hut the c:rnscs hy which their denudation was effect •d,
do not app:nr to h Ye operated within thc'lc limit . "\Ye mu:;t, therefore, look to other
sources than the a.ctiou of the sea ::.s manifested at thi$ day.
T
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Cn some instances, isolated blocks remain as obelisks to remind us of the
~ ~,
extent of the des9lation.
"
The sketches marked Plate II., III., represent the Monument Rocks,
which occur on' a bold headland known as Blake's Point, near the east~rn
extremity of the island. The ridge here is, perhaps, two hunclrec.~ a10d fi!ty
feet above the lake, and the rocks shoot up nearly seventy feet. 'I heir. S)mmetrical and tower-like forms, aided by the different systems_ of _JOI:1ts,
which intersect the trappean mass at nearly. right ~ngles? cuttmg it mto
rectangular blocks, render it one of the most mterestmg obJects on the _lake
· coast. The summit of these rocks, as seen from below, seems entirely
inaccessible, and yet we believe that it has once been attained by a daring,
and, we might almost add, fool-hardy, climber.
.
From the ridge a short distance to the north, which overlooks Duncans
bay, and is about three hundred feet above Lake Superior, the eye sweeps
over the whole region. Rock Harbor, sheltered by a narrow chain of
islands, is seen below, beyond which the lake spreads· out in a broad sheet,
without an object to obstruct the gaze. 'To the north and west, Thunder
cape, McKay's -mountain, and Pie island, stand out in bold relief, and the
outline of the Canada shore can be traced for more than a hundred miles,
while to the south, in' clear weather, the for~s of the hills on Keweenaw
Point are indi&tinctly seen.
Along the southern border of the island, we meet with narrow bands of
conglomerate interposed between the, igneous masses, succeeded by layers
of red sandstone, somewhat fissile, the whole dipping to the S.S.E. at an
angle, in some cases, of 30°,
SANDSTONE OF TIIE SOUTHERN SHORE, I

Between Keweenaw Poini and Isle Royale, there is, as we have before
remarked, an immense curvature of the strata, probably reaching five hundred feet below the oo.ean level. A narrow belt of conglomerate and sandstone lines nearly the whole southern coast, from the head of Keweenaw
Point to the Montreal river, beyond which, the latter, no longer associated
with coarser bands, rapidly expands in width, and continues to Fond du
Lac. For the most part, it appears in low ledges, or reefs, along the lake
shore, but, at a few points, it rises in vertical cliffs, which a1Tord many scenes
of great beauty. The sketch (Plate IV), entitled "The Castl~s," represents the sandstone as it appears a few miles above the portage-a locality
which we have particularly described in a former report.
The bedded trap and conglomerate are admirably exhibited on Keweenaw
Point, and in many places in the Ontonagon district; but as we have minutely described the geographical distribution of all the trappean rocks of
this era with the associated conglomerate and sandstone, in a former report,
a further description is deemed unnecessary.
Where the Bohemian range breaks through the sandstone, the strata on
the north side of the axis are observed to dip at an angle of 45°, while on
the south the dip is 70°. A few miles removed, southerly, they settle down
nearly horizontally, or present a series of long and gentle flexures. From
a highly broken region - the hills rising abruptly to an altitude of nine
hundred feet - the country at once sinks down into comparatively level
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plains. The sketch of Mt. Houghton from the Bohemian ;range may serve
to illustrate the topography of this portion of the region. (Plate V.)
Between the trap range, and the granite and slate region, there is a valley
eighty miles in length and twenty in breadth, mainly occupied by sandstone;
but a few isolated patches of the lower limestones remain as monuments to
determine the age of their deposition and remind the geologist of the extent
of the subsequent denudation. These were fully described in our former
report, as well as the organic remains entombed in them. Extensive deposits of clay prevail throughout this valley, so that the subjacent r_ock i\
rarely exposed. One of the best exposures, however, of the junct10n of
the trap and sandstone, along the southern slope of the axis, occurs in the
gorge of Trap-rock river. The trap here rises in a mural cliff, eighty feet
in height, intersected by different planes of cleavage, which give to it a
stratiform appearance. Over this, the stream is precipitated by a succession
of leaps into a rocky basin below, and thence :flows through a gorge lined
on either side by walls of sandstone. (Plate VI.) At the point of junction the trap ass:ur_nes an amygdaloidal appearance and a brick-red color,
and some portions possess a slaty cleavage. Higher up, however, it becomes
more compact, resembling greenstone. The sandstone differs from that
which occurs on the northern slope, being granular and almost wholly composed of silicious particles, intermingled with pebbles of pure-white quartz
.
and patches of dove-colored slate or clay.
Over most of this district, the sandstone rests in a nearly horizontal position ; but we have shown that it has been subject to disturbances over
limited areas. Along the shores of Keweenaw Bay, it rises in cliffs of con•
siderable height, and the strata present a succession of gentle undulations.
A'!. we approach L'Anse, the clip to the north-west becomes apparent. Near
the head of the ~ay, the sandstone is seen reposing unconformably 011 t!1e
slates of the azo1c system, leaving no doubt that both groups belong to chstinct geological epochs, and were produced under conditions widely different.
(Vide plate XXI., figure 1.) Its external characters and its relations to
the slates have been described in the chapter relatin~ to the azoic system.
The projecting spit forming Point Abbaye, on the eastern side of Ke,:eenaw Bay, is of this rock, and cliffs from twenty to thirty feet in height
skirt the shore, while low reefs are seen near the water's edge.
The sandstone, in numerous places, exhibits a stratification like that represented in the annexed figure. (Fig. 11.)
Fig.11.
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Example of Diagonal Stratification.
This, tratification, having first been observed in the bc<l of the Rhone,
wa ~alle,! strati/ic~tion torrentiellc; but is now known as diagonal, or cro. s
strah_ficahon .. lt lS fo:mcl to pnv::1.de thP detrital rocks, from t Jl n:cent
allunal d posits to th£' h ml ·tone•. of the ~ilurian s . tern. Frorn the numerous examples of diagonal and horizontal strnti".fication afforded by the
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Potsdam sandstone, it would appear that its depo~ition resulted both from
mechanical suspension, and the pµshing of the matenals aiong the sea-bott?m
by tidal or oceanic currents. Thus, m the above sech?n, taken at P~mt
Abba ye, the beds 1, 3 and 5,_ appear to ha_ve been deros1ted from materials
mechanically suspended; while the materials composmg the beds 2 and 4,
were drifted by oceanic or tidal currents. Agai~1, it '.~ould ap~ear ~hat the
current, which drifted the materials of bed 2, set rn a different direction from
that which formed the bed 4.
To account for these phenomena it is not necessary to suppose that there
were sudden oscillations of the land; they are such as might result from
the shifting of tidal currents, or even of the surface winds. The importance of these facts, as indicating a ~hoal bottom, will be commented upon,
under another head.
In some instances where the observer saw only a diagonally stratified
bed, he might mistake for local disturbance, what, in fact was the result of
tranquil deposition.
East of Huron bay, the sandstone forms a narro\v belt, rarely exceeding
three miles in width, along the lake snore, and abuts against the slates and
granites on the south.·
Numerous small veins, or rather joints, containing green carbonate and
~rey sulphuret of copper have been observed in ranges 29 and 30, by the
lake shore, some of which, in the early days of copper mining, were expl_ored, but proved of no economical value. Trey bear N.N.E., comciding
w1th one of the systems of joints which here prevail.
Occasionally, as for example, near the head of Huro1t bay~ a knob of
hornblende is seen rising above the surrounding country, with the sandstone
abutting agai~st its base, in nearly; horizontal strata.
At Garh_c r_1ver, and probably at the Huron river, the continuity of the
sandstone 1s mterrupted - the older rocks forming for some distance the
coast line.
Granite Point affords one of the most interesting and instructive sections
to be found ~long the whole coast of Lake Superior. A dome-shaped
Fig.1~.
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Section at Granite Po,int :- Distance, three miles.
1. Gnnite.

3. Greenstone dykes, terminating in the granite.

:!. Sandstone with occasional bands of 4. Fissures extending from the granite through

conglomerate.

the sandstone.

nucleus of granite ( quartz and feldspar) (1) rises to the height of seventy
or eighty feet, exhibiting, where the overlying san<lstone (2) has been denuded, a polished and rounded outline, like a reef by the sea-side, over
which the surf has rolled for centuries. Upon this ancient surface, the
sand tone has been deposited in nearly horizontal layers, although many of
the beds exhibit in a very striking manner, a diagonal stratification. Dykes
of greenstone (3) traverse the nucleus, but in no case penetrate the over•
lying rock. Fissures ( 4) however, are observed to extend uninterruptedly
from the granite into the ~andstone, and the latter rock is depriYcd of its
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col..Qring matter for the distance of three or four inches, on either sicle, so
that, at first glance, the sandstone appears to b~ traver~ed b~ reg~lar and
well-defined veins of calc-spar, as represented 111 the followmg diagram.
(Fig. 13.)* This appearance is undoubtedly due to the agency of subterFig. 18.

Fi~sures in tlie Sandstone at Granite Point.
ranean gases which, escaping through the fissures, discharged the colormg
matter, by reducing the peroxide of iron to the protoxide.
The sandstone here is dark-red and divided into numerous layers, through
which are distributed numerous white, circular blotches,-a peculiarity
which has been noticed, at intervals, from the head of Keweenaw Point to
aut te. Marie. They vary from half an inch to an inch in diameter, and
often enclose a dark speck in the centre. They are found to be spheres,
instead of superficial films, and differ in no respect in structure from tl~e enlo in<T mas , exceµt that the coloring matter, which consists of peroxide of
iron, is driven off. The dark spot in the centre may be the remains of
some organic suLstance, which, in the process of decomposition, has dis·harged the coloring matter in the immediate vicinity .
. . 1r. 'Iiller has described similar blotches as occurring in the old red-sandtone of Scotland. "In a print-work, the whole web is frequently thrown
into a vat and dyed one color; but there afterwards comes a discharging
proce 'i Some chemical mixture is dropped on the fabric; the dye disappears wherev r the mixture touches; .and in leaves and sprigs and patches,
according to the printer's pattern, the cloth assumes its original white.
ow, the colored deposits of the old red sandstone have, in like manner,
been subjected to a di charging process. The dye has disappeared in oblong
or c.ircular patches of various sizes from the eighth of an inch to a foot in
• The tufas of St. Calogero, situated in the largest of ~ho Lipari islands, according to
Hoffmann, extend for four miles along the coast, forming cliffs moro than two hundred feet
big]?. The strata have in many places, been discolored and strangely altered by the penetrating vapors. Dark clays have become yellow, or often snow-white; or have assumed ~
chequered or brecciated appearance 1 being crossed by ferru~nous red ~tripes,
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diameter the orio-inal white has taken its place, and so thick are some of
these sp;ckles gr~uped in some of the darker tinted beds, that the surfaces.
where washed by the sea, present the appearance of sheets of calico. The
discharging agent was organic matter ; the uncolored patches are no mere
surface films for when cut at rio-ht angles, their depth is found to correspond with their'breadth; the c~cle is a sphere, the ellipsis forms the section of an egg-sha12ed body, and in t~e ce-?t.re of each we generally find traces
of the orgamsm, m whose decay 1t ongmated. I have• repeatedly found
single scales in the ichthyolite beds, surrounded by uncolored spheres about
the size of musket-bullets.m'
Thin bands of conglomerate, charged with pebbles of white and yellow
quartz, occur at frequent interrnls, and occasionally angular fragments of
granite, derived from the immediate neighborhood, are observed. On the
main shore, the granite rises in an abrupt hill, two or three hundred feet in
height, and stretches away inland, while the sandstone is folded around its
base in nearly horizontal strata; so that there is no doubt that the latter
formation was deposited in an erosion of the former. Under such circumstances, we might expect that there would be waves and shifting currents
and eddies, which, acting upon the incoherent mass of sand, would cause
the subordinate layers to be deposited unconformably with the main ones.
From all of the facts, we infer that the following was the order in the
succession of events :
1. That th~ granite was raised, and its ancient surface water-worn, before
the depos~tion of the sandstone.
2. Thanhe dykes of greenston~ were protruded before the deposition of
the sandstone. ,
3. That the-sandstone was deposited over an unequal surface, amid shift.:.
ing currents and eddies, giving rise to cross-stratification.
4. That one system of fissures communicating with the interior, was
formed more recently than the sandstone, and that, through them, the gases
escaped, bleaching the overlying rocks.
Fig.· 14.
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Section at Presqu'isle.
1. Granite, composed of feldspar and quartz.
2. Dark-green, magneSian rock (trappean).

3. Volcanic ash.
4. Sandstone.

Presqu'isle affords a section ~qu~lly instructive. (Fig. 1~.) A short distance from the shore, two granite islets (1) are observed rising a few feet
abov_e ~he su~face of the lake. A bold promontory (2) juts into the water,
consistmg_ o_t a ~l<l:rk-colored f~rrugin~us and rnagnesian rock, evidently
trappean m its :mgm, ~ltho'ugh 1t contarns nearly ten per cent. of water.
(Fo~ an analysis of this r_ock, _see chapter. on the chemical ~composition of
the igneous rocks). It rises m overhangmg cliffs, which occasionally assume a columnar structure. The outline of this m3iss is very irregular, and
•. Old Red Sandstone, p. 234, American Edition. Also, Professor Flemming in Cheek'•
Edinburgh Journal, 1881.
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resembles an immense consolidated lava-stream, except that the vesicular
structure is wanting. To the north, !he surface ?f the igneous ro~k is bare;
but on the eastern side it is covered m places with a rudely stratified mass,
which appears to have'been deposited in the inequalities of the preexisting
surface. It resembles a volcanic sand, or ash, portions of it being- composed of a scqriaceous ~ass. of a light-_brown col~r, and reticulated with
numerous veins of a white mmeral, port10ns of which are calcareous, and
others silicious.. In some instances, these reticulations penetrate to a limited
extent the underlying rock; but, for the most part ~re restricted to ~he ash.
This attain , in places, a thickness of seventy or eighty feet, but 1s very
unequally distributed.
On the west side of Presqu'isle, at the point of contact between the
igneous and sedimentary (pluto-neptuni~n) rocks, thei: charac,te_r is completely changed, and they have become impregnated w1t_h metallic eman~tions from below. The sulphurets of lead, copper, and iron, occur here m
small quantities in a pseudo-vein, while the containing rock exhibits a strong
tendency towards a concretionary structure.
Above the last described deposit, we meet with the sandstone in nearly
horizontal layers. From its base upward, for six feet, it contains rounded
fragments of quartz and granite, with angular fragments of agate and
jasper. The prevailing tint of the rock is dark-red; and, intermingled
with the silicious particles, are to be seen minute spangles of specular oxide
of iron. Higher up, the layers exhibit a yellow tint. Traces of green
carbonate of copper are abundant; in fact, they pervade this rock from the
Huron mountains to the Grand Sable.
At Middle island, the sandstone is seen reposing on the granite with an
mclination of 7° to the S.E. Below Little Presqu'isle, it is occasionally
detected forming reefs by the lake shore, abutting against the older rocks.
A patch, les than a half mile in width, extends from the shore up the valley
of Carp river for two miles, enclosed between high walls of quartzose
rocks. H was observed by Mr. IIill in the bed of the stream and in tl1e adjoining banks to the height of seventy feet.
In ulated patches are never met with at a greater elevation than three
hundred and fifty feet above the lake, and hence we infer that the more
elevated portion of the granites and slates rose above the surface of the
ocean in which the sandstone was deposited. If this was not the case, we
shoulcl expect to find traces of it in the sheltered valleys; for we cannot
conceive of an abrasion so thorough and effectual as to sweep away the
overlying strata, without leaving J.>ehind even a block or pebble. The
barometric~! observation extended over this region by the two corps, when
collated, will enable us to determine the contours. of this ancient island
wbjch rose above the surface, wqen a wide waste of waters covered nearly
all of the habitable portions of the United States.
A short distance below Carp river, the sandstone is again exposed by the
lake shore, in _co_ntact_ with quart~. Tii~ latter rock exhibits ripple-ma ..ked
urfaces and d1stmct lines of beddmg which bear east and west and dip south
at an angle of 86°.
The surface of the quartz, where the sandstone is removed, is rounded and
polished like that ot the granite before described, and it is only where the
lake surge ha undermined the cliff that the true character of the mass is
revealed. While the more ancient beds are thus displayed in a nearly vertical

I
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position, the more recent are seen Jeposited around them nearly horizontally.
Their relations to each other are exhibited in the accompanying diagram •

•

Fig. 16.

Section near Carp river.
a. a. Sandstone horizontally stratified.

•

b. b. Beds of quartz nearly vertical.

In one place, the sandstone has been deposited in a wide fissure in the
quartz, resembling the matrix of a vein. Upon the surfaces of the quartz
are seen wave-lines, a3 though made by water at th~ period of its deposition. This vicinity affords conclusive evidence that the sandstone has been
~ ubjec~·ed to repeated oscillatory movements since its consolidation; for,
where it comes in contact with the preexisting rocks, the ends of the strata
are ground off and polished, like the walls of a vein. Dislocations in the
strata ten feet in a vertical direction were observed, and also, instances
where they were bent up and broken off; but at what. period these took
place, we have no means of determining. Beyond Chocolate river, the
coast is lined for some distance with sand dunes ; but the sandstone is occasionally seen at the water's edge, in low ledges, or reefs, and is undoubtedly
the underlying rock as far as Saut Ste. Marie, occupying a zone from six
to twenty miles in width. Another portion of it starts from Chocolate
river, and, sweeping r nd the granitic and metamorphic rocks, but conforming to their outlin , crosses the Escanaba and Menomonee rivers, and
is thence prolonged into Wisconsin. Here, its trend for some distance is
parallel with the western coast of lake Michigan, when, curving rapidly, it
bears north and connects with the Lake Superior sandstone near the head
of the lake.
We resume our description of the character of the sandstone, as displayed along the south-eastern shore of Lake Superiot. From the hea~ of
Grand island, ~:cl thence easterly for ten miles, it rises from the immediate
coast in bold, mural cliffs, extending not in a direct line, but en echeloncertain portions of the wall being in advance of the others. The for~st
trees, which consist of birch, maple, cedar, and spruce? cover th~ sumn:nts
to the very verge, and, occasionally, a stream of water 1s seen to issue from
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the leafy canopy, and precipitate itself, with an unbroken leap, into the
lake.
The lower portion of the cliffs consi~ts of a ~rick-red, iron sand~ while
the upper is grey, or yellow, and contams sufficient carbonate of hme to
cause a feeble effervescence with acids. The whole mass is distinctly stratified, and dips, slightly to the south-south-east. This i~ not so apparent on
the main shore, where the trend of the lake and the strike of the strata are
nearly conformable; but, in approaching Grand island from the north-east,
where the strata are for miles exposed, not only longitudinally, but transversely, this south-south-east dip is clearly dis~layed.
/,
. •
Grand island affords one of the most beautiful and sheltered harbors m
the world. In approaching it from the east,. the voyageur passes along the
base of the cliffs before described, which form an immense sea-wall, and
oppose the further encroachments of the water. (Plate VII.) Having
passed a projecting hook, he finds himself within a harbor completely landlocked, with secure anchorage, and a depth of water suffi~ent to enable him
to moor his craft within a few lengths of the shore.
These rocks, at many points, are tinted white, red, yellow, and green, by
oxide of iron, carbonate of copper, and saline incrustations, and the tints
extend upward, from the water's edge, in broad stripes, not dull and
blended, but brilliant and well-defined. When the whole face of a cliff is
lighted up by a clear sunlight, the effect is magical. The water flowing
from above, down the tra~verse fissures, has furrowed the escarpments of
the cliff into deep channels, while the heavy surf of the lake has excavated
numerous caverns in its base. Thus, by the combined action of the
element. , these rocks have been wrought into forms resembling towers,
battlements, domes, and gate'Yays.
PICTURED ROCKS.

The range of cliffs, to which the name of the Pictured Rocks has been
given, may be regarded as among the most striking and beautiful features
of the ~cenery of the north-west, and are well worthy of the attention of
the arti t of the lover of the grand and beautiful, and of the observer of
geological phenomena .
. Although occasionally visited by travellers, a· full and accurate description ?f th1 extraordinary locality has not as yet been communicated to the
public .
. This d ficiency we shall attempt to supply, partly by written descript10~ ,. and partly by a series of 'illustrations, which, however deficient in
artistic effect, have, we believe, the merit of being careful copies from
choolcraft, ha •undertaken to describe this range of cliffs and illustrate the scenery.
The s_ketche . do not appear to have been made on the spot, ~r finished by one who was
acquamted :vith the scenery, as they bear no resemblance, so far as we observed, to any
of the pronunent ~catures of the Pictnred Rocks. On the title-page of bis nan·ative, he has
figur~d the " Done Rock," but it is impossible for us to make out what particular point it
was intended to represent.
I_t is a mat_ter of surprise that, so far :1s we know, none of our artists have visited thi
rcgwn, _an given to the world representations of scenery so striking, and so different from
any wh)ch can b_ found .clscwll~re. We can hardly conceive of anything more worthy of
t?e a:t1st's pencil; and, if the tide of pleasure-travel should once be turned in this direct10n, it seem3 not 1:nreasonable to suppose that a fashionable hotel may yet be built under
the s~ade of the_ pme groves, near the Chapel, and a. trip thither become as common as one
to 1agara now 1s.
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nature. Though neccssari!y. on a small sc~le? they convey a correct '
general idea of the most stnkmg and ?hara~tenstic features of the sce.nery.
The Pictured Rocks may be described, m creneral ter~s, as a series of
sandstone bluffs extending along the s~ore of Lake Superior for. about five
miles, and rising, in most places, Yertica11y from the water, without any
beach at the base, to a height varying from fifty to nearly two hundred
feet. Were they simply a line of c1iffs, they might not, so far as re~at~~ to
height or extent, be worthy of a rank among great natural cunos1hes,
althoucrh such an assemblacre of rocky strata, washed by the ,vaves of the
great lake, would not, under any circumstances, be destitute of grandeur.
To the voyager, coasting along their base in_ his frail canoe, they would, at
all times, be an object of dread ; the recoil of the surf, the rock-boun<l
coast, affording, for miles, no place of refuge,--.-the lowering sky, the rising
wind; all these would excite 1his apprehension, and induce him to ply a
Yigorous oar until the dreade d wall was passed. But, in the Pictured
Rocks, there are two features which communicate to the scenery a wonderful and almost unique character. These are, first, the curious manner in
which the cliffs have been excavated, and worn away by the action of the
lake, which, for centuries, has dashed an ocean-like surf against their base;
and, second, the equally curious manner in which large portions of the surface ~iave been colored by bands of brilliant hues.
It is from the latter circumstc nee that the name, by' which these cliffs are
known to the American traveller, is derived; while that applied to them
by the French voyageurs(" Les Portails"*) is derived from the former, and
by far the most striking peculiarity.
The term Pictured Rocks, has been in use for a great length of time ;
but when it was first applied, we have been unable to discover. It would
seem that the first travellers were more impressed with the novel and
striking distribution of colors on the ·surface, than with the astonishi1w
0
variety of form into which the cliffs themselves have been worn.
The Indian name applied to these cliffs, according to our voyageurs, is
Schkuee-archibi-kung, or "The end of the rocks," which seems to refer to
the fact that, in descending the lake, after having passed them, no more
rocks are seen along the shore. Our voyageurs had many legends to relate
of the pranks of the Menni-bojou in these caverns, and, in answer to our
inquiries, seemed disposed to fabricate stories, without end, of the achieYements of this Indian deity.
We will describe the most interesting points in the series, proceeding from ·
west to east. On leaving Grand island harbor, t high cliffs are seen to the
• Le Portail is a French term, signifying the principal entrance of a church, or a portal,

and this name was given to the Pictured Rocks by the voyageurs, evidently in allusion to
the arched entrances which constitute the most characteristic feature. Le Grand Portall is
the great archway, or grand portal.
t The traveller, desirous of visiting this scene, should take advantage of one of the propellers which navigate the lake, and land at Grand island, from which he can proceed i o
make the tour of the interesting points, in a small boat. The large vessels on tht, lake do
not approach sufficiently uear the cliffs to allow the traveller to gather more than a general
iclea of their position and outlines. 'robe able to appreciate and understand their extraordinary character, it is indispensable to coast along in close proximity to the cliffs, and pass
beneath the Grand Portal, which is only accessible from the lake, and to land and enter
within the precincts of tho Che el. At Grand island, boats, men, and provisions may be
procured. The traveller i;hould fay in a good supply, if it is intended to l)e absent long
enough to make a thorough examin.ation of the whole,series. I.n fact, an olcl vqyager will
p.ot 1·eadily trust himself to the mercy of he winds and waves of the lake without them, as he
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east, which form the commencement of the series of rocky promontari ,
rcpn:sentetl in Plate VII., before referred to, which rise vertically from the
water to the height of from one hundred to one hundred and twenty-five
fret, covered with a dense canopy of foliage. Occasionally, a small cascade may Le seen falling from the· verge to the base in an unbroken curve,
or glidincr down the inciined face of the cliff in a sheet of white foam. The
rocks at this point begin to assume fantastic shapes; but it is not, until
having reached Miners' -river, that their .striking peculiarities are observed.
Here, the coast makes an abrupt turn to the eastward, and just at the point
where the rocks break off and the friendly sand-beach begins, is seen one
of the grandest works of nature in her rock-built architecture. This is represented in Plate VIII., and, as we could not learn that it had received a,.
•· distinctive appellation, we gave to it the name of "Miners' Castle," from
its singular resemblance to the turreted entrance and arched portal of some
old castle - for instance, that of Dumbarton. An inspection of the plate
will exhibit the principal features more correctly than an elaborate written
description. The height of the advancing mass, in which the form of the
Gothic gateway may be recognized, is about seventy feet, while that of the
main wall forri1ing the backgrounJ. is about one hundred and forty. The
appearance of the openings at the base changes rapidly with each change
in the position of the spectator. On taking a position a little farther to the
right of that occupied by the sketcher, the central opening appears mo
distinctly flanked on either side by two lateral passages, making the rese
hlance to an artificial work still more striking.
A little farther east, Miners' ri \~er enter~ the lake, close under the bro
of the cliff, which here sinks down and gives place to a sand-bank nearly
th~rd of a mile in extent. The river is so narrow, that it reqt1ires no s .
sk1l~ on_ the part of the voyager to enter its mouth ·when a he~vy sea
ro_llmg m from the north. On the right bank, a sandy drift plam, cov~
with Norway and Banksian pine, spreads out, affording good camping
g_round - the only place of refuge. to the voyager until he reaches Cha
mer, five miles distant, if we except a small sand beach about midway
tw 'en the two points, where, in case of necessity, a boat may be beached.
Beyond the sand beach at Miners' river, the cliffs attain an altitude
one hundred and seventy-three feet, and maintain a nearly uniform heig
fQr a onsiderable <listance. Here, one of those cascades of which we ha
J)efo_re sp?ken, is seen foaming down the rock. The cliffs do not f~
:tr_a1ght h~e , but rather arcs of circles, the space between the projec
porn · ~avmg Leen worn out in symmetrical curves, some of which are
large d1memnons. To one of the crra-qdest and most reo-ularly formed,
gave . the name of "Th Amphith~atre ;" this is repre~nted in Plate I
I~oo~mcr to the west, another projecting point - its base worn into ca
hke form - and a portion of the concave surface of the intervening s
are seen.
It i_ in thi portion of the series, that the phenomena of colors are m
beautifully and con picuously cli. played. These cannot he illustrated b
mere crayon k_ tch, but would requir~, to reproduce the natura~ eff~ct
la borate dra,. ·m 0cr on a larcre
. cale, m which the various combmations
0
may not unfrer1nently, ho\·ev 'r :111spi<!ious tl1e weather when starting, find himself w~at
t>ound ford ys together. 1t is pos ible }lowever, in one d:w, to start from Grand d
ec the mo t interc ting point. and return. The di tan c from Willifllll ·'s to the bapeltho farthest pojnt of int->re t - i8 about fifteen mile .
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color should be carefully represented. These colors, do not, by any means,
cover the whole surface of the cliff even where they are most conspicuously
'displayed, but are confined to certain portions of the cliffs ~ the vicinity
of the Amphitheatre; - the great mass of the surface presentmg the natural, lirrht-yellow, or raw-sienna, color of the rock. The col?rs are also
limited in their vertical range, rarely extending more than thirty;hor forty
feet above the water; or a quarter, or a third, of the vertical heig t of the
cliff. The prevailing tints consist of deep-brown, yellow and grey - burntsienna and French-grey predominating. There are also, br~g~t blues a~d
greens, though less frequent. All of the tints are fresh, brilliant and chstinct, and harmonize admirably with one another, which, taken in connection with the grandeur of the arched and caverned surfaces on which they
are laid, and the deep and pure green of the water which heaves and swells
at the base, and the rich foliage which waves above, produce an effect truly
1
wonderful.
·
They are not scattered indiscriminately over the surface of the rock, but
are arranged in vertical and parallel bands, extending to_ the water's edge.
The mode of their production is undoubtedly as follows: Between the bands,
or strata, of thick-bedded sandstone, there are thin seams of shaly materials
which are more or less charged with the metallic oxides, iron largely predominating, with here and there a trace of copper. As the surface-water
permeates through the porous strata, it comes in contact with these shaly
bands, and, oozing out from the- exposed edges, trickles down the face of
the cliffs and leaves behind a sediment, colored according to the oxide which
is contained in the band in which it originated. It cannot, however, be
denied that there are some peculiarities which it is difficult to explain by
any hypothesis.
On first examining the Pictured Rocks, we were forcibly struck with the
brilliancy and beauty of the colors, and wondered why some of our predecessors, in their descriptions, had hardly adverted to what we regarded as
their most characteristic feature. At a subsequent visit, we were surp,ised to find that the effect of the colors ,vas much less striking than before ; they seemed faded out, leaving only traces of their former brilliancy,
so that the traveller might regard this as an unimportant feature in the
scenery. It i~ difficult to account for this change, but it may be due to
the dryness or humidity of the seaso:µ. If the colors are produced by the
percolation of the water through the strata, taking up and depositing the
colored sediments, as before suggested, it is evident that a long period of
drought would cut off the supply of moisture, and the colors, being no
longer renewed, would fade and finally disappear. This explanation seems
reasonable, for at the time of our second visit, the beds of the streams on
the summit of the table-land were dry.
It is a curious fact, that the colors are so firmly attached to the surface
that they are very little affected by rains, or the dashing of the surf, since
they were, in numerous instances, observed extending in all their freshness,
to the very water's edge.
Proceeding to the eastward of the Amphitheatre, we find thG cliffs
scooped out mto caverns, and grotesque openings, of the most striking and
beautiful variety of forms. In some places, huge blocks of sandstone have
become dislodged, and accumulated at the base of the cliff, where they are
ground up, and the fragments borne away, .by the ceaseless action 9f the
surge.
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A striking group of detached blo.cks is represented in Plate X. To this,
the name of" Sail Rock'' has been given from its striking resembla~ce to
the jib and mainsail of a sloop when spread - so much so, that, when viewed
from a distance, with a foll glare of light upon it, while the cli~ in the rear
is left in the shade, the illusion is perfect. This is represented m Plate XI.
but, unfortunately, the lithographer has thrown a shade over both cliff and
sail. The height of the block is about forty feet.
Masses of rock are frequently dislodged from the cliff, if we may judge
from the freshness of the fracture, and the appearance of -the trees involved
m the descent. The rapidity with which this undermining process is carried
on, at many points, will be readily appreciated, when we consider that the
cliffs do not form a single, unbroken line of wall; but, on the contrary,
they present numerous salient angles to the full force of the waves. A
projecting corner is undermined until the superincumbent weight becomes
too great, the ◊verhanging mass cracks, and, aided perhaps by the power of
frost, gradually becomes loosened, and finally topples, with a crash, into
the lake.
The same general arched and broken line of cliffs borders the coast for a
mile to the eastward of Sail Rock, where the most imposing feature in the
series is reached. This is the Grand Portal - Le Grand Portail of the
voyageurs. The annexed Plate, No. XII., is a representation of this arch,
though it conveys but an imperfect idea of its vastness and grandeur. T~e
general disposition of the arched openings, which traverse this great quadrilateral mass, may, perhaps, be made intelligible without the aid of a groundplan. The main body of the structure consists of a vast mass of a rectilinear shape, projecting out into the lake about si'x hundred feet, and
presenting a front of three hundred or four hundred feet, and rising to a
height of about two hundred feet. An entrance has been excaYated from
one ~icle to _the other, opening out into large vaulted passages which communicate with the great dome, some three hundred feet from the front of
the cliff. The Grand Portal, which opens out on the lake, is of magnificent dimensions, being about one hundred feet in heiD"ht, and one hundred
and sixty-eight feet broad at the water level. The distance from the verge
of the cliff, over the arch, to the water, is one hundred and thirty-three
~eet, leaving thirty-three feet for the thickness of the rock above the arch
itself. The extreme height of the cliff is about fifty feet more, making, in
· 11, one hundred and eighty-three feet. In addition to these main passage ,
the~c are numerou,s other openings, smaller and intricately formed, some of
wh1c~ ~re seen in the foregoing sketch, at the water's e<lge.
It 1s impossible, by any arrangement of words, or by any combination of
'?lor , . to c~_nvey an adequate idea of this wonderful scene. The va
c~imen 'Io_ns 01 the cavern, the vaulted passages, the varied effects of the
hght a 1t treams through the great arch and falls on the different objects,
the ~leep cmerald-g~een of the_ water, the unvarying swell of the lake,
keepmrr up a success10n of musical echoes, the reverberations of one's own
voice coming back v.;ith startling effect, - all these must be seen, and
heard, and felt, to be fully appreciated.
Beyond the grand portal, the cliff.-:; gradually diminish in height, and the
~eneral trend of the coast is more to the south-east; hence, the rock bein=
l~ s ex~o ed to the force of the wayes, bears fe~ver marks of their destructive act10n. The ent:ance to Chapel rfrer is at the most easterly extremit:
of a sandy beach, which extends for a quarter of a mile, and affords a con-
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venient landing-place, while the drift-terrace, elevated about thirty _feet
above the lake-level, being an open pine plai_n, affords excellent campmgground, and is the most central and con-~ement _spot for_ ~he _traveller _to
pitch his tent, while he examines the most mterestmg localities m the series
which occur in this vicinity: to wit, the Grand Portal and the Chapel.
The Chapel-la Chapelle of the voyageurs-if not the grandest, is
among the most grotesque of rnature's architecture he~e. di_spl~yed. T?e
three views (Plates XIII., XIV., XV.,) convey a faithful _ule~ of. its
appearance as seen from the east and the west, as well as its mtenor.
Unlike the excavations before described, which occur at the water's edge,
this has been made in the rock at a height of thirty or forty feet above the
lake. The interior consists of a vaulted apartment, which has not inaptly
received the name it bears. An arched roof of sandstone, from ten to
twenty feet in thickness, rests on four 'gigantic columns of rock,\ so as to
leave a vaulted apartment of irregular shape, about forty feet in diameter,
and abou..t the same in height. The columns consist of finely stratified rock,
and have been worn into curious shapes. At the base of one of them, an
arched cavity, or niche, has been cut, to which access is had by a flight of
steps, formed by the, projecting strata. The disposition of the whole is
such as to resemble, very much, the pulpit of a church; since there is,
overhead, an arched canopy, and in front, an opening out towards the
vaulted interior of the chapel, with a flat tabular mass in front, rising to a
convenient height for a desk, while on the right is an isolated block, which
not inaptly represents an altar; so that, if the whole had been adapted
expressly for a place of worship, and fashioned by the hand of man, it
could hardly have been arranged more appropriately. It is hardly possible
to describe the singular and unique effect of this extraordinary structure ;
it is truly a temple of nature-" an house not made with hands."
On the west side, and in close proximity, Chapel river enters the lake,
precipitating itself over a rocky ledge ten or fifteen feet in height.*
It is surprising to see how little the action of the stream has worn away
the rocks which form its bed. There appears to have been hardly any
recession of the cascade, and the rocky bed has been excavated only a foot
or two, since the stream assumed its present direction.
It seems, therefore, impossible that the river could have had any influence in excavating the Chapel itself, but its excavation must be referred to
a period when the waters of the lake stood at a higher level.
Near the Grand Portal, the cliffs are covered, in places, with an effioresence of sulphate of lime, in delicate crystallizations ; this substance not
only encrusts the walls, but is found deposited on the moss which linez
them, forming singular and interesting specimens, which, however, cannot
be transported without losing their beauty ..
At the same plaee, we found numerous traces of organic life, in the form
of obscure fucoidal markings which seem to be the impressions of plants,
similar to those described by Hall, as occurring in the Potsdam sandstone
of .New York. These were first noticed at this place by Dr. Locke, in

1847.

-

• At this fall, according to immemorial usage among the voyageurs in ascending the lake
the mangeurs de l_ard, who make their first tri~, r_eceive baptism ·i which consists in giving
them a ~cvere d~ckmg-a ceremony somewhat similar to that practised on gre~m-horns, when
"crossmg the line."
,

Ex.-5
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The phenomena of cross stratification are beautifully shown in the
columns of the Chapel, and at numerous point~ along the whole line of the
Pictured Rocks. Figure lp represents a section near Miners' river.
Fig. 16.

In some cases the individual lines are curved as represented m the fol-

lowing figure.
Fig. 17.

The following is an illustration of the same thing, in which the pebbles
a;1d coarser materials are seen to be principally confined to the_lowe: J?Or•
tion of each stratum. These two last figures represent sections exhibited
near the chapel.
·
Fig. 18 .

•

These exampl~s show, as before remarked, that the materials compo~ing
!he r?c~ were ?rifted along the sea-bottom by strong currents, and depos!tea
m shifting eddies.

Numerous undulations were also observed which m1ght

in the first instance be mistaken for bent and contorted strata, but were the
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result of the distribution of color aloncr certain curved lines without regard
to stratification like those before desc~ibed as occurring at Tobacco river.
The Grand S~ble, represented in Plate XVI., possesses a scenic interest
little inferior to that of the Pictured Rocks. The explo~er passes abr"4pt]y
from a coast of consolidated sand to one of loose materials ; and although
in the one case the cliffs are less precipitous, yet in the other, they ~ttain
a hi(Ther altitqcle. He sees before him a long reach of coast, resemblmg a
vast°sand-bank, more than three hundred and fifty feet in height, without
a trace of vegetation. Ascending to th op, rounded hillocks of blown
sand are observed with occasional clump f trees, standing out like oases
in the desert. This has been described, by fyrmer travellers, as a gigantic
dune, but we have shown* that it is composed of stratified materials accumulated during the drift epoch, and that the dune-like appearance is due
to the trickling down of the loose and highly comminuted sands.
At the base of these cliffs, the sandstone is occasionally seen by the
water margin in low ledges; but after leaving them,. it does not reappear
until we reach the mouth of Tequamenen river, seventy miles eastward.
Ascending into township 48, range 8, the river, according to Dr. Houghton,
is precipitated over two ledges of this rock, the one forty and the other
forty-five feet in height. Along the southern coast of 'this bay, it is occasionally seen in reefs, and at the base of the islets. From one of these,
Mr. Forrest Shepherd, several years ago, procured two or three specimens
of Lingula.
··.:.
At Saut Ste. Marie, the river falls twentJ-one feet, in the distance of a
mile, over this rock, which is exposed at the head of the rapids, on the
islands and in its bed. It is very fissile, of a brick-red color, and interspersed with the spherical blotches before- described. It here dips, as
observed in other parts of the region, at a gentle angle away from the
azoic series which occur on the opposite, or Canadian side of the river.,,:~
The junction of the Potsdam and calciferous sandstone' is supposed to
occur near the southern portion of Sugar island; but the accumulations of
drift have buried up the subjacent rocks.
Mr. Murray of the Canada survey has traced it along the northern shore
of Lake Huron, where it is seen, as in our district, in a nearly horizontal
position, filling up the hollows in the quartz rock ; but, in many places, he
remarks, the irregularities in this ancient bottom are so great, that different
members of the fossiliferous groups come in contact with it. Captain Bayfield describes it as occupymg low levels and forming nearly horizontal
strata at the bottom of Lake George, whilst the horizontal fossiliferous
limestone of St. Joseph's and Sugar island rise into higher ri<lges.t
The ancient land, as we before remarked, from which these arenaceous
beds were derived, lay to the north-west; since there, they acquire their
greatest expansion, and thin out, as traced to the south-east. It is probable that along the St. Mary's riYer, the vertical range both of the Potsrlam
and calciferous sandstone is less than a hundred feet. Mr. Murray estimates
the thickness of the former at forty feet; but does not appear io have recognized the latter, in any place.
.
The south-westerly prolongation of this sandstone, which, startir,g from
Chocolate river, sweeps around the granite, and flanks the southern slope
• Part I. p. 210.

f Lond. Qr. Journ. Geol. Soc., April, 1845.
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of the axis, 1s obscurely tracea, in consequence of the ·depth tif the superficial materials. Mr. Burt describes it as a coarse, quartzose rock, generally
red, but in some places mottled, and in others of a yellowish white. Mr.
Hall failed to detect it in the bed of the Escanaba river, which, after leaving
the granite, winds its way for some distance through drifted materials.
On section 33, township 40, 'range 30, Messrs. Whittlesey ancl Desor discovered this sandstone, with the calciferous superimposed, in a nearly horizontal position; and, further to the south-east, it reappears in isolated
patches. The mineral characters of this deposit and its relation to the
older rocks, are fully described
Mr. Vvhittlesey, in the section included
in the chapter on the azoic system. Where it crosses the Menomonee, the
belt is about fourteen miles in width; the strata dip very gently, corresponding with he slope of the country, since the subjacent slates and igneous
rocks are exposed in the bed of the river for ten miles, after the sandstone
is intersected.
In descending the river, it is fir~t observed near the foot of Chippewa
island. The subjacent rocks in ·this vicinity consist of talcose slates, in
nearly vertical beds, intermingled with dark, compact, igneous rocks and
crystalline greenstone. Their contour is very irregular, as though they had
been abraded before the deposition of the arenaceous beds which occupy
the inequalities in the surface of the more ancient rocks, in horizontal layers. The greatest inclination observed in the superior rock was 3° to the
south-east. The sandstone consists of alternating bands of red and white,
and is so friable, when first removed, that it may be crushed in the hand.
The grains are coarse and silicious, adhering together without any visible
cement. After having parted with· the water disseminated through the
pores, it acquires a considerable degree of consistency, and is little acted
on by the weather.
The following section (Fig.19) occurs on the left bank of the river, near
the foot of Chippewa island.
(Fig.19.)

Section on the Menomonee river .
. 1. Drift, composed of coarse rubble and sand enveloping angular fragments of Trenton
Iuncstonc.
·
'
2. ~lternaling layer of white and red sandstone.
3. '.I. alco e late , of the azoic series.
4. Compact serpentine rocks.

At the White Rapids, the sandstone is agam exposed, presenting very
near!¥ the same e~ternal characters, except that it is less cliscolored, and
reposmg on the uptilted edrres of the quartz. It may be seen in some of
the rapid below, ancl reappears, for the last time, in the river banks,
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forming ledges six or eight feet high, about three miles aboYe the Big Bend
in township 35, range 29.
.
" * In this vicinity, Mr. Desor discovered, 11: some of the loose .m_asses
of this rock other fossils than the Lingidm, which are so characteristic of
this group furthe: to th~ ea~t. These ~ossils consist of the fragments of
one or more species of trilobites, rese1?blrng .Jl.sapl~1.1,s . . F!om !he ch~racters
preserved in a single caudal ,,extremity,_ o~e. sp~c1es 1s. 1d~nt~cal_ with that
which occurs in the same rock on the M1ss1ss1pp1 and St,. Croix rivers.
From the Menomonee river, the Potsdam sandstone approaches within
fifteen or twenty miles of the shore of Green bay, being distinctly exposed
on all the streams flowing into it. Continuing in the same direction, its
easterly limit passes near the Great Bend in the Wolf river, northwest from
the outlet of Lake Winnebago. From thence, meandering westerly, it follows nearly the course of Wolf river, crossing it in the neighborhood of
Lake Pauwaiceen, and is thence prolonged southwesterly towards Green
and Puckaway lakes. In the neighborhood of Pleasant Valley, about twelve
miles west of Strong's Landing, on the Fox river, it is exposed in several
low escarpments, succeeded by the calciferous sandstone, which here presents its usual characters.- From this region, its southern limit stretches to
the west and north-west. The country here presents a feature which continues to the Mississippi river. The hills appear to be outliers, capped by
the calciferous sandstone, or succeeding limestones, while the valleys and'
the lower part of the escarpments are composed of the Potsdam.
·
The rock is fine-grained, of a light-yellow color and very friable. Some
of the superior beds, which are thin, have been wrought for grinds/ones . .
The friable character of this sandstone is one of its most prominent features, and, owing to this circumstance, the escarpments are not usually high,
or abrupt, unless it has been protected by the overlying rock. In its want
of cohesion, it differs; in a very markeJ degree, from the prevailing character of this rocli, as developed in New York and Canada, where it is
usually, though not always, compact. It is not, however, unlike the sandstone of the Pictured Rocks, and is less friable than that of the Mississippi
and St. Croix region.
The almost uninterrupted continuity with which this rock can be traced,
even from its eastern extension through Canada and along the northern
shore of Lake Huron to the St. Mary's river, and thence westerly, leaves
no doubt as to its true position and identity in age with the Potsdam sandstone of New York. If we were at a loss in thus tracing it continuously,
we have still the evidence of the succeeding fossiliferous strata, which show,
conclusively, the same relations to this sandstone as they do to its equivalent in New York. With both these evidences combined, we cannot hesitate 'for a mom~nt i~ our co~clusion regard~ng its age aml place in the series.
~rom _th€: pomts Just notice~, where this sandstone appears in eastern
W1sconsm, 1t can be traced unmterruptedly across the entire breadth of the
state to the Mississippi and St. Croix rivers. It is true, at the last named
localities, we have the evidence of fossils which are not known to occur in
its easterly extension; but we have already noticed the occurrence of the
Trilobite on the Menomonee, while we have the Li.ngula everywhere, though
in far greater profusion in the St. Croix region than elsewhere. In draw• The descriptjon of the westerly prolongation of this sandstone is from the MS. of Mr.
Hall.
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mer inforences as· to the age of the rock, from the occurrence of these
fo~sils, it should be remembered that it is by no means improbable that
similar ones may yet be found in more easterly localities. They seem to be
coexistent. with calcareous bands, or the more calcareous portions of the
group, and it is to this modification that we · should look for the development of tbe fauna of this ancient period.
From all this evidence, we regard the question of the age of this rock as
settled-that the Potsdam sandstone of New York is identical with that of
the Mississippi and the St. Croix. One great source of doubt and perplexity in its determination, heretofore, was , the recurrence of a sandstone
identical in, character with the lower, but superior in position to the calciferous sandstone, or lower magnesian limestone. It is a thin mass, evidently
due to a recurrence of the same causes which produced the inferior deposit.
Th.is has been well elucidated by Dr. Owen in his reports on the upper Mississippi, in which he 1ias shown that, near the junction of the lower sandstone with the calciferous, there are -several alternations of calcareous and
silicious bands, the latter having the character of the sandstones below, and
the former of the calcareous deposits above. These occur in several places
on the upper Mississippi river, and give the geologist an introduction to
that condition of things which subsequently produced the upper sandstone,
which is distributed over a large part of Wisconsin, so often mistaken for
the lower member of the series ; but which, in fact, is separated from it by
two or three hundred feet of calcareous rocks.
This upper sandstone can be regarded in no other light than as the result
of the same causes which produced the Potsdam, and were suspended during
the period of the deposition of the ·calciferous sandstone, or lower magnesian limestone, to be renewed, for a short period, in the deposition of a mass
of sandstone, varying from fifty to eighty feet in thickness, upon the surface of the calcareous deposit. This fact shows the more intimate connectio~ between these two lower groups than has heretofore been suspected.
It 1s, nevertheless, shown in many places within the Lake Superior district,
that the true sandstone, as it is traced upward, becomes gradually calca•
r~ous, and "finally passes into well-chara-cterized, compact, magnesian
hmcstone."* The same is true, also, of this rock, in _Canada and New
ork; while, however, there is rarely any evidence of increase in the silic1ous materials towards the termination, as we observe in the west. In
som.e localities, there are thin but distinct bands, near the upper portion,
havmg an oolitic structure, which, as we go westward, appear to be replaced by beds of a granular texture and of a silicious character .

1:

•

CALCIFEROUS SANDSTONE.

In the eastern ' part of this district, this rock is but imperfectly defined.
The n?rth sh~r~ of Drummond's island <loes not extend sufficiently far to
reach 1~, ancl 1t 1s but ob curely seen on the shores of the St. Mary's river.
In tracing the strata we tward, this rock is distinctly defined in the banks
of the E ·canaba river, and can be traced from above the forks for several
~ilew below. It preserves its characters in a remarkable degree, although
it does not expand to a greater thickness than fifty feet. The upper por•
• Part I., p. 117.
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tioM are highly cnlcareomi, having, on fresh fracture, the peculiar granular
structure so characteristic of this rock. It is thin-bedded, and contains
small caYities lined with crystals of calc-spar, or quartz, ancl ~ometimes
simply, with hornstone. The surfaces of the layers are often impressed
with the forms of marine plants, identical in character with those associate.I
with the calciferous of New York.
The lower part of this rock, as seen on th€ Escanaba, is thin-bedded, the
layers not more than from three to six inches thick, often variegated and
highly silicious. This, though not one of the characteristic features in its
eastern extension, was again observed in Wisconsin, along the valley of the
Fox river. The lowest layers were )of an olive, or dark-slate color, having
the same character in texture and color as the beds on the St. Croix river,
above Stillwater. These beds may, perhaps, with equal propriety, be referred to the lower sandstone,-and regarded as exhibiting a transition from
one rock to another. On \he Escanaba, the only fossil observed was a
species of Lingula.
This rock, according to the observations of Messrs. Foster and Whitney,
is distinctly exhibited on the ~'Ienomonee. "In descending the river, it is
£.rst seen at the head of the Grand Rapids, and continues thence to the first
saw-mill, sixteen miles from its mouth, occupying a belt nearly eight miles
in width. The l~wer layers are of a buff color, sub-crystalline in their
texture, and contain numerous geodes, lined with. crystals of rhomb and
dog-tooth spar, quartz, &c. On chemical analysis, it is found to contain a
large percentage of magnesia. Interstratified with it, are to be seen thin
bands of sandstone, tinged red by the peroxide of iron, which contain sufficient carbonate of lime to cause a brisk effervescence with acids. The
rapids, more than a mile in extent, are over this rock ; but the adjoining
banks are so low, that it is ..difficult to obtain good exposures.
The upper layers, however, as displayed at the saw-mill, are frequently
made up of rounded grains of quartz, united by a calcareous cement, which
communicate to the niass the appearance of an oolitic structure, though
none, in fact, exists."
'
Tracing this rock westerly from the St. Mary's river, there appears to be
a gradual augmentation in thickness. This is apparent, when we compare
its development on the Escanaba, and on the Wisconsin and Mississippi
rivers. In its easterly extension, its increase is equally great, attaining, on
the St. Lawrence, a thickness equal to that exposed on the Mississippi.
Little can be said, in detail, of this rock, since nearly the entire extent
of country occupied by it, in this district, is covered by forests; and it is
only in the river ban~s that good exposures exist. From all that can he
observed, it maintains the same character here as in other localities, both to
the east and west; and, from what we know of it elsewhere, and from its
tenuity and unaltered condition in this district, we cannot expect the occurrence of any minerals of economic value. Except that this rock is so important a member .of the series, both in its eastern and western extension, it
might be regarded as a subordinate member of the lower"Si!urian limestones."

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS.

We have thus endeavored to define the boundaries and des~ribe the prin-
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cipal peculiarities of the Potsdam and calciferous sandstones which play so
conspicuous a part in the geology of the north-west.
From the details, incorporated into this chapter, it will be .seen· that,
wherever the Potsdam sandstone comes in contact with the granite, or
prior-formed schists, it is observed to have a slight inclination away from
the olrler rocks, rarely exceeding go or 10°. It is not necessary to suppose
that this il1clination has been occasioned by a subsequent bodily upheaval
of the granite, but that it was, in the first instance, deposited at this angle.
From the topography of this region, it is evident that the sandstone w:as
deposited in a basin-shaped depression, having an irregular bottom. Gramte
for the most part constitutes the rim of Lake Superior, and we have seen
that it rose above the surface of the ocean in which the Silurian strata were
acc4mulated.
·
Where the materials forming strata are for a while mechanically suspended, or held in chemical solution, they will, when thrown down, accommodate themselves in a measure to the preexisting inequalities: - so, too,
where they have been distributed along a shelving shore, they partake in
some degree, of the prevailing slope. Hence, a hasty observer might infer
that there had been a slight' uptilting of the land, when in fact it had remained undisturbed. It will be seen, from the investigations of Dana, that
the detrital accumulations around the islands of the Pacific have almost
invariably an inclination sea-ward, where there is no evidenc~ of upheaval;
and Mr. Jukes, another explorer in the same field, mentions a similar mode
of occurrence at Heron island, where not only the sand and intermingled
fragments of coral exhibit this tendency, but the solid coral, also, is traversed by lines of cleavage conformable to those of the stratified deposits,
the whole clipping sea-war<l at an angle of from go to 10°.
From the experiments of M. de Wegmann, it would appear that sedi~
~entary strata may be deposited on slopes not exceeding 40°, and that it
1s not safe to assume an upheaval, simply from the unconformability of the
&trata, where there is no evidence of dislocation, or protrusion. Thus,
andstones, or other sedimentary strata, folded over a granite nucleus, at
moderate angles, do not necessatily indicate that the nucleus is posterior
to the ~and tones, since the latter might have been deposited over and
around it. The bed of the Gulf of Mexico, near Galveston, has such a
on tant and regular slope that sailors can calculate the distance from
'hore by th.e d~pth of water .. By sou_nding at two points, the distance
b tween which is known, the difference m depth will represent the tangent
of ~he angle .with the coa t; and this angle being known, the distance is
t'a ily a certamed by means of a second rectangle triano-le. *
The want of horizontality in the stratification, therefore, is not of itself,
proof of upheaval.
Bulletin of the Geo!. Soc. of France, April, 1850.
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REMARKS.
Great diversity of opinion has been entertained with regard to the age
of this sandstone. Dr. Jackson, in his report communicated to the Land
Office, in 1849, describes it as the new-red, and seems to think that he has
clearly demonstrated that it cannot belong to the Potsdam. He founds his
belief on the fact, that a patch of Silurian limestone has been discovered,
with a high inclination, in the midst of the sandstone, and hence infers that
the latter is the superior rock. He also states that a fragment of Pentamerus oblongus was obtained from this locality, which would identify it
with the Niagara limestone ; and that, therefore, this sandstone must
belong, either to the old-red, or the new-red. From the absence of fossils,
and from mineralogical resemblance and mineral contents, he thinks it must
be referred to the latter.
This reasoning would be conclusive, if the facts were admitted. We
have shown, in our former report, that the region where the limestone is
exposed, exhibits many e;iclences of local disturbance; that in some places
the sandstone rises in hills, having a qua.quaversal dip, and that a few
miles farther west, the igneous rocks break through, and form a mountain
a thousand feet in height. The highly inclined position of these beds,
therefore, proves • nothing. Admitting that the limestone is the inferior
rock, is it not singular that it should nowhere be found interposed between
the slates and the sandstone, along a line two hundred ~md fifty miles in
length? Mr. Whitney's notes, which furnished him with all the informa•
tion he possessed-he never having seen ,the locality-,vill not authorize
the inferences which have been drawn frqm them. On page 625, (Docu•
ments accompanying President's message, 1850, Vol. III.,) he speaks of
the sandstone in his district as resting directly on the granite rocks, an<l
describes this limestone as ·belonging to the lower portion of the Silurian
system. On p. 711, he remarks that, "if no other data can be collected
than those which I have already, I should hardly feel willing to pronounce
which is the oldest formation."
All of the fossils· were collected by Mr. Whitney. They were subsequently submitted to Mr. Hall, whose authority in these matters cannot be
questioned; and from his report, contained in Part I., it will be seen that
he failed to recognize among them, the Pentamerus oblongus, or any other
form, characteristic of the Niagara limestone; but., on the other hand, he
pronounces them all as belonging to the lower Silurian types, We have,
ho ever, in other parts of the <listrict, as shown by the iletailed examina
tio 1 the most conclusive evidence as to the a 9e of this sandstone 1 not
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only the evidence of superposition, but of fossil contents. The occurrence
of the Lingula and the ,Trilobite in this group, must be regarded as conclusively settling its age, and outweighing mere theoretical considerations
founded on lithological cha:racters, which. are a very uncertain guide.
It is but justice to those who have examined this group, that we should
refer to their conclusions.
Dr. Owen, in his report on the Chippewa district for 1848, pp. 57 and
58, remarks that, in the absence of all conclusive- evidence derived from
organic remains, there is certainly strong, presumptive evidence, that the
red sandstone ,and marls were deposited subsequently to the carboniferous

err;,.
Dr. Locke, in his report for 1847, describes this sandstone as the'old-red,
but it is evident, we think, that by this remark he did not regard it as part
of the Devonian series, since he was of the opinion that it must pass
beneath the Silurian limestones.
On the plats of surveys of township lines, made by Mr. William A.
Burt in 1845, under tj1e direction of Dr. Houghton, the sandstone of the
southern slope is designated. as the Potsdam, thus leaving no doubt that
Dr. Houghton had, at that time, satisfied' himself as to its true ·position
in that portion of the district.
Captain Bayfield was the first to explore this sandstone with care, while
conducting the trigonometrical survey of Lake Superior. In the Quarterly
Journal of the London Geological Society, for November, 1845, there is a
communication by him, "On the junction of the Transition and Primary
Rocks of Canada and Labrador." In reference to the sandstone of Lake
Superior, he remarks: - "No organic remains having as yet been found in
this sandstone, and its junction with the Lake Huron limestone in the St.
Mary's, below· the rapids, being hidden by drift, water, and an impervious
forest, so as hitherto to have escaped notice, it is difficult to determine, with
'1ny confidence, its place or age. There seems no reason to think that it can
be more recent than the old-red sandstone; and when it is considered that
it appears in the St. Tary's at low levels, forming nearly horizontal strata
at the bottom of Lake George, whilst the horizontal fossiliferous limestone
of Sugar island and St. Joseph's rises into higher ridges, so as to make it
appear highly probable that the sandstone occupies the inferior position,
and that, moreover, a sandstone is known very generally to underlie transition limestone in Canada and the United States· when all this is taken
'
into account, it is not perhaps unlikely that the sandstone
in question may
belong to the Silurian r~ther than the Devonian period. On the other hand,
its appearance in unworn slabs, that must be near the parent rock', in the
neighborhood of
ichilimackinac, where great bids of gypsum occur,
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would seem ~TOrable to this conclu~on ; as may nlao, perhaps, the fed.
marly beds of the Twelve Apostles."

Mr. Foster, in his synopsis of observations between Lake Superior and
Green Bay, dated September, 1848, and published in the report of the
Commissioner of the General Land Office, for 1848-9, describes the sandstone of the northern and southern slope as belonging to the same age, and
·
as resting at the base of the paheozoic series.
That same year, Mr. Murray, of the Canada survey, examined the St.
Mary's river and the northern shore of Lake Huron, and satisfied himself
that this sandstone passed beneath the Trenton limestone, and was the
equivalent of the Potsdam. In reference to his explorations, Mr. Logan
remarks : - "The evidence afforded by the facts is clear, satisfactory, and
indisputably conclusive."
From the concurrent testimony of those whose opportunities for observation have been the most extensive, there can be but one opinion as to the
age of this sandstone. It has ceased to be a mooted point.

,
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CHAPTER IX.
LOWER SILURIAN SYSTEM.-CoN'rINUED.
BY JAMES HALL.

Chazy, Birds-eye, Black River, and Trenton Limestones.- Their intimate .lls_sociation in this District.- Their Range and Extent.- Orga-.
n-ic Remains.- On the St. Mary's River.- On the Escanaba, Rapid,
and White-fish Rivers.- .JJ.t Little Bay des Noquets.-.JJ.long Ford and
Cedar Rivers, and the Shores of Green Bay.- In Wisconsin.- Jllong
the Fox River, and the Shores of Lake Winnebago.- .JJ.t Plattsville,
Galena, and Dubuque.- The Galena or Lead-bearing Limestone, a f},istinct Member of the Lower Silurian Series, not recognized in New
York.-Not a portion of the Cliff Limestone.- Hudson-river Group,
- Its Development on Drummond's Island.- .JJ.t Pointe aux Baies.Organic Remains.- Its Identity with the Blue Limestone and ·.Marls of
Ohio and Indiana.- Lithological Characters.-This Group the true
Termination of the Lower Silurian Series.
CHAZY, BIRDS-EYE_, BLACK RIVER, AND TRENTON LIMESTONES

These limestones are so intimately connected, one with another, in the
Lake Sup~rior dist.rict, and each is so thin, that no advantage can be derived
from_treatmg them separately. It is true, however, that each can be recogmzed as a distinct member of the lower Silurian series, and is characterized by fossils peculiar to itself, as has ·been shown in New York. Reduced
a · these formations are in thickness, i-t will, nevertheless, be necessary to
·.tucl_y th_e~ separately, and for the geologist, or collector, to preserve the
to s1l distmct.
ommcncing at the eastern limits of the district, these limestones are first
·ecn ~pon the St. Mary's river; but they are better exposed upon t~e ~ast!'n sid of St. Joseph's island, than pon the main land of the M1ch1gan
:HI•. The sandstone, which is seen on Sugar island, plunges to the south,
anrl pas es ?en th all these limestones, leaving, as far as observed, no trac;
?f
calciferous; but an interval, covered by drift, occurs, where no roc.te
1 • " 1 ~ble.
In e amining the shore of the island, the first rock seen, after
th cbsappcarance of the sandstone, is the Birds-eye limestone; but, further
t ~h ea:tward, near a projecting point, some layers of the Chazy make
their appearance, havincr, towards the bottom a~ arenaceous character;
whi_Ie higher up? t~ey as°u_me an argillo-calcare~us composition, and_co~tain
fo · ·11 charnct n. tic of this member of the New York series . This Junes! one is al ·o seen to pass directly bcn ath other becls, which, by their pecuh, r ·haract r, may be recognized as the Bircls-ey . The fossils of !he
. h~zy d not pa. above the limit of the Birds-eye; but the respectn-e
hm1ts of the two iQcmbcrs are as well clefinecl here as in any of their ea tern
localities.

t?~
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The Birds-eye limestone 1s, for t~e mo~t part, thin-bedded, the l~yers
being s~paratecl by shaly matter, which rap1~ly wear ,nq_v under the u~fluence of the atmosphere and the water, wlule the harder p.1r!s. are brittle
and easily fractured. This limestone appears t? be more fos::;1hferous here
than in New York, and, in the upper layers pari.1cularly, we found a great
numoer of Orthoceratites.
The Black-river limestone, or beds which may be regarded r.s the equivalent, seems to be intimately incorporated with the Birds-eye; so muc.h
.so, that no line of demarcation could be detected.
.
.
Further to the south, the Trenton limestone was observed extendme; m
a low cliff, for some distance along the river, maintaining, to a grea! ~xtent, the characters by which it is distinguished in more e~st~rn locahi_1es.
Its higher portions are made up, in a gr_eat degree, of crm?1da_l remams,
and it preserves the same character as this port10n of the series m the Mohawk and Black.,;river valleys. The whole mass is evidently much thinner
than at any locality east of Lake Huron, and there is, also? a larger pr?portion of shaly matter, n0t only between the layers, but mcorporaied m
them.
In addition to the evidence derived from lithological characters, the fossil
contents are of such a character, and so abundant, as to leave no doubt in
this respect. The aspect not only of this member, but of the others, was
such as to impress one with the belief that, though identical in age and in
composition, and a continuation of their eastern equivalents, they were deposited under circumstances less favorable to organic life, resulting from
the nature of the materials deposited, or f~om varying conditions in the
ocean. The quan~ity of shaly materials mingled with this limestone, ancl
distributed in layers between the beds, would seem to indicate that a shallow and turbid state of the water prevailed during its Jeposition.
The observations made by Messrs. Whittlesey and Desor, on the Ma1 istee river, tend to confirm these views.
On the Escanaba river, for more than seventy miles along its meanders,
above its mouth, these limestones are almost constantly exposed, and° present these features. The river, for the distance of a inile before it enters
the lake, flows over limestone strata, which are nearly horizontal, or dip
very slightly in the direction of the current, but more gently than the descent of the water; consequently, the strata are cut through and their
edges exposed, to the thickness of only a few feet. The first rock met with,
in ascending the stream, is a tough limestone, in thin layers, separated by
bands of shale. It has the lithological characters of the Birds-eye, and
contains Orthoceratites and other fossils, characteristic of that member of
the series, as well as of the Black-river limestone. The succeeding layers,
which are well-exposed about a mile above thi.s point, consist of thin, irregular, or wedge-shaped, Ia:yers of light a_sh-colorec~ limestone, verging to a
dark-blue color, and contam many species of fossils, characteristic of the
Trenton series; leaving ~o doubt ~f their identity. Many pf the thin layers are composed of crmmdal remams, and t~e weathered surfaces are often
completely studde~ with the detached joints or fragments of columns, standing in relief. This character of the weathered surfoces is unlike that exhibited in any part of this limestone noticed within the limits of New York;
but an examination of these crinoidal fragments shows that they belong to
genera, and, perhaps, species known in this series elsewhere.
The thin and even-bedded layers at the mouth of the river, may be quv-_;
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ried to a considerable extent, whenever there shall exist a demand for theta,
and will form a durable building material. The succeeding layers are too
irregular to be of any value, except for burning into lime.
At the lower mill-dam, a mile above the first exposure, the banks of the
stream, as well as the base of a small island, consist of beds of limestone,
which form an escarpment fifteen feet thick. These also belong to the
Trenton group, as indicated by the following fossils, which were collected
at this.poi~t: lsotelus ~ig_as, Calymene Blumenbachii, var. senaria, Orthis
testudmaria, Leptatrv.1, sericea, and L. alternata.
In ascending the river, this limestone, and even the identical beds, continue as far as the Lower falls, distant two miles from the upper mill-dam,j
The stream for the most part is very rapid, and the dip of the strata very
nearly curresponds with the descent.
At" the Lower falls, the thin and irregularly stratified portions are succeeded_by regularly-bedded strata of limestone, attaining a thickness of
fifteen or twenty feet. It is impure from an admixture of arenaceous and
argillaceous matter, while layers of these materials occur beneath. A few
f9ssils were found at this place, amono- which were Brachiopods of the
Tre:1.toi! and Hudson-river crroups, with Cluetetes lycoperdm.
After passing the falls, ttese last described beds very soon disappear, and
there occurs an interval of several miles, where few traces of rock are obs~rved ; but, at several points, the limestone .is seen by the margin of the
river, - the descent of which is here very gentle - in no instance exposed to
a greater thickness than two feet. The layers are thin, of a light-grey
color, of a granular structure, and contain numerous cavities, some of which
are partially lined with crystals. AlthouO'h these few beds of themselves
are of little importance; yet, when studi~<l in connection with the range
of the series, they present a feature of considerable interest, noticed here
for the first time. These compact, grey beds lie above the limestone
seen _at the Lower f<!,lls, since they clearly pass beneath the channel of
the river, before the others emerge. Between the Lower falls and the
Meadow,* distant nine miles from the lake the surface is mainly covered
by an accumulation of boulders, apparently' derived from . the drift, whic_h ,
forms a -steep escarpment on the eastern side of the river. Below this
pl~ce, the ~iver curves t~ the eastward, cutting deeply into an accumulation ~f th1 character; but, above, it again bends to the w~stward, and
l~ys bare, o_n the east siJe, a ledge, some twelve feet thick, of gi:e:v
limestone, thm-bcclded, and containinO' small cavities, sometimes lined with
crystal of magnesian carbonate ofblime, and at others empty. These
• T~i is as n:i~what remarkabl~ feature in a river of this character where the general de·
cent 1~ v~ry r.ipid bei~g some s vcn or eight hundred feet in the di;tance of thirty mile~The _prmcip il nu\.dow 1~ found at a_ bend in tbc rivc_r, the ordinary channel just abov? it
tur~m abruptly t_ the c'lst, and malnng a broa.d curve, where it bas cut tl\rough the dnft i
while t th~ ~vo:t ~: /""l?th,ir ?hn.nncl, throu"'h which a p.:i.rt of the water is discharged d1_uing
fresh et un,tm wit,1 t.1e m11n ch:innel h·ilf a mile below; thus leaving on the west side a
larg~ tr ct of bott m-hn 1, the upper extremity of which consists of a wooded island. In
looki_ng from th c·t tern lnnk, a broad mearlow bounds this t emporary channel flanked on
th e right by th~ wood~ i I nd, and on-the left by the unbroken forest. In this 'meadow are
several •lm ~f m l"'nificcnt . izo, the nearest ones shnding out in bold relief, while the farthest bltlnd wi_th th ..: f. r st growth of maples, beaches, &c. Th uir mode of growth shows
t h _t, from their c ::n 11J,c.Jm int, which is very a:icient- since two or three were ol,served
which h l fLllcn from age---: they lad stooJ in the op-•n areas which they now occupy. In
such woo l·_.l bottorn-ba ls, rn t!-}1s htitude, we often fincl i>lJ.nts o.nd trees flourishing luxu~~n1y, which, unJ~r orlin.iry circum tanceJ, arc only found in more southern situations.
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layers are a tontinuation of those before described as occurring at the
water's edge, several miles below.
.
From this point, onward, for a considerable distance, the dip of t~e
strata is more rapid than the desGent of the stream, though the latter 1s
quite rapid; consequently, there is a succession of th_e lower st_ra~a presented
to view in its banks. I had, therefore, an opportumty of venfymg my first
bservations, that the grey, granular, limestone rested upon some shaly
and arenaceous beds with thicker calcareous strata, like those seen at the
Lower falls, succeeded by the irregularly stratified beds observed at the
r upper mill-dam. We had an opportunity of tracing these two last divisions for several miles along ' the river, where these escarpments were
exposed from twenty-five to thirty feet in thickness, disclosing, in the
ascending order, the Birds-eye limestone, succeeded by the Trenton,
with scarcely a trace of the Black river limestone; for, while the Ormoceras, characteristic of the latter rock, occurs at the junction of the other
two, in the same connection is found the Orthoceras multicameratum.
Notwithstanding, therefore, the extreme tenuity of these different members,
and the great admixture of arenaceous and shaly matter, there is no difficulty in recognizing, at this remote point, the important subdivisions which
· have been made in New York, and of determining them by their characteristic fossils.
From the first exposure of the rocks above the meadow, they are almost
constantly in view to the Upper falls, and from thence, onward to the forks
of the river. About two miles from the upper end of the meadow, the
.Birds-eye limestone is seen at the level of the river and continues, with
some slight undulations, l:o occupy the surface, as far as the first rapids
below the Upper falls. At Indian creek, a short distance below the foot
of the rapids, the Birds-eye limestone is very distinctly defined, and rests
upon some heayy beds, which clearly represent the Chazy limestone. One
of these beds is remarkable for weathering in a peculia_r · manner, and an
examination shows that it is filled with a kind of tough, silicious and irre1!Ularly-shaped concretions, or segregations, which stand ~mt in relief, while
the calcareous part wastes away.
At the Upper falls, the strata rise more rapidly to the northward, and
though the ascent of the stream is consiclera ble, yet, on arriving at the foot,
the calciferous sandstone is exposed, forming the base of the escarpment
over which the water is precipitated; while, above it, there are two layers
which represent the Chazy and Birds-eye limestones and the lower part of
the Trenton group.
,
Here, the following section is exposed in an ascending order.
1. B irds-eye limestone, fine-grained and compact, of a bluish-drab color.
~- Ce.lcareous layers, of a grey color, with crinoidal joints and other fossils, -4 feet.
8. A heavy-bedded, variegated limestone, with much silicious matter, the surface weath~.
ing very unevenly, - 2 feet.
4 . .A thick, silico-calcareons bed, with fossils in the upper part,-2 feet.
6. Sllico--<:alcareous layers at the foot of the falls, thin and even-bedded, -1 foot.

Tbe whole exposure at the fa1ls is about fifteen feet, and in the hank
abo e, about ten feet more. The beds forming the top of the falls disappear below the river, near the point where Indian creek comes in from the
east. The layers having the character of the Birds-eye limestone disapar a short distance below1 and are 1rncceeded by thin beds containing an
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abundance of Orthis testudinaria, Leptcena sericea, and L. alternata, withother fossils of the Trenton limestone, and have the same character as some
of the layers about midway in this group, as developed in the Mohawk and
Black-river valleys, in New York. Above the falls, the low cliff of fossiliferous limestone continues for some distance, gradually declining to two
or three feet in height above the river. The same changes take place, with
the recurrence of the same layers, in ascending the stream, the strata rising
more rapidly than the ascent of its bed. From this cause, we find th
calciferous sandstone coming out from beneath the fossiliferous limestones,
at a point some three miles above the falls, and continuing thence up the
stream for the distance of two miles above its forks.
These limestones, which have a combined thickness of less than seventyfive feet, are exposed almost continuously in the bed and banks of the
stream, for the distance of more than thirty miles, following its meanders,
and a distance of about twenty miles in a direct line. The difference
between the dip of the rock and the descent of the river, is less than sixty
feet. There is, however, very little parallelism between the two; for,
within the first eight miles ?,fter leaving the lake, we meet with the highest
beds of limestone in the series which occur on this river. Although its
descent is rapid, yet it is unequal in its rate, and these inequalities appear
to be due to undulations in the strata, which can be detected at several
points. For the most part, the stream is very shallow, and its bed rocky.*
Along the whole extent• of this exposure of the rocks, whether examined
continuously, or at intervals} there is 110 1 difficulty in identifying different
portions with their New York equivalents. When taken as a whole, and
all of the beds examined in connection, the principal subdivisions, such as
the Chazy, Birds-eye, and Trenton limestones, are readily identified, not
only by their lithological characters, but by their organic remains. Even
in the arenaceous layers, which form some twenty feet of the whole thick~ess, we not only detect numerous species of fossils peculiar to the Trenton
lun~stone, but many, peculiarities of bedding, and other characteristics,.
which, though not easily described, are readily understood and compreliend~d by the geologist.
It 1s d~emed unnecessary to give fart r details of the variable features
of these lun_estones along the Escanaba river; in all the localities examined,
th Y offer little of economical value, aside from their application to building
purposes.
r At the n;1outh of Rapid river and along its borders, and also at the mouth
~.. the W~1te-fish and at the head of Little Bay des N oquets, the Trenton
lime tone 1s exposed, exhibiting the same litholoo-ical
characters as at the
0
upper dam on the Escanrtba.
. Fart~er explor~tions, made py Mr. Whitney, along the White-fish river,
m crossmg from Little Bay des N oquets to Lake Superior, proved the occurrence of the Trenton group, for the distance of fifteen miles, or more, from
the head of the bay. The specimens procured are filled with fossils princip~lly ~epttE_na ~eri_cea, and occasionally with L. alternata and Orthis testudinaria, while, m lithological characters, they agree with those observed on
• The nam~ E scaniib: signifies Smootlt Rork, given for tho reason that the stream often
!low~ fo_r _considerable du1tanccs, over the smooth surfaces of the slightly-inclined ro~ks. The
inequal)ties_ caused_by the off et of pn.rticular beds, give rise to numei·ous rapids, and render
the nav1ga_hon so dtthcult that _even~
111 skiff cannot be impelled against the stream, when

:m

ibe w~ter J'l low, e ·cept by using .sc~tmg-pole_:-J armed with stct:l 1loint::;,
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the Escanaba and Manistee. fhe country along the White-fish rive! is
low. risino- little above the river margin; consequently, there are no cliffs,
or e~carp~ents where the strata are exposed tp any extent, and specimens
can be procured only at the water's edge. T~1s river then, like the Mani~tee, aff'ords evidence of the existence of certam groups, but does not admit
of continuous observc:i:tion as to their succession, thickness, and importance.
In the present state of the northern peninsula, b~ing almost ~n ~nbro~en
wilderness, and the elevation of the country occupied by the s.1hman series
but a few hundred feet above the lake, with no abrupt curves m the strata,
by which they are brought to the surface, it is impossible to determine a:3ything more than the limits of the more important groups; for all practical
purposes, however, the determinations already made are surii.cient; and it
was only with the hope of acquiring more detailt>d information, that we desired more time and better opportunities of investigation.
Leaving the Escanaba, and following along the coast of th~ bay in a
south-easterly direction, we soon find the limestones, just described, coming
out to the surface at the lake-level and scarcely rising above it, the character of the beds being the same as those seen within a mile of the mouth
of the river.
·
At the mouth of Ford river; the country is low and there are no rocks
visible. The banks consist of alluvial, or drift materials, for four miles,,
when there occurs a long rapid over the thin-bedded limestone, the same in
character as that at the upper mill-dam on the Escanaba. Proceeding towards Cedar river, we passed several reefs of rock and observed large slabs
of limestone in the shallow water, which appeared identical with those at
the mouth of the Escanaba, and lower than the thin-bedded portion of the
Trenton group. Upon Cedar river, there are no rocks visible for two miles
after leaving its mouth; but here, at the end .of a mi 11-dam, the arenaceous
and shaly bands, which occur at the Lower falls of the Escanaba an{ opposite "Wood's Camp," are visible. These occupy a higher position in
tLe series than those seen at Ford river. Few fossils were here obse1·ved,
crinoidal joints being the most numerous.
.
From the mouth of Cedar river to the mouth of the Menomonee, the
more thickly-bedded portions of the Trenton, with layers of Birds-eye,
occur along the margin of the bay. .Although nearly in situ, the beds have
been raised and broken by the water, and, in some places, piled up in walls,
or barriers, which have a very artificial appearance.
At the lower dam,
the fenomonee, a little above the water, limestone
is observed, in places, on the right bank, its surface being ground down, and
grooved with drift-scratches. Its cl}aracter is very similar to that of fhe
]fads-eye, and the only fossils obser~ed were crinoidal joints.
The west fide of Green bay, from the mouth of the Menomonee to its
head, was explored by t/[essrs. Whittlesey and Desor. The specimens
collected showed a continuation of the same limestones which had been
observed from Little Bay des N oquets to the Menomonee. The fossils
collected were two '-pecies of .Af'llrchisonia, Pleurotomaria lenticularis, and
several Brach-iopoda.
After examining the eastern shore of Green Bay, I took up my observations upon the same limestones at Depere, tracing them along the Fox river
to the outlet of Lake Winnebago. Subsequently, in order to connect the
geology of the Lake Superior district with that of the Chippewa district, I
~ontinued my examinations across th~ state of Wiscon~in to the Mississippi
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river, and thence, at intervals, along that river to the falls of St. Anthony.
At Mineral Point, the lower members of the series have become very argillaceous, weathering into a light drab color, and are characterizeGl by numerous fossils. At Plattsville, the Birds-eye layers are pretty well defined,
though associated with much shaly matter and some layers of dark shale.
The rock, on being freshly fractured, is very dark-colored, but weathers to
an ashen hue. The Trenton limestone, which succeeds, is thin-bedded arid
light-colored, and all that remains is scarcely more than twenty-five feet in
thickness. The same features are observed at Galena, and again at Dubuque. At the latter place, the connection of this group with the succeeding limestc1ne is very obvious. In all these localities, the entire thickness of these lower limestones, which can clearly be identified with the
Trenton and associated limestones of the east, is less than fifty feet; but it
is possible that some better exposures would give a greater thickness.
I conceive that there can be no longer a doubt in reference to the age of
the limestones under consideration. Their identity with those of New
York and of Canada has been established, not only by a comparison of the
fossils, but also by tracin~ almost continuously their range from the Mohawk, Champlain, and Black-river valleys, through Canada, to the eastern
l~rp.its of this district, and thence westwar.d, continuously, to the Mississippi
river.
These remarks also apply to other groups, concerning which some difference of opinion has heretofore pP.rvailed. Feeling the necessity of adopting some recognized standard, we have referred these subdivisions, so well
marked, to those which have already been made by the New York geologists .
.Before leaving the subject of these limestones, it will be necessary to
recall to mind some observations made on the Escanaba river, above the
Lower falls, and at the bend above the Meadow. The upper layers of grey
limestone, at the last named point, have a thickness of some fifteen feet,
are meagre in fossils, and do not appear to be identical with any portion of
the series, which _I have ·observ~d farther east._ In ~oi~g westward, I had
~ot an opporturuty of observmg the overlymg deposits of the Trenton
limestone until I arrived in Wisconsin. Here, in numerous localities, as
well as in Hlinois and Iowa, the deposit above tha.t which is marked by an
~bundance of fossils characteristic of the Trenton, is a grey, Ol' drab-colored
hm_estone, and very friable, forming a part of the "cliff limestone" of the
Ohio and Indiana reports, and is called by Dr. Owen, ip his report on the
Lead region, the "upper magnesian limestone." From its position, as
well ~s its lithological characters, it appears that this limestone, which is
t~e prmcipal lead-bearing :ock in these states: Is a continuation of that not!ce<l on the Escanaba, lymg above the fossiliferous beds of the Trenton
limestone; but that it has increased in thickness, as traced westwardly, and
becomes an important member of the series; and hence, we have designated
it in the classification of the rocks, as the "Galena limestone."
In the neighborhood of Galena, Dubuque, Mineral Point and other places,
there are numerous localities where a direct succession in the beds may be
traced. It is very evident that thi~ limestone diminishes in thickness east. wardly from these points, and becomes a very subordinate member of the
series, losing, at the same time, its metalliferous character. From the
general absence of fossils, and from its resemblance to the next succeeding

limestone in lithological character1 no distinction has usually been mad,
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betv-ecn them. In the ·1ocalittes cited, p~rticularly_ in the neig'hbo;~ood of
Dubtque, the higher grounds are occupied by a limestone_ co1_1tamm~ an
abuncance of Catenipora, Heliolites, and othe~ ?orals markmg 1t ·as of ~he
age of the Niagara. _From the _relative pos~t10n of these coral-bearmg
rocks to the lead-bearmg strata, it has been mferred that they were but
parts of the same group, and they have heretofore been d~scribe~l as s_uch:
This was the state of our knowledge, when I e~am1?ed this series _m
1841, and having satisfied myself that the coral-bearmg limestone of Wisconsin and Iowa could be clearly identified with the Niaga~a g!oup of New
Yark, I expressed the opinion that the lower part of the chff limestone was
of the same age. Up to the present time (1850) I am not aware of any
published evidence from an examination of the rock in place, to prove that
the lead-bearing rock is of lower Silurian age.* The principal fossil resembles a Coscinopo-ra, but is probably a Recept.aculites. I have fou~d,
however, in the same rock, the head of an Jll(Enus, a Lept(Ena, not unlike
L. alternata, Spirifer lynx, and .fltrypa increbescens. The still higher,
tkin-bedded, argillaceous limestone contains a species of Lingula, undistinguishable from L. subquadrata, Spirifer lynx, PJeurotomaria lenticularis, .l'rlurchisonia bellicincta, and another species with angular volutions, a
large Ortltoceras, and fragments of Ill(Enus. Up to this point, I found no
corals of the Niagara period, and, though the fossils are not numerous, they
are all of lower Silurian forms, and furnish the best evidence we have of the
age of this limestone.
This lead-bearing rock, as before observed, rests upon fossiliferous strata
of the Trenton age, which can be recognized as the ide,ntical group traced
over several hundred miles. The galena sometimes penetrates the Trenton
series, in films or sheets, but does not form veins, ~s in the grey, heavybedded limestone above.
From all the evidence, therefore, the lead-bearing, or Galena limestone,
:nust be regarded as a distinct member of the lower Silurian system, which
1s not recognized at the east.
From its gradual diminution in thickness, its
source appears to have been towards the west. The conditions of the ocean,
though favorable to the deposition of this immense mass of calcareous materials, were unfavorable to the development of organic life; for, although
there remain a few species which continue through the period of its <leposition, the greater number kJlown in the group below did not survive beyond
the commencement of this. The occurrence of more highly fossiliferous
strata above, still of lower Silurian age, would show that the Galena lime~tone does not form a series of transition beds between the upper and lower
Silurian.
'
To the south and south-west, this rock is of limite·d extent, probably
nearly coincident wit4 the lead region; the universal testimony showing
that no productive· lead mines exist in the western states, out of the ranO'e
0
of this rock.
• Mr. Conrad, in th-a proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia
1843, e:s:pressed his opinion tha.t tlie le'ld-bearing limestone was of the age of the Trenton'
from certain fos ils obtained at l\fineral Point. These fossils are from the Trenton
litone proper, but no productive veins are known to occur in that rock so far as I can learn.
Dr. Owen in his report upon that region has remarked that the veins die out on reaching
the "blue limestone." This blue limestone, in Wisconsin, is no other than the Trenton
lime· tone containing large numbers of the fossils peculiar to that rock, and underlying the
blue marl aml limestone of Cincinnati and other western localities, and which are not recognized in central and western Wisconsin.
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This fact sets at rest all speculations as to the probable metalliferou~ character of certain rocks which have been supposed to be identical with the
Galena limestone. The lead-bearing rock is a peculiar one, holding acertain place in the series, and of limited geographical extent. It is metalliferous throughout the greater part of its known limits, where it has
considerable thickness. The lead veins are almost wholly confined to it,
and evidently have their source in it. The small quantities sometimes found
below its base are in seams that die out, as they penetrate the inferior rock,
and it often takes the form of interlaminations among th~ strata, having
little connection with the lower masses.
Regarding the higher beds before alluded to as identical with the Galena
limestone, it is not probable that the rock contains any valuable deposits of
ore within the Lake Superior district ; but, on the other hand, the small
thickness of the mass would preclude the possibility of the occurrence of
valuable veins. The fact of the existence of this rock, as a distinct member of the series, is interesting in a geological point of view, and opens the
question as to the completeness of the series, which has been studied in
New York, Canada, Pennsylvania and Virginia.
.
There is another question which may arise, aml that is, as to the relations
of the lead-bearing rock to the Hudson-river group; for there appears to
be little probability of identifying this group, at any of the localities west
of Lake Michigan. If the upper, ash-colored beds on the Escanaba are
identical with the Galena limestone, there is then no difficulty in deterclining the question ; for the Hudson-river group is superior to this limestone.
Although I am not aware that the shales of this group have been recog11ized in Wisconsin, or Iowa, I am disposed to believe that tbe numerous
fossils found in the drift,-among which are a small Nucula, Cleidophorus,
Pleurotomaria, and others,-are derived from the destruction of beds of that
,ige, which lie above the Galena limestone. This opinion is further strengthened from having fognd on Little Bay des N oquets some beds filled with
small fossils similar to those noticed; and I have received a specimen of
similar character, said to have been procured, in place, near Galena

HUDSON-RIVER GROUP,

;

. The first appearance of this group, in this district, is upon the northern
side of Drummond's island, '¥here it lines the shore for the distance of several mile~, fo!ming, in fact, that portion of the island lying north of tbe deep
bays which mdent its eastern and western extremities. The thickness expose~1 i_s not more than thirty or forty feet of the upper part of the group,
con ·1stmg of some calcareous bed_s, with Favistella stellata in great abt!ndance. Below these are alternat10ns of shaly and calcareous layers with
Strept~lasma, Chcetetes, Spirifer lynx, .11.trypa increbescens, Orthis occidentalis, ~odiolopsis modiolaris, .11.mbonychia radiata, and other forms,
characteri tic of this period.
As the strata appear here, they are far more calcareous than in ew
York, and approach in character the same beds in Ohio and Indiana; while
the prevailing fossil are those which predominate in the western localities.
From the evidence here obserYed, this group of strata has undergone great
changes between this point an<l the northern shore of Lake Ontario; tlie
changes being in the accession of calcareous and the diminution of.arena-
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ceous matter. In t4e state ·of New York, the prevailing characters of the
strata are shaJy and arenaceous, calcareous matter being subordinate to Lhe
other two.
After le
Drummond's island, we had no good opportunity of seeing
the strata o is group, before arriving at Pointe aux Baies, betwe~n Gre~t
and Little Bays <les Noquets. Here, the calcareous shales, with thm
bands of limestone, indicate the higher portions of the group, and are
charged with fossils, principally those before noticed. The highest lay~r
visible contains large numbers of .11.mbonychia radiata, with a few spec1. mens of Modiolopsis modiolaris. The surface of the country on the east
side slopes gradually down to the level of the water, and off~rs no opportunity for determining the nature of the beds upon that side. On the
western side, however, there is a low escarpment, interrupted at intervals,
but nearly continuous, to a point opposite the mouth of the Escanaba
river. The strata exposed along this coast consist of alternations of calcareous and argillaceous beds, above.which is a considerable thickness of
arenaceous and calcareous strata, readily crumbling on exposure to the
weather. The highest portions seen are compact strata of impure limestone, containing both arenaceous and argillaceous matter incorporated with
the mass and intercalated in thin layers. In the lower beds, the fossils are
principally Brachiopoda; Orthis testudinaria, Leptama sericia, and L.
alternata being the prevailing forms. A single thin stratum is charged
with small Nucula, Cleidophorus and minute Gasteropoda. Another calcareous layer is partially filled, and · the upper surface covered, with fragments of Isotelus. This stratum cari be traced t:ontinuously for more than
a mile along the coast, and is everywhere charged with these fragments.
A single articulation from the shaly mass, just above this layer, measured
ten inches in length, which represents the transverse diameter of the
animal, the length havin been twice as great. Many of the layers are
completely covered with agments of branching forms of Chadetes lycoperdon, and considerable variety of surface is presented among them.
In the succeeding beds there are some thin, calcareous layers, with
Orthis testudinaria and Spirifer lynx in the softer and lower shale, while
in the higher portions occur the Modiolopsis and .11.mbonychia, with a few
Orthoceratites. The heavy, calcareous beds above have still the same
fossils as those next below, which we have just enumerated.
Except in lithological characters, arising from the accession of calcareous
matter, and the almost entire absence of arenaceous strata, the similarity
between these beds and the upper beds of the Hudson-river group, as
developed in north-western New York, is complete.
Although their actual contact with the Trenton limestone was not
~bserved, ther~ can remain no question as to their relative position. The
limestones, as already described, exist upon the west side of the bay, with
a uniform dip south-easterly in a direction at right angles to the curve of
their outcrop. The beds of the Hudson-river group show an escarpment
on the ea~t side, dipping conformably with those on the west, and cons~quently lymg above them. This fact is important to be establ~shed here;
for, there can be no doubt of the positive identity, in composition and fossil
contents, of the shales and calcareous beds of Pointe aux Baies and Little
· Bay des N oquets with the "blue limestone and marls" of Cincinnati, Ohio,
of _!adison, Indiana, and other places.
For these beds, then, on t~e northern shore qf Lake.Michig~n, we est~b~
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li!!!h n di!!!tinct geologic8.l horizon, and in tracing westward the Trenton limeistone, we prove that they are not contemporaneous with, or a continuation
of, that group. If, therefore, this is the case in the north, it is a legitimate
inference that those further south hold the same relation (al ugh we are
not able there to see the base of the Hudson-river group) ; a the further
inference may be drawn, that the blue limestone and marls of Cincinnati
and other localities do not include the Trenton, or any of the lower limestones, but are strictly the equivalent of the Hudson-river group, being, in
fact, everywhere but a continuation of it, changing, as we go westward, its
lithological characters, and including other fossils.
It has been deemed necessary to go somewhat into these details, for the
reason that it has been made a question whether the groups of New York
were continuous and could be recognized in the west; an<l, particularly,
whether the blue limestone and associated marls could be identified with the
Hudson-river group of New York.
The conditions of the Hudson-river group, in the west and south-west,
are such as we might expect, when we consider the source from whence the
mate 1·ials have been derived,-that is, from the east and the north-east.
rrhe coarser materials were first deposited, while the finer portions were
carried farther into the ocean, and thrown down as the current diminished
in Yelocity; consequently, we should expect just what we find, an impalpable mud, which, mingling with calcareous matter derived from organic
or other sources, has produced such a deposit as we see distributed over so
wide an area. It is not to be expected that a sedimentary deposit, made
under such circumstances, should present a homogeneity of aspect over the
whole area. Greater depth of ocean, distance from land and fr m the
source of ,supplr, as well as conflicting currents, would unit~ in prod_ucin_g
the changes which we observe ; and this, so far from creating surprise, Is
what we might reasonably expect.
'
In tracing the boundaries of the Hudson-river oup on the map, it will
be seen that, from Pointe aux Baies, its trend ·is in the direction of Green
Bay, _and there is no doubt that this arm of Lake Michigan has resulted
from its excaYation and_ removal, affording a striking example of ~he dependence of_ the topographical features of a country upon its 1;eological structure. It Is not until arriving near the head of the bay, on the eastern shore,
that _we again meet with the shales and calcareous beds of this group,
formmg an escarpment which, with some interruptions, continues to the
"Red banks," where it is concealed by alluvium; but beyond this, it can
be traced along the base of an escarpment, as far as Lake Winnebago. Its
develop~ent along the ea'3tern margin of this lake has been examined by
Mr. Whittl~sey. From this point, I have been able to learn little of its
occurrence_ m a southerly direction, in Wisconsin and IJliuois. In a southwesterly direction, in passing through these states, I saw nothing of it, bevo:id wh~t has already been noted in the remarks on the Trenton limestone.
~t I n?t Irilposs!ble that this group may be found to exist in the north-west;
if ~o, 1t m~ t he above the Galena limestone, which does not enter into our
eshID:a~es, m peaking of the Trent0n ancl Hudson-river groups in eastern
locahtie .
.
From the obscrvationc; made upon the shores of Little Bay des N oquets
~nd of ~reen _Bay, it is evident that this group has greatly diminished from
its amplitude m New Yo--k, or in the vicinity of Cincinnati. The aggregate of alJ the beds seen would not give over one hundred or one hunared
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and fifty feet, though it is by no means certain that we have been able to
see the entire thickness. In localities at a distance from the lake-shore,
the junction of this group with that above and below is concealed by drift
and alluvium, while no absolute point of contact could be observed along
the shores of the bays and rivers.
From what has been stated, we believe it will be admitted that this group
does undergo the lithological changes which we have pointed out, and that
to these changes are due the peculiar characters of the blue limestone and
marls of Cincinnati.
We shall attempt to show in the succeeding pages that with this group
terminates the true fauna of the lower Silurian period.
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CHAPTER X.
I

UPPER SILURIAN AND DEVONIAN SERIES.
BY JAMES HALL,

Clinton Group.- Its Development on Drummond's Island.- On Big Bay
des Noquets.- On the Eastern Shore of Green Bay.-Fucoidal .Markings.- Tracks and Trails~ef .11.nimals.- Its Prolongation into Wisconsin .
. -.Jlt Hartford.- Conditions of the Ocean at this Period.-Niagara
Group.-Range .ef some <if the Fossils.- Its Development on Dmmmond's
Island.- Fossil Contents.- Character at Point Patterson and Pomte
Detour.- Summer Islands.- Peninsula ef Green Bay.-- Lithologi,cal Characters.- Section at Big Bay des Noquets.-.Jlncient Coral Reefs.- Probable Condition of their Growth.-, Thickness of the Niagara and Clinton
Groups.- Onondaga Salt Group.- Its External Characters.- Range in
this District.- Organic Remains.-Missing Groups which occur in New
York. - Evidences ef .llncient Denudation.- Source ef various Economic
Materials.- Devonian System.- Upper Helderberg Series.-JJacldnac
Limestone.- Gr,os Cap_. - Island of M.ackinac.- .11.rched Rock.- Sugar
Loaf.-Fossil Contents.

View near Gros Cap, Lake Michigan.
CLINTON GROUP •

. ~e now commence our description of the groups which compose, in foi
ch tnct, the ~pper portion of the Silurian system, to wit : the Clinton
group, the N!agara group, ancl the Onondaga salt group. The Medina
sandstone, which occurs below the Clinton group, in New York, has not
been recognized in this district sufficiently developed to require a separ,lte
notice, while higher up in the series, there occur ·cveral well-markel
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groups in New York, which are entirely ~anting here. 'I'hrse will be
adverted to in the succeeding pages of this report.
Resting at the base of the upper Silurian, we. -find the Cinton and
Niagara groups, which are here so intimately associated with each other,
that the line of demarcation between them cannot readily be drawn.
It has been shown in the reports on the geology of New York, that the
strata composina- the Clinton group contain a larger proportion of calcareous
matter as they ~re traced to the. westward; while, in the same direction,
the shaly and argillaceous beds gradually diminish in thickness and importance.
So great is this change, that this group, which, in the central part of the
state, consists mainly of shaly and arenaeeous beds with very subordinate
layers of calcareous matter, is, at the Niagara river, made up of two members of limestone and one of shale. Although,.in some Canadian localities,
the shaly and arenaceous beds acquire a temporary importance, yet the calcareous matter, on the whole, greatly predominates. .
The first point in the district, where the strata of the Clinton group were
observed, is at the eastern extremity of Drummond's island. Here, in some '
thin, calcareous beds, at the le-.,el of the water, we recognized several fossils
of this group. The strata are thin-bedded, of an argillo-calcareous character, and of an ashen or drab color. Only a few feet in thickness are
exposed, and, alone, they would hardly have been regarded as of any impor-·
tance. These beds, however, are below others which are well-characterized
by an abundance of Niagara fossils, and overlie_other strata belonging to the
Hudson-river group, though' the actual junction of the two has not been
observed. In going westward, along the northern shores of the Lakes Huron and Michigan, I was unable to observe any beds so)ow as those on this
part of Drurnmo:Q.d's island, until after having passed the entrance to Little
Bay des N oquets. About three miles above this point, and along the base
of a high bluff, I found, at the water-level, layers of precisely the same
character and characterized by the same fossils. The fossils consisted of a
species of Cytherina, an .11.viwla, and .Niurchisonia 'subulata. At this locality, they lie at the base of a cliff about two hundred and fifty feet in height.
These thin beds, as traced upwards, gradually pass into thicker beds which
belong to the Niagara group. We must regard these thin, calcareous strata
as intermediate between the two groups, containing, however, no fossils characteristic of the Niagara period.
In examining the eastern shore of Green Bay, we find thin-bedded calcareous strata extending from near Washington Harbor to Sturgeon Bay,
identical in general ,character with those at 'the eastern extremity of Drummond's island and Big Bay des Noquets. Some beds were observed to be
more silicious and very compact; and, in many instances, separated by thin
layers of green shale. They maintain this uniform character nearly the.
entire di .tance indicated. The line of the coast is nearly coincident with
the bearmg of the strata, so that we have no opportunity of seeing beds
through a greater vertical range than fifty feet. On both shores of Sturgeon .Bay, we find beds somewhat higher in the series, and more calcareous
in composition, the highest of which are charged with casts of Pentamerus
oblongus. On the north-eastern si<l.~ of the bay, we noticed a single bed
with strong, rigid, fucoidal markings wliich are characteristic of some portions of the Clinton group in New York.
·

•
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On the south-western ~ide, and on the next point of land in the wn!
direction, the following section in an ascending order may be seen.
6. Light-grey, or drab-colored limestone, friable, with Pentdrn.erus oblongus, corals, &c.
SC\me of the layers are two, or three feet thick. One layer marked with a net-work of
iucoids, the stems one-half or three-fourths of an inch in diameter. -Thickness, 10
feet.•
4, Thin, calcareous, with silico-calcareous layers, the same as were noticed at Windy Encampm<mt, on the east side of Green Bay, opposite the mouth of the Menomonee river,
graduating into the mass below, but still showing a line of separation. -Thickness fro~
6 to 10 feet.
8. Shaly beds alternating with silicious, silico-argillaceous and silico-calcareous layers of
variable thickness. - Upper part more calcareous, the layers in many places having a
concretionary structure, and containing Cytherina; a continuation of the beds seen a.t
the lake-level, on Drummond's island, and at the cliffs of Big Bay des Noquets.-'fhickness, 15 feet.
,
2. A heavy-bedded, silico-argillaceous limestone of a greenish celor, with nodules of hornstone. -Thickness, 6 feet.
1. A soft, brittle, greenish colored mass, apparently calcareo-argillaceous, extending 4 or 5
feet above the water-level.
'

, A few miles farther to the south-west, the successive layers present the
following section. ( A mile farther on, about fifty feet of the same section
can be seen at a single exposure in the cliff.)
6. Friable limestone with Pentamerus oblongus. - IO feet.
4. Hard, thin-bedded limestone, more or less silicious, with thin bands of greenish shale.10 feet.
'
8. A mass, the upper layers of which are calcareous, containing Cytherina, succeeded by
shaly layers of a greenish, or chocolate color, with intercalated, silicious layers. Ripple
a.:id fucoidal markings, and tracks and trai\s, possessing all the characters of those of tho
~linton group fo New York. The upper layers are less calcareous than the correspondmg ones farther e:1st. - 20 to 25 feet.
1. ~om~act, tough, argillo-silicious rock, with interspersed nodules of silicious matter, sometimes m layers more or l,ess continuous.- 6 feet.
•
1. Green, shaly rock, crumbling rapidly on exposure and showing a concretionary structure, and occasionally with small cavities.- 20 feet.

In the preceding section, the lower part, as well as the six ~eet mass
above, is entirely destitute· of fossils. The succeeding beds are everywl~ere charac~erized by fucoidal markings, by tracks and trails of some
animals, by npple-marks and by smooth, even, beach-like surfaces, on
some of which there are irregular depressions like those worn by water
under the influence of wind and tidal currents.
'
The peculiar features of this group resemble so much those of the same
group m centr~l New York, that their identity is unmistakable. The
layers of the six feet mass, next below this, resemble very closely the
grey band, or upper member of the Medina sandstone, while the next
?elow has the _color and texture of this sandstone; and, although there
is no other evidence than position in relation to the positively identified
lower part of _the Clinton group, it cannot be reasonably doubted that
;Ve have, at this remote point, the representative of this sandstone, which
m e_w York ancl Ca?-~da forms an important member of the series. From
th d1ffi~ulty of obta1mng a view of the whole series, arising either from
denudat10n, as on the northern side of Drummond's island or from their
obscuration by drift accumulations, as at other places, we are 'not able to say
• This b~nl is at t~e level ofth~ hke, on the N.W. side of.Sturgeon Bay. At this ~o~t,
a ~luff of hmJ;;tone ns~s to the h:w•ht of one hundred to one hundred and fifty feet, vmble

e.t intervals, tbou0h mamly covered with forests. This cliff was not examined in detail,
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with certainty whether these peculiar be_ds exist at other points in the district. However, the alternating, shaly and arenaceous beds, marked by
tracks and trails, so characteristic of this group in central New Yor½, have
now been found here. They do not exist in Canada f~r . a long distance
west of the Niagara river, and at what point they come m,. we are at present unable to say, having observed them only on the penmsula of Green
Bay. These evidences, then, of shallow water, of beaches, marked by
the trails of shells and other animals, which have been observed in New
York, cease for a long interval, thus authorizing the inference that the in' tervening po.rtion of he ocean was deeper and the shores more remote.
The strata of limestone and shale which occupy the intervening space are
charged with Brachiopoda (and for the first time the genus Pentamerns), a
few JJ.cephala, Gasteropoda and corals. It is unquestionably true, the~e- '
fore, that the conditions of the ocean, where one class of these deposits
occur, must have been very different from those under which the others
were thrown down. After leaving the locality cited in the preceding section, an interval of two miles occurs, where no rocks are visible,, when a
greyish-green shale, with harder calcareous layers, appears on the shore of
the bay. These beds contain fossils of the Hudson-river group, or lower
Silurian series. The strata rise to the south-west, but so gradually that it
was hardly possible to have passed over an interval of fifty feet of rocks
not observed; and this interval with the non-fossiliferous beds at the base of
the last s~ction, constitutes the beds df passage from the lower to the upper
Silurian rocks. Although the lower fossiliferous beds are filled with organic
remains, among which occur abundantly the Spirifer lynx, 0rthis test-udinaria, Orthis occidentalis, Lept(J!,na alternata, and others ; yet, I w~s never
able to detect one of them, either in the beds of passage or in the fossiliferous beds, recognized as belonging to the Clinton group.
It will be observed that, in our examination along the coast of the lake
from the St. Mary's river to the Detour, the exposures were all upon the
upper or inclined su~face, dipping lake-ward. The exceptions were of minor
importance. From the Big Bay des Noquets, where we have exposed a
complete section of the strata, our observations of the upper Silurian and
the upper part of the lower Silurian are on the line of strike and upon the
exposed cliffs of the northern outcrop. In the first instance, the slight undulations gave us no opportunity of penetrating beneath the limestones of
one group, which, from their uniform character, could not always be distinguished from one another. In the latter, or on the outcrop, every undulation
presented us with an opportunity of examining beds not before seen, or of
recognizing the same beds, with some slightly varying characters.
Although no good opportunity offered for tracing these beds to the southward beyond 1:he present locality-which extends along the shore of Green
Bay for a few miles south-west of Sturgeon Bay - yet, it would appear
, that a p~rt of the shales in the escarpment from the head of Green Bay to
Lake Wmnebago, and along the eastern shore of that lake, are of the Clinton
group. Pursuing the same course a little farther to the south-west, we have
additional evi ence of the occurrence of this group; for, on the western side
of a low escarpment of limestone, near the eastern line of the town of
Hartfo d, we meet with a greyish crystalline mass, similar to that seen on
the shores of Green Bay. Here occurs a band of iron ore, oolitic in its
structure, and containing more or less shaly matter. This iron ore is
undistinguishable from that associated with the Clinton group in New York1
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Although, at this locality, the ore-bed cannot be traced to a direct connection with this limestone, it evidently passes below it. At Sterling's, the ore
is four or five feet thick, presenting the appearance of a regu1fr, continuous
bed, surrounded by a mass of pebbles and fragmentary rocks, accumulated
during the drift epoch. It would appear that the outcropping edges of this
bed had resisted the denuding action which has removed the shale above
and below; while the ore is simply broken up, without having been removed
or transported.
At a point some twenty feet higher, the limestoB.e crops out; while the
top of the terrace is about thirty feet above the iron o e, the bottom of the
valley is a bout the same distance below.
In tracing this escarpment further to the north-east, the tb,ickness visible
is from twenty to twenty-five feet. At another point, the superincumbent
limestone recedes to the eastward, and in a bend thus formed, an extensive
ore-bed has been opened, by simply- removing the surface soil. It is in a
loose and incoherent condition, like some of the beds in this association, in
Oneida county, New York. I was unable to detect any rock in connection
with the ore, the under surface of the bed not being visible. Along the
base of this escarpment, rise numerous springs which, uniting, form a permanent stream, indicating the existence of \impervious strata beneath the
limestone and iron ore. The surface of the country affords no deep ravines,
and it is with difficulty that the line of the outcrop of the rocks can bf followed for any great distance, in a connected manner. These localities of
iron ore, taken in connection with the succeeding limestones, leave no doubt
of the occurrence of this portion of the Clinton group in Wisconsin ; but
beyond this point, I have no evidence of its existence. It is probable,
however, that traces of it will be found, on more careful examination, in
following the out-cropping edges of the limestones in a more southerly direction. To the west of the low axis, which brings up the lower Iimeston~s
and sandstones and extends to the southern line of the state, I have no eVIdence of the occurrence of any members of the Clinton group .
. It is interesting, however, to have traced over so great an area, a subortlinate group of the systems which have been recognized in New York and
Pennsylvania; and, although having in some places the appearance of local
deposits, it is proved .to have a wide distribution. The ocean in which these
d~posits were made, however different they may be at distant points, was
Wl.de-spread, with occasional shoals and insular coasts, as evidenced by the
marine vegetation and the tracks and trails of animals.
Th~ iron-ore beds, forming in New York so important an economical feature m the Clinton group, do not probably occur within the limits of the
Lake S~perior district, though they do in Wisconsin. We are led to this
c?n lu 10n from the fact, that they disappear in the region of the Geness~e .
nver, and have not been observed to the westward of that point, except m
Wisconsin. Neither along the shores of Green Bay, where they CDuld not
have escaped observation had they existed, nor at localities further east did
.. we detect a trace of them.

1

NIAGARA GROUP,

It is scarcely possible, as before remarked, to describe the limestones of
the Clinton group, observed in this district, as <listinct from those of the
' iaga ra group. The thin-bedcled, ash-colored and sometimes con<;retion-
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ary limestones which we h~ve described as occurring at t~e eastern extremity of Drummond's.island, on Bay des Noquets, and agam ?n the eastern
shore of reen Bay, pt1ss imperceptibly into, limestones, thicker bedded,
more crystalline and often porous in their structure. Along the eastern
shore of Green Bay the .Penta1nerus bed limits v~ry nearly, th~ more c.ompact and thin-bedded portions, and here this fossil forms a reliable g1:ude;
but the P. oblono·us
which in New York is never known above
the• Clmton
0
'
•
group proper, does enter, as we have been able to discover, m many
western localities, into the Niagara gi·oup. It ~ay, ~herefore, be ~o_ubted
whether, in the west, the calcareous beds of this pentd can be .d1stmctly
separated into groups· but at present, I am not able to determine this
question, vYhich, for its perfect solution, would require many months o~ expl~ration with a careful examination of the succession of beds and their fossil
contents. One fact of interest will strike the observer, who is familiar
with the members of this group in New York,, and that is : from the commencement of the calcareous deposits, through the whole period, there is
no interruption of the materials, except by thin, shaly intercalations of a
dark-green color, which, although indicating that, this material still remained suspended in the waters of this ancient sea, was not sufficient to
form beds of importance, as observed farther to the east. While there, the
calcareous deposits have been interrupted at intervals, and form beds containing, to a considerable extent, fossils of different species, and distinct
from those of the intercalated shales; in this region, there are no strongly- marked changes in lithological or fossil characters.
It must be remembered, however, that, for the most part, the species of
fossils characteristic of the Clinton group, are wanting in all the localitie~
examined. Less than one-tenth of those known in this group in New York,
have been recognized on the shores of Lakes Huron and Michigan ; but, at
the same time, we have not met with three well-marked new species,-a
less number probably than would be found, with equal examination, in th~
same beds in New York. Therefore, no new conditions of life have super·
Yened to change the fauna of this period, though a general paucity of or•
ganic life is observed in the lower calcareous beds:
Above the thin-bedded layers already noticed as containing some fossils
of the Clinton group, the beds gradually assume the semi-crystalline and
somewhat cellular texture which is so characteristic of the limestones of
this period. The Pentamerus beds often contain corals; and, in a higher position, where this limestone has assumed the characters of the Niagara
group, with its characteristic fossils, this shell is still found.
The southern portion of Drummo:1d's island is occupied by the Niagara·
group : the beds are exposed along its eastern, western and southern sides,
dipping southerly or south-westerly; and, at several places along the southern shore, the gently-sloping surfaces of the rock afford an abundance of
fo~sils. In a single locality, we were enabled to see strata exposed to the
thickness of twe~ty-five feet, .charged wit~ fossils, consisting chiefly of
corals, among w:h1ch are Catenipora escharoides, C. agglomerata, Syrinuo ..
p~ra ? tw? species, a1;d Heliolites spinipora. Favosites f avosa, anlF
magarensis, JJ.stroceri'l.l,m venitsfom, Stromatopora concentrica, Caninia,
Diplophyllum, and several others, characteristic of the Niagara period.
Among all these, the broken and separated valves of the Pentamerus oblongus were very abundant. We were_ also enabled to trace the same group
from the eastern end of Drummond's island across the southern extremity
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of St. Joseph's, and thence along the coast and iskncls, from the mouth ot
the St. Mary's westward. In several of the localities, the rock has a lighter
color than usually belongs to the Niagara group, and contains casts of a
species of Pentamerus similar to one known at Galt, in Canada West.
The rocks at Pointe St .•Vital, and at other places in this neighborhood,
"!lave the aspect of the higher beds of the Niagara group, which evidently
,ass northward of Mackinac and Pointe St. Ignace.
My observation upon beds of this period was again taken up along the
~oast in the neighborhood of Point Patterson, where I found similar rocks.
Between this place and Pointe Seul Choix, strata of a similar t:haracter are
~.igain visible beneath the deposits of sand, which form the lake shore. At
the latter place, the strata were examined by Messrs. Whittlesey and Desor,
who found them to possess the same characteristic features and the same
organic remains, among whicl}. the Pentamerus was the most conspicuous.
Along the whole coast, from Point Patterson, the rocks at intervals only
appear above the level of the lake, the water near the shore being shallow,
and the bottom strewn over with numerous boulders of northern origin and
fragments of limestone, little worn, indicating that the,latter were derived
from the immediate vicinity .•,.In many places, the rock may ue seen be-,
neath the water, with a very gradual slope towards the lake, and presenting, for a long distance, a gently-sloping shore.*
From Pointe aux Barqu~s to Pointe Detour, the rock is more frequently
seen above the lake-level, though rarely rising higher than five Ol' six feet.
[t is extremely hard, resembling externally a highly silicious liinestone;
-«mt, on analysis, it is found to contain only a small percentage of sili,·a. The
.:i.ar<lness, or rather toughness, may then arise from the magnesia which is
shown to be present everywhere in considerable proport1 ons
~ith the escarpments of the eastern shore of Big Bay des Noqucts and
Pomte Detour, the limestones of the Clinton and Niagara groups _terminate
upon the northern shore of Lake Michigan, and no (races of them a re seen
on the north or west shore of Green Bay. Their prolongation is in the
direction of a group of small islands south-west from Pointe Detour, known
as the Summer islands,. St. Martin's, Rock, and Potawatomee islands,
together with several small islets which have no distinctive name.
The more elevated portions of many of these islands contain fossils of
the _Niagara group, consisting chiefly of corals, among which are two
species of Favosites, Catenipora and Heliolites. These corals are chiefly
above the great Pentanierus bed, in the lower part of the group; but are,
!1evertheless, occasionally intermingled with that fossil, which even ranges
mto the higher portions of the Niagara group.
The limestones belonging strictly to the Clinton group, and which haYe
already been mentioned m that connection, exist along the west si<le of the
. 1a of Green Bay, forming the shore as far as Sturgeon Bay, and i
pemnsu
even for a short distance beyond. At Potawat6mee island, and along the
• The bold, rocky shores, represented on the geogra.phica.1 m:i.ps as extending along tl.Je
whole northern co:ist of L1ke Michiga.n, are all imaginary. It is sc:1rccly possible to find so
groat an extent of coast, with so few bold points and so little deep water, ancl equally rare
to fin one so cla~gerous of approach, even for coasting boats, during high winds.
The gradual dip of the rocks him-ward, broken occasionally in step-like forms, producet
shoal wn.ter, with irregular recf8. Upon these are accumulated the coarser drift materials.
'!hich often rise to within a few inches, or e,en quite to the surface of the wa.tcr. The action of the winds and the ice changes the distribution of thes~ materia.ls every year, and
even adds to them by dislodging frligments of lim tone from the solid strata bene11.tb.
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west side of the peninsula as far as Horse-shoe island, we find a considerable thickness of limestone belonging to the Niagara group. Beyond this
point, however, we scarcely find it on the immediate shore, which,_ breaking off above or below the Pentamerus bed, recedes for some distance,
when it rises with an abrupt slope, and even an escarpment, formed by the
out-cropping edges of the Ni~gara beds. T_he who!e of the interior, therefore, as well as the eastern side of the penmsula, 1s composed of strata of
.
.
· the Niagara group.
As might fie expected, this assemblage of strata (Niagara group) here
assumes a very different external aspect from its equivalent in the New
York series: and, although there is no difficulty in identifying the whole
as a continuation; yet, it is difficult to recognize subordinate memb_ers and
individual beds. As an example of the variation fo character, I will here
give a section, in the ascending order, of fhe cliff of Big ~ay des N oquets,
where a thickness of about one hundred feet of the rock 1s exposed
1. Compact, hard, and apparently silicious limestone, forming the summit of the cliff6 feet.

2. Friable and porous limestone, resulting apparently, in part, from the solution and
removal of some mineral matter-IO feet.
8. 'l'hin, silico-argillaceous layers-IO feet.
4. Porous, friable, and calcareous strata, charged with corals and imperfect remains of
other fossils, often cavernous-IO feet.
6. Thin-bedded, shaly limestone of a drab-color, with few fossils-25 feet.
6. A more porous and friable limestone, sub-crystalline, and containing corals-15 feet.
7. Shaly, thin-bedded limestone, with few fossils-thickness not ascertained.

The manner of deposition is here made quite evident, in the character of
the successive beds. The more purely calcareous ones, or those with no
appreciable admixture of argillaceous matter, abound in corals, and appear
to have been coral-reefs, scarcely disturbed in their natural position, but
covered by sedimentary deposits, composed, in a great degree, of finely
comminuted matter, probably derived from the remains of corals and other
marine animals, intermingled with an argillaceous mud. In this deposit,
or over the ocean bed, while it was being formed, no corals lived; nor are
there other fossils seen in this portion of the rock. Again, the condition is ,
changed, and corals reappear and continue to flourish through a longer, or
shorter period, until another chan~e takes place, when they cease to exist;
and thus we meet with several repetitions of bands, charged with these
remains, in this group.
It is not probable that these reefs extended uninterruptedly over rvery
wide areas, and we may expect to find them in one direction entirely replaced by shaly limestone, the materials composing it having been furnished
m sufficient quantity to keep up a continued deposition, in some parts; while,
in others, these shaly materials, having been transported c1t intervals, may
have allowed the uninterrupted growth of cora]s, and the formation of continuous reefs. Between these extremes, the two kinds of deposits may
have been mingled in all degrees of proportion, and charged with a greater
or less amount of corals, dependent on the quantity of intermingled shaly
matter.
To such conditions, we owe the production of different and successive
beds i,1 the same group, and the different aspects which the strata assume
at remote points. Thus, the features of a group, which, in one place, are
subordinate in importance, become, at another point, predominant. T4e
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shale which, in New York, forms more than one-third, and in places, more
than one-half, of the thickness of the entire Niagara group, is not recognized in this district; unless it be in the thin-bedded, shaly limestone, which
alternates with the coralline beds, or, in some places, forms a mass of considerable thickness -by itself, being destitute of all the larger corals, and furmshing only some of the characteristic shells.
Notwithstanding all the changes which have taken place in the Niagara
group, as developed at different points, and its intimate blending, as in this
district, with the limestone of the Clinton group below and the Onondaga
salt group above, we find no serious difficulty in recognizing it as a whole,
both by lithological characters and fossil remains. We have been able, by
these characters combined, to trace its continuation throughout the entire
district from east to west. We have seen it, in this extent, assuming different aspects, dependent on causes before adverted to; but we have never
failed to find a greater or Ies number of known-characteristic fossils, even
where the strata were explored only to a 'limited extent. Their occur•rence, under such circumstances, and their persistence over so great an
area, where physical characters have in a great degree failed, only serve
to demonstrate the value of these means of studying and identifying the
stratified deposits.
I have, also, had an opportunity of tracing this group, at intervals, across
the country between Lake Michigan and the Mississippi river, and of recognizing it by its fossils, particularly its corals, even beyond that point, to the
south-west. It exists in Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, and Tennessee, and
may be recognized, not only by its lithological characters, but by its numerous' fossils, identical with those first described in the New York Geological Reports, as occurring in this group. Among these, we have, in
addition to the corals, which are the more common fossils, several species
of crinoids, the Caryocrinus, Eucalyptocrinus, Ichthyocrinus, and others
which are identical with species known to occur in New York.
In a south-westerly- direction, and without the limits of this district,
this group has been examined by Mr. I. A. Lapham, of Milwaukee,
w~o has ha~ no rl~fficulty in re?ognizing it by its characteristic fossils.
Hi_s observations will be found mcorporated in the subsequent pages of
this report.
. T!iiclcness of the Niagara and ClintM Groups.-As already remarked
m the commencement of this chapter, the lowest beds are seen at the lakel~vel on the eastern side of Drummond's island; while, on the northern
side, v:e ~nd the higher beds of the Hudson-rivtr group. Again, on the St.
~ary s nver, the lowest beds of the Clinton group come to the water-level
Just abo_ve. Lime island. Passing westward, along the northern shore of
Lake Mich1gan, although numerous undulations are visible, often enabling
the observer to see a considerable thickness of strata, yet the lower beds
are nowhere exposed, until we arrive at the bluffs on Big Bay d.es N oquets.
I haYe already mentioned the exposure of the same beds here which we
had seen on Drummond's island. The entire height of the cliffs does not
xceed .two hundred and fifty feet, and we have nowhere evidence of the
existence of superior beds -0f more than one hundred feet in thickness belonging to these groups . The entire thickness, therefore, of the calcareous
beds of the Niagara and Clinton groups does not exceed three hundred and
fifty feet. This i ·, I am aware, somewhat less than the estimate of Mr.
Murray, in his section across the Grand Manitoulin islands, 'Yhich, inclulling
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both groups, amounts to five hundred and sixty feet.* Althongh there ar~,
?,t intervals, e~posures which ~ppear alo?~ the coast, where the rate of dip
1s such as to give a greater estimated th1clrness than three hundred and fifty
feet~ yet we have no positive proof of a greater observed thickness.
In this estimate, it must be understood that the elevated portions of the
island and peninsula of Mackinac are not included, for they are occupied
only to a small extent, 'if at all, by strata of this age ..
ONONDAGA SALT GROUP •

. It has already been stated in the preceding pages that, with the e~_cerhon of Mackinac and St. Ignace, the northern shores of Huron and M1ch1gan, within this district, are low, and void of scenic interest. The whole
extent, with the exception noticed, presents a single geological plateau from
Drummond's island to Pointe Detour, the Niagara limestone everywhere
forming a barrier to the encroachments of the lake ; and, though often
covered by superficial accumulations upon the shore, it manifests itself in
broken ledges beneath the water, or gives evidence of its presence in the
accumulation of loose blocks, forming shallow water and dangerous reefs.
'With the exception' of the points noticed, the superincumbent strata have
been entirely removed from the surface of the Niagara limestone, along the
entire distance, and even beyond this point nearly to Milwaukee.
The succeeding strata in New York and Canada West belong to the
Onondaga salt group, and consist of shales and marls, with some beds of
more or less impure magnesian limestones. The shores
the island of
Mackinac, and of some of the small islands to the east, esent an abun. dance of pebbles of light-drab or chocolate color, with the vesicular structure so characteristic of the Onondaga salt group. The lower beds of
limestone, at Mackinac, have also this character; while others have their
surfaces marked by straight, gash-like lines, which have been described as
appearing like shallow cuts made with an axe on a yielding surface. This
feature, like the vesicular structure, is characteristic of this group.
The north and west sides of the island pres~nt a good e~posure of the
lower beds, while the shore is strewed with fragments of this and the superincumbent group. The general ashen color of the whole ninders the distinction obscure; and the succeeding strata being for the most part destitute
of fossils, or presenting them usually in an obscure condition, the observer
'
fails at first to recognize the distinction.
In the islands of St. Martin, a few miles to the north of Mackina.c, it is
reported that gypsum has been found in considerable quantities along the
shore. At the time we visited the island, we did not succeed in discovering it, which may have been in consequence of a high stage of water.
To the north of St. Ignace, Mr, Whittlesey found a marly bed about
fifty feet in thickness, containing gypsum in isolated masses, occurring
under the same forms as in New York ancl Canada West. This ·mar1y bed,
with some higher and more calcareous ones, undoubtedly represents the
Onondaga salt group; holding, in all respects, the same geological position
and possessing the same lithological characters and the same association of
minerals. The group has greatly diminished in thickness, and with its
• Geological Slll'vey of Canada, Report of Progress, 1847-48.
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small proportional importance, it i~ remarkable that it should retain, m so
great a d~gree, its_distinctive characters. We have not the means of O?-aking
a comparison of its gradual changes as prolonged to the westward, this
being the only place along the whole line of coast where we had an opportunity of seeing it. It is a single outlier, giving us the only facts by which
t o infer the character and persistency of the group, not only within the
limits of this district, but farther to the south-west, along the peninsula of
Greeh .Bay, as far as Milwaukee, where we have some evidence to show
that it has entirely thinned out.
·
Returning, for a moment, to the island of Mackinac and the more ele·vated positions of Pointe St. Ignace and Gros Cap, we find the marly beds
succeeded by a brecciated limestone, composed,of what appears to be thin
argillo-calcareous beds, or laminre, which often partially, or entirely, indurated, have been broken up and mingled with a softer argillo-calcareous
mud. It may be very appropriately termed a brecciated limestone.* This
brecciated mass, in its lower parts, is composed of broken, thin-bedded
limestone, like the higher layers of the Onondaga salt group, or the thinly
faminated beds connected with the gypsum deposits of New York and
Canada West which h~ve been recemented by a calcareous mud. The
1
fragments are presentM in every possible attitude, as if broken up by the
action of conflicting currents, though I was unable to detect the effects ot
anything like wearing action upon their edges.
In the brecciated beds, I have been unable to find any traces of fossils;
but, in the succeeding strata, there occur numerous traces.
.
I cannot but regard the brecciated mass as terminating the Onondaga
salt group, or rhaps more properly, as marking the era of the commencement of the succeeding group, which, as will be shown, corresponds with
the upper Helderberg limestones of New York. Coming here directly upon
the former group, they show the absence of several important members
which are well developed in the east. These consist of the Tentaculite, or
Water limesi"one, the Pentamerus limestone, the Delthyris, or Shaly limestone, the Encrinal limestone, and the upper Pentamerus limestone, (constituting altogether the lower Helderberg series,) together with the Oriskany sandstone and the Cauda-galli grit. All-of these form well-marked
features in the geology of eastern New York, but are not recognized in the
western portion of that state. These gaps in the succession also occur at
Mackinac, so,that the upper Helderberg series rests directly on the Onondaga salt group. A long interval has, therefore, interYened between the
termination of one group and the commencement of another; during which
these absent members were deposited at a point farther east; and two distinct faunas lived and died, without having left a trace of their existence in
the region under consideration.
·
It is greatly to be regretted that we have not an extended line of thls
~recciated limestone exposed, by which we might be able to form some conJectu;e as to the conditions of th~ ocean-be_d during this interval. In western .New York, the lower beds appear to h_ave been undisturbed; the upper
member exhibiting an apparently water-worn surface, while the succeeding
• The aspect of this rock is very similar to what may be seen, on n. gm.all scnlei in conntries , he: e calcareous prings are abundant. The thinly-laminated and sha.ly imeston
mingled with others of a more massive character, being broken up, becomes cemented
together by the calcareous depo11it from tbi 1prlDi9, a.n( fb11J.11 A mu1 Dot nll.ke tomi portlo of_thir, limffto...
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bed.; have been deposited conformably upon it. There appears, ' then, to .be
some .evidence of ancient denudation, though there has been no opportumty
of making connected observations.
'
From the examinations of Mr. Lapham, alre~dy referred to, it appears
that the Onondaga salt group, as a distinct member of the series, is not
recognized at Milwaukee; and· from its greatly diminished thickness at
Mackinac, we are warranted in concluding that it does not occur arther
west; nor has it been recognized to the south or south-west of this point.
Our present knowledge, therefore, of this group, shows that it is represented
in its more easterly prolongation, by a thin band along the base of the
Helderberg mountains and along the borders of the Hudson river. It is
here the source of the immense supply of the hydraulic cement, conjointly,
perhaps, with some of the thin beds below. Tracing it westwardly, we
find it gradually expanding, until, in central New York, its vertical. range
is a thousand feet in thickness, where it becomes the repository of the gypsum beds and the brine springs._ From that point, westwardly, it can be
traced, with a slightly dimimshed thickness, to the Niagara river, and
throughout all of this range, it forms the ~trongly marked plateau, intermediate between that formed by the Niagara group, and that by the upper
HelJerberg series. In the western part of.that state; it is characterized by the
presence of': beds of gypsum and of brine springs, though of little econoruical value, and of springs of sulphuric acid. In Canada VIest, the prolongation of-this group has been traced from the Niagara river to the shores
of Lake Huron. It is th~re characterized, also, by the presence of gypsum
and brine springs, and presents similar lithological characters, though
greatly attenuated in thickness. \Ve have been unable, fo easons before
assigned, to trace it uninterruptedly from the last named point into the
limits of our district, having detected its presence only on the island of
Mackinac ~nd on Pointe St. Ignace.
.
We shall indulge, at this time, in no speculations on the origin and influence of this immense deposit, which occurs in the midst of the upper Silurian series, superimposed upon the Niagara and Clinton groups ; characterized, on the one hand, by at least three hundred species of fossils, pecuJiar
to the upper Silurian, and, on the other, by a series of calcareous deposits
marked by an equal numb~r of distinct species of the same age. In the
absence of the latter deposits, in this district, it marks a line of separation
between the Niagara group and the upper Helderberg series, which at present is regarded as of Devonian age. In the succeeding pages, we intend to
consider the value and importance of these subdivisions, as they are presented to us in the United States.

DEVONIAN SYSTEM -

UPPER ~IELDERBERG SERIES.

The Schoharie grit, the Onondaga and corniferous limestones form a well-marked series known as the upper Helderberg limestones, and, according to
the prevailing belief, as before remarked, are to be ranked as members of
the Devonian system.
Although not entirely coextensive with each other, they constitute a group
which, perhaps, is more persistent and uniform in character than any m the
Unitea State2. The lower member, where possessing its normal character,
is a 'licioui lim!iitone, becoming, in places, entirely calcareous; and where
r
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it does not exist as a distinct member, some of its characteristic fossils may
be found in the beds at the base of the next succe.eding group. As a whole,
it partakes of the character of the others in the increase of calcareous matter, as traced to the westward. The subdivisions, which are clearly defined
in New Yark, cannot alw·ays be recognized farther west, and it therefore
becomes desirable to speak of the whole collectively.
In the district under consideration, the on~ points where these limestone~
have e~aped the general denuding action are the island and the peninsula
of Mackinac, where they form outliers of remarkable features. Resting on
the marly beds of the Onondaga salt group, the brecciated,.. limestone supports isolatec, tower, or dome-shaped masses belonging to this group. The
rapidity with which the underlying rock is decomposed and removed has a
tendency to keep the base of the overlying rock smaller than the body of
the mass. The effects of this decomposition and denudation are well illustrated at Gros Cap, on the west side of the peninsula of Mackinac. (Vide
Plate XVII.) The tower-like mass near the extremity of the point is only
an outlier of the main body which skirts the shore, represented on the right
side of the sketch. The wearing action of the water upon the base of this
cliff is clearly indicated by its form; and though, for the present, partly
protected by the talus of fallen fragments, it is ultimately destined to be
undermined and destroyed.
The whole island of Mackinac is another example of this kind of denudation, but on a more extended scale. The limestones of this group are in
thin, irregular layers, such as would apparently result from deposition in a
chopped sea. The lower beds are somewhat argillaceous, but, in ascending
in the series, t
become almost purely calcareous. The analyses show a
very small percentage of magnesia, and, in this respect, it differs in a very
remarkable degree from all_ the lower limestones, and particularly from those
of the Niagara group. In its thin, cuniform laminre, with shaly matter
interposed between, it does not essentially differ from the limestone of the
same age in the Helder berg range of New York.
As particular examples of denuding action on the island, we would mention "The Arched Rock" and "The Sugar Loaf." The former, situated
on the eastern shore, is a feature of great interest. The cliffs here attain a
of nearly one hundred feet, while at the base are strown numerous height
fragments which have fallen from above. The Arched Rock (Plate XVIII,)
has been excavated in a projecting angle of the limestone cliff, and the top
of the span is about ninety feet above the lake-level, surmounted by about
1. n feet of rock. At the base of a projecting angle, which rises up like a
lrnttress, there is a small opening, through which an explorer may pass to
the main arch, where, after clambering over the steep slope of debris ancl
the projecting edges of the strata, he reaches the brow of the cliff.
The heels forming the summit of the arch are cut off from direct conncct~on with t~e main rock by a narrow gorge of no great depth. The
portion supportmg the arch on the north side, and the curve of the arch
it ~If, arc c?mparatively fragile, and cannot, for a lono- period, resist the
action of rams and frosts ,vhich, in this latitude, and gn a rock thus cons~ituted, produce great ravages every season. The arch, which on one
side now connects this abutment with the main cliff, will soon be destroyed,
as well as the abutment itself, and the whole be precipitated into the lake.
It is evident that the de. ucli.ng action, producing such an opening, with
other attendant phenomena, could only have operated while near the level
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of a large body of water, like the great lake itself; and :Ve ~nd a striking
similarity between the denudi?g acti~n of the water here 1:1 tunes past, and
the same action as now mamfested m the range of the Pictured Rocks on
the shores of Lake Superior. As an interestin& point in _the scenery of th~s
island, the Arched Rock attracts much attent10n, and, m every respect, 1s
worthy of examination.
Evidences of erosive and undermining action are everywhere visible
alono- the cliffs of the island. On the south and south-east side, tl.e formati~n of beaches and the accumulation of talus at their bases, have prevented the encroachments of the lake, and protected the cliffs; but, on the
north-west side, where the winds have full sweep, the waves have undermined the strata, leaving overhanging cliffs above.
On the plateau of the island, which may be one hundred and fifty or two
hundred feet above the lake, there are other evidences of this character, in
the occurrence of caverns and isQlated columnar masses of limestone. The
latter are, for the most part, of small magnitude, but there is one which is·
very conspicuous, and has ' received the name of "Sugar-Loaf." (Plate
XIX.) It is entirely isolated, and towers above the surrounding forest.
In its rough and weathered contour, the lines of stratification are not so
distinctly preserved in the sketch as they appear on close examination. It
appears, at one time, to have formed a part of a continuous mass occupying the summit of the island; if so, it gives a thickness of about three
hundred feet to the limestones above the Onondaga salt group, which is greater than at any other point where I have examined them. It is
scarcely to be conceived, however, that such a mass as ' the Sugar-Loaf
could have been transported to its present position by tho agencies which
have dispersed the boulders; nor is it necessary to resort to such a supposition; for, immediately west, the ground attains a higher elevation than
its summit; and, althou·gh the underlying rock is concealed by drift, it
undoubtedly is of the same character.
This assemblage of strata which vrns termed by Dr. Houghton, in his
survey of Michigan, the "Mackinac limestone," although separated from
all of the limestones of the northern peninsula, except that of Pointe St.
Ignace and Gros Cap, can, nevertheless, be identified with that of the
southern peninsula of Canada West, and of New York, as well as with
that of the states to the west and south-west. From its known thickness,
in all these places, its apparently increased thickness on the island of
Mackinac is the more surprising. Our knowledge of this group, at the
present time, enables us to conclude, with great certainty, that the whole
formed, at one time, an immense coral reef; and, at intervals, it is abundantly charged with their remains. It is occasionally intermixed with silicious layers, or nodules, in the form of chert, and also with argillaceous
mud, which apparently proved unfavorable to the growth of the larger
corals; but the smaller ones, with numerous Bryozoa and shells, appear to
have flourished.
So far as I observed, the island of Mackinac and the adjoining coast,
furnish few of the larger corals, though Favosites and many species of
Cyathophyllidere are common. Farther south, however, in the neio-hbor0
hood of Presqu'isle, on the western shore of Lake Huron, where the upper
beds of this group come to the level of the water, the corals largely predominate, and the conditions of the ocean apptar to have been highly
favorable to their growth and development.
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• In collecting fossils about this island, one is liable to be deceived in regard
to the ch;u-acter of the rocks, since it often happens that those of the Niagara group have found their way among the loose materials which have
been transported from the northern shore. Thus, the Catenipora, Heliolites,
and other corals of the Niagara group may be picked up at the base of
these cliffs, associated with tho~e which have fallen from the cliffs above.
As a general remark, however, it may be stated that the fossils of the Niagara are much oftener silicified than those of the group under consideration.
Owing to this fact, it might readily be inferred, without careful comparison,
that the Niagara group existed on the island of Mackinac and on the pe-ninsula to the north-west. Notwithstanding, however, the great similarity
in aspect and color, they are very different in their chemical composition
and their associated organic remains. ,
Most of the fossils collected at Mackinac prove to be undescribed, but are
identical, however, with. species which 01eur in the same rocks in New
York. Some of the smaller bryozooid corals belong to the genus Trematopora and Cladopora, while two or more species of Favosites were observed. A few shells only were collected, and these, with a single exception, belong to the Brachiopoda. Among the trilobites was a Phacops,
resembling P. bufo and a species of Proetus, both apparently identical with
species which occur in the upper Helderberg range. One of the most
characteristic species, however, is the P ha cops anc!iiops, characteristic of
the Schoharie grit. The specimens of the latter fossil, though consisting
only of portions of two bucklers, are so peculiarly characteristic, that I
cannot ~oubt the identity in age of these widely-separated localities. AIt~ough 1t would ave been desirable to identify a larger number of fossils
:with th?se occurring in the corresponding series elsewhere, yet the evidence
1 sufficient to remove this group from any below the Oriskany sandstone.
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CHAPTER XI.
MISCELLANEOUS OBSERVATIONS ON THE P ALEOZOIG SERIES.

Extension of this Series into Wiscons1:n.- Section by Mr. Lapham.Mr. Hall's Remarks.-Section by Mr. Whittlesey.- On the Origin of
the Basins of Lake J,fichigan and Lake Huron.-Mr. Hall's Remarks.
-

Mr. Whittlesey's Observations on the Thickness, Bearing and Inclina-

tion of th.ese Groups.- Evidences of Denudation and Subsidence, during
the Deposition ·of these Groups.- Effects of

scillations on .11.nirnal

Life.
Having given a descriptive account, in the last three chapters, of the range
and extent of the several groups of the palreozoic series which occur in our
district, and described their mineral characters and organic remains, group
by group, we next propose to offer some general remarks upon the assemblage of groups, their thickness, bearing, and inclination, the varyin~ conditions of the ocean in which they were deposited, and the extensive denudation to which they have, in comparatively recent times, been subjected.
These remarks, from the variety of topics embraced in this chapter, must
necessarily be somewhat discursive in their character; but, at the same time,
they may serve to illustrate some of the most interesting features in th~ 1
geology of our district.
'
CONTINUA.TION OF THl P AL.iEOZOIC SERIES IN WISCONSIN,

To illustrate, still further, the succession of the palreozoic groups, as
developed in the north-west, we introduce the subjoined section and description by Mr. I. A. Lapham, of Milwaukee, a gentleman who has made
numerous and extended observations on the geology of this portion of the
Silurian basin. This contribution of Mr. Lapham is the more valuable,
since it serves to fill up a blank between the Lake Superior and Chippewa
districts. Although his nomenclature of the .groups is samewhat different
from that adopted by us, there is little difficulty in irlentifying them with
their equivalents in our district.
w

I

"On the Geology,. of the south-eastern portion of the -:State of Wisconsin;
being the part not surveyed by the United States Geologists, in a letter
to J. W. Foster, by I. JJ.. Lapham of Milwaukee.
In answer to the several inquiries in your letter, relating to the rocky
strata in th~ iiouth-eastern portion of the State of Wiiconsin, I cannot, per-i

'

Section from Milwaukee to Janesville, Wisconsin--BY I. A.

LAPHAM.
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haps, do better than to exhibit and explain the accompa11ying section (Fig.
20) from near Milwaukee, on Lake Michigan, to Janesville on Rock river.
1. The Inferior, or Potsdam Sandstone, is found at Janesville and above,
o~cupying the bed of ~the river. The grains are rounded, smooth, and
without apparent cement; the rock easily crumbles upon exposure; color
white or red. The white variety might be used for the manufacture of
glass. The discovery, in 1849, of that singular and characteristic fossil
described by Mr. Hall as Scolithus linearis (New York Pal. Vol. I. p.
~), in this rock, in Sauk county, may be considered as settling the question
of the identity of this rock with the Potsdam sandstone of the New York
reports. It occupies much of the counties Marquette and Columbia, enters
Dane county, and is seen in the banks of Rock river from Lake Koshkonong to Janesville. The "granite quarries," so called at Portland, in
Dodge county, prove to be a metamorphic sandstone, and not a true
granite. It consists almost wholly of quartz; and for building purposes,
it ran.ks with the granites, and passes generally by that name.
IT. Calciferous Rocle of Eaton.- Resting immediately upon the sandstone, at Janesville, i3 a limestone with grains of the same sand intermixed, giving it the form _and appearance of an oolite limestone ; the
amount of sand diminishing as you rise from the ·surface of the sandstone.
It accords exactly with the description given of a portion of the calciferous
sandstone of New York, and contains the same fucoid, (Palmophycus tubularis,) as well as other characteristic fossils. Its character and relative
position also clearly show that it is the same rock that, further west and
north, is called the lower magnesian limestone, by Drs. Ow_en and Locke.
III. The Blue, or Trenton limestone, is here, as in the more western
districts, a very thin layer, often penetrated in digging wellsJ &c. It presents everywhere its characteristic fossils, and is too well known to need
further notice.
'
The upper sandstone, noticed by Dr. Owen, does not appear on the east
side of Rock river.
IV. The f;alena limestone. At Diamond Grove, and also at Fort Atkinson and White-water, is found the true lead-bearing rock, with fossils of the
same kind as those brought out with the rubbish at the lead-mines. It is a
soft, yellowish, magnesian limestone, very fully described in the report of
the United States Geologists for 1839, as well as by Mr. Hodge and others,
at an earlier day. It is usually identified, in distant localities, by the occurrence of a peculiar fossil coral, resembling the Coscinopora sulcata of Goldfuss, the tubes of which are sometimes filled with ,lead. The connection
of this rock with the superior strata is unfortunately obscllred by large deposits of drift, so that its exact geological age canhot be clearly made out.
Judging, however, from the fossils, we may assign to it a place coeval with,
or immediately succeeding, the blue limestone. It may, perhaps, be regarded
as a portion of the same formation; at any rate, it is much more ancient
than the true geodiferou~, or cliff limestone, to which it has usually been
referred. In this part of the state, it does not contain lead, or other ores,
except in limited quantiti~s.
V. Sandstone ?-Before we reach the rock next to be described, we
fihd, at vanous places, a narrow strip of sandy land, with occasional fragments of hard, red, slaty sandstone ; thus indicating ' that there may be a
layer of sandstone here, concealed beneath the drift. Such places have
been obierved from Keno ha to La Belli lake in the north•Weitern corner of
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vVaukesha county ; but, as no sandstone has been seen in place, its existence
may be considered doubtful.
VI. Waukesha Limestone.-Throughout the county of Waukesha, 1s
found a hard, white, or bluish-white limestone, which, as it appears to be
new, I propose to call the Waukesha limestone. It forms an excellent and
· beautiful building material, being disposed in regular layers from a few
inches to a foot or more in thickness. It does not, however, receive a good
pofo1h, being in many places filled with small, irregular cavities, occasioned
probably by the decay of some mineral substance. It contains but few
fossils : the most remarkable are two large species of Orthocera. These,
with a spiral-chambered shell and a Trilobite, are all that have been discovered. The Waukesha limestone extends eastward alo·ng the Menomonee*
river of lower Wisconsin, to within three miles of Milwaukee, where it is
extensively quarried for building purposes in the city. At fhis point it is
only thirty-three feet above the level of Lake Michigan, while at the village of Waukesha, twelve miles west, it has an elevation erf about two
hundred and fifty feet.
VII. JJ. Soft, yellow limestone is found on the Menomonee river of
southern Wisconsin, resting immediately upon the Waukesha limestone.
The same rock occurs near Racine, and at other points on Root river ; also
at the Menomonee falls and at the falls of the Milwaukee river in Washington county. It may be considered as only the lower portion of the next
rock.
VIII. The geodiferous limestone of Eaton, or Niagara limestone of
the New Yorlc reports.-This rock is very well characterized, and exhibits many of the fossils of the geodife,.rous rock of Lockport and the Niagara falls. Its hardnes:s, numerous cavities, or geodes, its want of regul_ar
stratification, as well as its palreontological character, all go to show its
identity with that rock. It extends, with some interruptions, 8:Iong the
whole length of Lake l\fichigan from Chicago to Porte des Morts, the entrance of Green Bay. In the vicinity of Milwaukee, it is well developed,
and affords an excellent material for the manufacture of lime. Both the
Niagara and Clinton groups of New York appear to be represented in Wisconsm by this one limestone. The extensive beds of oolitic iron ore, found
in Dodge and the western part of Washington counties, are connected with
a limestone supposed to be the same as that now under consideration.
IX . .fl shaly limestone is found at one locality, representing some of
the formations that, in New York, are interposed between the geo.di.ferous
and the corniferous limestones.
X. Corniferous Limestone of Eaton.- The most recent of the rock
formations, properly so called, found any where in Wisconsin, is the limestone that, at Louisville, Columbus, and Sandusky, lies immediately below
the blac~ shale ; ~eing the upper part of the cliff, and corresponding with
the cormferous limestone of Eaton, as found in the state of New York.
This is k1;own by its position, as well as its lithological and fossil characters.
I~ occupies the sh~re of Lake Michigan and the bed of the Milwaukee
rrver, for several IDlles above its mouth, but does not extend far towards
the interior. Hydraulic limestone is found associated with it at Lquisville
and other places. This and the last preceding rocks occupy but a small
extent of surface in this state.
• This ia not to be confounded with thi ?alinomoneo of GrQell 13a1,
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The black, bituminomi ~hale (Marcellus shale of the New York reports)
is found in numerous fragments in the drift near Milwaukee ; thus indicating
that it formerly existed at no great distance ; but it has nowhere been found
in place.
Connecting these observations with those of Drs. Owen and Locke on
the west, it will be seen that there is an anticlinal axis extending along the
valley of Rock river, from which the strata are inclined eastwardly towards
Lake Michigan, and westwardly towards the Mississippi. Rock river,
therefore, has a geological positjon quite analogous to that of Cincinnati ;
the only difference being, that there, the blue limestone is the lowest rock,
while in Wisconsin there are two or three groups below it. .
1
It will be seen, also, that Lake Michigan occupies (like Lake Superior) an
ancient basin, of which the hard geodiferous limestone forms the edge or
rim. The soft, shaly strata that, in Indiana, Ohio, and New York, occupy
the next succeeding geological periods, appear to have been swept away to
make room for the waters of the present lake. This is more fully illustrated
in the accompanying diagram (Fig. 21.)"
Fig. 21.

Milwaukee.

L. Michigan.

Grand Haven.

'

~~ a
1

2

Section across tlie Basin of Lake Michigan.
1. W ankesba limestone.
2. Hard, geodiferous limestone.

3. A soft, sbaly limestone.
4. Shales.

It will thus be perceived that the observations of Mr. Lapham verify, in
almost every particular, those which haye been incorporated in the preceding pages. They show the necessity of recognizing, throughout the whole
northern range of the palreozoic groups, from New York to the Mississippi,
es ntially the same subdivisions.
Since the foregoing communication was received, Mr. Lapham has sent
us some additional facts which serve to illustrate his general views. He
states that, on penetrating the limestone on the top of the ridge above the
iron ore, fossils of the Niagara age have been obtained, and, also, that .below the iron ore at Hartford and at the Iron ridge, as well as at the northeast corner of Lake Winnebago, a soft, blue shale has been found; thus
corroborating the view taken by Mr. Hall, as to the age and position of this
ore, though he was unable to trace its connection .:with the rocks, above and
below.
·
With reference to Mr. Lapham's section, Mr. Hall rem~rks: "The sand- '
stone, No. V., conjecturally marked, holds the place of the Hudson-river
group, Medina sandstone, and the lower, or arenaceous part of the Clinton
group. It is not improbable that a meagre representation of these may
occur in the line of the section, since our observations on the ~hore of Green
Bay would prepare us to expect such a condition here ; besides, the iron
ore and shale of the Clinton group have been traced to within a short distance of the linr of the section.
·
1
1 am inclined to regard the Waukesha limestone, No. VI., the soft,
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yellow lime~ton~, No. VII., and the geodiferou~ lim~tone, No. VIII., as
constituting the Niagara, 'and the calcareous portion of the Clinton group.
The Waukesha limestone, as I saw it near Milwaukee, is a thin-bedded,
argillaceous deposit containing few fossils ;,I collected from it, however, Orthoceras undulafom, and 0. virgatum. , I saw the same in Mr. Lapham's
cabinet, with another species from this member of the series; also, a -species
of Gomphoceras, like that occurring in the Niagara shale at Rochester and
in the limestone at Niagara falls (Pal. N. Y. II., p. 2~0); also, Spirifer
lineata, and a flattened Trochus-like shell, similar to a species occurring in
a limestone of this age on Lake Michigan; and a species of Cyr,toceras, and
Calymene Blumenbac.hii, var. niagarensis. Among the fossils from the
lower geodiferous limestone, in Mr. Lapham's cabinet, I saw Favosites niagarensis, F.favosa, or striata, Diplophyllum, crinoidal joints, Caryocrinus
ornatus, Eucalyptocrinus decorus ? and Ortlwceras undulatum.
From the upper geodiferous limestone, there were the two species of the
Favosites just mentioned, with a third one; two species of Heliolites, Catenipora escharoides and C. agglomerata, Sarcinula? Diplophyllum, Cystiphyllum, Stromajopora concentrica, Pentamerus oblongus, Pentamerus, n.
sp., Spirifer niagarensis, .JJ..trypa reticularis, .11. obtusiplicata, Orthis hybrida, Ortlioceras undulat-um, Calymene Blumenbachii, var. niagarensis,
Bumastis barriensis, Ceraurus insignis and Sphcerexochus-?
All these, with one or two exceptions, are known Niagara species, leaving
no doubt as to the age of this limestone, which, in its lithological characters~
-also having cavities lined with crystals-resembles the Niagara.
The fossils of the corniferous limestone, No. X., in Mr. Lapham's collection, are mostly undescribed species. Among them, however, I recognized P hacops bufo, an .JJ..vicula, like one in the Scoh~rie beds, and an
acepha]ous bivalve shell, similar to, if not identical with, one in the Scoliarie grit. In their general characters, the fossils from this group resemble
those of the upper Helderberg series of New York; and, though I had no
opportunity of making a direct comparison of specimens to prove their identity, it is, nevertheless, certain that they are unlike any of the known species
of the Ni~gara group.
Admitting this to be true, the shaly limestone of Mr. Lapham's sec~n
represents the Onondaga salt group, which, however, has so far thinned out
as t be of little importance. I had no opportunity of seeing the two last
members in place; but the specimens of the shaly limestone are very similar to the thin layers of hydraulic limestone in the upper part of the Onondaga alt group of western New York.
T he higher limestone, a few feet only in thickness, as seen at Milwaukee ,
w~en compared with its thickness, as developed along the northern extre1 1ty of Lake l\llichigan, shows either a rapid diminution, or an enormous
denudat\on ; the latter is probably true."
In tder still farther to illustrate the geology of this part of Wisconsin,
WP app nd a section across the formations, from the granite to the summit
1 1f :he upper Silurian, by Mr. Whittlesey.
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Remarks upon tli~ ~ection from the Falls of W,olf ltivtr, thr811fh Nava•

rino to Lake Mic'/i,igan.
:By CHARLES WHITTLESEY.
Formation 1. · Igneous Rocks.-In 1849, while connected with the survey
of the Chippewa land district, in Wisconsin, I penetrated from Green Bay,
across the sedimentary beds, to the borders of the igneous rocks, ascenrling
the Oconto river, and crossing westward to the falls of the Wolf river.
Previous to that time, Messrs. Ellis and Conkey, of Green .Bay, United
States deputy surveyors, had subdivided a tract west of the Menomonee,,
river, as far as ran<Ye 20 east, and north to township 38, at the :Bi[
Bekuenesec falls, and had collected specimens of the rocks for the Land
Office. The surveyed district extends no farther into the interior than the
sources of the Oconto, and the falls of Wolf river; so that that part of
W'i:sconsin beyond these points is, as yet, unexplored. The falls, which
consist of a series of chutes, descend twenty-one feet, besides intermediate
rapids, in the distance of one and a half miles. At these falls there is an
abundance of excellent, red, coarse-grained syenite, which passes, in some
places, into granite. This rock rises above the banks of the stream, attainjug, in some places, an elevation of fifty feet, and is covered by heavy
deposits of drift. This is in township 28 north, range 15 east.
On the Oconto, in township 31 north, ranges 16 and 17 east, the same
red syenite and syenitic granite are seen, and are there overlaid by the
Potsdam sandstone ; th€y extend westward and northward for a distance of
ten or twenty miles. For the detailed description of these rocks, the
reader is referred to my report to Dr. D. D. Owen.
Between the Oconto and the Menomonee, according to Messrs. Ellis
and Conkey, the country is occupied by syenite, granite, hornblende-rock,
11
greenstone, and trappean rocks.
_No. 2. Potsdam Sandsto7Je,- The junction of this rock with the under~ yrng igneous masses, is nowhere visib)e. The sandstone is here exceedmgly friable, so that it may generally be easily crushed between the fingers,
there being no cement betw.een the siJici0us grains. For this reason it has
been extensively ·denuded, so that, here and there only, a trace of its
former existence is stm left remaining. The exact line of junction
between the sandstone and the granite, is covered by drift, both on the
- Ienomonec, the Oconto, and the Wolf rivers. The sandstone is visible
in township 28 north, range 18 east, on the Oconto ; in township 22
north, ranges 15 and 16 east, near the Wolf river; and in township 16
north, range 12 east, between the Fox river and Green lake.
o. 3. Calciferous Sandstone.-The junction of this rock with the Potsda~ sandstone was seen and examined by Mr. Hall, at Pleasant Valley,
W_1sconsin, township 16 north, range 12 east; and also by myself in townh1p 22 north, ranges 15 and 16 east; but its upper limit was nowhere
clearly recognized. The exposure at the falls of the Oconto in the southeast ~art of township 28 north, range 19 east, is probably near the junction
of th1s rock with the Chazy and :Birds-eye limestones; no fos Is were observed here.
No. 4. Chazy, Birds-eye and Trenton Limestones.- Whether a division
can pr?perly be made b~tween these three groups, as recognized in New
York, 1s not yet determmed, and I have, therefore, included them under
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one number. There i~ no distinction recognizable in them from their lithological characters, and too few fossils have been, as yet, discovered to allow
of their being classed according to the palreontological evidence .
. There is no difficulty in fixing the upper limit of the Trenton limestone,
either by its fossils or fro its lithological characters. The soft, marly
beds of the Hudson-river group, or "blue limestone," rest directly upo.n the
Trenton limestone, and their lithological character has had a marked mfluence on the topographical features of the country _west of Green Bay. The
,bay itself, as well as the low, flat country which gently declines towards it,
· from the west, have resulted from the denudation of this group by driftagencies; the hard Trenton limestone, which nQW occupies the surface, did
not yield to the denuding effect, while the blue, soft marls were easily
excavated and removed.
No. 5. Hudson-river Group, Blue Limestone and Mttrls, of the Ohio
Reports.- This group, which is seen at Bay des Noquets, on .the west side
of Green Bay, passes obliquely along its bed and appears on the eastern
shore, and at its southern extremity.
No. 6. Clinton Group.-This group is well-defined and easily traced,
from Big Bay des Noquets, along the small islands, between Chambers's
island and the eastern shore of Green Bay; thence, as seen by Mr. Hall,
on the eastern shortr, near Sturgeon Bay ; again, in the bluffs west of " Des
Peres" (Depere or Depeer), and farther south-west, on the bluffs w;hich
overhang Lake Winnebago, on the east. It is nowhere a thick, or heavy
bed, but is well known for the beautiful white lime which it furnishes.
No. 7 . .Niagara Group.-It is not yet determined whether there should
be a higher formation, or formation~, represented on the line of this section;
but what is included here under the head of the Niagara group, probably
embraces two of the next superior beds of the New York system. By reference to Mr. Laphatn's section, it will be seen what are his views and
observations respecting this division. My section strikes Lake.Michigan in
township 22 north, range 24 east, about twelve miles north of Twin rivers,
and nec:1.r where Mr. Lapham places the lower face of the "ge'odiferous
lime-rock." This group presents another instance of the intimate com1ection between the geological strueture and the topographical features of a
country. The Niagara limestone, consisting of a close, compact and durable mass, overlies the marly beds of No. 6, and the yielding strata of No.
7, protecting them from erosion. , It presents a series of mural fronts along
the bay, facing the north-west, while its surface declines gently with the dip
towards Lake Michigan, exactly in the same manner as the Trenton does.
towards the bay. Fqr the particulars of the dip and thickness of these
formations, the reader is referred to another portion of this chapter, where
I have discussed this subject; embracing all the rocks of the north and w~st
shore of Lake Michigan.
·
a. a. Red Clay and Drift.-As above remarked, there are, on the lin~
of the section between the Wolf river and Green Bay, extensive deposits
of northern drift. The drift hills about the head of the Oconto and around
Shawanse lake, are discussed in the report on Wisconsin.
From the falls of Wolf river, southerly, beds of red clay occur, interstratified with the ~oarse drift: they ~ecome more heavy and numerous, as
we proceed towards Green Ba untii, at Appleton, the red clay constitutes t3:ie mass of the superficia dep?sits. It is there about one hundred
1

1,

feet thick, and riit& on the Trenton lime&toue (No. 4)> cm at Navarino. A~
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this place, it passes beneath the surface of 1.he waters of Green Bay; and
here nre sunk the wells, of which the details of the borings will be found
in the Appendix.
.
.
.
Passing over the crest formed by the Niagara limestone at Lake Wmnebago, the same clay and drift beds continue most of the way to Sheboygan.
Their thickness is very considerable, but the extent on the line of this
section is not known. At Green Bay, as at Lake Winnebago, it occurs in
patches, filling the depressions in the stratified rocks, at various elevations
from the level of the water to the top of the bluff. From Sheboygan, I
have traced it to the southward, and found it gradually changing to a purple, and finally becoming a blue clay like that ·of Lake Erie; I am, therefore, satisfied that all these varieties of clay belong to one formation.

ORIGIN OF THE BASINS OF LAKES MICHIGAN AND HURON,

It has been generally supposed that the immense depressions which constitute the basins of Lakes Michigan and Huron, and which reach below
the ocean level, had their origin in great, transverse fissures, or dislocations
of the strata. The evidence, collected during the progress of this survey,
shows conclusively that this has not been the case, but that, on the contrary, they must be regarded rather as the result of an extensive denudation
and excavation of the more yielding strata, and that there is no evidence
of any system of faults or dislocations in the region occupied by them.
Mr. Hall has summed up the evidence with regard to this point, in the
following remarks:
"From the examination of this region, it appears that Lake Michigan
has been, to a great extent, excavated from the Onondaga salt group and
the upper Helderberg series, while the Niagara limestpne, being harder and
more indestructible, forms jts western border, from one extremity to the
other. From the breadth of country over which we find vestiges of the
Onondaga salt group and the upper Helderberg series, in the northern parts
of Lakes Huron and Michigan, we are warranted in the conclusion that at
lea t two-thirds of the latter lake, in a direction conforming to its trend,
ha· ~e~n excavated from these limestones. The eastern portion of Michiga~ 1s m the shaly sandstones, which are superior to the upper Helderberg
!-mes, corresponding to the beds No. 4, in Mr. Lapham's diagram (Fig.
~1).

The~e obse~vations, to a great extent, are applicable to Lake Huron.
The N~agara limestone there forms a barrier, occasionaJly broken through,
• t ~dmg a~ong its northern shore, embracing Cabot's Head and the Grand
.l\famtoulm islands. It dips southerly, so as to leave the Onondaga salt
gto~1p and the u_pper Helderberg series to the south ; and the area once oc- •
cupied by them 1s now covered by the waters of this lake .
. Thu~, the beds of these two great lakes occupy precisely the same posi110n with regard to .the geological series, havincr been excavated in the
·ame beds, and occupying opposite sides of a low, synclinal axjs, The basins
of the e lakes have not been caused by any upheaval of the strata, except
• o far as t~e _whole count!y ha~ been raised, by which these strata were
brought w1thm the operation of denudinO' forces .
. Whatever of evidence there may be efsewhere of the effects of a denuding force operating in an eastern and western direction, it appears to me,~
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~hese examples, we ha-ve the most conclusive proof of a force having act~d
rom north to south. In this direction, the lakes have been excavated m
he trend of the strata; while the same groups, equally exposed, and as
.. _asily destroyed, are left as outliers, almost continuous, in the neighborood of Mackinac.
We can only account for this fact, on the supposition that the shales and
tie shaly sandstones of the southern peninsula afforded a more resisting barier to the denuding forces, which were turned to the right and the left.
':'he water, the chief agent of excavation, found ?ere a more ready outlet,
md swept before it, in its resistless force, the excavated materials from these
la.sins, while the northern point of this peninsula is.left covered with the
fner sediments derived frorn.-the destruction of the sandstones.
To form a correct idea of the force of this argument, the observer
IDould place before him a map of the United States, and upon it indicate,
ly a colored band, the range of the Niagara group, from the peninsula of
(-reen :Bay, south:ward along the western border of Lake ".Michigan, and
octending inland to a width twenty-five or thirty miles, and he will have
~ pretty correct idea of the geological position of the lake. Let him
~present, by a parallel band, differently colored, the Onondaga salt group
aid upper Helderberg series, and he will observe that the lake now covers
"'\ery nearly their ancient limits. Again, on the east, protract the Niagara
lmestone, from Drummond's island along the southern part of the Manibulin group, and thence, by Cabot's Head, towards Lake Erie, and we
,\ill find that the same observations are true with regard to Lake Huron.
The continuation of the Onondaga salt group and upper Helderberg
linestones, from the eninsula of Canada West, in the direction of
Mtckinac, is interrupted by the lake basin.
it Thunder Bay, on the western shore of Lalrn Huron, we have the
occirrence of the upper Helderberg limestones, while Cabot's Head, on
the opposite coast, is occupied by the Niagara group, giving the intermedia\! space a~ the width once occupied by the superior groups, but which
hav been removed by denudation.
Tie direction and contour of these lakes, then, have resulted from the
bearng and the yielding character of the beds which once occupied the
wahry surface ; but, towards the north, their irregular and broken outline
has msulted from the destruction, in places, of the shaly beds below the
Niag::ra group.
These general observations apply with equal force to the lower lakesErie and Ontario."
W here offer the results o~ Mr. Whittlesey's observations on the thickss, area, dip, &c., of the palreozoic groups described in the foregoing
chapt;rs. They may be. regarded as approximations; but entire accuracy,
where the whole thickness of the groups is nowhere exposed, is unattainable.
1

Tlie Dip, Bearing, and Tliickness of the Situr1an Groups.
By MR. WHITTLESEY.
ct The incli~at~on of the sedimentary rocks of ih<;_.peninsula between,lakes
Huron and M1ch1gan on the iOu1h, and Lake Superior on the north ii very

~light, _but regular.
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In gr?ups like thes~, po38essmg_ ~nmi_lar e.·ternal chara_cters, it is difficult
to identify beds and lines of stratificat10n at .remote pamts, and therefore
not easy to determine their euct dip; but, where this can be done with
accuracy, over large areas, it 1s a plain mathematical problem to determine
their precise thickness. · On no part of the north shore of Lake Michigan
did we discover lines of strata m the limestones which could be safely said
to be continuous for many miles together. From the superior face of the
lower, or Potsdam sandstone, to the top of the Mackinac limestone - a
vertical thickness of at least one thousand feet - the beds are entirely calcareous; ·and although these beds may be separated, without great difficulty 1
into geologi,cal groups, the lines of separation can only be fixed approximatively. For the purposes of measurement, something more precise is
desirable.
,
Along the wester:d shore of the St. ·Mary's tiver, 'the Potsdam, or lowe~
sedimentary rock, is seen, with the Birds-eye and Trenton limestones
supeJ;imposed, succeeded by the Clinton and Niagara groups; but dividing
lines have not been discovered and probably do not exist. These groups:
with the exception of the sandstone, graduate into each other, and are
recognizable, not so much by lithological characters as by their included
fossils.
All observations agree in showing that the outcrop, or edges of
these groups are curved, and that the convexity is towards the north.
l3etween Lakes Superior and Michigan the lines which indicate the boundaries of the rocks will be seen on the map, where the breadth of each subdivision is indicated by an appropriate color. These bands are concentric,
their outlines being rudely parallel, and' the curves pproaching in form
an llipse, of which the greater axis is east and we'st.
In theory, the general direction of the dip is known at once, when
the line of outcrop is determined ; for if, as in the present case, the
rocks are not disturbed by upheavals and the country is ~omparatively
level, the dip is at right angles to the line of bearing - the one being a
radius and the other a tangent to the curve of outcrop. The radius of
curvature in the strata which encircle the northern shores of Huron and
Michigan proceeds from a point at, or near, the centre of the lower peninula of Michigan, where the greatest depression of these beds will be fot.nd;
consequently, as might have been predicted, it is at that point that the
most recent groups are seen, such as the coal-seams, shales and sandstones
of the . carboniferous era, occupying the deepest depression in the great
geological basin of Lakes Huron and Michigan.
The observations of this season complete the circuit of the Silurian
group of _the norther:1 p_art of the United States, connecting, through! h
urper peninsula _of M~ch1gan, those of New York ~nd Canada on the east,
with tho e of W 1sconsm and Minnesota ort the west.
. T~ese groups, in the northern peninsula, known as the Lake Superior
d1~t~1ct, are rarely exposed, being covered by thick <leposits of drift, sus..
tammg a ~eavy growth of timber; but, along the coast, where it is intermlet~ and b_ays, t~e rocks are sufficiently exposed to enable us to
sected
d~termine their outlme~ ~th sufficient exactness for general purposes.
Smee they are the repositories of none of the valuable metals, minute accuracy in this respect is of no practical importance.
Taking Mackinac as a starting point, where the inclination of tne strata
i outh and th bearing ca t and Weit, and proceeding tl ence weit,vardly 1
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we ~hould expect to 8ee a change m the direction of the line of dip, and
our local observations confirmed this expectation ; for their dip was found
to vary .regularly towards the eastward, until, on reaching Point Detour, at
Great Bay des Noquets, it was found to be nearly south-east. Foliowing
the coast past Death's door, or Porte des Marts, to Sheboygan and Milwaukee, where the Niagara limestone forms a sea-wall, the dip is observed
to become more easterly, until, at the latter place, according to the observations of Mr. Lapham) it becomes due east.
·
As regards the amount of dip, I have already adYerted 'to the difficulty
)f making a correct estimate. We have had, however, some good oppor,unities of calculating the amount over large areas, where the observations
Nere worthy of credit. The surface of the Potsdam sandstone is welllefined, being overlaid by a rock-the calciferous sandstone-widely dif:erent in external characters; but it has not been practicable, with the means
a.t our command, to take aceurate levels of all the points where i\ would be
desirable.
·
We have the means of making tolerable estimates of its elevation at
several points, connecting it, by short levels, with lakes and rivers whose
altitude is pretty correctly determined. For the other elements of the calculation, viz : courses and distances, nothing is wanting, for we have the
aid of the linear surveyors, who have subdivided a large portion of the territory into tracts of a mile square.
Before entering upon the general dip of the several groups, we will proceed to notice some minor deviatjons and irregularities.
Local Dips. - From Saut Ste. Marie, along the western bank of the St.
Mary's river and e straits of Mackinac, as far as St. Martin's Bay, no
good opportunity o curs of estimating the dip of the strata. Wherever
they are exposed, the lines of bedding are indistinct and by no means continuous. There is, however, evidently a slight inclination to the south.
On the east side of St. Martin's Bay, there is a local dip to the S.S.W. of
thi .. ty or fifty feet to the mile, but, at the mouth of Pine river, it changes to
the south or south-east. At the mouth of Carp river, on the west side of
the bay, another irregularity is observed. At the first rapid, _one-fourth of
a mile from its mouth, it is from 1° to 2° N .E. by N. Ascending the
stream, the strata become horizontal, but, farther up, a mile from its mouth,
the dip becomes reversed, being S.W. by W., but is very slight. The bold,
rocky cliffs of St. Ignace show a perceptibl~ inclination to the south, but
no w ell-defined lines, capable of being measured, are observed. The same
may be said of the coast line, as far as Seul Choix. Here, the upper face
of the Pentamerus member of the Niagara group has a marked undulation,
the axis of which is nearly north-west and south-east.
.
From Pointe aux Chenes to the last mentioned place, the rock is seldom
observed to rise above the surface, and the inference is, that, within this
distance, there is no irregularity in the inclination, for the irregular outline
of the coast seems to be due, in the main, to this cause.
At the extremity of the Pointe Seul Choix, the dip is 2° south-east, the
strata gradually bending around to the southward; but, about a mile· farther west, they are observed to plunge, at first, S. 60°E. 6°, and still
farther west, S. E. 7°; thence S. E. 5°; and at the harbor, S. 25°W. 7°;
and one mile west of the harbor, S. W. 3°. Eight miles west of Seul
Choix, I had the first opportunity of measuring the dip on a smooth flat
surface of the limestone, and found it to ba S. 30° E. i O • Thince, to the
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Manistee river, a s11ght, but regular dip was observed to the south-east.
At the mouth of this river, and at Indian lake, on the west fork, as well as
the rapids between the two points, there was a very perceptible and uniform
dip to the south-east, varying from ¼0 and ½0 to 1° Up the main stream,
as far as the north boundary of township 44, range 13, the rocks are .too
indistinctly exposed to determine their inclination. ·Four miles westwardly
of the Manistee, the southerly dip · is very slight ; at Orthoceras Point,
twenty miles S. W., it is a few degrees to the east of south, and at Pointe
v etour, it is still more easterly, but subject to a local undulation -probably a repet~tion of that at Seul Choix. On the east side of the point, the
plunge is S. E. 2°, at the extremity S. 1 °, but, on the west side, it is from
¼0 to ½0 to the S. W. by S·.
The first lines of stratification, which could be considered as of much
value in determining the inclination of the beds, were observed on the eastern
side of Great Bay des N oquets. Here, in the high bluffs, occur alternating
bands of coarse and fine-grained materials, which are visible for long
reaches. A particular stratum, which is here two hundred feet above the
lake-level was identified near the surface, opposite the most westerly of.
the Summer islands, --:-- a distance of six miles. This would give an inclination of S. E. by S. of thirty-three and a half feet per mile.
Another coarse-grained stratum, which occurs in these bluffs; was observed to sink at the rate of thirty feet in the distance of one and a half miles
on a meridian line ; another sank thirty-five feet, in l¼ miles, on a course
S. 20° E. Passing among the Summer isles, the dip was everywhere
observed to be to the S. E. and S. E. by E., at the ra of forty to fortyfive feet per mile. On the west side of the main isla d, it was greater,
being one foot in one hundred, or fifty to sixty feet per mile ; but, crossing
to the next island, one mile west, it was very slight. Although the local
deviations are ere numerous, yet the general direction is to the southeast. Between this island and St. Martin's, there are three smaller ones,
about iwo miles distant, on the northernmost of which there is little inclination in the beds; but, at St. Martin's, it is very perceptible and regular
to the south-east, at an angle of forty to fifty feet in a mile.
On Light-House islana it is the same in direction, but irregular in
~mount. On Potawotomee island, in the high cli:ffa north-west of Washrng~on harbor, there is a well-defined stratum of coarse-grained rock,
·w~1ch, at the point, is twelve feet above the water-level; one-third of a
nnl_ ·~uth, it is eight feet, and one-third of a mile east, it is three feet.
T hi. gives a dip of about thirty feet to a mile, in a south-east direction.
~hus,_all the observations in the vicinity of Green l3ay coincide in the
direction of the line of greatest dip, and show no undulations in the strata;
a fact to be r membered when we consider the question of the total thickn s of th
b els.
\Ve now proceed to the discussion of the more extended lines of dip, so
far a. th y hav b en determined.
Extended Lines of Dip.-The elevation of the upper surface of. the
Po_t ·dam. san~ tone has. been determined by Mr. Lapham, at Janesville,
'Y"isconsm, (m township .., N., range 12 E.,) to he one hundr d and
_1. ty fi t above L ake Mi ·higan; and by my. elf, in 18 9, while engaged
rn th urvey of Wi con in und r Dr. Owen, n ar the Wolf river, (township 22 ., range 16 E.,) to be one hundred and ten feet above Lake
\ innebago, which is stated, by Captain Cram, to be one hundred and
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silty, and by Mr. Alston, to be,one hundred and sixty-five feet above
Lake Michigan, making, say two hundred and seventy fe~t. ?-'he upper
smface of this belt, where intersected by the Menomonee river, 1s be~ween
fifty and sixty feet above Lake Michigan. At the centre of township 39,
ranse 28, of the Michigan meridian, I estimate its height at three hundred
fee1. At the Pictured Rocks, Lake Superior, it is at about the same elevation above the surface of that lake, which is supposed to be about forty-six
feet above Lake Michigan. Where the St. Mary's river crosses this band,
on Slli!ar island, the elevation is but a few feet abov.e the surface. The
bea~ng and distance of these several points have been determined by the
pubhc surveys.
.
Line No. 1. From Janesville to Township 22 N;, Range 16 E.- Wisconsin meridian-c6urse N. 11° E.; distance one hundred and twentysix miles; rise one hundred and ten 'feet.
2. From Township 22, Range 16 E.- Wisconsin meridian - near Wolf
river, to the Menomonee river in -Township 34, Range 28 W.-Michigan
meri ian - course N. 27° E.; distance sixty-two miles ; descent two hundr~d and twenty feet.
3. From the Menomonee river, west side of To~nship 34 N., Range 28
W .- Michigan meridian - to the centre of Township 39 N ., Range 28
W.; course N. 6° E. twenty-eight miles; rise estimated at three hundred
feet.
·
4. From the crossing of the Menomonee to the Pictured Rocks; course N.
35° E,. eighty-four miles; rise estimated at .three hundred feet.
5. From the first-me tioned point to the crossing of the St. Mary's river, •
at Sugar island, N. 6 E.; one ,hundred and ninety-two~..miles, descent
estimated at forty feet.
6. From the Pictured Rocks to the last-menioned point; east one hundred and twenty-three miles; descent estimated at two hundred and ninety

fuct.

~

By combining any t\"W of these lines so as to form a plane, it will represent the inclination of the surface of the sandstone ( disregarding the sphericity of the earth), and by a simple geometrical construction, the bearing
and quantity of the dip, or line of greatest descent, are easily obtained.
Lines Nos. 1 and 2, combined in this manner, give for the dip of the lower
sandstone in Wisconsin, 14.3 feet per mile in the direction S. 76° E. Nos.
2 ~nd 3, at the crossing of the Menomonee give for dip thirty-nine feet pe1
IDile, course S. 68° E. Nos. 3 and 4, at the centre of Township 39 N .,
Range 28 W., 11.2, along a course S. 30° E. Nos. 4 and 5, course S. 23°
E., give a dip of seven feet per mile.
The disadvantage in rising lines like these, along the line of outcrop, is,
that they do not make the best angles with each other ; but, in a level
c?untry, no oth~rs can b~ obtained. They do not in general represent the
clip as great as 1t really 1s, or would appear to be, if they were protracted
to th_e centre of the basin. Those above given are nearly coincident with
the Imes of bearing along the northern and western margin, of the Silurian
groups.
.
. The Hudson-river group, or that portion known as the Cincinnati blue
hmestone of the Ohio reports, is so marked in its external characters and
zoological contents, that it is · easily recognizable. By the"aid of Mr.
Lapham, I have been able to obtain two lines along its outcrop, which·may
he regarded as approximately correct.

•
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No. 1. From ~tock'bridge, Calumet county, Wi5con!in, to the north line
of to1 nship 26 N., range 23 E., on Green bay. Course N. 32° E., fiftyeight miles ; descent two hundred and sixty feet.
No. 2. From the first-mentioned point, S. 30° W. 56 miles, to the northwest corner of township 10 N., range 14 E.,; rise twenty-feet.
This would give the line of dip S. 75° E., at 13.8 feet per mile, which
corresponds very well with the results before given.
By my measurements and estimates in the bays and among the islands
near the entrance tQ Green .Bay, the dip of the superior members of the
Silurian system was determined to be S. E. and S. E. by E., at the rate of
thirty or forty feet to the mile.
Mr. Lapham, who has carefully examined the various groups in the
Yic~nity of Milwaukee, estimates their dip at from fifteen to seventeen feet
per mile, due east. The best estimate whiyh I have been able to make
from observation between Fond du Lac of Lake Winnebago and Sheboygan
gives about seventeen feet per mile in a directior1 S. 65° E.
Between the Manistee river and Point Detour, the inclination is S. E. by
S., forty feet per mile; and in the vicinity of Mackinac, S. at the rate of
thirty or forty feet.
Thick!iess of the several Groups.-The Mackinac limestone, which is the
equivalent, in part, of the Onondaga salt group-the superior member of the
Silurian series - and the upper Helderberg limestone, is, by my measurement, three hundred and fifty feet in thickness. Below this, is a thin, marly
bed, containing gypsum, which probably does not exceed fifty feet.
11
Classifying the beds without reference to or anic remains, the next
member, in the descending order, may attain a th1 kness of one hundred
and fifty or two hundred feet, although its exact measurement is impracticable. It is characterized by numerous corals, 'and hence may be desigpated as the coralline bed.•
Next succeeds the Pentamerus limestone, cropping out north of Mackinac, where it appears thinner than farther west; but it is difficult to estimate its thicknes~, so slightly is it exposed. It appears on the coast at
Seul Choix and continues thence beyond Porte des Morts, having, at the
entrance to Green Bay, a thickness of four hundred and eighty or five
hundred feet. The groups from Mackinac to Seul Choix curve gradually
to th~ south and pass into the lake. The upper portion of the ~entamerus
b~<l. ~s seen on Drummond's island and on the St. Mary's river - the
dm<lmg line between it and the coralline bed passing in a curvilinear form
from Seul Choix to the northward of St. Martins' Bay, and thence to the
St. 1~ar:(s river, a few miles above the Detour light.
It is difficult to obtain the thickness of the subordinate groups, consisting
of t!ie Hudson-river, Trenton, .Birds-eye and Chazy limestones, and the
c~ciferous sandstone, superior to the Potsdam. If we knew their precise
dip and area, the calculation would be comparatively easy. For the dip,
we .ho~ld ~ake a medium between the upper and the lower groups, since
~he i~clmat10n of the superior strata is greater than the inferior ; but, in the
1~ter10r, where the intermediate groups exist, their presence is almost entirely concealed by drift, and they cannot, by direct observation, be separated. They occupy a belt of country about forty miles in width, on the
waters of Gre~n Bay; their easterly boundary pa sing from Sturgeon Bay
through the middle of G~eat Bay des Noquets, while their westerly boundary crosses the Wolf, MenOIJ\Onec, Oconto and Escanaba riv ri, on a line
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tearly· parallel with one through Green Bay, and about forty-five miles dis.,
If the average dip of these intermediate beds be
assumed at twenty-five feet per mile, on a line of forty miles across the
basset edges of the strata, the rise would be one thousand feet ; but ~he
surface of the country has also risen from three to four hundred feet, which
should be deducted from the thickness of the mass, leaving it at six or seven
hundred feet; and, allo :ving for irregularities in the strata, a further deduction of one hundred feet should llso be made.
Without attempting to separate the several member~ bet~een t?-e Pentamerus limestone and the Potsdam sandstone, I put their entire thickness at
five hundred feet, as displayed on the waters of Green Bay, thinning out,
however, as traced towards the St. Mary's.
There is also a difficulty in estimating the thickness of the Potsdam sandstone, since its base is seldom visible. On the upper Menomonee, I saw
one exposure of one hundred and fifty feet ; and I should estimate its entire
thickness at two hundred feet
,
The results, then, of all my observations are as follows:
1. Potsdam sandstone, on the Menomonee,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 200 feet.
2. Calciferous sandstone, Bir<ls-eye, Chazy, Trenton, Hudsonriver and Clinton groups, as developed in the vicinity of
Green Bay, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ 500 "
3. Coralline and marly beds, near Mackinac, - - - - - - - - - - 200 to 250 "
4. Mackinac limestone, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .: - - - - - - - - - - • - - 350 "
Making the aggregate thickness 1200 or 1400 feet."
til]lt to the north-west.

EVIDENCES OF DENUDATION .AND SUBSIDENCE.

In describing the detailed geology of this region, we have had occasion,
to speak of extensive tracts which were denuded at a remote geolo~cal
epoch, of numerous examples of · diagonal stratification, of ripple-marked
surfaces, of clay cracks, of the trails of vertebrated animals, of shelving
shores, -of beach accumulations, and of stratified deposits of sand and clay,
high above the present surface of, the lake :-all of which indicate that the
sea-bottom in which the various groups were deposited, was subject to repeated oscillations.
.
As this is a subject of much geological interest, we deem it proper to re-t
capitulat~ this evidence, in a connected form, even if we lay ourselves open
.
to the charge of repetition.
It has been shown that the surface of the ocean in which the Potsdam
sandstone, or lowest member of the Silurian system, was deposited, did not
reach within eight hu,ndred feet of the culminating points of the granite and
schists composing the azoic system ; that, all along the 1line of contact between the two series, there is a marked unconformability, the strata of the
one being highly inclined, and of the other nearly horizontal; that, in numerous instances along this line., particularly at Middle island, Presqu'isle,
Granite Point, Carp river, on the northern coast of Lake Huron and in the
·valley of the Menomonee, the harder and firmer rocks of the azoic series
were denuded, their angularities worn down and their surfaces smoothed,
before the deposition of the sandstone,-resembling, in this respect, the
rocks exposed, at this day, to the breaker action of the ocean.
W~ ha-ve further ihown that thi detri~ composin~ thii 1tanditone was
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arranged in layers, dipping slightly away from· the prior-formed land,- an
~rrangement which is observed at _this day in the accumulations ar?und the
islands of the sea, and along shelvmg shores ; that, at numerous pomts-for
example-at L'Anse, Granite Point and Dead river, are found intermingled
with the finer detritus, angular and slightly rounded fragments of the
preexistng rocks, derived from the- immediate vicinity, partaking, in this
respect, of the character-of beach accumulations; that the frequently recurring instances of diagonal stratification, pa: ticularly observable in the series
composing the Pictured Rocks, in the detrital accumulations at Granite
Point, at Point Abbaye, and on the western coast of Keweenaw Bay, indicate that the materials were not, in all instances, mechanically suspended,
but were drifted. along the bottom by tidal, or oceanic currents ; and that
the frequent occurrence of ripple-marked surfaces, in the series, is strong
if not conclusive proof of the subsidence of the sea-bottom.
We have, also, as shown. in Part I. of our report, similar evidences of
oscillation anct, of tidal deposits along the Jeanie fo;sures in the copper
region. These have been particularly observed on th,e northern flank of
the Porcupine mountains, on. the,. west coast of Keweenaw Point ( at a
locality known as the Hitz location), and on the southern coast of Isle
Royale. It frequently happens that we meet with slight alternations of
arenaceous and aluminous particles, the one in the nature of a red sand and
the other of a red mud,- such as are .. respectively deposited by an advancing and retreating tide. This mud, now consolidated into marl, is covered
over with fissures, or cracks, such as result ·at this day from the drying of
sirrular deposits along the margins of' rivers, or over low tracts adjoining
the sea, indicating an exposure of the: ancient surface . to atmospheric influences.
Passing over several intermediate groups and ascending in the series of
formations, we meet with evidences of a different character, but illustrating
t~e same po~nt, in the ripple-marked surfaces of the Clinton group, indente?
with the trails and tracks of animals. These layers were accumulated, if
no~ upon ancient sea-margins, at least, upon the bottom of shoal al).d tranqml waters.
We have seen, that, between the termination of the Onondaga salt group
a~d !he com_mencement of the upper Helderberg series, there occurs, in o_ur
~1stnct, an 1~ense hiatus, during which, according to Mr. Hall, two distmct faunas hved and died, without having left a trace of their existence
here; but we are uncertain whether the mtervenino- deposits, which are
cl arly recognized in New York, thinned out before re~ching this portion o!
the ocea~ic_ ~ed, or whether they may not have once extended over it,
tho?gh d1m1mshed in thickness, and been removed by an ancient denu-

dat10n.

. There are some facts which seem to warrant the latter conclusion, that
1 , ~fa denudation of the strata, not local, but extending over a wide area,
which took place at about the close of the period of the Onondaga salt
gr?up. Thu ,_in New York, Mr. Hall states that the upper member ot
thi group xh1bits an apparently water-worn ·surface, upon which the succeed!-Ilg beds hav? be~n conformably deposited. Thus, too, near _t~e upper
portion of the ch.ff limestone, at Columbus,* Ohio, whose deposit10n must
'J'bis intere ~ing phenomenon was pointed out to us, in company with M. Agassiz, by
r. Jo. eph Sul!1vant. After_ having pointe«l out the line through ono quarry, he t?ok us
t another, n mile or more d1stant, where he 8bowcd us th 1uun.Q thing, thu11 l aTID~ no
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be teferred to about thi~ period, the ancient ~urfn.ce appe~rs !6 have been
planed down and smoothed in a most wonderful manner, d1ffermg altog~th~r
from the effects of breaker action. Were it not for the absence of str1re, it •
might be likened to the effects of drift ag~ncy. The fossils~ pr_incipa!ly
Cyathophylla, are sili?ified, and, _being harder. tha!l the matnx m which
tliey are enclosed, proJect a few Imes above the polished surface; but show
that they, too, were planed down by this agency, whatever it was .. Upon
this polished surface, the succeeding layers were conformably deposited, so
that, in a vertical section, this line of demarcation appears no wider and no
more distinct, than one of lamination, or stratification. We may further
add that each division is characterized by a distinct fauna.
Between the commencement of the Devonian and the dawn of the drift
epoch, there is an immense gap in the series of formations in this district,
and we search in vain for any evidences of the condition of the ancient surface. In a former report, we have shown thai-stratified deposits of drift
clay and sand occur in some,@a~es .at an altitude of nearly one thousand
feet above the present level · of the lake, and that, therefore, the waters in
which these deposits were made, reached four hundred or five hundred
feet higher than the surface of the ocean .at the dawn of the Silurian epoch.
We have, also, shown that the lake margin is lined in many places with
stair-like ridges of loose materials, known as terraces, arranged one above
the other, from which we infer that within comparatively recent geological
times, the surface of the water has occupied different levels; or, in other
words, that the land has been subject to repeated elevations.*
We have thus, then, abundant evidence of the oscillations of the surface,
during the accumulation of the detrital deposits of this district, embracing
a period of inconceivable duration, from the dawn of the Silurian epoch,
when the Lingula and the Trilobite first appeared, to the close of the drift,
when the gigantic pachyderms - the Mastodon' and the Elephant-became
extinct. These oscillaA:ions, with a few exceptions, to be adverted to hereafter, appear to have been attended with no corrugations, or displacements,
of the strata, although they may have prescribed the limits of certain grOUf)S
and modified their vertical range. 'l'hey indicate nothing like catastrophes,
nothing which would produce an instantaneous destruction of organic life;
and yet perhaps, they were less gradual than those elevations and depressions which are now taking place in different parts of the earth's surfaee,
the effects of which are rendered apparent by the lapse of centuries rather
than of years. The coast of California exhibits fossil shells a hundred or more
feet abov~ the water,t identical with those ~hich flourish along the shore:
t he same is true with regard to the St. Lawrence, Sweden, and other parts
of the earth. The inference, therefore, is that in these instances, the-rising
of the land has been sufficiently gradual to enable the species · to migrate
and accommodate themselves to new conditions ; but these ancient oscillations appear to have been attended with far different resu1ts.
In this connection, it may be proper to enquire into
Tl11e Effects of these Oscillations on Organic Life.-To account for the
repeated destruction of the varied fori:is _of animal and vegetable life, which is
attested by all geological res(tarches} 1t is not necessary to suppose that these
result~ have, ~n all instances, beel! brought about _by violent perturbations,
at variance with that calm operat10n of nature which we now see going on
• Part I., pp. 188-194.

t On the authority of Ool. Jewett.
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around u~. The ~a, like the land, hM it~ mountain! and 'falleys and its
far-stretching plains, tenanted by a fauna more circumscribed in its range,
and as susceptible to great changes as tha,t which inhabits the land. An
elevation of its bed to the height of thousand feet, would convert many
a chain of islands into mountam ranges, with intervening valleys, and many
banks into plains, like the prairies of the West, the deserts of Africa, or the
llanos of South America. It will at once appear obvious to the geologist
that an elevation or depression of the bed of the ocean to such an extent,
would be attended with a marked modification of both animal and vegetable life, over the entire area thus disturbed. New conditions would arise
which would be fatal to their existence. These conditions have been ably
discussed by De Ia Beche, * and consist of a change in temperature, pressure,
light, and in the amount of air mingled with the water. In the depths of
the ocean, according to the researches of Sir James Ross, and other navigators, the water is supposed to possess a uniform temperature of 39.5°.
At the poles this line approaches the surface,·while at the equator it sinks
far below it. .By a subsidence of the land, many species in the equatorial
regions, which are surrounded by a medium possessing a temperature of
78°, might be brought within the range of a temperature of 39.5°-a
change which would be fatal to their existence. The investigations of Dana
have shown that many of the corals, for instance the .flstr(,{!,acea, Madreporacea, and Gemmiporidm range within latitude 28° north and south of
the equator, and that they are confined to a depth within one hundred and
twenty feet of the surface. Darwin had before pointed out the depths at
which other forms occur.
The researches of Professor E. Forbes have shown that the eastern
~editerranean may be divided into eight zoological zones, each characterized by a peculiar fauna. Similar results were contemporaneously arrived
at by Professor Loven from his investigations of marine life along the coast
of Norway. The same observations are true with regard to the marine
flora, although it ceases far above the deepest regions of animal life. It
~ould seem improbable that a coral which lives at an inconsiderable depth,
m a~ equatorial sea, where the temperature rises to 78°, could continue to
flourish, when transported near the poles, where the line of 39.5° approaches the surface, or the colder water forms a stratum above it. As
well might we expect to find an arctic vegetation, at the sea-level, beneath
the tropics.
B~t let us recur to the conditions of organic life on our own coasts. According to Dr. Gould,t of the one hundred and ninety-seven marine species
found m Massachusetts, eighty-three do not pass to the south shore of Cape
Cod, and. fifty are not found on the north shore. The remaining sixty-four
take a ·wider range, and are found on both sides. These results have been
so11:e~ha_t mod_ified by subsequent investigations, but the great fact, as to
their luruted rustribution, remains unimpaired.
The same law, according to t~e same authority, i~ true with regard to
Cape Hatteras-:- that cape formmg a natural boundary between many of
the forms ?f an_1mal life inhabiting the sea, north and south.
As marine llfe, then, like terrestrial vegetation, is adjusted to certain

a

Geological Observer, pages 162 to 190. We BhAll quot~ many
ddµced by him, which bear upon this point.
·
t Report on the InnrtibrAta of' Maseacbueetts, i,a HS
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zon_M, the geo!og~t, in inv~stigatu~g an anciently rai~e<l seit•bottom and !he
var1?usly distributed ~rgamc r~mams, should be on his guard, le.st he assign
to different epochs annnals which 'Yere really contemporaneo~s, nor_ shou1d
he neglect to distinguish between httor~l and dee:p se~ depo~1ts, which, although simultaneously formed, would d1ffe: both m hthol?g1cal characters
and .in organic remains. Without obsernng the gradat10ns betwe_en the
two extremes, he might rasbJy infer, from their relative level, that the one
was imposed upon the other.
.
Aside from the differences of temperature, we are, also, to consider the
modifications arising from pressure. The law relating to this subject is well
understood, and need not here be recapitulated. When we know the deJ?th
to which a certain animal penetrates, we can calculate the pressure which
it is adapted to sustain. While some forms of marine life, like the nautilus, have a wide, vertical range; others, like the oyster, are extremely restricted; but to all there are fixed limits, beyond which they cannot pt!ne
trate.
In investigating, therefore, the palreo~tology of past ·epochs, we ought,
a priori, to expect to find certain forms ranging through a series of groups,
while others would be restricted to a single one.
"'\Ve cannot suppose an animal so constructed," remarks De la Beche,
"as to sustain a pressure of more than two hundred atmospher€s at one
time, and two or three atmospheres at another. A creature inhabiting a
depth of one hnndred feet would sustain a pressure, including that of the
atmosphere, of about sixty pounds to the square inch, while one at four
hundred feet, no very imp9rtant depth, -,vould have to support a pressure of
1,830 pounds to the square inch.
·
"Animals, among other conditions for their existence, are adapted to a
given pressure, or certain ranges of pressure, so adjusted that they can
move freely in the medium, either gaseous or aqueous, in which they live.
All their delicate vessels and the power of their muscles are adjusted to it.
\Vhen the pressure becomes either too little or too great, the creature
perishes; and, therefore, when acting freely in such a medium as the sea,
an animal wiJl not readily quit the depths in which it experiences ease! All
are aware of the adjustment of an abundance of ,,fish to the depths, to or
from which they may frequently descend, by means of the apparatus of
swimming-bladders. This arrangement, however, only changes their specific
gravities as a whole, the relative volume occupied by the air, or gases in the
swimming-bladders, being the chief cause of differenc~; though, no d~ubt,
also the squeezing process at great depths would diminish the volu~e of such
other parts of their bodies as were in any manner compressible, the reverse
happening with a rise from deep waters to near the surface. So adjusted to
~ven depths do these swimming-bladders appear for each kind of fish, that
1t has been observed that the gas, or air, in the swimming-bladders of fish
brought up from a depth of about 3300 feet (under a pressure of about op.e
hundred atmospheres), increased so consid bly in volume, as to force the
~wimming-bladder, stomach and other adjoining parts, outside of the throat,
ma balloon-formed mass."* The modifications, therefore, of animal life
resulting from pressure would be quite as gre(lt as those resulting from temperature.
·
Light, also, exercises a powerful influence upon marine, as well as ter..
• Pouillet, Elemen1 di Pby1ique Expirhnenta.le. G8ol. Obs. 164.
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restrial life; and we should expect that the fishes, crusta·ceans and molluscs,
which possessed eyes, should occupy such levels as were adapted to their
range of Yision.
,
Thus the Pomatomus telescopium, which, according to Professor Forbes,
inhabits considerable depths in the Mediterranean, possesses remarkably
large eyes, apparently constructed so as to concentrate all of the rays
which penetrate to that level. The Trilobite of the ancient world, as
demonstrated by Buckland, possesses a set of lenses similarly adapted to
enable it to see at great depths. Professor E. Forbes has also adverted to
the influence of light upon marine animals, and shown that those inhabiting.
different zones are differently colored. Perhaps, however, the mere deprivation of light would not in all cases be attended with the extinction of
marine animals, possessing visual organs ; since the eyeless fishes of the
Mammoth Cave, as shown by Wyman, have, in those respects, a rudimentary organization.
Mari:ne animals, also, require for their existence a s'i1pply of oxygen,
and at the junction of the sea and the atmosphere the absorption is the
greatest. The observations of M. Biot render it probable that the contents of the swimming bladders of fishes vary according to the depths at
which they live. He found the contents to consist of pure nitrogen in
those inhabiting shoal waters, while the contents of the bladders of those
living at great depths consisted of oxygen and nitrogen, in the proportion of
nine-tenths of the former to one-tenth of the latter.
Again, as suggested by De la Beche, in tidal seas we find certain molluscs, adjusted to live alternately exposed to the atmosphere and the sea.
Some species are confined to the shores, while others are only found at great
depths, and hence there can be no doubt that some require for their sustenance a greater supply of oxygen than others.
_There are other effects resulting from the oscillations of the land, which
~1ght produce modifications in marine life. A greater amount of elevation
1~ one part of the area than in another, might cause a change in the direction of the streams, and produce an influx of fresh water, which would be
attended with the destruction of such testacea as were exclusively marine.
In fact, this accords with the observations of Professor E. Forbes, in the
.iEgean Sea, where certain species are wanting, which occur abundantly in
the western Mediterranean. This result he attributes to the composition
o_f the sea-wate~, rather than to climatic influences. Again, his observations have led him to believe that the distribution of marine life is effected
by t~ nature of the sedimentary deposits distributed over the bottom.
Thus, th?se animals whose habits adapt them to a muddy bottom, would
not fiounsh upon a sandy one, and vice versa. Thus, too, the researches
of Mr. Hall, in our own district, have shown that durinO' the period of the
<lepos_ition of the Niagara limestone, the character ofthe sediment was ·
a vanab]e. Under certain conditions, corals flourished in great abundance :
change ensued, and they disappe ed; and this occurred not in one instance
only, but was frequently repeate . Their e:ttinction appears not to have been
due to _catastrophes, for we find no evidences of them, but to a change in
the sediment. In the purely calcareous, or calcareo-magnesian beds, they
appear to have fl ourished, forming reefs of considerable extent; but where
there was an influx of argillaceous mud, they died out altogether.
A change in the relative level of the land mig·ht produce a change in the character of th cl trital <lepo ·it and of 1he marmc animals dwelling upon them.
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On the other hand, the sub~ergence of the land would be attended with
dianges equalJy marked. The length of the streams would be shortened,
and their power to transport detritus diminis.hed, and the character even of
Ill.at detritus might be modified. "When the shores ceased to present themselves, the littoral marine animals, previously inhabiting them, and moving to
1he coasts as these retreated upon the descent of the main mass of land, would
be. -expected also· to have disappeared, unless able wholly or in part to have
adJusted themselves to the new conditions. When, howeyer, zone after
!one of ·the marine vegetation disappeared as the circumstances fitted for
it~ growth ceased, the animals which fed upon the plants would perish, and
nth them those which lived· upon the vegetable eaters, unless they could
· Lcape to other localities where food of the same kind, or of others which
they could substitute for it, was to be found, and was sufficient for them."*
In a region, for instance, like that under consideration, encircled in the
ain, with vast fresh-water lakes, as the sea invaded the land, the waters
: ~d first beco e brackish and then saline ; and thus we mi~ht have three
d trnct sets of formations, each characterized by a peculiar fauna.
. e thus see that the elevation or depression of extensive tracts of land at
!his day, would be attended with the extinction of many forms of animal
and Yegetable life; and, reasoning from analogy, we have a right to infer
!hat the mutations in the surface of the earth, in times past, which as the
researchei. of geologist~ have "hown were of frequent occurrence and of vast
extent, were attended with similar results.
• Geological Observel', .P· 625 •

•
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CHAPTER XII.
CHEMISTRY AND ECONOMIC GEOLOGY OF THE P AL~OZOIC SERIES.

Prospects of the Mining Interest in tl,,e Copper Region.- Sandst<mes and
Conglomerates. - Their Chemical Composition. - Their Economical
Application.-Chemical Examination of tlie Limestones.- Method of
Analysis.-Lower Silurian Limestones.-Remarks on the Composition
of the Lower Silurian Limestones.- Upper Silurian Limestones .-Marble
of the Jlzoic Series.-General Remarks on the Analyses.- Theory oj
Dolomitization.- Occurrence of Soda, Chlorine and Sulphuric Acid.Probable Origin of th~se Substq,nces . - Economic .fl/plication of tke
Limestones.,For Calcination.-Building Materials.- Occurrence of
Metallic Ores in the Limestones.- Gypsum.

.

In Part I. of this report, we have described, somewhat in detail, the extent, mode of occurrence and economic value of the metallic deposits, which
occur in the lower portion of the palreozoic series. In regard to the vaJue
and extent of the mineral deposits of the copper region, we have no additional remarks to offer, exce:(ft that the productiveness of the veins has
fully equalled, if not exceeded, the estimate given by us in our report ; and
that the prospects of companies ettgaged in mining, at various points along
the cupriferous belt, are better, at this time, than at any period since the
first exploration and settlement of that cduntry.
We shall now proceed to give some account of the rocks and minerals of
the above-named series, especially of those occurring in other portions of
the. district, remote from the trappean ranges, with especial reference to
their economic value; and in order to arrive at a more accurate knowledge
on this point, we shall give the results obtained by us in our chemical examination of some of the more important of these materials. Where these
investig_ations seem to throw light on any oints of scientific interest,. we
s!iall briefly discuss them in their theoretica bearing and general application.

f

SANDSTONES .AND CON<}LOMERATES,

Cliemical and Mineralogical Composition. - At a distance from all igne?us action, where the sandstone has been regularly deposited and not _subJ cted to any disturbing influences, it appears to be made up almost entirely
of angular fragments of nearly pure quartz, which are hardlY held together '
by any visible cement. The grains are generally of the size of a pin's
head, and often present crystalline facets.
.
The sandstone, on the southern slope of the axis, is generally of t1:,is
character, and its composition will be seen from the following analysIS,
which shows it to be almost pure silica, or quartz.
The specimen analyzed was from the White Rapids of the fenomonee
river; it is white, granular, anti very friable - so much so, that it is diffi~
cult to preserve a specimen, since it crumbles so easily when handled.
.
It wa fu
with carbonate of ,oda, after i~nition, in which proeeii \
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lost two-tenths of a per cent. of water, and retained ib original pure-white
color perfectly.
1.3880 grammes gave 1.3835 of silica, which was perfectly soluble in
carbonate of soda. The residuum consisted mostly of alumina, with only a
trace of iron and lime.
Silica - - - - - - - - ••• - - - •••• - - - - - - - - - - • - • - • - - - • - - 99 .67
Alumina, trace of iron and lime .:. • - - - -- • •,· ..
.33
u •

-

-

-

-

100.00
The Potsdam sandstone, at numerous other points, will probably be found
of equal purity, though in general it is somewhat colored by a trace of
iron. In the vicinity of the trappean rocks, it becomes highly charged
with iron and calcareous matter, the latter being so generally and intimately associated with all of these sandstones, th.a t they effervesce strongly
with acid, even when no perceptible particles of lime can be seen. A
specimen from the first bed at Copper Falls, of a deep brownish-red color,
lost 2.7 per cent. on ignition at a low red heat; it effervesced strongly with
acid, and 38.8 per cent of the pulverized substance was dissolved by digestion with chlorohydric acid. The soluble portion contained a trace of
copper, and a large amount of peroxide of iron, a little alumina and lime,
and a trace of magnesia. The insoluble part consisted mainly/of quartzose grains, of a light reddish-grey color.
Economical .11.pplication of the Sandstones.-The above analysis of the
sandstone shows conclusively that- it would furnish an excellent material
for making glass, as it possesses a remarkable degree of purity. There
are many localities where an abundant supply of an equally pure material
might be obtained, both near the shores of Lake Superior ~nd Lake Michigan. The grains of silicious substance, in the purer sandstones, not being
held together by any calcareous, or forruginous cement, the $tone can be
pulverized with the greatest facility. In fact, there is so little coherence
between the particles, that it crumbles readily between the fingers, so that
we have found it diffioult to preserve specimens of these sandstones, except
in the form of sand.
The sandstones of the SiJurian system; in our district, rarely furnish
good building ~ateria,ls; except in the vicinity of the trappean belts. Here,
they are cemented firmly by ferruginous matter, and appear to contain few
impurities of a nature to cause them to crumble, and become discolored by
the action of the weather. From the total absence of organic remains in
them, they seem to be free from many substances which result from the
decay of organic matter. Some. of these sandstones are in beds of two
or three feet in thickness, and are traversed by joints, which would afford
essential aid to the .quarry-man in getting out blocks of a convenient size
for building. At other localities, for instance above the portage of Keeweenaw Point, the more thinly-bedded varieties would furnish tolerable
stones for flagging. Some of these sandstones would undoubtedly be found
to make excellent hearths for furnaces ; and could be ' used for other purposes, where a very refractory material is required.
'
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS 01' VARIOUS LIMESTON:!.!1,

Afethod of .11.nalysis.-The analyses of thQ variou, limHtontt oecurring
within our district were made M follows:
/
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The pulverized sub~bmce, of which a quantity equa,l to from 1 to 1.5
grammes was taken for analysis, was carefully dried at a temperature a
little above 100° C. A portion was then introduced into a weighed apparatus, in which the carbonic acid was set free by the '-action of chlorohydric
acid, and dried in its escape by a tube containing chloride of calcium. The
loss of weight was estimated as carbonic acid. The insoluble portion was
filtered off, ignited and weighed; and, when it was considerecl necessary,
analyzed as a silicate, after fusion with carbonate of soda. In the filtrate,
the iron and alumina were then precipitated by ammonia, together with a
small portion of the magnesia and manganese, which were separated from :
each other in the usual way. The lime was precipitated in the ammoniacal "
solution by oxalic acid, and ignited and weighed as a carbonate. In the
filtrate, if the soda was not to be determined,~the magnesia was precipitated by phosphate of soda, and weighed as phosphate of magnesia. If
the soda was estimated, it was done by several of t~e processes described
for separating it from magnesia. The method, however, which . seems to
furnish the most accurate results, and by which we are satisfied that these
two substances can be separated most perfectly and with the least trouble,
at least when the quantity of soda is small in comparison with that of the
magnesia, is as follows: The filtrate, after separating the lime, is evaporated
to dryness over the watet-bath, and ignited in the platina capsule to expel
the ammoniacal salts; the remaining substance is then transferred to a thin,
but tolerably large-sized, platina crucible, and strongly ignited for a considerable time, the cover of the crucible remaining on. The ignition must
be repeated till there is no longer any loss of weight; and, at short intervals,
the crucible must be allowed to cool and its contents must then be moistened
with a drop or two of water, and a small fragment of carbonate of ammonia
laid upon the bottom. In this way, all the chloride of magnesium will be
decomposed, and pure magnesia be left behind, which,_being almost entirely
insoluble, can easily be separated from the chloride of sodium. If the operation is properly conducted, no trace of magnesia will be found in the
solu!ion containing the soda. The chlorine was estimated on a separate
p_orbon, by dissolving in pure nitric acid, and precipitating by a salt of
silver.
ANALYSES OF LOWER SILURIAN LIMESTONES,

.11.nalysis of L imestone from near .Miners' River, Township 46, Range

1 ,_Section 12-(Calciferous Sandstone.)-This is a light, yellowish-grey
variety, and represents very well the lowest limestone in the series, being
fo und near the Potsdam sandstone,-the t wo appearing to pass into each
other.
. 1.502 gram~es left .2155 insoluble substance, mostly quartzose matter
• m a~gular grams = 14.34 per cent.: .0487 peroxide of iron, with a little
alumina: 1.1410 carbonate of lime: .0995 phosphate of magnesia.
ilicious matter- --- - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Carbonate of iron---------------------- -----Carbonate of lime - - - - • - •• - - - • - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - Carbonate of magnesia--. - . - ~. - - - - - - - - • - - •••• - -

14.34
4.74
76.36
5.02
100.46

Traces of soda and chlorine were contained in it, but were not estimated
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Brownish, sub-crystalline Limestone of the lower Silurfon Se1'ies,

r1.e11t

L' ./Jnsc, Keweenaw Point, Section 13, Township 51, Range

35.-This
limestone is probably a little higher in the geological series than that last
mentioned. It is, from its isolated position and relation to the surrounding
country, likely, at some future time, to be of economical value. It is
highly magnesian; but, on the other hand, contains very little silicious
matter.
1.9563 grammes gave .10-! insoluble silicious matter; .0357 alumina,
with a trace of iron; 1.0165 carbonate 'of lime; .9555 phospate of mag-

nesia.
In another analysis of a specimen from - the same locality, 1.2370
grammes lost .5495 carbonic acit1; left .0670 insolub~e substance; gave
.0115 precipitate, by ammonia, mostly peroxide of iron; .64.00 carbonate

of lime; .6727 phosphate of magnesia.

I.

II.

Silicious matter--- .. ··--------·----

5.32
5.41
Protoxide of iron - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • 1.64 /
83
Alumina - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.82 ~ • • - • •
·
Lime---------------------------- 28.58 ------ 28.97
Magnesia----------- .. ------------- 17.89 ------ 19.92
Carbonic acid - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •· 44.34
Water and loss - • - • - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - .53
100.00
Limestone from Townsliip 43, Range 25, section?, below tlie Forks of tlie
Escanaba River.-This is a light-colored, compact stone, from i~e calciferous sandstone formation; probably from nearly the same geological
position as the hvo preceding, but from the southern slope of the axis. It
1s by no means so pure a limestone as either of the two of which the
analyses are given above, since it contains almost forty per cent. of san<l,
or silicious matter. It also confains a considerable amount of water.
1.6934 grammes lost .4777 catbonic acid; left .63(31 insoluble substance;
gave .0085 peroxide of iron; .0020 alumina ; .4361 carbonate of lime;
.733-5 phosphate of magnesia.
,
2.0993 grammes gave .0011 chloride of silver.

Lime---------------------------------------

37.62
.45
.15
14.16
15.51
28.21
.05

Soda--------------~-----------------------Water (by loss)- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ... __ _

trace
3.85

Silicious substance - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - Protoxi,le of iron - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Alumina------------------------------------1fagnesia-----------------------------------Carbonic acicl •• • • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .• - • - - • - - •
Chlorine - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - . - - - . - • - • - - - - Sulphuric acid - - - - - - - - - - -·_ - - - - - - • - .• - - - • - - - - - -

trace

100.00
S~ale of tJ,,e H11;dson-rfoer G'i'ou,p from Little Bay des Noquets. -This
s~c1men was a fi 1r sa~ple of_the shaly portion of the Hudson-ri,·er group,
s 1t occurs on the east side of little l3ay des 1: oquets, w ,.ere it i::i filled with
Ex-7
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organic remains. Like the preceding it contain~ considerable water. It
i3 a mixture of argillaceous and calcareous matter, the former being moetly
insoluble in acids.
2.461 grammes lost .7603 carbonic aci<l : left .7067 insoluble silicate of
alumina, with a little silicate of iron and manganese : gave .0623 peroxide
of iron : .0162 alumina : 1.01:35 carbonate of lime : .3006 magnesia : .0112
chloride of sodium and traces of chlorine and sulphuric acid.
A separate estimation of the water on 2.9170 grammes gave .0852
water= 2.9 per cent.
Insoh.ble silieate of alumina - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - Protoxide of iron - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Alumina - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - -__- - - - - - - - • Lime -------------------------------; ••••••
Magnesia - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Soda----------------~---------------------Carbonic acid- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Chlorine and ~ulphuric acid - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - W-ater (by loss)------------------------------

28.71
2.28
.65
22.65
12.21
.24
30.89
traces

2.37
100.00

The amount of soda, as seen in the above analysis, is very considerable;
but the chlorine was hardly present in .sufficient quantity to be weighed.

· Remarks on the above analyses of lower Silurian limestones;

By MR.

HALL.

The analyses of several specimens of these limestones show them to be
highly magnesian. A single exception occurs in the limestone from the
vicinity of Miners' river, in which only five per cent. of magnesia was
found. In the other examples of limestone from the same geological posit!on, the per centage amount of magnesia is equal to two-thirds that of the
lime in two of them, and more than equals the lime in the other example.
The specimen from the Escanaba river, of which the analysis is given,
was from the lower part of the calciferous sandstone and near its junction
~ith the Potsdam sandstone; this accounts for the large proportion of silic1ous matter. The calciferous sandstone is everywhere magnesian, from
the_ Hudson to the Mississippi riYer, the character of the rock changing
1~a~nly fro1~ the varying proportion of silicious matter which it contains at
<~1flerent pomts.
. O~her specimens, taken from widely ~eparated localities, show that the
1.1fe_r10r members of the lower Silurian limestones are everywhere magnesrnn.
A specimen of the calcareous shale of the Hudson-river group shows a
proportion of 12.21 per cent. of magnesia and 22.13 of lime, which, deductmg the silicate of alumina 28.71 per cent., would form a dolomitic compound.
In its eastern e ·tension, where the proportion of calcareous matter is
far less, the shales are highly magnesian. This is still farther shown where
the same strata, in a metamorphic condition, form the talcose slates of New
York ancl the western part of New Eniland. The occurrence of magnesia
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wide an
area, is a sufficient explanation of the character of the s:1.me rocks when
metamorphosed, without supposing that the magnesian character was the
result of thi:; process. Since the age of th;;se slates has been well determined, the chemical examination of'their unaltered equivalents becomes
a matter of much interest, and chemistry can hardly render a greater service to geology than by furnishing the results of accurate analyses of these
metamorphosed rocks and of the sa1i1e rocks where they have not undergone this change.

1n tnese rocks m their unaltered and undisturbed position, over so

UPPER SILURIAN LIMESTONES.

Greenish Limestone of the Clinton group, from east side of Green Ba.1J.
- This is an argillaceous, compact limestone, and may be taken as a fair
representation of the greenish limestone of the Clinton group. It contains
considerable water, like all the argillaceous limestones.
1.558-l grammes of the substance, vvhich had been carefully ignited and
afterwards treated with carbonate of ammonia, and heated gently, in order
to restore any carbonic acid which might have been lost in the ignition, lost
.4651 carbonic acid ; left .4'.380 insoluble silicate of alumina and iron; gave
.0267 peroxide of iron; .033 alumina; .6106 carbonate of lime; .6750
sulphate of mag~esia, and .0159 magnesia separated afterwards from the
chloride of sodium; .0159 chloride of sodium ; and traces of chlorine, manganese and sulphuric acid, not determined.
Ignited Su,bstance.
Insoluble----------~-----------------------Protoxi<le of iron - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Alumina - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Lime-------·-------------------------~-----

1\Iagnesia - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - So<la-------------------------·-··-·-------Carbonic acid- - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Chlorine and sulphuric acid - - ... - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - -

28.10
1.54
2.12
21.55
15.49
1.02
29.84
traces

99.66

,A separate determination gave 4.3 per cent.

of water, on the sub3tance

dnecl at 110° C..
·
The insoluble portion consists principally of silica and alumina.

Limestone of tlie N~ag:ara gro'llp from: the. bluff~ on east si~e of Big
Bay des Jvoquet~. -This 1s a compact rnnety, m which the fossils appear
to have ~ee:1 o~hterate<l, ~s only occas_ional, faint traces of organic remains
are seen m 1t; 1t breaks with a conch01dal fracture, and is of a light-greyish
color.
1.4145 grammes lost .6245 carbonic acid; left undissolved .0607 of si]i..
cious and argill~ceous residuum; gave .7313 carbonate of lime.
• Another_ ~pecnncn gave on 1.-543 &rammes, .G762 carbonjc acid; .0603
insoluble s1hcate; .0038 peroxide of iron and alumina~ .8132 c rbonate of
lime; .0065 chloride of sodium; and trace of sulphuric acid.
1.6984 grammei iav1 .0070 of ch! ridi ef silvW'1 ancl left .0667 rJf in-

lubl& ailiaa-.

·
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I.

Lime--------------------

3.93
.24
29.]6

_[agnesia - - - - - - - - - - - -·- - - -

20.66

Soda----~---------------

.23

Chlorinc - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - Sulpl uric ncid - - - - - - - - - - - -

trace

Insolu 1 . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Protoxide of iron and alumina

II.
3.92

III.
4.28

-- ---.
- -- ... - 28.43
- ---- --.. .12 ----

- ---..
- -- -- 44.15
- .. -. -

Carbonic acid - - - - - - - - - - - -- 44.11
Water (by loss)----------1.67

100.00
Limestone of the Pcnta1nerus becls of the Niagara group-from south
.iide of Stitrgeon Bay .-This is a highly crystalline rock, filled with casts
of a species of Pentarnerus. The interior of the casts is lined with crystals of brown-spar, while the rock itself, as the analysis shows, is a pure
dolomite.
1.1964 grimmes, dissolved in hydrochloric aci<l, left .0068 residuum i
gave no precipitate by ammonia, or, at most, barely a trace of iron: gave
.6481 of c~rbonate of lime, == 54.17 per cent.: gave .7080 phosphate of
magnesia, == .5311 carbonate of magnesia, == 44.:39 per cent.
Carbonate of lime - - - - • _- - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - • - - - - - 54.17
C_a!~onate oJ magnesia- --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - 44.39

S1hc1ous residuum-- - . - - - - •• - _ •• _- •• - - - - - - - - - - -

.57

Water, soda, chlorine and loss -

.87

e

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

•••• -

-

100.00
This_is nearly n pure dolomite, ns w·ill be seen on comparing it with the
theoretical composition of that substance, which is:
Carbonate of lime- ••• ___ ••• ___ • ____ - - - - - - - - - - - 54.3
Carbonate of magnesia ......... ---~----·---··-~--· 45.7
100.00

Lirnes~one of the _On_ondaga salt group, from the island of _Mackinac ..-

The 81>€C:men of this lunestone, which was analyzed, \vas of hght-~rowmsh
col~r, quite compact ' in its texture, with hut a very sligh! trace _ot a crystnllme ..strnc!~re. It consists principally of carbonate of hme, w_ith a small
nmou~~ of s1hca, an~ less than half a per cent. of ii:on a~d alumma. .
1.0..,8 grammes <lned at 100° C lost .430 carbonic acid ; left .0587 insoluble, chiefly silica; gave .0032 ~f alumina and peroxide of iron; .9063
carbonate of lime; and .0857 phosphate of magnesia.
Silicious substance - - • - ____ ~ ____ • _•• _. _. - - • - - - 5.65
.31
Alumina an<l ircn - - - - - ~ -·· - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - • - - - - •
Lime--------------------------------------- 48.88
Magnesia--- - - - - - •• ______________________ •. - 3.03
Carbonic acid - - - - - - - - - - __ ... __ • _ - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - 41.42
Chloride of sodium nnd sulphuric ncid- ____ •• - - - - • traces

"\\Tater n<l los -----·----------------··--····-

.71

100.00
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~his rock 1s burned into lime on the island, and furr1ishes a very good
~rticle. It contains much less magnesfrt than any of the other Silurian ,
I1m~sto:1es, affording, in that respect, a marked contrast to the Niagara group,
which it overlies, and wnich is so abundantly displayed on the main land
and the adjacent islands. The quantity of siliciomi matter in the rock is
not by _any means large, though more considerable than is usual in the Niaiara limestones.
CR1:STALLIKE Lll\-IESTO.i:·E OF THE AZOIC SERIES.

Flesli-colored Marble from the -Vicinity of Carp River,- Township 48,
]!.ange 26, Section 35.-In this connection we introduce an analysis of a
hm~tone from the azoic series, to afford an opportunity of making a companson between the composition of the marbles of this.series and the limestones of the Silurian period.
· This is a compact, highly crystalline marble, and, from its position with
rega:d to the deposits of iron, and the settlements in its vicinity, is of
considerable importance. It is a highly magnesian limestone, containing
almost forty per cent. of carbonate of magnesia.
~.0675 grammes gave .3005 insoluble silicious suhstance; .007 peroxide
of iron, = .0063 protoxide; .954 carbonate of lime; .1665 phosphate or
magnesia, and a trace of manganHe.
Silicious substance- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - -~Carbonate of iron and pianganese--- - - - - - - - - - - - - Carbonate of lime - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Carbonate of magnesia - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Water, and trace of chlorine and sulphuric acid • - - -

14.53
.49

46.14
38.01
.83

100.00

AH the saccharoidal marbles accompanying the rocks of the azoic se:i;s
resemble each other in external characters, and, probably, have a chemical
composition similar to that gi\·en ahove. They are, when polished, highly
ornamental, being variegated with fleEh and buff-colored bands and patches.
General Rernarks - Theory of Dolornitizaticn. - From the , bove
series_ of analyses, it will be seen that nearlY, all the Silurian limestones
contam considerable magnesia. The limestone of the Pentamerus beds of
the Niagara group is almost a pure do]omite. This is an interesting
fact, as it shows the existence of heayy, stratified deposits of this substance, in a position where thete is no reason to suppcse that any change
could have taken place in them, after their deposition, from the action of
1·gneous causes, since they are far removed from nny rocks of any other
than a sedimentary character. They extend, with great similarity of
external characters, through the ,vhole of our district, from the St. Mary's
to Green Bny, and are developed to a Yery great thickness. They are
white, and high]y crystalline, and aboun<l in casts of the Pentamerus,
the interior of the casts being generally lined "":ith crystals of do1ornite.
There are' only two theories which can be admitted ·with regard to the
formation of these beds; either, that they were deposited originally in
their present form; or, that they were originally deposited in the same

manner, and with a similar composition to the beds above and below, and
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have since been metamorphosed and ·converted into dolomite, by hydrochemical agencies; in other words, the metamorphic action must have
been of an aqueous, and not of an igneous, character. Although t~e r,ossibility of the orig~nal ?eposition of dolom~te from an aqueou_s ~olut10n h_as
been denied, and 1s still, bY. some_ geologists, t~e large maJonty ~re disposed to admit the Neptuman ongm of dolomite strata, at least m some
mstanccs.
Numerous are the theories which have been put forth as furnishing a
probable idea of the chemical action, by whic~ the origin.ally deposited ca~bonate of lime might have been converted rnto dolomite. That of Ha1dinger, which has excited considerable attention, and which has b~en
insisted en by forJot, takes for its starting point the frequent occurre1;ce
together of gypsum and dolomite, and maintains that the change was
brought about by the agency of a solution of sulphate of magnesia, at a
great depth and under pressure. According to this theory, one atcrn of
garbonate of m<1gr.esia was formed, by the mutual action of the solution of
sulphate of m~gnesia and the carbonate of lime, which united with unother
atom of the latter, forming dolomite; wbile the sulphate of lime, formed at
the sa 1c time, was removed. This reaction, though exactly the reYerse of
what actually takes place, under common circumstances of pr€ssure and
temperature, ·has been supposed to be upheld by some experiments of Morlot, at a high temperature and under a pressure of fifteen atmospheres,
though the rrsult was only partially favorable; for, although by the double
<1ction, sulphate of lime and carbonate of magnesia were formed, yet it
r maine<l uncertain whether any combination took place between the latter
and the carbonate of lime, so as really to form dolomite.
If this theory be the correct solution of the formation of dolomite, we
should expect to find some traces remaining in these dolomitic beds of the
u)phate of lime, which must haYc been formed at the same time with the
dolomit . We were .unable, however, to find any deposits of gypum in
the Pentamerus beds, and are disposed to rcgar<l this as a difficulty in the
way of adopting this theory, which would require the formation and subsequent removal of such an enormous amount of sulphate of lime.
If we consider the very large amount of magnesia present in some of the
s~alcs, ,Yhich have evidently undergone no change since their deposition,
·me~. the fossils entombed in them 1nnain in a perfect state, and do not
·}11b1~ ~ny marks of metamorphic action, we must al1ow the possibility of
tl:c ongmal formation, under circumstances not hostile to animal life, of a
h, hly mc1gnesian dero~it. The shales of the Hudson-river group, , ·hich
arc fill cl to repletion with organic remains, in perfect preserv«tion, contain,
after subtracting the silicious and alurnincus portion, almost a sufficient i:er
ntagc of carbonate of magne. ia to form· a dolomite; the sc:me is true of
t~e shnly beds ~f the Cl'nton group; but these strnta are highly impure,
smee thf•y contam frcm thirty to fo1 ty p r cent. of insoluble rtsidm!m, end
arc .of course, d~stitute cf a crystalline structure.
\ c n:ay ?Once1_v that the rocluction Q these mrrly beds involved n two[old act1?n 1~ their depo ition. In the first pfo.ce, a mech,aiical action ,vas
mtro,lucrng mto the gr at basin, in v:hich the deposition was going on, n
supply of fin ly-comminuted, crgi1Iacectls materials, or mud, ,vhich was
gradually sirkirg lO th bottom; w ilc, en the other hand, a chemical
~ction was separating from the .. olution u mixture of the ca1 bonates of
lime and magneiia. If the quantity of the carbo11 tes waa in the proper
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r~1ative proportion, a trne d0lomit would be formed, if r.ot a dolomitic
E!'nestone. In the proccrn of for□ation of the Pentamerus beds of the
:. ~iagnra group, the tction was almost purely a chemical or.e, since the
quanti(r of matter introduced by mechamcal causes, is hardly mure than

a half of one per cent. Hence, we can easily concei~e of the ex~rtion of
a force by which the whole mass ,vas made to acquire a crystallme structure-an arrangement 'of the particles of the rock which may have been
contemporaneous with its deposition, or posterior, and dependent on some
ch?nge in the causes acting externally at the time.
\Ve see from the above analyses that all the Silurian limestones of our
district contain a small amount of soda, chlorine, and sulphuric acid. 'I'hc
quantity of soda is generally sufficient to be ·weighed, amounting, sometimes, to one or two.::'tenths of a per cent. This soda is probably present
mostly as a carbonate, since the quantity of chlorine is too small to take
it all up, in forming chloride of sodium. The sulphuric acid may, probably,
be combined with the magnesia. Distinct traces of these salts may be obtained by digesting these limestones, after they have been pulverized, with
pure, distilleu water.
In regard to the occurrence of these substances in the limestones and
!hales of our district, Mr. Hall's manuscript furnishes the following remarks:
" It is an important geological fact, that all of these limestones contain a
small proportion of soda, chlorine, and su]phuric acid. The source of these
substances was undoubtedly the water of the ocean, from which 'the rocky
strata \Yere originally thrown down; -and we are enabled to trace through- ,
out the strata of this long period, from the earliest Silurian, to the dawn
of the Devonian series, the existence of these substances; and, notwithstanding the influence of the weather to which the edges of the strata have
been exposed, an appreciable quantity yet remains undissolved.
We are aware of the production of sulphate of.magnesia, by the slow decomposition of many of the shaly rocks, in. situations sheltered from the
weather; and, also, in a few instances, of the production of carbonate of
soda. Salt springs, or licks, occur abundantly in many geological groups,
and their origin is, doubtless, to Le sought in the decomposition of the rocky
strata. In certain situations, or from other causes than the chemical composition of 1he deposited mass, a larger portion of the saline matter has been
included in the rock, whose dissolution gives rise to salines, or brine springs,
of great economical value. The earliest group in which, at this time, they
are known to occur, is that known as the Medina san<lstone 1 while in the
Onondaga salt group, ,,·e have them in greater purity an<l far more copious,
thus indicating a larger proportion of saline ingredients in the strata.
In attempting to account for the presence of sulphuric acid in the strata,
we may reasonably suppose that, in some instances"; the decomposition of
animal remains has given rise to the sulphur, while its existence in the
waters of the ancient ocean, even before the advent of animal life, may,
also, have been one of the sources from which it was derived."

ECONOMICAL APPLICAT!OM 011' Tl!~ LIMESTONE,!.

For Calcination into Lime.-That portion of the district which

WM

especially the subject of Part I. of this report, is, for the most part, destitute·

f the materials for makin~ quick-rme.

The only locality which may b~
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said to be tt t all near to the copper region,' is that de~cribed by m, in Part
I., page 117. '!'his limestone_ is highly ~agnesian,_but qt!ite free from silicious matter, and would furmsh good lime . It will, however, ior a long
time~ at least, be more convenient -to bring lime from the islands an<l vicinity
of the St. Mary's river, where the limestones are directly on the waters'
edge, than to construct a roncl of ten or twelve miles in length, to the deposit \Vest of L'Anse. For want of a better material, the mining companies on Kewe-enaw Point have occasionally resortetl to the somewhat C'Xpensive method of_ mining th~ veins o~ ca_lc-sp~r in the conglom~rate, for
the purpose of gettmg a matenal to calcme mto hme. One or two rnstances
have come to our knowledge, where they have even had recourse to
picking up the limestone pebbles on the lake-beaches, for this purpose. It
is evident that, when once a can.al has been built around the falls at the
Saut, it will be much less expensive than it now is to procure lime from the
kilns of the St. Mary's river.
Throughout the V\:hole of the district which borders en the St. Mary's
river and Lakes Huron and Michigan, there is rn abt:ndance of limestone
suitable for calcination. The Niagara limes~·::rne is that which is most commonly exposed on the lake-shore, and which has hitherto furnished the
princ'ipal part of the lime used in that region. Kilr.s exist on Lime island,
at the Detour, and at other places. The above analyses of the limestone of
the Pentamerus beds of this group, show that they consist of an almost chemically pure dolomite, well adapted to burning into lime. The magnesia is not detrimental to the mortar, but displac:cs a portion of the sand
\"'hich ,Yould be required, were the material used a chE1nically pure carbor ate of lime. 1 he coralline beds of this group, ·when not silicious - and
this is the case with the upper part of the group-furnish lime of an exr.,dlent quality. Large quantities might be furnished, at numerous points,
along the lake-shore.
, . lydraulic Cement.-Many of the Iowe , thin-bedded portions of the
Clmton group are well adap1ed to making hydraulic cement ; and, whenever
there shalt exist a demand for this substance in this region, it may be procured here in unlimited quantity.
Building Materials.-The value of the limestones of the 1·Tiagara group
for the pl'rposes of construction, has been tested throughout western New
York and Canada West . The locks and other structures on the weste'rn
art ?f ~he Erie and Welland canals, are good examples of the durability
f this limestone, and its adaptation to such works .
. t has. been ~etermined by careful experiments, made in England, especrn!ly ,nth a new to tte selection of the material for the new houses of
arliame_nt, t~at those limestones are mcst durable, and best in every
resp ct, m which the lime and magnesia exist in the proportion required to
fo rm a p~oper dolomite. This is the cas~ with ~ lar,re part of the beds
of the • rngara group in this district, and, hence, we s!iould conclude that
th_ey wouJcl _furmsh a <lurable building stone. They also contain but a very
minute portion of so!u le salts, or of prctoxide of iron, ,;:;hich are generally
allowed to be detrimental to the durability and beauty of a material
'ntended for ar?hitectural purposes .
.A large portion of t_he lower limestones, cspccialiy of e Trenton grou.l',
will also be found available for the same purposes. The limestone of tbJS
group; at the mouth of the Escanaba, may be inst~nced a ('l'ood locality
for a durable building material.
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OR.ES AND OTHEB. SUBSTANCES OF ECONOMICAL VALUE,

Traces of copper are not unfrequent in the sandstone, even at a distance
from the trappean belts ; but th~re is _no reason to suppos~ that there are
any metallic veins of any value, either m the sandstones or lunestones of the
palreozoic series in our-district.
.
\Vith regard to the occurrence of ores of lead and other metals, m ~he
southern portion of the district, Mr~ Whittlesey makes the following
1·emarks:
'' From the O'eneral belief which pA·evails among those residing on the
b
•
h
shores of Green Bay, and the numerous rumors afloat respecting t e existence of lead, copper and silver, an explorer in that quarter would be led
to indulge in high hopes of sm~cess.
Many of the supposed metals, on inquiry, ure found to pxist only in thPstories of Indians, who are fond of telling marvellous ti1ings, and ever
ready to feed the credulity of the whites. There are, hGwever, well-authenticated cases of the occurrence of ]earl, copper, and silver; but these
haw, for the most part, been traced directly to the drift. As it is now
settled that the force, whatever it was, which denuded the country and
transported the blocks of rocks and the beds of sand and clay, acted from
the north towards the south, it follows, that the ores which exist at the
north would be founil in the detritus at the south:4 Blocks of native copper, according to Mr. Lapham, haYe been found in Wisconsin as far south
as Milwaukee and Racine; and, according to Mr. Bela Hubbard, as far
south as the county of Berrien, in the state of Michigan. We saw almost
every mile along the northern shore of Lake Michigan, fine illustrations of
this transporc.ing pov,er, in the rolled pieces of magnetic and specular iron
ore scattered along the beach, from Drummond's island to Green Bay. They
varied in ,veight from a few grains to two or three hundred pounds.
The Galena limestone in Wisconsin and Iowa is richly impregnated with
lead. The reported occurrence of this metal in the sandstone of the Oconto
and Peshetego rivers is undoubtedly true, as it occurs, under similar conditions, farther west; but not in such quantities as to give encouragement to
mining enterprise. It exists, also, in some of the ,Siluriau groups which form
the coast of Lake Michigan, from Gre~t Bay des N oquets to Seul Chaix.
The same rocks appear on the west shore of the lake, and on the east coast
of Green Bay; ~n<l, according to Mr. Lapham, in their south-westerly extension, connect in the valley of Rock river with the true lead-bearing
rocks of Wisconsin and fowa. East 9f Rock river, they have not as yet
been found to contain any productive veins. They lack that frequency,
openness and regularity of fissure which seem cs1'ential to valuable deposits.
Fragments of lead may also have been distributed over portions cf the
north-west by means of the Indians; for, it is well known that they were in
the habit of resorting to the mines and procuring specimens for traffic, Jeng
before the whites took pcssession of the country. I have seen specimens a
few inches in diameter, perfectly angular, three hundred miles from the
parent source, which ,verc thus distributed by the agency of the red man.
Float mineral, or that dispersed by the drift, is invariably rolled and waterworn. Its presence is to be regarded merely as a.n i11ducement to search,
and not as conclusive evidence that the parent bed exists in the vicinity."
Gypsum.- Bel0w the limestone of Mack\inac, a obser-red by Mr. Whit~
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tlesey, there is a marly~ bed about fifty feet in thickness which con1ll.ins
gypsum. It is generally of a brnwn c~st, with spots of white ; and, no
doubt, exists in large quantities. The northern out-crop of this bed is not
very broad, and would be represented on the map by a curved line from
St. Martin's is1and, extending Lack from St. Ignace and Gros Cap and inte:•
secting the lake at Pointe aux Chenes. It does not everywhere contam
gypsum, but incloses this mineral in the form of ne~ts, or irregular patches.
It has been quarried at Pointe aux CMmes. ; In the shoal water around
St. Martin's island, when the lake is low and tranquil, it may- be picked up
in blocks of fifty o:r sixty pounds weight. Much of it is impure, being more_
er less mixed with carbonate oflime.
If a search were to be made for workable beds, the best mode would be
to find the marly stratum, where it emerges from the lower surface of ~he
breccidted limestone, and there bore through it, examining the borings with
care for gypsum. As this substance may not be readily recognized in a
pulverized state, by the ordinary observer, we give the most obvious tests:
On the application of sulphuric, or nitric acid, no effervescence takes place;
~vhereas,_ with carbonate of lime, it does. When exposed on red-hot coals,
1t decrep1tates, becomes white rnd splits into brittle plates. At a tei;npe:a•
ture of about 400° F ., the water of combination escapes, attended with
ebullition.
'
~T~e pres~nce of ten or twelve per cent. of carbonate ot lime improves its
quahty. Used as a mortar, it becomes more adhesive, and stucco work,
executed in this manner becomes firmer and more durable.
Geologically'· the position of this gypsum corresponds with that of San•
ciusky Bay, Oh10, and that of Grand river., Canada.
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CHAPTER

xm.

DESCRIPTION OF NEW, OR RARE SPECIES or FOSSILS, RO~ Tl1E
- PAL..EOZOIC SERIES,
DY J..ume HALL •

•Marine Fossils from the Potsdam, and Calciferous Sandstone.- Prom .th~
Chazy, Birds-eye, and Black-river Limestones, and tlle Ifodson-nver
Group.- From the Clinton Grattp.-Ftoni the Niagam Group.- From
the Upper Helderberg Series,-List of Organic Remains.- General
Remarlcs,
POTSDAM AND CALCIFEROUS SANDSTO. 1 ES,

This sandstone on Lake Superior, so far as we have been able to obscrY ,

is generally destitute of fossils. It is tr 1e, the incoherent character of
much of this rock, along the southern shore, would, in some degree, prevent the recognition of the small shells of the Lingu.u,, ·hich is the prevailing fossil of the same formation in other regions.
In 1845, Mr. Forrest Shepherd brought from Tequamenon Bay, two specimens of sandstone containing Lingulre. The rock was composed of rounded
gr<lins of quartz, cemented by calcareous matter, having the appearance ol
oolite, and corresponding, in general appearance, with the upper part of the
Potsdam, in other localities. In a small fragment were parts of fise sepa')"ate valves of Lingula, two of them nearly entire. The form of the entire
shell is round-obovate, and more elongated in proportion to its breadth than
the ordinary specimens of L. prima from the same sandstone in New York.
Nevertheless, I am not prepared to describe' it as a distinct species. A
careful comparison of specimens shows that the shell is very variable in the
proportions of length and breadth.
A comparison of these specimens from Tequamenon Bay, ·with the round
forms from the St. Croix, shows such a close similarity, that I have little
hesitation in regarding it as the same species. A careful measurement of a
number of forms shovrs that the proportion between length and breadth is
very varying; in some cases the length is equal to the breadth; in others
one-f?urth to one-third greater. Externally, the shell shows distinct, concentric _sti:ire, ~n<l, sometimes, faint, longitudinal strire; the latter becoming
more d1shuct m the cast, or where the external shell has exfoliated; and,
in some instances, they are very prominent. This is decidedly a variable
character, both as shown on the casts, and upon the interior of the shell ;
the former often appearing quite smooth, perhaps from accidental causes.
Specimens fr;om the Escanaba river, in the lower part of the calciferous
s:mdstone, resemble, in all of their important characters, those from
Tequamenon Bay. From the comparison of specimens, I am inclined to
unite all these in one species, which, in its wide distribution, and in more or
less favorable situations, has undergone considerable changes; but showing
its most perfect development in the calcareous beds on the S~ Croix river,
which are crowded with the valves of this species, and another so closely
resembling the L. antiqua, that I have not found char· cters to warra11t the

separation.
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From the number of individuals occurring in the small fragment, fro
Tequamenon Bay, it is evident that, at that point, the rock was highly
charged with these forms of organic life. These were not generally distributed, but restricted to particular layers of greater or less vertical rang~.
In the almost purely quartzose beds, as for instance, in New York, it is
difficult to ascertain their true form, or proportions; but, as the heels become
more calcareous, the shells acquire greater dimensions, and are far better
preserved, both in their outlines and their external ID'lrkings.
LINGULA PRIMA.

Plate XXIII., figure 1, a, b, c, d, e,f, g.
Lingula prima Conrad, Palreont. N. Y. Vol. I. p. 3, Plate I., :figure 2.
Shell round, or roundisl1, obovate; beak obtuse; umbo elevated; base
rounded, or sub-truncate; surface marked by close concentric strim, an?,
at wider intervals, with more prominent lines of growth; longitudinal stme
more or less distinct, often scarcely visible on the exterior of the shell;
muscular impression.
The form of the shell is often altered by the sides being more or less
rou~ded, and som:times nea_rly straight, from the broad base to th~ ob!use
beaK. In many mstances m the New York specimens, the long1tu<lu~al
strire arc more prominent than the concentric ones ; but, in a larger numbe.r
of specimens, procured since my description of the New York specimens
was written, I find this character extremely variable, and, in some of them,
scarcely visible.
Some of the illustrations in Plate XXIII. are drawn from specimens colle0ted by myself on the St. Croix river. These, together with those preYiously given, will enable the collector to form a correct opinion of the
characters of this widely-distributed species in the oldest fossiliferous rock.

.

.

Ji 'ig. I. a, Specimen from Tequamenon Bay, form, obovatc.
Fig. I. h, Specimen from the Escan::iba river, having a. form similar to that from Tequamenen Bay.
Fig. I. c, d, Similar forms from the St. Croix river.
Fig. I. ,, Ather form of this species.
Fig. 1. f, g, Muscular impressions on two valve •

LINGULA Ai 'TIQ.UA.
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Plate XXIII., figure 2,
• i11 "i'

a·itiq a J: all, Palreont .•. Y.

a, b,
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ol. I. . 3, Plate I., figure 3, a, c.
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ances. The great number of ell-pr ervec s
indicate its character and fo m, m01e r1lly t 1'
<lescri bed in the New York Paheontolocry • T 1 a
.
..
strire, in the specimens describec~, is ow~ng t,: }1 ' . ptrfo Lo,
mens; but there are other specunens from Nl ,,. Yor \\ l,t h • l i 1
character in as marked a degree as t~ose fro1 . th· orth-}r t.
of the latter, the width, at the hase, 1s proportioua ly_ ,· ...
of New York, and,' in tne same individual , the Leak 1 • 11?
extended. We have thus far, comparati\:ely few p · ~n f: o.
York, and, until we possess more extensi,·e collections, ti
parisons for determining the question can scarcely be ma<l
Fig. 2. a, b, c, Different individuals, 1,howing a variety of forn s.

In connection with the LinO'ulre on the E ·canaba riv ~r, I co icet a
number of obscurely pointed, triangular bodies, like those < scr"b.ec in t_he
Palreontology of New York as Th.ec<2?. They are, ho -cv
1. de utc
to be described with any advantage at the pr sent time.
0

TRILOBITES OF THE POTSDAM .,.A:NDSTONE.

In the Lake Superior district, the only fossils seen in the Potsdam .,--·mlstone, in addition to those just described, are the fragme 1t) cf one or more
species of Trilobites, which were found on the Me1~monc e river. T .rs
have the characters of the Ogygia, 01 Btontes; but those in the po:;sess.ion
of the survey, are too imperfect to admit of a satisfactory determination.
A farther examination of the prolongation of this s, ndstone acr ss the i terval between Lake Iichigan and the Mississippi and St. Croix 1ivers, has
~esulte<l in satisfying us that the sandstones of the two termini are identical
m age, and the Trilobites specifically the same.
These facts increase the interest of these specimrns, , nd s :ggest the hope
that we may yet find Crustaceans in more ea tern localities/·
With the above suggestion., as to the relations of the genus figured, I
adopt the name proposed by Dr. Owen, presuminP-0 that the specimens col..
1ected by him warrant the establishment of a new genus.
D1KELLACEPHALus,

D. D. Owen.

Plate XXIII., fig. 3, a, b, c, d, e, and fig. 4.

The fra~ents in our posse sion do not admit of n complete description
.
'
• I have recently received from Professor Adams, 'Of Amherst, specimens of partially
metamorphosed sandstone from Salisbury, Vt., which he regards as the equivalent of the
Potsdam. 'l'hc specimens h::i.ve all uf the characters of the purely qnartzose variety of this
rock, and contain fragmeBts of criiloidal column , an<l casts of an ace-phalons bivalve, simi•
lar to Modiolopsis.
Such fact nre highly interestinp-, and promi!le important rest1lts for the future. Since,
bowe\"er no known fo ·-ils of the Potsd,u,1 sandst011e c 'ur with those jnst mentioned., it ro-

quire a careful l)Crutiny to detennine the ago oi' the rock in ;,itu..
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of this fossil. 'l'he cheeks are projected posteriorly mto long spine~. In
one fragment, a line, which may have been the facial suture, reaches to the
margin just within the angle. The spines are long, gradually curving and
becoming round towards the extremity. The surface is marked by strong

ele~ated strim ; caudal shield semicircular, the axis prominent ancl ob!u~ely
com cal, extending a bout two-thirds the length, marked by five d1stmct
rings : in the cast, there may have been six or seven in the ~~ter-cr~st;
lateral lobe, with se_Yen ridges, four. of w~ich ~ay b~ _called tn(urc~hons
of the second ,and thml, wlnch are snnple m their or1gm; margm flat, or
depressed just within the margin.
The margin is broken off, and its original extent not precisely defined:
some faint remains of strim are preserved ; but, from the friable nature of
the rock, it is impossible to determine the character.
.
It is very ap:garent that there is a degree of similarity between the tail
of this species and the Ogygia Portlockii; but the difference is quite specific, and the cheek-shields present few points of resemblance. . . . .
The glabella figured on the same plate, fig. 4, is from the ~ississipp1;
and though the identity cannot be positively determined from this fragment,
yet the fragments of cheek-shields found with it are undistinguishable from
our specimens. From an examination of these and other similar fragments,
I have been inclined to refer the species to Ogygia.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig,

3,
3.
3.
4.

a, b, c, Fragments of the cheek and the prolonged spine.
d, A fragment of one of the pleura, sh0'.ving a groove nearly the entire length.
e, The tail of this species.

A glabella, probably of the same species, from the Mississippi river.

Locality.-- On the Menomonee 1frer, above the Grand Rapids, in the
Potsdam sandstone.
Foss1Ls FROM THE CHAZY,

Bmns-EYE, BLACK R1vEn,
GnouP.

AND

TRENTON

LIMESTONES AND HunsoN-RIV.ER

The following are amora- the un<lescribed and little-known species, col•
lecte<l from these groups; but principally from the two latter.
PHENOPORA MULTIPORA.

Plate XXIV., figure 1, a, b.
_Frond broad, irregularly ramose; branches not numerou~, broad, flat and
th_m; surface ~1arkecl by numerous parallel or slightly diverging r?w_s of
mmute, r~uncl~sh ov~l p~res; each row of pores separated by a d1stmct,
~~evat~cl h11c, m a _chrect10n parallel to the axis of the 51ripe or branch, and
mvergmg • t the b1furcntion. Pores, fifteen in the eirrhth of an inch transvc~scly, and eleven or twelve in the same space longitudinally. Width of
stnpe, one-half to three-fourths of an inch .
. Tl c a acter of surface in this species is much like Sti'ctopora; 1..;t it
, ffcrs fro the type of that genu , m w::.nting the non-poriferous, striated
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edges -and in the pores being arranged between longitudinal, elevnted lines,
which characters belong to a group separated under the above name.--

Palawntology of New York, vol. 2, P· 46.
Fig. 1. a, Fragment of a specimen of ,this species.
Fig. 1. b, An enlargement of the surface.

Locality.-Banks of the Escanaba river, below Indian creek, in the
Trenton limestone.

CLATltROPOltA

FLABELLAT A.
,,

nov. sp.

Plate XXIV ., figure 2, a, b.

Clathropota, Palreont. of N. Y., vol. II., p. 159.
Frond expanded, flabellate, somewhat plicate towards the base; ~erforated by numerous roundish, or ova-I openings of variable size; cells mmute,
rhomboid-oval, arranged between obliquely ascending fines or laminre;
axis concentrically striated and corrugated around the perforations.
This species bears a very near resemblance to C. frondosa of the Niagara
group. In that one, hovvever, the frond appears to be thicker, and the
perforations smaller and more irregular. The cells in the present species
are more ov.al, or elongated than in the Niagara species. The similarity of
the two, however, is very striking, and requires a carefi1l examination to
distinguish between them.
Fig. 2. a, An individual nearly entire, showing the form from near the root to the margin
on the upper left-hand side.
Fag. 2. b, An enlargement ?f the surface.

Locality. -Banks of the Escanab; river below India~ creek, in tho
Trenton limestone.
CHJETETES LYCOPERDON.

Plate XXV., figure 1, a, b, c, d.

ChtEtetes lycoperdon Say, Palreont. N. Y., Vol. I. p. 64, piate 23, figures
1, 2, 3.

\~
I have heretofore described this species as occurring in hemispheric an
ramose forms; the former, in many instances, graduating into t.he latter by
the projection of branches. from a solid, or spheroidal mass. It is possible
that there are other minute branching corals often confounded with this
species, since it requires a careful examination to distinguish them. All of ·
the New York species, whether hemispherical or ramose, are smooth; but .
at he \Vest and North-west, both forms become nodose, or have the surface
covered with little stellate elevations. One cf these has been described as
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a distinct species, and it may prove that there are several, since there is a
considerable variety of surface presented. Under an ordinnry magnifier,
however, the celis all appear alike, and I have not yet been able to distinguish the different species by this means.
On the Escan~iba river, where I observed a greater number 0f these
cora~s than at any other locality in ths district, a large majority of the specimens, both hemispheric and ramose, have a nodose or stellate surface.
This character is so remarkable as to deserve notice, since it appears to be
peculi_ar ;o western localities.
Fig. 1. a, A small, hemispheric specimen of the natural size.
Fig. 1. b, A portion of the surface enhrged, showing some of the elevations to bo solid,
-0r pierced only by the cells, " ·bile others consist of elevated borders around a large cell.
Fig. 1. c, d, •rwo fragments of branching forms, the surface presenting the nodose character in different degrees.

Locality.- Banks of the Escanrtba river, two miles below the mouth of
the Indian creek.
ScmzocRIN'US Nonosus 1

Plate XXV., figure 2, a, b, c.
Sc!dzocrintts nodosus, Palreont. N. Y. Vol. I. p. 81, Plate 26.
The c?lumr:.s of this species are Yery abundarrt on the E_scanaba river,
nnd attam a much laro-er size than those of the same reek m New York,
and other ~as~ern loc~lities. The great number and large size of the~e
fragments md1cate a more favorable condition for the growth of these an.1rnals th n at any other locality l have examined. Slabs of se:·eral_ feet 1D
extent are often thickly corered with fragments, as represented m Fig. 2, a.
S_ome of the fragments measured half an inch in diameter. Many of them,
either fro1:1 _age, or fr_om lnving been worn clown, do not rreser~·e the nodes
upon the JOmt_s, but, m well-presen ed specimens of me<lrnm s1ze, they are
always _conspicuous. Sin~e the columns, with or without nodes upon the
laz:ger rm~s, are indiscriminately min 0 Iecl tog ther, and since we h~ve no
evidence from pther parts of the animal for distinction of species, I include
them for the present under one head.

LocaWv,-The banks of the Escanrtba river two miles below the mouth
of fadia

creek.

'

Ec:u.~osPHE.nITEs? nov. sp.
date X .,.V., fi ure 3, a, b.
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have little hesitation in referring it to this genus.
~he apparent fo~m
and size of the plates, it ap_proach~~ E. pomu_rn, but it. 1s probably a
tinct species which will require adchtional specimens for its full eluc1dahon.
This is the first example, so far as . I know, of ~he occurrence of this
genus in our strata.* Whenever the region, where tins w;:is found, becomes
more accessible to explorers, we _may be able to P:·esent more co~plete
illustrations of this and other species of the same fauuly.

?Is-

Local·i ty.-Banks of the Escanaba river, two miles below the mouth of
Indian creek.
C&1NoIDE1E,

or CvsTIDEtE.

Genus-?
Plate XXV ., figure 4, a, b, c.

This body consists of a ring, or a sac, the upper edge of wMch only
appears, composed of numerous plates joining by their broader edges. The
upper, or exposed surface of the plates is sculptured, or granulated, convex,
and not closely joine,l together at the upper angles, presenting the appearance of somewhat quadrangular tubercles ; exterior margin of each plate
furnished with a thin, wing-like expansion, marked by two diverging ridges.
This curious body is evidently crinoidean, from the character and structure of the plates. The ring presents an appearance very similar to the
row of plates surrounding the valves which close the ovarian aperture in
some Cysti<leans, but the number is far too great, being, in one specimen,
twenty-nine, and apparently not less in the other. The inner faces of the
plates, moreover, do not present nny appearance, as if for the attachment
o~ othe_r plates, or valves. It is possible that it may be the elevated, margmal rmg of some one of the sessile crinoids, though the arrangement of
the plates is more regular than in any species known to me.
Fig. 4. a, h, Two individuals of this species, the one having the plates nearly one-third
larger than the other.

Fig. 4. c, An enlargement of one of the plates.

~ocali'ty.-Banks of the Escanaba river, two miles below the mouth of
Indian creek, in the Trenton limestone.

MuRcmsoNIA

MAJOR.

nov. sp.

Plate XXVI., figure 1, a, b, c.
Shell teretely conical; vo1utions about six ; lower one ventricose ; upper
ones less prominent, and diminishing from near the base to the suturJ} above.

The specimens are all casts, and the external makings are not pr~served
• The numerous concavo-convex bodies found. on the glades of Tennessee, and which, at
flrst view, appear to bdonf; to this genus, c.re diffl-;)r~nt bodies, although I can r~Lr them to
;iQ

otber lhan oruc or ani m of tbia ~l..sw,

!10
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ln its form, it resembles JvI. bellicfocta, hut the volutions asr.enii more
rapidly and are not so ventricose. The shell attains a large size and is
quite abundant.
Fig. 1. a, A specimen of medium size, nearly entire.
Fig. 1. b, A longitudinal section of a larger individual.
Fig. 1. c, The two lower volutions of a large individual

Localil'!J .-Western shore of Green Day, in Trenton limestone
AsAPHUS BARRANDI.

nov. sp.

Plate XXVII., :figure 1. a, b, c, d, and plate XXVID .
.Broadly oval; length about once and a half the width, (length 5i inc~es
br~adth 4_ inches); head semi-circular; the posterior an~les prolonged mto
spmes wlnch reach backwards beyond the segments of the thorax, upper
surface imbricate, striate; anterior and lateral margins with an elevated
border; glabella clavate, broad and prominent towards the front, clepr~ssed
at the neck and marked by two slight, sharp, transverse grooves, with a
slight prominence in the centre, as shown in the cast, above the neck-furrow; eyes large, placed a little behind the middle of the head and close
to the furrow separating the glabella from -the cheeks; hypostcme a~ched
at the base and deeply crescentiform at the apex, each horn presenting a
strong, elevated fold along the inner margin ; anterior to the base of the
horns, is a strong tubercle, and between and behind it, a <lepre~sion; thorax
composed of eight slightly-arched articulations; axis well-defined, and as
broad in the upper part as the length of the pleurre ; pleurre straight for
about half their length, and from thence gradually bent downwards, furrowed from the base about two-thirds of their length; extremities broad
and flat; tail, nearly semi-circular, being a little longer, but scarcel~ narrower than the head, (length 2! inches, width 3a incties); axis prom11:ent,
gradually narrowing, and terminating abruptly at the flattened margm a
little le~s than three-fourths the entire len~th o[ the tail? marked by ab?ut
fifteen ridges; the lateral lobes, marked with eight or nme furwws winch
extend in the upper part two-thirds, and in the lower part one half, of the
width; the margin of the tail broad and concave ; entire surface marked
by elevated lines which ramify and inosculate in a beautiful manner.
I have but a single tolerably perfect specimen, all the others bf'ing fragments. In the larger and nearly entire one, the upper part of the head has
been removed, showing the lower plate with 1he hypostome attached and in
its proper place, thou(;h th~ ,,·hole hearl appears to have slipped downwai:ds
so. as partly to cover ~he first articulation. The irnpre sion of the roster:or
spine 1s h_own extenclmg backward as far as opposite the fourth articulation
of the ax1~ of the_ tail_. 'Fhe c~ust i , in a great d gree, removed, and o_n
whnt remarn , t 1~ 1mbncatmg _stnre are coar(:e and strong. In other sp CIens of mallcr s1z , these stnre prt·sent the beautiful appearance descnbe<l.
The rings of the axis of tl e tail are obsoletely nodosc, there still remaining
t} e appearance of a double row of flattened nodes down the axis. The
number of furrow in the a.·is of the tail appears to Le as many in the
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cnm. In young specimens the tail is very convex, but m all of the h r!_.:,el
ones it is flattened. This difference, however, appears to · be. due to th
tharacter of the rock in which the latter are imbedcletl, wlule the sruall
specimens, in the limestone, preserve their natural forms.
.
This species has considerable rese~bla~ce to .fl. ty,rannus o~ Murchison,
the most prominent differences bemg . m the prolonge_d _spmes of ~h.
buckler, and the shorter and proport10nally broader t~1! m one s/ cic_•
The pleurre , also arch downwards towards the extremities more tzan !Il
the figure:;; ~f .IJ..' tyrannus. The glabella is proportionall~ longer, an_d th
form of the hypostome different, the horns at the extremity presentmg a
wider arch.
F iJnre 1. 11, the glabella and part of the cheeks of a largo specimen.
Figure 1. b, the glabella, showing the anterior raised margin, and tho course of the facial
suture from the eye forward.
Figure 1. r., the cheek shield of a large individual, showing the prolonged spine, which is
imperfect at the extremity.
Figure 1. cl, the tail of a small individual, very entire, and preserving the crullt over o.
large part of the surface.
Plate XXVIII., a nearly eutire individual of large size, the crnst from tho upper side ot \he
head having heen removed.

Geological Position.- I first noticed this species in the limestone of the
age of the Birds-eye, on the St. Mary's river. Subsequently, I saw it in
the same position near Plattsville, Wisconsin, at a locality show_!}. me by the
Rev. John S. Lewis. At the-latter place it occurs in a limestone which
holds the place of the Birds-eye, possessing many of its characters, as
well as some of its peculiar fossils. It also occurs in some shaly or fiaggy
layers, associated with the thin stratum of limestone, and in them the finest
spec~mens have been found_. It is from a. layer ·of this kin~ that the large
spe~1men figured was obtamed, by Mr. Pickard, of Plattsnlle. The lithological character of this layer i.s almost precisely the same as some specimens-of Llandeilo flags, containing Of{ygia Bucltii.

HARPES ESCANABI..-E.

nov. sp.

Plate XXVII., figure 2,-a.

A single marginal plate, or shield, of the head c1r this fossil, is all that
has fallen unEler my observation. The lower portion is exposed for about
an inch on one side, and more than half as much on the other. It grad11al1y diminishes in width from the front backwards, and is marked by
row~ of pore~, the outer and inner of which ar~ larger than the intermediate ones. The marginal rows of pores are regular and parallel. to the
margin; of the intermediate ones, there are three or four in front ancl one
at tne most posterior portion visible.
This portion of the fossil bears some resemblance to I-I. Doranni, of Portlock, but is, nevertheless, a distinct species.
Geolo&ical Position.-Trenton limestone, on the banks of the Escanrtb£t
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It is here agsociated with Cht!ttte1 lycoperdon, Leptcena alternata, Ortliis testudinaria, Phacops callicephalus, Cerau-rus pleurexanthern'lts, and many other fossils of this group. It is the first
examp!e, to my knowledge, of the occurrence of a· species of this genus in
the lm\'er Siluriai1 strata, and a genus hitherto unknown in this country,
unless, as I suspect, the fossil figured and described by me as Ceraurus?
pust·ulosus (Pah.eont., N. Y., Vol. I., page 246) prove to be a species of
Harpcs, the crust being removed, which- gives the pustulose appearance.
Should it prove to belong to this genus, it is still quite a distinct species
river, below Indian creek.

from the one now describea.
PHAOOPS C.\.LLICEPHALUS.

Plate XXVII., figure 3, a. b.

'Pliacops calliceplialus, Palreont., N. Y., Vol. I., p. 247.
This species occurs in considerable numbers in the Trenton limest~ne
upon the Escanaba river. I have seen on]y the separated heads and ta1ls,
but these are in greater numbers, at this one locality, than all I ha-re seen
in the state of New York:.
Fig. 8. a, The head of this Trilobite.
Fig. 3. b, The eye enlarged.

The individuals observed at this locality are smaller than those in the
same limestone in New York. The same is true of the Ceraurus pleurex•
anthemus, which abo occurs here. It is probable th~t the a<lmix_ture of
arenaceous matter, while it does not appear to have mterfered w1th the
pro<luct:0:!l of species, has diminished their size. This fact is true of ~he
Crustacea an:: ..Mollusca, while the crinoidal columns are of a larger size
than at any other locality observed.
.

CATENIPOitA GRACILrs.

nov.

Plate XXIX., figure 1,

sP.

a. b.

por~l massive, or hemisph ric; cells quadrangular, or sub-oval; w~l1s
~hm .; m_terspac s rarely-'tthick r than the walls; arranged in a ingle senes,
m v1de 1rregular r ·ticulations.
'Ihis .-p cies diffi rs from the C. escl1ar01'des in the almost quac rang~lar
form of the c lls and the (• · r rnely thjn val c• the reticulations ,1; e ·wide
~ ml_ t e' hole ~spe t l s ·olid than in that species. From C. agglomcrata,
1t chffcrs t:s cntially i th form an<l arrano-ement
of he cells .
.:,
Fig. 1. a, A; art oft 1 surli c, :itur::.l size.
1 • 1. b, n cnl. rgc portion.
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f '!& p!!.Xt of the Hucfaon-:river group, and, so _far M I kno!f, i~ the ~r
~e that a species of this genus has been found m the lower Silurian series.
a1Uy, eastern shore of Green Bay, Wisconsin.
S~.\.RCINULA? OBSOLETA. UOV. Sp.

Plate XXIX., figure

2., a, b.

oral cespitose, composed of irregular, ~ylindrical stems, which_ are con..
nee ed at intervals by lateral processes; internally rayed and with transve ~ ~ septa ; externally striated
-:'he internal structure is obscure, since both the rays and septa have ueen
, ved and ' the interior is empty, or partially filled with crystalline natter.
=his species occurs in immense numbers, farming, in some places, almost
wn·iJ.mous beds.
Gea! og ical Posi"tion.-This species occurs in the shales in the upper part
of ne Hudson-river group, associated with Catenipora gracilis. It forms
L +inuous layers on the eastern shore of Green Bay, above the ent ranee to
it ""geon Bay; also, on the west side of Big Bay des Noquets, where it
fii s once formed a continuous stratum, in the same position.
'
. ....,.his coral is of a type not observed by me in the lower Silurian series oi 5e ~ York, or elsewhere.
Being associat~d with the Catenipora, a genus heretofore known only in
Ille upper Silurian series, the beds containing these fossils become of e:x-cee ing interest both to the geologist and the palreontologist, for it will be
i~ sue~ beds, if any, that he will trace a. c?1!tinuation, or passage, of orgalLC bemgs from the lower to the upper d1v1s10ns of the Silurian system.
Fi~. 2. a, A longitudinal view of n. .group of these stems,
Fig. 2. b, A transverse section.

Locality, eastern shore of Green Bay and of Big Bay des N oquets

M::oDIOLOPSIS

PHOLADIFORMIS.

nov. sp.

Plate XXX., figure 1, a, b. c, and Plate XXXI., figure 1.

Shell oval-obovate, elongate ; base slightly arcuate in the middle ;
vex in the mi<ldlc and com.p,essed towards the posterior extremity;
urnbones prominent, hinge-line slightly arched, and, in some specimens,
nearly straight ; muscular impression, large and strong, near the anterior
extremity ; Gurface marked by strong folds or rib.s, which, originating on
:e hinge-line, diverge aml curve gradually downward to the base.
All the specimens f this peculiar species, which I have examined, are
more o-r less distorte<l, so that we may not be fully acquainted with the
o-m. The peculiar surface-marking, however, is unmistakable, and in
nearly all the snecirne .•s is preserved, in some degree, in the casts. There
appear o be ~onsideni.b!~ difference ill the ii.e of these ribs ill differeut
1~,.(>
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specimens, and it is possible that we have among tl1em two ~ci~, which,
for the present, however, we prefer to regard as one. The form in many
specimens is similar to that of .NI. modiolaris, but in the surface-markings,
it is very distinct. In some specimens, however, from the same locality,
which appear to belong to the M. modiolaris, I have observed concentric
ribs similar to those in the species now described. In that species,
however, thP.y appear more arched, and confined to the region of the
hinge-line, gradually losing themselves in the concentric strire, and are
quite obsolete towards the base. Nevertheless, we have never obs~rved
this feature in the New York specimens, and these western ones, thU3
marked, prove a distinct species.
Fig. 1. a, The left valve of a hrge individual.
Fig. 1. b, The right valve of a smaller individual, imperfect at tl1e posterior extremity.
Fig. 1. r, The right valve of an imperfect specimen, with ridges more closely arranged.
Plate XX.XI., Fig. 1. Cardinal view of the individual, fig. 1, c, of the preceding plate.

Geological Position and Locality .-This species occurs in the marly
beds, constituting the higher portions of the Hudson-river group, on the
eastern shore of Little Bay des Noquets. It is associated with M. modiolaris and .11.mbonychia radiata, with two or three species of Orthoceratites.
lVloDIOLOPSIS MODIOLARIS.

Plate XXXI., figure 2. a, b, c, d•

•Modiolopsis modiolaris, Palreont. N. Y., Vol. I., p. 294.
The specimens figured present the same variety of form as those
described in the Palreontology of New York. In several of them, however, the concentric strire become strongly marked along the back ?f _the
s~ell, forming, as in the precedincr species, ridges, or costre. The chstI~chon between this and the preceding species is readily dete;cte_d in ~ra_cmg
the costre from the hinge-line towards the base, the one contmurng chstmct,
and terminating aloncr the lower margin, while, in the other, they become
merged in, and take the direction of, the concentric lines of growth .
. 1t wonld b~. cfos~rable to compare a large numb_cr of specimen~ f~om
different locahhes, m order to arrive at an explanat10n of these varrnt10ns
of character in what appear to be identical species. The specimens in my
collection from Cincinnati ancl Ma.di ·on, Ia., as well ns those from ew
York a_ncl C_anada, ~how scarcely c;,ny evidence of this character; and, it_ is
not a httle mterestmg to ob-erve, that a locality, affording ~mother s:;:ec1es
so strongly marked, should also afford one sir~ulatinothe . . ~ me cha0
racters.

or

le v:i. -a, e owin,.,. the mn nl improssion. Tho form is rat.hot
wider in proportion t
longtb than is u ual in t is ecies.
Fig. 2. b, C ~ of as n--r ~c·m n, sho ing tho stron- ridge ncnr the h:n a-line.
F"g, 2. c, C rdin 1 •ic · of tho same.
· • 2. d, A bort au i bro fo m of
amo 1peolts.

F!,g. 2. a, CJ.!!
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Geological Posib,01i and Locality.-Thi~ 11peci~~ occur~, with the prec~ding, in the higher marly beds of the Hudson-river ~roup, on the east

&tue of Little Bay dea Noquets.
AMBONYCHIA CARINATA.

Plate

XXXI.; figure 3 •

.11.mbonych.ia carinata, Palreont. N. Y., Vol. I., p. 294.

This species is abundant and finely developed on the eastern shore ?f
Little Bay des Noquets. The individuals are larger than usual, and their
forms generally well-defined; bnt, owing to the crumbling: nature. of the
rock in which they are imbedded, it is difficult to obtain entire specnuens.
CLINTON GROUP.
TRACKS AND TRAILS OF VERTEBRATES?

As already remarked, few characteristic fossils of this period were recog-nized in this district. The argillaceous limestones, which, for the most
part, represent this group, contain few fossils. The argillaceous sandstones,
which, in New York, represent the lower portions of the series, were observed at only one place, on the eastern shore of Green Bay, particularly
described in one . .-o f the preceding chapters. The surface of the slabs of
this sandstone is covered with numerous tracks and trails, made at the time
of their deposition, some of which differ so widely from those hitherto
observed, as to require a detailed description.
One of these, which is very remarkable, not only on account of its size,
but for other peculiarities, is represented in plate XXXII. This track, or
trail, occurs on/ the surface of a shaly sandstone, thinly laminated, indicating th~t the laminre were due to successive depositions. The materia;s
were highly comminuted, and deposited in comparatively shoal and tranqml
water, smce the marks of the rippling waves are impressed upon the slab.
The m arkings consist of a continuous depression, or groove, placed mid way
between a series of imprints, made in succession and at regular intervals, having a uniform character, as if made by the same organs. These imprints
consist at first, as seen on the left hand side of the slab, of a single series
on each side of the trough-like depression, each one presenting a duplicate.
Almost from the starting point, however, there are faint impressions of a
s-econd series, without and a little in the rear of the inner series. These,
farther on, are observed to be of the same form, but less distinctly duplicate and less deeply impressed. For a part of the distance, these outer
iI:11;>ressions are quite distinct on one side, but for the rem~inder, they are
vmble beneath the superimposed laminre of sandstone. On the other, or
right sitle of the trough, the outer series is very indistinct, appearing at
only one or two points, being entirely obscured by the deposition of mineral
matter. The imprints cut the stone rather abruptly on the anterior side,
while on the posterior side, it is less so, and behind each one the stone is
elevated in a little ridge, or node.
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In some parts, the markings present the appearance of three or fo r toelike impressions, less deep than where the duplicate character is only perceptible. There is nothing to indicate the attachment of long claws, or
fimbriated appendages.
The median groove is more shallow in some parts tnan in others, and, in
this respect, the foot-like imprints correspon,l in faintness and distinctness.
The distance from the centre of the median groov-c to the outer margin of
the second series is uniformly two inches, mak-i.ng the ·whole ,ridth four
inches. The distance of the imprints from each other, in the line of progression, is one inch and three-sixteenths, there being only one or two slight
deviations, in twenty-four of these steps.
The slab, from which the fo,ure is taken, is three feet long; at the left
side, which is not represented in the figure, the imprints commence at the
cdge,-the continuation in that direction being broken off-where both
the median grooye and the foot-prints are slightly imrressecl, though still
quite d'stinct. As they advance to the right, they becom m re distinct,
but, before reaching the other extremity of the slab, they are concealed by
layers of sandstone which cannot be removed. The course of the median
groove is still p~rceptible from the depression of th lamin::D abov it, and
there are even slight depressions corresponding to the foot-prints, neither of
which is represented in the figure. On this pa,r t of the stone, cov ring the
track, there are numerous trails and imprints, apparently produced by organic bodies, but which are too obscure to admit of any satisfactory deter•
mination.
It is very evident from an inspection of these jmpressions, that they ha":e
been made by some animal in voluntary motion; and it ·would appear as if
in the direction from left to right, for the reason already given.
.
\\Then, however, we would offer an opinion, as to the n· turc of an ammal
producing such a track upon the surface o.f -nn ocet·~nic, or estuary beach, _it
becomes a subject of no little difficulty. From all the previous facts m
our possession as to the character of the fauna ,vhich existed at this period,
our prec~nceived notions are strongly opposeJ to the admission of the existen_ce. at this period, of quadrupedal animals, conternporaneous .·with rorals,
crmohls, mollu ks, and cru taceans, ancl the rare occurrenc~ of fishes, as
indic·tt d in a few and ill-preserved fra()'~~nts of ichthyorlornlites.
We have already been made aware of' the trails of mol · sh, during this
epoch, vhich ha\·e been preserved on the surface of the rocky stnta; and
there ~re othns which may have been macle by planarian ,vorms, the bodies
~f W~H.:h _may not have u~en preserved. I have also described otl er tracks
like 1 nprmts, possessing toe-like impressions, which possibly may ha-re been
made
fisl~es. !he impression under consideration, however, has a c½aracter chffermg widely from aJl the former, and only, in some degree, allied
to the latter.
If we :ere, for a moment, to regard this tracl· c>s havin()' been produced
by an articulated animal, with an elongated body, ancl l;~s:::essing lateral
nppenclagc., c, pable of makin()"0 a double series o li teral imprint~, -we
rnu t first comrare them ,;'th those made by si ih:r ,,nim:1.1s, befor~ we
caTI become s~t,sfiecl that such , ·as their origin. In all of t 1e trails I
h ve seen, w IC coulcl be rcforred to 1~101luslrn, or to planarirm worms,
'. hether made by e.·isting worms, or by those Y,hich Jun c left their i n _ess10ns on the rocky strata, there is positi •e evidence of th8 Lotly havm_g
been pushed forward throu h the superficial sa cl, or mu I, · ce t ere
1
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ra1!ecl up, on each side of the groove, a ridge continuous with the groove
itself.
In instances where these evidences cf lateral appendages arc
observed, they hctve marked, at close inter:·als, th~ adjoi~ing s~rface. ~n
the present instance, the shallow groove 1s not lmed with a ndge, as m
those just mentioned, but appears to have been produced by a body dra\.vn
over the surface, while the anterior extremity was e]eyated uboYe that
level, 2n,I, consequently, none of the mud, or sand, has been pushed out
of the tnwk to accommodate the animal. The lateral appendages, therefore, of w hate vet nature they may ha Ye been, may he presume<l to ha ,·e
elevated the ~mtcrior portion of the body above the surface. T~ese
appendages, Hlso, were of sufficient strength and power to bear the "·e1i;;ht
of the body upon their extremities, as shown from the impressions' bemg
firm, decided, and shows th'eir depth 1.hat they were snpportin~ a body of
considerable weight, while the interval behveen the extremities and the
junction with the body is clearly raised above the surface, and produces
110

imprint.

Such, then, are some of the facts which ought to be regarded in forming
an opinion of the animal by which these tracks were made. Whatever
may have been our preconceiYed opinions, we find none of the characters,
pertaining to this track, resembling those of known articulated animals;
and, if we wouM suppose that there may be large articulated animals
c;:ipable of producing such impressions, it appears to rne that we have,
moreover, to suppose them provided with few-no more than four-.:-1ateral
appendages for locomotion, and that they were, by these, capable of
raising their bodies partially above the surface, and of moving by steps,
instead of the gradually advancing motion characteristic of those animals
of this class with which we arc acquainted.
I have made these observations for the purpose of presenting the facts
in as clear a light as possible, and would cheerfully adopt an explanation
which would satisfactorily refer these peculiar markings to an articulated
body with the usual appendages. It now becomes important to find out
the nature of the aninrals capable of making such tracks as these and
others, which flourished during this period.
In doubting that they v;ere made by articulated animals, I have been
wholly uninfluenced by the opinion of Professor Richard Owen; with
regar<l to the nature of the tracks found in the Potsdam sandstone of
Canada
If we adm 1t the existence of quadrupedal ( chelonian) animals, during tl1e
period of the Potsdam sandstone, we should find less difficulty in supposing
that they flourished during the deposition of-the Clinton gr.oup. It must be
remembered, however, that every step in the progress of geology has shown
the occurrence of the remains of higher orders of animals in deposits of an
earlier drrte than we had a right to ~nfer that they existed; and, although
discoveries of this kind were, on their first announcement, received with incredulity, yet ultimately geologists were compelled to yield to the force of
the evidence. It is not long since it was supposed that the mammalia <lid
not extenc~ below the tertiary~ subsequently, they were found in the lias,
and now, 1t woul<l appear, they extend as low as the keuper. The tracks
in the sandstone of the ' Connecticut valley are now admitted to have
been made by bird ; but for n Jong time the evidence was regarded with
distrust. The remains of air-breathing animals have now been found -as
low as the coal, and the tracks of supposed reptilians below all the coal-
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seams.• The ripple-marke and mud-cracks even

M

low as the Potsdam

gandstone and the evidence of beaches in a higher position prepare us to
admit that there may have been conditions possible, at least, for the existence of air-breathing a:gimalR, even during these lower Silurian epochs.
The tracks here described bear a strong resemblance to those found in the
Potsdam sandstone, in the village of :Beauharnois, on the south side of the
St. Lawrence, twenty miles above Montreal, by Mr. Logan, the direcbr of
the Canada survey.t Its similarity has also been recognized by Mr. Hunt,
of the CanaJa survey, who is familiar with the specimens collected by Mr.
Locran.
ft would appear highly probable, that the track in the Clinton group was
made by an animal of the same class as that in the Potsdam sandstone, at a
time when similar conditions prevailed in the palceozoic ocean, and when,
in some degree, it was tenanted by similar organic forms, the Lingula being
the prevailing fossil at both periods.
• Mr. Logm was the first to announce the occurrence of foot-marks in 'the coal measures

of Nova Scotia, which appeared to Professor Owen to belong to some unknown reptile.
lu 1844, Dr. King, of Greensburg, Pa.•, announced to the Academy of Natural Sciences, .
the occurrence, in the coal measures of that state, of the tracks of two Saurian reptiles.
Lyell subsequently visited the locality, and considered them as belonging to the genus
Cheiritluiroum.

'

,

In 1850, Mr Lea, of Philadelphi:t, announced to the Academy of Natural Sciences, the
<liscovery of the foot-prints in bas relief, of a reptilian quadruped, lower in the series than
had before been observed, which he provisionally named Sa111"0p1ts primev11s. They occurred
fa a gorge of Sharp mountain, near Pottsville, Pennsylvania, in the red shale, or nnmher
eleven of Professor Rogers's classification. The position of these foot-marks is about 8500
feet below the upper part oftbe coal formation, which there is 6750 feet thick.
Within the present year (1851 ), Professor Rogers has found, in the same basin, similar
track11 to those described by Mr. Lea, as well as another stt of smaller ones, reptilian in
character, several hundred feet lower in the series.
F. & W.
t Profossor Owen, of the Royal College of Surgeons, who examined a slab of these sandstones, on the upper surface of which the foot-prints are impressed, and a plaster cast of the
remainder of the continuous trail, in all twelve and a half feet long, brought to London by
Mr. Logan, bas communicated to Sir Charles Lyell the following description, which tho
latter incorporated into his anniversary address, (February H!5 L)
" The impressions are more numerous in regular succession than any that have been previously dhicovered; so that the evidence of their having b~n made by successive steps,
o.fi'orded by the succession of corresponding prints· at regular intervals, is the strongest we
p~ssess. They are in pairs, and the pairs extend in two parallel linear series with a groove
1!11dway ~ctween the two series. 'l'he outer impression 01 each pair is the largest, and it is a
little behmd the inner one. Both are short and bron.d, with feeble indications of divisions
at tl1cir fore-part- they succeed each other at intervals much shorter than that between
the right and left pair.
"The. median groove is well-defined, and slopes down more steeply at its sides, tha!1
toward~ its bottom, at some parts of the track. I conclude, from these characters, that the ammal which !~ft the track was a quadruped, with the hind-feet larger and farther apart than the
fore-feet; with ~oth hind and fore-feet very short, or impeded by some other part of the animal's structure from making any but short steps; that the fore and hind limbs were very near
each other, but that the limbs of the right and those of the left side were wider apart; consequently, that the auiti1al b:i.d a short., but broad trunk, supported on limbs, either short, or
C'.lpa.ble of only sh?rt 11tcps; and that its feet were rounded and stumpy, without long claws.
As to tb,: median impression, that may be due either to a thick, heavy tail, or to the under
rorfo.co yf the_ tr\rnk, dragged along the ground. The slope of the body and tho structure
of the hmbs, 111d1catccl by the above described character of the steps, accord best with those
of the Jand, or fresh-water tortoises, and the median groove might have been saooped out by
the hnrd surface of a prominent plastron.
The disproportion in the size of the fore-and bind-feet, is such as we find in some existing
Terrapenes e.g. the Emys geograpM1;a,"
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oF CRusTACEANs?

Plate XXXIII.
Imp~essions consistjng of two parallel linear imprints, or shallow grooves,

extendmg continuously for short distances and again repeated at irregular
intervals, either in the same or a slightly varying direction. Wherever
there are several of these impressions near each · other, only two lines are
parallel, one with the other, and have no connection with any other series.
The two lines are about three-sixteenths of an inch distant from each
other, usually direct, sometimes undulating and sometimes making an abrupt
cyrve. These linear grooves are usually of nearly equal depth throughout
tneir length, but in some instances there is a decided pit at one extremity,
as if the mud had been struck by a pair of parallel claws which were pressed
backward, and the grooves oradually dying out in that direction. In one
or two places, there appea~ to be a line of distinct, pitted impressions,
continued in the same direction as the groove.
In addition to the linear parallel grooves, there are, upon the slabs,
numerous pitted i~pressions like those just noticed which are often in a
continuous series, quite separate from any grooved Jines, many of which
are simple, while others present mukings as of claws, or toes, like specimens from the same rocks in New York. (Pal. Vol. II. p. 26, et passim.)
Those now described appear to be due to crustaceans, rather than to any
other animal, since they resemble, in some degree, marks made by existing
species of that class of animals. The surface of the specimen on which
these tracks are made, is covered with a thin fi.Jm of shaly matter, in which
areimbedded, apparently, the remains of the macerated skeletons of several
Bryozoa, the structure of which is so obliterated, that their generic relations cannot be established.
'.
We have known, for niany years, that the Clinton group of New York
contains numerous trails made by different species of animals, or by animals of different size which may have been mollusks; we have others
which, by the peculiar fimbriated character, indicate ether forms; and we
have those making distinct imprints, like foot-marks, with distinct toes,
which clearly belong to still another class. To these three classes, \Ye may
no1vadd those just described, which are quite distinct from either, and were
unquestionably made by animals of a very different organization.
We ha -e, then, tracks r.nd trails of five distinct types, which existe-d
during the deposition of the Clinton group.
Regarding, at the same time, tbe fact that no special attention has been
given to the exr:mination of th<::·se objects, the specimens being mainly those
which have fallen under my obserrntion while devoting myself to other
objects of pursuit, we may feel assured that we have much to learn in this
field, which thus far has remained comparatively unexplored, but the results
of which will richly reward him who undertakes it.
Geological Position and Locality.-! have already spoken of the geolo~cal position and locality of the argillaceous and thin-bedded sandstones
which bear these markings, being in tne lower portion of the Clinton group.,

ht above

the Medin sandi.tone, as now restricted in New York.
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n~e a~sociated ,vith stra_ta wbich occur _a't thE: c?mmencement of the up
Siltman epoch, belonging to that period of disturbance which prece
the formatio~ of all those calc~reous strata ?f ihe upper Clinton and Niaga
g"oups, so highly charied with the remams of corals, crinoius moll

and trilubitQS.

'
NIAGARA GROUP.

~

The fossils found in this group are chiefly those which have been elsewhere described; many of which have been mentioned in the prece<lbg
pages, and, therefore~ it is unnecessary to repeat them here, farther than to
remark, that Catenipora escharo1:des, and two or more species of HelioUtes,
with one or two species of .JJ.stroceriurn, are the characteristic en.es of thil
group, thr~mghout its range in this district. Nearly all the larger corab
are identical with those in the same group, in western New York, and in
Canada West, while the smaller ones are much less numerous in the Lake
Superior district than at more eastern localities . The remains of Trilobites
are extremely rare, and only some few fragments have been ob:::en'cd.
characteristic Brachiopoda are, also, almost entirely ,v~nting at all the
localities which I examined. Several species of Orthoceratites have been
observed at different localities; but they are so poorly preserved in the roc:k,
that they are of little interest.
A~ong the more _interes~ing _fossils of this rock, are those peculiar for s
described by Dr. Bigsby, m lns paper on the geography and geology of
' Lake Huron, as HuRONIA.*
In that paper, they were regarded as the remains of corals; but, subsc•
quently, Mr. Stokes corrects this opinion, and regards them as the probable
siphuncles of Orthocerata.
.
,
T~ey are analogous, indeed, in their form and general appearance, !o tht1
portion of the Orthocerata; but it is still very remarkable, thc:.t, m the
numerous examples observed by Dr. Bigsby ancl Mr. Stokes, net one should
have been found preserving some remains of the septa, or outer shell. The
exa_mple of Huronia Portlockii, ginn hy Mr. Stokes, (Gcol. Trars., Second
Series, Vol._ V., p. 710, Pl. IX., fig. 5,) does exhibit the appcarar.cc_ f
septa ; but 1t appears to me that this one is verv different from the typiclll
forms of the genus, ancl may well be referred to" Ormoceras. If the e ·• m·
ples, su~h as Huronia Bigsbii, and H. 'l)erlebrdis, which nrc oftrn. fo n
of considerable length, and in numerous individuals, prove to Le. t~c sir,hun·
cles ot: Or!hocerata, t~ey form an exception to the general ~ond~t10~ of 1 ~ •
servahon m these boches; for, in the strata where the rernnrns 01 tllls foimly
occur in the grl'atest abundance and in all de()"rccs of prcserrntion, ther
are only rare examples of the siphuncle havin,..bbeen
presened y;itl out ~h
6
septa. In fact, both are one and the same thin g : an cxtensicn cf a 1arI:1"
of shell from the siphuncle, forming a ser,tum, or, i·i"ce 1.:crsa, the lair.tria:
of the septa curve around and enclose the o1"'en
, sinpon tuLc.
t h,.
Th e rare examples alluded to in Ormoc2ras and Endoccra~, w.,ere "'
siphuncle is preserved separate from the septa and out</ shcl1, prcse t
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tube of a different chnracter from that of Huronia, and one wbieh is at
once recognized as belonging to the Orthoceratidere.
The anparent insertion of one joint within the other, in some species of
Huronia: is a charDcter much more like that of Cornu1ites, and their shell,
the exterior of which is rarely preterved, is very like specimens of this
genus. It mav be due to the extreme concavity" of the septum, and the
enlargement of the siphuncle at the point ·where it is joined by the septum.
\Vhatever may have been the original nature of those fossils, it appears
to me that, even admitting them to have been siphuncles of some Orthoceratite, they· still preserve characters. which entitle them to a separate
generic description.

HunoNrA. VERTEBRALIB.

Plate XXXIV., figure 1.
lluronia vertebraUs, Stokes, Geol. Trans. 2d Series, Vol. I., p. 202; Plnte
XXVIII., figure 2.
Tube elongated; composecl of joints, or articulations, of which the upper
el:tremity is the largest, and the smaller and lower extremity of the succeeding one is apparently inserted within the upper edge of the preceding ;
upper edge expanded and somewhat deflected. The surface sometimes
presents longitudinal strire, but I have been UD. able to detect any other
structure, though, in some parts, the entire shell appear to 1. :! still
remaining.
A comparison of thjs fossil with some specimens of Cornu1ites, where
the shell has been partially removed, shows a striking similarity 1n the
structure and arrangement of the parts, except that in the latter fotril, the
joints of which it is composed, diminish much more rapidly thm, .m the
Huronia. It is an interesting fact, however, that all lrno\vn spt •.-:ies oI
Cornulites belong to the Clinton and Niagara groups, and are of th•i same
epoch of the Huronia.
The specimen figured is somewhat distorted by pressure, but t} . ~ proportion of the parts and general form indicate the species d€scribcc- under
this form by Mr. Stokes.

Geological Pos'lfion and' Locality.- This, nnd other specimem . were
found by Messrs. Whittlesey nnd Desor, at Orthoceras Point, about eight
· miles east of the Detour, on the north shore of Lake Michigan, anr., frcm
the position of this place, they occur in the central, or higher portions· of the
rock ; thus affording a new locality for these singular fossils.
HuaoNrA

ANNULATA.

Nov. sp.

Plate XXXIV., figure 4.

Comptre Huronia B-igsbii, Stokes, Geol. Trans., 2d series,, Vol. I.,, p. 202 ·
Plate XXVIII., fiiure 1.

'
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Tube, or column, cylindrical, or ~lightly tapering; composed of joint.a
which are of nearly equal diameter throughout, except the abrupt enlargement nt one extremity, which forms a strong nnnulation; length of the
joints about two~thirds their diameter.
.
In this species, the smaller end of the joint does not seem inserted into the
expanded portion of the other, but to rest upon it, and in many of them, it
appears as if expanded equally with the lower one, antl that the two meet
on the centre of the annulation, as shown in the figure by the dark line,
which, in the specimen, appears like a suture. In this character, it presents a very remarkable similarity to a vertebral column and I should at
once have referred it to H. vertebralis of Stokes, but that in his description the tapering downwards, and ·the inflation above are regarded as
prominent characters. Our specimens agree better with the characters
given to H. Bigsbii; but in the figure of that species the length and
breadth of the joints is much more nearly equal than in our specimen; the
form of the joints is a~so more tapering, though I have observed this character in a few of the joints in the specimen figured. T~is character is
some,vhat apparent towards the right hand extremity of the figure. The
extremes of measurement given by Mr. Stokes, howeYer, are sufficient to
make us hesitate in determming the species from the length and diameter
of the joints.
In this specimen, towards the right hand extremity; as shown in the
figure, there is an appearance like a tube penetrating the interior, a character noticed by Mr. Stokes.
When the specimen is broken, the interior presents an eccentric, tubular
cavity, linecl with crysfuls of carbonate of lime. In the present condition
of the specimen, it is not possible to ascertain any connection between this
tuue and any other part.
Both the specimens figured are in a light-grey sub-crystalline limestone
fr~m the same locality. The associated fossils are the following species of
Discosor·us and some trochiform Gasteropoda.

D1scoso&us coNomEus.
Plate XXXIV ., figures 2 and 3.

Discosorus conoideus, Palreontology of N. Y., vol. II, p. 99, Plate
XXVIII, figure 13, a, b, c.
A conical bocly composed of a series of rings or discs, with rounrled
outer edges, antl flattened above and below. Each succeeding ring, or
dis , incr a_scs in size from the apex towards the base.
.
These discs are compose'! of a thick crust, or shell, havmg a fibrou~
structure, which radi~tes from a small, central, tu ular cavity, or space,
fipecl by _a differ~nt kihcl of material. This cavity may, p~rh?ps, co_mmu11cate ,,: 1th the internal, conical caYity, formed within he entire series of
rings. The structure of the ring, in specimens of this fossil from - ~ ~ •
Yo:k, resembles more nearly that of the Belemnite than anything else -with
;rh1ch I am acquainted. The specimens from L~ e [ichi an afford no new
fact regarding the structure of this fossil. One of the speciminj hn th
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t:110 broader dises crushect, givmg _them a~parently nn abru~tly in_crea~e-d
drnrneter; but this appearance is entirely accidental. The oblique d1rect10n
of the discs and the curved form of the specimens are, in like manner, due
to pressure. The other specimen has the· edges of the discs worn down,
the interior being crystallized, leaving only a thin exterior shell. Th~s
crystallized interior does not represent the cavity. before alluded to, but 1s
the substance of the thick shell, or crust, crystallized and partially removed,
leaving a cavity.
These fossils were first noticed by Dr. Bigsby, on Drummond's island,
and were described and figured in the geological transactions befon~
cited, but without a name, and, so far as I know, they have remained
without farther notice, until the de~cription cited above. I am unable to
fin<l any characters by which to separate the species, now described, from
1
those found in the Clinton group in New York.
Geological Position and Locat-,:ty.-The specimens figured were found
with Huronia, at Orthoceras Point, in limestone of the Niagara period ;
and also in the same rock on Drummond's island.
UPPER HELDERBERG LIMESTONES.

Above the Niagara group, the first fossiliferous rocks belong to the age
of the upper H elderberg limestones of New York, the intermediate space
being occupiea by the Onondaga salt group, which, so far as observed, is
non-fossiliferous throughout the district.
I have had no opportunity of examining any fossils of the rocks of this
age, except those from Mackinac, among which are several corals, indenhcal with those of the upper Helderberg, a Trilobite resembling Phacops
bufo, a few Bdchiopoda, which, from their condition, are not reliable, and
those figured on Plate XXXV., which are recognized as species of the
upper Helderberg group.

D1cTYONEMA FENE!!TRA TA.

DictJJonema, Palreont. N. Y., Vol. II., p. 174.
Plate

XXXV.,

figure

1, a, b.

frond flabellate; branches slender, bifurcating, and Blightly divergent;
umted laterally by slender transverse filaments of the same substance as
the branches.
.
1
The s~bstance of the fossil is carbonaceous, erumbling under p_ressure,
ancl leavmg only a black stain.
This species resembles very nearly the Di'ctyonema gracilis of the Niagara group, but the substance of the branches is . thicker, and it does not
show the strire or indentations so conspicuous on that one. In the species
under consideration, I have not observed the separation of a thin horny
crust from the internal portion of the branches, aa ii distinctly Yisible in'

D. gracilis.
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Geological Position and Localiiy,-In the anpllaceous limestone
Mackinac, associated with corals of the gelms Callopora.
PRCETUS

or

--?

Plate XXXV ., figure 2.
·; Tail havino- the axis marked by about nine or ten annulations, which are
broad and ro~nded in the crust, but thin and sharp in the cast; lateral lobes
marked by six or seven ribs, which are slightly grooved on the upper side;
these all terminate in a narrow, thickened margin; the axis scarcely reaches
this marginal fold, but terminates near enough to allow the space of the
longitudinal furrows to pass around the apex.
_
This fragment, which has a portion of the crust removed and otherwise
not entire, so nearly resembles a species in the Schoharie grit, that I cannot
doubt their identity. The number and character of the rings in the axis
and the ribs on the lateral lobes correspond in the two species, and even the
papillose markings olil each side of the grooYe, in the lateral ribs of the tail,
are the same in both. In the Schoharie specimen, the thorax has ten articulations, the eyes are large and reniform, and the head is margined by a
broad expansion, separated from the cheeks by a distinct narrow groove.
The posterior angles of this marginal expansion ·were probably continued
into spines, but in the specimen before me they are broken off.

Geological Position and Locality .-The specimen figured was found about
half way up the cliff, at the Arched Rock, :Mackinac.

PHACOPS ANCHIOPS.

Plate XXXV., figure 3, a, b.

Calymene - - , cited with much doubt by Brongniart as being the CalJr
menc macropthalma. "Cr staces Fossiles;" pa9ie 16.
Calymene anchiops, Green, Monograph, page 35 .
.Jlsaphus laticostatus, id. ibid. page 45 .
.Head somewhat_ semi-circular, with the posterior angles extended into
spmc:s ; a strong spme proceeding backwards from the centre of the base of
the head; glabella ve_r,y narrow behind, but abruptly expanding before; eye
large and very promment; a broad, strong tubercle on the mncr side of
each eye, ancl eparated from it by a furrow. The furrow separatincr the
gl_abella from this tubercle is marked in the cast by two deep pits; thorax
with the usual number of articulations; tail large and strong, projecting
into a long and strong spine; a.·is with ten to thirteen rings; lateral lobes
it. seven to nine ribs.
This fossil varies to an extreme clegree in its general appearance, from
the presence, or absence, of the crust which in the prolongation of the head
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and the tail, gives to it very marked and positive characters. The specimen referred ·to by Brongniart, is a nearly entire individual, with the exception of the extremity of the tail and the spines a~ the base of the head,
which are broken off, and the eyes somewhat mutilated. It was a cast
of this specimen, now in the collection of the Albany Institute, which was
sent by Dr. Hosack to the Academy of Sciences at Paris. It is the same
specimen which Professor Green describes under the name of Calymene
anchiops, in his monograph of the Trilobites of North America. The
Jlsaphus laticostatus of the same author, is the tail -of that species entirely
denuded of the crust, and presenting the rounded form, shown in the cast
accompanying the monograph.
This Trilobite is so peculiar in the form of the glabella and of the tubercles wi"thin the _base of the eyes, that these characters alone serve to distinguish it, even in the absence of others. In one of the rragments before us,
the form of the glabella and the eye is well-preserved, and, at the base nf
the head, the impression of the central spine ·with a part of it still remaining.
In this one, the lateral portions are broken off; but, in another specimen,
though, in other respects, less characteristic .
this part is 1>etter preserved,
./
Fig. 8. a, A part of the bead preserving the form of the glabella, the bases of the eyes
and the large tubercles within, the base of the eyes. The base of the central posterior spine of the buckler is preserve~, and its extension shown in the stoue enclosing
the fossil.
Fig. 3. b, Another fragment of the buckler, preserving the lateral angles. The central
portion, with the spine, is broken off.
·

Geological Position and Locality.-These fragments occur in the cliff
of the Arched Rock on the island of Ma inac. The facts bearing on the
position of this rock have already been given, and the associated fossils
would alone offer conclusive evidence of its age. The Trilobite here
noticed is known in New York, everywhere restricted to the lower member
ot the upper Hel<lerberg group - the Schoharie grit. The species of Proetus
which occurs in the same locality, at Mackinac, is found only in the Schoharie grit, in New Yark. The same rock contain's a species of Phacops of
the form of P. bufo, but having a row of spines down the axis of the thorax.
At a quarry in.Mackinac, I found the impressi.on of a similar Trilobite.
We are already pretty well acquainted with the Trilobites of our successive groups, and though we may expect to find many new species, it is not
to be, for one moment, regarded as probable that we shall find sul,jh an
association of species passing from one rock into another; for, thus far, we
know that they are remarkably restricted in their geological range. It is
quite probable that a more careful examination, at Mackinac, would enable
us to detect the three distinct members which compose this group in the
eastern prt of New York.
·
I here append a list of the fossils found within the Lake Superior district,
as far as they haye been determined. Of course it cannot be considered as
very complete; but, it is not probable that the number will be very consideraLly increased for a long time to come; the region is too remote, an<l
the exposure of the rocks too few to afford much encouragement to collectors.
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LI T OF FOSSILS.

.11.cephala.
Ambonychia -

?

Gasteropoda.

r ltiopo a.

m 11 l rir
Ct u lacea.

Maclurea magna (specimen shown
me said to be from St. Joseph's
Island).
Ra phistoma staminea, Escanaba
river.

BIRDS-EYE, BLACK-RIVER,
TRENTON LIMESTONES,
1,

1nmou

DSTONE.

Plants.

Plants.

P 1· ~oph u tubul ris.
:phalopoda.

Palreophycus --?
But_hotrephis succulens.
Phytopsis tubulosum.

Corals.

Orthocera .
Chretetes lycoperdon.
Streptelasma corniculum.
_ _ _ _ _ profunda.
Stictopora ramosa.
Lmgula--?
l
S. elegantula.
Theca-like bodies. ~
[In the lower part of this rock, or the up- S. - - n . sp.
per pa1·t of Potsdam sandstone.]
. S. - - n . sp.
Phenopora multipora, n. sp.
Escharopora recta.
Clathropora flabellata. n. sp.
CHAZY LIMESTONE.
Aulopora arachnoide_a. .
Graptolithus amplexicauhs.
Corals.

Brachiopoda.

Stictopora fenestrata.
?
Stict0pora Chretetes - - ?

Brachiopoda.
Leptrena fasciata.
Atrypa acutirostra.
A. plena.
A. altilis.

Crinoidea.
Schizocrinus nodosus.
Homocrinus --:-- ?
Echinosphrerites n. sp.
- - - nov. genus.
·

Brachiopoda,
Lingula requalis.
Orthis testudinaria
0. subrequata.

AND

POTSDAM

SAN DSTONE.
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o. pecC nella.
o. disparilis.

I

Leptrena alternata.
L, filite:xta.
1. sericea.
L, deltoidea.
L. tenuistriata.
Spirife r I ynx.
Atrypa increbescens. -.
A. recurvirostra.

,

. [ 4]

Asaphus extans.
A. Barrandi. n. sp.
Harpes escanabire. n. sp.
Lichas trentonensis.
Cytherina fabulites.
HUDSON-RIVER

GROUP.

Plants. "
Buthotrephis subnodosa.

Jl.cephala.
Corals.
Ambonychia obtusa. r
Nucula levata.
Tellin omya dubia.
Edmondia ventricosa.

Gasteropoda.
Subu.lites elongata.
Murchisonia major.
M. bellicincta.
M.-n.sp.
M. angulata.
Pleurotomaria lenticularis.
P. umbilicata.
P. rotuloides.
P. subconica.
Bucania bidorsata.
Bellerophon bilobatus.
Cyrtolites compressus.:
Carinaropsis - - n. sp.

Cephalopoda.

Chretetes lycoperdon (in great numbers and variety of form.)
Favistella ste]lata.
Streptelasma. n. sp.
- - - ? nov. genus and sp.
Catenipora gracilis. n. sp.
Syringopora obsoleta. n. sp.

Crinoidea.
Coiumns of Heterocrinus and. Glyptocrinus.

Br~chiopoda
Lingula quadrata.
Orthis testudinaria.
0. occident.alis,
0. subjugata.
0. subquadrata
. Leptrena alternata.
. L. sericea.
Atrypa increbescens.

0rthoceras ul · ameratum.
0. fusiform
Orrnoceras tenuifilum.
.11.cep!iala.
End?ceras proteiforme.
G-omocera~ an?eps (west of the limits Ambonychia carinata.
of the district.) Many fragments Avicula demissa.
of Orthoceratites not determined. Modiolopsis modiolaris.
M. pholadiformis. n. sp.
M. anadontoides. ·
C1· u,stacea.
Nucula - - ?
Isotelus gigas.
Lyrodesma --·?
Illrenus crassicauda?
Cleidophorus planulatus.
Ca1ymene Blumenbachii
var. senana.
Gasteropoda.
Phacops callicephalus.
Ceraurus pleurexanthemus.
Murchisonia gracilis.
1

•

t'

,
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13ellerophon bilobatus.
Cyrtolites ornatus.

Gasteropoda.
Murchisonia subulata.

Cephalopoda.
Cephalopoda.
Orthoceras lamcllosum.
Ormoceras crebriseptum.

Crustacea.
lsotelus megistos.

Orthoceras undulatt{m.
0. virgatum.
Huronia vertebralis. }
II. annulata.
lncerhz
H. - - . n. sp.
Sedi&.
Discosorus conoideus.

Crustacea.

CLINTON AND NI.A.GARA GROUPS.

Numerous remains of marine plants.

Corals.
Caninia--n. sp.
Diplophyllum crespitosum
Conophyllum niagarense.
Favosites niagarensis.
J."'. favosa.
Astrocerium Yenustum.
A. parasiticum.
Heliolitcs pyriformis.
H. spinipora.
'tromatopora concentrica.
Catenipora escharoides.
C. agglomerata.
Syringopora multicaulis?

Fragments ndetermined.
Tracks of various animals upon the
surface of the argillaceous sand•
stones of the Clinton group.
UPPER HELDERBERG LIMESTONES.

Corals.
Favosites gothlandica.

F. striata?
Ca1lopora. n. sp.
Cladopora. 11. sp.
Cyathophyllum (several speciea.)
Fenestella - - ?
Dietyonema fenestrata ,
Lichenalia.

Crinoidea.

Brachiopoda.

Fragments of columns too imperfect A. reticularis.
for recognition.
A. - - ?
Spirifer - - ?

Brachiopoda.
.11.cepliala.
Atrypa reticularis.
Spirifer.
Pentamcrus oblongus ( abundant
throughout the district.)'

.llcephala.
Avicula--n. sp.
Modiolopsis? - - ?

Avicula - - ?
Cyprica rd ia-n. sp.

Crustacea. ,
Proetus--?
Phacops anchiops.

P.--?
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GENE.RA£ REMARKS ON THE ABOVE LIST

The preceding catalogue may be extended by the addition of' a few sp~cies in the lower groups; but it is not pro~able that any ~arge numbei: ~111
be added to the list here given. In the Niagara group, _m all probab1hty,
the number of corals may be augmented by new discoveries ; though, from
what I have already s,een, it does not appear that many of the smaller bryozooid forms will be found in this district, unless some locality should be
found, more favorable jbr their growth than any yet observed on the northern shores of Lakes Huron and Michigan. Judging from the character of
the rock, it seems hardly possible that we shall be able fo obtain, in anythin~Llike a perfect condition, the species of Crinoidea which characterize
the .Niagara group farther east. Few of the Brachiopoda of this group
have been recognized ; indeed, so unsatisfactory are the fragments of shells
of this family, that, with one _or two exceptions, they have been omitted
from the list. These fragments indicate that Spirifer niagarensis and 8.
sukatus, have extended westward through this district, and that they are
known still farther west. Several of the strongly plicated species of Jltrypa ,
have existed in this district, but they occur only in fragments, or in a condition too imperfect to be recognized.
_
The entire list numbers about one hundred and fifty species, of which
more than one hundred are from the lower Silurian strata; twent,y-six from
the upper Silurian ; and sixteen from strata regarded as of Devonian age.
It seems scarcely possible that, for a long time to come, the number of species from the Silurian strata of this district can reach twG> hundred ; while
we have already, from rocks of the same age, in their eastern prolongation,
more than seven hundred well-known species. Notwithstanding, therefore,
that some of the localities appear to be abundant, both in species and individuals, there is not to be found the great variety which characterizes more
eastern localities. We have already shown the diminution in thickness of
the lower Silurian limestones, though we can recognize the period of each
one, both by its representative beds, and by its characteristic fossils. It is
true, that in the upper Silurian period, there is an augmentation of the calcareous beds; but this increase is not accompanied by a corresponding
accession of species, to what we find in the same beds, even when not so
thick as in this district.
The almost entire absence of the schistose and arenaceous beds has had
some influence in diminishing the number of species of fossils; for, in the
Niagara group particularly, the smaller corals, the crinoids, and the Trilobites, are confined to the,shaly limesone and marls. The shaly and aren..~ceous beds of the Clinton group, with some calcareous bands of minQlr
importance, afford, in the state of New York, more than one hundred species of fossils. These are scarcely represented in the Lake Superior district,
and? therefore, it is not proper to include the entire grouping in our com
par1son.
The following table will present at once, without the nece•ssity of farther
explanation, the means of comparison :

an
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Table of t!ie nu,rnber of species of fossils found in the State of New
York and the Lake Superior District.
LakeSuperior Dis- New York.
trict.

3
4

Potsdam sandstone ............ . .......••
Calciferous sandstone ................... •
Chazy limestone ........................ •

10

Bi~f;~:~~'.

64

~l~~~:~i~.e~·: _a~~ .'~~·~~t·o·~ .l~~-e: }
I

3

1'

45
220

-

liud:on-riyer group· ..•. ,- ••.........•...•.

31

54

Clinton group .....•............•....••
1' iagar:i. group ........................
Upper Heldcrberg series ...........•.....•

26

298

16

?

}

and thirty species common to the Trenton
and other groups.
besides thirty species
common to this and
the preceding groups

I

'rhe great diminution of species, which is here so apparent, would seem
to be due to other causes than those which would be assumed at first sight.
We know that it is not always the deposits of the greatest thickness which
afford th~ largest number of species, but that other conditions influence
their scarcity or abundance.
_
The small number of new, or undescribed, species which have been collected over this wide area, is another surprising fact. .Those which have
been found to be new, have been collected almost entirely from strata of
lower Silurian age, and amount to about ten per cent. of the whole number
obtained. A few more could be added from the collection already made,
which would, perhaps, increase the proportion to fift~en per cent., or about
four p r cent. of the whole number of species now known in the American
lower Silurian strata. In a collection of lower Silurian fossils made in
Tennessee, by Professor Safford, I recognized about one hundred known,
and about fifty undescribed species, making, in all, about one hundred an<l
fifty. In the region from which this. collection was made, the formations
arc entirely calcareous, and occupy an extent much less than in the Lake
uperior district, yet the proportion of new species in the former is four or
fi e times as great as in the latter region. In both, we find new corals of
the bryozooid type; but in Tennessee, in•addition to a much larger number
of the ·e, we find several new species of the larger, true corals, while all
those hitherto described as occurring rocks of this age, are found there.
We cannot, therefore~ hesitate to regard the palreozoic ocean, in the region
of Tenne see, as having been more favorable to the growth of corals than
that of the Lake Superior district.
Tracing the same formations across lo the Mississippi river, we fincl that
the orals corrtinue to be few in number, and new species have been rarely
recognized. The whole series has, it is true, greatly diminished in thicknes , and the upply of calcareous matter has disappeared, to a great
tent, at the same time with the corals, so that the argillaceous matter
pr dominate .
·
The formation of these calcareous beds we know to have been dependent
on the corals, crinoids, and other organisms, whose n•mains constitute the
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:mass, and :it becomes a question of much interest to know from what cause
they ceased to exist, and how we ca_n account fo~ th~ inc_rease of calcareou~
matter towards the south-west, and its great d1mmut10n m the north-west.:r.Either the temperature of the ocean was there unfit for the development and
growth of these animals, or the depth of the water was unsuited to their
existence. Should we find that these formations, in their northern extension, everywhere assume the same characters and undergo the same changes,
we might be justified in concluding that there were some climatic influences
operating to produce a diminution in the number of species in the north ;
while towards the south, there is a constantly increasing ratio. The
facts here briefly stated do exist; the conclusions drawn from them may,
perhaps, be modified, after more extended observations and collections have
been made, both at the north and the south.
These deductions, however, do not apply to the upper Silurian groups,
since the facts show that, as , far north as these strata have been traced,
there has been an increase cf calcareous matter; and we find the remains
of corals in great abundance, though the number of species is not always
very considerable in proportion to the amount of individuals.
Whatever may be the final view with regard to the decrease of the lower
Silurian limestones in importance and thickness, and the diminution of the
number of species of fossils, we can confidently assert that the conditions
of the ocean ·had undergone a change during the interval between the deposition of the upper member of the lower Silurian, and the lowest beds of
the upper Silurian and Devonian age.
In considering the character of the pah:eozoic strata of the west, we
ought not to lose sight of the fact, that, although there is an absolute augmentation in the amourit of calcareous matter in a south-westerly direction,
yet t~is increase is by no means so great as would appear from a superficial
exammation. We shall probably find that, in a south-westerly direction
fr?m New York, there is a large increase in the thickness of all the groups,
with the exception of t_he lower Silurian limestone. B-qt <i;S we go west and
no_rth-west beyond, Lake Michigan, it is doubtful wheth~r their aggregate
thickness is greater than in New York. The increase of the calcareous
strata is made more prominent by the absence of the schistose and arenaceous beds which occupy so conspicuous a place in the series, in the more
easterly localities.
,
• These remarks refer to the fossiliferous beds above the calciferous sandstone, or lower
magnesian limestone.
-

,.
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CHAPTER XIV.

o_.,.

TTIE SUPERFICIAL DEPOSITS OF T:{:IIS DISTRIOT.
DY E. DESOR,

Division into Drift, Terraces and .11.lluvial Deposits.-Drijt-Phenomen<J
of the Northern Coast of Lake Michigan and Western Coast of Green.
Bay.-Of tlie Menomonee.- Of the Valley of the Manistee.- Of the
White-fish.- Of tlie Escanaba.-Glacial Furrows and Strite.- Rocks
broken by Drift-agencies.- Origin of the Limestone Pebbles of Lalce
Superior.
The three succeeding chapters, comprise the observations of Mr. Whittlesey and myself, on that portion of the superficial deposits of the Lake
Superior district, which has not already been described. It extends over
the northern shore of Lake Michigan, the western shore of Green ]fay, the
:Big .Bay des Noquets, and the valleys of the Menomonee and Manistee.
The superficial deposits which were met with throughout these districts,
correspond, in the main, with those of the northern slope along Lake Superior, as described by me in 1849, and may be arranged under three heads:
l

I. The drift proper, composed of strata of clay, sand and gravel, wrn J.
boulders interspersed.
IT. Terraces, belonging to a later epoch.
III. Alluvial deposits.
The first division is by far the most important, forming, as we shall see,
bluffs and ridges a hundred feet, or more, in height. In this connection,
we shall describe the diluvial strire and furrows which have been observed
at several points, the direction of which corresponds in a remarkable degree
with those on the opposite slope.
_The coarse drift, described in a former report as occurring beneath the
drift P!oper, at several points along the shore of Lake Superior, seems to
be entirely wanting in this district.

DRIFT PHENOMENA.

The North Coast of Lake Michigan and West Coast of Green Bay.Although these coasts are lined with superficial deposits, which in some
instances are very conspicuous, for instance, the dunes of Pointe aux Chenes
and the gravel terraces of Mackinac, yet they do not generally belong to
the true drift, but the alluvial period. The true drift deposits seldom
approach the shore ; but, in ascending the rivers, the r are met with at no
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Thus, on Pine river, we meet at first with banks composed

of silicious sand to the height of eight or ten feet ; but, at the distance of a
mile from the mouth, there is seen a stratum of tough, red clay; cropping
out from beneath, in every respect similar to that bordering the outlet of
Lake Superior, near Saut Ste. Marie, and, in all probability, it might be
traced continuously from one lake to the' other, since the intervening land
does not here rise to any great height. In like manner, as will be s~own,
the drift deposits of the Menomonee, White-fish, Escanaba and Mamstee,
are relatively situated with regard to the lake.
It is necessary that this peculiar distribution of the drift should not be
lost sight of, for, otherwise, the geologist, who should merely coast along
the shores, !Jlight infer that it ~occurred . only in isolated patches, whereas it covers nearly the whole intervening country between the two
great lakes. Its absence from many parts of the coast is the result of a
subsequent denudation, when the waters of the lake stood at a higher level
than at the present time.
I shall first describe the drift phenomena as observed along the coast,
and next those of the interior, as observed in the valleys of the principal
streams.
Th~ first locality to be mentioned lies in the vicinity of Pointe aux Chene~.
For a distance of six- miles west, towards Manitou, or Payment Point, the
coast is lined with dunes, or heaps o{ blown sand ; but before reaching it,
there may be seen, at the bottom of the bay, a ridge rising immediately
from the water's edge to_the height of one hun<lred and sixty-hvo feet, and
running parallel with the shore. Having ascended to the summit, we found
a kind of undulating plateau, intersected by ravines, which appeared parallel
to the bearing of the ridge. The most marked feature, however, was its
steep slope-being, as we estimated, nearly 40°-which would render the
ascent difficult, but for the trees ·which grow upon it. Its structure is peculiar, inasmuch as it is composed throughout of a very fine and homog-eneous
sand, similar to that which forms the dunes farther east, and one might be
tempted to regard the whole as a gigantic dune, were it not for the regularity of its outline, which is not in accordance with the hillock-shaped form
of the latter. Its considerable slope is equally at variance with this feature;
for their slopes, in numerous examinatio11s I have made, are seldom founrl
to exceed 32°. It could not, therefore, l>e anything more than the accumulation of very fine and homogeneous drift-sand ; and any doubt that I might
have entertained originally, vanished when I afterwards found extensIYe
tracts of the same materials along the Manistee river.
.
There is no similar accumulation of drift to be oberved along the nort:b.ern shore of the lake ; the whole coast, from Payment P~int to the entrance
of Big Bay des Noquets, being .composed of projecting spits of flat limestone and wide bays lined with blown sand.
The eastern coast of Big Bay de's Noquets pres~nt~ a totally .different
aspect from that of the northern shore of Lake M1ch1gan. After having
passed Pointe Detour, the limestone strata are observed to rise in ledges to
a moderate height; but continue to increase in altitude until they attain one
hundred and fifty feet, in a long and picturesque bluff at Bay des N oquets;
and beyond they attain a greater elevation, being two hundred and fifteen
feet. The same feature is maintained along the eastern shore of the bay,
until we approach its extremity, where there is seen rising from the backvound, from amidst a flat country, a high ridge covered with pines. 1li~
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occurrence of this kind of timber, which is altogether wanting on the top of
the limestone cliffs, is, in itself, an indication of a change in the nature of
1.he soil; and on examination, we found that the apparent ridge was merely
the margin of a plateau which was seen stretching, for some di~tanc~, in an
E.S.E. direction, and rising to the height of one hundred and thirty-six feet.
The material was a fine and nearly homogeneous sand, like that before described, but more loamy, with occasional pebbles of limestone, which showed
that it was a sedimentary deposit, undoubtedly of the age of the drift. At
the foot of the ridge, a spring was seen to issue, flowing perhaps over an
impervious stratum of clay, although none was visible.
The various islands near the entrance to Big Bay des N oquets are not
without importanco, in reference to the distribution of the superficial deposits. The lower ones are generally destitute of drift, their margins, like
the coast of the main land, being merely lined with seams of alluvial deposits, either limestone pebbles or fine silicious sand. On some of the larger
islands, for instance, that of Potawatomee, the summits of the cliffs are
covered w1th a thick deposit of loamy drift-sand, intermingled with pebbles
and boulders, very much like that of the Menomonee. Chambers's island,
in Green Bay, is formed entirely of these material~, no rock whatever being
visible.
To conclude, the drift de'posits near the head of Green Bay, although not
strictly within the limits of our district, are too intimately connected with
1.hose of the interior, about the ·sources of the Mississippi, to be overlooked.
There may be seen on the banks of the Fox, or Neenah river, opposite Fort
Howard, a stratum of tough red clay beneath the alluvial belt, belonging,
no doubt, to the same formation of drift clay which occurs in the Menomo..
nee region, and which, according to Mr. Whittlesey, forms a high bluff on
the margin of Lake Winnebago. A short distance back of the river, this
cla:y stratum is covered by the drift sand, forming a continuous plateau, on
which the upper part of the town is built, and thence it spreads far into the
in!erior. The thickness of the drift deposits at Green Bay has been ascer•
tamec~, by borina-,. to be_ one hundred and eight feet.
_This same reddish drift sand ?ontinues along the lake shore for some ten
~1les to the north-east of the village, to near the French settlement, where
it forms bluffs some fifty feet in height; but, according to Mr. Whitney,
without being underlaid by clay.
·
Drift of the .M~nom?nee Valley.-~aving- followed this river- from_ its
mouth to near the JUnct10n of the Macln-gamig and Brule, where the umted
str~ams. take the name of the Menomonee, and made excursions, at several
points, rnto the interior, we had an opportunity of observing the drift · over
an extended area.
I~ will be recollected that, along the shore of Lake Superior, on the opposite slope of _the ax~s, stratified drift deposits of clay, sand and gravel
:were fo1;1~d _as high as eight hundred and eighty-seven feet above the lake,
m the VlClmty of the iron mountain-township 47, range 27 - and that
pebbles _and bould:rs were also found at a height of one thousand feet.
We ihd not attai~ so high a point on the southern slope, and I am therefore unabl~ to de cnbe, from personal observation, the character of the <letrital format10ns near the summit-level of the country· but according to Mr,
Foster, there are accum~latio~s of grav~l and pebbl~s, o;eupying extensive
reaches along the ~ach1-gamig, at _a height of one thousand feet above the
level of Lake Superior; and, at a higher 1 vr.I, there are numerous obstruc...
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tions in the stream caused by an, aggregat10n of hornblende and granite
boulders, around which it is necessary to make :portages. In fact, boulders
may be said to be perched upon th€: very summit of the c~untry.
There is no country where the dnft plays a more conspicuous part than
near the junction of t~e Machi-gamig and Brule. In many I?-laces, especially between the Twm and Great Bekuenesec falls - township 40, range
30 - the river banks are composed of drift, forming bluffs one hundred feet
and more in height. A remarkable instance may be seen a few miles above
the latter falls, on the left bank, where the whole mass is, for some distance,
laid bare from its summit to its base, so as to afford a most admirable section. It is composed chiefly of a loamy sand, ,ery indistinctly stratified,
'"-ith several layers of gravel, more or less coarse, interspersed through it.
Boulders were scarce, except riear the summit, where they seemed rather
crowded together, so as to form a sort of stratum. On the opposite or right
bank, the detrital deposit rises still higher, forming a terrace of some forty
feet, above which there is a steep slope leading to a plateau nearly ~me hundred feet higher, with numerous boulders scattered over the surface.
Alth~mgµ the bluff on the left bank formed a natural section of nearly
one hundred feet ; yet, no evidences of a clay stratum were revealed. If
it exists at all, it must be beneath the level of the river ; but it will be
seen hereafter that the clay occurs only at low levels.
There are other places in the neighborhood, where the drift deposits rise
still higher; but, instead of forming steep bluffs, they are fashioned into
hills, covered with dense vegetation. Having ascended one of these hills,
opposite the mouth of Muskos river, which, from its form and outline,
was supposed to be granite, I was much surprised to find that it ,vas
composed of the same materials as the bluffs.
Since fires had recently,swept over the whole of this region, an opportunity was afforded _for noticing the contour of the ground ove·r a wide range.
It ,vas found that the drift hills were not merely limited to the borders of
the river, but stretched far inland, especially on the right, where they
assumed the form of a wide plateau with numerous ridges, giving it an
undulating surface, like the rolling prairies of Illinois.
The ridges
appeared to be composed of rather coarse materials, and along their slopes
and over their summits were scattered numerous boulders, composed of
such rocks as were known to occur in the region to the north ; such as
hornblende and talcose rocks, with some blocks of saccharoi<lal limestone.
From the Twin falls, where the· same character prevails, we proceeded
in a northern direction, in search of the limits of the older sandstone 1:,trata,
crossing, first, an elevated plain of drift sand, about two hundred feet abov ·
the bed of the river, and several miles wide, covered with aspen and dwarfed
piIJes. (Pinus Banksiana.) This is bounded on the north by a series of low
ridges, apparently of the same drift-sand, when we come to a small lake, to
which we gave the name of Lac Fumee. To the north, the surface suddenly
rises in steep ridges, attaining an el~vation of two or three hundred feet
above the water. The drift with which these ridges are rovered is no
1onger fine sand and gravel; but very coarse rubble, sometimes wholly
composed of rounded boulders. These ridges extend northward for some
miles, to near the Correction line between townships 40 and 41, where the
drift graclua1ly <lisappears, leaving the surface bare along the whole range

of hills
Proceeding along the line eastward, the hills, for several miles, consist
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of quartzose rock!!, with very little loose mat~rial, except huge bo~ld_er~,
derived from the adjacent ledges. The promment ledges showed d1stmct
traces of glacial action on their northern slopes.; but, on the south, they
were generally rough and precipitous.
At the corner of sections 32 and 33, range 29, there may be seen naked
quartzose knobs, with ver~ical walls sixty feet high, fronting t~e so?th,
while the northern slope 1s rounded and smoothed,-thus showmg, m a
strikincr manner the contrast between the lee and the strike-side. Strire
were aiso obser~ed on some of these rounded and polished rocks:
The range of hills 1:ear the C?rrection line does not, _however, 11:ark the
· limit of the drift, for, m proceedmg northward, Mr. Whittlesey agam found
these deposits, together with boulders! in _great quantiti~s, _as far as the
centre of township 41, where they agam disappear. Returnmg from the
northern limit of this township towards the Menomonee, he describes the
country as follows :
"Aiong the line of the section, from the northern extremity to the middle of township 41, the rocks are principally bare of drift; for the next
three miles, or half a township south, they are concealed by a deep covering of drift, which here consists of a mixture of sand and gravel, bearing,
as usual, a o-reat number of excellent pines. After crossing the range of
syenite ancl quartz rocks, which are exposed for three-fourths of a mile
along the Correction line, the land rises rapidly between sections 10 and 11,
and 1s composed of a prodigious mass of rounded boulders, from one to
three feet in diameter. Here, although there is scarcely any dirt or grave],
but only heaps of large stones, the white cedar flourishes in great abundance. Passing over this rise of, say, one hundred and fifty feet, we descend
to a stream. along the line between sections 14 and 15, and ascend the next
range, which rises a bout two hundred feet. Its northern slope, like the
]a t, is made up of a mass of large boulders, without an admixture of earth.
Among them were seen all the varieties of the · rocks which occur to the
north, but the quartz and quartzose rocks predominated. The drift
the
suuthern slopes is sometimes coarse, but never composed wholly of rounded
boulders.''
The lower portion of the basin of the Menomonee is, in every respect,
more uniform. As an interesting feature, however, may be mentioned the
oc urrence of ridges with steep slopes; which is the more extraordinary, as
the surrounding country is rather level. In a pine opening, on the left
bank, t_hree miles above the upper saw-mill, a ridge of this character is seen
tr t~hmg, for a long distance, in a south-south-west direction, about forty
fi t m _he1ght above the surrounding plain, and sixty-one above the river,
the dnft terrace, on which it rests, beincr eirrhteen feet. The avera~e
width of this ridge is about ten feet, and its° ave~age slope from 25° to 300,
but its maximum i:s 34°.
This ridge reminded me strongly of similar ones found in the vicinity of
ndover, Mass., where they go by the name of Indian ridges, it ha,ing
be 1: upposed by son_ie_ that they were the work of the aborigines. It also
r ~rnded_ me, 1:1ore vmdly than any others which I saw in the \\Test,of those
cunous ridges m ea tern Sweden, familiar to European creologists ur...1.er the
b
'
.
name of osar , or giant
roads.
Another st~iking _peculiarity is, tLat the ridg it elf is composed of very
oarse_ ma~en?ls, :1v1.th many pebbles and boulders; whereas, the plateau
on which 1t rises 1 compo eel of fine, homogeneous sand indicating a dis•

of
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turbed condition of the waters poster10r to the quiet deposition of the driftsand.
Descending from the head of the Menomonee tcwards its mou~h, the drift
deposits on its banks decrease in thickness, and at the same time become
finer. This change is peculiarly striking in the Yicinity of the White rapids,
where they are seen at a considerable elevation; but, fa~ther down, they
seldom reach higher than fifteen or twenty feet. There 1s, however, one
place in the Big Bend, below Kitson's trading-house, ·where it is observed
at a height of fifty-four feet, while at the Pemenee falls, at one place, the
drift terrace is 6nly six or ten feet high.
,
At Grand rapids, it is only six feet, the material being generally a fine,
Joa y sand, with indistinct traces of stratification and diagonal stratifica~
tion, such as frequently occurs in the superficial deposits. Occasionally,
however, the drift terrace rises to the height of twenty-five or thirty feet,
as for instance at the saw-mill, sixteen miles above the mouth of the
river.
Drift-clay was met with at four places along the river, and always near
the water's edge. The following are the localities where we observed
it: near Menomonee City; at a place some miles above the saw-mill ;
below Sturgeon falls and~t the head of Sandy portage, where it occurs;
for some distance in the bottom of the river, as we had occasion to observe
when poling, our poles sticking irr the stiff clay; we found it to be very
adhesive, and of the same red color as that on the borders of Lake Superior.
Although the width of the valley increases as we descend the river, yet
it is narrower than that of some other rivers of less importance, as .for instance that of the Manistee. There are many places •where it is lined by
the drift terrace, on either bank; although, in most cases, one bank is lined
with drift, while the other is alluviai.
The phenomena of glacial furrows and strire are abundantly displayed along
the Menomonee, as will be seen in a subsequent chapter. There are, besides, many localities where the rocks, without being striated, exhibit those
rounded and smoothed outlines, known as fleecy rocks (roches moutonnees), ·
and which, to the geologist, are conclusive evidence that the localities where
they occur have been subjected to powerful glacial action. As a locality where
this feature is seen on a grand scale, I would mention the portage around
Sturgeon falls. The rock ~ here composed of a crystalline talcose slate,
~omewhat syenitic in its appearance, and which, from its tough nature, is
1s admirably fitted for resisting the destructive influence of the atmosphere.
When walking over these rounded and smooth ledges, along the deep
chasm, in which the Menomonee rushes and falls in a series of cascades, I
might easily have imagined that I was again wandering along one of the
torrents of the Alps, so great is the similarity, both in a picturesque and geological point of view; but, above all, in reference to these peculiar 'fppearances of the rocks.
Drfft of the Valley of tlie .JJtlanistee.-This river, which empties into
lake Michigan, is composed of two main forks - the one coming from the
west and forming on its way the Manistee lake; the other coming from
the north, where its sources interlock with those of the Tequamenon of
Lake Superior .
. !he whole area drained by this river is a vast swamp, the rocks being
risible only in a few places in its bed, where they occasionally give rise to
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rapids; but rising nowhere, as far as our investigations go, above the water.
The banks · are composed either of drift, or of alluvial deposit. In many
places there are no banks at all, the rive winding its way through a succession of swamps and low lands. As a farther peculiarity of this river,
the main rapids are near its mouth, there being none in its upper course;
whereas, in most rivers they are concentrated near their sources.
Starting from the saw-mill at its mouth, we found 'the river-bed much
wider than we anticipated; its brown swampy waters flowing, with a gentle
curr~nt, between banks of fine alluvial sand. These are at first only a few
feet high, and of doubtful origin; but, ere long, they grow somewhat higher
and their true character becomes apparent. Ascending first the right forkl
we soon reached the Manistee lake, with the little thriving Indian village
on its northern shore. The Niagara limestone, which appears in regular
and horizontal layers in several places, and especially in the vicinity of the
village, is covered by a layer of reddish, sandy loam, containing granitic
pebbles, intermixed with those oflimestone. We could not, therefore, fail
to recognize in it the representative of the true drift, such as is found on
Lake Superior, and on the summit of the island of Mackinac. It seems to
afford a good agricultural soil, for we saw there, not only potatoes, but
also corn and peas thriving finely, cultiYated by a settlement of Indians,
who, to their credit be it said, form here an industrious and prosperous little
colony.*
Proceeding from the lake up the river, we passed through a low, marshy
c·ountry, being for many miles one continuous swamp. There are but few
places where the banks rise much above the river. Near the main fork,
however, township 42, range 17, where the river cuts through a ridge
about twenty feet high, the banks are composed of fine, homogeneous sand,
apparently without stratification, so that it 'might readily be mistaken for
an ancient dune of blown sand. On closer examination, however, I discovered several granitic pebbles, which are sufficient proof that the whole
ridge belongs to the drift.
We were informed by Mr. Merryweather, of the. corps of linear surveyors,
whom we met here, that the same character prevailed throughout the whole
neighborhood; the country being co111posed of swamps with occasional pine
ridges similar to that above described.
Drift of the Main Brdnch of the Manistee.-The main branch of the
Manistee has a more uniform character than the one described above. It
js a quiet and fine stream without either rapids, narrows, lakes, or islands;
but flows through a regular channel all the way from the confluence of the
left branch to near its origirr; so that were it not for the rafts caused by
the accumulation of timber, the river would be easily navigable for boats
and canoes.
Th_roughout its whole lengtf, it has, almost everywhere, a wel1-defined
~argm, although of rather unequal height; high banks sometimes succeedmg abruptly to low ones, or the bank on one side being very high, while
t~a_t ?f the other is quite low. This contrast is particularly striking
v1c1mty of the Upper forks. Here, however, it is very crooked, and I
not.iced that the high banks were generally at the head of the meanders.
This led me to xarnine more closely into the composition of both the
V

• Th Y not only cultiyate the soil to supply tbcir own wants, but, as we were informed,
ha.cl sav-ccl oroc money m order to buy the land, when it fa bl'ought into market.
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hiO'her and lower bluffs and I fowid that, whereas the latter were compo~ed of a loamy sand ~ithout any gravel or ston~s whatev~r, th~ higher
bluff, although composed. likewise of fine materials, ~ontamed m so_~e
places strata of gravel and even pe?bles,- ~he l~tter bemg partly gram tic
and partly limestone. We had, besides, noticed m several places a layer
?~ day beneath the sand of the high~r bluff, whi?h :-vas no'":here to be se~n
m the lower\ Thus, we could not fail to recogmze m the higher, true dnft
deposits, whereas the lower are undoubtedly alluvial. There is occasionally some difficulty in ascertaining this fact, on account of the considerable
thickness of the alluvial deposits and their great similarity to the true
drift.
The width of the valley of the Manistee, which, according to our estimates,
averages nearly a quarter of a mile, is another remarkable fe ature, when
we consider that the valleys of other rivers of larger size, as for instance
that of the Menomonee, are much narrower. There, we have seen,
that in many places the drift terrace occurs on both banks of the river ; but
this is never the case on the Manistee, at least not in its lower and middle
pqrtions. In consequence of the great width of the valley, the river frequently keeps at a distance from either bluff, and is lined only by alluvial
banks; but, wherever it has a serpentine course, it invariably intersects the
drift bluff at the head of the meander.
It is quite a striking feature that the vegetation on ,the drift bluffs, at
the head of the meanders, is entirely different from that of the opposite
bank, it being composed of pines (red and white) with some aspen; while
the alluvial bank opposite is invariably covered with elms and maples, and
sometimes with white cedar. At first, I ascribed this distinction to the
mere fact that the drift bank was higher and dryer, and, thereforQ, more
appropriate for pine growth; but, afterwards, became satisfied that the
composition of the drift-soil was not without its influence, for I found the
' same character of vegetation growing on these terraces, where their level
'!as not higher than that of the alluvial terrace. Thus, in descending the
river, we could always know, from the mere appearance of the vegetation,
whether we were upon the alluvium, or the drift.
The drift clay, without being as conspicuous as along Lake Superior, is
well marked, in many places, below the drift sand. It does not generally
reach ·more -than four or five feet above the river, although in one place I
found it to be ten feet thick. It is very tough, and generally flesh-colored,
but in one instance it was perfectly white. There were observed, in
~everal localities, rather coarse pebbles of limestone, and even flat stones,
mt~rmixed with the upper layer of clay, near its contact with the sand.
T!iis was especially the case at the first high drift-bluffs which -we met
with, a few miles below the forks, in ascending the river. Continuing on,
the drift-bluffs increase in height. Between the confluence of, the two
upper branches, ( township 43, range 14,) their height is from sixty to
se!enty foet. This, however, does not prevent the adjacent country from
bemg very swampy. Having been obliged to leave our boat, on ac<;ount
of a large raft near the township line between townships 42 and 43, we
~ecided to proceed by land till we should find the outcrop of the Trenton
limestone., Having thus crossed the country in several directions, we are
enabled to say that at least one-half of the surface drained, by the left
branch of the Manistee, is composed of cedar swamps. In some placesas, for instance-in township 44, range 13, the dry spots are so limited,
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that they appear actually like isla~ds ~n a sea, being composecl of sanclriclges covered with yellow and wlute pme.
A similar belt of pine laud' lines the river, or rather the valley, throughout its w~ole length, _and t?e ap_pro~ch to it is alw~ys indicated, i~ this
region, by a strip of dry s01l, which 1s no dou?t o,vmg t~ th~ dramage.
The timber is, however, smaller than on the rivers emptymg mto Green
Bay.
· h t h.1s su b..1ect, I cannot re firam
. 1rom
~ aIIud'mg t o a cir.
In connection wit
cumstance which has often surprised and perplexed me. When we consider
the materials of which the drift of the Manistee region is composed-very
fine, silicious sand, forming bluffs, in some places as high as seventy feet, ,
without any impermeable layer except the clay at its base, which does.not
rise higher than ten feet-it seems but natural that the banks of the river
should be dry for a considerable distance. This, how.ever, is not always
the case. In climbing up the bluff, I was often astonished to find that the
timbered portions occupied but a narrow belt, as it were a mere embankment to the extensive swamps in the rear. This is the case at a locality
on the river, in township 44, range 13. The bluff is here some sixty feet
high, cnmposed, throughout, of fine sand, except at the base, where there
is a layer of clay eight feet thick. But, in spite of that, the belt of pine
Iancl is less than one hundred yards wide; it then slopes down fifteen feet,
nncl immediately the pine trees are replaced by cedar and tamaracks, growing on a wet ground. A distance, therefore, of less than one hundred
1
anls is sufficient to prevent the drainage, although the swamp is forty-five
feet above the level of the river. In order to ascertai111 if the swamp was
not occa ionecl. by some impermeable layer near the surface, I examined
carefo]l_y _the roots of ~he fallen logs, and found them enclosed in the sa:11e
fine, s1lic1?us sand whJ:-Ch forms the bluffs. Having submitted the question
to my friend M. Lesquereux, of Ohio, an eminent botanist who has
horoughly ii:ves~igated these subjects, I beR leave to insert here his views.
n a commumcation, dated December 12, 1850, he says:
"Tl: foct you point out is not new; it almost always occurs in this
foi:mation of peat bog~, or, inde~d, of cedar s\vamps, which are the same
thrn • f yot~ exammed attentively what you call the fine sa;id of the
1Jan · of the n ·er Manistee, I think you must have observed that it is not
• tru • ~<1, but a loamy, argillaceous, im:permeable alluvium. This sand
fi t rul 1!1 all the peat-bogs of Europe: m Switzerland, in Germany, in
• ~: cl_ n, 1 D nmark and_ Holland-everywhere it is the same. I have
1 nr.1, bly_ found, on puttmg a handful or two of this sand into a funnel,
:h, 1 r 1 t_ cl the passa_ge of_ water to a really astonishing degree.* .But,
PP 0 m your cles1gnat10n to be correct and the sand of the Manistee
By.>_ rmt·able, the_ following explanatiod is none the less satisfactory:
n ri r ,0 " rflows its banks, the slimy sediment is deposited, of course,
c ol the current, a~d where its force ceases; and thus a ridge is
. 1 a n th banks, behmd which, on the retreat of the riYer, there re1h. . nan
~ er. This i the origin of peat-bogs. The first growth
11
''~t r 1 t~i~ hara, a plant of a peculiar composition, containing
1
r
q I nt t
thca, a?cl to the decomposition of which I attribute, in
1
th forn 1at10n of the clay found in peat-bogs. The idea ot
1

h

entirely different from this lo:i.my alluvium alluded to by M,
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attributing a geological formation.to vegetable decomposition may seem to
you extraordinary, at least; but, if I am_ able _to complete my work on the
mfluences of vegetation, I hope to establish this, and other facts at least as
curious.

Next to the Chara comes the Sphagnum.

To enable these plants

to grow, requires only a hollow, in w:hii::~ moisture can !odge, and a few
fragments of woody fibre. My exammat10ns of the_se cur10us mosses hc~ve
proved that, in moist cl_imat~s, on the ban~ of ri ve~s, or on mountams
wrered with clouds, their existence and their growth 1s by no means necessarily dependent upon the soil which t~ey cover; for t!iese mosses, by th~ir
peculiar conformation, are so exce~dmgly hygroscopic that they 1mbi~e
moisture in all parts of their tissue, both from the base upwards, and by their
leaves, stalks, &c. This peculiarity is not due, as some have supposed, to
a mechanical capillarity; but to the nature of their tissue, to the disposition
of their fibres, and to the entire absence of chlorophyl, wherein these plants
resemble the most simple substances; for vegetable tissue, as you know, is
hygroscopic in proportion to its freedom from particles of a foreign nature.
I shall give a more satisfactory exposition of this matter in a special work;
hut you have often 'observed, without doubt, the curious hygroscopic power of Sphagnum; for, if you pull off a tuft, even from the driest part of a
swamp, on pressing it between your fingers, you will always find water
running from it, as from a sponge. These plants, in this way, imbibe moissure from the atmosphere, if they cannot obtain it from the soil. Thus, a
tuft of Sphagnum, weighing, in a completely dry state, three pennyweights,
twelve grains, suspended in the air during a foggy night, absorbed seven
grains of watw·. On the other hand, evaporation by the tissue is excestivezy slow and out of proportion to the absorption. Another tuft of Sphagnum, about twenty-two inches in superficial extent and four and one-half
high, and weighing, when dried, one ounce, twenty-one penny-weights, was
put into a vase having at the bottom a hole of half an inch in diameter.
'Through this hole, and touching the water with one-fourth of a line of the
ends of its stalks, the tuft became completely saturated in less than two
hours, having absorbed a pounq. of water. The same tuft, being then exposed
to the air and sun for thirty-six hours, lost only five ounces by ev·aporation.
Upon the basis of these facts, you may easily follow the operations of
nature in the formation of cedar-swamps.
·
When a little water remains in a hollow, and becomes saturated with
h~mic acid, b;r the ?ecomposifion of vegetabl~ substan~es, sphagnum~mmediately establishes itself. You know how 1t grows, m compact tufts, and
e~en if the water should escape, it will continue to grow, and by degrees
will cover very dry soils; for we see it in moist climates, for example, in
the mountains of Ireland, in the Vosges, in the Harz, climbing up slopes of
25° and 30°, and covering bare granite rocks. A little mojsture on the
soil, in the spring, is sufficient to make the spores germinate, the atmosphere furnishing the necessary moisture for subsequent vegetation. I
remember, in this connection, that one day as I was descending the slope
of the .Brocken, I slipped on a wet rock, and coming down upon my back,
found myself buried under a carpet of Sphagnum more than a foot thick,
from which I had some trouble in extricating myself.
Yon, yourself, remark that the pines are not fond of moisture. As these
mosses spread, they exclude the air from the roots of the pines, when they
die and disappear ; whilst a favorable soil is formed for the cedars, which
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represent, in America, the Pinus pum~l~o of Europe. On the sandy banks
of the river, where the slope favors dramage, Sphagnum cannot grow, and
thus the pine and spruce thrive.
You ask me why it is that the Sphagnum does not form peat ? It
is because the slow combustion of wood, which forms this substance, cannot take place except under water, and where there is a permanent supply.
So soon as it runs off, the air reaches the lower part of the stalks, the
increase of oxygen decomposes and destroys them, so that, after ages of
. these little vegetables, (which nevertheless contain more woody substance
in proportion than the hardest oaks and pines) there remains only a very
thin layer of black earth mixed with sand."
. .
En resurne; as a peculiar feature of the drift of this part of the district,
I would farther mention the almost entire absence of boulders, either in it,
or over its surface. In various excm:sions, we did. not observe more than
three; the largest one, of hornblende, in tow.nship 44, range 12, did not
measure more than three feet in length.
DRIFT OF THE WHITE-FISH RIVER,

Throughout the whole region drained by the White-fish and its branches,
according to Mr. Whitney, drift is spread over nearly ·the entire surface to
a considerable depth, so as to effectually conceal the rocks, except in the
beds of the rivers, ancl other places where it has been removed by the
action of water since its deposition. On the trail from the mouth of this
river to the shore of Lake Superior, opposite Grand island-a distante of
some fifty miles-not a rock in place is to be seen ; even boulders are few
in number. The drift is spread very uniformly and evenly over the
southern portion of this region, and is made up of fine, reddish, qu~rtzose
sand, with but few pebbles, forming nearly !evel plains, covered with a fine
growth of Norway pines, particularly in township 42, range 20. These
plains are occasionally varied, for a short distance, by ridges and knobs;
but, in general,.present a grea~ uniformity and monotony of aspect. Along
the course of the White-fish, the drift has been excavated so as to leave a
wide swamp on each side, in which the rock lies near the surface. The
thickness of this sandy deposit is from fifty to one hundred feet. As we
approach Lake Superior, the country becomes more broken and diversified
wtih ritlges, but is still deeply covered with drift. A few granite boulders
are seen, even on the highest point of the diYiding ridc;e, which is not over
four hundred f ~et above the lake. The same sand/ plains extend west,
through t?wnsh1ps 44 and 45, to the Escanaba, and coYer several hundred
square ~mles. The same is true, also, of the region lying to the east of
the White-fish, and that about the sourc s of the Manistee. The descent
of the e str am is gentle, and little broken by rapids.
DRIPT ALO G THE ESCANABA,

The clrift along th E · anaba resembles, in many respects~ that of the
i nomon e and of the Manist e, as will be seen from th following observation , marl Ly r. Hall:
"At th mouth o.f th Escanaba, ancl a long the west ·ide of Little .Bay
1
oqu t , there 1s a great a cumulation of fine drift, mostly sand a bove1
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,vith pebbles below. Above the first fa!l of the river, a~ particularly
eight or nine miles from the mouth, there 1s much ?oarse drift, covered by
fine materials, fifty feet or more d_eep. Beyond this place, t? the secon_d
fall and for several miles above, m fact to the forks of the river, there 1s
sca:cely.any drift visible, the rock b~ing covered merely by a dep?sit of
impure peat from two to four feet thick. Above the forks, we agam find
the fine sand and small pebbles, the lower part coarse all the distance.
Near the junction of the strati~ed rocks with _the igneous, or fr?m the
point where I last saw the stratified rocks, until I came to the igneous
masses, the accumulation of drift is greatest. Just below the syenitic
ridges, I found ridges of drift from twenty to fifty feet high, some distance
from the river. I examined these, supposing that they might pe of rock,
but found nothing except, here and there, a boulder. I learned from Mr.
Sinclair, that the sand continues from the mouth of the river northward,
and extends to within ~ few miles of the eastern branch all the way to the
forks; but that, on the west side, this kind of drift is hardly seen below
the forks, unless farther than he had penetrated, or farther than I travelled,
on that side. I saw the same kind of material at Fort river. I saw no
clay stratum, except at the meadow, nine miles ~hove the mouth, where it
occurs beneath gravel, with sand above."
GLACIAL FURROWS AND STRI£.

The phenomenon of glacial f~rrows and strire, on the southern slope of
the upper peninsula of Michigan, is much more marked than might, at first,
oe expected, considering that the prevailing rocks are limestone, of a more
t
or less <lestructible kind.
Starting from Mackinac westward, we noticed glacial furrows in the following localities:
1. At the bottom of St. Martin's Bay, two miles north of Pine- river, on
a point composed of almost horizontal ledges of limestone. The surface of
the_ rock was well-polished, with many distinct furrows, some of them mea'T'
suri~g one quarter of an inch in width, and extending over wide areas.
Their average direction is from east to west, some running N. 80° E., and
others S. 70°, and 80° E. There are, Besides, well-defined troughs, occurring in the s~me direction.
_2. At Payment Point, the rocks are distinctly smoothed and rounded, in
spite of the many small cavities which are scattered through them. At the
bottom of the cove, the furrows are very distinct; but, at the Point itself,
th_ey are indicated chiefly by a greater regularity of the small cavities. One
might almost believe that the formation of the latter had been influenced by
the furrows, the direction being from N. 50° to N. 60° E.
3. At the bottom of Big Bay des N oquets, on the west shore of the
eastern cove, there are seen distincnly polished and striated surfaces on a
stratum of limestone belonging to the Huason-river group. The direction
of the strire, which are here rather fine, is from east to west.
, in Little Bay des N oquets, the surface
4. At the mouth of the Esca
of the Trenton limestone ledges was observed by Messrs. Whitney and
~all to be, in several places, most admirably polished, with fine strire runnmg north-east and south-west.
5. At Oak Orchard, on the west shore of Green Bay, we found the
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direction of the strire, which are here very distinct, from N. 15° to N.
20°E.
6. The banks of the Menomonee afforded various opportunities for observing the effects of glacial agents on the rocks.
At the saw-mill, near the mouth of the river, the strata of Trenton limestone are distinctly polished, and marked by strire running nearly east and
west. At a locality six miles above Kitson's trading-house, there may be
seen, in the river, several islands of tough talcose slate, most admirably
polished and rounded (moutonnes), with indications of strire running E.N.E.
and W.S.W.
At another locality, three miles above Sturgeon falls, the stri~ oc0Ur on
a very hard greenstone rock, running N. 65° E.
At' the foot of the lower Eekuenesec falls, on a hard talcose rock; direction N. 70° E.
At the lower Twin fall there are smoothed and fleecy rocks, with stri~
'
running from N. 60° to N. 70° E.
Finally, the upper Twin falls deserve a special notice, there being no
other place along the river, and, I may say, in the whole district, where
glacial phenomena are more distinct t.h an at the foot of this fine cascade.
The rock, a hard and black slate, is so well polished that it glitters in the
sun like a mirror, and most of the strire are as distinct as if they had been
engraved but yesterday. Their direction is from N. 65° to N. 70° E. I
noticed, however, that the polish and strire did not extend beneath the
water, but that the;itirface of the rock was rough, and, as it were, corrugated, so far as the waves caused by the cascade reached. A conclusive
proof that they had not been formed by water.
There are, besides, many places where the ledges are merely rounded
or moutonncs, the structure of the rock having been too coarse to retain
the strire; as, for instance, at Pemenee and Quiver falls, and espe·cially over
the portage of Sturgeon falls. The rock, at this latter place, being coarsegrained and highly crystalline ( a kind of protogine), and its rounded outline looking like a succession of large wool-sacks, heaped up one above the
other, reminded me strongly of the similar masses which I had observed
near the Scandinavian cascade of Trolhiitta.
In addition to the above localities, I may be allowed to mention here the
following, which were observed by Messrs. Hall and Whittlesey, on their
way from Green Bay south-westward, in Wisconsin.
At Meh~ggan Point; large polished surfaces, .with strire running N.E. by
E. and N .N .E.
At Meltoggan falls, on Niagara limestone, the strire running N.E. by N .
. At a local~ty three miles west of Milwaukee, polished* slabs of Niagara
limestone, with strire bearing N.E.
At Strong's landing, (Fox river), on metamorphic slate, N.E. by E.

By comparing the direction of the strire in the various localities abovementioned, it will be een that their average distribution is from .E. to
~ .W.-t_he cxt~·eme deviation being N. 70° o 0°W.; whereas, no locality
·west of
t or even north and south.
was noticed , ·1th strire runnino0
This av rage direction agrcrs , ry we11 with the prerailing dir ction on the
• _I visited this locality my elf, the year previously, in company with fr. Lapham, and,

having taken the c ·act bearing of the s ti.re at the top of a <1uarry close by tbc road found it
to be N. 60°E.
'
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southern slope of Lake Superior, as described in my__ rep?rt..for 184?· The
only difference to be noticed between the two slopes 1s this: that while there
are, on the shore of Lake Superior, some sets of strire running north and
south, we find here, on Lake Michigan, other s~ts running east and w~st,
but the prevailing direction, in , both districts, 1s the same; thll:s showmg
that the ao-ent which engraved them, whatever may have been its nature,
acted independently of the inequalities of the soil; for even the high ri"dge,
between the two slopes, did not interfere with its direction.
I

ROCKS BROKEN BY DRIFT AGENCIES.

In connection with this general direction of the drift agencies from north
to south, as indicated by the direction of strire and furrows, as well as by
the transportation of the boulders, I would mention another very curious
feature, which was noticed on the southern sho1;e of Lake Superior. Near
the Jackson forge, on Carp river, the ta1cose slates are seen in a low ridge,
where the rock has been quarried, to some extent, for building the forges.
The slates stand nearly vertical; but the uppe portion of the ledge is seen
to have been abruptiy broken off at a depth from ten to fifteen feet below the surface. The broken and shattered J>Ortion of the rock has been
carried forward in the direction of the drift-current, and lies embedded in
the drift, on the southern side of the ridge, as represented in the annexed
figure:
•
Fig. 23

Brolcen Strata at Jackson Forge.
1. Slates.

2. Drift-gravel.

Similar fractures of the strata have be€n noticed in other regions. One
of particular interest, from its extent, occurs at Guilford, Vt., at a locality
known as the Bruce slate-quarry, and has been fully described by President
Hitchcock, in his report on the geology of Massachusetts. · The cause of
this curious phenomenon was considered by him, in accordance with the views
of Mr. Darwin, to have been the sudden impact of a large mass of floating
ice against the projecting ridge. What gives a peculiar interest to the
broken strata at the Jackson forge, is the fact that the broken masses of
slate have been carried forward in the direction of the drift current, and
are imbedded in strata of drift, as seen in the diagram, thus showing that
the break must have taken place; previous to, or rat Her during, the deposition of the drift-the broken portions being both overlaid and underlaid by
it. The extent of the broken strata is, in itself, sufficient evidence that
nothing but a sudden, or violent stroke, such a one as we might imagine

---.
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would be caused by the shock of an iceberg,-wonld account for such a
break. On the other hand, the sharp edges of the broken portions, anil
the manner in which they are found abutting , against the vertical strata,
show that they must have been buried in the drift, soon after the fracture
took place.

ORIGIN OF THE LIMESTONE PEBBLES IN THE DRIFT OF LAKE SUPERIOR.

It is not uncommon to find limestone pebbles--intermixe<l with the granite
pebbles and boulders, in the drift of the upper lakes. Along Lake Michigan, their occurrence is easily accounted for by the fact that the rock, in
situ, is mostly limestone. It is not so in regard to those found along the
beaches and terraces of Lake Superior. Limestone is nowhere to be found
on the north shore of that lake, and, on the south shore, we know there
occur merely some isolated patches in Sturgeon valley, belonging to the
lower Silurian, from which the pebbles along the beach, both on the north
and south shore, are entirely different, both in their lithological character,
and in their fossils. They are of a pure white limestone, and contain fossils
which are characteristic of ,he Niagara group, such as Cyatlwphyllum,
Favosites, &c., which are occasionally so well preserved that they can he
identifiad without the least difficulty. Among the specimens collected on
the south shore, near the mouth of Chocolate river, there is a specimen of
Favosites four inches in diameter, which is so well preserved, that its finest
partitions are rec~gnizable.
The question naturalJy suggests itself, where is the source from which
they were derived? There having been thus far no indications of any
limestone formations north of Lake Superior,* it was suggested by some
that they might possibly have come from the limestone districts to the south
and south-east; such a supposition, however, would have been in direct
opposition to what we know of the general course of the drift agencies.
Rather than adopt such an opinion, I preferred to derive these limestone
nebbles from some distant portion of the British territory, where similar
• From information derived from Mr. Ballcnden, of the Hudson's Bay Company, we
became aware, several years ago, of the occurrence of the Silurian and Devonian scri&s, on
the northern slope of the axis between Lake Superior and Hudson's Bay. These-series are
intersected in cro sing from Michipicoten river to James' Bay, tho southern arm of Hudson's Bay. Mr. Ballcnclen described the trata on the shores of Lake ·winnipcg, as con6isting of limestone, in nearly horizontal strata, filled with fossils. Within the la:t year,
S!r J?hn Richardson, in the Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, mentions that the
S1l11nan _series occur on both sides of the axis, iu an undisturbed position, and continue to
t~r, ~ct1c Ocean. The_ fossils found in the superficial deposits along the shores of L ~lrn
Superior, are not exclu 1vely confined to the Niagara limestone, but range from the Dev01m111
to the Trenton limestone. Some of the cyathophylla arc from the Devonian, while, at the
mouth of Black river, in the south-west extremity of the lake we have collected one or two
trilobites, as old as the IIuclson-rivcr group. "\Yhen "'e consider the relative positions of
Lake Temi comcng, and the south-western portion of Lake SnpNior, where also the fhs.-il:-;
of the TiaO'ara group occur in the superficial deposits, it would be unphilosopl1ical to infor
tliat they were derived from n. single point; for, if this were the ca c, the drift current l1y
which their tran port is supposed to have hcen effected, must h:wc i,wcpt in a course a fo,r
d •gree south of wet, a conrse 11ot coincident with the tri.:e on the rorks. , incc it is pret y
certain that we have a. belt of Silurian ro<'k on the north of the brim of Lake Supe;riur,
there is little difliculty in nccounting for'the prescn e of fossils in the tran. portccl nrntcrinb.
T:hose of the Tiagam group :ire ruoIC almnclaut, for the re1son that tliry nre g 1•ncrall,v s:lic1tl cl whereas thos of the H ncl. on-rh·er group are not, and therefore more liahl • to Le
ground up and d troycd.
.r'. & W.
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limestones are said to occur along the 'north-western I~kes and the Mackenzie river; although I could not but confess that their transportation from
such a distance was rather uncommon.
All the difficulties have since been removed by the recent discovery made
by the Provincial Geologist of Canada, Mr. Logan, of an extensive deposit
of white Niagara limestone on Lake Temiscomeng, fifty miles north of
Georgian Bay ; and since the rock, according to Mr. Logan, presents the
same lithological fecttures which are exhibited by the fragments scattered
throughout the drift and alluvium of Lake Superior, there can be hardly a
doubt' as to this being the source from whence the latter have been derived.
This is the mor,e satisfactory, as Lake Temiscomeng is situated to the northe~st of Lake Superior, in a direction, which, as has been shown in the prev10us pages, is also that to which most of the strire of this district seem to
point, thus showing, that the two operations-·t~e grooving of the rocks
and the transportation of the materials- have taken place in the same
direction from north-east to south-west.

' '

•
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CHAPTER XV.
SUPERFICIAL DEPOSITS-CoNTINOED,
BYE, DESOR,

Terraces of Mackinac.- Their Composi'tion.- Their Similarity with
those of the Baltic.- Terraces of the adJacent Coasts and Islands.Their 1·elativP, Age.- Lacustrine in their Origin.- Denudation of the
Drift.- The Period of its Denudati'on.
Terraces of Mackinac.- In my last report,* I briefly alluded to the
gravel terraces which skirt this island, as among its most remarkable featl.tres. At that time, the age of the corresponding terraces of Lakes Huroh
and Erie had not been ascertained, nor was it known whether they were of
marine or fresh-water origin. I therefore refrained from entering into any
speculations as to their precise age, but merely stated that they were more
recent than the drift, and ranked them among the alluvial deposits.
Meanwhile, Mr. Whittlesey has succeeded in finding fresh-water shells in
the clay and loam deposits of the south shore of Lake Erie, and was led to
infer that they belonged to the age of those lacustrine deposits in the valle)·
'of the Rhine, known as loess, which are intermediate between the drift and
recent alluvium.
Although the terraces of Mackinac differ widely in composition from the
loam, or loess, of Lakes Erie and Huron, yet, the fact that both are posterior to the drift and occur at similar heights on the coast of the same lake,
seems to warrant the conclusion that they may have been simultaneous.
The next inquiry would be, how far their peculiarity of structure can be
accounted for by their insulated and exposed position in the straits. This
island, situated at their eastern entrance, is as interesting in a geological, as
in a picturesque point of view. It rises to the height of three hundred and
fifteen feet, and its base and precipitous cliff.s, occasionally crowned with
clumps of foliage, at once arrest the attention of the traveller, more especially since the whole western coast of Lake Huron is low and void of
scenic interest.
The ~k tch on the following page (Fig. 24) represents a distant view of
the iRland, approaching from the eastward. Its main features, when seen
from the wharf, at first appear exceedingly simple·. A cliff of limestone,
white ancl weather-beaten, with a narrow, n lluvial plain skirting its base, is
the first thing which command attention; but, when following along the
gently curving bay, towards the l\Iission house, if the geologist happens to
ca t hi eye upon the terrace which rises in the rear of the hou e, he will
notice that the cliff is no longer composed of solid rock, but of loose mate- .
rials consisting of limestone-gm vcl, with lu.rgcr pebbles intermingled - differing in o marked a degree from all other <lctrital deposits seen along the
shores of_t 1e upper lakes, that his curiosity is at once aroused. He would,
• Report Po.rt I., p. 213,
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at fir~t sight, be disposed to class it with alluvium, were it not for the height
at which 1t occurs, namely, eighty feet.
Fig. 24.

Mackinac.
1. Lover's Leap. , 2. Harbor.
3. Village.
4. Fort.
6. Signal.
6. Sugar Loaf:
7. Mission.
8. Robinson's Folly.

These loose materials disappear, as soon as we reach the top of the terrace, being merely heaped up against the cliff, so as to form an external
covering, and are also lost sight of in✓ going southward towards the fort.
If, from this point, we proceed towards the signal at the summit of the
island, we find at first the surface of the plateau destitute of detrital materials, with the exception of a few isolated boulders. It is only when approaching the foot of the signal, that they reappear; but essentially different in composition, being composed of rolled materials, as stated in a
former report, characteristic of the true drift. It is evident to the observer
that deposits so essentially different cannot belong to ~he same period.
If, from the harbor, we follow the coast south-westwardly, towards th~
headland known ·as Lover's Leap, we meet with features still more interesting. Instead of one terrace, we meet with a ser ·es of them, the relative
position of which is indicated in the following topographical sketch :
Fig. 25

•
Topographical Sketch of Mackinac.
1. Lover'• Leap,
2. Harbor,
8. Village,
4. Fort,
6. Sig;nal,
6. Sugar Loaf,
7. Mission,
8. Robin.,ou's Folly.
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The terraces are most striking in the immediate vicinity of the promontory, where, from their being crowded· together in a narrow space, they
appear like a gigantic stair-case. They are less distinct in the vicinity of
the village, on account of their being farther apart, still there is no difficulty
in tracing the principal levels, as will be seen by the sections below, (Figs.
26, 27.)
·
The :materials composing these terraces are limestone-gravel, with hardly
any admixture of foreign ·rock ; which is the more remarkable, since there
are many granite pebbles and boulders in the drift, at the summit of the
island.
In surveying the position and structure of these terraces, which contract
near the head, and expand under the lee of the promontory, we become
convinced that they were formed by a current setting from the south-west,
which, after having passed the poi.i;it, subsided in velocity and dropped the
materials transported from the adjacent shores.
The following sections (Figs. 26, 27), taken at two different places across
them (a-b and c-d, Fig. 25) exhibit the relative height and width of the
terraces at these points:
fig. 26.

Fig. 27.

Fig. 26. Section along the line a b, in Fig. 25.
Fig. 27. Section along the line c d, in Fig. 25.

The first section was taken immediately east of the LoYer's Leap, where
the terraces are in close proximity. Starting from the beach, which, at the
time of the measurement (June 22, 1849,) was five feet above the lake-level,
we found the following order of succession :
No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Width.

Ileiglit.

A terrace .•.•...........•....•••....•.•........•.. 1Ofeet.
9 .5
"
"
...........•.........•........•.......... 10 "
22.
"
" more distinct. .....•..........•..•..•..... 50 "
42.
105.
"
" with a slope of 50° ........................ 55 "
Summit ofa limestone ridge ................................. 147.

In the next sectiony the two u~per terraces preserved the same leve1, but
they arc farther apart.
1:hc third terrace which, in Fig. 26, i only fifty feet wide, here assumes
a w1dt~ of thre hundred and fifty, while the two lower are replaced by a
succ 10n of ridge .. , with doubl slopes, like recent beaches .
. There can ~e no doubt tha! this change _is owing ~ainly t~ the_ configuration of th~ coast. By refernng to the chagram (.Fig. 25), 1t will be seen
that the cliff r~ ·ede:, as we proce d N.E., and thus a wider space is allowed
for t~e expans10n of the materials; and as the current abated in velocity, it
lo t it excarntory power, and hence the terrace expand in width, until,
farther on, wher the wearin()" ceased altogether, they disappear and are repla e<l by unalter cl beaches.
!ong the south-w t rn shore of th i ·land, there are no indications
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whatever of terraces; but the northern shore is lineJ ·with a succession of
beaches not unlike those before clescribeJ, except that they extend over a
wider a:ea. Aloncr the road leading to the British landing, they occupy a
space not less than° three-fourths of a mile in widt_h, extending nearly to. the
farm-house where the boulders reappear. There 1s here a remarkable ndge
of large li;uestone pebbles, which appears t? correspond :vi~h the highest ,
terrace on the opposite side of the island, and to mark the hm1t between the
drift and the ancient beaches. The exact level at which the latter disappear
on the north side of the island was not determined with precision, but was
estimated at seYenty or eighty feet. As will be seen by the following
diagram, which represents a section of the island of Mackinac, there is
Fig. 28.
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Section of the Island of Mackinac.
a most striking contrast between the two shores. On the one side, we
have distinct terraces with stair-like slppes, and on the other a series of
beaches with gentle slopes ; and yet the materials of both are identicaL
This difference is chiefly owing to the form of the coast. On the southern
side, where the space is narrow and the slope abrupt, there was a wearing
off of the beach after the upheaval of the land. These terraces are due to
successive upheavals, and the base of each marks the limit of the periods ot
repose. On the northern side, the coast is low, presenting a long and gentle slope. There was, therefore, room enough for the formation of beaches
at each change of level, which, after having been raised above the reach of
the waves, remained unaltered. Hence, a succession of uniform beaches is
produced on those parts of the island· exempt from the wearing action of
currents, but those portions exposed to this action are characterized by terraces.
These beaches gradually decrease, as haced from the British landing, and,
after having turned the north-east corner of the island, entirely disappearthe shore being again lined with high limestone cliffs, which extend uninterluptedly to the eastern promontory known as Robinson's Folly. Yet this
portion of the island is not entirelJ destitute of detrital deposits, for there
is to be seen, a short di tance beyond the Arched Rock, a terrace with steep
, slopes, consisting of limestone pebbles, and rising to the height of about
twenty feet ; its top and sides are overgrown with large trees, showing that
it is not of very recent origin. Like the terraces at LoYer's Leap, it abuts
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against a promontory ; and as it does not extend beyond, it is e_vident that
its formation is due to the shelter afforded by it; the cave m the rear
causing an eddy, in which the currents deposited a part of their materials.
This is farther confirmed by the fact that there is a recent beach, of considerable extent, abutting against the promontory, and separated from the
terrace by a small marsh.
.
The most important feature, however, is the fact that both beach and
terraces occur on the north-west side of the promontory, thus showing conclusively that they were formed in the lee of the east wind; whereas the
terraces of Lover's Leap, as well as the beaches on the north side, near the .
British landing, were evidently in the lee of the south wind. This is, in
itself, sufficient evidence that thij gravel terraces, like the actual beaches,
were accumulated under the influence of local causes, at a time when the
topographical features of the region, and the distribution of the winds, must
have been very similar to what they now are.
It will not be uninteresting to compare these observations with similar
ones made by Sir R. Murchison on the island of .Gothland, in the Baltic:*
"In many ancient bays ( of Gothland), where the coasts do not present
bluff-cliffs washed h the Baltic, like Hog-Klint,· on the east coast, and
Mount Hoburg on the south, terraces of water-worn and flattened shingle
are exhibited at heights of twenty or thirty feet above each other, of which
four or five may, in some places, be counted, between a low interior ( or an- ·
cient) cliff or scar of limestone and the present sea, to which there is usually
a long slope from the lowest of ,these terraces. The inland cliffs or scars
present, in many places, the aspect of having been washed by the waves, ·
and the different terraces of shingle, ( each having a level surface, and each
exactly like that which the sea washes at its present level) bespeak as many
distinct upheavals, and are evidently quite unlike anything which could have
resulted from the gradual upraising of the island. As the nature and relative position of numerous raised sea-beaches, or shingle banks, in diff~rent
parts of Norway and Sweden, lead to the same conclusion; the bearing of
this view upon our subject, consists, not merely in establishing a submarine
condition of things, totally irreconcilable with the application of former
glaciers to uch tracts, uut is, as will be seen, of some theoretical value in
accounting for the motive power of those waves of translation, to which I
have elsewhere referred, and which, independent of all glacial action, may,
by su~den upcast~, have produced the violent transport, and consequent
roundmg and rollmg onwards of much gravel and detritus.
" ow it is important to observe, that these terraces in Gothland, simply
consist of the limestone locally rolled and flattened into shingle, such as is
actually formed on the sea-beach; and it is only after having passed over
them, and ,yhen we have reached to the height of a hundred feet more, that
we meet with the "Osar" drift of foreign, coarser boulders, mi.·ecl with
limeston? ',b~i , and surmounted here and there by great angular blocks."
o str1kmg 1 the resemblance between these two localities, that we need
only substitute the island of l\'.Iackinac for that of Gothland, to have a true
picture_ of the relation between the drift and the gravel terraces. It is true,
the shmgle b aches of Gothlancl do no attain so hicrh a level as those of
.fackinac; but the height of thirty feet is sufficient tob warrant the conclusion that they have not ?een heaped up by the me · action of th.e waves
1

?

• Quarterly Journal of Lond. Gcol. Society, 1846, p. 360
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and surf; but that they mus_t have nndergone an u:pheaval since their
deposition, which brings them mto the same category with the terraces of
Mackinac.
.
Terraces, in eve~y respect similar to th?se of Mackma?, occur on !he
neighboring coasts and islands. On Round island they attam an elevation
of forty-six feet, by the south shore, betwee~ the two_ hooks. On the ':"est
coast Mr. Whittlesey found them at the height of eighty feet. I noticed
that the gravel, although composed of the sam:- limestone as t_hat_ at Mackinac, was much finer, the pebbles r~rely excee~mg a-chestnut m size.
A similar terrace, but of less height, measurmg some twenty feet~. m~y be
seen at the foot of Rabbit mountain, on the north coast of Lake M1ch1gan.
At Pointe St. Ignace,"' it ris~s ~o a greater .height, connect~ng, as ~t w~re
the various promontories ot limestone, which stand out hke bastions m a
huge ,vall. The terraces are still more remarkable in the vicinity of Gros
Cap, the uppermost attaining an elevation of one hundred and thirty feet.
Two miles east of the promontory, I noticed one at the height of eightyfive feet.
It can ·be safely inferred from the terraces of Gros Cap, as well as those
of Mackinac, that the upheaval took place at successive intervals, an<l that
the waters were 'stationary fbr some time at the foot of each. It will, perhaps, be possible, at some future day, to trace these various levels around
• the islands, and thus to ascertain whether or not the upheaval has been uniform throughout the whole range.
Jlge of these Terraces.-That the terraces of Mackinac and the adjacent
shores are more recent than the drift, needs no farther demonstration, since
the latter, as ·was shown previously, is only found at higher levels, to which
the terraces donot reach. Nor can they be mere a'lluvial_ beaches, for ttey
occur at too great heights to be due to the mere fluctuations of the lakel~':el. To acco~nt for their actual. position, we are compelled to assume a
r1smg of the land at successive epochs. Now a change of one hu~clred and
five feet, which would be required to account for the highest of the terraces
at the Lover's Leap, supposes such a change in the distribution of land and
water, and such a change in the aspect of the surrounding country, that it
is, in itself, a sufficient reason for separating the terraces from. the beaches,
the latter being decidedly alluvial.
.
On the other hand, the position and distribution of the terraces are not
without some importance, in reference to their age. We have found them,
for the most part, occurring on the east side of 'the island, and especially
under the lee of the promonotory of Lover's Leap, where they are sheltered from the south-west winds and currents ; whereas none are found to
the west. The inference, therefore, is plain that the materials must have
been carried from south to north, or in a direction opposite to that of the
drift; and this may be considered as another proof that the deposits have
nothing in ' common.
If we now consider the geographical position of the island, it can hardly
be expected that a sheet of water with the current coming from the southwest, could have been anything else than an inland sea. No fossil remains
have, as yet, been found among the terraces to throw light upon their
origin, and it is not probable, from their structure, that they will yield any,
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The question as to their being of marine, fresh water, or brackish origin,
cannot be decided by the evidence of fossil contents, and we are compelled
to resort to such evidence as is afforded by other ancient terraces and
beaches, of the adjacent lakes. Those of Lake Erie and Huron, as before
stated, have been ascertained to be of lacustrine origin. From their extent
and position, there can be no doubt that they are at ]east as ancient as
those of Mackinac; and, if the changes of level by which they were
brought into their present position were all uniform, the surface of this
ancient lake must have reached as high as the uppermost terrace of the
island. There is, therefore, no necessity of resorting to local changes and
disturbances, in 'order to account for the lacustrine origin of these terraces ;
and, since we have in the terrace of Cleveland direct evidence of the existence of such an extensive fresh-water basin, posterior to the great body of
the drift and previous to the alluvium, there seems to be some reason for
referring the terraces of Mackinac to the same epoch :-at any rate, they
cannot be more ancient.
There are, however, some difficulties in the way, which I feel it necessary, in all candor, to state. I mean the absence of similar terraces farther west, along the north shore of Lake Michigan and Green Bay. It
has been shown, in the preceding chapter, that at Pine river, the Manistee
and Menomonee, the true drift may be found a short distance from the co~st,
and at no considerable height above the lake.-level, sometimes as low, even,
as twenty feet. Now, it is evident that, if the Jake ever reached, in these
places, the same height as at Mackinac, we should find there similar terraces above the drift. The difficulty might, however, be met by supposing
that the upheaval which · raised the terraces of Mackinac to their actual
height, did not operate to the same extent west of the island. At any rate,
this circumstance is, in itself, a proof that the change could not have been
brought about by a mere lowering of the water; but that they must, at all
events, be referred to a gr.a.dual, but unequal rise in the land.
As in many other instances, there appears to be, on the island, something
like a gradual transition from the upper terraces to the highest beaches. rt
would be difficult to trace the line of demarcation between the two; but
we need only consider the position of the latter, in such places where there
can be no doubt as to their having been merely the result of the lake action
within historical times, to be convinced that they nowhere exceed eighteen
or twenty feet. It seems, therefore, not unreasonable to refer to an earlier
period, all such terraces and deposits of the Island of Mackinac, as occur
above that level; whereas, those which are be]ow it must be referred to
the r cent period. With regard to the latter, the reader is referred to the
latter part of the succeeding hapter, by Mr. Whittlesey, on the ancient
and present beaches of Lake Michigan.
,

DENUDATION.

It has been shown, in a previous report, that the position of the drift on
the i land of Mackinac is such, that it cannot be supposed to have been deposited originally in thi manner, it beino- in the nature of the drift dcpo its
in g neral, to. fill up the dcpre sions .and ~pread over the plains, rather than
to occupy the summits. I was thus led to the conclusion that the absence
of the drift, on the lower portion of the i land, was owing to a d nuclatiou
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caused, probably, by violent currents along the main channels; since a similar denudation is observed, both along the straits of Mackinac and the
Hey of the St. Marys' river, where the banks, on either side, for rnme
distance, are destitute of drift. The question arises, at what epoch did this
denudation take place ? The terraces at Mackinac afford us the means of
solving this problem,. at least in part, as far as the island and neighboring
shores are concerned. A careful examination of the terraces has shown,
t1iat they all rest immediately on the subjacent rocks, there being, nowhere,
,any trace of drift beneath them. The inference, therefore, is, that the drift
must have been removed from the surface and from the slopes of the island., .
previously 'to the formation of the terraces. As to the nature of these denudating currents, we are inclined to the belief that they were chiefly owing
to the retreat of the waters of the drift epoch, when the continent, after
having been subsiding -for a long period, began again gradually to rise. The
beginning of this rising, which might thus be considered as coincident with
the beginning of the denudation, would then represent the true limit between
the drift epoch and the highest terraces of Mackinac,
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CHAPTER XVI.
!UPERFICIAL DEPOSITS-CoNTINUll:D.
BY E, DESOR.

.11.ltuvial Deposits.-Sand Beaches.-Pebble Beaches.-Jr[arshes.-Flats. i
-Subaqueous Ridges.- Hooks, or Spits.-River Belts.-Bars.- Origin of Hooks and Belts.- Dunes.- Their Origin.- Ancient Beaches
and Terraces.- Boulders of Saut Ste ..Jltfa!ie.- .11.ncient and Present
Beaches of Lake .Nlichigan.- Their Recent Origin.-Sections at Va•
rious Points.-Supposed Cause, tlie Deeper?ing of the Channel at
the _Outlet of the Upper Lakes.

It has been repeatedly stated, in the preceding chapters, that, while the
interior of the upper peninsula of Michigan is covered with extensive drift
deposits, the immediate shores of Lake Superior, where they are sufficiently low, appear to be lined with deposits belonging to the recent
epoch: to wit-the ALLUVIUM, Under this head I shall include the recent
beaches, whether of pebbles or sand ; the marshes and flats ; those heaps
of blown sand, known as dunes, or downs; and, finally, those beaches and ·
terraces which seem to indicate a higher level in the waters of the lakes at
some former period.
Sand Beaches.-The voyageur, who coasts along the northern shore of
Lake Michigan, cannot fail to notice those deposits of fine, white sand
which line the shore, sometimes for a long distance., and form the bottoms
of _nearly all the bays and coves. This sand, when examined microscopically, is found to be composed of minute grains of nearly pure white
quartz. Similar sand beaches have been noticed as occurring in many
places along the shores of Lake Superior. They assume, however, a
special interest in reference to Lake Michigan, for the reason that the
surrounding country is exclusively calcareous. The question, therefore,
nat:1rally. ar~s~s. in the mind of. every geologist, as to the so~uce fro~ ,
which this s1hc10us sand was derived. There might be some difficulty m
an~weri~g it, if .we had simply explored the coast; but, knowing that the
drift ex1s.ts almost everywhere in the interior, and that, though lss homogeneous In structure, it is yet composed of a larCTe admixture of sand and
graYel, we are not at a Joss to assign its origi; to this source. Every 1
stream that flows down from the wide drift-covered districts in the interior,
carri.es with it a quantity of sand and gravel, which, when brought wthin
the .influence of the waves, becomes thoroughly assorted; the· calcareous
particles are probably dissolved, while the silicious grains are distributed
according to their size an<l specific gravity; and, when thrown upon the
beach, occasion those accumulations of white, homogeneous, quartzose
sand which are seen so generally lining the coast.
Pebble Beaches .-The occurrence of these is to be expected on all rockbound shores!. I mention them here in consequence of their extraordinary
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extent along the shores o~ som~ of the islan~s a! th~ entrance to Green
Bay. The pebbles are c1uefly hmes~one, varying rn s1z_e from t~at of a
chestnut to that of a melon; so few, m<leerl, are the specimens of igneous,
or metamorphic rocks, that -I have often walke<l for h?urs along the be:ich
without observing their presen~e. 01:1 some o~ the _islands they are piled
up, like an immense wall, from six to eight feet m height.
Extensive pebble beaches also occur on the southern shore . of Lake Superior, especially along that extended reac?- of coas~ ~o the ea~t of Gr~nd
Sable. The pebbles here are almost exclusively granitic and entirely foreign
to the rock in place (Potsdam_ sandstone).
.
.
For _a d~stance .of several_ miles east an9 /west of Two-hearted rive~, the
shore 1s lined with an umnterrupted beach of pebbles of rather uniform
size, rarely exceeding that of an apple. This is the more extraordinary, as
the only deposit visible in the rear of the beach is fine drift-sand. Another
similar pebble beach is seen lining the coas( for a long distance west of
White-fish Point. Occasionally, however, the pebbles are r~placed by a
homogeneous sand beach.
•
The beaches along Keweenaw Point consist for the most part of trappean
pebbles of large size, with an occasional admixture of granite; and this
remark is applicable to those in the vicinity of the Porcupine mountains and
on Isle Royale. They have been derived, in the main, from the destruction
of the trappean conglomerate, and of the associated igneous rocks, while
the granitic pebbles have been transported by drift agencies; where long
reaches of sandstone occur along the coast, few pebble beaches are obsen·ed.
In the vicinity of Granite Point and Middle island, granite and greenstone
pebbles greatly preponderate. As a general rnle, the character of the
beaches is determined by the character of the neighboring rocks ; but there
are many phenomena ,vhich can be explained only after a close and elaborate study of the outline of the shore, the depth of the water, and the nature a,µd force of the current. Such knowledge could not be acquire·d in a
hurried coasting expedition, in which investigations of this nature were of
subordinate interest .
.11.ll-avial Jvlarshes. - I place under this head those extensive accumulations of alluvial matter which line the coast un·interruptedly, for a great
distance, and which, in consequence of their low level, are generally swampy.
A striking instance of this character occurs along the western coast of
Green Bay, which for a distance of more than thirty miles, to wit,-from
the mouth of the Menomdnee to that of the Fox river,-is lined with a
continuous belt of lo,N swampy ground, from a few rods . to half a raile in
width. This marsh yields a luxuriant crop of wild hay, sufficient to supply
numerous herds. The soil consists of the same fine silicious sand, before
described as occurring on the beaches, and its marshy charar.ter results from
its low position. The inquiry naturally sugp;ests itself, why this marshy
belt should be confined to this particular locality, there being nothing like
it on the eastern coast of Green Bay, or the northern coast of Lake Michigan. I cannot but think that, in this case, it is owing to the sheltered
position of the coast and its nearly uniform level, resulting from the horizontality of the strata, which allow the particles of sand brought down by
the rivers to accumulate and spread in regular layers, without being much
dist.urbecl by westerly gales.*
• 1'his is also the origin of many marshes ofless e~tent along the shores of Lake Su1lcrioJ·,
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.-· Flats.-There may be seen on the same western coast of.G_reen .Bay

extensive flats, ~hich are -simply the continuatiop. under water c.?f the ~
a!~:yjal ,sand, forming the soil of the marshes. Indeed, so gradua) i~ the ~r~~
11
, tion, that it is diifipult to draw the 1ine of separation petwet:n them. . -I _ ~
1
The origii;i of th~se flats can be referred, wit~ stip gre_a ter J c~rJ:ai.nty
that of the alfuvial.;marshes, to the action of rivers,,from)he' ,c1tC(!.II?-Stan~e
that they are more e~ensive in the ~vicinity of their emhoU'.r huti~· \ ~us,
· at the m0t1th of the fe~hetigo river of
Green Bay., the flats ate not .only
1 _;•
.c
,
• 't tt!.
J; 1 ' ,r ·
. '"l3Ct
,v ery w1'd ~t bq.t a ba.r exten ds 1or
a- 1ong u1stance
mo
ue baJ,
, ,
' 1'he fact tbat the siliciou; sand deposits can be traqed back t'q ,the a'.ge~ty .
?f riv~rs is sufficient-proof that they are nothing more t~an t~e.11 aitritus -of
,th,e dnft-the analogues, though Of/: a srpall scale, of tfie flats" bats, :and
sand beaches, now forrp.ing ,on the Atl_antic coast.
:
_ '
, .., ;
1
Subaq1teous .Ridges.--An example of this character occ1,1t~·on, t1i~'nor!11fe.rri. shore of Lake Michigan, , not far . from the Fish station o~ Bark l?q~t
(Pointe aux Ecorces), und'e r the lee of a pronionfory, d.esig 1ated oµ ·the
inap as Point Patterson. Here, the shore, after running ifrre east and w~~t
foqome distc1;nce., bends a9ruptly to the north-east: The' v6y~getl't'Cqming
·rrorh the west, after having passed Point Patterson; is sfruck' by th~1 appie ar.~µce of seyeral bands of shallow water., i~dic~teq by a ye1l?wi~ _ti_nt., TJ1iese
,Eands, wh1c~. appear t? ~tart from ,th: ~xtrem1ty of.
pomt, ar'e.
P,l
/.subaqueous ridges, }V41ch spread, fan-hke, to the distance of nearly ·half ·a
mile to the east, bei~g from three to ten _yards wide', and from five to teµ
feet above .the general bed of the .lake, at this point. They ar~ n'ot -td~,posed, like, the flats, of fine sancl, but of white limestone pebbles~ derived
from the adjacent le~ges, with an admixture of granitic pebble's, orrie of
.which '1,re ;;i foot i1t diameter. It is difficult to conceive of currents , tiflFciently powerful to transpqrt and arrange such heavy m·aterials, and yet w~
know of no other means by which ,this aggregation could ha:ve bt:en acco'mp1ished.
'
'
. 1I '
These subaque9us ridges afford, on small scale, an interesting iliustra.~
tion of the formafion of similar ridges now above wate1·: If the north cotist
of Lake_ Michigan were to be raised only twenty feet, stlch a rise would '1ay
dry a wide belt of almost level ground, on which these 1idges would appear
conspicuously, not unlike those which occur on the south shqres of La'k_es
"Erie and Ontario, and thus confirm the views of Mr.' Whittlesey, 1 that
most of these ridges a.re not ancient beache~, but hav~ be-en formed, under
water, by the action of currents.*
Hooks, orr Spits.-There are to be seen along the lake-shores, as well as
along t~e sea-shores, belts of loose materials, either sand or gravel, w4ich
~x.tend mto the water beyond the rocky boundaries, and form low barren
spits, or points. These spits are frequently curved at their extremities, and
have therefore received the name of liooks. A striking instance of this
cha!acter m~y be seen at the south-western extremity of Round island, opposite Mackmac, which presents, as ascertained by tneasuremeht, the following form (Fig. 29):

u,~n

~hr

f,avsea

a

I•

• I _haye elsewhere expressed the opinion tbp.t the pehblo and sand ridges of the prairies
of I~mo1s h :ve originated in like manner, or that they are (like the so-called Indian ridges
of ew England at Andov , .Ma sacbusetts, and in Main~, where they are provincially
termed horse-backs) the analogues of the Swedish osars, •
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;_A1simila'n hook; was me.asured on one ,of ,the ,Summer islands., in the v1c1:nity of Death's ~oor (Porte des mort~)- I found -it a general r'ule that,
~trithe-extr~w.ity _pfr..tlie ,spit, wJ-wr~ it assumed the form of a hook, the -conv~X;ity i',~M ln,. thEt,·:dir~ctio1i ' of 'the prev.ailing •~inds. The natur~ ol the
Iq:jl.,_teri~aJ~ hasr1but; little: influence .. on,, the formation of the .hooks.. Thus, '
where the beaches are composed of limestone pe.bbles, ,the· hooks partake -0f,
th~ pharact~:n, •&ndt wher.e ,~eclic,hes are eo:mposed of --sand, the hooks- consist
of 1i~~;sar,ne niatedal.,, I hqve noticed, ho;wey.er, that where the hooks are
~ge up ofishingl~,, the ~maller pebbles oc.cupy the e:xtremity.
, ,1'~ h~pk~ , combin,e, ~n 1v,a;ripus,,waiY&, ;with the , more extensive alluvial
d.eposit~i cljficl, in. m,aI1y .instances, it is difficult to draw ,tp,e line of separa+ tion hetwe~d t}lerp. · r .As. an iI;1Stance, I wot1ld mention. Whi.te.:fish Point on.~aJ,w1S.upe1Jior,..1, ~ 9,t on.J.y. 1is its:,extremity terminated by a regular hook;..:
wl}'~h st;re_t,1hes eastv!~rd, but th,e, whole a~ea, extens~ve as it is in i1:8 st.rue-.,
t1,l,J,"F\l,,el~1QI}s, 1belQ,ngs totthei ,hook formation~ , It will. be seen; by .wspect'l' ,
ing ,the map, 1th~t it lis. .sit1,1.at,ed at the .extremity:~f ailong and almost straight·
coa~ ,, suvceed~d by a, wid~ b.~y knownraSi !fequ"menon. , - •
fl' 1
c · •
J l-w;o Gaus(?s h~ye probabLy coniJ:>ined .,to, 1:prod~ee ,this hook. The pre- ·
vailiu:g cuN:en1; ·of t4e lake ,strikes the Carrada ;shore,-+- which consists >of'J
fi~~ igneo~s ,, and n;i.~tamorphic -rocks,. oppo~ing an · effectual ,bar.rier to _
the e~croao,hme~ts 'of the lc,1ke,..:-.-and is thence deflected southward into the b~, iWho~e margjq i~ lint:d witJ), .less coherent sandstone.. The tendency of .
this current would be to wear away the hook i(>n 1 the eastern side; but the .
10]3~ ·s ·rt;!pl:l,ired,-by ,{hQ prevailing •winds which. sweep from the n@rth~west,
accµIIBJJ;;tting ,c,l1etr~tcil.,matexials ;1 Qnl the ,western,_ side, ,of. th~ 1ho0k:. '•They':'
• lllflY,-th.erefpJ~~ Ji)e,;r~gar~lei{ ·p.~ c,omp~nsa!ing forces, !the , ?ne _; cou~ieracting :
tl?,~ ie.ffe?ts pf tp~"other, and. thu~ preseryinglth~ outlmes of the pomt a:lm~&t '."
u~11.ll;pa]j1Jedfroµ,i , y,e;a;rto. year. _ , ,
,-,
- l ,I, , . .;;:, ,,•, . .; •.
Now;h~re diqJ -se~ the hook-form so well represented as,at Grand Maraisi
harbor,_east of t,he PiGtwed_ Rocks .. !"fhe , projecting spit (Fig~130} at its ·.:
ent1ance_pre ,ep.ts the· 1followmg outlm(:), platted fro~ the·measurements iof..
Mr. W);l.\tney,._: .
, ·u L
r
; 1 i • ,· ,. -,,.::
Fig. 30. '
: { Ar.'J:, . I•. ~~ ·, [j:; r! ~,;
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Hook !J,t the entrance to Grand Marais Harbor.
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~ It is impossible to look at this little hook, without being struck with
its resemblance to some of those on the oceanic border,-for instance, that
of Cape Cbd. Not only is it curved in the same manner, at its extremi!Y;
but, inside of the outer hook, there is a second and smaller one, which
s;eems a miniature of the first. This is the cas~ with Cape Cod ; the in1:er
hook enclosing the l3ay of Provincetown. Thus, the same causes which
construct the alluvial deposits on the Atlantic coast oper-ate, though on a
less extended scale, to build up the spits of our inland lakes.
Similar hooks occur along the shores of the lower lakes, Ontario and
Erie. As a remarkable instance, I would mention Sanely Point on the .British
side of Lake Erie, ant.l the hooks which enclose the harbor of Erie on the
American side. On Lake Ontario, the most remarkable hook is that which
shelters the harbor of Toronto.
Hooks, like these, are of the highest importance, ~eing sometimes the
only natural harbors along low flat coasts. Even the smaller hooks are
not without interest, for they often, on the upper lakes, afford a welcome
shelter to the coasting-boats.
,
,
.
River-belts.-It is not unfrequent for a river, before its debouchure into
the lake, to pursue for some distance a course parallel to the shore.
Their deflection is caused by an accumulation of sand, or gravel, very
similar to that of the hooks in composition, and ueposited by the same
causes. These deposits, generally in the form of a narrow spit, are elevated but slightly above the water. I shall designate these as river-belts,
m order to distinguish them. from the immersed ridges, known as bars,
which are formed across the mouths of rivers. As might be expected, the
bars are, in many cases, but a continuation beneath the water, of the belts.
SometimeE-1, when the current is not strong enough to keep an open passage and the mouth of the river becomes silted up, the bar is transformed
into a ?elt and the water percolates through the sand _an~ pebbles, and
thus gams access to the lake. Numerous instances of this krnd have been
observed on the south shore of Lake Superior, and on those of Isle
Royale. During a freshet, the water cuts throuo-h the belt in a direct Jine,
but as it subsides, the channel is again destroyed, or deflected for a long
<listance, parallel with the coast.
Belts and bars are to be found only where the shores are fiat ; but
they are wanting where the coast is bold and the water deep. As examples _of the forme~, on the n_orthern shore of lake Michigan,
would
me~t10n a small r1ver near Biddle's Point, antl another near Pomte aux
Chen~s, ancl the M nomonee and PeshetiO'o rivers. They are still more
c?nsp1cuous on the south shore of Lake Superior; as examples may be
c1teo the. mouths of the Ontonagon, of the Traine, and of the Twohearted. rivers, but especially that of the Chocolate river, which is repre~e11tetl 111 the following sketch (Fig, 31), in which the proportions are
correctly represented :

!

Fig. 81.

D. T. Drift-terrace.

D. Dune.

R, Rinr.
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The belt extends from west to east, and is composed of a fine yellowish
sand identical with that of the beach westward, but different from that_ of
the drift-terrace which lines the river on its right bank. As a pecuh!r
feature of this belt, I would mei:tion that it is covered towards its origm
witha ridge of dunes, thus showmg that, h~w.ever recent the ?elt may be,
the dunes are still more so. The ,recent ongm of the dunes 1s confir1:1ed
by the fact that they are found· _embedding half-deca3ed elders, .which,
being particularly fond of a wet s011, could never have grown on this spot,
under the present conditions.
The most remarkable of all the belts of Lake Superior is that at the
mouth of the St. Louis river, the extent of which may be seen by inspecting Bayfield's chart. It is of such magnitude that it can be compare_d
only to similar phenomena on the ocean shore. Ocrurring, however, as it
does', within another geological district, and not having given it a personal
examination, I must pass it by without farther comment.
If it were asked to what extent a river may be deflected from its natural
course by the increase of its belt, we might refer to many along the
southern coast for an answer. The Carp river is a marked example. The
present embouchure is but little deflected from the straight course ; but
there is to be seen at the left, an ancient channel through which it formerly
flowed.
, It would appear that many of these rivers, after flowing for some distance
in a direction parallel to the coast, encroach gradually upon the belt, until
it can no longer resist the pressure of the current, when it gives way and
~ allows the waters to flow directly into the lake. By and bye, the beachsand accumulates outside of the river, and the latter again begins to be
deflected. Similar changes are often effected during a gale of long continuance. The mouths of many of the rivers are changed to an opposite direction, and the old belts are destroyed and new ones formed.
The belts assume a uniform directi_on, where the winds prevail from a
certain quarter. On the north shore of Lake Michigan, and on the south
shore of Lake Superior, they commonly run from west to east; but on the
north shore of the latter lake, I am inforrµed, their general direction is
from east to west.
B.a rs.- It need hardly be stated that the bars- are only modifications of
the river-belts, and that they are formed on the same principle; in other
words, they are merely the continuation of the belts under water. There
is hardly a ·river along the flat portions of the shores of Lake Superior, or
Lake Michigan, where this continuity is not observed. Unless the current
be strong enough to keep an open channel, these bars become like those of ,
,.the ocean, a serious impediment to navigation. This is the case with regard ·
to the Menomonee; the bar cannot be passed by steamers, or even schooners,
otherwise the river would be navigable to the first rapids. The mouth of
the Peshetigo-a very considerable stream south-west of the Menomonee,-is hardly accessible to a coasting-boat.
Origin ~f Hooks and Belts.- Hooks and belts are due to a common
origin, and hence they present a similarity of features. Both ar~ the result
of an eddy, or a diminished velocity in the current. It is an admitted principle of hydrography that any current, holding sand or other materials in
suspension, will drop a portion of its freight whenever its veJ,Jcity is diminished. When, d 11ring a galt-, the waters loaded with sand, after rushing
arour,d a pomt, pass into a sheltered bay, they immediately drop a portion
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_'r t4~ _~ate,ria~s lielc~ in susve~si~n.

A deposit,_th~s .COfU·Il?-eh?ecl~,.soe_iron.
mere sing durmg every gale; but, at the same time, r, current., wfocH IS no
longer ~ept in a steady direction by the resist~nce of the shore, will he de- _
flected ,towards the ha1, and the deposit will ~onseque~tly
~ssume, n:ar~~ef
1
forfll, !he hooks? o~curring at_ the outlet of a river,'0 r', fVhere it ; kss·tpri~s_
a lake-hke expans10n1 or where 1t be11d~abruptly, are the result of tl:ie s_
am_eprinqipll The hooks of islands· liKe those of the main _shore:,11 oc~ur)JJ
tht\
1
dir'e ctioh•'of the prevailing winds:'• Thtls, for example, on{he 1slah ·pear
:Peath's door (Port~ des marts), the ,sheltered, or iee side, .w ill be ' to the'
S,E.; th~ waters rushing (rom.Jh'e N.W. will glide on both siaes aiohg th~i~
sho.r es, until they meet at the opposite extremity,' with :a rel~ti.. ~ ~ddy.,:
'Yhich causes them to deposit a ~ortion of their fre~ght in ~ :si¢~M, ~anner
as in the sheltered bay and coves of the main shore. The degree of cut,.
vature in the island hooks depends chiefly on Hie comparative ineqJ~lity
th~ c;urrents on either side. If the island is so situated as to allow fh;e current to reach, the lee, or sheltered coast, only on one side, the curvature will
be great; but, if the currents reach 't he lee of th~ isla'nd witli equal . fdc~
froTU either side, there will be no curvature ;-on the same principle tliat the
sand, , which accumulates . on the lee-side
the pier of a bridge, is arrange'd
in a straight' line. As a' whole, the island hooks are ' ess curvec.l than those_
of the main land. That deposits of a similar kind should ocyur at the
mouths of ;i ·ers is but ;natural, if we con~ider that river-belts are alsp the.
result of a relative ecldy. If a current, eith!:/ constant or rehii t~nt, sef
therealpng a shore, it will continue to flow with equal strength as 1ong
is no obstacle interposed; but, when it meets in its 1cours~ the ', curreht Qf a
river debouching at right angles, .the latter will cause the former
;a~a~e
in velocity, and thus a state of comparative quiet is produced, conseque ce'
of which, a portion of the materials are thrown down at the point of co'n~uence -the river here acting the same pc;trt as a bay in the former instancE!.
The wi<lth, however, of a river-beJt is not generally greater t1ian is required
for the discharge of the waters, and hence it follows, that the belt' cannot
encro~ch o~ the river ; t~erefore, instead of bending inward, it increasys in
a straight lme, parallel wrt.h the beach .
. As to th~ origin of the I?a~erial of belts? it will be faun~ that the·y consist of sand and pebbles, sumlar to those of the neighbormg beach ; thus
. hawing that they were heaped up from without and not from withjn. This
i especially striking in places where the materials of the river diffe.r from
tho e of the beache . Occasionally, we may find the inner margin of the
belt partly composed of river materials, but they are seldom mingled with
tno. e of the outer margin.
.
t f~llows, _from the foregoing remarks, that belts, as well as hooks, must
o on mcrea 'U!g bene~th_the water for sometime before they appear at_the
urface_; and, mdeecl,_ 1t 1s not unfrequent to see the subaqueous porti?ns
tenclmg for some <h tance beyond the subaerial ones - the former bemg
in<li ated by the different hues of the water. These h~oks and belts afford
us tlie mo t simple anil natural explanation of the formation of bars, which
are otliing but immer. eu. belt·.
The occurr n · to such an extent, of hooks, belts, and bars, on the
or l ·1-. of our lake,•, cannot but have some bearing on the views entertained
a to th ·ir rigin alono- he hores of tlie ocean, where tl1ey arc cleveloped
on a ar rer car, . . Tneir formation has b en mainly a crib d to the actio
of tlie ti al currents; but i is sufficient to ha e hown that they are plie•
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;.o~ena of common occurren~e alo~g .~he. lake-shpre$ to prove hat tidal actibh is )lot nec'ess_ary.for'tl}.eir form~t1011, althoug11 ~here can be n~ doubt
,;f'hat;w'hen t:nere is a tid.al current, it must play an unportant part, m can,'. junction ,rith other c~uses.
.
, ·i1Mks;:2. Und~r th~ name· of dune~, or downs, we de ignat~ tho e iri-egp• 1a1r 1h~~ps of fine · sapd ih1?h a,re ~ccumulate~ _by the winds ?n G rlain
~]19i1,ef Jhey ar~ _general1y co1:1pos;~ ,of fine s1hciqus s~ncl, ,y1t~out any
. 'straqnrnatfon ... Their most CQUSJ)iCUOUS feature, however, is their UT gular
~. ~tl.tlin~;/~~i'cp:i~ _so st/~king tha~ it c~nn?t fail to ~ttra?t t~c.notice evep of
· tlI-o~~·,vho are'_not particularly engaged in geological mql.lme .
ot only
1
-ar
'the
hillocl{s
of
very
irregular
size
and
heiglit,
but
they
are
o
ten
shaped
1
1
the 'mosf.fari.fa~tie manner, some being very steep, 1others with a .gentle
,'slci_pg, 1flhd" othets' with ~oun,ded 'outlines . . They have not improperly been
cbtnpU~d tb bceaili.c wav~s sudq~nly solidified .
.,:•:;~~h.es;.~t.e ',esJ?_eci~ll~l con;spiquous Ion, t~~ ocea~ic s4ores? anrt there ai:e
1
i'. 011nt~ies'm
'wh1chthey ar~ of paramount importance, both in a geographi; 'al'and 1ec ndmibal point of view. Holland owes its, prosperity chiefly to
~t~e'
'.w~ich. the ~mies ~tfor'd t?. i~s n.avigation, by fo~-ming a _natw:al
{and fu?st v:alml.ble ·barrier agai'ns't the mvas1011,of the sea ; whereas, in oth~r
countries, they are dreaded on account of1 their _encroachment upon culbva:fod tn:d'rert~le soil';
for instance, on ,he coast of Suffolk, i~ England,
~a,~d I~ -,9-asc9'ny, .F~a4c~··~ lt a'ppears. that, in soh;i,e, countries, they aclvan<,:e
'<½tH ·g;ertt }?~li,r~~1ty, S? mu?h .~.o that thE;y 1ha~e )Jee!\represen!ed as -~atu· rlr11 Hrdndfuefers, tlie rate of their advancement affor.d1_n g a means of calcula;,~ng ~ppro;iI?;at~ly _the 1epo,qh 1wh~n ~hef~i:st began~tq ~CiG?mulate. , ·
l, ,/ \l.~~o~gli the_~l.unes, as ~ whole, are less ~\eg~~~t 01:.,th!s side of th~ At-l~titic, tb:x~. on ~he; ~the'r,. yet iher~ ar~ some ,str1~c_mg _mstances yf their oc,. c~~re~~~ iq~ t¥r·- s_ho ~~ bt Ne:¥ ~ngla d., 1e,sp~crn}~ ·at _C~pe r Cod, _
- ~n.eiy. have, bee~ <fe~cr1b d :p.J _Pto#~SO 1 ,H1t,Ch_?,~Ck. .Ther~, too, we m,ay
~w1trle~s 1Mri~lderable charrges' ffotn 'yefl.r t -year, ~n t'heirouthnes. NaJ",.fp.~
:mcltemen~ Jof' the 'blown 'sand ·have b~en deemed:ser~?,9,S,?11oug~, t_7 at~{;aqt
th~ attept10~ of ~hy governme~t? and ,i t has beer,-_a~tem:(lte~ t9 cl~'?se ri:i~aJ!s
to _pr~,
tli~ . harMr- of. ?ro~\~ce,!q'Y~ , fy9~< ~~1pg ·.~;~1;1ttrnJly fille~ ·1:1~1
~?:l 1f ol5j ~\has' h,een )?a~tra1Jy. ·attarn~[ 9y p1~n~~ 1~ be_~cli-g\?_ss . ?lon,~ 1
_sh~re/ ,~ny~eby ,tlie .~mgle 'gta~ns:of'sana arr,a'fre ~ d... ~_ri '~li~ifcou~·se,_ap.~
<tbe onwari progress of the dune .s,topped.
, .
, . : . I . ~ l I ~-, ~
1
.1 •__:rh'. l~uties ~~. th'e 'up.p_
e'r 1kkes '~re '?f1'_pe'dm~f ufrer~~t,, ~iffor4i_~ g, ito/ ~Y.
·kti~":1edge,: the
~nly ex<J,mples ?f I th~i: ~c~rre~p~·oh.'thr ?,otdJ~r~, ~r,i;..
1
_1ah~l ~h-~et of water. Nor are tliey 11;1 any, }'Vay uiferfor.-~1: h~lghf ~p ~/?~~
;of: t~e
a:rl sh,are. ',rhe average Jhe1g~t bf the lattet J~ y_pr~~~~~' ~Y. ~lVf~
;~l~e_ae ;~.~~1;mont, at fro_m, twerlty; to. s~xty tee _ ; _and 1~- 1s; ?~l~r.u'f .~!t.r,~r·dma;.y ~as~s-_fHat they rise 'to the h.e1~~t of one, t~o or f!l.~t'fh)t_pdre,cl [e~t·
:-Phose·bf Cape Cod do not 'exceed eighty feet, althougfrtn~ h~s e 1een1 a1 s1
1
erified ~i b_eing p~gher; wh~r8:~s, it is foported}ha~: ~oiM oft~~-'. lf~nes,' ,?n
the eastern shore of Lake M1ch1gan, a\tam·· a height of-three n.unared-~eet'.1°
Orie c>frithe hills, 'which from its striking appearance
is ,called ·th'e '81e~pl¢.g
1
' ,- ,.
Bear, is.said to be nothing bufa huge· dune. '
·L · - .,..... 1 : •·.
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•'1.'here ar~, in both countries, inst~nces on 1:~cord wbe ·e wh.~le
iti~
-V~Elcfby.the dimes u.nd converted into deserts.' 1 . , • ' ,
'
· •
.
!' ·, · 1 ·c• ' 1 /I')J1
t The hills called Grand Sable, east of the Pictured Rocks, on Lake SuperioC~a,r.e 13Qrn:bJ
times ranked among the most remarkable instances of dunes; but I have shown' in my for
mer report that they belong to the drift formation. ,
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' Those of the north shore of Lake Michigan, although not quite as high,
are nevertheless very striking. The most remarkable for size, or extent,
occur at Pointe aux Chenes, a locality some twenty miles west of Mackinac.
The shore rises suddenly to the west of the point, in hills which, from their
singular shape and bare surface, would be recognized at once, even from a
distance, as dunes. They are ·composed of a fine quartzose sand, with a little admixture of colored grains, which impart to the whole a yellowish tint.
Having measured several of the hills with my pocket-level, I found them to
average, near the point, from eighty to one hundred feet in height. The
highest, however, at a distance of half a mile from the point, I found to be
one hundred and twelve feet, extending, uninterruptedly to the west,
a distance of some six miles; but at the same time decreasing in
height, until they are reduced to hillocks, not exce~ding twenty-five feet.
I noticed, besides, that they became more and more covered with vegetation towards the west, this being without doubt the most ancient portion.
There are nowhere any traces of stratification to be seen in them; nor could
I detect a single pebble in the mass, except some few scattered ones in the
depressions between the hillocks, where they were thrown up by the waves,
in severe gales, as is also the case on Cape Cod.
In following the summit of the upper dune-ridge at Pointe aux ·Chenes,
I noticed that the back slope was very steep, and at the same time very constant. I found its inclination to be 32°; this being, without doubt, the
greatest natural slope which this kind of loose sand is capable of assuming,
when sheltered from the winds.
Whenever the dunes exhibit some regularity, or are so situated as to form
a succession of ridges perpendicular to the coast, this greater steepness of
one slope is always noticeable. Moreover, it is invariably found that the
gentle and long slope is towards the windward side, and the steep side to
the lee. This feature• is especially striking near the western extremity of
the dune-ridge of Point aux Chenes. The same feature is repeated in several
places along Lake Superior.
As a peculiarity of the dunes, in both -places, I ould mention that they
are .often covered, with trees of considerable size, such as, to my knowledge,
<lo not occur on any of the oceanic dunes. One white pine, which I measured near the top of one of the highest ridges of Pointe aux Chenes, was
found to be eight feet m circumference; thus showino- that the dune has, at
least, remained unchanged in this spot, for some length of time. The trees
unquestionably act a~ barriers_to prevent the sand from spreading further inland; ~nd there is but little doubt that if they were cut down, the scanty
·vegetation which covers the summit and the back of the dune-ridge, would
prove insufficient to resist the action of the winds. The sa11d would be laid
bar~, and the whole range of dunes would spread inland, as it is known to
do m several parts of Europe. A peculiarity of this character was obserYed
on the urnmit of the country back of the Grand Sable of Lake Superior.
H~re., numerou lumps of tree rise up like islands, in a wide waste of
sh1ftmg ands, and struggle to gain a precarious support.
Next to the dunes of Pointe aux Chenes, the most remarkable within the
u_pper penin~ula of I~chigan are tho e of White-fish Point, on Lake Superior, an outlme of which is given in the following sketch by Mr. Foster
(Fig. 32).
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Fig. 32.

Sand-dunes at White-;lsh Point.
Although very conspicuous when s·een fror~ a distance, the ~un~s of
White-fish Point are nevertheless smaller than those of Lake M1ch1gan.
The most elevated hills do not att;in the height of the light-hou~e, which
~s ?u~lt among them, and which is seventy-five feeJ high .. As to their_ exten~,
1t 1s doubtful whether they cover more than a square-mile ; yet then· po~1tion in front of the projecting promontory is such, that they nec~ssar1ly
attract the notice of all travellers on Lake Superior; and hence their great
celebrity.
An inter.esting .instance of th~instability of the dunes is affor~ed · at the
western· extremity of White-fish Point, as seen by the followmg sketch

(Fig. 33).

'
Fig. 83.

Section of a Dune at White-fish Point .

. A dune (2) some twenty-five or thirty feet high, is seen rising near
'the shore; and between it and the gravel beach (1) are seen several dead
pine trees, buried partly in the sand of the dunes. Now, it is hardly probable that the shore was as barren as it is now, .when the trees first grew in _
that place. Being apparently of the same kind as those in the rear of the
dune, which are rooted in the alluvial soil of the point, it is but natural to
suppose that they belong to a similar soil, and attai..r1ed their full size before
the dune was formed. Thus it would follow that the dune has taken possession of the soil subsequently to the growth of the pines, which have "'
probably been killed by its encroachment.
A similar instance of the recent increase of dunes 'has been previously
mentioned as occurring near the mouth of Traine river, where young elders
may actually be seen buried to the limbs in the -sand of the dunes; and there
is hardly1 any doubt that, like those of White-fish Point, they will die, if _
the sand is not removed.
Dunes a]so occur, to some extent, along the shore of Keweenaw Point,
west of Eagle Harbor. They here line the coast for a considerable distance, but do not exceed twenty-five or thirty feet in height.
The mouth of Eagle river is likewise lined with a succession of dune

ridges ; .the highest ~f which, and also1 the most distant from the beach, I
found, by measurement with a pocket-level, to be forty-seven feet.. .Like
those of Pointe aux11Chenes, they are coy,m~d with :a , sca~ty ,-Y,~ getati_on.
Du1;1es of _less ex~in~ o~cur _a! the rnputh ~f .ff~~ve;~~,r1;.iJ:~t~?btt~ o~·bake
Superior and Lake r~hch1g~n:. .· .. Qn_th~:ff9;i;n_er, l_;W.9~~1'.}~tfifio'll, th.9.S~ of
Choceklte-a:nd.~:r~in::_e:;Itftrs, ,which ani ;a§ much as: :t_hirty.. srx;.J~-et high ; · on
the latter;ith0s'e¥aH~~ m01jths -of thtf-Ma-n~s,te~ and Menomonee, along the
western shore of Green bay. More extensive dunes, occur, I am told, on
the north shore of Lake Erie~ 0n that extensive- spit or hook called Long
Point, where they appear, from a distance at sea, as a: chain ·of very sir,lgular h:i:lls.', Mr. Murray mentions, also, 1dunes in severa'.'J phkes ·a o'ntthe. !
east ,$hore .:o f :J:;aln!(Huron. ·A t Por~ Franck tMy rise to 'th~ .:heigHt~of ~p.e .,
0
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. The· occu1·1rence; Qf dun~s. more freque~1tly a~
fuoNh~
elsewhere; 1is probab'ly- 1to 1be acco·u nted· for by the fact that the beaches are...
1
here.rnore-e:xtensive·, a:nd offer-a grea~f:r;supply df saritl. ,{ .. (, r_, I ' l _ .'·'-;
1
1
,OJ-igin df tlie: Dunes.· I-tnieecl : hardlyi be ' tatea 'that · tne· du~er ar~ '
othing else than the sand of the beaches, xaise,d by the winds when 8.rY,''
and heaped,up'_in_these irregular hi-1Ibcks. 1i This pr·o~ess·m&y ," b~ '~it~~ss~t,
on every .sa:nd bea~h where the wihd bas free ' ac'N!ss ';1 besides~ ·we·nee~to:QlYr
compare a handful of the dune sand with the sand of the beach, wliere 1 it 1
is• homogeneous, to be convinced thattt~Efitwo are identical.
·
.
The dunes which we have been describing, therefore, enable us to .correct
an erroneous impressioni as to their mode of formation. . The circumstance
that the most celebrate_a ·among the ocel;\ni~ dunes, those of Holland in
Europe, and of Cape .Cod ip this country, occur on coasts where there is a
considerable rise and fall of the title; ·led to· the inference that tides were
necessary to their •formation; it being 'kticrwn-·-that.th.e-sandM the beach
frequently becomes sufficiently dried, during the ebb, to be carried off by
the winds. The above mentioned instanc<cs of' dunes on the shores of the
upper lakes will suffice to refu.fe this opir1ion, by sh'owing that tides are not
necessary to their existence, :ind that the mere action of wave,s is sufficient
exteh:sive sea e.' ' I ' .- ,_ l
to upply the materials !Or 1theit' forrriiition' ori
Another featul'e of duhes, both 1 6n the 'shores of the
and
the .
lakes, which I wot1ld mention;is, that .they occ r only ori flat coasts, 'Yhere
the waters are subjected to co'nsiderable motion, either' from currents, or '
from the action, of the winds, or from both these causes, combined. · · '·
Now, this law is strikingly illusttated by the' dunes of the :~pper lakes,. ,
As wa stated before, the most conspicuous ones occur on ·the eastern :;;hore
of Lak Michigan, in thbse regions which are most exposed to ·the win4s.The dun s of .Pointe aux Chenes, which we have just been describing, ar~
also xactly m the direction of the prevailing winds; · and, moreover, it
can b hown that they wel'e formed from west to east; whe,reas, the western coa 1:!, .both of Green Bay and Lake Michigan, are entirely destitute of
th m. It l " true t.ha~ du~es are equally w~ntmg on the east~rn s~ore of
r en ay; but this 1s o-wmg to the steep limestone bluffs which lme the
c a t and <lo not favor any 'considerable accumulation of sand on the beach.
Th cl
of White-fish Point are also in the direction of the prevailing
gal , whi l blo'\\ h re from the north-w t.
on idering the phenom non of the' dunes, as a whole, it would appear '
th ti · l i Jy b long to the pre ent era; at least, we do not know of
of their occurrence r ferrible to a previous epoch; ,vhereas_.
1

an·

ocean

I
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..:the;.,-are -freq~ently found covering the most recei:it of the quaternary depo-iifa .- µ::.hµ ~ .it is not un~ommon to find the;m restmg upon peat bo , both
.~rr'.:!h~;sjd~\ofLt~e· Atla,i~ic aud .o~ the European coasts; and r feel l onfide ~
fffilar,~ta,ices 1mght, b~ disco ered alo~g the upper lake..
t a1:ly
· rate, th~ fact that they are comp,o_sed of sand gat?~red_ from. th be, ch
1 ,
}n.it&el(, f~-1:tffi{ent evidence of their very recent ongm; it h~vm b en bown,
.)P. th.e;forego~•pages, that the sand beaches~ too-e~er with th sand fla1:5
_:Q£ 't~~ µpp~r fa.}i',es, belong to the most .r~cent d po 1t . Incle <~, o mam•. fold "w ,Jho eviu n,~~ oL the modern or1gm of dunes that M. Ehe de l3eau:!D,<J.Ii~ }{as eY~n:_proposed to designate the actual period a ihe Era qf dunes.
)t ~~iu!4 flP~~a~J1ia ~J.~ce ~tlne _be.If?~}~ fo~m, no chang of nn} c~n , q~ep.,ce ~as Jake~ pl~ce .m the :·elat;1ve d1stnbuhon of ]and and :vat r, 1th ·
?long t]i~ .ocean, Qr 11;1.Jhe region of ~he great 1_a~e.s.
t' .1Jiiine:.Jilce'),l/ilges.-'Th r 1 are var10u locahttes along the upper fakes

-~nat

:1vJMtt1i(dtine~ seem to P,ass· gra'.du<i1ly into sand-beaches, or, at lea t
~ ,reg~lai ouqink _that it is. sometimes ~~fficult to identify them.
: A~ a3\~st~nc~.,,I"would ment10n, a s~nes of low noges near the ~outh of
,.1.r~tn , r1yer,' on Lake )fop,~rior, where they CQ':er a surface of at le _t a
1
~m?E;~~ _,)Viqth,/~.p :etching fr_om"N.E. to S.W., arid sep r. ated by trough-hk
~-d~pr~~si1ns, gen.e rally filled with ,water. They ar~ also covered by a fine
1
, gro'wth<
o:f jv:hit1e, yell{ny and 'black piµeS1Pinus Banlcsiana); soJegular and
s6 pardll'el rindeed are these 'ridges that, when crossing them in e;o.i ng from
/~{~te \of t\'?~~1<ls ,t~f; s_h 9fe, they _Appear, .very my1c~ ~ike .a~ciert l;>~ache~,
iillth i#ould he 'out :liahiral to consider them c.as sucH, wer,e it rt.9t for theuhomogeneo1;1s co1:1pos1tion. In proporti~n as we approach near' tlle shore,
the vegetation disappears, the tree ·become less abundant, and, at last, the
ridges graduate insensibly into the barren dunes which line the river. Now,
there can be no doubt that the latter are genuine dunes ; and since they are
parallel and identical in composition with the ridges in the rear, the inference is but natufaL foat the latter have originated in the same manner.
Very probably fhej-·are the_ esplL.,2f the combined action of wind and
w~ves. A serie.s . oL@p:i-Jar :r'i~g~s_:9-t1?.gi!-U~:A~~-~.-:.9._ccur at the mouth of
Mmei:,s' river, and also in various places between Grand Marais and Twohear_ted river. Near t.~e ,m<;)~thJi ,the)~~ter r·ver., they rise to the height
?f eighty feet. When the dune ridges are too crowded, their unequal slope
1s sufficient to indicat~ their true origin-the lee;-sJqpe, which is here the
eastern, being much steeper 'allfl -shorte1: than -the , opposite :or western slope.
When, however, as it sometimes ·happens, ·the ridgeif~re- ·so crowded as to
obliterate these features, it is not always easy to .distinguish them from. the
lff~~r}J'.i~g santl de~os1t,'_espe.~i~l~y wher/ ~~e_· _Ia'.ftJ~.·is 'coinpo§ed 'of 'fo:ie a~d
~op1p~ertep~s .tnaf~ha)~· -, By cl9ser /~a_mu'!at;~n,_' ~?w~yer, I , generally su~1
i!ee~ec~~m1chscoyermg $Olli~ pl~Ge afon g. t~e rsW9re·.,~Wer e 'tfi«f pa~~' ~as, sfrat1l

~~J#i~~:~ucp'.

1
~ed; 'Whereas,,the'ndgesa,bdvewefe.i'iot. ·,, I I. j{ . ' ' /t 1
1
1
1
'r:' ~t(~ti~l' 'tie askeH w~~~lier -~He~e' 1jidg~~-t1~h' s2it~,:_o(, 'h~it'~~~*'.·of
~tratificat~?n, m~ght_ ~6t h<;tVe beM1'fo_rm'etl.thqer ,~-~~ei Jthr0 gil tbe:r& i;ic;Y
~of olhe current wliich Wduld have prevente~ a re~~ Jar st'.ratificai:ibn; and·.
1
1
1~ke~is ; tf_,tlleir une~ual slop~ , rt:iig?t 'ho~; ~e 6~vyig · ~? . ~ot:ne' s~_b'!-g1ii?~
·~ause. W1,t ho t dertymg the poss1b1hty of sbch an 01~grn~' I w6~ld 1r~matk,'.
tha tlone ·of the shoals or submarine Tidges with wliich 11'.iuri.'acqtiairltea}
.exhip~t. ai:i-t such: ~eature; _and, nio~eov \ 'th~y genera~1~:'c9iit~!P '~o~~)~'f?:l
bles either m:Mtmmgled with them or occur ing iW their 11hmed1Jte 'vifoiifY.1
At any rate, if it should be proved that they are not true dunes, but'tt~e"
¥.

~t;

1

,"

J

'

J

1
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result of aqueous action, they can by no means be recent beacne~, for their
direction far from being parallel to the shore, is almost perpendicular to it.
Besides, the recent beaches, in the vicinity of Two.:.hearted river at least,
are entirely different in their composition, consisting almost exclusiv~ly of
rounded and water-worn pebbles,
Ancient Beaches and Terracei .-The various kinds of all1J.vial deposits,
which we have thus far been examining, can all be readily explained by
the action of existing causes, without recurring to any change in the relative level of land and water. There are others, equally independent of
any great geological changes, which seem to indicate, however, a higher
stage of the waters along the lakes and rivers at th, time of their formation, or such changes as may be explained by the prolonged action of actual
agencies. A most striking example of this kind occurs at Sa~t Ste. Marie,
near the outlet of Lake Superior. There is to be seen on the left bank of
the river, an extension terrace, on the margin of which the fort and the village
are built. Its height at the fort is twenty-one feet above the water; thence,
it stretches for nearly a mile to the foot of the drift terrace, near the Mission farm; but in the rear of the village there is an abrupt rise of seven
feet, especially conspicuous near the :Baptist mission. From this point to
the foot of the drift ter-race, the ground is covered with an endless variety
of boulders, which are so numerous in places, as to render the soil unfit for
cultivation.
The following section (Fig. 34) will show the relative height and position
of these terraces.
Fig. 84.
6.

4.

8.

Terraces at'Saut Ste ••l'rfar-ie.
l. Alluvial terraces.
2. Drift terrace.
3. tis ion fann.
4. Mission.
6. F~rt Brady, below the Rapius.

The materials of the two alhn'ial terraces (1) are a fine yello,\' sand,
011;t ·what loamy, and exhibiting in variou. places marks of cross-stratifi.cat10n. The appearance is so very different from that of the drift of the
upp r terrace (2) that it must be evident, at first sight, that they cannot by
a_ny mean belong to the same formation. On the other hancl, when we con·ul r the . t nt of the terrace and the abrupt manner in which it breaks off
al th fort, we _fi el naturally inclined to ascribe it to a different origin from
!hat of th ?r<lmary alluvial uepo its, and I ,vm; at fir t t mpted to regard
it a· b longu:o- to th loe ·, rather than the alluvium. Thi, impression,
how ver~ va. 1 heel ~vhen I came to e amin th• topotrraphi~, 1 features of
the locality m detail. The highest terrac, at the fort, although twenty
fi et above the river, i almost on a le •1 with the beach at the head of the
rapids.

f.
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.11.lluvial terrace at Saut Ste . .Marie.
1. Drift terrraco.
2. Alluvial terrace.

8. Rapids.

· The above profile distinctly shows that the height of the terra~e above
the river, at ' the fort, is merely the result of the fall of the rapids. If,
instead of terminating near the upper part of the village they extended as
far down as the fort, the small terrace by the Baptist mission would not by
any means exceed the average height of the ordinary alluvial beaches.
Now there is, as we shall see farther on, some ground for belieYing that in
former times the rapids extended farther down. At that time the ground
on which the fort now stands must have been a wide flat over wl1ich the
boulders were carried, probably by ice-rafts, and stranded beyond the temporary shore, which is indicated by the little terrace near the Baptist mission.
There are, besides, near the head of the rapids, patches of alluvial sands
and boulders at a still higher level, belonging to the same deposit; nor is
it at all improbable that some of the terraces mentioned by Mr. Bela Huhbard in his report, as occurring along the shore of Lake Superior, may be..
long to this earliest stage of the alluvial period.*
Boulders of Sair,t Ste . .ilfarie.-In a former report, I alluded to those
remarkable accumulations at this point. My object then was merely to
show that they did not belong to the drift but the alluvial epoch. Of this
we need no better proof than the fact that they are found scattered in great
numbers over the surface of the alluvial terrace just described. The lithographic ketch, Plate XX, represents their accumulation on the right bank
at the foot of the rapids, although very conspicuous in the western pouion
of the village and along the road leading to the head of the portage, and
they are still more abundant in the rear of the fort. At the Baptist mission they are found twenty-eight feet above the foot of the rapids, and it
is plain that no freshet or gale could have raised the river so as to,strand
them there; but, when we take into account the peculiar topography of the
country, and start from the level of the river, at the head of the portage
instead of below, it will be found that their distribution can be accounted
for by the operation of such causes as are now in action, and without the
necessity of recurring to any considerable change in the level of the country. It would appear that a rise of but a few feet would enable the lake
to reach the level of the main tracks of the boulders between the head of
According to Mr. Hnbb:1rd, "these ridges without doubt once constituted the shores
<Jf the lake at an era when its waters were, for a considerable period, at an elevation of about
twenty-five or thirty feet above the present level. Their greatest distance inland from the
present coast is two and a balf milcs."-Report on the Geology aud Topography of Lale Supe•
riar.-lJocummts accompanying the President's lriessage for 1849, p. 899.
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the rapids and the village of the Sant.· Here, however, a difficulty arises
with regard to those which extend beypnd the rapids. We can readily
conceive how those near the head became stranded, especially when encased
mice and heaped upon the shore·; but how are we t,o, account for those
which occur at the sapie level beyond, notwith~tanding the twenty feet
descent in the river 1 ·The only satisfactory explanation is this. If the
rapids, instead of terminating at the entrance to the village, had extended
at one time beyond tiie1ort;t_her~ would be no . difficulty in accounting for
the position of the --bo-ulder_s.- Now, if we .consider t!u,tt the bed of the
river is excavated in a fissile sandstone, t11e supp?siti011 is by no mean~ un
warrantable that the rapids- have receded f~oin the fort to their present ,
pos~tion, within the a-llvvjal ~poc~_. So for as I know, the boulders extend.al
~ut a short distance belo~ the rapids, thus shewin~ th'.at the~: t~ansportation, by whatever means 1t may have bee11 acco1.11phsh~d, was limited to the
immediate neighborhood: consequently;- ,according, .to . . this hypothesis, it
would not be necessary to assume a recession beyond the limits of a fair
a~alogy. _ :But, _suppose~fart~er th~t· the head of ,the :apirls. ern,son:ieJrhat
lngher at that time than no v; we would not only account fot the bo,u~de!S'~
of the neighborhood, but fot the alluvial terraces, and 11noienH~~ch~s..;:i,lgp_g ;
the shores of Lake ~uperior. Mr. Whi_ttlesey has,, applied thi.,, hypotb;esj~ '.
to explain the origin of_ the anci2nt beaches ajOlig the ·straits of Ma9Jrjn&iGr,''
Assuming jhat the distribution of the boulders cit the.-Saut resulted from _
the retrocessio'n of the rapids, it will be conceded~' th-at: their tra,nspqrtatiolJ~
must h&ve•taken place gradually and at 1 different periods, Jsm.ce, they, ·qc,CJJ:r-:
at aU levels from the maTgin 1 of the fake 'to -the ·ctistarfce of.-ten ·anc.h1Jft<;e_µ
feet above its levet forming in ·mariy places groups .as ·tliough .th ·~~-.h~d, beimr
stranded in the same di,rection. Thus, these' boulders, like the dunes a:µd '·
flats of the upper lakes, are to be r~nked among ·the mosti ,-recenk1µP11-~:
m.ents of the quaternary period ; and there is but 'little tl:0ubt-, tliatrma.ny·
have been stranded within the memory of man, although, I have no.tr~~ttP:l
1
able to gather any .dii:e~t ·information ·ort this point. , , J
·
• ,
As anoth~r striking instance of stranded boulders, I would mentioll thQse
of Round island, opposite Mackinac. ) They occur mainly , at theJ water's
edge, on the north-eastern'shore; and, since there'is oo driffin the nejghbor:-..
hood from which they' conld have been washed out~ ithere..c_anJhi:!rdJy be~
doubt that they were transported by ice-1,afts from dis~i points.,r-:pe.rhapsfrom the northern or north-er3.stern shore ·of Laka -liuron,1 ., .•-· ~ " 1 )
·
e here append an account of the aheient and present b'eaches of Lake
Michigan, by Mr. Whittles~y, as illustrating still farther the phenomijn~ o
the superficial deposits of this district.
.
r'
,
•
1J
1 • {
rl.1 noi,.,.
The ancient and present Beacltes of Lake .Michigan. it nir. q -·i
[ ' • J I
~ IJ f'I JI!
J
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ar-ismg ft'om the- action of the wa_ve_s on. the s~or~ . . The most el~~ated and
those intermediate· cannot be distmgmshed Jn form ot c6mpos1tron, from
those now being formed 'at t}J:e water's edge. They-are, however, d~ser':ina- the name of·'f' ancient beaches," as .compared with those of the historical periha;. as is evident frorri. the fact .that th~y
covered ~ith grow~ng.
trees; such as - lms tld cedars 1of very'great antiquity,. The height to which.
the ,acti n of-the waves reaches, arrd, consequently, the height of _the _pres~nt ·
beaches/ depends upon the exposure of the shore, _a nd the force and direction
of ·tM prevailing winqs.
·
.
.,
" -The following ections '(~ig~. 86, 37) will erve to illustrate their natur :
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Beaches a~rSt~ Ign(l(Je. ,

-The distanee is.difteen rods, and··the h~ight between the water line'•
ancl the most ancient ,of the beac!hes, is eighteen feet.· The underlying rock ,.
A , consists of •the Niagara limeston~, covered with watJr-worn materials, ,
1
1
•
•
B. ' There are here no less than' five beaches~, 11 1
1 1 '. ;'
r.' '
•
'N.umenous sections of .this character have been observed -at different1..
poiflts. •Thus,. one 1mile ,east of Biddle -river, there are f du:r ancient bea'.clies, - ,
w\thin the 'distance of twenty rods, respectiv€1y rising ten and : ohe-ha1f;:-.
thirteen, fifteen and three-quarters, and seventeen and one-half ,feet abov~ · 1
the .:watel7 Two miles east of Point Patterson, there are no less than ;five~
wit;hin the distance of thirt rods, 11especti~ely •rising three; fuur:,, six, :frf- ·11
teen, ,a-ncL eighteen feet above the water. -One mifo ·wes ·e1f Seul -Ohoix; ;_c
there are1three;•rising, respectively, 'Six, t;welve', and fifteen fJet.1 r .- ; - •,tq ,;Jb
. Th¢ coast .blu_ffs _on the-we~t side : of -St. ·Martin 1s island present· a seti..·1 1
hon somewhat hke the followmg (Fig. 38):
·
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On the north•east side of Potawatomee island, the cliffs of limestone

dse

to the height of eighty feet; but, rest~ng on a proj~ction, as in the above
section, is seen the remnant of an ancient beacn, eighteen feet above the
lake-level. It is deemed unnecessary to give further examples.
By referring to the ~ubsequent chapter on _th~ fluctuations. of ~he ~urfa ::es of the lakes, it will be seen that .L ake M1clngan and Lake Ene have,
since the beginning of the piesent century, varied about six feet. In case
that the waters of lakes Michigan and Huron have stood for a, considerable
length of time - say one or two years - at an elevation of six feet above
the level of the summer of 1850, the ridges within twelve feet of the water•
Jin~ on the above sections would have been formed.
It will be nerceived that a majority of these sections have four ridges, often
less, but in . .only one instance more . . Four stages of considerable prominence are thus indicated, and the effects of the lake waters, in no case, are
perceived at a higher elevation than eighteen feet. The two m~st interesting cases of water-washed beach gravel, raised to
considerable elevations, are at the cliffs of St. Martin's and the Potawatomee islands. These are upon perpendicular or shelving rocks, with no
shingle at their base.
·
It wm be perceived that the fourth and oldest beach is very uniform in
height. In few places it does not fall below sixteen, or rise above eighteen
feet. On the supposition that a beach of eighteen feet indicates a stage of
water six feet below the crest of the ridge, as it does, generally, at the present time, the most elevaterl stage of the lake must have been twelve feet
above that of 1850. The lakes during that year were low, but not so low
as they have been since the permanent settlement of the country by the
whites.
Allowing six feet as the greatest known and recorded fluctuation, it
places the stage of water, which formed the most ancient of the beaches, more
than si. feet above the highest known stage. May not this state of things
occur again? It has not, evidently, taken place within several centuries,
since trees are found flourishing on the third and fourth beaches. Such an
event would be of no great detriment to ·wild beasts or savages, but would
prove a great calamity to a civilized people. It is eviJent, from our own
observations on the rise of the lake waters, that the outlets are not sufficient to allow a rapidly accumulating surplus to pass off within several
years.
Suppose that there was a long succession of humid seasons over the
,vhole area; there is nothing to prevent a rise beyond what we have yet
obsE>rved. An examination of the statements furnished in the succeeding
chapter, .ns to the amount of falling water in the lake country, the loss by
evaporation, and the comparative surface of the reservoirs into which it
must flow, will show that a much greater rise might, in a certain combina•
tion of circumstances Le reasonably expected.
On the other hand, it is probable that the outlet of Lake Huron, at Fort
Gratiot, has been deepened, if not widened, by the action of a strong and
ceaseless current, operating for many centuries on a sand and gravel bottom.
The outlets of lakes Superior and Erie, being over a rocky bed, have not
probably change.I as ~uch. So
as my observations go, there ar.e !lot to
b~ founcl around their borclers, nclges and beaches of recent 011grn, as
high a those of Huron and Michigan. The former, if their debouchures
have remained entire, have been exposed to the same meteorological causes,
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and should therefore show evidences of equally high1 water. I infer, there•
fore, that the beaches of lakes Huron and Michigan afford probable eviaence
of a change in their outlet, by widening and deepening the channel. I do
not allude, in this connection, to those terraces and ridges which border all
the lakes at an elevation ranging from thirty to two hundred and fifty feet.
These are due to a much more ancient and permanent elevation of the
waters,-phenomena which have been discussed in a previous portion of
the report.
.

Importance of the Study of the St,uctitre of Mountain Chains. - Object of
this Chapter.-Structure of Mourdains. -Contra(;tion of the Earth the
fitndamental Cause of the Elevation of Mountains. -Parollelism of
Systems of Elevation of the same geological .tlge. - Investigations of
Elie de Beaitmont. - Systems of Elevation in North .11.merica. - Systems of Elevation in Europe. - Comparison of the Directions of European Systems with those of .11.merici
Among the many interesting subjects of investigation to the geological
observer, there are few which can so justly claim a large share of his attention as that of the structure and relations of mountain chains. Next to the
division of the surface of the earth into land and water, the direction, height,
and form of the elevated ridges, which traverse the land, play the most important part in its physical history. While the student of philology, ethnography, and physical geography alike see the immense influence which
the position and direction of mountain chains have exercised in the distribution of languages, in the migration of races of men,.in giving form and outline to continents, and in the modification of climate; the geologist acJrnowledges in them the grandest and most imperishable record of the great cycle
of events, the study of which is his peculiar province.
Hence those inquiries, which have for their object the determmat10n of
the nature of the dynamical forces which have given origin to the great ·
features of the earth's surface, the laws which have regulated their direction and their chronological succession, will be readily acknowledged to
be of the highest importance.
To these investigations the attention of geologists has been especially
directed by the comprehensive labors of ELIE DE BEAU~ONT, who for the
last twenty years has made this the particular subject of study, and whose
researches have been distinguished by the most admirable ingenuity and
perse erance.
The object of this chapter is to call attention, we will not say to the theory,
but to the gr~at fa~ts ~hich have been deYeloped by De Beaumont, in the
course ?f his mvestigahons, and then attempt to compare some of these results with corresponding ones on this side of the Atlantic; and especially
such as have been obtamed by us in the region of Lake Superior.
n. order to_ a clear understanding of this subject, it will be necessary to
consider the mternal structure of mountain chains ; and also some of the
principal _theories which have been proposed to account for their formation,
or levabon. Here, however, it is important to bear in mind that the ober ations of De Beaumont are entirely independent of any theory with regard to the peculiar mode of upheaval of mountains, or the causes by which
the ridging and folding of the earth's crust have been produced. His great
object has been, simply to trace out, on the surface of the globe, the direc. .
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tion-of the great lines of fract!}re and -µplift, and to asc~rtafo, tpei_r relative
'-F~e ,result of his invesfig~ tions has ?ee* to- accui:h u~a te
-? g.reat massrof facts whtcn seem to show a very nyar approach to para.-l~cltsm
Jn the. mountain chains, or , lines of fracture of the same geologtcal epo·ch
,, thrpug~aut th£t :continent ·of Europe-, whi~h Jias been the principal field- of his
... re.&ea.mHes: c:,:H~ has;.h0wever, not confined 'his investigatic:ms to that continent only, but has traced out, in other countries, several of the systenis 6£
~fo ~ati<fo ,:wliio.h-J.1e has:re.cognize'.d in Europe, and shown a marked coincid.ettee· in ,fil!l.eir.:directibn,~mafoating that . CeFtain ·movements of the ~.atth~s
' Q~ll~H1cid1Jakent.place,simnl taneously, and in parallel Tines ovet a large P,W1
-t10n, 0fcit.s- so.rface •."r--r -- •
. 1 •
'
. •
••
•
•
•
... , The.wliole ·subject of:the para.Uelis1n f mo'untain chains, and the ~eter!Uin~tioni o:fi'thei , nelative..ages, depends oh th'e arrangement and pos~tion ofth~
.diff~~t;1st:uatif].Fd groups which liave beeb disturb~d and~ elevated at the
.e'p .eh~of their~formaticm; Ot' 'whioh,, since' that period, have' been depusi~ed
· n ii" neorfy .hor~ontal·-position upon the previously distm bed strata. _
:,· lf ~t.he. st:ratifieq• beds on t,he . :flanks, of ,a moµntain dip . aw y frqrct it c!t
~ eonsidei:ahl-e angle, it is evident; that, havirig been·originally deposited in
.a-. n-ea.d ho izW1tal.p'osition/ the· elevation 6f the mo'nnfain,' which-was th~
~allse;o'frtheir :distur.ba:nc-e;mnst ,hai\le taken pla~e aftJltheir ~eposition; or,
in other words, that it was a more recent geological event. Iff a zroup 6f
~trata- dip- at a · high 'angle
the central elevated mass; ~nd lS 1_a gain
cqter_eeh by ·ahot~e .group inclined ax,a less -angl~ thap •the, former, bu
st:i.l\ ha:ving.a.: consid:erable dip_;tt would be liqti,ally e---Jident fpat' there lla:d
h~~n1twO'l :&1coessive· 1 ·epoc:hs·• oft disturbance; one after tne ·~-e-position•,;of
th~fir-..st ~gp:>uµ andra second.'aifter ahob?et set' of'. strata h tdrbe' n·deposfte ·
~?I:l~:<mtaJilJ. l'lpon the -first.~ 1 .l f; on·ilhe ' t>thetlhand;1 the· e1evated'1stiata·;dip.! ·
pu:ig aatta. 'Considerable iangle from ;the mou£t~in;i are: covere1i ~y 'otbtfis rest-.
~ijg ~ 1zontally on: them, it ··i& plain1that-it he elevation of the eeqt.M!-I mass
t.-q~k~plae! ~f~ periocl_.betw~enith~,d~positiorf of the.;fi:st-t_ a~~ , econ_d serl~&:
l :b:.l@. tlw, r,~a.twn. -of mountarn chams 1s ·fixed;.by i-eference to the •age ofl the )
~-t.r~tat )\rimo 'ha1t ··been depos1ted atr-tlie '€:J)0Ch1 Wfleii r, the 'disturbanc~ 1
_Qrde , qt\su~c.essicm.
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o JlXamino1g tlie structure o-f lrr~Ulltaih -dliains; howe~e'i·, it-igc not l1nfre!i.

q~~ntlyi<fQ~d r hat. the~phenomena ·wJiich they prese/it;afe r~ f a m;0'r~·corilpr-1•
caJefl •Ch<,lifa~er,rsih'-ee:1he la:ctiow f :the eleiv~toty fo'rces '';Va'.s n_oi: rexerted i,rl-'
sucli~im{m.ne1: tas1 o:pl'@dtrci:t a single!i'iclge;from which, ort eithe:f ide., the ;.
~{clta-;dip,:a anuequal augle. 'i 'Dheire may.be ai·s·u~es,sion (l)f par.i11H :rid~s
?I",fle~nrej, ·i;1l ·whic4 the '.Strata assume a .great variety·of' positi6ns/a~for~!.•7
~ng W1fheii; reiafri"e;distance fPoni >the line frbm whiclt•the' tlisttitBing"'fdtce '
I&" -s,a pp~sed -)tcthave acted ',, :,
•· i': - -i;,,; 1,111; •1 , iJ Pl " .rb: · ,s -· 1.
,'l;'hus,_ ·-u tlle. ad[Jlirable 1sections ,of• the ,P11ofeSS(l)r~ 1Ro~ers aci;oss'
tiie tg/e~t'
1
i\-.p'[#!~a~bi~n- c.hain;. we ha¥e a ,Se.Pies 0£ plioations ) flehres ~ orer a'btU:p't '
near ~he. line ot idistu:nbing aotion 1 and gradua!Hy ~pehing ' o'llt as11 we rec~ad •
fro~.1 1t. ,. fo ,theLAlps of Swvitzerland, w~ htwe' aMhd_ant "~xairtples1of-(ij.e :
f?lµp:1g of l clj w:i10Je seties .of sedi~ehtary; beds~in numer?us' antl a~rupt plica•!•
tlo.ns; · H:ere-, mdeed, large masses of strata are · sometmi~s 1M§nt 'batk i.ipon ·
~hem~elv{ls, so that the' lower members appear to o.verJie the , .Pflei'; 1 and •
mstances occur, in , which beds of an ·older geofogi~al epooh ar~>inve-t;te~;' and, ,appear for a great distanc~, ~uperimposed 0n tho~e; 'of, a, much h~w~r
1 •1 t • ,:,,.,:~
epoch..
,
, , ,
.Besidt::s this, there are many instances where the elevation of ~he st:r~ta r
J
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has not been attended by nny actual protrusion of igneous matter, forming
a ridge or crest, but in which the direction of the elevating forces must be
inferred from the prevailing strike of the strata. Thus the direction of
actual mountain ridges is not only to be taken into consideration, but the
general direction of the stratified masses becomes an essential element of
such investigations.
Almost all geologists are agreed in opinion as to the great fundamental
cause of the wrinkling or ridging of the earth's c!ust; or, in other words,
the formation of mountain chains. The theory now almost universally
adopterl is founded on the cotnbi d results of the most careful observations of distinguished physicists an geologists, and the profoundest calculations of astronomical ancl mathematical science. According to this theory,
it is inferred that the earth was once at a much higher temperature than at
present; indeed, that, in all probability, it has been in a state of liquid
fusion ; that, among the first results of the cooling process, was the formation of a solid crust, thin at first, but gradually increasing in thickness over
the still liquid interior ; and that, as the secular refrigeration continued, the '
interior gradually contracted, while the exterior shell or portion was ruptured, or bent and folded, in endeavoring to accommodate itself to the
shrunken nucleus on which it rested.
General as is the adherence among geologists to the idea of the wrinkling
of the earth's crust having been the result of the cooling of the exterior,
they are much divided in opinion with regard to the laws which nave governed the action of this great cause, and the precise nature of the chain of
events by hich the present state of the surface has been brought about.
Every year, however, seems to indicate a nearer approach to uniformity
of opinion among those engaged in these investigations; in fact, the two
great leaders in theoretical geolvgy, in the Geological Society of France,
ha\·e admitted that their differences of opinion related in reality to-the use
of words, rather than the facts themselves. The principal question which
still remains in discussion between them is, whether the word elevation can
be properly applied to the designation of a phenomenon dependent on the
sinking of the earth's crust; M. de Ileaumont maintaining that, inasmuch
as the chief visible effect is to produce a comparative elevation of a.
certain portion of the surface, therefore, the word elevation may with propriety be retained in use to designate the formation of mountain chains.
It is to the Danish philosopher, Steensen, that we are indebted for the
first recognition of the fact thc1t strata of different ages may be distingui hed from each other by their discordance of stratification, while to
Humboldt is due the credit of having first cal]ecl attention to the consfancy
of direction in the so-called primary schistose strata. To Elie de Beaumont mu t ·b_e ascribed the first distinct attempt to investigate systematically
the la,:s. which have governed the upheaval of mountain masses, and the
recogmtwn of the parallelism of levation of the same geological age over
diff rent portions of the earth's surface; these researches, wluch have been
car·ri cl on for many years with untiring patience, have been communicateu
to the world, p_rincipally through the medium of the publications of the
Acacl my of 1.. c1ences and the Geological ociety of France.
In hi mo t recent publications on this uuject, De :Beaumont has cfiordinate~l his observations and plac d them upon a mathematical basis, by connecting all hi great circles of comparison into one vast net-·work, the
position of which upon the surface of the globe is determined by the geo-
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grap~ical position of a single point, ancl the d_irection of a great _?ircle
startmg from that point. This net-work has for its base fifteen great circles
cutting each other, so as to divide the surface of the spheres into regular
pentagons ; while from these pentagonal areas, other supplementary circles
are developed accordin?-" to certain simple mathematical laws. The great
result of these investia-~tions is, that the wrinkling of the earth's crust has
been effected in a seri~s of arcs, the directions of which coincide with the
li;1es of most easy crushing of a sphere, gradually contracting in ·its dimensions.
Our object in this chapter is to call attention to the investigations of
geologists in this department of dynamic ; and, so far as is in our power,
to furnish the materials for a comparison of the systems of,elevation observed in this country, and especially those which we have recognized in our
own district, with thos~ which have been determined by De Beaumont.
For this purpose, we shall first describe some of the principal systems of
elevation which have given configuration to the continent of North America,
an<l particularly those which form the rim of the Lake Superior basin; we
shall then proceed to enumerate some of the more important of De-.Beaumont's systems, and particularly such as from their age and direct~on appear
to be of more importance in this country. The number of these systems
has gone on increasing as the researches of o·eologists have gradually
extended, and new facts have been accumulated; and it is to be expected
that every year will add to this list, and accumulate new data of comparison for such as have already been adopted.
SYSTEMS OF ELEVATION lN NORTH AMERICA.

There are three grand systems of elevation which appear mainly to have
determined the outlines of North America.
1. The first w.e denominate THE LAKE SUPERIOR SYSTEM, since-it is developed on both shores of the lake, forming the divortia aquarum beh-Yecn
Hudson's bay on 1he one hand, and between the river systems of Lake Superior and Lake Michigan on the other. The rocks comprising it consist ot
granite, gneiss, hornblende, talcose and chlorite slates, and belong to the
azoic series. The lowest member of the Silurian series, wherever observed
in the basin of Lake Superior, i~ found to rest undisturbed upon the upturned edges of these slates, or to occupy preexisting depressions in the
igneous rocks, leavino- no doubt that these schists were elevated and folded
before the dawn of tr~e Silurian epoch. The direction of the lines of bearing is about N. 80° E., S. 80° W.
This system, as developed on Lake Superior, is but a portion of a continuous belt which stretches from Labrador to the sources of the Mississippiforming the northern brim of the St. Lawrence valley-and probably beyond,
even to the flanks of the Rocky mountains. Northwardly, according to
Sir J obn Richardson, it extends to Coronation gulf in the Arctic sea. Upon
the northern flanks of this belt, as upon the southern, the Silurian groups
rest unconformably.':i:
If we examine a good map of North America, we find that this belt of
cou~try, lying between Hudson's bay and the Rocky mountains and em- _
bracing nearly 30° of latituJe, is furrowed with ridges, the prevailing <lirecLondon Quarterly J o:.unal, Geological Society, y. viii., p. 212.
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.,tiqn of ';'hic4 is a litt}~ no:th ofi;e~st _Jl~d -~qu.th.~f rwt~st ,; .}F"!:Ql"!_g ~E::-~ "~a.y
,_be ment10necJ. t4e Arctic h111'5, the ;H:,1gli ~~n~, ~nd tte,_CanQOU IDQU)lf~in~
'·T~e trend -of the;R~i~cipal lakes c.6rlf1rm~ t{f.h~-~
' ~ire~tio~. .._Jhi.~_\~ t~1,~~e
wlth th~ ,0-reat B~ ar lak~, near t~~d~qrd;1:s ,of th~ )\'rctf §~a, ~l~rte ,lalir,
A_thabasc_a I~!Cf,:~l).g ·~ake _8~p"en9r.
tr~pfl,~h?i'YF~~'
1~~~ }~d
LfttJe_~mnepeg 1~ at nearly r~g4( ~ng}es tq t~,1~ drrec~1~1~,.j~~ !t m.ay-h,e
.r~su(te!14·o~n a}rapsv~r~e fis~ur~·... ~h~
}k~~~ :W1qf!€F1f.t~ni Jrw~n,
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also, ma_y qe sa1~ t? be a de~1;lt10n fr9,m th,is.e,as~ ;a11~·. we~t_,~y~t~tu,_b~f Vi~e
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• ];'lie grarute1 ~n.d_sdnsts c~mposmg ,tlps,system,fo,rmea. t]t~ _anc1,ent.,c;@ti11~nt of.North _.A'.rrJeri~t W~()S~ culr4mating)bintf~n, Ptf
;~gij~rip_ql~s;
t~!ct, ro~1 1~p~ ,more t4ai~ ~ t)1ous1~t1 ,f~~\1·~~pv~ ,t~.~ ~v_<}!~rey t~y .$fl?riJl{l
sea. ft.:- s!re'tche~ out m a long .clnd nam1w.. oelt, eas~ and, we~t, f o. ~ap;rado: ,T~ tl:i~ s.~~~·~i~ ,~f. tJ;le ~~it,s~~s}pP,i, ;_') n,l' -~-§.rt~· ?~d~~3~
uili,,.,frr~ '~M
°!Jorclers qf ~1c!11ga~ to the Arcti~ s,~a., , At; thaqµp ej tJ1e /PJ!~Iae-~1~!1 •an~
~ockr .~ountfl}n . ?Ilcl,!;J:S had not o1e~,i eley'~ted~ , al)q,;F,IJ~ ,th~I ex~~Btior:i .?f
a f~w ~~?l~~~d. patql j ~n. h~ form ,of,,1s}c,11,1~s,,
'Yl1q e a,r:~J _of1,A t1~R.~~d
States ~.onstifoted a_portion of the b,ecl of,.the fl'l1:jleva\ $ea~ . .
n , {~
2. ·The second may 15d des1griated r.a·s ·tmt AfPAM'cHiAN ~Ys,Tkl'fil ~i{ich
has given configuration to the 'e'ast~Hf slripe r.::tqA'm'e~ici 1t :a1nd the
period of its elevati~? may be refer,te( ,f.o \~e . :clqs1 rqf t9e carboniterous
epoch. It commences near the outlet , f ' the' St. 'lEawrence, and termmates
in ,norf1:~~n Ala~alf-a ?. i:u1~syi~~ .a co,~{se_ .~?a~ly ~qr~h-~ast .,~dJ~pu~~-west.
The series of rocks composrng 1t, accordmg to the Messieurs llog~r~, Rres.'117-t
an almost unbroken succ_ession
of conformrng ;strata from the low~t mefrf
..
1
1
bers which repose in1ineclia t 1y on :'th~ pr1~ary; 'or~hiet~morphiq fotJrs~ tq the
highest carboniferous strata. The New. red sandstone, which dthds_COllrtinuously in a narro\_Y beft from the 'valleY df trf~·e_onri. r.'ticut' to' €yong 1rginia, repo~e · \mrnediately on the fo_lg~i:l' s'trata'.' of this ,chain, and 'furnis}ies
not th slightest indication of having been J.isturbed\ by, the ' mo-rements
which produced the numerous axis 'Bene'alh. * '
. .'
3. The third may He denominated THE RocKY MouNTA,IN SYSXEM which'
according to Sir _JolutR}chai·d·so'u, '' has( ge'nef~l ·course f?r ~v}-o't116\.1sa~d
five hundred m1le.~~-or, from the qnrtieth l?.aral1el of latitude to -t'he
Arctic sea,-of N. 26° w., s. 26° E.~ o'r 'N.vV'. by N'.'!'t 1 U Sl,)ieads out'into
a belt nearly one thousand five hundred · miles m diameter, between the
Mi _sissippi valley and the Pacific oce~n,' consisting of numerous ge11tle corrugations, ~ s~own by JNemont, but occasiori~l1y s'Ye1ling info lofty ndges.
~ re 1s h~tle doubt, from the co.nc;urren~ te,·timon¾ of ~II the r;x:plorers,
tliat 1f.s age 1 as recent as the cretaceom; period, and therefo;re among the
mo ~ r cent 9f those geological ~vents whiy;h have modified .the outl.in.es of
contm nts. On Hoth sides of the equator it is, in places, anked by calcareou , trata containing, accordincr to Von :Buch fossils charact ristic of
the challt These ·pere al o obsefYe'cl by Humboldt between Gu8iffibos and
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Mo.ntan, be:arly pne1,thousand three'hundred feet above the sea; and N eocol!lin fossils were obtained by Tschudi in the ~ordilleras of Peru. · .
'
The ex.plorations of, .:Fremont _and others, m the Rocky mountains, con1
firm these views as to the recent ao-e of this S) stem.
'
.'J?~~-s~ •ar~ the three great syst~~s whieh appear m~inly to have det~rIDmed the outlines of ,Nor.th America ; but there are, m the Lake Superior
dist.rict, /subori:linate systems which we will proceed to describe.
4. THE SYSTEM oF KAMINISTIQUIA.-This is developed on ~he north-:Vest
cocrst of Lake Superiof, between Pigeon river and Thunder bay. Its direction i~ nea.JJlyl nor_th-east and south-west, nd, traces of it are to be obse'rved
in the parallel · course of the principal rivers · which enter Hudson's bay
from 1the sou.th-we.st, among which ·may be enumerated Moose, Albany; Severn, Nelson and Churchill rivers, extending thro'l'lgh at least fifteen degrees
0£longit1J..de~ , , . , 1
, , ,, . . ,
, ,
,
. Thi~ i~, tJl.,er most f!ncient-, soi far as .we yet know, of all the systems of
~or.th America ; .and the age of its elevation was prior to the close of the
azoiq_period, ,since the ,upper portions ofr the azoic slates rest uhdisturbed
upop. -the .granite axis.
.
·, .
, ·
-; 5. _Til;fE ,~~STE1rvI OF IsLE RoYiALE AND•KEWEENA w PornT.-This embraces
the .c~·ystalline graenstone ot the Copper region, whicli lifted up the bedded
trap, sandstone and conglomerate la.ti angles varyir1g fro1n 40° to 70°; . Th
prec.ise,period c,)f its elev.ation cannot be determined, but it probably took place
near th.¢ clese of -.the:lower •Silurian epoch, since we- fi11cl. 'that the Trenton ,
limestone_,of .the Sturgeon river.valley has been disturbed ·b y it.· · The dir~ction, ,of these axes is some.what -variable~ ' On · Isle Royale, , they are
N. 65° E.; but, on the southern shore they bear N. 52, E.l' though subject
to µiinpl ~de"'{ia{ions, ;-:the_trap, .rfl~ges ip. 1-p~ny,pl~CeS; assuming crescent-.
~hapMJorm,s . . .Aithpugh the ·•great , :mass of rock has been subject to no
mterise disturbance since the close of the Silurian epoch, yet it, has e:tperi~n~~~ a. su.~Qes,sion 9f widelri-exte.n
_ de~:\. q~cillatjpns, which pave been discu~seq .~der1 a:qother 1~~~d ;( Oh~pter IX-)_.
_1 , · i - . .
•_
•
Thus, it would appear that, in N ori:h America, the oldest lines of fracture _pvrsue ~n l~~stel'.~Y. and )V,e~trrly dir~c~i0)1, ,while th~-mo:r:e · fec~nt ones
pu.rsu!;! i;t ll(?rtli~rly1 ,arid southerly dijrectit>n ..
~ ,.
r ·
Raving thus gi~en 'a n ?µtlin,_y ,of th~. great .sys~ms_.,Qf, elevatio:g'. 'Yhich
h~y~1 as ~e cQnye1ve 1 durmg qlfferep.t eppchs,. gradually bro_u ght about th~ _:.
present form of this continent, we;, p~ocee,d 1to con~ide;r the -European-, systems.
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• This is the direction ofa line drawn from the southern limits of the trap, on the Montreal
ri>'er, to the southern limits on Keweenaw Point.
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· .3. System of Corsica and Sardinia; direction N. and .S., which raise~
the lower tertiary.
4. System of the Pyrenees and Appenines; direction N.W. and S.E.,
which raised the chalk and o-reen-sand.
1
5. Syst~m of the Cote a9or (Burgundy), the Erzgebirg<:: (Germany) i
direction S.W. and N.E., which raised the Jura limestone.
6. System of the Vendee, Thuringia, and Bohemia; direction N.W. and
S.E. which raised the Trias.
'
7. System of the Rhine; direction N. and S., o:r N.N.E. and S.S.W.,
which raised the sandstone ·of the osges (which he considers distinct from
the variegated), and zeichstein.
8. System of the Netherlands and South Wales; direction N.E. and S.
\V., which raised the coal measures.
9. System of the Ballons (V osges) and Bocage, .Wes tern France ; direction N. 74° W., S. 74° E., which raised the carboniferous limestone.
In his last principal communication,* De Beaumont has shown that there
are at least three different systems of elevation included in the abovenamed direction; and since M. Riviere had prevtously noticed another ancient system on the south-western coast of the Vendee, the direction of
which was nearly N.W. and S.E., this system was added to the other three,
making four, all of which are older than the oldest in the above list.
To these four ancient syst@ms, still another must be added, which was
also observed by Riviere, in the Vendee, and supposed by him to be the
oldest known system of Europe. These five systems are as follows,beginning with the oldest and proceeding in the order of their relative age,
as determined by De Beaumont:
l. System of the Vendee; direction at Vannes,-latitude 47° 39' 26" N.,
lon~itude 2° 46' W.- N. 22° 30' W. Age, anterior to the system of
Fimsterre.
2. System of Finisterre; direction at Brest-latitude 48° 23' N., longitude
4° _29' W. -N. 68° 15' E. Age, posterior to the oldest schists of
Bntanny.
3. System of _Longm_ynd; direction at the l3inger-loch,-latitude 49~ ?5'
N.; longitude 7c 50' E. - N. ~1 ° 15' E .. Age, after the deposition
of the green slates of Wales and the feldstones.
4. System of Morbihan; direction at Vannes, N. 51° 45' W. Age,
posterior to the l3ala limestone of Wales.
5. System of Westmoreland and the Hundsruck; direction at the Bingerloch, .N. 58° 30' E. Age, posterior to the Silurian an'd a part of the
Devonian, but anterior to the Old rea sandsto11e.
In a still later communira tion, t De l3eaumont recognizes twenty-one systems as ha g been determined with more or less precision, but none of
the new ones which he has adopted are as old as those given above ;
Durocher, however, has recently announced the existence of six new system of upheaval, in Scandinavia, older than the lower Silurian, or belonging
to the azoic period. Besides these, he recognizes the existence t.here of
the four oldest systems of De :Beaumont, enumerated above. The data of
direction ancl relative age of the new systems proposed by Durocher are so
"Note sur les sy temes de mont:igues lcs plus anciens de l' Europe:" Bulletin de la
Socl c: te gcol ogique de France : Ser. II. T. 4, p. 864.
t C mptes Rendus, Vol. 31 1 p. 325.
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indeterminate only an abstract of his observations having as yet appeared,
that we ha-ve ~ot attempted to trace their analogy with any of the lines of
direction of the strata in our own district.
~
For the purpose of making a compa_rison between our own systems of
upheaval and those of Europe, it ~ill be especially necessary to fi_x, as near-ly as possible, on the equivalency of the older sy~stems of rocks m the _two
countries, since the age of the oldest systems ot _upheaval are determm~d
by De Beaumont, principally by reference to certam groups as developed m
~nRland, Wales, and Britanny.
·
'I he following scheme is as accurate as .c?uld be e~pec_ted, in the present
state of geological lmowledo-e. For a critical exammat1on of the data on
which this parallelism. is fo;nded, the reader is referred to the succeeding
chapter by Mr, Hall.
EUROPE,

AMERICA.

Azoic System.

Crystaline schists, limestones, and quartzSandstones of Barmouth and Harlech, fn
ose rocks, with intercalated traps, of Lake Wales; island of Anglesea, England; gneissoid rocks of Scandinavia and Britanny.
Superior, &c,
Lower Silurian,

Potsdam sandstone; Calciferous sandstone.

The green slates and feldstones of Wales;
the slates and porphyries of Boheniia; the
lower sandstones of Scandinavia ; the Obolus
sandstone of Russia .
.Chazy,' Birds-eye, Black-river, and Trenton , ' Bitumious slates, and Ortbocerate limelimestones.
stone of Russia.
Utica slate, and Hudson-river group.

Bala limestone of Wales ; Llandielo flags
and Caradoc sandstone of Great Britain.

The above comparison of the lower Silurian groups of the two continents
seems to accord with the results of the geological survey of Wiles. There,
according to a communication of Barrande to the Geological Society of
France,* in which he gives the result of his own examination of the materials collected by the survey, the Caradoc sandstone is distinctly recognized
as being between the upper and lower Silurian divisions, while the Bala
limestone and the Llandeilo flags form the upper portion of the lower
Silurian, corresponding with the Hudson-river group in this country.
We now propose to inquire how far the ancient systems of upheaval, recognized by De Beaumont as existing in Europe, agree with those previouslv
enumerated as occurring in North America. Four of the European systerri's
are shown by De Beaum~nt to be prior in age to the de~osition of the Caradoc sandstone, and we have enumerated three which are of at least
as high antiquity in the region of Lake Superior. While, however, two of
our systems are shown conclusively to be older than the palreozoic epoch,
the age of the oldest European systems, with regard to the oldest strata
contaming organic life, is by no means so clearly settled.
In order~ however, to institute a comparison between these oldest

.

•Bulletin, Ser. II. T. 8, p. 207. (January, 1851.)
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On comparmg these results with tiied1rect10ns of tJJ,e~y;_ste!liS·QJ ~P.~~j!~aJ,
before indicated as occurring in the Lake Superior .region, we find that
the direction 0£1twi.D of these systems coincides very.mea,nly with that of two
of those which have been calculated above.
The Lake Superior system agrees ·with the system of the V endee ; the former beJng ~bout N. 80° E., S. 80° W.\,,aJ!dJ~e _l?.tt~r, tr~n~f~t~e~as.~b.ove,
·:i1\T ·790 5•~/ E
S '790•'53) W .
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. Wit ·· regard.to,the ag&.of the ,s,stem of the' Vendee we quote\th-a,di'o)il6w1

ing froIJ?. the last publication of Riviere on this subject: "I have united all
the normal directions of the gneissbicl. ·tocks of the -Vendee into one system
of dis~ocations, to which I have given the p~me o/ ~h,~ system_oF/h:f
_ J(e!Jdee.
1
1
* , 1 '• *' ••1*, . Th"·
· l-.bl y',. tli e''··"''t
.. -1,,,;t:l,,l Jsys
._· t'--'
..
,
1s 1s -pro1,1a
mos ' ,.,_._,,.J.t
anc1en ,nnorma
em; a t
. all even~s, it is -the 'olctests!}rrst.em known; if it was preceded by other systerps, the_s~ ~ust be spflsh,~f?~ i~ 1:he Rprth
~~s~~~ . ?l ~
}rhere
the trans1t10n strata appear to be neatly horizontal. · ' * -., ~. ,,~,;;l'pe
1 1 0
gneissoid formation is completely distinct from, and anterior to, the transition (SiluriaJl or Cambrian) ·strata."
.1 , ri- · ·. ,t r:!1.fl, -r-, '·✓ ·-1.:H.n·.i•ff
\Ve rha-y, therefore, presume that there is no doubt that both these systems, the European and American, are anterior to the deposition of tlt'f oldest fossiliferous' 's tra t~, 1'and tlius 'fur tne agr em rif' of 'the" tw6 11ih ii~ and
direction is sufficiently 'satisfactory. 1 1 1 ,
1
1.. ♦, J,, )' 1 1• ~t, :.!J'.J.
The ystem o'f Kaministiquia1 which seerhs to ·be the 9ldest ',; hich we
have been able to recognize in America, appears tb !J5e 101' 'er ilian
st m of upheavals •{hus far admitted by. :Oe Beaumonf." A c~~rnMenbe ill,
p rh~ps, '!Je f~und, afte! farther observations sh~ll
ma~e 'as to :its
P ~1se a1 rectwn in tb1s country, lind after the nu'.rnj:!rous systeins 1 of the
azo1c period in other regions shall have been worked out with c1earne'¢~ and
pr, ci ·ion. As the rekion to which this system is confined 1ii this C?'lmtry lies
\tlthout the limits
our distH t, we have not been able to I fix its direetion
~ th the pr cision requi 1te for a comparison with those of other' tountries.
- _Tn sy ·tcm of Keweenaw Point agree very nearly in its tn~an direction
,; 1 ~ that of forbihan, of which the direction, w'iien t~an~ferred to the
r _gro~ of I:ake Superior, becomes N. 60° 30/ E. The coincidence of this
w•ction with that of Isle Royale had already been no~iced by De Beaumon ? who arew the inference that the sandstone and conglomer~te of
that 1 land could Mt belong to the New red 'sandstone, a maintained by
Dr. C. T. Jackson.
=11=
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The substance of this chap er ,vas communicated to the American Association for tho Advancement of Science, at a meeting held at Cincinnati in May, 1851.
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If,' ho~e'V~~, we proceed ..~o ;nguire a~. to the coizwidence in ~ge ~(
t esrsteins.-ofi K~weenaw POPJt anµ Morb1¾a:n, we find that tp.e1:e IS gon~l.
reason to 's~ppose that they m~y belong to the $ame geological epo~h. · .'Xhe
elevati9,n p( t~ sandstone~, ,qonglo,merates and bedd~d tr~ps of the Lake
1

Su~~r~o~ \e_gio·n· apefars

to have \ljtken ,~lace a.ta period !10:t ~ar remoy~d frorri
t1iat ot the depos1~10:p. of th~,Jludson-river group,. )Tfns 1s inferred from th~ _
p~~itior:i r of 'thfdepbsit _Qf lpwer .,Silurian limestone . near L'Anse, whiGh _
a~p.ci~,f? ~?i'-~.~-e~~ 1isturbed, 11W 1h~ SifIIfe· causes )Yhj~h produ<;ed t e eieof.tp.e t.r~p and oonglomer te of ·~eweena w, P.omt,, . As wa~ s?own ·
m·Part},.,? ,.t~1s report, th~ ~ge i of the. ~1ghest }led~"0£ , thw d,~pos1t ,is pot
mor,e recenf'than
'tha~, of. ~h.e 1;!:u~son-:-river group, s,o th3it as far, a can be
1
knoJri, tliis ~lF~tion must ha~~ tak~n pl,c1:re,dµring ,t he.l9wer ,S ilurian ~pooh .
. .Acsording 'to B,e ctu~ont, .t~Er agy, of ,t h~ systeID; of ~orbiJ;ian is a;nter10r.to tpe de1;>os1t10n
.of the ,C8:rf1.doc sa~dstone anq P,O~t ·10r to tht, of the1
Ilal~}im~~t.o f;'),1 !f1 it ,w~1~' ~aw·tted 1 that' tpe . Caraqoc ~ndsto;ie is the .
eqmvaie11t of fhe Potsdam, we shc;mld be unable to _r~cogmze any agree- ·.
m~~t ip fhe a,gf~-of ,t he j·twq ~}~~te~s in :question~ :The age of the Caradoc sanqstone, as well as that of tp.e -Bal~ hmest<;m e, seems a,t the prese:TTt timfl
to ¥)etter understpod t4an , ~pen
Bea1.11ttpnt ;published . the articJ.e .
before referrtd to, -~n 'which th~ <),ge~ of the older systems ·of e~enitii.w 1are ·.
so _
ably discussed. ··
.,
, ,1 • •
,r 1
1 , , [1
. , ,,
1
If we bonsider, a~ we are authorized to do'
the 'most r~v~.nt autho1:h 1
ti~s~,~ thJ R~r~d9c.~an ~~~ne,iras 1~qrU1i~g the. ,upp~r , port~on 9f, 1;he ,low~r
S}llin~n, an~ overlyipg ini.confor.I]lably the Bala limestpne, the next. infer.i9r
me,nbe:i; 'pf' t~e ~~~e group,_;vy~ _'_ s½f.11 l;iaye a :r.erfec~ correfp<;mde~c~ .h~ ·_tpe, :
~ge of the system of Morbilian, ,m Wales, w,1th that of !).eween~w Ppmt, L
m the Lake Superior region. This )parallelism of tne groups in the two
c?untr}es is confor~able to the --results~• of ·Mr.· Hall's investigations, as
given m the succeedmg chapter.·
. As to the Appalachian system,, De Beaumont was at first inclined to refer
1t to that of the Pyrenees, but now considers it as belonging, partly at least,
to the system of the Ballons, the direction of which is N. 74° W.; but which,
wh~n transferred to the meridian of Washington, becomes N. 46° 42' E.,
a_ direction which almost exactly agrees with the outcrop of the principal
n<lges. There is also another direction to be noticed in the Alleghanies,
which is nearly parallel with the meridian, although at many localities it
becomes merged with the former. This is known as the oldest meridional
sy!tem of Hitchcock, and is supposed by him to embrace the White mountams of New Hampshire; "and it would appear," he remarks, "as if the
strata had been deranged by the N.E. and S.W. system, which would go to
show that the latter was more recent."t
. The Messieurs Rogers maintain that these tw_o directions have originated
Simultaneously, and are intimately connected in their whole composition;
but, admitting that they are distinct in age, and discarding the existence of
the so-called Taconic system, the meriaional s,,-stem remains an anomaly,
not only as to .its age, but in its parallelism with any of the older systems
of Europe.
·
As to the Rocky mountain system, its parallel is to be sought in Asfa.
rather than in Europe. Erman states that the great chain of Alden in eastern Asia, which form~ the water-shed between the river systems of the Arctic

!afio~:

P.~

I?~.

bf.

• Bulletin of the Geological Society of France; Series II. Vol. 8, p. 207.
t G!Jology of Massachueott.s, p. 710.
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ancl Pacific oceans, i'f protracted in the direction of a great circle, or following- the shortest course from point to point, would intersect several of the
prmcipal summits of the Rocky mountains between 40° and 45°, thus indicating that, though widely asunder, they belong to one great fissure.*
It is worthy of remark that this chain, like the Rocky mountains, is in
many places covered with volcanic materials, and several of the highest
summits consist of active volcanoes. We have no information as to the
charac~r and age of the sedimentary rocks which repose on its flanks.
We Iiave thus attempted to trace a parallelism between the mountain
systems of the two h~mispheres. We are disposed to regard these axes of
e·1evation, not simply as irregular lines of limited extent, but as possessing
much uniformity in direction and traversing entire continents; but we admit
that, in the present state of geographical and geological knowledge, absolutely certain conclusions cannot be attained. Our object has been to call
the attention of American geologists to one of the most interesting problems
in this science-one which, thus far, has not received the attention which it
deserves. We have had another object in view. Many European physicists have represented. this continent as being emphatically new-not
simply in reference to its settlement and civilization, but to the period when
it first emerged above the ocean~ We have shown conclusively, we think,
that the period of its emergence was at least contemporary with, if not
prior to, that of the ~astern continent, although its outlines were very dif·
ferent from what we now behold.
In the succeeding epochs we witness the operation of the same great
forces, though not perhaps in all instances simultaneously exerted in the two
hemispheres. The seas swarmed with the same types of animal life, and
the same forms of vegetable life clothed the land.

-------------------------------'• Reise um die Erde.
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CHAPTER XVIII.
PARALLELISM OF THE PAL.A!iOZOIC DEPOSITS OF THE UNITED STATES
AND EUROPE.
BY JAMES HA.LL.

Field ~f Investigation in this Country a very extendtd one. - Circumstances affecting.the Nature of the .Fauna of th(}_ same Deposits at 1,,,arious
Points.-Parallelism of the Pal<Eozoic Groups in England and the United
States.-Lower Silurian System.-Potsdam Sandstone.-Calciferous
Sandstone.-Cha:::y, Birds-eye, and Black-river Limestones.-Trenton
Limestone. - Utica Slate and Hudson-river Group. - Upper Silurian
System. - ()linton and Niagara Groups. -Lower Helderberg S eri~s. -·
Upper He!derberg. •- De1.•onian System. -Species common to tlie Devonian and Carboniferous.-Tabular Comparisons.
So much has already been said upon•this question, that it might appear
superfluous to add anything more at the present time. We are, however,
constantly learning more of our own systems of stratified deposits, and, of
course, gradually becoming better able to compare them with what we
regatd as the equivalent systems in Europe. It was natural and agreeable
to us, when we began our serious investigations into the condition and age
of our palreozoic strata, to desire to identify what we found in this country
with that which had been previously described on the other side of the
Atlantic. In our too ready willingness to believe that nothing would be
found here, except what had an equivalent abroad; we seized upon evidence
and formed conclusions which farther in_vestigations h<,1Ye proved to be erroneous.
, The publication of Murchison's "Silurian System" gave the first clue
to anything like a satisfactory recognition of our strata, and their'identification with their European equivalents. The subsequent publication of
the "Palreozoic Fossils of Devon," &c., and the establishment of a Devonian
system in England, left us in no doubt as to the exact equivaJency of some
of our groups. The facts, if facts they shall prove, that many Silurian
fossils exist also in Devonian rocks, seemed to us, however, strangely at
rvariance with those in our own country, where we certainly have had
opportunities of examining as wide an area, and of deriving our information from beds as well marked in character, and far less distant in
position. Our data, collected over fields of wide extent and admirably
adapted for such examinations, had shov,n us that the fossils were far more
r~stricted in their geological range than had hitherto been supposed. We
were able to subdivide what appeared to be the equivalent of the systems
and groups recognized in England ; and, in some instances, that which had
prev10us1y been regarded as one group, has been foun<l to be made
up, in this country, of two or more chstinct and widely separated members.
Even after this subdivision, we were still able to recognize and trace other
and minute divisions over a large section of country. Although we
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have been charged with imped!ig the progress of_ geology by these minute
subdivisions, introduced in the geological survey of the. State of New York,
we have adhered to a system_ based 9n researches made over an extent of
many thousand square miles, and by-so doing we Lelieve that an i~pulse
has been gi.venJ t~e study of geologic~} sc.ien~_e and tpJ'th~r ;G"ollectio.n.of
fossils; and ·the more careful and minute the subdivisions, the more fully and
completely have the observers been able to work out the details. By this
system we have a better knowledge of the changes. which took place in the
bed of the palreozoic ocean, and the consequeqt v~riations i~ .t~e harA,ct_e [
b-f its fauna, than ~as yet been obtained in marry otJ1er patts of' the world,
where the series of strata has been studied for a much lcinger '.pei.'io<:P.41<-- ·The thinning out ~nd disappearanc;e of a singfo mem:be1. of -e.vert1a s- bordinate ~roup, and the consequent disapp_earance., in p~rt Pt ,_e._l}tirely) pf _its
fauna, is a point of great interest in oui· geological investig~tions, and it is
by this kind of study that we have found a clue to· the character ·of our
palreozoic fauna, which has not yet been reached in the exploration of the
deposits of more modern geological epochs.
·
:·i-.
Although l~any of these minor sub<livisions qannqt ,b~ xecognize(l· in
remote par_ts of the United States, yet the ~no-w:ledge of their e~i~~enc,e .~t
another pomt enables the obserYer to detect their absence and to direct fos
attention to certain horizons, in order that he m~y ascertain whethe~ the
fauna of the absertt member of the• seHes has ever 1existed at all ·at that
remote point, or whethet it may have been mingled with that of highir:·
is tr~e
member of the same gr.o~p with which it w~s contemporftry. ·
that the greater subd1v1s1ons are more reachly recognized, because they
require less scrutihy to detect them than the more subordin,\.te member~. . I
may farther add that, until we are willin& to study our formaiio~s with tbis
d gree of minuteness, we c 4n have no positive knowledge of the d~ration
of species, nor of the value of groups of species in the identification of
trata. If we would determine whether species have ceased to exist in one
part of the ocean, while they have flourished long afterwa.rds iri a distant_
region, it can only be done by a critical study of the shbordinate groups,
. .
and the individual members of every, group in the seyies.
The imple t principles of elementary geology teach us that sedimentary
l5ec1s, having the same thickness and the same lithological characters, ca~ot
nav spread over an area so wide as that now in.eluded between the Ewop an and American continents. All sedimentary deposits must vary in
character at remote points, as the physical conditions of the ocean can.not
u' pre ·urned to have remained the same over a wide extent of surface.
n<ler uch circumstances, absolute parallelism is not to be sought for or
xp ct d. Ca careous depo its, as would naturally be supposed, have been
found to be more persistent and more uniform in the character of their fossil
cont nt ; but these, over some portion of their extent, have often been in- ·
vacled_ by: argillaceous and arenaceous sediments, and the fauna is found
to U •ma greater or less degree influenced by such circumstances.· Tn distan and_ 1sconnected localities, we are comP,elled to base our opinions of
th equ1va] n 'Y. of bed , upon the organic 'remain which they contain;
? cl when ·e r fleet that the nature of the ediment may in a great degree
influence tli character of the fossils, we sliall not fail to recognize the
necessit of keeping the charactei· of the e lithological changes' in view. '
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The-coarse Mnglo~er~tes and grits, wh~ch are so f~equently found intercalated in the senes, md1cate not only d urbance m the waters of the
-ocean; but also the ,_pro~imity _of -the ,I;u'.ld-; siMe-~ -knoW< t4,~t:the ~tfec_ts
of the waves, as manifested,:a:t ·this -d"y, _is,to confine these materials to the
shore, or if they are transported ~y _curr~n~s, ~he velocit~ soon becomes so
far diminished, as to allow of their depos1t10n m compc!:ratnr.ely sJ:i9~lwattr.
AB a genera~ rule, t~erefore, !he fo~mer clas:,.-:may ~e ,r-egardeiha§ q~ep-sJ~a
depos1ts,while· th.e-:latter may,be:- rega,r ded as ,httoral. _w;hen, too, we consider that marine life is greatly modi~ed -b y t~e. ch_arac~er of t?e sea-bottom,
we ought not to look for a fauna specifically 1dentic~l m the_f=11lfere:q.t-classes
of deposi'ts. The con~lomer.at,es ~~ grits, for the mast_ P.~rt, are barren
of organic life, while' tne limestones are richly stored _wit,h i~.1 We h~ve
show,n, t4qt. th~ ~oAr;;e grits j.n, th.e Ne~ .York serie~, a~~ I ,restricted in their
range, while certa,in)i_rn_est0pe grm1ips ~pread out <;_>yer an immense area .
. Besides the changes which take place in the nature of, th~-~~11¥1-ent_de:p~s1ted upor jhe bed of -tbg :p~~an, ,WG; are~tp ·fook tp other ,m.poi;t.a nt conch!·ions which_ may affect the fau?a, and, consequently, o~ co~cJu~fr\~~ r~g~r~mg the eqmvalency of format10ns. Among fhe .,most 1,IDpoi::tant of tli,ese 1s
the depth of the ocean in which the animals Iiyed, since w,e,'kl:t6w tliat
certain species are confine<l within certain zones, depen9-ing· 9~- t4·e _.d epth; of
the water.
.:.;;.i.~· -1; ...
, -,-,r-_· . ,.
__
,.. , 1 ~ 1·,---, ·:;:
There are other conditions which sensibly a~~ct t}:i,el µistribµtion o( (?Fganic life, such as temperature, ~r~§sure;-,a~d )ight; but a.8i ,the~y .hay;~ oe~n
fully discussed by Messrs. Foster and Whitney., in a.. previous,parf of this
report (p.;193),J:P.}~~4:pot-her~ ·p ause t9 inq:qire· ~s
the". rr}~nt t,o wh;i h
these conditions operate. In in'festigating the fauna 9f past ag~s; we
nothing to lead us to believe that the same great laws whicb regulate t4e
distributi_on of species, did not then ope1ite wi~h a~ gr~~t
{9t ~~· t · _lie
present time.
•I
• a.~ ...
J.

tq
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Before proceeding to compare the palreozoic
of th e Un,i,{J.d'~t'Jt'~s
with those of the same age in Europ~, Ywitl He necessary ' inst{tutp-s·Jme
comparison between the successive groups as they ocqur _'.in diffefeht p~~ts
of our own country. The succession, which has been deijrly mad~ out in
1
the eastern extension of these deposits, has not been cletei·diined on: {yithlhe
sa~e degree of p~~i~~o~ ,t the,_W ~s!,: a,,µ:d thi~ f?r, \:'an1t .of} hat l~~?~lef!ge
which can only be oJjtamed. by a mm-i:ifo exaimnaJ10n of ali the mtermediate point~. We have already,. il), thf_- pr'r5~,di{i,g
t~e
1
changes which have been recognized m tracmg the development of the
palreozoic series from the east towards the west.
In order to facilitate the comparison we are about to make, we give
below a table of the successive groups which have been determined in the
State of New York. It is here that the series is more complete than in any
other portion of the globe, and to this standard it is most convenient and
satisfactory for u::; to make reference in our critical discussion.
1

to

~ag,~~ , a11~,?e:d,50:
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TcJJle of tlie palceozoic Se-ries in New Yottlc; from, tlie Base to the highest
Group recognized.

,

1.

2.

POTSDAM SANDSTONE,
CALCIFEROUS SANDSTONE,

Upper sandstone of Wisconsin and Minnesota, similar
to the Potsdam sandstone.
3,
4.

CHAZY LIMESTONE,
BIRDS-EYE AND BLACK-RIVER LIMESTONE,

{5, TRENTON LIMESTONE,

Galena or lead-bearing limestone of Wisconsin, Iowa
and Illinois, not recognized at the East.

6.
7.

UTICA SLATE,

8.

GREY SANDSTONE, ;
J
ONEIDA CONGLOMERATE,

9,

)

HuDsoN-RIVER SHALES.

.

t Included in the Hudson river group

10.
11.
12.
13.

MEDINA SANDSTONE,

14.

TENT ACULITE or w ATER LIMESTONE;
PENTAMERUS LIMESTONE,

15.
16.
17,
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
2 ,

25.

CLINTON GROUP,
NIAGARA GROUP, CORALLINE LIMESTONE OF SCHOHARIE,
ONONDAGA SALT GROUP,

DELTHYR1s SHALY LIMESTONE.
ENCRINAL LIMESTONE,
UPPER PENTAMERUS LIMESTONE,
ORISKANY SANDSTONE,
CAUDA-GALLI GRIT,

·

Lower Helderberg group.

j

}

U

SCHOHARIE GRIT,
ONONDAGA L!MESTONE,
CoRNIFEROUS

~

pper

H Id b
e er erg group.

LIMESTONE,

MARCELLUS SHALE,}
HAMILTON GROUP.
TULLY LIMESTONE:

H'

·1

26.
ami ton group,
27. GE ·ESSEE SLATE.
2 . PORTAGE GROUP.
29. CHEl\:tUNG GROUP.
30. A DSTONE AND SHALE OF THE CATSKILL MOUNTAINS.",
1. GREY AND YELLOW SANDSTONE,
32. GREAT CARBONIFEROUS LIMESTONE •
t)

•
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These members arc all more or Jess ~trongly characterized, posse~ing
either marked differences in }ithological character, in their fossils, or in both
toffether. The area over ·which each one has been traced is___quite sufficient
to"establish its distinctive character and relative importance. On the left
hand I h.~v.e indicated ~he grouping whi~~ has ~een fol:nd to agree best with
the prem1lmg palreozo1c fo~turcs, and w1t11 ~he ht~olog1cal charact~rs. The
lower Siluria limestones from the Chazy; rncludmg the Trenton limestone,
have not the same intimate relations with on~ another, which the upper and
lower Helderberg groups have, since t~cse form tw~ very di~ti~ct and natural groups. The upper part of the Clmton group 1s very mhmate1y related to the Niagara group, and the lower part with the Medina sandstone ;
,:nrl, though treated ao distinct in the State of New York, for reasons
already given, it may hereafter be found best io unite the shaly and arenaceous beds with those below into one group, while the calcareous portion
may be included with the Niagara. This arrangement would be more
natural than the present subdivision.
We shall, in the first place, inquire into the relations which these groups
have to those occupying the western. an~ north-western tates. I have
already allu led to one of the most stnking .features of the geology of tbe
west, namely, the almost entire absence of schistose and arenaceous deposit-~,
from the termination of the Potsdam sandstone, to the commencement of the
shales and sandstones succeeding the corniferous limestone. The real and
apparent importance of the calcareous deposits is much augmented, when
we view the series as a whole. Looking to this fact, we expect to find the
difficulty of recoCT'nizino- the individual members considerably- increased,
since the intercal~ted ~asses of sandstone or shale often mark, in a conspicuous manner, the line of separation of the two distinct deposits.
It has already been shown, in the preceding pages of this report, that
the lower sandstone of the Lake Superior district is a continuation of the
Potsdam sandstone of New York, which has been traced, by the Canadian
geologists, through Canada and along the northern shore of Lake Huron.
'1'11is sandstone has been shown to dip beneath a series of calcareous beds
in which we recognize, as shown above, the calciferous ,sandstone, the
Chazy, the Birds-eye, the Black-river and Trenton limestones, characterized by t le same fossils which they contain in New y orlc. w y ha Ye
shown that these successive members of the series have greatly diminished
in thickness, tb enfae vertical range being, at several points, less' than on,
hunrlred feet. In tracino- them across to the Mississippi river the same tenuity
is observed in all the four limestones ; bnt the calciferous sandstone aup-ments in thickness till it acquires the same development which it has in Ne~
York. At the extreme westerly points where we J1ave rxamined these
1\rnestones, we find that their lithological character has undergone an essential change; b 1t this has been a rrradual one, so that we have been able to
trn~e its progress ia our examinations from east to west, and recognize many
of the characters which min-ht otherwise lave escaped our observation.
The fossil~, though <liminish;d in numbers, arc, for the most part, identical
with tho e which we have everywhere learned to regard as characteristic of
the <lifferent groups.
Thu'" far we haYe had brousht to our notice two or three important diff•rences in the sue ·ession of the rocks at the West and. in N ev1T York.
These are the alternalion of the lower b~ils of the calciferous sandstone
vifo the l ighcr pn.rt of fae Po~.3dam, LJ wl ich sevci·a.l su~c ':ssfre tJaJHl.:.; of
E.:I.--10
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greater or less thickness are presented near the line of junction; farther,
we have above the 0alciferous sandstone a bed of sandstone resembling the
1->otsdam, ancl ,vhicl1 is from fifty to eighty feet thick. The occurrence of
this beJ, which I have indicated in the table above, shows that the causes
which operated to give origin to the deposit of the Potsdam sandstone fast
became intermittent at the base of the calciferous, and then again became
active after the final deposition of that ·rock. In addition to this, we have,
succeedino· the Tre1:iton limestone, a thick-bedded, porous or cavernous, and
usually fi~able limestone in which the great deposits of lead are found.
This roe!;, though included with the cliff limestone of the West, is now
k.10wn .to be a distinct member or lower Silurian age, and one which thus
far we have not recognized in om- New York series . To make up for the
dimi11ish ~cl thickness of the Trenton an<l associated limestones in the West,
WI' have this important and distinct mass, the geographical extent of which
1
ia not yet been fully determined.
We 11e-xt turn our attention to the Hudson-river group, under which ierm
we include the Utica slate, the shales and sandstones of Pulaski,* and the
grey sandstone . In tracing this group towards the north-west, we find that
the arenaceQus beds gradually disappear; the calcareous matter, on the
other hand, gradually increases, forming with the argillaceous be<ls of 11rnrl,
or, by itself~ occasional bands of impure limestone. We are able to trace
thi~ group continuously as far as the shores of Lake ·winnebago in a westerly direction; and, at the south-west, we find itin the vicinity of Cincin11ati ant! extending into Indiana and Kentucky . Thus, the Hudson-river
group of New York, by the acce~'sion of calcareous matter forming marls
, nd th1n-b ddecl limestones, has become the typic<1l '' blue limestone and
11urls" of Ohio and of the North and South-,vest. This term has ueen
·tt•ndcd to include the representatives of the Chazy, Birds-eye, Blackriv,•r a. d Trenton limestones, which appear about Frankfort in Kentucky,
an£! again o 1 the upper Mis. issippi.t I have already given the detail of
the facts , 'hich prove the truth of this assertion .
,
Of the Oneida conglomerate, we know nothing at the west. It is an
important mclllbcr of the New York series, and extends from thence southerly throurrh cw Jersey and Pennsylvania, formino· a well-marked geological horizon . The Medina sandstone has been tr~ced to the north-west,
through Canada; and it may be possible that the, green marly bed below
the Clinton group, on Green bay, is the equivalent of that rock. Farther
to tht: ,v t, or south-west of the great Alh,1;hany coal-field, it has not
b l'll r r,op-nized. ·
1 b Cli 1ton group j_, for the greater part of its extent west of Lake
m?n ~n r,~ • l in the ingara grnup ; or, in other word , the calcareous
port10n 1 ..,o intimately united with that of the Niagara, that the two are
harcll: 1o he distinguished. The shaly and arenaceous portions of this
rroup ap ar only at rare int rva)", and form no important feature in the
r olo r • of the w'-'stcrn States.
There, the .i: iagara and Clinton groups ·
arc not r cognizc a. di tinct from each other, but both form a part of the
0
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" cliff limestone," or " upper magnesian limestone," so often spoken o~,
and which is one of the most promin~nt gro_ups the ·weste~n sta_tes_. This
term,- however, designates an extensive s~nes of. gro ps, smce 1t includes
the Galena limestone, the Clinton and Niagara limestones, (the shales and
sandstones of the former group being ab_sent), an~l t~e upper Helderberg
limestones, all the intermedia te groups bemg wnntmg m the states north o1
the Ohio river.
This will be better understood, •perhaps, by the inspection of the followinrr table, in \Yhich the equivalency of t_he Cliff limestone with the Ne~
York groups is shown:_
•

of

Cliff Limestone. ,.
CoRNIFEROUS LIMESTONE,
ONONDAGA LIMESTONE.
ScIIOIIARIE GRIT.

r

CAUDA-GALLI GRIT.
Wantin. at the West and South-west.
ORISKANY SANDSTONE. )
g
UPPER PENTAMERUS LIMESTONE.

·ENcRINAL 'LI.l\IESTONE.
DELTHYRrs SHALY LIMESTONE.
PENTAMERUS LIMESTONE.

1
~

I

Wantin · in the States north of the
Oh~o nver.
-

·
ONONDAGA SALT-GROUP.
Wanting west of Lake Michigan.
NIAGARA GROUP. l The Niagara and the. calcareous portion of the
CLINTON GROUP. ~
Clinton.
MEDINA SANDSTONE.
)l w an t·mg a t tl1e wes t .
0 NEIDA CONGLOJ,IERATE, )
1
'.rENTACULITE LIMESTONE,

HUDSON-RIVER GROUP,

GALENA LIMESTONE.
TRENTON LIMESTONE.

~

J

•

·wanting at the East and South-west.
,

The union of the Galena limestone with the cliff has been induced by
the almost entire absence of the Hudson-river group, where the lead-bearing
limestone occurs, and from the similarity of the latter to the Niao-ara.
The Niagara group, in the form of a heavy-bedded limeston~, can be
recognized throughout aJl the western States, both to the north and to the
south of the Ohio . The Onondaga salt-group and the lower Helderberg
limestones have not been recognizecl in the States to the north of the Ohio;
nor has the Onondaga salt-group been observed to the south of that river.
In Tennesc.;ee, the cJirT limestone of Ohio is reduced in thickne~s and importanc", and is no\vhere recognized except as a single formation . StilJ,
among its fossils are to be recognized many of those of the Niagara, and
of the upper and lower Helderberg groups. Among the latter are Pentamerus galeat-us, 8pirifer macropleura, S. rugosus, and several species of
.,1t-rypa, \Yhich arc known in .dew York only in the limestones of the lower
Helder berg.
·
Tl i.~ int ,re"'ting fact is not to be lost sight of, for ,ve shall haye occasion
again to rc:fer to 1t. 'N c pefceive that, onr all that area of the palreozoic
ocean, now occt•pied by the St;:ites north of the Ohio, this important
group of l~mC'St~nes i.; wanting. Their absen1~e can only be accounted for
by , uppo ·111g, c1t~er th:.t the br:il of the occnn wns so far elevated that no
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c,leposition coultl be made upon jt ; or that it was so far depressed that its
depth was too great to admit of the existence of corals and other 1:1-arine
animals with which they are associated, ar!.d the consequent product10n of
calcareon deposits. Although represented in Tennessee, it is only by a
few of the characteristic fossils, the formation not becoming one of import.
,
an.ce in the series .
In numerous localities which have beep. examined, the upper Helderberg
limestones rest upon the Niagara limestone, but are sometimes separated
from it by a band of argillaccous limestone, ~hich is, probab!y, u~ indication of the Onondaga salt-group. In some mstances, there 1s ev1clence of
a denuding action upon the surface of the Niagara limestone, previous to
1he deposition of the upper Helder berg limestones; and we can suppose
this to have occurred only in a shaJlow ocean. Whether this was the condition of the ocean during all the intervening period, we cannot pretend to
decide at present; it seems not improbable, however, that, during the first
part of the interval, the ocean was too deep to admit of the growth of
animals; and that, suusequently, or at the period of the Oriskany sandstone, its bed was elevated, and, afte some slight oscillat~ons, it remained
at that uniform elevation ovfr the entire area, thus admitting of the formation of this extensi-ve coral reef \Yhich marks the period of the upper
Helderberg. The Jimestones of this period, either in their several parts,
or as one rock, are recognized throughout the West and South-west, having
everywhere an unmistakable character, and filled with the same fossils as in
the state of New York.
'
Of the groups above the corniferous limestone, which is the terminating
rock of the upper Helderberg series, we have but a meagre representative
in the States west of the Ohio river. Here, we know that some portions
of the Hamilton, as also of the Portage and Chemuno- groups still remain,
hut they graduaJly die out in westerly direction.
Canada West, and
in the outhern part of Michigan, the Hamilton group is well marked by
many of its characteristic fossils. In many parts of Ohio, Indiana and
.Kentucky, the corniferous limestone is immediately succeeded by a black
·lat , the exa t age of which may be regarded as undecided. It appears
110t to more recent than the Gencssee slate, and we shoulcl expect to find
some representation of the Portag-e and Chemung groups above it. Thus
for, however, it is only in the lithological character of some of the shaly
.-andstones above this black slate, that vi·e see any resemblance to these

a

Yu

gronp .
Th : hales and the sanr1stoncs of the Catskill mountains, we know,
l1ave thrnnrcl out and disappeared before reaching the western part of New
. ork; and th,,sc have no representation at the west. Succeeding the black
::lat~, how vcr, there is a group of shales and ·anclstones ,,hich, from the
fo s11 , thc.·y contain, arc regarded as belono-ino· to the carboniferous period.
This group j ~ucceecled by the great ]im~st~ne deposit, which i usua1ly
termecl the ccuboniferous.
either of these has as yet been satisfactorily
recognized at the east.
' hus fur, up to th pres nt time, hayjn(J' traced the actual continuation
of th sev ral roe · and groups to the ,rcsh ·ard, and 1,erceiYinrr the difficul y whic 1 ·ists in. de"e::rmining in detail the arallelism of the different
m mbers of th palreozoic rie , e,; !Il , ·tier'! no ocean or mountain barrier
exist , we shall be pr par
to app1cciate t c obstacle in the ,my of arriving at an c:·ac.;t parall [:,m of our eries and tho c of Europe, separated

·
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as they are by an intervening spaee of 3000 miles of ocean. In making
any such comparis~n, it is highly _important for us /o P?ssess _a knowledge
of the cha~ges which take _place m the natl.tr? of n~pos1~s _which ~re absolutely contmuous, and strictly synchronous m their ongm, havmg been
deposited in the same ocean during the same period of time. vVe have ~n
opportunity of comparinO' these in a country \vhere there have been no d1§turbances to produce faults, dislocations, foldings or metamorphism o~·the
beds, and where the general elevation varies but a few hundred feet. Here
there can be no mistake in the obse v tJons, and the conclusions drawn from
them must be allowed to have
t ,veight. We perceiye that entire
groups of strata are unrepresente at the VVest, since the species in the
upper Helde!berg limestones,
ere they rest upon the Niagara group at
the \Vest, are identical with those of the same rocks in New York, ·whefe
they overlie the Oriskany sandstone.
The very interesting species marking the period of the Hamilton group
are entirely wanting in the western and south-western States, and we have
very few representatives of those of the Portage and Chemung groups, and
none at all of the Catskill mountain shales and sandstones.
·
Such being the state of things at the West, it is easy to point out the line
of demarcation between three or four groups, but this kind of grouping will
not help us elsewhere. One of these groups which physically is a natural
one in some parts of the. country, contaius fossils of three distinct periods,
Yiz : the Niagara, the lower and .the upper Held~rberg. Were these animals living contemporaneously, or did they succeed each other in the order
of time, as elsewhere shown? An<l, if they thus succeeded each other,
did the same interval elapse in those localities where they form one apparent group, as in those places- where each one is represented by a distind
geological formation and a fauna peculiar to itself? These are questions to
be answered only after mature investigation; they arise with others when
we take into consideration our palreozoic series, in its entire geographical
extent, and consider the varied phases which it displays over the space
stretching from the Atlantic to the Mi.ssissippi, and from Alabama on the
south to Lake Superior on the north.
PARALLELISM OF THE PAL..lEOZOIC SERIES OF TWROPE AND AMERICA.

The series of deposits which we have to consider lies between two well
marked limits ; namely, the base of the palreozoic beds on one side and
the period of the coal on the other. These two points are of equal importance as geological horizons. On the continent of Europe and in the Unied States, there is little difference of opinion in regard to the point of the
commencement of organic life. In England the question is not so well determined, and it is here that we need further information before we can make
sati factory comparisons. M. de Vernueil has remarkcd:r.' that one of the
• I should not proceed fartber without making due acknowledgment for the very lucid and
hilo or,hical memoir of de VcrneuH upon the "Parnllelism of the Palreozoic formations of
America with those of Europe." (Bulletin rle la Soc. Geo. de France, Ser. II. T. IV.
nslated and published iu Sill. Am. Jour., Series II. No. H,) which has done more than
~ 11 cl e to elucidate this subject. 'l'he paper hy ~Ir. Sharpe on the "Palreozoic rocks of
..r~ orth America," (Quar. Jour. Geo]. Soc. London, Aug., 1848) is filled with valuable criti1 matter antl aff'ords useful hints upon the subject. ::\I. Elie de Beaumont, in his "Note sur
·y temes de .Montagnes les plus nnciens de l'Europe," published in 1847, has also intro~
cc 1 the subject of paralldism in connexion with his views of mountain systems and theil
ocbs of elevation. Beyond these, we have.: our own papers on this subject, which were tlle
of observations made seyeral years since.
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principal difficulties, in the comparison between American and European
systems is, that, in America, the series is more complete than in Europe.
It cannot then be expected that we should find representatives for all our
groups, but only for the most persistent of them . The very completeness
of the palreozoic series in this country presents another difficulty, since it
destroys those sharp lines of demarcation, and those wide and positive distinctio'ns which arc very conspicuous where many of the beds or groups
composing the series are ·w anting. If there be any ch,rnges in the characacter of the animals marking succes ·
stages, then every later group is
marked in some degree by these cha
; thus, the absence of any one or
more of the intermediate groups leaves th e on both sides in stronger contrast with each other.
.
All the attempts to show that the parallelism of American and European
paheozoic deposits have been with a view to find a correspondence with the
European standard, where the series is confessedly incomplete, and where it
has suffered, d1.1-ring its deposition er subsequent to it, many djsturbances.
In spea.~im:•· in this manner, ·we do not mean to detract from the great merit
oi this sta-=:idar<l of classification, the result of labors of which we, who
study the various groups almost undistu-rbed, can have but little idea; we
mean only to claim for the most complete series, that one where physical
and zoological characters are best deYeloped, the preeminence which is due
to it as the most perfect exponent of nature herself. It has been said that
our groups are of very .unequal importance; but to this it may be remarked
that it was not always possiule to say what were and what were not important groups. For example, the Niagara limestone, in its eastern extension,
is only a few feet in thickness, and might well be united with the lower Held rber~ series, which are separated from it by less than twenty feet; and.
these two groups were so united up to the year 1838 : but, following
out th se ·deposits in a westerly direction, the Niagara group expands to
an important one, a11d the thin mass separating it from the lower Helderberg attains a thickness of a thousand feet. What are apparently unimportant beds, in one place, may become very i1nporlant in another. It is,
in<leed, true that this attention to minor groups does ' ~liminish the value
of the lines of division between the so-called systems; thus, throughout
ew York, the line of separation Letwecn the Niagara and the lower Held rberg limest ne is a strongly marked as that between upper and lower
~'ilurian, or that between the lower and upper Helderberg, which is now
rNarde<l as the Jinc betv,een the Silurian and Devonian. In this instance,
'-e ha e no hesitation in S< ying, that the line of separation betwe n two of
the uhordinatc o-roup of a ystcm is as well marked as that behrnen the
1' o di i ions of' that system into upper and lower, or between that ystem
an the sucreeding one. If it he argue<l that, in the South-west, these t :rn
gro •l · of tl c lo,ver Silurian system coalesnc into one phJsical group, so also
d · t ,c upper Jlel<lerberg (DcYoninn) coalesce equally with the other
t rn 11 e whole for 'ng but a single vhysiral group . The Orj kany sandtone is oft , 1 S"" than fi vc feet in thick1 es·, a1 d yet it separates the low r
~mcl upper 1 lderbcrg hn tone· as cffoctuaJly at those points, as where it
1 a 1housan i fo t tl 1cl-. ' he . . forcellus , hale, a snhordinatc member of
the amilto group, i ot more than o c hunclr cl f; t thick, and still it
contain a group of fos. il p ·if cally unli -e aII tho. c in the su~ceeding
rocl . , . It i certain} • , ·01 y of eparation c1 a disiinct member of the
Jeries, an<l its iI po ·tance i li ·ely to increa c rather J ,m to dim'ni h. Tl e
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black slate of , the western and south-western States, which immediately
succeeds the corniferous limestone, has no greater thickness than the Marcellus shale, and yet its importance is there fully acknowledged. It occupies the interval between the corniferous limestone and the carboniferous
sandstone, which, in New York, is filled by three distinct groups having a
total thickness of little less than five thousand feet.
A review of all the facts, and the conditions under which we find the
successive groups developed, brings us back to our original conclusion, that,
where the series is most complete, there will be recognized no lines of systems; and that the whole series, from the commencement of organic existence to the period of the coal, is one system, composed of a series of deposits succeeding each other without those marked changes or intervals
,vhich have usually been considered to exist.
LO\vER SILURIAN GROUPS,

'
The Potsdam sandstone·, with its associated conglomerates
and shales,
which exist in some parts of the United States, lies at the base of the fos- _
siliferous series. It has now been traced from Canada, west to the
Mississippi-river, and south-west to Alabama. This rock is represented in
Russia by the beds containing Obolus and Lingula; and in Scandinavia by
sandstones, which rest unconformably on the gneissoid and schistose rocks,
composing the azoic system. M. de V erneuil remarks : "These are, in the
·h,o continents, the most ancient fossiliferous rocks ; and, when we reflect
up~n their antiquity, we are astonished to find a genus of shells in them
w~1ch still appears in the existing creation, proving that the conditions of
~x1stence were not very different tlien from what they are at present." It
1s not yet certain that any beds exactly equivalent to this sandstone have
been [ound in Great Britain, though it is not impossible that some of the
beds m North Wales may be so. In the same connection we may include
!he calciferous sandstone, which does not appear to be recognized anywhere
t m Europe with the same distinctness as in America.
, The Chazy, Birds-eye, and Black-river limestones, which, in New York,
form_a gr?up distinct from the Trenton limestone, are not yery clearly re<:ogmzed m Europe. It is probable that some part of the Orthoceratite
hmes~one of Sweden is the equivalent of the Black-river mass; but we. have
no endence, from fossils or otherwise, that there are any representatives of
~he two lower rocks. I have shown that, cf the eighty-three species found
1n these lower limestones, four pass upwards into succeeding beds, two are
doubtfu_l, and seventy-seveB. are restricted to the group. Of this number
of species, the Lituites convolvans is the only one which I can co:1sider as
an European species; the Illcenits of the Chazy, which I regarded with
rl oubt a~ I. crassicJ,uda, being a very distinct species. ,x, For these reasons
I <?~nsider the Jimestones in question s h:iving no representation among
British strata; and, j.f at all represented en the continent, it can be only in
a. very partial manner.
The Trenton limestone, the Utica shite, and the Hudson-river group are
repr sented in northern Europe by the Orfooc..:e1 atite fancstouc of S·wedcn
ancl Russia, and by the shales with Graptolih.!,, v,hich succeed to that limeone. In Great :Britain, the Llandeilo flags a:nd C: radoc sa.nd tone are
Col1ww,iria dv,;;/u,1~ oi' GelJfl!s:.i is an ,t,m~ricrn• fos:,il.
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Jlearly the equivaJent of these groups. It is here that we first fincl a number of species identical with European ones, and which enable us to institute a comparison. It will be found, however, that the species in the
Hudson-river group correspond most nearly with the European forms, and
that it may be doubtful if the base of the -Trenton limestone has been
reached in Great Britain. I am quite aware of the opinion expressed by
Mr. Sharpe, who speaks of the fossils of the
TRENTON LIMESTONE,
SLATE,

UTrcA

HUDSON-RIVER GROUP,

;

Blue limestone of Ohio.
.

as being, many of .them, common to Europe, where they characterize the
middle part of the lower Silurian system; it must be recollected, however,
that Mr. Sharpe inclL1des in the lower Silurian series, the
GREY SANDSTONE,
ONEIDA CONGLOMERATE,
MEDINA SANDSTONE,
CLINTON GROUP.

The three laUcr we cannot include within the lower Silu~ian, for reasons
elsewhere given; but especially because, by thus doing, the line between
the upper and lower Silurian would be drawn in the midst of species and
types continwng upwards into the upper Silurian. We mu:::t also recollect
that the larger part. of M;. Lyell's collection was made in western localities, and that he c...ould not have had a fair representation of the species of
the Trenton limestone, as we know them in New York.
I have now satisfied myself, from actual examination over many hundr ~tl miles, that the blue limestone, as it appears at Cincinnati, is only the
Iludw:m-river group; and that the Trenton and other limestones, or their
cquivale!1ts, lie below it. This opinion was published by me in 1841, and
thou~h I was, at one time, disposed to modify it from the observations and
published accounts of others, later examinations have confirmed me in my
posi1ion. The argument of Mr. Sharpe, therefore, when we Jook at the
facts, is strongly in favor of the vi w we have expressed; for, taking away
the three groups, as we are compelled to do, we show that the fossils he
was , amining were from the upper part f our fo\ver Silurian series, and
not from the middle. These corr ~ poncl very well ,vith the Caradoc sandstone, which, in its zoological char'ctcr, is clearly the equivalent of our
Hud:on-rivcr g oup.*:,
'
. Ir~· udyino- the fossils from the Trc ton limestone, Utica slate and Hudsonc1v r woup, (regarding the latter H" composed of the FranHort sl~te, the
I ula ki hale: and sandstones, and 1he gre. · ~andstone,) I found, restricted to
th
renton lnneston,, one h nclrcrl and eighly-cight spc ies; and, beyonu
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t?is number, twenty species common to the Trenton limes~one and Hudsonnv_er group, and two species common to ~he Trent~n hmes!one and the
Utica slate. In the latter rock, I found eight specie restricted to t.hat
rock, and three others occurring in both ~his rock ~~d the ~udson-river
group. In the btter group, fifty-four species are resL1·1c.ted to 1t, and there
are twenty \.vhich are common to it and the Trenton limestone, and three
common to it and the Utica slate.
The l~st, given by Mr. Sharpe, of the European species found in these
groups, 1s. as follows :

1
-

Spirifer biforatus.
Terebratula bidentata.
- - rctic:ularis?
Strophomena grandis.
Bellerophon bilobatus.
Porcellia ornata.

Leptrena alternata.
- - depressa.
--imbrex.
- - sericea.
Orthis pal'Va.
- - testudinaria.

Of these species every one, which is included in our list, is common to the
T:enton and Hudson-rive!\ group, or restricted to the latter, as is the case
with Terebratula bidentata'K- and Porcellia ornata.t This does not reach
the case ; and u:i;i.less we have evidence that some small portion of this one
~undred and eighty-eight species, restricted to the Trenton limestone, are
1dentical with British species, we shall not feel disposed to admit that this
period is there represented. It is probable, ho,vever, that the Llandeilo
flags, and some associated limestones, may be the equivalent of this rock in
th_e British isles. When we recollect that, according to Professor Sedgwick, all the bands of limestone in England, below the carboniferous series,
are purely local phenomena, whic4 appear only at intervals, we shall not
be surprised to find that our lower Silurian limestones are not there--represe~ted by strata of the same lithological character.
In comparing our fossils with those of Ireland, we find several species
identical and others closely resembling those of the Trenton limestone.
Among them may be named, Jsotelus g1:gas ( which rarely occurs in the
Hudson-river group), Jlla;nus crassicauda, Phacops callicephalu,s, ( allied
to P. Dalmani), and Lichas trentonensis (allied to Lichas (Nuttainia) h£bernica).
_
We recognize in the fossils of thjs period some which are identical with
those from Sweden and northern Europe. M. de Verneuil has indicated the
following:
Calymene Blumeuhacbii, (-rnr. scnariu.)
Trinucleus caractaci.
C. Eiscberi.
' Orthoccras communis, or duplex.
C. punctata.
Lituites convolvans.
Illrenus crassicauda.
BaJlcrophon uilobatus.
Lichas laciuiata.
Spirifer lyux.
Cerauru · pleur~x:i.nt.hcmus.
Orthis testudin:iria,
Phacops Dalmani.
- - V crncuili.
(

-

• Atryp,.,, dr.ntot , Tl. 11. I': 1. N. :., Yol. J. p. :3:1, Fig. 11, not T. h£dentata, Ilist. Leth.
Suec. I hav ~inccrl> 'NH 1P- s tisf'c l th:it this is a IIuc son-river sptcios.
Oyrtoli.tes or11r,t1tf, Conrad.
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These may be regardd as characteristic of the lower Silurian age in
Europe and America. When ·we compare the formations giver. by Hisinger, and the lists qf fossils under each, we can have no doubt but that we
have represented in the "strata schisti argillacei" and the "strata schisti
alumnaris," our Hudson-river group an,q Utica slate ; and that the "strata
calcarea antiquiora," with their numerous Trilobites and Orthoceratites,
Orthis, &c., some of which are identical with our species, and many closely
related in form, are equivalent to our Trenton limestone, with a meagre
representation of the beds below'.
If the Orthoceratite limestone of Sweden extended into Great Britain, it
seems scarcely possible that it should not have been recognized, since it
contains an abundance of that remarkable form, the Endoceras, but a single
Gne of which, Orthoceras bisiphonatum, is figured in Murchison's "Silurian
System," and this one is from the Caradoc sandstone. The fossils from the
Llandeilo flags are, to so great an extent, idE,ntical with species fr?m the
Caradoc, that we cannot suppose these beds to extend below the horizon of
the upper part 4>f the Trenton limestone; or, in the absence of the calcareous
elemel'1t, they may possibly hold the place of this limestone ; but of this
we have no positive evidence, for thg wa:qt of materials for comparison.
In America, the Hudson-river group terminaies the deposits of the lower ,
Silurian period. The commencement of the succeeding period is marked by
som great disturbance, which, though not visible in its effects upon the preceding beds, is indicated by the production of a coarse sandstone and conglomerate, spread widely over the deposits of a more quiet period. This
reason alone might not be sufficient to induce us to draw the line of demarcation at this point; but, in the fossiliferous beds succeeding this rock, we
find ourselves in the midst of a fauna which is entirely new, or at least
where precx~sting forms are so rare and obscure that they are scarcely
appreciable in o 1r consideration of the whole . This entire change in the
fauna is equally characteristic over large areas of country, where the ..;andstonc before alluded to has not extended. The epoch of this conglomerate,
however, was followed .by alternate periods of disturbance and repose; for
we find, in the Medina sandstone, a vast accumulation of argillaceous matt r mingled with the arenaceous deposits; an<l, the Clinton group, whose
organic remains become numerous, consists of shales, sandstones and conglomerates. At the commencement of this period, therefore, as at the
beginning of the palceozoic epoch, we have t~e evidences of those disturban ns "I; foch have charged the ocean with coarse materials, transported by
violent current , and spread widely over the bed of a previously quiet sea.
The change in the fauna is equally conspicuous where the sandstone or
conglomerate, which ushers in this period, does not exist, that is to say,
at tf1e ....est and North-west.'K< We hayc already shown this in tracing the
format10n · fr01 Drummoncl'"' isla cl to the Mississi pi river. If any further
fact.· or arrrumcnts were needed to sustain this view, we have them in the
fo s11 ' already described from the Clinton oToup of New York, which
"mount.to more than one hundred species; an~l we have not yet recogni~cd
five, r}uch are known in the lo·1v r Silurian rocks of America .
• I• de Vernm:il says, that ne~r Galcn.1, the line of separation is not so distinctly marked,
and th m gnc•. ian limestone contn·n , at it l, <-', the fossils of the low:er ilurian period.
W c r · ,, r<l thi a. alre, y suflicicntly c:xpbincd in what we hasc sail of this lead-bearing
or C' Jena limeston , , hi ·h ha' 11 rcto i)rc be n united with the clifi~ or upper magneian lime ton , but , hich is cle ·ide(liy cp:iratcd from that, and i •a lower Silurian limestone~
~hich u ·ciently accounts for its contai iug lower Silurian fossil.,,
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In the upper llivision of the Silurian system, we inclu_d e the ro_cks f~om
the Oneida conglomerate to the l?wer Helde~·berg hm_estone m?lus1vc.
Of these groups, the Clinton antl Niagara have a very wide_ ext~ns10n, _as
we have already shown, in a westerly ai:d south-wester~y d1~·ect1011, w~1le
the lower H~lderber_g limestones e 'tend m a sout?e!ly chrectio~,. followmg
the palreozo1c deposits, and can be more or less d1stmctly recognized from
New York to Alabama.
.
The Clinton· group, with its beds of Penta1neru,s oblon~us, represents
what in England is regarded as the upper part of the Caradoc sandstone ; ,:;.
but we find. it, not only above this well-marked horizon, which we ha-re
already indicated, but associated with numerous species of fossils, some of
which are known as upper Silurian forms in Europe, and others pas into
forms characteristic of the Niagara group in this country.
The Niagara group, with its shale and limestone, would seem, at first
view, to be the exact equivalent of the shale an<1 limestone of W enlock
and Dudley in England, and o Gothlancl in S,veden, so 1mmerous are the
identical species in these groups ; but, on examination, we find that
there are numero·us species included in these rocks in Europe, which
occur only in the lower Hehlerberg limestones, and which are separated
from the Niagara by the enormous deposit of the Onondaga salt gro(1p .
It is clear, therefore, that in the VVenlock formation of England, and it~
representatives in northern Europe, are included parts, at least, of two distinct group in the order of time,-distinct both in their physical and
zoological features ; and we cannot jnstitute a proper comparison between
the rocks of our own country and those of Europe, while we re~ard that
as one group. The condition, both in England and on the continent, is
doubtless similar to what we find in Tennessee and Virginia, where, from
the absence of the intermediate groups, not only the Niagara and lower
Helderberg are united together, but even the upper Helderberg limestones
are superadded.
,
lVI. de Verneuil regards the five inferior beds of the Helder berg as equi . _. a!ent to the Ludlow formation of E gland, and, at the same time r ccogmzes many Wenlock species among them. Mr. Sharpe remarks that "a
large proportion of their shells correspond with those of our \.Vcnlock formation, and there can be no doubt that they must be classerl with that de•posit." We certainly admit the propriety ofrecognizing these divisions-'
the Niagara on one side and the lower Helderbcrg on the other-as equivalent to the ·wenlock formation. Mr. Sharpe remarks, however, that, with
these shells of the lover Hel<lerbcrg, he finds some which have been rcg'.mleu as Devonian, and mentions Orthis resupinata and a Productus,
which we can only suppose to have found their way into this collection bv
accident.t We are not prepared to say what relation these five member;,
• It appears to me highly probable thfl-t the hrecci.1 and conglomerate of the upper part
of the Caradoc may represent our Onond::i.g:1 conglomerate, and there, as here, occupy a
lower position tban the Pentamorus beds.
•
t It iH true that th:ire is, in the upper Pentamcrus limestone of the lo,ver IIelclerberg, an
Ortltis resembling 0 . resupinata, arnl another in the Delthyris sbaly limestone, which bear
som-.: resemblance to that spc ics; both, however, arc quite distinct. I have, in my own
collection, three diffor mt species from Enghtnd ancl the continent, all under the 1iarnc of
0. rewp£,wtu, but entirely dii,tinct from c.tch other; and l\Ir. Sharpe will, I am sure, recogni:rn tli..im as 1listinct, \\ h<:nevcr J1e ti 1all direct hi· attention to them . I liaYc seen l'ro, 'Mtas
bdow the upper Hcldcrberg lim 1~1jto11e, whern -'C know that it occurs.
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forming the lower Helde.rberg group, bear to the Ludlow rocks ; but we
know that few of the fossils are similar to those of that division, while
many are identical with those of W enlock and Dudley . vVe have yet seen
no reason to change our opinion as to the similarity of the fo~sils of the
upper Helderberg and Hamilton groups, with those of the Ludlow division, though there are some very important and characteristic ones known
only in the lower position. ·
·
Among the species of the Niagara group, which are apparently identical
with those of vVenlock and its equivalent on the continent, we may mention the following :
Catenipora escharoides.
Ifoliolites pyriformis, and allied
species (Porites of Lonsdale) .
Stromatopora concentrica.
Limaria frut.icosa.
- - - clathrata ?
Numerous bryozooid corals,
identical with Duclley species.
Ichthyocrinus 'lrevis.
E ucalyptocrinus dccorus, ~nd
Cystidc~ of closely allied forms.
Orthis elega:nt.ula.
- - hybritla.
Lcptrena depressa.
- - transversalis.
- - - subpln.na 1-Orthis pcctcn 1
Spirifor bilobus.
- - --· sulcatus.
- - crispus.
- radia.tus (S. cyrtrena, Dal.)

Atrypa reticularis .
- - - imbricafa; or a closely allied species .
- - - bidenfata.
- - - interplicata.
- - - cuneata.
- - brevirostris ?
_ _ _: plicatella ?
- - - aprina.
Orthoceras imbricatnm.
- - - virgatum.
- - - undulatmn.
Conularia niagarensis . (Compare with C. quadrisnlcf!,ta in l\furcl..iison's Sil. Syst.)
Cyhole punctata.
Ceraurus insignis.
Bumastis barricnsis.
Phacops lingulurus.
Oalym~nc Blumenb,lchii .
Homalonotus clclphinocepbalus.
Proctus Stokesii, ancl species of Onchus.

,,
This list might be considerably extended, if we ·were to add species so
closely similar to European forms, that there may still be some question as
to their identity .*
Remembering that, aboYe this group, ,:rn baYe the Onondaga salt'; ·oup, which, in its greatE•st clc--reloprnen1, is one thousand feel thick, we
turn t.o_ the next succeeding, or lower H ldcrbcrg group. In, this group ·we
1 ·cogmze: ·
Orthi. pi,,nm, a species closely allied to O. l1y- Atrn1a 1.umido..?
bri ,,.
- - - WiLoni ?
, qlCCi< alliccJ tc, 0. hvbrida.
\ p ... ci allied to O. cl- grmtula..

to S. 1-ilohus.

.. liicd to TL tld11 ino-

• In this li t I lrn.vc in 1ur1,.

.....,..,

..

.';' ,, _., ...

~-

-· -~
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The number cf species identical with European forms will doubtless be
much increased, when a critical comparison shall have been made of all the
specimens we now possess _from this g~oup; an~l, even at ~h~ present ti~ne,
the list of allied species might be considerably rnc:eased, 1f 1_t were ~es1rable to do so. Among those enumerated., not one 1s known m the Niagara
group, and among them are Plzacops !lausmanni and Pentamerus galea~u!,
which a ·e well-known European species of the age of the W enlock d1v1sion. Among the corals are numerous forms closely ~-:,:1:cd to the Niagara
species ; but they have not yet been fully compared wit? those of Europe.
To show stiJl farther that these are distinct zoological groups, I may
mention, that three hundred an<l twenty species have been described from
the Clinton and Nia(J'ara
Q"roups ; and among more than two hundred known
0
species of the lower Held~rberg, I have not recognizerl a single one identical with those of the Niagara group. Again, the Niagara and Clinton
groups extend from N evY York far to the westward, everywhere recognized
by t--heir physical and zoological characters; while to the north of the Ohio,
we do net recognize the lower Helderberg limestones, beyond the central
part of New York. These two groups) from the thinning of the Onondaga
salt gro11p, approach within a few feet of each other along the base of the
Helderberg, but, neverthe]ess, continue far to tbe south-west, separated by
a remna11t of the Onondaga salt group, till at last this disappears, or is no
longer recognized.
In the comparison, therefore, with European groups of upper 'Silurian
age, we find that our Clinton group is merged, by European writers, in the
lower Silurian period ; the Medina sandstone, on the other hand, appears
not to be recognized; or, if existing in any form, is classed with the precedi~g. The Onondaga salt group is not represented in Europe, and the
- rngara group and lower Helderberg limestones, which exist there only
partially d~veloped, are mcr6 ed in one, ·while, in the United States, they
mark two important epochs in the upper Silurian period. That this is the
true state of the case we feel the more confident, inasmuch as it is analogous to what we find to be true in this country.
GROUPS ADOYE THE LOWER HELDERBERG,

Turning our attention to a comparison of the divisions succeeding the
low. r f!eldc1 ~erg, ·we first meet with ~he Ori~kany sandstone and C~udagalh grit. 'I he former has no great th1drness m N e:w York, but acquires a
gr~atcr de, ~lopmcnt in Pennsy Ivania and Virgir.ia. It has, however, entirely
thmned out 111 western Tenne~~cc nnd is nowhere met with in the States
west ?f the Appalachian chai:1. This rock, however, is geologically ot ,
g!·e~t. 1m1 ortance; for, along 0.1c Allantic slope it f rms a very prominent
drndrng li.ne between limestone s~rics which, in their physical aspect, are
ery similar 1o cac\ chl1'"'r. fa its o,:ganic contents it contrasts strongly
:vith the roch;; whic½. have p:cceded it. Although in many places super~
impo:--~d di1 cctly upo. t!1c., 1tr,pri· Pcn1 amerus limestone, yet, the moment we
enter 1t, ';e disr:o er that v;e b,.ve left all those forms which were characteristic oft 1e strata. bel<nv. In its prominent and abundant fossils it has
almost as little connection vith the succeedjn 6 fossiliferous rocks as with
tl10.~e belo,;.
The pro11u?tion of this. ror ~ uncloubtedly marks a period of physical dis!urhance, Yhtc11 1 <.·sdtecl m ~he fon1b tion .ind cfo.tribntion of this detrital
0
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matter. It appears to have been only in, remote parts; or in those points
distant from the source of this deposit, that organic beings flourished in any
considcrabJe numbers. The succeeding deposit, which is a detritus of gritty
mai;erial, both argillaceous and arenaceous in its character, is very limit•
P.cl in its extent, and contains scarcely a vestige of organic life, while the
fossils of the preceding division are entirely cut off by it.
From aJl that ,ve have been able to learn, these two rocks are not rep•
resented in Europe, or at least they have not been recognized as .of any
geological import3:nce . The Oriskany sandstone, however, marks an important horizon, since we now regard it as commencing the Devonian period.
In Europe, and more particularly in Great Britain, the limits between Silurian and Devonian have not been clearly traced; since we observe many
disputed ispecies, and others which are said to pass from one system into the
other. A farther comparison of specimens shows us, that, though specifically distinct, many of the Oriskany sandstonehspecies possess peculiarities not notil'cd in those of lower groups, but w ich are characteristic in
the higher ones.
.
DEVONIAN SYSTEM , '

w· th this preliminary notice, we enter upon the consideration of the
od·s wliich are regarded as forming the equivalent of the Devonian sys·tn i 11 Europe, excludinp.· the two just mentioned, which are not recognized
1 rr cit her by their physical or zoological characters.
These are the
~ 1ioharie grit ; the Onondaga and Corniferous limestones, ,Yhich are intiirmtely connected by their fossils; the Marcellus shale; the Hamilton, Porta~e and Chemung gwups, together with the· sandstones of the Catskill
mountains. We have already shown how far these caIY be recognized at
the West and South-west, and it rern::i1ns to consider how far they are rep•
re:ented in l:urope by the groups ]-own as Devonian,
It has been a difficult point to fi ' the low:er limit of the Dernnian system
in the United States. \Ve ·were ,1 blc to recognize the extension of the
series equivalent to the \Venlock formation, as high as, and including, the
lowc' 1• Helderhcrg limestones, of which we have been speaking; but we were
unable to find b 'tL' co1T"~ ,-onding to the Ludlow rqcks, unless by including
!ho ·e group: ,\.hich were much higher up in the sel'ies; in fact, by taking
1:1to the clas. ification the Hamilton group. The large number of forms
it 1!red in l Iurchison's "Silurian , ystem" from the Ludlow ueds, and
Yl11ch can no'.vh •1·e be recogniv.ed, c:ven in their analogues, below the Orisbrny sand tone, convinced us of the impropriety of inC!.luding the upper
Iclderber r alld Hamilton groups in thi · pprt of the Silurian series; nor
have "~ .'" ·een su icient reason to change this opinion . If the Devonian
"Y ·t !11 1 o ·tt>nd d cis to inC"lude nll 1he grol~ps aJludc<l to, then it must
al.·o mclucl om, of U1ose bee!· licretofor, referred to the Ludlow rocks.
Ve 1 1inl· hnt tl1' , r r 1m •11t has some fore , from tl e fact that in the count r · wh 1 ~• hi , • tern wu. first prorn11h{atcd, no ll'ss than twenty species
, r~ d( crib d fi bm th eeks o IJ ,, om.hire vhich had been previously <les·nl1 ,<) l, · for h. on i 1 his " 'ilurian, 'y. tern," and nearly all of them from
th., Lu Ile_,· bt·d · · givi Jrr mo • tLan h\~ nt. -fi re p<'r rcn't. of c11l th Ludlo v sp c1e ·, <' c I i P of fi h , hiclt are not included in the en 1 eration .
"'hi· 1 ' 1 • , 1 1 o,
) n p r c nt. of all the Dev•o111a11 fosjl
d er ibc:( 1 b Phi lip. .
ithout f, , r of ontradiction, ihat there is
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no such mingling of species, no such passage ~ro~ ~ne group to another on
the American continent, even among the most ms1gmficant or the New York
subdivisions. More than this, it seems unphilosophical to separ1:1-te rocks
into different systems, when so great a similarity of organic life is shown.
It may seem presumptuous, for one ~ot havin~ _been on th_e ground,. to ,offer
remarks thus opposed to the conclus10ns of emrnent English geologists, but
before the appearance of the "Pakeozoic fossils of J?evonshire,~' we_ had in
this country, as we supposed, been able to recogmze somethmg like the
equivalent of the Ludlow series, and the species present themselves to us
still in the same fo,ht.
If the I relation of the Ludlow rocks• to the Devoo
•
nian "ystem is clearly made out, and they are shown to constitute an mtermediate group, then we must of course admit that there is an important
hiatus in our series ; but until this is done, we are willing to believe that it
is more perfect than that of other parts of the world.
Before proceeding farther, we will devote a few lines to fossils of the
Ludlo;w beds, as figured in the plates of Murchison's '· Silurian System."
Lititites Biddnlpltii (Sil. Syst. p. 211, Fig. 8).-We have in the Scho
haric grit fragments of a fossil scarcely qistinguishable, in any respect, frorr
the one figured; covered, moreover, with the minute- Spirorbis tenuis, as
. in the Ludlow specimens. In the same association is another species quite
similar to Lituite-s artiwlat-us, and numerous others of this peculiar type of
fossils, which we know in no other rock. Fragments of other chambered
shells, referred to Phragmoceras, are also found in the Schoharie grit. In
the same rock we have the CalJrmene platys of Green, which is undistinguishable from C. Blumenbachii, var. major•of Murchjson. It is only in.
a higher position, principally in the Hamilton group, that we :find Loxonema nexilis, and forms like J',[odiola semisulcata, Cypricardia solenoides,
Card£ola flbrosa, Cypricard£a amygdaUna, C. itndata, (,;v,1ich is of the
type of many of our Hamilton forms, and clearly belongs to the same genus, Grammysia), aml C. c:ymbcefonnis (a deeided Hamilton form).
Among the Orthoceratites we find such forms as 0. ibex and 0. articulatum, and I might go on to increase the Jist, were it necessary. There is
not, in tho whole series of illustnitions, any which strike us more forcibly
than those just cited, since they are, if not positively identical, at least
closely a1licd species.
·
Prof. Phillips's list of the Devonian fossils includes the following species,
described by Murchison as characteristic of the Ludlow or upper Silurian
series:
'.rurbinolopsis bina.
- - elong:ita.
Cyathophyllum turbinatum.
Favositcs polymorpha.
- - gothlandica.
- - Mpongitcs.
--:fibrosa.

Stromnfopora conccntrica.
. Pullnstra l complanata.
Cypricardia (~focliola) scmisulcata.

Cypricardia impressa ?
N~cula (Cncullrea) ovata.
Orthis scmicircularis.
• - - comprcssa.
Loxonema sinuosa.
Dellcrophon trilobatus.
Orthoceras ludensc.
- - imbricatum •
--ibex,
Brontcs signntus.

It is certainly not a little remarkable that so many-Silurian fossils should
pass upwards into the Devonian system, a case "ite ·unexampled with us
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e-ren <1m0ng grm1ps of the same system, and what we cannot conceive of as
occurring in different ones.
, Vie will next turn to the Amerjcan species identified with Devonian, forms
in Europe. Mr. Sharpe, in his paper, cites the following species from the
Driska~y sandstone, Cauda-galli grit and Schoharie grit, as identical with
European form1-:, viz :
·
Spirifer arcnosus,
--Urii,
Terebratul,1 reticularis;

and from the Onondaga and Corniferous limestones,
Leptrena <lepressa,
Orthis resupiuata,
Tercbratu1a rcticularis.

We have not had the good fortune, personally: to see Spirifer Urii m
so low a position. S . arenosus is a characteristic species· of the Oriskany
sandstone. Terebratula reticularir,· is a species which passes from the Clin-ton to the Chemung group, and is worthless, simply as a species, in identi-.
ying strata. Leptmna depressa passes from lower Silurian beds to the
corniferous limestone inclusive, an<l must stand in the same category with
the preceding. Orthis resupinata can be of no value' till its character or
geol?gical range is defined; and we are thus reduced to a single identical
~pec1es,
vVe would ask, whether all those.' remarkable forms from the Schoharie
grit, so much like those of the lower Ludlow, and mirncrous others of the
corniferous limestone, equally peculiar an<l characteristic,,are to pass unnoticed, as of no value in the determination of strata, while a few forms,
whose geological range is indefinite, arc ma<le to decide the' question of
parallelism ?
In the IVI.arcellus shale, Hamilton group, Tully limestone, and Genessee
slate, Mr. ~harpe identifies the following species as Ji:uropean:
Avicnla Boydii.
- - quadrul:t.
Athyris conccntrica.

Splrifcr Urii~
- - nrncronotns.
Productns fragarht?
- - scabric11lu\!?
l'crcl>ratula. rciicnlari~.
- - r..spera.
- - l>orc'l.1is.
--nuculn '?
Orthoccras :1rlicnl.1tnm 1

- - 1amc11osa.
Orthi Michelini.
- - c...:imia !
- - opercnlaris.
Strophomcna Sh:tTJh.:i.

In the hcmung

.

Avicula lloydii.

- - · , mnonicnsi !
Athyri conccntrii.:n.
Strophorncna 1 mb1:i.cu
Spirifor

rii.

11111?

i

t

group, the ~mne author recognizes

PS

Europc.111 species:

l'rodndm; plicaf1li. !
- - f r gnri:i?
rrcrcbratuh rcficalari ·.
- - :~per,.
--hotcnli.

cs not occu in tl1c Tl
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The whole number of species being twenty-one, of which eight are doubtfully identified, and one ( O..Michelini) not ide~tifie<l? and from the number remaining we may subtract Terebrafo,la rehcu:faris, for reasons bet:ore
given. With this evidence ~lone, we do not consider that the parallehsi:n
of the groups enumerated w1tl~ those of England can be 1:egar~ed as po~1tively established ; for we. bel!evP; t_h~t a comple!: collection of our foss1!s
from the lower members of this d1v1S1on would offer stronger proof of their
identity ,vith the Ludlow rocks. It is probable, however, that there are
other circumstances, of which we are ignorant, which led Mr. Sharpe to
this conclusion; for, upon similar grounas, we have a right to conclude that
the Ludlow and Devonian rocks of England are equivalent, since they contain fully an equal number of identical species. If such a group as the
Ludlow, divisible into upper and lower, separated by a limestone like the
Aymestry limestone, does ~ist as distinct from the Devonian system, it
presents a remarkable anomaly in the series, in containing so many species
which are identical with, and so many which are similar to, those of the
Ucrnnian system.
It should be observed that the species cited by Mr. Sharpe are, with one
exception, from the Hamilton and Chemung groups, and that at least seven
of the number are of those which pass from one group into the other. The
number, all together, is less than one-twentieth of the whole; and the other
nineteen-twentieths, which are the most characteristic of the group, are not
taken into consideration in the comparison.
The arguments of M. de Verneuil, in favor of placing all these groups in
parallelism with the Devonian of Europe, are. certainly very satisfactory,
a_fter we have once admitted the principles advanced in the outset; but, at
the same time, it appears that the question of the Ludlow serjes is left un~etermined. They have, in England, a g-roup of shales and flags with earthy
Ir1:1estone-a limestone of importance-and this again succeeded by soft,
~1_caceous, thin-bedded, greenish-grey sandstones, the whole having a
thickness of two thousand feet, which it seems difI:ic11lt to recognize, even
on the continent of Europe.
This author regards it as incontestible, that the red sandstone of the
Catskill mountains is upon• the same horizon as the old red sandstone of
Scotland and Wales ; that the Chemung, and Portage groups, the Genessee sl~te, the Tully limestone and Hamilton group represent the series of
the E1fel, antl of Devonshire; and that the Marcellus shales are equivalent
to those of ·wissenbach, in the Duchy of Nassau. The Onondaga · and
corniferous limestones, he places in the same horizon as the inferior part of
the Eifol and the Harz; while t e Oriskany sandstone is regarded . by him
~s equivalent to the fossiliferou-s schists upon the borders of the Rhine.
Following the views of this author, the presence of the genera .Productus,
Goniatites, .N'autilrus, Pentremites, and the Jarger ganoid fishes, like .11.sterolepis and Holoptychius, constitute characters ·whjch are unmistak,ably Devonian. VI e are not aware of the oppearance of Productus and P entremites, befor the period of the corniferous -limestone ; G9niatites and Nautilus follow in the Marcellus shales ; while the first fish, of the character
specified, is found in the Schoharie grit. Following this v,iew, we have,
from the corniferous limestone onward, the combin;tion of types required
i? charncterize the Dev-onian system; that is to say,-we have a single spec~es of Pentrem'ites and one of Productus, in the corniferous _-limestone;
1
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and two of the latter and two of the former in the Hamilton group,
where they are associated with Goniatites.
LeaYing, for the present, any criticism upon the zoological ,:alue of these
types, we vrnuld merely remark that the advent of Productus and Pentremites is what might have been anticipated, and is only another stage in the
dcvelopement of types existing in the Silurian period. Of .Nautilus and
Goniatites, ·we ha\·e, at present, less positiYe information; but it seems to
us that the peculiar Cephalopods, at the base of the upper Helderberg, are
a link in the series, ·which it is necessary to consider Lefore introducing the
Goniatites.
The rocks, from the Oriskany sandstone upwards, form three very natural physical groups, which, to a greater or less degree, are marked by their
pecufor fossils. These physical groups would giYe the Helderberg lime~toue as the lowest ; the Hamilton group, including the Marcellus and
Gencssee shales, for the second ; arnl the Uheruung, including the Portage
group as an enormous development of beds of passage·, for the third.
The American fos i1s, recognized by de V erneuil as identical with European specie~, are :
Iloloptychius nobilissimus.
Dendrodns, teeth of.
Asterolepis.
Phacops macrophthalurns.
Crypb.:cus callitcles.
Goniatitcs rctrorsus.
Bcllerophou striatus.
:M urcbisonia bilincata.
Chemnitzia ncxilis.
AvieulJ. Damnouicnsis.
Pt.:iriuca fascinlaia.
.lo<liola sqnamifera.
lnoccramus chcrnungcnsis.
Cardium loricatum.
Lucina proavia.
- - rugosa.
Gra.mmy:sin. hamiltoncnsis.
Sanguinolaria <lor ata.
Tcrcbratula cuuoi<les.

Tcrebratula rcticularis.
--aspera.
- - concentrica.
Spirifer mucronatus.
- - macropterus.
- - - cultrj,jugatus.
- - heteroclitus.
- - Verncuili.
Orthis striatnb.
- - umbonata.
- - crenistria,
Lcptrona dcpressa.
- - Dutertrii.
- - laticosta.
Chonetes nana.
Productus ubaculcatus.
Fa\ osites gothlandica.
J'orites inter tin eta.
Stromatopora concentrica.
Plcurodyctium proulcmaticum.
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The species of the Onondaga and comiforous limestones are :
Pbacops macrophthalmus.
Bellerophon striatus.
Chemnitziu .nexilis.
l\forchisonia bilineatus.
Lucina proayia.
- - r ugosa.
Tcrebratula reticularis.
- - aspera.

'fcrebratula concentrica.
Spirifer mucronatus.
- - culttijugatus.
- - hoteroclitos.
Leptrena J.epressa.
Catenipora escharoides.
Stromatopora oon.centrica.

From this list we exclude the two last entirely, since they are not known
in these beds ; and, if occurring, they would prove nothing, since they are
Silurian species. Terebratula reticularis and· Leptama depressa are also
Silurian species, and of little value for the purposes of identification. Pkacops macrophtlialmus is equally common in the Hamilton group; and Cliemnitzia nexilis, Terebratula aspera, T. concentrica and Spirifer mucronat-us, are comparatively very rare in these limestones, and only reach their
maximum in the Hamilton group . Therefore, we must still regard these
three calcareous deposits as but meagrely represented in the Devonian system on the other side of the Atlantic. In fact, we are unable to see, after
all, any greater similarity to the Devonian than they have to the Ludlow
series; and the number of species here eited from these two members of the
upper Helderberg, which pass upwards into the Hamilton group, is not so
0 reat as the number of Ludlow species which rise into the Devonian of England, according to the authorities here cited.We·perceive here;as in the lists cited from the memoir of Mr. Sharpe,
!hat there are comparatively very few Devonian species below the Hamilton group, and that these are by no mPans characteristic forms. Although
we admit the conclusions of M. de Verneuil in general, yet we are still unable to appreciate the evidence which. would place all these deposits in patallelism with the Devonian of.Europe.
In a westerly direction, the upper Helderberg group, composed chiefly
of the Onondaga and corniferous limestones, is continuous as far as the Missi_ssippi river. Of the sedimentary formations succeeding these, all have
disappeared save a black shale, which may be a representation of the
Genessee slate of New York, but which holds the place of the lVIarcellur.
shaleJ resting directly npon the corniferous limestone.
The green shales and yellow sandston~s of Ohio and Indiana, which sue
ceecl this black shale, haYe been recognized as carboniferous by their fossils;
though there is still some doubt whether the lower part may not represen.
the Chemung group of N cw Y'ork; at least their connection with the group~
b~low has _p.ot been fully shown. In these states, therefore, th·e equivalent
of the Devonian of Europe is to be found in these limestones and the black
shale immediately overlying them. This limestone is more uni.form in its
character than perhaps any other· of the groups, and it is everywhere
m .rked by numerOtlS charadcristic fossils. On the Mississippi river, we find
that the shales l'tn l s1.nclstones between this group and the great carbonif~ ·ous limestone have entirely thinned out, leaving the latter rock resting
dir~ctly upon the limestones of the upper Helderberg.
r .'he contrast bet ·ween the (livisions of this period, at the East an<l the
, ... , st, will be macle mo c inte1ligible by a fabular comparison.
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carboniferous system is subordinate- to the Devonian. vVc characterize
Devonian rocks by the presence of these· fossils; how shall ·we characterize th~ lo-wer members
the carboniferous, except by the same genera ?
If we decide that certain species, or certain peculiarities of species, imply
the existence of the carboniferous, ar ~. we not making it a subordinate system or group, since it is by these characters that we everywhere distinguish
our subordinate groups? If ,,-c would · tablish groups or systems on Z<)Ological characters, then vve are bound to maintain the principle with which
we set out. It appears to me that we have regarded certain systems as established, and their limits as fixed, more from habit than from any expressed principle; and that we consider a certain association of species even of
more importance than the a<lvent of new types.
I _have already shown t_!iat many of the Ludlow species of Murchison are
very similar to, and others identical ·pith, species :from our h1gher groups;
and this similarity might even be traced much farther . . It is true, moreover,
that, in the "Pa1IBozoic Fossils of Devonshire," a ~mmber of Ludlow fos~ils are cited, equal in number and importance to those cited from American rocks, to pmrn their identity with the DeYonian of England. In the
paper of M. de Verneuil, a lari:rer number of species, and some of them of
more important forms are cited ; but we still find the serious objection
which ·we have just mentioned.
·
·
This would be made more apparent if we ,vere to compare more fully
our species with European forms . We will take, for example, the Marcellus shale, in which we have a beautiful group of Cephalopoda. Among
them we have a species undistinguishable from the Discites planotergatus
o_f ~I'Coy, a_ carboniferous fossil. Associated ,vith tfos are forms very
sumlar to Discites castellatits, T emnocheilus coronatus, and Goniatites
sphceroidalis, with Orthoceratites &c., of the same author, and all from
the same member. Now, even admitting that they re only similar species,
and not positively identical, still it seems to us that this is too remarkable
a combination to admit of the rocks in which they occur being very widely
separated in point of time. Animals of this elass have not often lived
th:ough m'ore than a single growth, and; so faT as we know, in our palreozmc series, are very reliable guides.,:,
In the Hamilton group \Ve have a Pentremites of the form of P. floreales,
a carboniferous fossil. \Ve might mention a considerable number of AcephrJa, i.r.1 the same grou "', having clo ·e relations with carboniferous forins of
Europe. vVe have, in the Chemtmg group, nunwrou..; species of Pecten and
closely allied genera, which are scarcely rlistiuguishable from those of the
carboniferous period of Europe . The Holopiychius is rather u carboniferous than a Devonian type, though II. noMlissim,us belongs to the latter
system.t
·
In the black shale of Rockford, Indiana, a fow f et above the corniferou lirneston0, the Gonictfites rotrdorius and G. princeps have been found.
These are ·carboniferous ~Fccics of ~urop·P, antl indicate to ~s the same horizon in Amefr:a . \Vhat arguments shall ,Ye offer in explanation of these
------- - - - -

of

* Brachiopoda have been the mo.,;t enduring forms, and have oftan pam;ed through several geological <li,i ·ions. Ar.cphala aprcar to be n 'x:t iu the order of pen;istence; and after
them the 'astPropoll t, "hile the Crinoids ha Ye rarely lived beyond the group in which
they fir t ap1,car.
•
t I 1 'J!l1t here mention tl1c fact, that Pro/'. A~:l"._i7, informed me, a few· months since, he
ha.cl sc · , rrom the lirncitonc ol' Colnmbus, Obio, (eornifcrons limestone,) 1hc tooth of a
fi<,li, v.-liklt he had 11,~rctofor-: r~g:1rdcd as being a c,trboniforous genus.
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facts, but that, in the carboniferous system of Europe, have been included,
not only types and genera, but even species which began their existence at
about. the period of our :Marcellus shale ? ~ow shall we be able to bring
these deposits into parallelism, withqut bringjng clown the . limits of the
carboniferous to this horizon'!
We have already, a,s we think, given sufficient evidence in the number of
identical fossils, to show the equivalency of certain of our divisions, as far
as the lower Helderberg limestones, which we place in parallelism with
the W enlock shales. We cannot agree with M. <le V erneuil in placing
them in parallelism with the Ludlow, for we have scarcely a single identical species of any importance, nor even analogous types . Leaving out of
consideration the Oriskany sandstone and Cauda-gaJli grit, we feel disposed
to regard the Schoharie grit as possessing zoological features more in accordance with those of the lower Ludlow series than any other rock in
our classification, and we shall thus place it for the present.
In reference to the identity of groups above the lower He]derberg series,
it is impossible to place our rocks in any distinct parallelism with those ot
Europe; since the published works of European writers represent a gradual
passage of one system into another, and a want of well-defined limits,
either by physical or zoological characters.
It should not, however, be understood from this, that the equivalents of
the European systems do not exist with us. Wb-at we would say is this:
that, so long as the Ludlow group and its subdivisions are maintained, together with a Devonian and a carboniferous system and tbefr subdivisions,
we can never reconcile our series with those of Great Britain or the continent of Europe. If those divisions and subdivisions do not exist, and the
id ntification of the groups' above this with the Devonian system be sustained, then we have an important hiatus to fill above the lower Helderberg limestone, which is unquestionably the place of the Ludlow deposit.
Should we ever be able to fill this gap, we are but at the commencement of
the difficulty. In the first place, we find in_ the Schoharie grit, as already
cited, numerous forms closely resembling those of the Ludlow beds. In the
Hamilton group we find others, of which the bivalves resemble, or are identical with those of the upper Ludlow. The numerous species of obliquelycingulate<l shells, such c1s are figured in the geological survey of Great
Britain, (Vol. II. Part I., Plates 17 and 18, together with such forms as are
rcp_1 'Sented on Plates 19, 20, 21, 22 and 23,) are not to be found in our
senes, except in the Hai ilton group ancl the associated' strnta .
. \ c have therefore to reconcile in some way all these apparent <liscrepan·1e and r al difficulties, before we can proceed one step beyond the 1ov;rer
J ld rucrg limestones. It is true, that, in the sandstone of the Catskill
mountai_n., we ha, e the remains of Holoptychius Dendrodus and other
fi h '. ot D~vonian types; and, ;1 nlrcacly rcmarh<l, the higher groups corr. ·pond :nth the DeYouian of ~Ci rope; thu. ,:ere it not for the previous
d1fhculty rn recognizing the Llllllo { ser:r•s, together with another ,, hich
now arpcars, :1:e could feel so,nc s cnrity in the conclusion that this pJri of
ours ;fl' corp ·pond lo th, Devoni·m of Burope . :,ut here ·we are met h_1h' chffi u_ y of acco mti1 g for nrhoniferou · types which, accordin~ to Le
J n sent n.-w · of pa 01 tolo ~i ·, c,i app('a · hL'rc; ancl nit 01dy the trpe:,
hu n im rous iclentir.. 1 1 ci ··.
·
ha Y cl lr ad ai\ cu · li. t f species l1id a re rrcoo·ni7.cd h Pro c:-sor
Phillips as comrn011 to tlw _,wJlow · nd Dcvonj, beds; ~nc1 when we e,·am1
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ine farther amonp- published species, we find numerous Devonian types among
the carboniferou~ strata, as shown by the list given below, ·which is only from
a single work.
·
Devonian fossils rited by M'Coy in his Synopsis of the Carboniferous
-fossils of Ireland. (The names are principally those given in Phillips's
"Palreozoic Foss11s.")
Orihoceras latcrale.
Goniatitcs cxcn:nrtus.
- - - spira1is.
Clymenia pluriseph.
- - - sagittalis.
•'Nautilus subsulcatus.
Beilerophon wcnlockernJis.
Lo:s:oncma tumida.
Euomphalus scrpen:,.
Acroculia ca 'inafa.
1
- - - sigmoidalis.
- - - vetnst:l.
Sanguinolaria lirata.
Plenrorynchus rninax.
Cypricardi:.t dcltoiclca.
Oucullca angusta.
- - - complanata.
- - - Haidingeri.
t"'--- trapezi\un.
• - - - unilatern,Jis.
• "'tLeptrona sordida.
Orthis arac1moidea.
- - - arcuata.
-- - compressa,, ( S. D & 0.)
tt___ crenistria.
- - - granulosa.
t*--- intcrlincata.
- - - longisulca ta.
- - orbicularis. (~ .)
- - parallella.
- - - l'CSUpinata.
- - - scmicircularis.
• - - - tenuistriata.
Spirifor aperturatus.
"'t-- calcaratns.
- - - crispus. (S & C.)
•t--- <li"\jm1ct11s
• - - - extensus.
1"'--- gigantcus .
- - - grrrnd~vns.
- - - inornatus.
- - - rnegalohus.
- - - mesomalas.

N ucnl:1 lincata.
1\Iodiola amygdalina.
t''Posicloina Becheri.
t '--- lateralis.
· j • - -- tubercula.tus.
Pecten arachnoidcs.
- - - gianulosus.
- - - polytrychus. '
tr --- transversus.
Producta capcrata.
- - - fragaria.
- - - laxispina.
- - - membranacea.
"'Leptrena deprcssa. (S, D & C.)
- - - nodulosa.
- - - convoluta.
- - - hardrensis.
- - lata? (S.)
t;: ___ plicata.
- - - interstria1is
.i:\fryf-a anisodonta.
" - - - oblonga.
~'--- squamosa.
~ - - - fallax.
~·- - - indcntata:
•rerebratula bifora.
- - - canalis.
---compta.
t~--- de~quamata.
- - - ferita.
- - - inspcrata
""t--- juvenis.
- - - laticostata.
- - - romboidca.·
Calymcnc granulata.
- - - · lrevis.
- - - Latrcillii.
Aclelocrinus histix.
Pcntrcmitcs Borealis
Platrcrynus interscapularis.
Isocrinm1 macrodactylns.
Cyathocrinus ellipticns.
- - - geometricus.
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*Spirifer pulchcllns.
--ruclis.
- ~ · ostiolatns.
t*--nudus.
--simplex.
t*· - - subconicus.
- - phalrenus.
* t - - plebius.
- - protensus.
- - microgemma.
*tAtrypa clecussat::t.
* - - hispida.
•t-- angularis.
*--. lachryma. (S.)
Favosites polymorpha. (S.)
t*Oannopora placenta.
t*Strom:1topora polymorpha.
Verticillopora abnormis. (S,)
:Millepora gracilis.
- - similis .

Cyafoocrinus megast~,Jus.
---- pirmatns.
- - variabilis .
Actinocrinus tenuistriatus.
Amplexus nodulosns.
- - tortuosus .
Turbinlopsis biua. (S.
--celtica.
- - - pauciradialis.
t* Astrca pentagona.
Syringopora bifurC¥tta
Manon cribrosmn.
Pleurodictyum pro blematicum.
Favosites fibrosa. (S.)
- - gothlandica.
Gorgonia assimilis. (S.)
Glauconome bipinnata.
Ptylopora flustriformis. •
-~*Fenestella antiqua.
--laxa.
Hemitr:y:pa oculata.

Species thus marked ('x,:) are from those described in Sedgwick and Mur· •
chison's paper "On the Physical structure and Older sfratifie1 deposits of
Devonshire," (Geol. Trans. II. ser. vol. 5) . Those thus marked (t'X<)
were first described by So·werby in the Geological Transactions cited above,
and also recop-nized by Phillips in his "Palreozoic Fossils." S, D, and C,
or ither of these letters, denote that the species belong also to the Silurian, Devonian or Carboniferous.
The entire number of Devonian species, here recognized as passing up•
,vards into carboniforous strata, is one hundred and twenty-five. This is
nearly half of the who!(} number published by Professor Phillips in his
"Palreozoic Fossils of Devonshire and Cornwall." Of the entire number,
howcrer, eleven are species published in the paper of Sedgwick and Mm·
chison before cited, and which arc not included in the work of Professor
Phillips. If we now takeJrom the remaining Devonian fossils, the Ludlow
an<l other Silurian species, the list is still further reduced by some twenty
species ; thu · more than one•balf the number of fossils described in th~
above-mentioned work of Professor Phillips, are found to occur in Silurian
,111d ~arboniferous strata; and the small number of restricted species re~uces
1li • imp rt'1-nce of the system to the value of some of our subordmate
groups.
,
~.,ct us _ne.'t compare the proportion of so•callccl Devonian species in the
1 • nop:1. of the Carboniferous fossils
'
of Ireland." This work embraces
d riJltion of about nine hundre<l species, of which, as just remarked, one
lmnr rt'd and twenty-five have 1 cen recognize<l in Devonian and older depo. it ·. ''hi· i:c , of the vho1c number of sp 0 ci 1 ~, betwrcn thirteen and
fourt en p r c nt. a hel-onginrr to the older clivi ions. .ln the Brachioporla
of the work tl er i · a sti1l larg r proportion, or sixty•three spcdes, which
i. about twenty- · .: per cent. o · the whole, chief! y in the Devonian system.
Among th · ·oral· the1e are tw nty-four , pccics, or about twenty-three per
c nt. of the whole; an 1 l among the Crinoids, ten :pecics, or about twenty
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per cent. ot Devonian aml Silurian species. This last fact is of high importance; since, of all our fossils, the Crinoids are among those whi12h are
the most restricted in their 1an~e.
.
.
The _proport~on of species here rcpres~nted, a · passing fr_om Dev?n~an to
carboniferous, 1s so enormously great, tnat we find no paiallel to 1t many
i:receding period. It is even nearly twenty times greater_ th~n the proportion of lower Silurian species now known m the upper S1lunan groups of
North America, and in the same proportion more than are common to the
two divisions of the upper Silurian. \,Ve are even prepared to say, that the
subordinate members of the Hamilton group do not present an equal number of species passing from one to the other. W c ·will go further and say,
tha,t, if the Hamilton group, as it exists in the State ' of N cw York, were
broken up, and a space twenty-five miles in width to the cast of Cayuga
lake were metamorphosed so as to obliterate the fossils, the eastern and western portions wouk! scarcely I resent an equal proportion of identical f?ssils,
with the Devonian and carboniferous systems of Europe, as shown m the
works above cited. If, therefore, physical conditions have wrought out
such changes in~the fauna of a particular period, in the space of three hundred miles, in what we know to be a continuous formation, we are certainly
warranted _in believing that changes as great as these may have occurred
elsewher~.*
·
The arenaceous and argillaceous deposits, which we trace uninterruptedly
over so wide an area, and ,vhich present to us such gradual and almost imperceptible changes in the fauna when studied continuously, would, if broken up and isolated so that they could not be traced consecutively, present
the same phases which are exhibited by the systems in Europe to which they
· are related.
From all these facts there seems to be but one conclusion, and that is,
in the British islands particularly, either there are remarkable exceptions
to the genel'al law in the continuation of species from one to another,
or that there is no foundation for a distinction between the Devonian and
carboniferous systems.
We are quite aware of the objections which may be offered to these arguments ; but, before we can admit them, we must inquire on what principle
have the systems of our pala3ozoic strata been established? We hailed with
· gladness the p~mulgation of the " Silurian System," which developed from
. • R~foning to the paper of Mr. Sharpe before alluded to, we find the greater part of the spe••
cios c1tecl from ho Hamilton and Chemung groups to be Brachiopoda, which, particularly in
~be Hamilton group, occur in the western division, while they arc fc--:v and comparatively rare,
m ~he eastern part of tho S tfttc of N cw York. Of the list of species from this group, I find
Avicnla Boydii, A. q_uadrula, Atrypa nucula and Ortlwceras artic1dat11,1n, (one-fourth of the
whol~) identical with Ludlow species. The Avicula and other Lamellibranchiata are abun<~ant m the _Hamilton group in the eitstorn part of the State of N cw York, and comparatively :·arc rn the western part. Now in :Mr. Sharpe's table of species common to the two
c?un_trrns, we find among the L::uncllibranchiata, Aviczda, of which there are seventeen spe,...cies m Mr. Lyell's collection: of these, fourteen arc placed under the head of Devonian, and
reco~nizccl as ~dentical with Eurnpcan species there occuring, while t11.}o of these are Ludlow
species. Aga,rn, unclcr Cypr,;cardia 1 there are nine species in the collection, of which one is
:ecognizcd a~ identical with a European species. Under the head of sundry genera, we find,
m th.:! s·ime list, twenty-five species in<l.ic:1.tcd as contained in the collection, of which not
one is recognized as Europc1.n. 'l'he~c twenty-five species are Lamellibrancbiata, from the
eas1ern part of the Hamilton gronp, ancl arc of those very characteristic forms before noticed,
wlnch have a, greater andog_\. wi•h for;sil~ of tl1e Ludlow rocks than with any other. It is
worthy of notice, that of forty-oight :,,pecie · of this family, placad lJy Mr. Sharpe under the
head_ of the Devonian system, four only have been recognized as identical with European
species; and of these four, two from the IIamilton group :uc identical with Ludlowspecies.
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chaos and uncertainty that beautiful system, marked both by physical and
zoological characters. The Devonian system came to us far Jess distinctly
marke<l either by its physical or zoological features ; for, on the one side it
·was clearly and unequivocally related to the Ludlow rocks of the Silurian
system; and, on the other, as intimately connected with the carboniferous,
by its zoological characters.
·
In the great development of sM.·ata holding this place in the series, we
still find these characteristics. If what has been published 'in Europe as
carboniferous, belongs really to that system, we can come to no other conclusion than that above indicated; for, in our undisturbed and continuous
series, the order of succession is most clearly understood. In view of the
facts which we have cited, we are unwilling to regard the question of pa_r- .
allelism as decided, and we insist upon the zt.iological evidence from those
forms ancl those types best entitled to give the character. The distinction
of systems by zoological characters is not to be made in one case upon
primary, and in another upon subordinate and secondary characters; and if
the whole palc.cozoic series is to be divided on a certain principle, it must be
applied in every instance equally .
vVe cannot avoid the conclusion, that, if we adopt the Devonian system
with the limits suggested by foreign writers, we must drop forever the
attempt to recognize the Lu low division of the Silurian system. We can
hope for no species equivalent to the peculiar forms in the Schobarie grit
and Onondaga limestone, and the numerous bivalves in the Hamilton
group; and, m giving up this and attempting a reconciliation of our groups
with the Devonian, we find that we arc encroaching upon the preexisting
claims of the carboniferous ~ystem; and that we have no zoological types
of sufficient importance to enable us to separate one from the other.
Although it is not difficult to find the evidences of a general parallelism
iri our successive groups with those of Europe, yet, when we come to more
minute and critical comparisons, the difficulties increase rather than diminish. This is more especially true of those subsequent in age to the WenJock group of Europe, which has its latest phase represented in our lower
Helderberg lime tones. If, for example, we attempt to find the exact
equivalents of the several groups f shale, from the Oriskany sandstone
upwarns, by the general groups of species, and even by individual species
theinsP,lve~, as far as they have bePn identified with Europec n forms, we
m t wjth in. nrmo ntablc difficulties. The relations of our divisions often
appear to b in two directions, when we take for our standard.-the European cl.i sification; and .it is impossible to account satisfactorily for the apprtrc•ut di 'crcrence in th~ direction of groups as shown by the evidence afforded b th! r cogm-zcd r-pccie of I~uropcan authors.
n th" f r:-t in: anc(•, Spirifer llri-i and 8. arcnosus are rather carboniferous tht.n lJcrn.1ia11 species in Europe, and ·houlcl be reo-arclecl as a con1 din~ link h tween 1hcs, s ·stems; ·whil , i11 thi.3 counh)', they occur in
1~1 • Ori hm; sand f on•, innnerliately succ ding the lower H lderberg
J1mn;f on ·: wl i ·h arc po itively idcntifiecl with the \Venlock series of
~nglan,l. ,. he C phalopod,l of th 'choharie grit and Onond· <Ya lime tone
find th ,jr analogu in the Ludlow clivi ion. 'l'h,
•phalopoda of th
J Iar Hu. h·tl
miiatitc . )i ite:, and others with whic 1 arc a,:sociated
of roduC'tu , a11. that gronp with the arboniforou ·
r two ·p ci
m; and if re ·a1, rel: 11pon 1h' Jo, itio11 of the Goniaht of Indiana,
ay p si i ·c ·1trl ,nifc ·01
tcie. in 1iic l,J c}· late of the\· st. The
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Hamilton group, in its numerous Lamellibr<1nchiata, and some speeies of
Orthocerata connects itself in a Y 'ry positive manner ,:,;,,ith the Ludlow se-•
ri~s; ·while, by its ]3rachiopoc1a, it is related to the Dernnian and carbonifornus systems. The Chemung group through its BrRchiopoda is, on the
one side, related to the carboniferous system ; wl1ile, on the other, certain
.forms intlicate a conuection with the Dernnian. The Lamelliliranchiata of
the same group a.re, in part, referable to Ludlow forms; while others arc
recognized as Devonian species. The few species of Cephalopoda known
in this group al]y it also with the carboniferous period. The Onondaga
and corniferous limestones are related to the DeYonian systf'm through
&ome species of Brachiopoda ·irnl Gasteropoda, which pass up,vards into the
Hamilton group.
If we attempt to express these ideas in a tabular form, so that the whole
~ubject may be brought before the eye at once, we appreciat the difficulties
m the way of arriving at satisfactory coaclus· ons, so long as the systems of
l::uropr:ar1 pahcozoic strata remain 1mLler the present arrangement_, with t.he
lmts of species at present referred to each ; nor will the clifficulties be dii_ninished until the a1solute sequence of groups, from the Wenlock upwards...
is determined in England and on the continent of Europe .
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This diagram explains the views
which ·we entertain, and which appear unavoidable, re~arding the relations of our groups with those of
Europe, where generic resemblances
and the identity of species are made
the foundation of our opinions. We
have constantly before our eyes a
more complete series of palreozoic
strata, than has as yet been recognized in any other part of the world. ·
We know that the order in which our
groups are arranged is the order in
time. · Where the succession is made
out from the examination of isolated
deposits, the order may not always
be the true one; or, at least, it will
be impossible to make the proper al-.
lowance .for range of species, or to
distinguish so clearly the changes
which may have resulted from littoral and deep-sea deposits. Our numerous suudivisions, though they
may be united in fewer groups, are,
nevertheless, important; for every one
of them is marked by a distinct interval of time, and the changes in the
character of the · deposit indicate
changes in the operating influences
not to be disregarded. Where the
records between two distinct points
of time are the most numerous, and
the intervals of least duration, there,
certainly is to be found the most perfect record of the history of the period. In geological history, we must
regard the scnes which presents to
us groups of one age, 01 less consequence than another which presents
..i
such an apparently single group, sub. ~ divided into several; each one being
~ ~ the evidence of successive changes
...
·;::
v. which arc recorclccl in beds of different
c31~ ~;., mat rrn. l s , nc l clrnr<1 ctcrizccl by hiero~ ;.,; gl pliic: not to
c misinterpreted .
§ ~ ::;o long as ,vc adopt zi.>ological charr72 ~ acters in 11c de. ignation of groups,
and ac ·no,vl dg' these as the most
rcliahlc n Jen ·e of th age of ·trah o long ust we 1eco(l"1
ize those
0
ph: i_cal ubcli\ 'sions which contain 1 culi::u rroups of specics, or types of
·ertam nera ; an such a group mu t L r COCTniz d a , ziioloo-ical period.
'Ihe ollowing talJ}e expr se tl c r ult o t 1c ompari on of respccti ·e

•
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groups made, both by European yritcrs, y;h:J have cxamine<l our rocks
,md fossils, and by us. ThiR comparison ii; fotmdc(l on the arrangement
adopted by M11rchison in his "Silllrinn System," anti the subsequently pnb--

lishe< l sprci _s referred to that system.
. ·,
.

T:ible of .Eq_ui1)11lcnts.
L

· -~ ? Trenton limestone, in part.
LANDE1LO FLAGS.

l ? Utica slate.

CARADOC S.-\NDSTONh,

Hudson-river grou1),
{ Clinton group, in part.

~. C1_inton group, in part.
'\\TENLOCKSERIES,

LUDLOW SERIES

and
DEVONIAN SYSTEM,

~ Niagara group.
{ Lower Heldcrbcrg limestones.
f Upper Helderberg limestones.

I Hamilton group.
i Chemung group.
I Red

l

sandstone ,rnd shale
of Catskill mottntains.

Or, with more detailetl reference to our rocks, as follows:

'Xl'l'ED S'.I'ATE..,.

GREAT BRITAIN.

CONTINENT or EUROPE .

REMATIKS.

r,
~
L...-1

~

00

Berg kalk .

······· · ··• •11 •······· · ········
Terrain houillier.
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CHAPTER XIX.
ON THE OBSERVED FLUCTUATIONS OF THE SURFACES

m"' THE

LAKES.

BY CIIARLES WIIITTLESEY,

Indefinite Character of the early Observations.-Sowrces of Information.Supposed periodical Rise of the Waters crroneous.-Dijficulty of reducing the Observations to a common Standard.-.JJ.nnual Rise.-DijJerent
Zeros of Reference.-Depression ~f 1776.-Rise of 1802.-1-Jigh Water
of 1815.-Low Water of 1819-20.-Tables; showing the various Stages
of Water at Cleveland; at Detroit; at Black-Rocle and Bujfalo.-Ejfecls
of Winds in raising and depressing the Su1jaces of the Lakes..-No bbserved tidal J\f.o.vement.-Transcripts of Rain-gauges at various Stations.
Those who have examined and compared the recorded observations of
the rise and fall of the surfaces of the great lakes :find themselves greatly
perplexed in arriving at exact results. ,.fhe earliest information, upon
which any reliance can be placed, is given by the pioneer settlers who began
to occupy the southern shore of Lake Erie as early as 1795-6. They,
however, only give general impressions and recollections. In 1814-15 their
att~ntion was forcibly drawn to the subject by a very high stage of water,
wluch interfered with their buildings adjacent to .the mouths of rivers,
·which then served as harbors for the few schooners by which the western
commerce was transacted.
About the close of the war of 1812, the late Brigadier-General Henry
·whiting commenced a series of person::i.l observations upon the fluctuat10ns
<'f the Detroit river, at Detnot, and these observations were resumed in
1....,2S by E. A. Hathan, a ~ivil engineer connected :with the water-works of
that city.
· In 1830, Dr. Douglas Houghton began his observations upon the rise
and fali of the upper lakes, ::i.bstracts of whi('h arc given in the Michigan
g, ological reports for the years 183~ and 1841. Since the opening of the
... ew York and Erie canal in 182-t, many observations have been made by
the state engineers and referred to the mitre-sill of the guar<l-lock ut Black
Ilock, a" a zero. These haYe been published, from time to time, in the newspapers of Buffalo, particub.rly in the Commercial Advertiser, but we are not
aware that they have ever been coJJected in a conm:cted and systematic form.
In 18H, when Colonel T. B. vV. Stockton took charge of the gover!l1 rnt works at the harbor of Cleveland, Ohio, he caused a meteornlogical
table to be kept, which i3 very comp1etc anrl reliable. From August 184..5,
1.o Aui;ust 18-16, inclusive, Colm1el Stockton added a wuter-table. The
obst'rrntions were taken at 6 A.l\I., at noon, ::ind G P.M., by Mr. George
Tiebout, which, by the kindness of Mr. D. P. Rhodes, late disbursing agent,
I have in my pos.·ess10n.
·
While connecte l with tlic geological sur,;ey of the state of Ohio, I collected some information relating to this subject, which was publish~<l in the

r~port for the year 1838-D.
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· From August to December 1838, Mr. George C. Davis, of Cleveland,
kept a daily register, and since that time I have made occasional measurements at the same place.
In the month of November, 1850, Mr. John Lathrop, a resident engineer
of the New York State canal, commenced at Buffalo a register of the stage
of the water at that place,, twice each· day, referred 'to the bottom of the
canal as zero, a portion of v.rhich is given below.
These are the sources of information within my reach, and I deem the
subject of sufficient importance to find a place in this report, not simply as
a matter of general interest, but of practical utiljty; since all public constructions upon the lakes should be built in reference to the extreme fluctuations of the water-levels. There are sites of towns laid out during a low
stage of water, which in after years have been flooded to the depth of
several feet; and others surveyed in a high stage, counting upon a sufficient
depth of water for · harbors, docl s and shipping, which were left by the
reflux at an inc onvenient distance from navic;able water. An erroneous
opinion prevails in the lake region, founded on Indian arnl French traditions,
that' the rise and fall of the water is periodical, occurring once' in seven
years, but an examination of the records of the past twenty-fr\;e years will
afford no grounds for this belief. It has been the popular impression that
there was something mysterious in these secular iluctuations, and that
they were in no way coDnected with the vicissitudes of the seasons; - a
belief w"tiich may be easily acco nted for, when we take into account the
immense size of the basins of the great lakes, and the length of time necessary for the accumulation of water in such capacious reservoirs to become
sensible to the eye. A comparison of the rise and fall of the water of the
lake with the recorded observations of the rain-ga ,ge, will show con".'
elusively that the , urf; ccs of these great bodies of water rise gradual]y
after an unusual1y large amount of rain has been falling <lming one or more
seasons, and that, on the other hand, they fall Gfter a long period during
which the quantity of rain has been less th,m the average; obeying in this
respect, the same laws wbich influence other collections of water.
It will be more satisfacto;y to the rhilof·opLical inquirer an<l more 'reliable for theme of future observers, to giYc the statements of different authors
fi om which I have drawn some conclu5ions, in their own terms. It will be
seen that it is no easy bsk to reduce tl1e rccorc1€rl observations to one
standard, ince some arc made from memory alone,-such being the best
and only authority prior to 18 l tt-while thcrs "\\'Cr"' tal:ca o 1 rivers a little
distance from th ir outlets, where tbc-i st.:i ·e of w· . lcr ,vas influenced by
i1oocls. }~vcn those observations i~.ken , t the smface of the Jal c -arc St!Lj ct to variation , rcsulti1 g net 01 ly fro1 , i. ib1e cau:--:c:-, ~uch r.s Y:inds aud
ston 1s ; but from distant ard imrj ·ih]e o.. u;, r,u h , s swells ~:r.cl :mddcn
l 1 ~, c1t Ckvc,an<l, t c F 1 foe has been lrno ,n, in pcrii ily
risinrr .*
calm wca~li .r, to .rise, nd fa]l sucldc11ly fior,1 three to C'ig:1tt..:cn inrhe ·; but
u nally ·1 lun a few hours the cau:e h ·.imc rq pn J!t ii. the ,ipproach of a
ale_ or ·~orm. 0~<· of the u ·es of tl • nrngll(:tic tclcgr,:p.1 js to info ·m the
1 ann ·: m po t
f tl e prc,·a!encc of storms elsevd1fi e, 1iefore th y urst
u on 111 •
1 (\if
· or fo 1l , t 11 sam ( in ·, b 1t in su cession ;
l
tr am • r h10 :n to fl!, during floods, in
0
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order-beginning with those nearest the source, and to di~qharge themselves
in the same order. The successive basins of the lakes are so many ponds
or enlargements of the St. Lawrence. There is, besides, an annual rise ancl
fall which is not equal in different years, ar_id not precisely unifor:m over t~e
whole area, durino- the .same season. Takmg the best observat1011s at different points of the same lake, as for example, at Buffalo, Cleveland, and
Detroit, for the same year and month and comparing them with each other,
discrepancies are apparent in the amount of rise or fall for. the same period
as deduced from measurements at different places. Another source of difficulty arises from the different zeros referred to by the different observers.
' For the zero at Cleveland, in 1838, I made use of one of the courses of
masonry on the east pier of the harbor at its southern extremity, being then,
the bottom of the first course from the top ; but since the coping ha~ been
laid, it is, at this time, the second. This line was used because it corresponded with the highest permanent stage of water within the memory
of white men; and being int ded to last so long as commerce shall be
pursued on the lake, it was considered ~ufficiently permanent; but since
that period, portions of the work have subsided a foot or more, and it has
been found difficult to restore the zero-level by other marks. The zero
of June 25, 1838, was six feet below the surface of the southern end of
the parapet-wall as it now stands-October, 1851.
Dr. Houghton and General Whiting took the lowest known stage for
their zero, which, according to thei est information, occurred June, 1819;
but other authorities-and they are num~rous-fix the lowest known stage
late in the summer of that year, and also in August, 1820. The difference
between 1819 and 183S, at Detroit, is five feet three inches. It is a general
tradition that in 1809 and 1810 Lake Erie was even lower than in 1819
and 1820. There is no evidence that, since the settlement of the region by
the whites, Lake Erie has been higher than in 1838; but at Buffalo and
at Detroit, the highest stage is said to · haye ocGurred in August, w_hile at
Cleveland it occurred on the 25th of June. During that month and the
succeeding July, there were several swells which lasteg for a few hours
or perhaps a day, when the waters rose in the extreme, eighteen inc}:ies,
flooding warehouses and offices ; but these oscillations were too rapid to be
classed among ·the regular fluctuations of the lake.
The Detroit river, with a strong current and crooked channel, .js not as
good an index of the flux and reflux of the water as the open lake itself,
provided the observations are freed from the sudden influence of winds.
With these cautions and explanations, I proceed to give foll quotations from
the authorities above cited.
"
In the year 1796, the water was low in Lake Erie, as all the early settlers in the Western Reserve agr,ee. They state that .they were able to
travel with teams on the beach of the lake, most of the way from 13uff61.lo
to Cleveland-there being no road on the shore-and that it has never been
so broad and continuous since.
In 1798, a rise was observed in the lake. Dr. Houghton* says that
our oldest inhabitants agree in stating that the waters were high from
1800 to 1802, in proof of which it 1s alleged that the roads which had
before been in use on the banks of the Detroit river were so completely
7

• Michigan Geological Repol'ts, 1839, p. 22.

Ex.-11
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inundated a.s to be impassable.# As a comment on this, it should be observed that Detroit has been occupied by the French since 1702, and if, in the
intervening century, there had been hig~e~· water, th~ recollection of the
event would have been preserved by tradition, and their roads would have
been laid at a gre~ter c~istance above the river.
. .
,
For 1806, the mhab1tants along the shore of Lake Erie, m north-easte:n
Obie, report the lake as low, and for 1810-11, as very low; at 'least six
feet below 1848. "From the years 1809 to 1814, inclusive, the water was
generally two feet lower than m 1820. The reefs between this (,Buffalo)
and Fort Erie were then entirely out of water, but now covered}, and on
.Bird's Island, which, for many years past, has been almost wholly under
water, buildings were erected."t
Mr. Alonzo Carter of Cleveland, who lived at the mouth of the Cuyahoga river in 1798, says, that the water was then three feet below the
flood of 1838, and that the high water of 1 5-16 was not equal to that
of 1838. Mr. Solomon Juneau, the first set er of Milwaukee in 1838, remarked that the water had never, within his recollection, been so low as it
was in 1820 ; and never so high as in June, 1838, when the old Indian
race-course was six feet under water. The inhabitants along the southern
shore of Lake Erie concur in their recollection of a rise from 1813 to 1816.
In 1814, Captain Dobbin, of the revenue service, measured a rise of two
feet six inches in three months. Mr. M. Sandford of Erie says, that he
took out stone from a quarry in 181 ;which in June, 1838, was six feet
under water. In June, 1815, he bJ.1.ilt a ware-house five feet above water,
to which the flood reached in June, 1838, and, during the year 1815, it
advanced three feet.
"It is now a matter of record," remarks General Whiting, "that, in
1814-15, the Detroit river was unusually high ; that the foundations of
houses, and much land that had long been under cultivatio11-, were submerged.
These buildings had been erected many years before, and, of course, under
We here append the testimony of the late Governor Dewitt Clinton, a highly competent
observer, contained in the second volume (Part I.) of the Transactions of the New York
Literary and Philosophical Society, which appears to have escaped the attention of Mr.
Whittlesey. "Lake Erie began to rise in 1811 and continued to increase until 1815, when
it was two feet higher than ever known. The overflowing of the waters destroyed trees on
the low lands more than two hundred years old, and the inhabitants of Detroit, which is an
ancient settlement, had never seen or heard of such a rise before. It fell a little in 1816,
rose again in 1817, and decreased until 1822. In 1810, I walked on Bird's Island, situate at
the outlet of Lake Erie. In 1816it was almost covered with water and was scarcely visible.
l am informed by an intellig~nt ship-master of the lakes that 'when he visited Detroit in
1797, the waters were at their height. He went South the following year and did not return
to that place until 1802, when he found the waters considerably lower.' [There is great
discrepancy between this statement and that contained in the text.] , Having understood
that tltere was a rise and fall every seven year , he determined to ascertain how great it was ;
for which purpo e he caused marks to be made on a solid wharf, which bad been built more
than twenty year before, and was perfectly firm and immovable ; and he found that the
ater declined about an iuch·a year for nine years. What the fall was for five years during
his absenc' he did not how, hut it may be fairly stated at three times as much yearly; that
• , fifteen inchc ·, if compared with subsequent occurrences of a similar character. Tho
1 e began to ri ·e agaiu in 1 11 in the spring of which it ro e ix inches, but during the
tlmmer it fell two in he . In J81~ it rose fourteen inches and subsided three inches, leaving
a nett gain of fifteen inche in two years. The urr ndcr of Detroit to the British, in October, 1812, compelled him t leav · tl1c country; but in October, 1813, he returned with the
tieet, and the water w..1s then at its greatest altitude having in that year gained twelve
inches-in all twenty-seven inch · . 1n 1 14 and 1815, it was stationary. In 1816 and
1817 it fell at lea t eirrhtecn inchc ,: -F. 4- W.
t Buffalo Commercial Adrertiscr, .,.ovember 12, 1841.
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belief that they were aloof from al! but extraordinary eleyations. * • •
In 1820 or about that time, the rivers had resumed their usual level and
several 'wharves were built, at Detroit, between that year and 1828, at a
height, as was supposed, sufficiently above_ the genera~ level_ for convenience and safety. At the latter date, the river had agam attamed the elevation of 1815 and remained so until 1830."
Dr. Hought;n* remarks, "I have_ been enabl_ed to fix, with a considerable degree of certainty, upon the h~ight at wh1ch the waters of the l_ake
in 1819-20, when they were at then- _lo~vest level." F:om a. companson
of his own observations on Huron, Michigan, and Super10r, with those of
Mr. Higgi~s, Ge.neral Whiting, anc! Mr. H_athan, he was en~bled to form a
table of heights, for the month ot June, m each year, takmg the lowest
stage of water for 1819-20 as the zero.

Ft. in.
June, 1819-20

"
"
"

1828
1830
1836

" 1sa7
" 1838

' •

0
2
2
0
0
0

00
10+
10+
10+
05+
07+

,ights.
00
2 10
2 10

3 08
4 01
4 08

Were the difference in height computed from February, 1820, to June,
1838, the total amount woul<l be increased to about six feet eight inches.t
It will be readily seen, by the statements already given, how difficult it
is to reconcile them to each other; and, before proceeding farther, I will re...
fer again to the annual rise and .fall, amounting to twelve and sometimes
eighteen inches, which is strictij periodical, as will appear by the tables
that follow, and wholly disconnected from the phenomena of the general
rise and fall, which is very irregular, recurring at periods of many years
duration. In this way, some of the conflicting reports as to the stage of
the water, that every inquirer meets witli, may be reconciled. The annual
tide takes place, whether the lake be low or high, and is at its flood in the
,pring, after the rains of that season and the snows of winter, melted by
the warm weather, have united in throwing a surplus of water into all the
lakes. In the fall and winter- when the meteorQlogical conditions are reversed, and the absence of rain and the presence of frost unite to check the
discharge of water from the tributaries - the lakes, as might be expected,
recede twelve, fifteen, and even eighteen inches.
Availing myself of the information derived from Messrs. Walworth,
Merchant and others, who were engaged in the construction of the piers at
the mouth of the Cuyahoga river, at Cleveland, from 1824 to 1837, I have
constructed the following table :t

Ft.in.
1822, lowest stage, below my zero of June, 1838, at least
1825, "
"
"
"
"
"
1826, general level,
1832,
"
"
2 ft. 6 in. to
1833,
2 ft. 8 in. to

t:
i.

• Geol. Rep. of Michigan, for 1839, p. 23.
t Geol. Rep. Michignn, 1889, p. 24.
t Geol. Rep. of Ohio, p. 51.

5
4
2
3
3

00
00
10
02
08
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Ft.in.

1834,
1835,
1835,
1837,
1837,
1837,
1838,
1838,
1838,
1838,
1838,
1838,
1838,

.1

2 07
2 10

June,
June,
September,
January,
June,
September,
May 10,
June 12,
June 25,
July 12,
August 18,
October 18,
December 1,

:; 04

3 Olr\

2 07

3 06
1 00
0 04

~

zero,

-.

0 00
0 03

0 09
1 09
111!

From the 18th of August to the 18th of ctober, l838, Mr. George C.
Davis, of Cleveland, kept, at his office on the dock, a floating register,
which was noted many times a day. Considering the accuracy of these
observations, which were freed from the sudden changes which result from
winds, I give the weekly mean for those two months: -the numbers express
the average of each week below my zero:
,
August 24,

"

31,

September 7,

"
"
"

14,
21,
28,
October 5,
" 12,
" 18,

Ft. in.
0 09.29
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

10.43
01.07
01.57

oa.m

04.29
06.00
07.00
09.00

These measurements show how liable general statements, from memory,
are to error. A very observing man might have taken the height of the
water at Buffalo, in August, and, only a few weeks afterward, during the
same season, at Cleveland, and reasonably have concluded, in the absence
of strict data, that the surface at the former place had not materially
changed in the mean time ; but it is here shown, that a change of one foot
in depression occurred in the space of two months. These rapid fluctuation give rise to doubts in all statements where the precise date is ,,·anting.
The same thing renders a reference of one set of observations, in one part
of the lake, to another set, made at different seasons, in another part, a
\'ery complicated affair nor is it entirely safe to take the same month, in
differ nt year , and compare them together; for neither does the spring rise
nor the winter fall always happen at the same period of the year; nor is
the annual flood-tide of one year equal to that of another.
Different observer lo not agree 2 to the precise time of either the hio-hst or lowe t general stage of the water. At Cleveland it. was unquesti~n- •
al,ly the fticrhest about the 25th of June, 1 38, when it was two feet five
tnch s below the surface of the main wall at the south encl of the east pier;
two feet below the same wall four hundred feet from the south end; six feet
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four inches below the coping of the lock at ~he Cu~ahoga river, at Merwin .
street ( on the west wing-wall); three feet e1ghty-e1ght hundredths below
the water table~f the Commercial House, corner of Main and River streeb,
Ohio City; and was also on a level with the heads of the piles on the river,
at the Morocco factory.
These marks and benches were established by Mr. Ho*e, the resident
engineer of this division of the Ohio canal; by General Ahaz Merchant;
by Col. T. B. W. Stockton; and by myself, independently of each other,
and will probably, some of them, remain for future reference, through all time.
I am unable to find in these tables any confirmation of the popular belief,
that there is a "seven years' rise and fall" of the water in the lakes.
The Detroit registers show a continual rise, from 1819 to 1838, or nineteen years. From 1838 to 1841, a continual decline_ of three years. In
1842 a slight rjse. From 1842 to 1851, eight years, a regular decline.
At the other extremity of
ke Erie, accounts differ as to the fact of the
lowest water being in 1819
1820; but the difference between those
years was slight. At Black Rock, the highest stage of water is stated to
have been in August, and not in June, 1838; but at Buffalo it is given in
the month of June. Some observers place the lowest water in August,
and some in the fall of 1819 ; olhers in that of 1820; and at Buffalo
there is a tradition that in 1810 it was still lower. From 1838 to 1841
there was a decline of three years, the same as at Detroit. From 1841 to
1851, ten years, it has been fluctuating up and down, about as much rise
as fall; that is, the total rise 2.75, total fall 2.56. At Cleveland, from 1796
to 1810-11, the water was low, fourteen years; from 1811 to 1816, five
years, rising very rapidly ; from 1816 to 1819, three years, falling rapidly
t? the lowest known point; and from 1819 to 1838, nineteen years, a steady
rise. Since 1838 there has been a steady decline to March 1846, the lowest since 1819, and since 1846 considerable fluctuation and irregularity.
Among all these periods, there is none of seven, and just one of fourteen years.
These tables demonstrate the effect of the change of seasons within the
year upon the stage of water. They show an annual rise and fall entirely
mdependent of the general height of water fluctuating a certain distance
within each year, whether the general surface is high or low.
The average or mean annual differen<;:e of four ,well ascertained
years, at Cleveland, is - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1ft. 3in.
Of eight years at Detroit------------------------------- 1ft. 2½in.
Of four years at Buffalo- - - - - - - - - - • - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Oft. lO}in.
Mean of all annual differences- - - - .. - - - - - - - - - - • • - - - • 1ft. liin.
No observer of registers has discovered a daily or lunar tide.
The greatest range of general surface of the lake, at Detroit, was,
between August 183B and June 1819 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5ft. 3in.
At 13lack Rock, between August 1838, and August 1819, or 1820, 5ft. 3in.
At Buffalo, between June 1838 and August 1819------------- 5ft. 3in•
.At Cleveland, between June 1838, and the fall of 1819 - - - - - - - - 5 tcf6ft.
The greatest extreme and temporary range noticed in the register, occurred between the same years, and are given as follows :
At Detroit- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - ,.• - - - - - .:. - - - ·· • - - - - - 6ft. Sin.
At Black Rock - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - ,. - - - ... ,.• - - - - - - •.- - - - - - - - 7ft. lin.
At Cleveland----------·-·····--·•···,.•~.•-······-····--· 7ft. 0in.
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.ll.bstract of Colonel T. B. W. Stockton's Register j01 1845 -6--Cleveland.
The figures show the depression of the water-surface below June, 1838,
giving the mean of each week's observations three times a day.
The three lines of figures under the head of the month, represent the
mean height at 6 A. M., at Noon, and 6 P. M., daily, for each week.
:

Month.

' First week.

Wanting.

September. 2 ft. 11.4 in.
2 ft. 9.1 in.
2 ft. 8.8 in.
3 ft. 2.3 in.
October.
3 ft. 1.7 in.
3 ft. 0.8 in.
November. 3 ft. 2 in.
3 ft. 2.1 in.
-8 ft. 2.8 in.
December. 3 ft. 7.6 in.
3 ft. 8.1 in.
3 ft. 5.0 in.
1846.
4 ft. 0.0 in.
J anuary.
4 ft. 0.8 in.
3 ft. 11.5 in.
F ebrua.ry. 4 ft. 2.1 in.
4 ft. 2.5 in.
4 ft. 2.3 in.
4 ft. 8.8 in.
arch.
4 ft. 6.3 in.
4 ft. 5.3 in.
4 ft. 1.5 in.
Aprll.
4 ft. 2.3 in.
4 ft. 1.3 in.
3 ft. 6.3 in.
May.
3 ft. 6.6 in.
3 ft. 5.6 in.
2 ft,. 8.5 in.
J une.
2 ft. 11.4 in.
5 ft. 10.2 in.
2 ft. 7.0 in.
J uly.
2 ft. 8.8 in.
2 ft. 9.4 in.
8 ft. 1.8 in.
AUi118t•
3 ft. 1.4 in.
8 ft. 1.7 in.

•

Third week.

Fourth week.

:Monthly
mean.
Below ::m,.

1845.
August.

.

ISecond week,
Wanting.

2 ft. 11 in.
2 ft. 11.3 in.

2 ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.

10.7 in.
2.3 in.
1.8 in.
0.9 in.
5.7 in.
0.1 in.
4.3 in.
7.8 in.
7.8 in.
8.1 in.

3 ft. 11.~ in.
4 ft. 0.4 m.
3 ft. 11.1 in.
4 ft. 4.2 in.
4 ft. 4.2 in.
4 ft. 4.5 in.
4 ft. 8.0 in.
4 ft. 8.1 in.
4 ft. 8.5 in.
4 ft. 1.3 in.
4 ft. 0.3 in.
1 ft. 3.7 in.
3 ft. 3.1 in.
3 ft. 3.3 in•
3 ft. 3.5 in.
2 ft. 10.5 in.
2 ft. 9.0 in.
2 ft. 10.7 in.
2 ft. 8.8 in.
2 ft. 9.8 in.
2 ft. 10.8 in.
3 ft. 1.7 in.
3 ft. 1.7 in.
3 ft. 1.4 in.

2 ft. 9 in.
2 ft. 6 in,
n.
2 ft .
3 ft. 0.8 in.
3 ft. 0.1 in.
2 ft. 11 in.
. 3 ft. 3.0 in.
8 ft. 0.8 in.
3 ft. 2.1 in.
3 ft. 8.4 in.
3 ft. 8.0 in.
3 ft. 6.7 in.
3 ft. 10.5 in.
3 ft. 11.4 in.
3 ft. 10.0 in.

2 ft.
2 ft.
2 ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.
4 ft.
4 ft.
4 ft.

8.9 in.
8.9 in.
9'.1 in.
1.7 in.
0.6 in.
0.9 in.
3.7 in'.
8.9 in.
3.8 in.
8.6 in.
7.4 in.
5.6 in.
2.0 in.
0.6 in.
0.0 in.

3 ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.

1.3 in.
0.5 in.
0.0 in.
6.1 in.
6.4 in.
5.7 in.
6.5 in.
4.7 in.
6.3 in.
0.3 in.
11.8 in.
11.3 in.
9.0 in.
10.0 in.
10.9 in.
10.5 in.
10.1 in.
8.1 in.
0.0 in.
11.3 in.
8.8 in.
0.9 in.
6.7 in.
10.9 in.

4 ft.
4 ft.
4 ft.
4 ft.
4 ft.
4 ft.
4 ft.
4 ft.
4 ft.
4 ft.
4 ft.
4 ft.
3 ft.
2 ft.
2 ft.
2 ft.
2 ft.
2 ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.
8 ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.

1.8 in.
2.0 in.
2.7 in.
6.3. in.
6.3 in.
7.1 in.
2.7 in.
2.5 in.
2.7 in.
1.3 in.
0.3 in
3.7 in.
10.0 in.
11.2 in.
10.9 in.
10.5 in.
11.5 in.
11.2 in.
2.4 in.
2.0 in.
2.0 in.
1.5 in.
0.8 in.
2.7 in •

4 ft. 0.7 in.
4 ft. 0.9 in.
4 ft. 0.3 in.
4 ft. 4.7 in.
4 ft. 4.8 in.
4 ft, 4.9 in.
4 ft. 6.5 in.
4 ft. 5.4 in.
4 ft. 5.7 in.
4 ft, 1.1 in.
4 ft. 0.6 in.
4 ft. 2.0 in.
3 ft. 1.2 in.
3 ft. 2.0 in.
3 ft. 1.7 in.
2 ft. 10.4 in.
2 ft. 10.5 in.
2 ft. 10 in.
2 ft. 10.5 in.
2 ft. 10.9 in.
2 ft. 10.7 in.
3 ft. 1.5 in.
2 ft. 11.6 in.
3 ft;. 1.2 in.

4ft.
4 ft.
4 ft.
4 ft.
4 ft.
4 ft.
4 ft.
4 ft.
4 ft.
4 ft.
3 ft.
4 ft.
2 ft.
2 ft.
2 ft.
2 ft.
2 ft.
2 ft.
3 ft.
2 ft.
2 ft.
8 ft.
2 ft.
2 ft..

3 ft. 0.3 in.
2 ft. 11.2 in.
2 ft. 10.8 in.
3 ft. 2.75 in •
1.8 in.
1.8 in.
6.18 in.
5.9 in.
4.85 in.
9.9 in.
9.9 in.
8.8 in.

The lowest stage of 1846 wo.s in the month of March........
The highest stage of 1846 was in tho month of June.........

4 ft. 6.8 in.
2 ft. 10.1 in.

Greitest difference of the monthly mean for 1646 •• ,,,, •••• ,

1 1\. 7.7.

[4]
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The iollowing ·average of each month in 1846 shows the perrect regula.rity of the annual elevation and depression. If we had as perfect a table
for several consecutive years as we have for this, a yearly abstract would
show the general elevation and depression in the same way.
Ft. in.
September,
October,
, November,
December,
January,
February,
March,
ttaril, ,
ay,
June,
~- July,
August,
:-

1845, average

" "
"
"
"
"
1846,
"
"
"
"
"
H
,,"
"
" H"
H
" "

-'

2
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
3
2
2
3

,

11.4
02.1
05.6

09.:5
00.6
04.8
05.8
01.2
01.6
10.1
l0.7
00.7

At Buffalo and Black Rock there is less regularity than else,vhcre, showing that winds, and the form of the coast, produce irregularities there tliat

are local.
For five years high water occurred there; in July once, June once, May
For the winter months, when the
water is low, the measurements are wanting.
At Detroit there are several years when there was little variation during
two or three months. In four years (not consecutive, but those best ascertained) it was high in June and July three times, and August once, and
January, February, and March once.
At Cleveland, in five years well ascertained, high water_has been, in June
four times; and June, July, and August once; low, in January once, December twice, March once, and August once.
So that out of fourteen cases, where the highest months have been registered, it has been high in June and July ten times, and in ten cases has been
low in December and January six times. It is like other ponds and rivers,
raised by the spring freshets, and lowered by frost and--drought of winter.
. At this time Lake Superior is unusually high. During the summer of 1851
it was about three feet above the general level of 1847, when it was unusually
low. Lake Huron is stated to have been two and one-half feet higher at
t~e Detour light than in 1847. Lake Michigan is reported to have been
higher the past autumn than for several years. The upper lakes bein~ full
must discharge a large surplus into lakes Erie and Ontario, which will be
felt in the coming spring. If we have a cold and wet season, it will operate
at that time to assist the flood of water from the north in raising Lake Erie.
If it is warm and dry, it will counteract the effect of a large supply through
the Detroit river. Instead of regarding ~he rise and fall of water in the
lakes as a mystery, it is rather to be wondered that there is so little fluctuation. Their stability is dependent entirely upon the regularity of the seasons, within the lake country, and if there should
a combination of wet
and cold years, wherein the fall of rain should be great, and the evaporation small, there might be a rise or fall exceeding ruiy thing we have on
1'ecord.

once, August once, and October once.

be
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Table show·ing the liighest and lowest stage of water in Lake Erie, for
each month, from .11.ugust 1845 to .IJ.ugitst 1846, inclusive, drawn at
Cleveland, from .Colonel T. B. W. Stockton's Meteorological Record.
_Zero of reference, the high water of June, 1838.
·
Months.

Winds. etc.

Time.

High
water.

Low
water.

below 0

below 0

Greatest
monthly
difference.

~

I

....... .... ... ·········
.
........ .........
········
........ .........

I Sever~l times ......•

I

wind southerly .• .'••• 2 ft. 6 in.
3 fli. 4in. 0 fl. lOin.
I i3 a. m. 14th ......... high soutp wind •.••• .
September.
a. m. of 5th and m.
of 24th ..........• heavy north-west ••.• 2 ft. 6 in. .......
Noon of 26th •..••.. light south-west .•.•• ........ 3 ft. 7 in. 1 ft. 1 in.
Octob13r.
3d, 6 p. m.....•.... high north-east ..•.•• 2 ft. 8in.
3ft.10in. 1 ft. 2 in.
24th, 6 a.m ....•.... llght south~ •••.•••••
Novombor. ·
Eve of 2d and a. m.
of 3d ........•... gale north-east •••••• 2 ft. Sin.
Morn of 19th, at 4
a. m. water settled
to 6 ft. 2 in. B, for
a short time ....... strong south-west..••
4ft. Sin. 2 fl;. 0 in.
December.
1st, morning ........ gale north-east .•.•.• 2 ft. 6 in.
2 ft. 6 in.
' 16th, morning ....•.. breeze north ...•..•. 2 ft. 6 in. .
27th, noon .......... fresh breeze south4ft. llin.
west .......•••.•.
January, 1846. 31st, morning ....•.. high north-east .....• 3 ft. 5 in.
10th, noon .......... fresh south-west .•..• ........ !J: ft. 9 in.
18th, morning ....... fresh north .....•..• 3ft.10in. 4ft.10in. 1 ft. 5 in.
February.
10th, morning ....... fresh north-west ..... 3 ft.10in. ........
21st, morning ....... . high south-west ..... 4 ft. Oin. 5 ft. 1 in. I tt ..3 in.
March.
30th, morning ....... fresh west ...••.....
4 ft. 8 in.
7th, noon ........... light west .•...••.••• 3 ft. 6 in. 15 ft. 0 in. 1 ft. 0 in,
April.
25th, noon .......... heavy gale north-east.
........
27th, noon ........•.
do
3 ft. 6 in. ........
do
30th, evening ..•..••
do
do
3 ft. 6in.
11th, evening .•..... heavy west .•••••••.
5 ft. Oin . 1 ft. 6 in.
At 3 p. m. 5 ft. 6 in.
B.
May.
18th, evening,. and
19th, morning ..... gale north •...•.•••• 2 ft. 9in. ........
3d, noon ........... light south ......•.•. ........ 3 ft. 9 in.
5th and 6th, noon .... light north-east •.....
3 ft. 9in . 1 ft. 0 in.
June.
2d, morning .....•... fresh north-west ...•• 2 fl. 6in. ........
20th, evening ..•.... bighnorth .......... 2 ft. 6 in. ........
21st, morning ....... gale north-ca, t .••... 2 ft. 6 in.
30th, morning ....... fresh south ......... 2 ft. 6in.
14th, morning ....... bl'eeze north ........
3 ft. 2in . 0 ft. 8 in.
July.
11th, 6 a. m ......... ligl1t south .......... 2 ft. 6 in.
21st, 6 a. m ....•.... light south ..•.•..... ........ 3 ft. 4in . Oft. lOin.
I
Augu&t.
18th, noon [average
of the 18th 2 ft.
0,6in.J .. ···•• .... breeze north ..••..•. lft. lOin.
80tb,6p.m ......... b:eeze north-east ...•
········ 4 ft. 9 in. 2fli, llin,
At noon, 3 ft. 2 in ...
August, 1845.

~

........

.........
········
.......
........
········ ........ ..........

·········
·········

.........
.........
........ ·········
........
.... ....

·········

·········
·········
·········
........ ·········
........ ·········
.... ....
··· ····· ·········
.... ....

····················

........ ·········
········· ·········

I
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It is apparent from this exhibit, that north-east winds and gales prevail
?Ver those of any other direction? and produce most uniform effects in h~apmg or raisincr the waters at this place; and also that south-west wmds
have the contrary effect, and drive out and depress the :Vater ?f .t he lake.
Of twenty-one cases of extreme h~gh water above g ;ven, eight a~e due
to north-east winds, three to south wmds, and three to north-west wmds.
Of sixteen instances of low water, two are connected with north-east
winds, two with westerly, and five with south-west winds.
High water occurred oftener in the morning than at noon or evening, and
the same ·.o f low water, which is in consequence of the changes that occur in
the land and sea breezes near the comm~cement and close of the day.
'.l'he water has been high in the morning (6 A. M.) ten times, in the evenmg five, at noon twice.
It has been low in the morning seven times, at noon six, in the evening twice.
The greatest fluctuations take place in the morning ; of which the most
extreme case on these records occurred on the morning of November 19,
1~45, after two days' light breeze south, changing to high south-west
wmds. The water then fell twenty_inches below the bottom of the stone
wall, or six feet two inches.
It is app:;i,reni, from the column of differences in the above table,
how !it~le reliance can be placed on a single measurement, and how necessary 1t 1s to have a daily register, in order to arrive at the mean surface of
th~ lake. · Winds, not felt at this point, may affect the stage of water materially.
My observations at Cleveland from 1&18 to 1851 have not been suf..
ficiently numerous or regular to be of much value-they are as follows:

-

March 11, 1841
April 14, 1842
December, 1845
April 15, 1846
June 20, 1850

1851.
Jan'ry 18,
June
5,
15,
"
July
2,

-

-

10

"
"
"

"

22,
23,
27,

11

"
"
August 3,
" 7,
Sept. 19,

"
"
"
"4

1,

5

2,

l<T

8,

"

"
"
,,"

11,
~7,

" 1
1 "11
1 "11
2 " 1
2 " 1
1 "11
1 "11
4

6,
12,
20,

Oct ..

2 feet 9 inches.
2 " 6
"
.2 " 5
"
3 " 6
"
3 " 0
"

--

"
"
"

3

4

Remarks.

Below O of June, 1838.

A.M.

"
"

-

"
"
"
"
"
"
P.M. "
A.M.
"

P.M.

"

-

1
1
1
1
1
2
2

2
2
2
2

"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"11
"
"10
"
"11
"
"11! "
"11
"
" 33 ,,"
" 9
"
"
" 54½ "
"
"
" 7 "

calm.
wind at north-east.
light off shore.

"

"

wind at north-east.
west after long .
north-east winds.
calm.
calm.
after stroniW. wind
wind off s ore.
" at west.
calm.
wind at north-east.
" off shore.
calm.
wind off shore.
"_ west, heavy,

I'
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The months of June, July and August, 1851, as here given, vary very
little, the average being about two feet ?elo:V"; while in the correspon_ding months of 1838, there was a fall of nme mches. The results of the
Cleveland observations are,
Mean annual difference of level (in four best ascertained years),
Greatest annual difference of level,
.,
Least annual difference of level,
Mean of observed fluctuations within the year (four best years),
Greatest
do.
do.
do.
Least
do.
do.
do.
For 1845-6, the mean of the greatest transient fluctuation for
thirteen months, as shown by the daily record, arising from
winds and storms, within each month, is
The greatest temporary height, from local and sudden causes,
such as storms, stood (below zero),
·rhe greatest depression, from like causes,

1ft. 3in.
2ft. 2in.
Oft. Oin.
2ft. Oin.
2ft. 3in.
lft.11~. .

1ft. 5in.
1ft. lOin.
5ft. OOin.

Mr. S. W. Higgins, in the Michigan geological report for 1841, has
given a table of heights, referred to the same zero as those of Dr. Houghton in the report of 1838, but differing slightly as the extreme rise of
1838 above the depression of June, 1819. It is as follows:
,
5 feet 3 inches.

1838. Aug. 21, highest water
1839. Jan. 1, minimum of that year
"
July 31, maximum
1840. Jan. 30, mm1mum
July 4, maximum
"
1841. Jan. 1, mm1mum

1 " 7 "
3 " 11
O " 9

"
"

2 " 7½ "
O "

~½ "
......

This table, like the one at Cleveland, exhibits a remarkably rapid decline
between August 1838 and the close of that year.
Mr. Higgins has also given in detail, his measurements during the year
1840, referred to the same zero, or the minimum of the sumtner of 1819.

1840.
Jan. 30,

~ril 25,

ay 9,
June 8,
July 4,
July 22,
Sept. 1,
Sept. 13,
Sept. 20,

1840.
0 feet 9 inches. Oct. 1,
2 " 2 "
Oct. 12,
2 " 3} "
Oct. 29,
2 " 4½ "
Nov. 10,
2 " 7! "
Nov. 24,
2 " 4½ "
Dec. 10,
2 " 2 "
Dec. 21,
1841.
2 " 1! "
Jan. 1,
1 " 9 "

2 feet 1 inch.
" 9}inches.
" 9 "

1
1
1
1
1
1
0

" 10½ "

6 "
6½ "
" 4!
"
"
" 6i "

"

This table, like that of Mr. Davis, exhibits a regular falling of the lake,
from its maximum in July to its minimum in January. For 1840 as given
above, the , ater fell from two feet seven and one-half · ches to six and onehalf inches - a decrease of two feet one inch in about six months; and
reckoning back from July 1840 to January 1840, the fall was one foot ten

-end one-~lf inches.

.

.

_
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){NJ.Surgments of A. E. Hatham, Esq., r{Je-r,:ed to tl,,e WaJer Tahle t,.J tM
Hyd-raulic Tower, Detroit, as zero.
.
Below zero.

Date.

Peet•

June,
do.
do.
do.

8.45
6.45

1819.
1830.
1836.
1837.

August
September
October
November
December

Remarks.
Lowest stage.

4.79
4.20
1888.
do.
do.
do.
do.

January 1, . 1839.
June 10,
do.
July 30,
do.
September 20, do.
October 28,
do.
November 27, do.

3.20

Highest known ~e.

3.44
4.19

6.29
6.20
6.86
4.77
4.52

[Mean of fall of1888, 4.21i.]
Lowest of1839.
Highest of 1839.

5.27

' •, . ,;. ~

6.02
6.02

[Mea.n of1839, 5.68~]

7.68

Lowes~ of 1840.

January 30, 1840.
April 25,
do.
May 9,
do.
May 19,
do.
June 8,
do.
July 4,
do.
July 22,
do.
September 1, do.
September 13, do.
September 20, do.
October 1,
do.
October 12,
do.
October 29,
do.
November 10, do.
November 24, do.
December 10, do.
December 21, d,o.

6.19
6.28
6.18
5.83
6.16
6.39
6.38
6.70
6.36
6.66
6.70
6.57
6.95
6.91
7.08

January 1,
1841.
February 23, do.
March 17,
do.
April 3,
do.
M~y 22,
do.
June 14,
do.
July 8,
do.
Au.gust 2,
do.
September 18, do.
October 1, 2,3,5 do.
October 11,
do.
November 18, do.
December 2, do.

7.92
7.92
7.95
7.56
7.65
7.45
7.03
6.61
7.43
8.75
7.73
7.75
7.63

January 31,

1842.

7.58

October 24,

1847.

6.10

lfarcb 21,

1849.

6.28

May 8,

do.

5.53

Inly 5,

1850.

5.58

6.27

:,

Highest of 1840.

. LMean of1840, 6.55.]

Lowest stage 1841.

Highest stage 1841.
Low water from strong west winds.
[Mean of1841, except October 1 to
5, 7 .55.]

[Mean of 1839 below 1838, 1 .'33 ft.
do. 184-0 below 1839, 0. 99 ft.
do. 1841 below 184.0, 1.00 ft.
Total. •• , • , • • • • • • • • R. 3:'?. J
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At :Black Rock, New York, we have, according to the Buffalo Commercial Advertiser of November 12, 1841, the following table of comparison:
Depth of ~ater on mitre-sill.

:Pepression for 1841
below 1840.

'

.

Months.

.

.

1841.

1840.

Feet.

Feet.

Feet.

9.38

8.50

o,.85

June.

9.90

8.24

1.66

July.

9.88

7.80

1.48

August.

9.40

7.80

2.10

September.

8.80

6.75

1.55

October.

8.10

5.86

2.24

,,

May.

'

•

Mean 1. 63 foot .

The same paper contains the stage of water for the month of August,
from 1820 to 1841, (with some omissions,) referring to the low water of
the first-named period as zero.

Ft.in.
Rise
"
"
"
"

from August 1820, to August 1828,
"
"
1828,
"
1830,
"
"
1830,
"
1836,
"
"
1836,
"
1837,
"
"
1837,
"
1838,

2 06

0 00
1 00
0 06
1 01
5 Ol

Ft.in.
1 03
1 03
1 10

Fall from August 183 , to August 1839,
"
"
"
1839,
"
1840,
"
"
"
1840,
"
1841,

4 04
Th results of the various observations at Buffalo may be summed
follows:
.

i an annual difference of four best as ertained years,
Greate t annua 1 difference Lea t
"
"
Great st temporary fluctuation within the year
Lat
'
"
"
"
{ean fluctuations

"

"

ur as

0.89
1.27
0.37
2.64

0. 0
1.40

lf'cckly and 1nonthly abstract of measurements, by John LathroP_, Esq., resident engineer, s!iowi'11g the lteight of tlu wa(er fll
the foot of Commercial street, Buffala.
.
[Taken twice a day-at 9 a.

ill,

and 4 p.

ill,

Zero, the bottom of the enlarged Erie canal, which is one fof'.lt below the mitre-sill of the _gua.rd-lock at
Black Rock.
.

-- -

Extreme monthly
difference.

Above zero in feet,

Extreme high and low

.

water:

. ·-

Date.

Weekly mean.

;l!i,

Mon~hly mean.

.

9.40
6,.70

7.53
7.65

November, 1850

8.00

7.67
7.53
8.30
7,83

December, 1850.

10.50
5.90
7,88

February, 1851.

7.91

7.51

'

8 . 12

7.85

8.53
8.32
8.41
8.58

M:arch1 1861.
~

-.

,_

High night of 16th.
Low 22d, 4 .P. M.

-

Night of 26th.
p. m. of 28th.

11.40

5.80
5.60

-

10.20
7.80

8.46
~

~-

South-west storm.
Light eat-it wind.
W~nd east 6 days, west 9, north-west 3,
south~est 4, north-east 4, north 2.
Gale south-west.
Light south-west.
Wind east 5, north-west 4, south-west 1,
south 2, west 7, south-west 8, north 1.

6 a. m., 15th.
4 p. m., 8th.

Gale west.
Breeze east.
Wind north-east 2, north-west 5, north
1, south 3, south-west 4, south-east I.

4 p. m., 21st.

.

4. p.

m., April 3d.

9 a. m., March 5th.

· 2.90
'·

Wind '!trong east.
Wind light east.
Wind east 9 days, west 4, north-east i,
south-west 5, south 3.

5 a. m., 17th.

5.55

7.92

-

.

4.60
12.75
7.20

8.00

.

2:70

7.78

1.75
8.42
7.46

J'anuary, 1851.

-

Com-se of wind.

~

~.

Storm soutb-wet'lt.
Light east.
Wind east 6, south-west 9, east 4, northwest 3, south-west 2, north 1, north•
- east 3.

~

~
~

,....-,
~

L....J

hly abst
Abo'\"'e .zero in f~t.

Date.
Weekly mean.

April, 1851.
May, 18GI.

.

Jane, 1851.

July, 1861.

8.30
8.31
8.87
8.91
8.66
8.86
9.17
9.18
9.41
9.41
9.35

Monthly mean.

8.49

8.90

9.83

9.50

r-,

easurement,. g-c.-Continued ..

~

Extreme high and low

Extreme monthly
differen<:o,

Course

wate1· mark.

12.76
6.50

6 p. m., 8th.
9 a. m. 5th.

6.25
13.50
8.30

2 p.

m., 1st.

•

9 a. m., 22d.
.,

5.20
10.10
8.80

----~
9th.
5th.

1.30

9 a. m., 24th.

10.30
8.80

0.34

9.68
9.53

.

~.

9 a. m., 7th.

1.50

or wind.

l......J

Gale south-west.
East light.
South-east 8, east 2, south-west 4, west
2, north-west~' north-east 5, south 1.
Gale south-west.
Breeze south-west.
North-west 2, west 3, south-west 17,
north-ea-st 21 south 1, east 2.
Breeze south-west.
Light north.
East l.., west 5, north-east 2; eouth-west
13, north 2, south-en.st 1, north-west
c.i.,
1, south 3.
~
Gale south-wost.
~
Light east.
West 3, east 3, north-west 2, south-w~
10, south 2, north 1, north-east 1.

?tienn of nine months ..•..• ,,.....................................................................................

8.44

Mnximum n1ontb July .....•...••••••••.•••••••.•••.•••.••••.•••••••• ••..........................................

.

9.50

?l[inituum month November......................................................................................

7 .18

Difference of level .... ,.. , •.• , • , ••••• , • , ••• , •••• , ••••••••..•••••• , ••••••••.••• , •••••• , •••• , •••••• , . . • • • • . . • • . . . . • •

1. 77

Greatest temporary rise May 1st ...•••.•••••.••••••..•••.•••••••.•••••••••..••• , ••••• , • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • . . . • 18. 50
Gren.test temporary depression February 8th....................................................................... 5.80
Gren.test fluctuation in nine months .•.••..••..• , .•••••••.•••...•.•••.•.•.•••••••.••••.•••••••••••••••.•••••••••• ,, 7.70
M
Tho wind was south-west 72 times, west 89, north-west 23., east 33, north-east 13, north 6, south 13, south-eagt 4.-Extreme high wat~r occurred during
south-west wi_nds 6 times out of 9, and low water 6 times in 9 during easterly winds.
·------ -

-

---

-

-

--..,
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It may be thought that the observations are, at this time, sufficiently numerous and accurate to warrant the construction of a general table of levels
for the last fifty years. If this could be done, it would hav~ very m~ch reduced the length of this chapter; but there are so many d1s?repanc1es between the different registers which I cannot at present reconcile, that I have
thought it best not to attempt to fix a general zero or plane of refe_rence.
A general and well arranged system of synchronous observations, kept up
for some years at different points on the lakes, is needed before a cpmplete
"comparison can be made.
J
If we follow the register at Black Rock, the water was fo ur inches higher
in August, 1838, than in June; while at Cleveland, on fhc other hand, it
was nine inches lower. At Black Rock, in August, 1841, it was within
nine inches of the lowest known level, that of 1819; 'but, at the same time,
it was not so !ow at Detroit as in August, 1819, by one fo ot t en inches.
The average fall of the water at Detroit for the year 1841, , ·as one foot;
at Black Rock the average fall from May to October of the same year, was
1.63 feet; which is even less than it would have been for the entire year.
The average of the summer months of 1840, at Detroit, was two feet
ten inches above the level of 1819, and at Black Rock, two feet two inches;
thus showing a difference of eight inches in the amount of rise at the two
places during the same period.
By using the observations which were made at Cleveland and Detroit
during the months of September, October, November and December, we
might determine the difference between the zeros of those two places, pro\tided that the rise and fall of the river and lake were equal.
Thus the observations for four months at Detroit, according to Mr. Hathan, give for the level of the water at that place, four feet six inches below
zero; the observations at Cleveland for the same period, give a.n average of
-one foot one inch below the zero of that place; making the zero of Cleveland three feet five inches below that of Detroit.
According to the observations made by Mr. Lathrop and myself during
the months of June and July, 1851, at a time when the lake was little dis..
turbed by winds, the average level of the water was, at .Buffalo, 9.41 feet
above the zero of that place, and at Cl~veland 2 feet below the zero of
that city; making the zero of Cleveland 11.41 feet higher than that of
Buffalo.
,
But if we reduce the observations at Black Rock to the standard, we find
that the low water of October, 1841, was below the level of 1819, when it
is universally agreed that this was the lowest known stage. Mr. Lathrop
remarks, that the depth of water on the mitre-sill of the guard-lock at Black
Rock is ¥ery much influenced by the mills-which are fed from that basin.
The records show that, from some cause, the fluctuations are greater a~
Black Rock than at either Cleveland or Detroit, so that, whatever ·may be'
the cause of the error or difference, the registers at the eastern extremity o
the lake are not a safe index of the level of the water elsewhere. The fall
at Black Rock from August, 1838, to October, 1841, was five feet nine
inches; while at Detroit, it was only three feet four inches during the same
period. Cleveland is better situated than .Buffalo for the purpose of registering accurately the fluctuations of the lake ; for, while the former city
is nearly midway between its two extremities, and opposite i,.ts widest part;
the latter city, on the other hand, is placed at the vertex of a triangl~ formed
by the ~ides of the lake, and at its eastern extremity, so that the waters are

L4 J
crowded by a south-west wind into a constantly narrowing

space, and of

course rise higher than they would othenv1se do. Thus, during a ga1e,
which blew down the lake on the night of the 18th of October, 1849, t e
water rose fifteen feet six inches ,a boYe the point to which it fell during n
easterly gale, on the 18th of April, 1848. ..,T~e greatest sudden cha
noticed at Cleveland, was November 19th, 1845, when the water fell
feet. At Chicago the lef el of the lake is said to have oscillated throug a
space of four feet during twenty-four hours, in June, 1851.
The greatest range of one month at Cleveland, was in August, 184,5, wh
,the difference between the highest and lowest stage of wat~r was, accordin
to Colonel Stockton's tables, two feet eleven inches. The greatest ra,nge
the .fluctuations, in 1845 and 1846, was three feet three inches. The regis
ters of Colonel Stockton and Mr. Lathrop show that the greatest oscillations
of the lakes are due to south-wester_ly and easterly winds; but these winds
depress the water at C1eveland, while they raise 'it at Detroit ..
If our materials were sufficiently ample to enable us to form a general
table, expressing the mean monthly stage of the water for an uninterrupted ·
series of years, the annual rise and fall could easily be exhibited by curves
constructed upon the measurements as ordinates. The relations between the
observations at Detroit, Cleveland and Buffalo, are, however, as yet too imperfectly understood, and the registers are incapable of being reduced to one
plane of reference. They are here, therefore, collated and arranged f<tt
future use; but before leaving the subject, I will draw up a tabular statement, showing the time of the year when high or low water has been observed, and the amount of the annual rise or fall for the few years r:overed
by the registers.

Table sliowing the am, ual Rise and-Fall of Lalce Erie .
Date,

Iligh water month,

.1

Low water month.'

Greatest differcnce.

Feet, Inches.
1837. . , . , .•..••• , ..• , .•.. , . • • January . . , .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... .
1837.
Jn ::. ............ , • • .. • . • . • .. . . . .. • • . .. • • . .. • • •
0
11 rise.
183. Juno ••••.•.• • •••...••..•••••••••• •...•••••••••••.•••••••.•••
1838. August . ...••....• , • . . . . . • • • . . • . • • . • . . • . . . . • • • .S
8 fall .. .
1830 • ......... ...... ............. January ............................ .
v~ao. Jul:· ...• •.•...•....•.....•.•.•••... , ••...••..•.•••...•..••
18-tO. . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . . J a.nuary ........ , . . . . . . 8
2 fo.ll .••
18 "· July ....••..•..•...•.......•....••....••.•...•.....•.....•••
1S11. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. Jan., .Fab. and March...
2
1 fall ...
1 n
Angu ·t .........•............... , •...• • • .........•. , ....... .
181:l. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . December, J anuary. . . . .
1
0 fall .. .
1816.
1846. . . j ~~~ ·. ·. ·.: ·. ·. ·. ·.: : : : : : : : : : .. ~~r.c~.' .".':: .' .': : : : '. '. : : : : ..
1~50. , .. , . . . .. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . November .... , •..... , .........•... ,
1851 . July ..•..•...• .••..••• ....• •...•.•...•••. , ....
1
8 rise ..

i' . . .7·;i;~: '.

Place.

Cleveland.
Cleveland.
Cleveland.
Detroit.
Detroit.
Detroit.
Detroit.
Detroit.
Detroit.
Cleveland.
Buffalo.

ow it does not folJow that if obser ation~ bad been taken at all these
place ince 1 · 7, the time of high and low water of each year would have
been the -me at each place, or vcn that it would have fallen in the same
month. There are many circumstances to be considered, such as the unequal amount of -v ater recei\'ed and di charged by each lake; the different
winds and the opposite effect of the same win<l blowing over the different,

lakes; so th~t it is evictent that there must be undulations of level and acculll! •lations of water at bne poi?t,.for days or weeks t?gether. A s~uth-.west
w1 n.d sweeping over Lakes M1ch1gan, Huron and Ene operates quite d1fferen t:l y upon their surfaces. While it accelerates· the dischar'ge of the water
from Lake Erie, and lowers the surface of that lake at its western end, it
checks at the same time the flow from Lake Huron; thus operating in a
tw a-fold manner to depress its surface. A north-east gale, on the other
hand, forces back the water of Lake Erie and increases the discharge of
Lake Huron, so that there is a corresponding rise of the water at the western extremity of the former lake. Neither do all the lakes reach their

~aximum height at the same time, but successively, accor1ling to the combined action of the various meteorological causes.
·
In general, the great lakes rise and fall nearly together; but not absolutely at the same time, nor by an equal amount.
It is apparent from these statisti~s that there is no foundation for the
popular belief that there is a rise and fall of the lakes during a period of
fourteen years. Between 1796-8 and 1819-20, a period of twenty years,
there was a gradual depression and rising of the lakes. From 1816 to
181._9-20, the waters fell to a lower level than even their previous stage of
depressio1,1. From 1819-20 to 1838, a period of eighteen years, there was
a steady increase of elevation, when the water attained its greatest known
height. The lowest stage of water, since that time, occurred in October
1811, '!hich was less than three and a half years after the preceding great
depress10n.
.
No person, who examines the daily registers, will find any grounds for
the belief that there is in Lake Erie a daily or lunar tide, like that of the
ocean.

As before remarked; the cau~es which produce changes in the levels of
the lakes are the Same as those which influence other collect10ns of water ;
that is, the ever-varying amount of rain and evaporation. The records of
the rain-gauge throughout the north-west are yet too meagre to enable us
to determine the amount of falling water over the basins of these lakes;
but I will avail myself of such materials as are in my possession.
From the rain-gauge kept at the Pennsylvania Hospital, we derive the
following results:*
From 1810 (low water) to 1815, (high water) 5 years

1iP-an

-

-

..
From 1815 (high) to 1819, (low) 5 years
[can
•
•
From 1827 to 1837, (high) 11 years
Mean
.
.. _
•
..

•

-

- 185.68 inches.
,
37.13 "
• 151.14 "
30.23 "
.. 451.05 "
41.00

"

From th~ rain-gauge kept by Dr. Hildreth at Marietta, Ohio, we gather

the following results :

Fr()Ili 1819 (low) to 1823, (rising) 5 years
_ lt~an

-

..
Frl)m 1828 to 1832, 5 years
ean

-

-

• 202,83 inches,
40.56 "
.. 228.17 "
45,63 H

.• ~%tract from the Michigan Geological Repwt for 1841, P• 26.
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From the · observations of the army surgeons,* we derive the following
results:
Dearbornville Arsenal, near Detroit, mean annual fall of
rain for 1836-8 and '9, 3 years, mean
Fort :Brady, at Saut Ste. Marie, 1837-8 and '9, 3 years,
mean
Fort Howard, Green :Bay, 1836-7-8 and '9, 4 years,
mean
Fort Winnebago, Wisconsin, 1837-8 and '9, 3 years,
mean

31.29 inches.

31.89

"

38.33

"

31.88

"

The following is a transcript of the rain-gauge kept at the Western Re, serve College, Hudson, Ohio :

1838-9 and '40, mean 1841 'I"
1842
-·
1843
1844
1848, 1849, 1850, mean of three years,

34.115
28.431
36.114
26.736
35.730
39.365

inch.
"
"
"
"
"

The difficulty of making exact comparis_ons between the stage · of w~ter
in the great lakes, and the amount of fallmg water from the clo~ds, arises
from the want of rain-gauges in the North-west, previous to the high WJter
of 1838. rrhose of Philadelphia and Marietta being out of the valley of
the St. Lawrence, are not a ce'rtain guide in determining .the an_iount of rain
which fell within those periods, in the region of the lakes.
The observations at Hudson, and at the various military posts, do not
extend back sufficiently far to enable us to draw certain conclusions. For
)eriods of five yea1s, there must be a similarity between the seasons of the
ake-country and of Philadelphia. From the low water of 1810 to the
high water of 1 14-lG, there fell, in Pennsylvania, 34.54 inches of rain
more than for the years from 1815 to 1819. If this be true of the lakeregion, the only wonder is that the rise of water was not greater. The
area drained by the lakes is estimated as being four times as great as their
urface, and the amount of water poured into them by their various affluents, unless checked by evaporation, would raise their surface twelve feet.
The mean of the eleven years _prior to the flood of 1838 is very large,
being forty-one inches, or eleven mches per annum greater than that of the
preceding low water of 1819. So for ten years out of twenty, of the time
of the gradual rise from 1 19 to 1838, Dr. Hildreth's gauge, in the valley of
the Ohio, one hundred and eighty miles south of Lake Erie, gives an average of 43.2 inches-a very large increase.
The great ri ·e of 183 is due to causes which operated in 1837 and
yeai:s preceding, so that the reports of the army surgeons are divided in point
of time; the year · 1 3 and 1 39 belonging to a declining stage, while
those of 1 36 an<l 1 37 belong to an advancing stage.
The records of Profes or Loomis, and his successors at Hudson, begin in
1 3 , with the flood of that year, and continue with some intermissions to
the present time. The lowest stage since 1 38, happened in 1841. The

l

• l\lcteorological Register, p. 99,
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Dlean. o:f these four years is, for Hudson, 31.27 inche8, which is a foot per
~ar lower than that for ten years prior to 1838, at Marietta. The mean
o_f t~'ee years since 1841, is 32.86 inches, and from 1848 to the present
!une 39 .36 inches, showing a large increase, amounting to nearly seven
inches per annum. For this period the measurements of the lake-surface
are too imperfect to enable us to estimate the actual rise.
On Lake Superior the years.1845-6 were unusually dry, and in _1847 that
lake had reached a very low stage of water. "The years 1849-50 were in
that re~ion wet, and the Jake as a necessary consequence is now (1851)
very high; that i~, from three to three and one-halt feet above the

le -el of 1847.

[ 4 ]
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CHAPTER XX.
MAGNETIC VARIATIONS. - COMPARISON OF TERRESTRIAL AND ASTRONOMICAL MEASUREMENTS.
BY CHARlES WHITTLESEY.

G1meral Remarks on the Duties of the linear Surveyors. - Extent OJ the
public surveyed Lands. - The Solar ' Compass. -Explanation of the
Method adopted in the linear Surveys. - Convergence of Meridians. Magnetic Variations in Michigan. - In Wisconsin. - Remarks on the
Variations in Michigan. - Comparison of astronomical and terrestrial Measurements.-Errors to which tlie 'linear Surveys are liable.-How compensated. -Meridian and base Lines. - Their geograplilcal
Position. - Correction Lines. -Particular comparisons of Measurements. -Convergence of range Lines.
Having had occasion to pass for many hundred miles along the surveyed
lines ot the public lands in Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, and MinnesCJta,
and to observe the practical workings of the presei:it system of survey!-l, I
deem it not out of place to devote a chapter to their examination. The
records of surveys in these States have frequently been submitted to my inpection by the surveyors-general in charge, and I have frequently met with
the deputy surveyors engaged in their toilsome labors, in the depths of the
forest, remote from civilization, carrying their instruments, camp equipage,
and provisions on their backs, through places where neither horse nor canoe
could penetrate, and have thus had occasion to admire their perseverance
and fortitude. In these expeditions, they are frequently buried for a whole
eason in the forest - far from human settlements, sometimes short of proi ion , and always destitute of what are called luxuries ; their clothing,
pecially towards the close of the season, in shreds, ,and, to an observer
from a civilized region, they present an aspect by no means attractive. I
have seen them under circumstances which required great promptness and
. n rgy, ~nd ha~e generally observed that they possessed inflexible integrity
m fulfilling their contracts, where there were many discouragements and
many temptations to slight their work.
Th re are, however, a few cases where fictitious field-notes have been
r turned; but, when we con ider the number of persons engaged in this\
r ic , and the light supervision to which they are subjected, as well as\
the inadequacy of th ir compensation, particularly in regions where timber !·
abound , th y may b regarded a among the most scrupulous and meritorious of public officer : Many of them possess mathematical attainments
of a high order, great reneral int lligence, and a degree of fortitude aITd
per ev ranee which should ommand respect.
Having traversed the field of their labors and inspected their notes, I
propo e to institute a comparison between their results and those obtained
by astronomical observations.
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't_ ghall first, however, present, wit~ littl~ ~r no comment,_a series of magnet c ~bservations taken along certam me~1dians and base Imes, ?r par~·!lels
of at1.tude, which intersect each other m squares of about sixty miles.
'.lb..ey. will be useful as illustrating the inte!15i.ty of magnetic forces,. a?~ of
practical utility to those who may be comm1ss10ned to make the subd1v1s10ns
0
sections. The annual change in variation can thus be fixed; and they
nll serve as a standard of r~ference hereafter. Those taken by Burt's
Solar compass,* which includes most of those given since the year 1839,
lllay be regarded as reliable.
The surveys of the public lands, west of the Alleghany Mountains, extend over an area greater than that ·of any other surveyed portion of the
globe., and if all the data repeeting the variations of the needle were collected~ they would afford a mass of facts worthy of reliance and unequalled
~y any collection thus far made. The parallels, or lines of equal variation,
m the United States, could then be laid down for the present :u,eriod with
great accuracy.
Those who study the reported variations for the State of Michigan would
~o -well to bear in mind that the Upper peninsula, west of Chocolate river,
IS a region of great local disturbance ; and that the surveys on the Lower
peninsula, below the second correction line, were not made with the Solar
compass, and that, therefore, the results must be taken with some grains of
allo-wance.
,
,
The rectangular system of surveys, adopted for the first time by the United States in 1785, on the recommendation of Thomas Hutchings, is so simple that the position of any surveyed township or section is known, at once,
by reading the letters and figures, cut upon the witness and. bearing trees.
Each township of six miles square has a number different from every other ;
and to follow the variations given below, from point to point, it is only
necessary to take the meridian as a starting line, when reckoning east or
'V~t ; and the base when reckoning north or south. Numbering the townships north or south from the base line, they are called ·Towns; numbering east or :Vest from the meridian, they are called Ranges. Thus, T. 20 N.,
R. 10, E., indicates a township one hundred and twenty miles north of the .
base line and sixty miles east, of the meridian.
·
The latitudes and longitudes are not intended, as here given, to be
authority, unless the name of the observer is indicated; they are necessary,
ho'!e~er, to a full understanding of the positi~n of the compass, when the
var1a tions were noted ; but are generally derived from maps, or astronomical observations. So, too, the length of most of the lines given
ha been derived from maps, unless the length be given in miles and
cbams, or used for the express purpose of deducing longitudes by mea~uremen t, in order to compare with the reported astronomical results. These
distances should, therefore, be regarded only as near approximations, and
not as strictly accurate.
m_

• This ingenious instru]Uent, invented by Willfa.m A. Burt, of Mount Vernon, Michigan,
about the year 1836, does not appear to have attracted the attention which it merits. It is
we known that the magnetic needle is everywhere subject to many fluctuations; regular and
irr ular, and that it will not mark a straight line. In the rough regions of the north, where
e igneous rocks themselves often contain magnetic oxide of iron, and where there are
immense deposits of iron ore, often magnetic, a common compass is frequently entirely use] e 3s. Transcripts, which are given below, show variations of 30°, 45°, and even 175°, in
t e distance of half a mile. Without the Solar compass the region could not have beeq
eyed, excep~ at a cost exceeding the value of the land,
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To provide for the convergence of the meridional or range lines, the first
row of townships north, on a base or correction line, is made more than six
miles broad, east and west; this excess, generally amounting to about three
chains, is not the sanre in all latitudes, and even in the same latitude is
not made equal by all surveyors. The last row to the north, or next south
of the correction line (sixty miles northward) will be less than six mile.11,
by about the same quantity, only a few of the townships that ~re midway
being exactly six miles in breadth. ,
With these prefatory remarks, we proceed to give the variations furnished
by the Surveyor General at Detroit, for the State of Michigan..

VARIA'l'IONS IN MICHIGAN.

Variations on the Meridian of Michigan.
Lon: 84° 19' 9'' W. (nearly) counting south from Base Line.

1824-1825.
T.15.

. T. 5 S.

V. 4° 25' E.
4° 26'
4° 26'
4° 40'

2
8

'

I

6
I 7
. 8

V. 4°
4°
4°
4°

39' E •
85'
85'
85'

4: 9 miles to Ohio State Line.

North of Base Line to first Correction Line, 1826-1831.
T. 1 N.

V. 4° 25' E.
4° 25'
4° 25'
4° 25'
4°2~

%

3
\I

5

T. 6 N.
7
8
9
10

. V. 4° 55' E.
8° 50'
8° 05'
8° 05'
8°0~

Principal Meridian between First and Second Correction Line, 1831-2,
120 miles north of Base line.
T. 11 N.
12

V. 3° E.
30

T.16N.
17

30
30

19

ao

18
14

15

18

20

Principal Meridian from
T. 21

22
28
24
26
26

27

28

29

.

V. 2° 40' E.
2° 66'
2° 55'
3° 00'
2° 55'

2° 45'

e

econd Correction Line io Lake Huro~,
1 37-1 40
T. 30N.
31
32
33
34
85

50'

36

2° 156'
2° 56'

87

0

V. 3@
E.
2° 65'
2° 55'
2° 55'
8° 10'

a

V. 2° 55' E.
3° 10'
3° 05'

8° 15'
3° 10'
5:-1
80'
00'

20
2°
2°
1°

45

..
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Principal Meridian . Solar Compass, 1840.

T. 41 N..
42
43

V. 1° i>O'E.

T.45N.

1° 40'
1° 50'
2° 86'

47

44

46

V. 2° 30' E.
1° 40'

1° 20'

Te Lake Superior, 280 miles.

Base Line of Michigan -

East of Meridian.

Lat. 42° 30' N.

R.l E.

V. 4° 40' E.
5° 80'
4° 40'
4° 40'
4° 40'
4° 30'
4° 30'
4° 30'

2
3

4
6
6

7
8

R. 9E.
10

_

V. 4° 39' E.
4° 40'
4° 40'
40 40'
4° 8()'
4° 89'
4° 89'

11

12
13

14
15
To Detroit River.

Base Line of Michigan - West of Meridian.

·
R.I W.

V. 4° 25' E.
4° 80'
4° 40'
4° 45'
4° 46'

2
8

4
6

t\
7
8

1825-31.
R.9W.
10

v. 4° 40' .E.
60 00'
6° 30'

11

40 60'

12
13
14

4° 56'
4° 40'

16

(>O 5()1
[10

80'

6° 20
6° 10'

16

60 26'

17

~o

80'

To Lake Michigan.

First Correction Line - East of Meridian.
1822-39.
Latitude 43° 22' .N.

R 1 E.
2
8
4
6
6

7
8

·v. 8° HYE.
,

R. 9E.

V. 8° 401 E,'
8° 861 ·
8° 86'

80 00'
go 00'

10

8° 30'
8° 15'

12

30

18

go oo.'
40~,

16

8° 60'
2° 80'
2° 651

so

11

00'

14
16

To Lake Huron.

8()'

_2° 661
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First Correction Line-West of Meridian.

1831-37.
R.IW.

V. 3°00'E.

R.lOW.

2
8

11

7
8

8° 00'
3° 00'
8° 35'
8° 20'
3° 15'
go 20'
8° 25'

9

8° 46'

4
5
6

V. 8° 25' E.
3° 40'
3° 25'
8° 40'
3° 45'
3° 47 1
go 60'
6° 00'
8° 65'

12
18

14
16
16

17
18

To Lake Michigan.

Second Correction Line-East of Meridian.
Latitude 44° 14' N.

1838 and 1846.
R.lE.

V. 2('0 50' E.

2

2° 45'
2° 85'
2° 26'

8

f

2° 40' E.
I R. 65E.
2° 30'
2~ 80'
7
2° 10'
To Lake Huron.

I

v. 2° 15' E.

I

2° 10'
2° 00'

2° 10' E.
2° 05'
2° 05'

Second Correction Line-West of Meridian.

,·

I,

1837-1849.
R.IW
2
8

4

6
6

7
8

9

V.8° 00' E.

R.10 W.

8° 00'
2° 55'
8° 20'
3° 30'

11

30 O(Y

4°
4°
4°
8°

V. 8° 30' E. 183S.
2° 56' 1839.
4° 00' 1833.

2° 41;
8° 30'
4 9 10'
go 30 1
3° 15 1
8° 15'
8° Hi'
go 00'
8° 00'

12
18

00 1

00'
00' 1838.
41' 1849.

14

16
16

17

1849.
1887,
1848.
1839.

To Lake Michigan.

Third Correction Line - East of Meridian.
Lat. 45° 2' N.

1840.
R.1 E.
2

s

4

V. 2° 30' E.
2° 50'
2° 50'
2° 25'

R.5.E.

V. 2° 20'E.

6
7
8

2° 05'
1° 85'
00 45'

To Lake Huron.

,.
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Third Correction Line - West of Meridian,
1839-1840
R.1w.

R.6W.

V 8°00'E.
3° 05'
3° 10'
3° 15'
3° 25-'

2
8
4

6

7
8
9

V, 3°
3°
8°
8°

20' E.
25'
15'
30'

To Lake Michigan.

Between Townships 41 and 42, north --- East of Meridian.
Lat. 45° 58' N.

1840.
R.1 E.
2
8

V. 0° 40' E.

R. 5E.

V. 0° HYW.

6

0° 10'
0° 00'
()0 20'

0° 30'
0° 25' 0° 25' w.

4

7
8

To St. Mary's River.

Between Townships 42 and 43, north - West of Meridian.
1840.
R. IW.
2
3
4

V. 2°10' E.

R.5W.

V. 8° 25' E.

2° 35'
2° 50'
2° 40'

6
7
8

8 9 40'
3° 45
3° 45'

Fourth Correction Line - West from Lake Michigan to boundary between

Michigan and Wisconsin.
Lat. 45° 52' N.

Solar Compass, 1845-46.
R.16W.
17
18
19

V. 3° 20' E.

20
21
22
23

4° 10'

4° 25'
4° 30'

4° 20'
5° 30'
5° 30' to 24° 10'
24° 10' to 5° 35'

R. 24 W.
25
26
27
28
29

~o

V, 2° 30' E to 5° 05' E.
2° E. to 24° W. and from
. 24° W. to 7° 40' E.
1° 80' W. to 5° 80' E.
Fluctuating.f
~II I I
6° 00' E. average.
S IIJol
5° 00'
6° 00' aver.age.

Length of line 90 miles.
• Variation increasing and decreasing regularly.
t Variation very fluctuating. Sec. 36, V. 28° W. to 154° W. or S. 26° W., 175° W.,. , 11 ,
183 W. Sec. 35, V. 86° E., 28° 30' E. Sec. 34, V. 16° E., 10° 45' E. _.,J3ec. 38, SQ 46' ,,,, ~
E. Sec. 32 and 31,
7° and 7° 40' E.
, ·

v.
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Fifth Correction Line - Going west.
Lat. 46° 48' N.

1844.
R.26W.
21

5° 28'
5° 16'
5° 85'
5° 80'
6° 12'

28

29
80

81
32

600()'

88

6° 00'
6° 80'
5° 80'

84

36

R. 86W.
31
88
89

V. 6° 111 E.

V, e0 45' E.
6° 10'
6° 10'

so 45'

60 00'
4° 45'
7° 00'
8° 10'
9° 80'

40
41
42

48
44

To Lake Superior-Dlsta.nce 114 mllM.

VARl.A.TlONS ON MERIDIAN LINES.- UPPER PENINSULA OF MICIDGAN.

South from Fourth Correction Line between Ranges 26 and 27 W.
Solar Compass, 1847.
T.40N.
39
38

37

V. 8° 26' E. to 5° 80'
14° 15'
5° 80'
4° 15'

T. 36N.

85

to 5° 45'

84

1·

88

V. 5° 40'E.
4° 55'
4° 80' I
o• 00'

156 miles west of meridian.

::1-f

'1;•
,,,

..

,·

From boundary line N o:rth to Fifth Correction Line, between Ranges
32 and 33 W.
T.42N.

43
44
46

V. 5° 10' E. to 8° 30'
6° 05'
15° 00'
4° 10'

T.46 N

to 7° 40'
to 9° 40' W.

47

•

48
49
60

V1° 35' E."
.6~ 10'
6° 00' to 8° 20'
6° 80' to 7° 86'
6° 65' to 6° 10'

To Lake Superior or Keweenaw Bay.

From Fifth Correction Line north between Ranges 3 and 34 W.
1844.
T. 51 N.

V. 6° 00' E.

62

5° 80'
4° 40'

68

T. 54N.
65
66
To Lake Superior or Keweenaw Point.

• Fluctuating to 6° 80'

w.;

V, 5° 15' E.

not higher thau 10° 80' E.

4° 20'
~ 07'
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MAGNETIC VARIATIONS IN WISCONSIN.

(Proni the Surt.Jeyor's returns at the office of the Surveyor-General at Du'buqua,)

Fourth principal Meridian, counting north ward from the base line or
northern boundary of Illinois,
Longitude of Meridian about 90° 32' 13" W.
Latitude of base line :~bout 42° 30' N.
T. 1 N.
V, 9° 25' E. 1832.
1'. 23 N. • V. 8° 00' .F~.
2
9° 5'
24
go 15'
3
90 ,
25
S0 15'
1847,
4
8° 50' to 9° 25'
26
8° 15'
6
9° 15'
27
go 10' to go 25'
6
go 55 1
28
go 10' to go 15'
7
go 50'
29
8° 15'
8
' go. 30'
80
8° 00'
9
go 42'
1839.
31
7° 40'
10
8° 40'
Third Correction line.
First Correction line from Illinois line.
l.1
9° 38'
7° 00'
32
12
9° 40' 1839.
7° 08'
33
1845.
12
9° 10'
35
6° 00'
fgularity.
13
9° 40' 1839.
6° 15' to 10° 00' fooal irre36
18
9° 11' 1845.
60 15' to 9° 10'
37
14
go 59'
1839.
6° 10'
38
8° 10' 1845.
7°
16'
89
16
8° 35' 1839.
40
6° 61'
[9° 30'
go
1845.
6° 34' disturbance 61) to
41
- 16
8° 35' 1839.
go 15'
1847.
Fourth Correction line.
17
8° 35' 1839.
18
8° 36'
8° 36'
42
7° 37' disturbed 5<>1- E.
19
20
8° 36'
43
6° 51'
21
8° 10'
1846.
44
5° 57'
45
Second Correction line.
11° E. to 45° W.
46
6° to 12° 30'; average,
22
S0 00' 1846.
47
7° 19'
[8° 44'

s. o.

To Lake Superior, 14 chains 77 links west of the mouth of Montreal river; by measureJD.en t, 281 miles 67 chains north of the base line at the northern boundary of Illinois.
Longitude of the mouth of Montreal river, according to Captain Cram, U.S. Topographical Enginoors, 1841, 90° 44' 30" west; according to Bayfield, 90° 36' 10''. Latitude 46° 88'

north.

Base line of the Wi~consin Surveys, or north Line of Illinois~
Lat. 42° 30' N.

f

1832-33.
Beginning at the west end, on the Mississippi, opposite Dubuque.
R. 2 W.

V. 9° 25' E.

1

8° 40'
Fourth Meridian.

R.lE.
2
3
4
6
6

1

V. 9° 40' E •.
9°
8°
6°
8°
go
7°

30'
45' to 9° 25'
30'
00'
0()'

3()'

R. 8 E.
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16 to 19
20
21 to 28

To we»~ru nborQ of Lake Wch!gu.

V. 7° 00' E.
6° 30'
6° 30'
6° 50'
6° 00'
6° 651
6° 67'
7° 30'
6° 80'
6° 00' 6QI 4CY
6° 20'
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Variations on the Second Correction Line of Wisconsin, according to the
·numbering of the surveys ; it being the first correction line north of
the Illinois boundary.
.
Lat. 43° 27' N.
(The mean of each range is given from an observation taken at intervals of a mile, or six
observations to a range.)

• Solar compass -1840.
Township 11, north - counting from fourth principal meridian, west.
R.1
2
8
4

w.

R.IE.
2
8
4
6
6

7
8
9

10
11
12

13

I

v. 8°9° 50'
38' E.

w.

R. 6
6
8° 40 1
7
8° 29'
88 miles to Mississippi liver.

v. 8° 21'

v. 8°
38' E.
S 20'
0

7° 45

From Meridian, east.
Solar Compass, 1840.
R.14E.

S0 17'
7° 26'
7° 18'
7° 38'·
7° 26'
8° 19'
8° 45' 1831.
8° 45'
7° 45' 1833.
7° 50'
7° 10'
7° 50'
To Lake Michigan.

15
16

v. 7° 45'

8° 30'
• 70 25'
70 10' 1888.
60 45'
. 60 55'
70 05' 1836.
70 45'
70 10' 1836.
70 00' 1835.
60 30' 1333.
60 30'

17
18

19
20
21
22

Third Correction line of Wisconsin.
Lat.44014' N. Solar Compass.

On Meridian four, counting west; average variation of each range of six
miles.
R. 1 W.
2
8

4
6

6

V. so 00' E.

R.7W.
80 15'
8
80 00'
9
8080'
10
80 80'
11
80 10'
12
72 miles to the Mississippi 1iver.

V.

so 30' E.
80 85'
70 50' to 90 45'
8047
8015'
80 60'

From the_ sam~ Meridian east, on account of the Ind,an territory on this
~orrechon lme, the surveys were carried around, an<l the correction line
1s not yet run. It begins -in range 14 east, on the Wolf river. V;uiations principally taken in 1 33.
·
R. 14 E.
15
16
17
18

V. 60 30' E. 1839.
6° 35'
1843.
60 05'
60 35'
60 30'
60 20'
60 16'

l 39.
1843.
1838.

R. 19 E.
20
21
22
23
24

1843.

To LakQ llichJgan.

V, 60 09' E. 1833.
60 30'
60 00'
60 16'
50 85'
60 10'

1833.
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a Meridian 66 miles east of the Fourth Principal Meridian, between
a1:1-ges 11 and 12, east, principally in 1833, counting from the base, or
llinois line, northward.
V, 80 35' E.
T. 9N.
T. 1 N.
v.1000 E.
1

2
8
4
5
6
7
8

I

70 30'

10

80 17'
80 40'
90 00'
9010'
8045'
70 25'

11

70 46'
70 50'
7015'
70 00'
8° 10' 7° 80' 1881..
8° 85'
_7° 45'

12

13
14
15

16
96 miles.

On the Meridian between ranges 21 and 22, east of the Fourth Principal
Meridian, being sixty miles east of the foregoing, or 126 miles east of
the M~ri~ia~, and near the west_ s~ore of Lake Michi~an, counting from
the Illm01s hue northward. Prmc1pally 1835 and 1803.
I

T. 1 N.
2
.

8
4
6
6

7 to 10
11

12
1.3
14

15
16
17
18
19

20

V. 6° 50' E.
6°00'
6° 10'
5°30'
5° 30'
6° 05'
7° 00'

T.22N.
23

v. 6° 15'

'
6° 20' Green bay.
5° 45'
6° 35' 1839.
6° 30'
6° 30'
6° 45'
5° 42'
5° 65'

24

25

26

Second Correction Line.
6° 30'
7° 00' 1833.
7° 10' 1833.
7° 15' 1833.
6° 05'
7° 15'
7° 00'
6° 50'
6° 35'
5° 65'

27
28
29
80

Fourth Correction Line.

81

6°
6°
4°
5°
5°

82
33
84

86

45'
00' 6° 60' 1840.
00'
00'
80'

Region of igneous and metamorphic rocks.

Third Correction Line.

87

88
21
6° 00'
To the Menomonee river, at Sturgeon falls, 225 miles north of the base line.

Fourth Correction Line, Wisconsin; third counting from the Illinois Line.
..

Lat. 45° 8' 13'' N.

Counting west from the Fourth Princi11al Meridian.
Solar Compass -July and August, 1847. Mean of ear:h mile.
B. 1 W,
2

a
4:
6
6

7
8
9

10
11

12

V. 7° 52' E.
7°
7°
7°
7°
8°
go
8°

45'
47,
46'
48'
00'
20'
19'
go 20''
8° 10'
go 27'

8° 21'

R. 13 W.
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

V. 9° 02' E.
8° 17'
8° 59'
8° 47'
go 45'
8° 09'
8° 30' St. Croix R.
9° 33'
11° 08'
11 ° 20'
11 ° 05'
11° 61'

To the Mississippi river, 141 Jnilea west of the Meridian.
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Fifth Correction line ; the fourth from the Illinois line.
Lat. 45° 55' 23'' N.

Or T~w~ship 41, north, counting west from the Fourth Meridian.
Solar Compass -

October, 1848.

Mean of six variation~ in each range, one each mile.
V.6° 42' E. 1
R. 17 W.
V. 9° 80' E,
6° 58'
18
9° 52'
7° 21'
19
12° 22'
7° 03'
20
13° 24'
7° 29 1
21
13° 19'
go 03'
22
12° 81'
go 20'
28
10° 47'
7° 45'
24
10° 57'
7° 13'
25
10° 86'
7° 40'
26
9° 29' Rum river.
10
6° 58'"
27
10° 49'
11
6° 45'"
28
10° 88'
12
7° 0O'•
29
10° 13'
13
8°
49'
80
9° 44'
14
go 81 1
31
10° 88'
- 15
9° 11' St. Croix river.
82
10° 83'
16
One hundred and ninety miles west to the Mississippi river, about 12 miles below Fort
Gaines. The high variations west of the St. Croix river, are in a region of igneous and
•trappean rocks.

R.l W.
2
8
4
6
6
7
8
g

Range Line between ranges 17 and 18 west, 102 miles west of the Fourth
Meridian, beginning on the Mississippi river in Township 24, north.
Solar Compass - May, 1847.
Mean of six observations in each township.

T,24N.

V. 8° 40' E.

25
26

8° 41'

27
28
29
80
81

22

go 81'

Range line between 18 and 19' west.
T. 33 N.
34
85
86
87

V, 7° 04' E.
7° 24'
go 42'
go 08' very variable.
go 40'
6° 47' trappean rocks,
8° 48'
9° 82' August, 1849.
9° 25'
88
10° 02'
8° 43'
89
10° 03'
40
10° 04,
To the Fifth Correction Line, or Fourth from the Illinois line.
go 83'

This completes the abstract of my minutes on the variations in the sur• .
veyed portions of Wisconsin, to the close of t~ year 1850.
If the Imes, along which these ob ervations were taken, be traced upon
th map, it will be found that the magnetic variations are here given in
squares or rectangles of from sixty to one hundred miles across, and that
they thus represent, pretty n arly, the variations over the whole region.
I intended to haye added tho e for IowA, M1ssouR1, and lLLI 01s, ~nd
then to have discussed the ubject of variations in the United States, but
iind it impracticable to pre ent all the data at this time. As far as these
• The e three range ire very irregular, varying from 4° 40' to 10° 28'.
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~ble8 -extend, they-may be~ Mnsi_dered as the best authoritY. -which can be
given on the subject, for this region, and may prove of_ serVIce to those en-

gaged in investigating the subject of terrestrial magnetism.
REMARKS ON THE VARIATIONS IN MICHIGAN.

By reference to the variations on the east and west lines between T. 41
and 42 N ., near Mackinac, it will be seen that the line of no variation, or
zero, touches the State of Michigan in R. 7 E., on Drummond's island.
Mr. Higgins, in the geological report Qf Michigan, for 1841, has laid do:wn,
from the precise observations of William A. Burt, the line of no variation
from Lake Huron to Lake Superior, and given much additional original information, to which reference is here made. The line is very tortuous, but
keeps near ~he St. M_ary's river, crossing differen! belts of rock, igne_o~s,
metamorphic and sedimentary. In 1820-24, Captam Bayfield, of the British ·
Admiralty survey, took the variation on Lake Superior, at various places,
some of which were as follows : ·
Michipicoten island, lat. 47° 40' N., long. 85° 20' W., 6° 00" E.
Granite island,
46° 40"
87° 30'
8° 00'
Keweenaw Point,
47°. 30"
88° 30"
9° 00"
Apostle islands,
47° 00'
91 °· 00"
1;!0 00'
Pie island,
48° 40"
86° 40'
8° 00'

Mr. Frederick Hubbard, assistant on the Michigan survey, made some
observations upon this subject in 1840 . . In July of that year, he found the
variation to be, at La Pointe, 8° 33" E., or 3° 27" less than Bayfield-indicating a change to that amount in the course of a little more than a quarter of a century. The variations for Keweenaw Point, in the tables apoye
given for 1844, range from 4 ° 20' to 8° 07" E. - being much affected by
local attraction in consequence of the trap rocks containing a large· per
centage of magnetic oxide of iron. The same remark will apply to Isle
Royale, where, in 1847, the variation was from 4° to 14° E.
:Between July 13 and August 1, 1839, Mr. W. A. Burt made very careful observations on the diurnal variation of the needle, at Mount Vernon,
Michigan. The results were .i.s follows:
Average o.c twenty days, at 5 h. 30 min. A. M., 1° 39' 53"'
"
"
"
1 h. 00 min. P. M., 1° 2~ 45"'
''
"
"
6 h. 30 min. P. M., 1 ° 33' 06"
The difference of these numbers gives the diurnal variation as follows :
Between morning and evening- - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5'.93
Between morning and noon- - - - - - - --- - - -·· - - - - - - 11'.08
Between n_oon and evening--------·····--····-- 5'.15
COMPARISON OF A. TRONOMICAL AND TERRESTRIAL MEASUREMENTS.

Having thus adverted to the principal phenomena of variation in this region, so far as the materials in our possession will enable us to do, we now
propose to compare the terrestrial measurements of the linear surveyors in
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the north-west, with the results of astronomical observations. And here a

.

brief discussion of the two modes for the determination of longitude may
not be inappropriate. ·Although the measurements of the surveyors, passing, as their lines do, over swamps, rivers, precipices, and thickets, are liable to many minute errors, yet these errors, in the main, counteract one another. As the work is done by many persons, using different instruments,
it is hardly possible that small errors should accumulate; and if they d:d,
the subsequent work, always closing upon that which was done before,
would detect mistakes, or bad meq.surements, and become apparent in 1he
returns to the office. The correction, base, and meridian lines, since 1he
introduction of the Solar compass, haYe been generally sun·eyed with
much care, particularly the principal me.ridians; so that they may be regarded as following very nearly parallels of longitude. The distan<'es
measured by the chain, alo_ng the base, correction, and meridian lines, may
also be regarded as nearly accurate, as much so as could be expected from
a single measurement, where so many obstades are necessarily encountertd.
The interior township and range lines are not required to be made with so
much care, because the principal exterior lines serve to stop the. errors, if
~my accrue. This is why, as will appear from an examination of the convergence of range lines, in the tables given below, the width of the upper
tier of townships is less than six miles; but this irregularity may be a.mended on the next correction line, by lllaking full townships. Thus, the convergence of range lines, for sixty ffiiles below latitude 46° N., being seven
chams, sixty links, if the lower tier of townships on the correction line,
sixty miles south, were made six miles, three chains, and eighty links, the
townships midway would be exactly six miles wide, and those on latitude
46° would fall short, three chains and eighty links. It will make the subject more intelligible to refer to the manner in which , the public surv,eys
have been conducted. A principal meridian and a base line are first run
through large tracts, generally embracing a State or States. These meridians are numbered from east to west. The First principal meridian forms
the divi$ion between Ohio and Indiana, on longitude 84 ° 51' Wiist from
Greenm:ch.
The Second principal meridian divides the state of Indiana north and
south, terminating at its northern boundary.
There is a "Michigan Meridian," not numbered, which commences at
the north line of the state of Ohio, twenty-two miles east of the first meridian, and, running through the Lower peninsula, crosses the straits of
Mackinac and termmates at Saut Ste Marie .
. The Third principal meridian begins at the mouth of the Ohio river, runmn,g north to the northern boundary of Illinois, where it terminates.
The Fourth principal meridian commences at the mouth of the Illinois
river, at lton, latitude 3 ° 5 '12° N., longitude 90° 29' 56°.7 W., and
ten~ through ~he States of lll~nois and Wisconsin, terminating on Lake
uper10r, at a pomt fourteen chams, seventy-seven links, S. 65° W. along
the hore, from the mouth of the Montreal river-its length being three
hundred and forty miles.
The Fifth principal meridian starts from the mouth of the Arkansas river,
on the i sis ippi, and has been extended north through Arkansas, Missouri, and Iowa, to near latitude 43° 30', being about twenty-five miles to
the west of the fourth meriilian. When we consider that it repeatedly
crosses the bends of the :Mississippi and passes through the broad, swamp¥
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Arkansas; and, further, as it \ms surveyed with the needle
11.d not. with the Solar compass, it cannot be regarded as very correct.
from the mouth of the Illinois, where it overlaps the fourth meridian, to
~u buque, in latitude 42° 30', these two meridians maint~in about _the sarr:e
atstance from one another; whereas, if they pursued their respective long1!t1des, they should converge, in tha,t distance, about three miles.
~4-t right angles to all these meridians are east and west correction ~nd
oase lines, once in sixty miles, or about 52' of latitude. Such are the Imes
Illade use of in the following computations. I know of no portion of _the
earth's surface on which there are so many and so regularly measured Imes
a~ in th~ Mississippi valley. This opportunity of making a mutual refernee to the terrestrial and celestial methods of fixing points upon our planet
is unequalled, and the results of theory and science may thus be placed in
contiguity with those of actual measurements. If the discrepancies should
oe great and general, we must infer that there is, in one or the other, some
i!Ilperfection which should be remedied ; but, if it appear to be the case,
!hat the results h~rmonize remarkably well, the accuracy of both modes is
!neoretically and practically established. The tables of convergence in para1 els of longitude, through all degrees of latitude, are based upon a nice
alcula tion of the oblate spheroidal form of the earth. The correspondnee of these tables with the measurements which I shall introduce, extendng over large areas, is a gratifying instance of the truth of philosophy and
iathematics, demonstrated by a process familiar to the most ordinary minds.
The Superintendent of the Coast Survey is engaged in determining the
bngitudes of different places· in the United States, particularly by meaps
of the electric telegraph ; and from this source I have been furnished with
ilie results for Cincinnati and St. Louis.
The longitude of Cincinnati is 84° 29' 48".S. In time, 5h. Sm. 12s.:
(\Vashington) 00h. 29m. 47s.
Longitude of St. Louis, 90° 12' 57".7. In time, 5h. Sm. 12s. +52m.
40s. = 6h. 00m. 52s.
The determination of the longitude of the Cathedral at St. Louis, by
ficollet, differed from this, 2' 16'/.3 of arc, beino90° 15' 16"'.
0
The measured distance, by the public surveys, between Cincinnati and St.
Louis, reduced to the parallel of latitude for the former place, and that corrected for convergence, is 310.32 miles, which is equal to a difference
n longitude of 5° 45' 57"'.6; and the distance above given, accordinolo the best authority, deduced from observations made by the aid of th~
lelegraph, is 5° 43' 15" - a discrepancy of 2' 42//.6 of arc.
The western boundary of Ohio was doubtless established with care and
1, houl d follow the true meridian. If it does, we can deduce, from Cincin~ati., the longitude of the south end of the meridian of Michigan, which is
twenty-two miles cast of the first, or Ohio meridian, and two and one- •
~alf m.iles east of Cincinnati; making it, in longitude, 84° 26' 50" W.
ff his meridian has been well carried up, the longitude of the Falls of
the St. ~ fary is the s~me, f?r this m_eridian terminates there, being about
three hundred and thi_rty rmle long.*
The next rorresponding meridian to the west, is the Fourth, or Wiscm1sin
2

• On comparing the longitude of the point where this meridian meets the Falls oftbe St.
!Iary's river, as laid down on Bayficld's Chart (84° 33' 40"), with that obtained for its
ia
hern extremity, as gh·cn above, we find a discrepancy of 6' 50" of arc, which can
bar y e due to the error of so distinguished an observer as Bayfield.
l!'. & W"
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merirlian, which runs from the mouth of the Illinois river to Lake Superior,
the longitude of whose southern extremity is very closely known by reference to St. Louis. The distance between these meridians, measured west,
on a parallel of latitude from the foot of the Michigan meridian, across Indiana and Illinois, is 318.10 miles; the distance between the upper, or
northern extremities of these meridians, on Lake Superior, is very nearly
292.64 miles; showing a convergence of the ground of 25.46 miles. ·
I give the latitude of the southern end of the Michigan meridian only
approximatively at 41 ° 54' N., and that of the upper end, at Saut Ste. Marie, at 46° 31'. The latitude of the north end of the Wisconsin mer_idian,
as o·iven by Captain Cram, is 46° 33". The theoretical convergence, by the.._
tables from the south to the north end of these meridians, is 24.75 milesdifferino- from the result above given only .71 mile.
In th~ longitude of the mouth of the MontreaJ, as deduced from the surveys of William A. Burt, there is a discrepancy, when compared with the
r2ported longitude, which indicate&an error somewhere. The surveys have
not been carried across from the Fourth meridian to the Mississippi, at the
mouth of the Crow-wing river, near Fort Gaines, where a discrepancy is
found in the position of that place.
The measured distance from the Fourth meridian, along the Fifth correction line, to the meridian of Crow-wing, is one hundred and ninety miles
and hine chains ; which, corrected for convergence, and converted into degrees and minutes of arc,_gives 3° 58' 30" as the difference of longitude
west.
The reputed longitude of the Montreal river is 90° 44' 3W', and of Crowwing 94° 22' 45,...., making a difference of 3° 38' 15", or 20' 13,.... of arc less
than the surveys, and equal to about 16.2 miles. It becomes necessary to
form a conclusion, whether the error is due to terrestrial or celestial measurements. The longitude of the southern extr€llllity of the Fourth meridian,
at Alton, Illinois, is closely determined from St. Louis, and is put at 90°
29' 56.7,...., and the same meridian passes within fourteen chains west of the
mouth of the Montreal river. If it is well run, the longitude of its mouth
should differ only about 12" of arc, while the difference is 14' 43" to the
west. From the longitude deduced from the Michigan meridian it differs
11" also to the west.*
Though undiscovered errors, in running these lines, may exist, or in
measuring the correction lines, the question arises, whether so great a mistake could possibly occur, as is shown here, of 8.5 to 10.5 miles.
The work of determining longitude chronometrically, on land, is known
to be very difficult and requires much time devoted to observations. This
• Tho longitude of the mouth of the ontrcal river, according to Bayfield, is Uv 0 35' 15"
, ud taking that of Crow-wing, as given above on the authority of Nicollet and Lieutenant
Derby at 94~ 22' 45", we have a difference of 3° 47' 30". Comparing this with the differ,·nee ot longitude, as deduced from the linear urveys by .Mr. Whittlesey, we have a discrep· ncy of 11 ', which is considerably less than that which results from assuming the longitude of the .fontreal river, given by Captain Cram. In like manner, using Bayfield's longit:~cle of the . fontreal river, and comparing it with that of Alton, as given abovo, we have a
tl1tTercnce of u' 7 .i" between the results of tlrn astronomical measurement of the longitude
of the two plac~s which shoul<l have the same longitude, if the meridian was correctly nm I y the lm ar surveyor . The di, crcpancies in each of these cases are very considerable but indicate tl!at the position of the Montreal river was more accurately determined by Bayfi Id than by aptain Cram. Probably at least a part of tlrn error is due to
th 11ature of th ~ound <ffcr which tho northern portio!!. ofth meridian in question pa es,
and the difficu!Ly which the urrc ·ors found lhemsrly oblig"d to ontend with in executing
this work.
F. & W.
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tflaf not have been practicable at_ the Montreal _and C:row-win&" ri':ers,* a_~d,
UJ1h.l the details of the observat10ns arc exammeu, 1t would oe unpossrnle
/osay what weight is to be given them.

To thr?w the errors e~tirely on ~he

ru:v-e_yed Jines, 1t is necessary to suppose that 1t commenced m the First
~!IIlc1pal meridian, in Ohio, and that the same departure from the true m~ri:lian accrued in the same direction, in Michigan, and in t_he Fourt~ m_enJiim, and that it has not been observed by those who ran the township Imes
aajacent to them.
At the Crow-wino- river the discrepancy is to the east; thus bringing this
~int and the mouth of the Montreal river too near together, by 20' 30//, of
which 11" to 14' is shown as probably due to the observations at the Monlreal river. The first named point is reported to be in longitude 94° 22"
ij",,. west} and, . as deduced from measurements, is 94° 32." - a difference
of 9' 15"'.
CONVERGENCE OF RANGE LINES,

We next propose to examine the convergence/ of range lines, from one
correction line to another, as shown by the surveys in Michigan, Wisconsin
a11d Iowa.
Ey Captain Lee's tablest of the length of a degree of longitude, in statute miles for different latitudes, between 39° and 47° north, we can com~re the field results with those theoretically obtained.
- orth latitude.

Length of a degree of Convergence for a deg. Convergence for a range
or township of 6 miles.
of lat. in miles.
longitude in miles.
Ch. , Lks.

41°

• 42
43
44

45
46
47

52.274
51.476
50.662
49.833

48.988
48.128
47.254

0.790
0.798
0.814

7 24

7 44
7

71

0.829
0.845

8 09

0.860
0.874

8 59

8 ·27

8

87

The distance in latitude from one correction to another of sixty miles,
o: ten townships, being less than a degree, or about 52~ the co.qvergence

lor: tha_t distance is proportiouably less.
,
On the Fourth correction line i~ Michigan, about latitudet45° 50' N., the
ave age convergence of range lines for twenty-nine townships \Yest' of the
ltle id1an, is, by field measur,ements, ff chains 65.5 links; in theory, 7 chains
!5 links ; but this correction line having been taken across awl around
Lake Michigan, is hardly a fair example for comparison. The townships
o he correction line below, as well as all those in the upper peninsula,
a _ made, on the correction line, two chains under six miles, in order to
t ow part of the irregularity upon the lower or southern townships. This
excess of two chains is not enough for that latitude to equalize the town~
shi s between correction lines, as will appear by results. On the fifth correc ion line, about latitude 46° 45' N., the width of the tier of townships
T e observations at Crow-wing were taken, first by Nicollet, and afterwards by Lieut.
y of the '11 opograp11ical Corps, who differ l>nly in seconds. Those of the Montreal river
trcre ti Captain Cram, also of the Topographical Corps.
•

Oe

- A Collection of 'l'ables and Formulre, l1y Capt. T. J. Lee, of the Topographical Eng'rs.
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hext below it, or the ranges numbered T. 50 N., is, for thirteen of the
westerly townships, 5 miles, 74 chains, 74 links; and the width of the •
same ranges on the fourth correction line is 6 miles, 2 chains - making a
difference of 7 chains 26 links upon the ground. For twenty-six ranges
next west of the Michigan meridian, and next south of the fifth correction
]ine, the actual average convergence is 7 chains 50 links per range and
township. In theory, as deduced from the above tables, it is 7 chams 60
links.
_For the surveys in \Visconsin, I will give some of the data in detail.
Ch. 'Lks.

8 . 73

R. 1 E., meridian IV, T. 10 n. correction line I,
15
19
:21

50
83

00
49

lm.22

09
r

Along the meridian ]ine- betwen ranges twenty-one and twenty-two east

of the fourth meridian,
M. Ch.

"

"

, II,

" 20 n.

"

"

III,

" 30 n.

Lks.

1 2 2.09
1 60 70

At correction I, or T. 10 n.

2 66 09

Here, the convergence is quite irregular, and the average is too small for
these latitudes, not exceeding five chains to a township-in sixty miles nothing; but it should be stated, that much of the work in eastern Wisconsin
was done before the introduction of the Solar compass; and from the intervention of unceded Indian lands, the correction lines were necessarily carried
around.
On the fourth correction line in Wisconsin, west of the meridian,' the
townships on the north and south of the line differ in their corner posts as
follows, beginning at range 17 west, in latitude say 45° 55' north :
M. Ch. Lks,

R. 17 W., T. 41 N. 4th meridian18
19
20
21

1 30 43
1 30 10
1 35 63
14224
1 53 91
~~00
1 77 00
2 06 00
1 75 79

·-

~

23
24
25
26
27
28

~

'

2 05 00
1 77 90
2 10 05
2~~

30

2 43 65

31 To the Missi ippi river,

2 42 04

As before stated and as here verified, there are in the amount of convergence, as hown from range to range, irregularities that result from the different degrees of accura attained by diIB r nt urveyors. The lo,ver part
0f this column sho,1r·s imperf ct work, and, therefore, will not giYe a good
~eneral ave::-age.
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For thirty-one ranges, or 187 miles 13 chains, it is 202 chains~ or 6 chains

M.5 links per range. Taking it on range twenty-four west, up to which
lnere

appears to be more uniformity, the average is 6 chains 91.5 links.

Th.e width of the upper row of townships, or township forty north, on their
northern boundarv, should be, therefore, 5 miles 76 chains 9 links; their
wid t!1, in to~nship thirty-one north, being, as is the _case in orthern Wisconsin, 6 miles and 3 chains. The con rergence which I deauce from the
!aoles, between these correction lines, is foi· a township or range, 7 chains
and. 42½ links. In order, therefore, that they equalize the breadth of the
lo1i;-er tier of townships, they should be 6 miles 3 chains and 71 links.
or

Conver~ence on the first correction line of Iowa, ,~est of meridian V.,
township 79 north; latitude about 41 ° 36' north.
,
Ranges West.

Difference of Meridians.

Difference from range line

to range line.

7

"

8
15
20
21
22
33
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
187 m.11 ch.
westerly.

M.
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2

Ch.

Lks.

17
24
29
62
73

35

98 -

11

1l

10

09
14
16

73

17 94
61 19
64 34
73; 32
01 00
03

Lks.

90

21
21
29
13

05

Ch.

35

Av. of81 R's; 5.ch. 271.
In theory, 6 ch. 21.61.

12

00

4
4
2

05

1
43
3
8
7
2

84
60

21

2fri(:

15
98

68
35

Av. of 11 T's;
9 ch. 211.

Second correction line in Iowa, lati111de about 42() 30; north, township
~, north of meridian V.
Ranges West.

5
6
7

10
1'l

12
13
14
15
16

Difference of range lines on tha
ground.

M.
0
0
0
0

Ch,

Lk1s.

37

63

53

0
0

27
51
60
70
76

43
58

1

03

77

0

72

22

1
1

03
02

88

34

15

51

"'Previoui errors corrected here.

Difference from range to
range of 6 ro. 8 ch. wicl0.

Ch.

!.ks.
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Ranges West.

.bift'erencc of range lines on the
ground.

17
18 ,
19

20
21
22

23
25
26·
27
28
148 m. length
of meridian.

l\I.

Ch.

Lks.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

09

20

10 .
18

84
10

20

25
20
04
64
25

2
2

40

60
69
08
73
03
09

05

40
42

Av. of each R. of6 m. 3 ch.
is 6 ch. 5 I. In theory,
6ch. 54½ .I .

Differenco from range to
range of 6 m. 3 ch. wide.
Ch.

7

6
15
19
9
0
4
' 10
6

Lks.

36
15
95
84
60
39
70
35
02

Av. of 10 tsp.;
8 ch. 88 I.

It thus appears, from a general average in the lower part of'Iowa, that,
where the ranges are made 6 miles and 3 chains on the correction lines, they
do not vary materially from equalizing the convergence; so that the upper
townships fall as much short of six miles in breadth as the ,lower ones exceed
it; but further north, in Iowa and Minnesota, a greater breadth than 6 mileR
and 3 chains is necessary on the correction lines ; and as the surveys proceed
northward, the excess should be greater. The great inequalities irl consequenc-e of this, as shown by the difference from range to range, below the
seconc~ correction, is probably owing to the use of the magnetic compass .
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CHAPTER XXI.
BOTANY.
UY W. D. WHITNEY,

R.em,arks on t!te Flora of tliis Region. - Predominance ·of Northern
Types. -Effect of the Lakes in equalizing the Tempemture. - The
Character of the Vegetation little injfo,enwl by the geological Formations. -List of Plants, w,,:t11 Remarlcs _on some of the more i"mportant
Trees and S lirubs.

The following list comprises aJl · the plants noticetl by members of the
Corps, between the 1st ·of July and the 1st of OctoQer, 1849, in the territory included within the limits of the survey. The parts of the territory
Yisited, and more or less carefully examined, were Mackinac, the Saut,
the southern shore of' the lake from the latter place to Carp river, the
north-eastern extremity of Keweenaw point, the Ontona&'on valley as far
up as the metalliferous range, and Isle Royale. It was mtended to make
the search after species as thorough as circumstance_, would allow, but they
,,..-ere so often and so variously unfavorable, and the region explored bears
so small a proportion to that left unvisited, that the list cannot be other1rise than very incomplete.
.
A few observations on the frequency, mode of occurrence, &c., are appended to the names of many of the species, especially of the forest trees
and shrubs, and these perhaps include all that it is necessary to say on the
subject of the like vegetation in general. The following remarks, however,
nay be added by way of introduction.
The whole face of the lake country is covered with a dense forest, unbroken, save by the clearings of the settlers and the few natural meadows
and open marshes which are scattered here and there along the riYers, especially near their mouths. The constitution of this forest is such as is
characteristic of so high a northern latitude. The peculiarities consist, not
as much in the introduction of new and exclusively northern species - for
there is hardly one of any importance that does not occur also on the highlands of the middle states-as in the increased frequency and predominance
of certain northern types, and the total absence or great raiaty of many
\vhich are the most familiar to the eye of the dweller farther so:1-th. Thus,
all the trees that have esculent fruit, the oak, walnut, chestnut, beech, &c.,
are either quite wanting, or of very unfrequent eccurrence; while the spruces, the fir, the cedar, the red pine, the birches, the aspen, poplar, &c., are the
pr evailing growth. With the lesser herbaceous species it is somewhat different, and a much larger proportion of them are solely northern. The genera.. distribution of the more important species through the country is very
uniform. This would, for a variety of reasons, be naturally expected.
The region explored extends ~.through no great reach of latitude, and the
influence of the great body of water about which it lies, is, of course, like
that of the ocean, equalizing. Even Isle Royale hardly exhibits any difference in the character of its vegetation from the southern shores of t~e
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lake. Nor, in that part of the region visited by us, were there highlands
of sufficient elevation and extent to impress a peculiar character upon the
growth covering them. The two highest and most extensive mountain
ranges - those of the Porcupine and Huron mountains - were not ascended this year; upon them it is probable that some modification of the Flora
might be noticed. Nor could it be seen that the geological for!fiations, undedying the soil, exercised any modifying influence µpon the forests above
them. They are too limited in their extent, and too frequently interchanged
to exert any such influence; and, moreover, comparatively little of the
soil upon them is of local origin, resulting from their decomposition; but
the northern drift occupies most of the surface. It is in the distribution
of this drift, and the consequent clayey, or gravelly, or sandy nature of the
soil, that the la,v of distribution of the native plants also is, in great measure, to be sought. .But most of all is it the presence of a greater or less
quantity of moisture, that determines with what growth a tract of country
shall be clothed, and the most important variat10ns are those dependent
upon this cause.
-

LIST OF PLANTS.
RANUNCULACEJE.
CLEMATIS,

L.

virginiana, L.
ANEMONE,

(Virgin' Bower.)

L.

nemorosa, L. (Wind-flower.)
multi.fida, DC. Mackinaw.
pennsylvanica, L. Very common and showy, in thick beds.
HEPATICA,

Dill.

triloba, Chaix.

L.
cornuti, L.
R Nu ·cuLus, L.

THALICTRU 1,

(LiYer-leaf.)

.
(~Iea<low Rue.)

abortivus, L.
r curvatus, Poir.
'"ascicularis, Muhl.
r p ns L.
acri , L. (Buttercups.)

'L.

CALTH

palu tris, L.
OI'TIS,

( o, ·slip .)

· alisb.
1

trifolia, 'alisb.
AQUILlWIA

(Goldthrcad.)

L.

anadcn. i. L. (\Vild Columbine.)
AcTIEA, L.
rubra, Willd. (Ban berry.)
alba, Big. (Baneberry.)

Abundant and beautiful.
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NYMPHlEACElE.
Tourn
odorata, .flit.

NvM'PH.lEA,

(Water Lily.)

Smith.
advena, .!lit. (Yelllow Pond Lily.)

NuPHAR,

Common.

SARRACENIACEJE.
~ARR.ACENIA,

L.

purpurea, L.

(Pitcher-plant.)

Abundan_t in the open marshe9'

PAP A VERACEJE.

Dill.
canadensis, L.

~A. GUIN ARIA,

(Blood Root.) ' Mackinac.

FUMARIACEJE.
CoavDALIS, L.
aurea, Willd.

glauca, P'ltrsh.

Both common.
/

CRUCIFER.lE.

L.
hirsuta, L. (Bitter•cress.)
Drx-T ARIA, L.
diphyila, L.
CARD.AMINE;

ARA.BIS~

L.

lyrata; L.
lrevigata, D. C,
CA.PSELL A., Vent.
bursa-pastoris, .Mamch. (Shepherd's Purse.)
Ci.KILE, To-urn,
americana, Nutt. (Sea Rocket.) Abundant on the sandy south shore,
VIOLACE.iE.
Yrot.A,

L.

lanceolata; L. (Violet.)
cucullata, .flit,
canadensis, L. Still in flower at Mackinac in October.
rn uhlen bergii, Torr.
oubescens, .!Ht.

DROSERACE.lE.
bRo ERA,
~ R

L

rotundifolia, L. (Sun-dew.) Isle Royale.
- ASSIA, Tourn.
carohniana, J'r!ichx. (Grass of Parnassus.)

Pictured Rocks.
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HYPERICACEJE.

,

L.

HYPERICUM,

pyramidatum, .11.it.
ellipticum, Hook.

(Giant Hypericum.)

Ontonagon river.

CARYOPHYLLACE~. ,
STELLARIA,

L.

media, Srnitli. (Chickweed.)
•1ongifolia, Muhl.
CERASTIUM,

L.

vulgatum, L.
viscosum, L.

(Mouse-ear Chickweed.)

L.

SAGINA,

nodosa, L.

Isle Royale, rocky water's edge.

PORTULACACEJE.
CLA YTONIA,

L.

virginica, L.

(Spring-beauty.)

Mackinac.

TILIACEJE.
TILIA, L.
americana, L. (Basswood, Linden, Lynn.) The latter is the name
by which it is generally known to the surveyors and settlers. It
is of frequent occurrence, particularly in the Ontonagon valley,
and attains a large size, becoming a stately and handsome tree,
and capable of affording pretty large timber. Its wood is valuable for its toughness and pliability, combined with softness and
ease of working.

GERANIACEJE.
GERA IUM,

L.

carolinianum, L.
robertinnum, L.

OXALID CEJE.
0

L.
acetosella, L.

' ALI·,

(Sorrel.)

Ontonagon river.

L1 AU
l.IPATU-.

·,

CEJE.

L.

fulva,

"ult.

(.J , el-w •cl.)

arp riv r.

A A ARDIA EJE.

Ila s, L.

typh1na, L. (,"'ta 7 -horn .'uma h.)
1;lahra, L.
toxicod ndron, L. ( ·y.) The umachs are nowhere common
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ACERACEJE .
.AcE1t, L.
pennsylvanicum, L. (Striped Maple. Moose-,voocl.)
spicatum, Lam. (Mountain Maple.) ,
saccharinum, Wang. (Sugar Maple. Sugar.)
rubrum, L. (Red Maple. Maple.)
dasycarpum, Ehrhart. (White Maple.) Noticed, as was believe.d,
on the bank of the Ontonagon. The first four maples are very
generally _distributed throughout the lake country, and may often
be found w~thin the space of a few square rods. Yet in some
quarters the sugar maple is altogether wanting, and its place is
supplied by an abundant growth of the red. It is thus at Mackinac, and .in the vicinity of Copper Harbor. Of the four; the
sugar maple, or "sugar," as 1t is commonly styled by the settlers,
is by far the most useful and important. In the almost total absence of oaks and hickories, it is the sole dependence of the set•
tlers for hard wood foel, and for charcoal. As furnishing thP
latter article, and of the first quality, it is especially indispensable in the iron region; and, fortunately, it is nowhere found
more abundantly, or of larger and finer growth. Considerable
sugar is made from it, both by the Indians and whites; but the
resources of the country in this line are far from being so fully
developed as the great distance from the seaboard, and comparative infrequency of communication, render expedient. As furnishing ornamental woods to the cabinet-maker, also, the. Lake
Superior maples, both sugar and red, are. of considerable economical value. It is a remarkable fact, that nearly every maple
trunk in these forests affords one or other of those beautiful and
highly-prized varieties of structure, known as " birds-eye " and
"curled" maple. A saw-mill has recently been erected on the
main shore, opposite Grand Island, for the purpose, mainly, of
furnishing these ornamental woods for exportation below; and
it would seem that the enterprise can hardly fail to prove a
profitable one. The .IJ.. spicatum, which generally occurs only as
a bush, here attains, in many instances, the dignity of an undersized tree. One specimen at Mackinac measured thirty feet in
height, with a trunk seven inches in diameter; and several others
were noticed at various points, harply, if at all, inferior in size.
RHAMNACEJE.
CEANOTHUS,

L.

americanus, L.

(Jersey Tea.)
POLYGALACE.ZE.

PoL YGALA,

Tourn.

paueifolia, Willd.

(Flowering Wintergreen.)

LEGUMINOSJE.

V1cu, Tnu.rn.
arnericana: Uuhl.
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L.

LATHYllUS,

maritimus, Big. (Beaeh Pea.) Common on sandy shores
ochroleucus, Hook. Keweenaw Point.
TRIFOLIUM,

L.

pratense, L. (Red Clover.)
repens, L. (White Clover.

ROSACEJE.

,

C.ER.Asus, Juss.

pumila, Michx.

(Sand Cherry.)
pennsylvanica, Loisel.
serotina, D. ·C. (Wild Cherny.) Of these three cherries, the two
latter, the reel and the black, are about equally frequent; the
latter, in this high latitude, so reduced as not to exceed the other
.in size. The first, the Sand Cherry, abounds on the light sands
of the southern· shore-a mere bush, two or three feet high,
heavily loaded in September with dark fruit, nearly as large and
rich-looking as that of the garden cherry, but unfortunately,
quite tasteless and insipid.
SPIRJE_A ,/

L.

opulifolia, .L.
salicifolia, L.

(Nine-bark.)
(Meadow Sweet.)

Carp river.

Tourn.
eupatoria, L. (Agrimony.)
GEuM, L.
vernum, Torr c$'" Gray.
rivale, L. (Avens.)
wAL TEINIA, Willd.
fragaroides, Tratt.
PoTENTILLA, L.
norvegica, L. Native and common.
arguta, Pursh. Isle Royale.
AGRIMONIA,

fruticosa, L. Common on bare, rocky shores.
tridentata, .fl.it. As the last, and yet more abundant.
CoMARUM,

L.

pal ustre, L.
FRAGARIA,

Tourn.

virginica, Ehrh.

(Strawberry.)
RuBus, L.
nutkanus, Mocino.
triflorus, Richards .
.trigosus, .,Wiclix. (Wild Raspberry.)
\·illosu , ./lit. (Blackberry .)
Of these specie· of Rubus, the R. nutkanus is the commonest,
o~curing abundantly a· underbrush, in the shade of almost every
p1 e of woods on dry soil, and in July prettily ornamenting the
·urface ,,·ith it· ·howy white blo. oms, which are nearly as large
as tho. e of th wild ro <.:. It fruit is ripened in the latter part of
u u 't, and has a p cu liar acid flavor, which is, at fir t, quite
lea ·ant and piqurnt. It is c:. c ·'lent fol' pre erving. The common red :a pb 1'1:J is aLo xccrcling1y abundant, the blackberry
comparative] quit rare.
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Ro~A, Tourn.
stricta, L. The common wild rose of the region.
carolina, L. Mackinac.

L.

CR.ATlEGUS,

coccinea, (Scarlet Thorn.)
tomentosa, L. (Black Thorn.)

Pvnus, L.
arbutifolia, L.J (Choke Berry.) Saut Ste. Nfqrie.
americana, D, ('. (Mountain Ash.) The Mountain Ash was in
full blossom on Isle Royale in August, and was a conspicuom~
object amid the forest growth of the island. The trec·s were all
of small size and much scattered, which was also the case on
the southern shore.
AMELANCHIER, Med.
canadensis, Torr. cS- Gray.

ONAGRACEJE.

I

EPILOBIUM,

L.

angustifoli~, L. (Fire Weed.)
coloratum, Muhl.
palustre, L.
0ENOTHERA,

Very common.

L.

biennis, L.

(Evening Primrose.)

chrysantha, Jvlichx. Ontonagon Falls.
CmclEA, 1';,urn.
Iutetiann, L. (Enchanter's Nightshade.)
alpina, L. (Alpine Enchanter's Nightshade.)

GROSSULACE~.
RrnEs, L.
cynosbati, L. (Common Wild Gooseberry.)
lacustre, P oir.
prostratum, L' Her.
~
floridum, L. (Wild .Black Currant.)

SAXIFRAGACEJE.
SAXIFRAGA,

L.

virginiensis-, ;Nfichx.
aizoon, Jaeq. Shores of Is]e Royale.
~ tricm;pidata. Sco-vill's Point, Isle Royale.
11rTELLA, Tourn.
diphylla, L. (Mitre-wort.)
nu<la, L. Both abundant; the latter the more common.
TIAR.ELLA, L.
cordifolia, L.

UMBELLIFERJE.
Tourn.
marilan<lica, L.

SANI<.:ULA,

(Sanicle.)
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L.
lanatum, Michx.
m0nstrous.

I!ERACLEUM,

Abundant everywhere, and

(Cow Parsnip.)

Z:zu. , Kocli.
integerrima, DC.

(Alexanders.)

CrcuTA, L.
m:iculata, L.

(Cowbane.)

bulbifera, L.
SrnM, L.
lineare, Jl,fichx.
OsMDRRHIZA,
0

brevistylis, DC.

C (lNlUM,

(Water Parsnip.)

Raj:
(Sweet Cicely.)

L.

maculatum, L.

(Poison Hemlock.)

Mackinac.

ARALIACEJE.
L.
•
racemosJ, L. (Spikenard.) On dry heights,
nudicaulis, L. (Wild Sarsaparilla.)
hispida, .Mic/ix.
' NAX, L.
quinquefolium, L. (Ginseng.) Ontonagon river.

ARALIA,

1'1o.

CORNACEJE,
CoR.c us,

cir
can~

stolot1..

Tourn.
·cinata, L' Her.
,densis, L.

abun

ifera, Mickx • . From the inner bark of this ·species, which is
dant, the Indians prepare a "kinnekinik," for. smoking.

CAPRIFOLIACE.!E.
,

i

(Twin-flovver.) exceedingly abundant:; tracts of
·t ar~ everyw1 tere almost carpeted with it. Flowers
clry, level fore~
brightly tin, .-eel with rose, and emitting a delight]arge, generally
was in bl~ ~ssom on the island of Mackinac late
fol fragrance.
th
~7th of S eptember it was still found blooming
in June, and on. t e,..
at Grand Marais.
Lo ·1cERA, 1:·
f\.Vilcl 1fo.U~ys1 tckle.)
parnflora, Lam. \: Hone) suck J ,)
iliata, Mu,hl. (T'\v"'lU
oblongifolia~ .Muhl.
D1ER 'ILLA, Tonrn.
d t
trificla, J,fomch. Abun a·n .
Gronov.
borealis, Gron<>

LINN.iEA,

'v.

I

► ',\.mucus, L. 7\I. h

pubenc; " ic x.

VrnuR.·u 1, L.
nuclum, IL.
opnln.,.

(Red-berTied

EldEfr.)

(Tiusl1 Cranberr_r.)
.
I" 11
( Uobb \ -bush ..)
lantanodl'.:
zc _T.: <l
in the reg10u vi it •
J•

one of the species abundant
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RU.BIACEJE ..
GALIUM,

L.

aparine, L.
- asprellum, Michx.
triflorum, Michx . .
lanceolatum, Torr.
boreale, L.
MITCHELLA, L.
repens, L. (Partridge Berry.)
COMPOSITJE.

Tourn.
purpureum, L. (Joe-Pye-weed.)
ageratoides, L.
TussILAGo, Toitrn.
farfara, L. ,. (Colt's-foot.) Saut Ste. Marie.
AnENo·cAULON, Hook.
bicolor, Hook. Common in moist situatjons up the Ontonagon river •
.!sTER, L.
macrophyllus, L. Abundant.
puniceus, L.
longifolius, Lam. South shore.
acuminatus, Michx.
ptar~icoides, Torr. ,and Gray. Isle Royale.
EuPATORIUM,

SOLIDAGO,

L.

bicolor, L. var. concolor. South shore, commonest species .
. humilis, Pursh.
arguta, .flit.
lanceolata, L. Goldenrods and aste1·s are nowhere common in the
lake region.
ERIGERON, L.
canadense, L. Eagle river.
philadelphicum, L.
RunBECKIA, L.
laciniata, L. Carp river •
.BrnENs, L.
cernua, L. (Beggarticks.)
chrysan themoides, Michx.
AcmLLEA, L.
millefolia, L.
LEUCANTHEMUM, Tourn.
vulgare, L. (Ox-eye Daisy.)
TaNACETUM, L.
huronense, Nutt. Grnnd Marais.
ANTENNAR1A, (h.ert.
plantaginifo]ia, Hook. (E vcrlasting.)
ARTEMISIA, L.
~anadensis, JWc/1,x.
GNAPHALIUM, L.
<l~currens, Ives .
poly--ephalum, J,,Iichx.
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SENECIO,

L.

aureus, L.
ARNICA,

L.

mollis, Hook . Copper Harbor
CmsruM, Tourn.
lanceolatum, Scop . (Common Thistle.)
pitcheri, Torr. and Gray. Grand Sa bfe.
LAPPA, Tourn.
major, Gcert. (Burdock.)
HIERACIU¥, Tourn.
canadense, Jlfichx.
scaLrum, Miclix.
NABALUS, Cass.
albus, Hook.
TARAXACUM, Haller.
dens-leonis. Deif.

LOil!'.JLIACE.tE.
LoBELtA,

L.

kalmii, L.

Abundant on the bare trap shores of Isle Royaic.

CAMPANULACEJE.
CAMPANULA,

Tour-n

rotundifolia, L. (Harebell.) Very common.
rotundifolia, var. linifolia. Isle Roya]e.
apa_rinoides, P,ursh,

ERICACEJJt
GAYLUSSACIA,

H. B. 11,nd 1(.

resinosa, Torr. and Gray.

(Huckleberry.)

VACCINIUM, L.
oxycoccum, L. (Cranberry.)
macrocarpum, .Ii.it.. (Cranberry.)
canarlense, Kalm. (Blue berry.)
acillans, Sol. (Blueberry.)
corymbosum, L. The huckleberries and blueberries espedally
abound along the south shore of the lake, on the sandy soil, un~
der the shade of the red pines. Their fruit is much larger and
swe€ter, and borne in greater profusion than we had ever seen it
elsewhere. It is greedily eaten by pigeons, robins, golden-winged
woodpeckers, &c., as well as by chance travellers along the shc,ie.
AacTOSTAPHYLus, .lidans.
.
UYa-ursi, Spreng. (Bear-berry.) Very common, sharing with the
Linnrea the office of carpeting the forest. Its leaves an• dried l1y
the Indians anu mixed with their tobacco for smoking. They call
it '' kinnekinik."
G ULTHERIA, Kalm.
procumbens, L. (Wintergreen.)·

L.
repens, L. (Trailing nrhutn • ...i.cty•fio·ver.)

EPIG1EA,
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L.

polifolia, L.
calyculata, L.
LEDuM, L.
latifolium, Ait. (Labrador Tea.) Abounding in the swamps of I,de
_ Royale.
PvROLA,

L . .,

rotundifolia, L.
asarifolia, Michx. (Shin-leaf.)
elliptica, Nutt.
chlorantha, Swartz.
secunda, L.

Salisb.

MoNESEs,

uniflora, L.

Pursh.

CHIMAPHILA,

umbellata, Nutt.

(Prince's Pine.)

Nutt.

PTEROSPORA,

andromedea, Nutt. Carp river.
Dill.
lanuginosa, Nutt. Ontonagon river.

HYPOPITYS,

Gronov.
(Indian-pipe.)

MoNOTROPA,

uniflora, L.

PRIMULACE.E.
PRIMULA,

L.

farinosa, L.
mistassinica, .M:ichx.
TRIENT ALIS,

L.

americana, Pursh.
LYSIMACHIA,

L.

ciliata, L: (Loose-strife.)
NA.UMBURGIA,

Mcench.

thyr~iflora, Reickeub.

L:ENTIBULACElE.
l.JTRICULARIA,

L.

vulgaris, L.
intermedia, Hayne.

Copper Harbor.

Tourn.
vulgaris, L.

l>rNGUICULA,

OROBANCHACE.tE.

Mitchell.
uniflorum, Torr. 4- Gr.

APHYLLON,

SCROPHULARIACEJE.
Tourn.
glabra, L.
ULUS, L.

CHELONE,

Mi

ringens, L. (Monkey-tlower.)
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V EB.ONICA, L.

americana, Schw. (Speed-well.)
L.
purpurea, L. Mackinac.

GERARDIA,

Mutis.

CASTILLEJA,

coccinea, Spreng. Mackinac.
septentrionalis, Lindt. Common.

Towrn.

EuPHRASIA,

officinalis, L.

Isle Royale.

Tourn.
canadensis, L. (Louse-wont.)
MELAMPYRUM, Tourn.
PEDICULARIS,

pratense, L.

(Cow-wheat.)

~bundant everywhere. ·

VERBEN ACE.lE.
VERBENA,

L.

hastata, L. (Vervain.
urticifolia, L. (Vervam.)

LABIAT.lE.
L.

MENTHA,

canadensis, L.

(Wild mint.)

L.

LYCOPUS,

virginicus, L. ,
sinuatus, Ell.
CLI~OPODIUM,

L.

vulgQre, L.
PRUNELLA,

L.

vulgaris, L. (Heal-all.) Common.
ScuTELLARIA, L.
galericulata, L. (Scull-cap.)
Iateriflora, L.
STACHYS, L.
aspera, M'ichx. (Hedge-nettle.)

BO RAGIN ACElE.
lERTE

u, Roth.
pilosa.

Elm river,

Tourn.
o~c~n~le, L. (Hound's-tongue.)
virguncum, L.

LITIIOSPERMUM,

SOLANACEJE.
L.
isoosa, L.

PfIYSALIS,
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GENTIANACE.lE

L.
quinqueflora, Lam.
detonsa, Fries. Mackinac.
frcelichii, Torr. t G-r..
alba, Muhl.
HALENIA, Borich.
deflexa, Griseb.

GENTIANA,

M ENYANTHES, Tourn.
trifoJiata, L.

APOCYNACE£
Tourn.
androsremifolium, L.
cannabinum, L. (Indian Hemp.)

APoCYNUM,

ASCLEPIADACEJE.
L.
incarnata, L.

AscLEPIAs,

Ontonagon.

OLEACEJE.
FRAXINus,

Tourn.

americana, L. (White Ash.)
sambucifolia, Lam. (Black Ash.) · Of these two ashes the latter
is by far the most common, being very generally met with on low
lands. It is much less valuable than the other species. It waJ
only in the Ontonagon valley that we met with the white ash,
and even there we saw of it only a few trees; which were~ however, very tall, shapely and handsome.

ARISTOLOCHIACE.lE.
AsARUM, Tourn.
canadense, L.

(Wild Ginger.)

CHENOPODIACEJE.
caENoPonrnM, L.
hybridum, L.

Mackinac.

POLYGONACEJE.
PoLYGoNuM, L.

viviparum, L. Isle Royale ; common.
amphibium, L. Teal Lake.
aviculare, L.
articulatum, L. Common on the sand-beaches of the south shore.
~ode, Michx. Frequent.
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Rt1M£X, L.

crispms, L.

(Doek.)

acetosella, L.

(Sorrel.)

THYMELA.CEJE.
Drae... , L.
palumris, L.
ELEAGNACElE.
SHEPRERDIA,

Nutt.

canadensis, Nutt.

A common short shrub, on dry eh,:,res.

SANTALACEJE.
CoMANDRA,

Nutt.

umbellata, Nutt.
livida. Isle Royale ; common.

ULMACEJE
ULMU'I.:,

L.

americana, L.

(Elm.)

ulva, Michx.

•

(Slippery Elm.). The elm is especially abundant
and flourishing in the Ontonagon valley .

EMPETRACEJE.
ErttPETRUM,

Tourn.

nigrum, L.

( Crow berry.)

CUPULIFERJE.
QuEncus, L.
rubra, L. (Black Oak.) The great family of oaks 1s represented
in the vicmity of the fake by this single species only; and even
this is of rather rare occurrence, and attains no great size,
appearing generally as a high bush, or a low scraggy tree. It
was only in the Ontonagon valley that we found it rising to anything like the proper height and majestic appearance of the oak.
It i · of little or no value as timber .
.FA.Gu , Tourn.

~

ferrugin a, .Ii.it. (Beech.) The beech form: a considerable share of
the growth on the i land of Mackinac, but from thence northward an<l westward, we aw no more of it, excepting at one
point. This wa at the Pictured Rocks, on a tract stretching
back from the edge of those precipic , the soil of which was a
fine light drift-sand. It was thriving admirably then, much
ex elling in .·ize and appearance th rather dwarfish growth at
Mackinac.
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Co1t.vLus; Tou-rn.
rostrata, .11.it. (Beaked Hazel.)
americana, Walt. (Hazel.) T;he hazels are -very common ~sunderbrush, in almost every dry fOJ'e~t. No appearance of fruit was at .
any time noticed upon them; and indeed, by the absence of some
species, and the rarity or sterility of others, the lake region seems
almost entirely deprived. of nuts of native growth. With the
nuts, of course, are also found wanting the squirrels, except the
red and g~ound squirrels.
OsTR YA,

.;l/icheli.

virginica, (Willd.) (Hop Hornbeam.) On t~e trap ridges, the hop
hornbeam, or iron-wood, as it is generally called, is not unfreIts
quently found sparingly scattered through the forest.
exceeding hardness and toughness render it valuable wh~re
st:rfngth, and no great size of material, is required.

MYRICACE.lE.
MYRICA,

L.

gale, L.

_,i.

(Sweet Gale.)

.BETULACEJE.
BETULA,

Toum.

lenta, L. (Black Birch.)
excelsa, .flit. (Yellow Birch.)
papyracea, .11.it. (White Birch.) One or two of the dwarf Alpme
species undoubtedly also occur on the ridges, but they were not
noticed. The last of the three mentioned-the canoe, or paper,
or white birch-is the most abundant, occurring almost everywhere, interspersed among the other species of the deciduous
forests. It is valuable for the almost infinite variety of uses to
which its bark can be turned-from the manufacture of canoes
down to the preparation of little specimen boxes and water cups,
and the kindling of camp fires. It arrives at considerable size in
the lake forests; but we nowhere meet with . trees capable of
furnishing bark in sheets large enough for the uses of the canoe
builder. For fuel it is much infericv to the black birch, which
ranks second only to the sugar maple. The black birch is also
plentiful, althoug;h more nice in the selection of its soil than the
other; it is rather confined to high or _rocky ground. It attains
a most majestic size. Its wood is valuable, not only for burning,
but also for the various uses of the cabinet maker.
ALNUS, Tourn.
incana, Willd.
Yiridis, D. C. Both these alders are abundant in the lake country,
but they occur in quite different situations. The former prefers a
wet soil, and forms here and there compact a.nd tangled "alder
swamps" on flooded land; or, especially and frequently, long
strips of almost impenetrable thicket, a few rods in width on
either side the river that cuts and pretends to dram an extensive
cedar-swamp. The other is generally scattered along the shore,
on dry and rocky lands.
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SALICACEJE.

PoPuurs, Tourn.
trem11loide8, Michx. (Aspen.)
grandidentata, Michx. (Great Poplar.)
balsamifera, L. Of these three poplars the first is so much the most
abundant, that the others are hardly worth mentioning; and
indeed the latter are quite rare, and only individual specimens
were found by us occurring here and there. The former, on the
contrary, is one of the commonest speGies about the lake. It is
the tree that ~eems to spring up most readily and abundantly,
where the ancient forest has been prostrated by fire or tempest,
although nowhere excluding all intermixture of other species, as
the birches, maples, and lesser evergreens. It is of little or no
economical value, and indeed seldom attains a size sufficient to
furnish any considerable timber. Yet it excels ·the southern
growth of the same species; and on the northern ridge of Isle
Royale there are trees of it which tower conspicuously above the
mass of the forest about them. The willows which, as at the
East, 1are found more or less abundantly everywhere in moist
grounds, it was !lot found convenient to analyze and identify.

UR TICACEJE.
Tourn.
canadensis, L.

URTIOA,

(Nettle.)

Ontonagon river.

CONIFERJE.

Pmus, Tourn.
banksiana, Lamb.
resinosa, .fl.it. (Red or Norway Pine.)
strobus, L. (White Pine.) The white pine is to be found in all
parts of the lake country; yet nowhere did we find it growing in
great abundance, nowhere forming what could properly be called
a fine forest. It rather appears in single trees, standing amid the
mass of deciduous forei-t, and far overtopping it, or in little clumps
of a dozen or two, on the crest of a l'idge. In many quarters, as
for example, in the vicinity of Copper Harbor, the white pines
have all fallen with the ancient forest, struck do'\'lm by fire or by
tornado, and only their huge trunks are left decaying on the
arth, under the shade of the young growth that has sprung up to
cover the surface anew. It is not at all stunted in its growth by
the severity of the northern climate, but attains a diameter and
height nearly as great as in its most noted localities. It is unfortunate for the' interests of the Territory that so little of its soil is
heavily timbered with thi pine; yet its deficiency is in some measure mad up hy the abundance and excellence of the red or
orway pine, which, though by no means as valuable, yet forms
a tolerab] ·ubstitute for the other, when that cannot be provicled
in almndan "· The reel vine occurs not only scattered through
the mixed fore ·ts, but occupying alone tracts of considerable
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extent, and on low sandy plams generally forming "pine plains,"
in ~hich the trees stand, orchard-like, singly, not far eMugh
apart to prevent their boughs from interlacing at the top, yet
leaving free communication among their trunks at the base; the
ground under them being quite bare of underbrush, and at most only
covered with the low trailing bushes of the whortleberries. The
trees on these plains are from seventy to a hundred feet high, with
straight, shapely trunks, which are free of branches nearly to the
summit, and of size sufficient to furnish very good timber.
The other species, Banks's pine, is a rough and scrubby little tree,
of no economical value, growing stragglingly on the roughest
and barrenest coasts, or more rarely attempting to shoot up after a
comelier fashion, on better soil and. in good company.
AB1Es,

Tourn.
balsamea, Marsh. (Balsam Fir.)
canadensis, Michx. (Hemlock.)
alba, Michx. (White Spruce.)
nigra, Poir. (Black Spruce.) The balsam fir is everywhere disseminated, forming a greater or less share of nearly every forest,
so that it is rarely that the traveller or even explorer pitches his
tent at night in a neighborhood where its branches are not to be
procured to serve as his mattress. The balsams are ·conspicuous
objects in the forest landscape, their slender-pointed tops being
distinctly defined by their darker shade of green amid the brighter
foliage about them. The hemlock an spruces are likewise frequent, the former choosmg the ridges and rocky spil, the latter
associated in the swamps with_the cedar, or more rarely forming
" spruce plains" in moist and level grounds, to the exclusion of
other species. Of the trio, the white is much the more common.

LARix, Tourn.
americana, Michx. (Larch, Hacmetack, Tamarack.) The larch
is another tree often found in the swamps with the cedar, nowhere,
as far as we noticed, attaining a very considerable size.
THUJA,

Tourn.

_

occidentalis, L. (Arbor Vitre. White Cedar.) The white cedar, or
cedar, as it is &enerally styJed, ·is perhaps the most abundant and
widely and universally diffused of all the trees of the district. It
grows in every situation; on the rough summits of the trap ridges,
along the hill sides, on the pla s, by- the shores, but most especially in the extensive "cedar swamps" which cover so considerable a portion of the face of the country, filling the low grounds
everywhere. Wherever there is a tract of plain land of so litt e
inclination a not to be readily and thoroughly drained, there is a
cedar-swamp. Nothing is more characteristic of the country, and
nothing more troublesome and vexatious to those who journey about
it, for the disagreeableness and difficulty of making one's way
through such a swamp are extreme. The tangled, crowded mass
of cedars, interlacing from the very bottom with their dead, stiff,
incorruptible lower limbs, rises up out of a bed of mud and water,
varying, according to the situation and the season, between ankledeep and waist-deep, filled with fallen logs and rugged roots, that
furnish a deceitful semblance of secure foot. The cedar of the
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swamps 1s a low, scraggy, ug-Iy tree; rn more favorable situations
it sometimes attains the height of eighty feet or more, with a
diameter at the base of two or three feet. Its wood and bark hold
the very first rank for durability; yet so rough, irregular, and rapidly tapering are its trunks generally, that it is very difficult to procure from them any valuable timber. Its bark, peeled off in
squares, is made much use of 'for thatching the whole outer surface of cabins.

JUNIPERUS,

L.

communis, L. (Juniper.)
virginiana, L. var. humilis. (Red_ Cedar.) The latter of the two
junipers is found in the vicinity of the lakes only, as a low, prostrate, creeping shrub; a variety characteristic of this tree in
high latitudes.

TAxus, Tourn.
canadensis, Willd. (Yew. Ground Hemlock.) The yew is very
common, bedding the surface under the shade of the higher forest.
It much impedes the progress of the traveller, and is of no value
in any way.
ARACEJE.
ARUM,

L.

triphyllum, L. (Jack-in-the-Pulpit.,
CALLA, L.
palustris, L. Not common,
SYMPLOCARPus,

Salisb.

fretidus, Satisb.

(Skunk Cabbage,)

TYPHACEJE.
TYPHA,

Tourn.

latifolia, L.
SPARGANIUM,

(Cat-tail.)

1'ourn.

natans, L.

Isle Ptoyale.

ORCHIDACEJE.
ORALLORHIZA,

llatler.

multiflora, Nutt.
innata, 11,. Brown. Not rare.
macrrei, Gray. Abundant at Mackinac, and said by the surveyors
to be met with also up the lake.
CA.LYPso,

.
Gnr

Pt

T

Salisb.

bor alis, Salisb.

Mackinac.

R. Brown. .
triclentata, Lindl.
'THERA, Richards.
obtu ata, Lindt. Very common
orbicu]ata, Lind!.
ot rare.
hook ri, Lindl.
bracteata, Torr,
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hyperborea, Lindl.
dilatata, Lindt.
psycodes, Gray.
A1tETHusA, Gronov.
bulbosa, L.
PoGoNIA, Juss.
ophfoglossoides, N-utt .
CALOPOGON, R. Brown.
pulchellum, R. Brown.
SPIRANTHEs,

Richards.

cernua, Richards.
GoonYERA, R. Brown.
repens, R. Brown.
pubescens, R. Brown. (Rattlesnake-leaf.)
LISTERA, R. Brown.
cordata, R. Brown.
convallarioides, Hoolc. Not common.
CYPRIPEDIUM,

L.

parviflorum, 8alisb. (Yellow Lady's Slipper.'
acaule, ..fl.it. (Lady's Slipper.)

IRIDACEiE.
IRIS,

L.
versicolor, L. (Wild Flower-de-Luce.)
lacustris, Nutt. Mackinac,
•

SISYRINCHIUM,

L.

bermudianum, L.

(Blue-eyed Grass.)

SMILACE.lE . .
SMILAX,

Tourn.

herbacea, L.
TRILLIUM, L.
1 grandiflorum, Salisb.

LILIACEJE.
PoLYGONATUM,

Tourn.

pubescens, Pursh.
SMILACINA, Desf.
racemosa, Desf.
stellata, Desf.
trifolia, Desf.
bifolia, Ker.
CLINTONIA,

Raf.

borealis, Raf. Very abundant in cold woods, growing with ~phagnous moss, and almost covering the surface.
ALLIUM,

L.

tricoccum, .IJ.it. (Wild Onion.)
LILIUM, L.
philadelphicum, L

canadense, L.

•
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En.YTHRONIUM,

L.

americanum, Smith.

(Adder-tongue.)

MELANTHACEJE.
Michx.
amplexifolius, DC. Rare.
roseus, Michx. Very common.
ToFIELDIA, Hudson:·
glutinosa, Willd. '
palustris. Isle Royale.
STREPTOPus,

CYPERACEJE. '
DuLicHIUM, Richards.

spathaceum, Pers.
ERIOPHORUM,

L.

alpinum, L._
virginicum, L.
gracile, Koch.
CAREX, L.
polytrichoides, Mithl.
backii, Boott. Ontonagon river.
stipata, Jl,1fohl.
trisperma, Dew.
tenuiflora, Wahl.
canescens, L.
deweyana, Scliw.
scoparia, Schk.
stricta, Lam.
crinita, Lam.
irrigua, Smith.
buxbaumii, Wahl.
aurea, Nutt.
granularis, Muhl.
grisea, Wahl.
gracillim-a, Sc/1,w.
varia, Muhl.
, scabrata, Schw.
flexilis, Rudge.
flava, L.
intumescens, Rudge.
retrorsa, Schwein.
vahlii. Isle Royalc.

GRAMJ l.:.£
ALOPECURUS,

L.

pratensi, , L.
PHLEUM,

L.

alpinum, L.

[4]
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L.

AGROSTIS,

scabra, Willd.
alba, L.
CINNA,

L.

pendula, Trin.
BRACHELYTRUM, Beauv.
aristatum, Beauv.
CALAMAGROSTis, .lldans.
arenaria, Trin. A sea-side species, common on the southern beaches.
canadensis, Beau,v. (Blue Joint.) The C. cana densis is a very valuable grass to the lake settlers, rarely of many acres in extent. A
luxuriant growth covers the meadows occurring here and there along
the rivers, which are carefully sought out an<l appropriated by the
dwellers in the vicinity. They are mowed in August, and the
grass dried and stacked upon the spot. Then, in winter, when
the deep snow ha& completely covered up the under-brush in the
forests, and made them everywhere passible, the hay is dragged
home.by sled or dog-train. It is said to be greedily eaten by the
cattle, and to be as nourishing as herds-grass. It grows shoulderhigh, so that even a small meadow.furnishes a great store of hay.

O&vz0Ps1s, Miclix.
asperifolia, Mic/ix.

R. Brown.

GLYCERIA,

nervata, Trin.
aquatica, Smith.
fl.uitans, R. Brown.

PoA., L.
-

.

annua, L. Mackinac.
serotina, Ehr!i .
pratensis, L.
compressa, L,

BROMUS,

L.

ciliatus, L.
secalinus, L.
t RITICUM,

(Chess.)'- Native?

L.

repens, L.
E LYM US,

''l

L.

virginicus, L
canadensis, L.
var. glaucifolius.
striatus, Willd.
hystrix, L.

AutA,L.
crespitosa, L.

Kunth.

TRISETUM,

molle, Kuntlt.
DANTHONIA,

D.

c.

spicatct, Beauv.
PHALARIS,

L.

arundinacea, L.
MILIUM,

L.

effusum, L.

/
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L.
<lichotomum, L.
depauperatum, Mu!il.

PANICUM,

EQUISETACEJE.
EQUISETUM,

'\

L.

arvense, L.
sylvaticum, L.
hyemale, L.
scirpoides, Mic/1,x.

FILICES.
PoLYPonrnM, L.
vulgare, L.
phegopteris, L.
dryopteris, L. All abundant, especially the Jast.
STRUTHIOPT£RIS,

Willd.

germanica, Willd.
ALLOSORus,

Presl.

acrostichoides. Middle Finger, Isle Royali:>,
PTim1s, L.
•
aquilina, L. Everywhere.
AnIANTUM,

L.

pedatum, L. In patches; colnmon.
ASPLENIUM, L.
trichomanes, L.
felix femina, R . Brown.
CvsTOPTERus,

Bernh.

bulbifera, Bernli.
fragilis, Bernh.
WoonsIA, R. Brown.
ilvensis, R. Brown.
D1wot>TER1s, .lldans.
intermedia, Muhl.
PoLYSTICHUM,

Rot!i.

aculeatum, Roth. Brook sides, in high lands.
lonchitis, Roth. Not rare, on ridges.
ONCJCLEA, L.
sensibilis, L.
0sMUNDA, L.
spectabilis, Willd.
claytoniana, L.
cinnamomea, L.

Swartz.
virginicwn, Swartz.

BoTRYCHIUM,

LYCOPODIACElE.
1, L.
lucidulum, Iich:r.

LYCOPODl

381
L-YC0PODIUM.

selago, L. _
annotinum, J1fic,ir.
dendroideum, Mickx.
clavatum, L.
complanatu1u, L.
SELAGINELLA, Bea·uv.
selaginoid~

l

1-
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ANNO'VATIONS AND ADDITIONS.

NOTE

A. - Part I, p. 5.

'" The first steps towards the exploration of the country bordering on the

great chain of North .llmerican lakes w~re taken by the Jesuits of Canada."
Three Jesuits and two lay brothers arrived in Canada as early as 1625.
Th~ order in Canada as in other countries, had for its head a Superior to
whom the missionaries at out-posts regularly reported. The Superior reRorted annually to his Provincial, and these reports constitute the Jesuit
Relations. These are printed in forty dnodecimo volumes under, the title of
" Relation de ce qui s' est passe en la Nouvelle France es annees." Sometimes the title runs:-" Relation de ce qui s'est passe de plus remarquable
aux ~fissions des Peres de la Compagnie de Jesus en la Nouvelle France, es
annees." They extend from 1632 to 1672. Of their merit, Charlevoix
pronounces the following opinion: - "As those fathers were scattered
among all the nations with which the French were in relation; and as their
mission obliged them to enter into the affairs of the colony, their memoirs
may be said to embrace an elaborate history thereof. There is no other
source to which we .can apply for instruction as to the progress of religion
among the savages, or for a knowledge of these people, all of whose languages they spoke. The style of these Relations is exceedingly simple;
but this simplicity itself has not contributed less to give them a great celebrity, than the curious an<l edifying matter they contain."* No historian
can enter fully into an investigation of the circumstances attendant on the
first settlement of this country, :without being conversant with them, and
those who pretend to acquit themselves of such a task without previously
studying these works, afford only a proof of their unfitness ·for the duty.
In proportion to their great value is, at the same time, their great scarcity.
A complete set is not now to be found even in the Royal Library at Paris.
~ovthey, at his death, owned twenty-thr_ee volumes (1637 to 1671), excepting volume eleven. Bohn purchased this lot for seven pounds, seve11 shill.irigs, and sixpence sterling.
In this country, the completest set · is -owned by Mr. J. C. Brown of
Providence, Rhode Island, the volumes for the years 1654-5, 1658-9, and
1671-2 only being wanting. The next in order is that of Harvar.d College
library, there being five volumes wanting. The collection of Mr. J. C.
Murphy of Brooklyn is the next in point of completeness, there being eleven
Yolumes wanting. The Relations for the years 1654-5, and 1658-9 are
11ot to be found in any collection, public or private; in this country.
• Bistorie de la Nov. France, II. XI. VIII.

Ex.-13

~:

I

l4J
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The tallowing persons filled the office of Superior from 1626 to 1673:
Father PHILIBERT N 0YROT,
" PAUL LE JE:N"NE,
" BARTHELEMY VIMONT,

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

1626 to 1629.
1633 to 1639.
1639 to 1646.
1645 to 1650.
1650 to 1653.
16@ to 1656.
1656 to 1659.
1659 to--.
1664 to 1670.
1670 to 1673.*

JEROME LALLEMANT,

PAUL RAGUENEAU,
JosEPH LE MERCIER,
JEAN DE QuIEN,
JEROME LALLEMANT,

JosEPH LE MERCIER,
J. CLAUDE DABLON,

NoTE A 1.-Part I, p. 9.
I

" The Relation of the voyage of Marquette was not published until
some time aper his death, and, by some, is regarded as fabul011s."
W c learn from a Chicago paper that the original MS. has been saved
from the pillage of the Jesuits' college in Quebec. "It is well known ~y
those familiar with the resources of early American history that the pubhcation of the Jesuit Relations, which furnish so much interest in regard to
the discovery and exploration of the region bordering on our northern
lakes, wac:; discontinued after the year 1672. Some were known to have
been written, hut the manuscripts were supposed to be lost. The Relations
from 1672 to 1679, inclusive, have lately been discovered, and, among them,
a manuscript containing a full account of the voyages of Father Marquette,
and of the discovery by him of the Mississippi river. It was undoubtedly
this manuscript which furnished Thevenot the text of his publication, in
1687, of 'The Voyages and Discoveries of Father Marquette and Sieur
Joylet.' The latter frept a journal and drew a map of their route, but bis
canoe was upset in the falls of St. Louis, as he was descending the St.
Lawrence, in sight of Montreal, and he lost them with the rest of hi
effects. What increases the value of the present discovery is, that the
original narrative goes much more into detail than the one published by
Thevenot. The motive which prompted the preparations which were m~de
for the expedition are fully described, and no difficulty is found in tracing
the route. There is, also, among the papers, an autograph journal by
Marqu~tte, of his last voyage, from the 25th of October, 1674, to the 6th
of April, 1675, a month before his singular death, which occurred on the
ca ·t _rn sho~e of La~e Michigan. Also, a chart of the Mississippi, drawn
by himself, 1llustratmCY his travels. The one annexed to Thevenot's account, above referref to, is manifestly incorrect, and there is a varianCi
between th route of the Jesuit, as traced on his map, ancl that detailed in
1~e text. . The manuscript chart now rescued from oblivion, reconciles al
discrepancies and con tilutes a most interesting historical r.elic."
• Vide a paper on the Je1mit Relations byiE, B. O'Callaghan, M. n.-Preccedi'JZ-g& of th4
:Now Yori.: Jlistori"l Socit:ty, Not•ember 18-H -ftom which th1~ above facts are de.rived.

L4]
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NoTE R. --Part I, p. 47.

"Phenomena of the TVaters."

We copy the following from the Lake Superior Journal of July 23, 1851.
The editor remarks :
"While at Gnmd island, a few days si!!ce, Mr ...Williams gave us an account of a remarkable instance of the sudden rise and fall of water, at that
place, in 1845.

On a certain day, without any appearance of wind on the

lake, thP. water rose and fell several times during the clay, from four to five

feet above high water mark. The weather was calm before and after t:b.e
occurrence, and this was the case for a hundred miles, at least, to the northwest of the island; for Captain Smithwick, of the schooner .Algonquin, ·was
that day off Coppel" Harbor, and nearly becalmed."
I

NoTE B 1.-Part II, p. 80.

Strength of Wrmight Iron.
Experimenters.

Whence derived.

lbs. per sq. in

J.& R.* ---------- ----Missouri bar iron•------------------ 47,909
Martin - - - - - --- • - - - - - - -Fourchambauldt, (France,)- - - - - - - - - - - 47,964
Martin - - - - - - - --- - - - - - -Ste. Chambaud, (France,)- - - , - - - - - - - - 49,000
Martin ----------------English best cable------------------ 49,251
:Brown - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Swedish- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 49, 796
J. & R. - , - - - -- - - - - - - - - -Tennessee - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 50,000

Martih - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - -Superior English- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - 52,823
Rennie - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -English iron - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .; - - - 55,843
Brown - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Welsh iron - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - 57,975
J. &R.----------------Salisbury, (Conn.,)------------------ 58,00H
J. & R. - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - -- Swedish bar- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 58,185
J. & R.----------------Centre co., (Pa.,)------------------- 58,400
J. &R.--------------- .. Lancaster co., (Pa.,)-·-------------- [>8,661
Johnson-----------·---Mclntyre, (Essex co., N. Y.,) -------- 58,912
J. & R. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -English cable - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 59,105
Brown - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Russia- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 59,472
Tilford- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Staffordshire iron, (England,)- - - - - - - - - - 60,928
Tilford - - - - - - - - - - •• - - - - Swedish- - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 64,960
· Tilford - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Welsh - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 65,520
Brunel - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Best English- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 68,644
J. & R. - - - - - - - - --- - - - - -English cable, hammered- - - - - - - · - - - - - 71,000
Brunel - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Best English- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 72,352
J. & R. - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -Russia bar- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7t1,069
Ph'll' b
~ ,:33;3 in. diam. - - ; - . - - - f4 186
J.&R.-------------.1 ipds urg
.190" " -------- n:888
wire- rawn
.156 " " - - - - - - - - 89,162 ,
Wade- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Carp river iron, Lake Superior- - - - - - - - '89,582
J. & R. - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - Cast ~tee! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1:30,681,

~

""' Johnson and RecYes' Report on the Examination c,f the Strcniih of M.at.erials.

Date.

Station.

NoTE C.-Part II., p. 15.

,-,

Baro1netrical Observations, by S. W. Hill.

~
L-

I T. ~I
I
R. Ther. ,Barom'r.

- - - - 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I,-1

1
r

t:--~

184.9.
26
Aug. I.> 10 ft. abo,·e hike 7h 25' P. M • .••••.••••••••••••.••••••
16 Last night's station 7h. 20' A. M •.•...••.••.•••........ . . . . . . . . .
Summit of knob on south side~ secti-0n 32 cast of ¼post
I Oh 35', A. M ......... t............................ 1 50 . . . •
A fow ya~·ds to th;., west of corner of sections 31 and 3~
south Imo lh. 1v, P. M ............................ . ·.... 1 • • • •
Ifalf a ~:_!le east of c?rner of to~rnsl~ips 49 ~nd 50, range 20:
j

140

\

1'

I

and 21 on south side of scct1011 .,1, gramte knob....... . . . . . . • •
On summit ?fridge, section 1, cast side, ¼of a mile south/
oftownslupcomcr ......••.•.•........•............. 149 1 2,
On same line south of ¼post ......•... • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 • • • • 127
On san1e line stream .....•..•....•.........•........•• I ....... .
Summit of ridge, section 12, es.st line, north of ¼post ...•. 1•.•.••••
At ca.mp south of ¼post, same line ......•.........•..•. !......•.

I ..

14

I

Height
I
aboYe_
L. Superior.

Remarks.

--------------Cloudy, wind light, rain fell at 10 evening.
Cloudy, wind light, S. W.

19½

202-00
201-GO

22

735•30

248

Cloudy, wind S. W.

20

735·80

188

Flying clouds.

20

,.
730· 10

898

2b. 15' p. m.

729·20
732·40
73Hi0
729·25
731-65

472•5
343
274•5

2h. 50' p. m.
3h. 40'
3h. 55'
4h. 30'

733·60
733·10
72.l:·80

394
423
771
867
980·8
933·5
943•1
1004·1

21½
20

19½
20
19

492

399

6h. 15'

The above observations must be calculated with reference toj
the stationary barometer
1

1
17 I 8 A. M. last night's station .........•..•...•..•..•.....•....
,•...
A few yards south of ¼post on east side 13 ..............•..• j •.••
40 rods south of corner sections 13 and 2-1 ...••.•.•....••...• , •...

Summit of ridge south of ¼post, section 24 ...•...••...•••.•• I... .
Few yards north of¼ post, section ~5 ......•...........•.•..
¼post section 25 ........•..........•.................. 1•••• , ••••
At meadow, section 36, ¼of a mile north of township cornei' ....... .
At township corner 48 and 49 •.•..•.•.•.••••.•••.••.•••••••••••
Brow of bank of Dead river, section 1, ¼ of a. mile south
¼post, east side of section..................... . . . . . . 48 ·271
At Dead river, section 12, ¼of a mile south of corner of 1
and 12 section, east side............................. . . . . . . • .
A fuw ya.rds north of .corner of 12 and 18 sec., at camp in 12 • • • • • . • •

+.. .

16½

18½
22
21
21!
22½
22
23

722-45
71!).70
721·20

721·05
719·50

23

720·60

964·6

23

72i-4O
726·00

694
746·2

20

Clear, some flying clouds, weather good.
9h.
a._m.
9h. 50'
10h. 80'
llh.40'
lh.
p.m.
lb. 45'
2h;--20 1
Clear, weather good, 8b. 80' p. m.

--

4h.
6h.

w

00
(:J

- 18 I LMt night's sta.tlon 8 A, M •••••••••••.•.••••••••••••••

·r· .. ·1· .. ·1

I 726.05 I

JS

761·0

A fuw yards to the north of corner of sections 24 a.nd 25.. . .. . • .. . . .. .. • .. .. • • .. . .. • • • • .. .. •

474}
991

·1· •· ·••• ·

35 and
25 eastdoline
.....•.... ••••••.••.,.• .. ,.•• •1· .. ••
Corner do
of seotion 25
and 24
...•••.......•.......•...•.........••..••••••
do
do

24 and 13
12 a.nd 13

I Barometer 35 feet above

do .....••..•••....•....•....•.....•..••
do .....•.....••..••••..•.•••...........

Teal lake ...................... 48 26
20
West side, seetion 10, on trail, iron knob ................. 47 27
18
Small stream, middle section 9, on trail .••...•••.•..•............ 18
Middle section 18, on trail......................... . . • . 47 27
14½
9}
22 I Last night's station ................•....••.••..•.•............
At corner of sections 17, 18, 19, 20 ............................. . 14½
Line between ranges 27 and 28, a few yards south of the
corner of sections 18 and 19 ......••.•..•....•.•••..•...•..... 14½
Small stream, south-west section 30, west side .......••••...•....• 15
Branch Escanaba river, section 31 .....•.....•....••............ 16½
Corner of sections 46 and 47, · ranges 27 and 28 .................. . 17
Section 1, north-east; ¼pine lands. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 46 28
19i
South-west¼ section 1, grnnitc knob .........•.................. 2:3
·
22
Escanaba river, section 11, east side ......................... ; ..
Small l~ke, section 15 ................... ..•.............•..... 24
Section 30, north side, stream ................••................ 21
24 I Last night's station .................•......................... 21
Corner of townships 45 and 46, ranges 28 and 29. • . . . • . . . . . . . . . ... 24
Next line, section 11,-¼ p'Ost ............................ 45 29
24
Corner of section 10, 11, 14, and 15 ........•...•..•............• i4
In section 22 ...........•........................•............ 22
Same place .................................................. . 21
Last night's station .....••....••..............•....•........... 15
Small stream in section 21 .............. ...•.....•.. ·..•.......... 15
1\fachi-gamig river, section 2, near foot of Long Portage. . . 44 30
18½
N ortb part of section 15, marsh.-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 29
2.6
Small lake, south of¼ post, east line of section 1 ...•.....•...•...• 27
Sa.me place .• , •..•••••..•••....•....•.•••••......•.•...•..... 25t
21

894
836

I Clear, wind south-west,911.Ugbt.
85' n. m.
These heights were copied from the di&grams made in tho Land Office at
Detroit, and were determined by
Houghton.

725.50 •••••••••••• Flying clouds, m.
728.55
868.6
Clear, 3h. 40' p. m.
725.85
805
4b. 10'
724.43
827
5h. 3'
723.85
804.6
Cloudy or foggy, 7h.
a. m.
721.45
927.3
8h. 40'
723.15
724.60
725.70
724.00
724.50
723.20
724.50
722.80
722.60
724.45
723.10
723.50
723.00
723.85
723.85
725.30
726.10
727.05
726.00
4.30
724.30

853.6
778.3
753
811.5
792.5
824
767
832.5
815.8
803.4
882
887.9
906.2
866.7

············
821
769.4
759.7
816.5
850.8
846,6

Breaks away,

Oh. 10'
10h.
Cloudy by spells, l lb.
llh. 30'
. 12h. 80' p. m.
2h.
8h.
P'ine plains, 15 ft. above lake, 3h. 45' p. m.
Clear,
6h.
p.m.
8h.
a.m.
I
9h. 4.0'
llh.
lb.
-p.m.
3h. 40'
6h.
a.m.
6h • .
6h. 30'
8h . .20'
llh.
4h.
p.m.
Wind northwest, light 5h.

~-''
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Barometrical Observations, by 8. W. Hi'll-ConUnued.

~

~

Station,

Dnte.
18Hl.
~.11g. :!5

'.:!G

~i
~9

Sept. 1

-~;~~~~

i

T. , R. Ther, JBarom'r.,
__
_ ___ L. Supenor.

Last night'.s slation ...•....•. • •............•-.........•....•..•
Corner of sections 1 and 12, range line ...•......................
Small lake in S!lction 12, east line of.. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . 45 29
Corner of soc ti on 12 and 18 .................•..................
• section, corner east line of section 13 ....••....................
Swump in section 13, east line of.....•.............•............
Small lake in section 25, east line of............•................
Corner of sections 44 and 45, ranges 28 and 29 ...•.••...........•
.1 post, east lino section 1. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 44
29
Stream in north part of section 12,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . 44 29
¼post, east line section 13, 25 feet above line of swamp .......... .
A few yards north of¼ post in east line of section 24 .....•......•.
A few yards north of ¼post east line of section 25 ................ .
I Last night's station ........................•..................
On low granite ridge, south of¼ post, east line section 25 ..
In section 12, u. fow yards west of range line, granite
knob ...........•.........•••....... '....•.........• 43 29
Corner of sections 43 and 44, ranges 29 and 28 .............. .
East line section 25, 20 feet above Lake Superior. . . . . . . . . 44 29
Northwest ¼of section 27............ . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 46 28
Corner of section 15, 10, 21, nnd 22 ............................ .
Branch of Escanaba riYer, west line section 15 .......•............
Corner of secti011 34, 9, nIJ.d 10.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46 28
Township line, corner of sections 3 and 4 ....•...............
EscanabJ. river, section 3, north line of.................. 46
Section 1, north line of township.................... . . . . 46 ~~
Barometer 30 feet above Teal lake ....••...•.•..............
Sectio~1 1, s1:mm~t of ir~n ridge. . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47 27
Summit of ndge m section 12, north lme ............•.... 47 27
Third lidge, section 12, near the centre of said section 12, township 47, range 27 .......•...........................

I

I

Stream in deep ra.\-ine, section 12, township 47, range 27,
b-etween the fourth and fl.fth ridge, 10b. 20m. a. m ........... I 14

20
21
21
22
22
22½
24'
24
25!
26l

2[

23½
22½
17
18

21

724.80
724 20 724.84
723.20
723.30
726.00
724.70
725.18
727.20
729.30
728.50
725.70
725.35
725.20 .,.
724.00,

821.7

10h. 65'

783

658
662
760.6
743,5

..........
············

11½

722.20

.............

13

727.4.0

,.. is ..
4-t

11

m.

753.4

lli

6

13
14
18
·15

Clear,

847.2

............
.............
············
············
98.75

16½

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1

ib.
a. m.
7h. 80'
7h. 801
Sh.
f:sh. 25'
8h.50
lOh.

883.5
863.8
840.7
908.3
880.6

729.20
728.30
728.85
724.70
724.4(1
724.80
724.50
724.00
724.60
724.50
729.00
724.20
722.40

23

Remarks.

587

598.3
777.5
785
834
824.5
859
864.3

0.995

L--

lh. 80' p.m.
2h. W'
3h. 20f

Flying clouds,

5b.
ih. 30fa. m.
ih. 30f

10h. 20f
Cloudy, wind south
llh. 45fn. m.
Clear, wind north-west, noon.
.
lib. 40f
Clear, ·wind west,
Ch. 8f
8h.40f
9h. 451'

Flying clouds,

1 Oh. 25f

Cloar, wind light.
7h. 50-fa. m.
9b. 15f

. ... ...

c,,:

~

0

..._
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Jlddtitional elevat-iOnJ in the iron region .
I

Township., Range.

47

29

47
47

29
29

47

28
28

47

47
47

28

48

27

47
47
47
47
47
•47
•47
*47
*47
•47
•47
•47
•47
•47
•47
•47
•47
•47
•47

26

28
26
26
27
26
24
24
24•

25
25
25
25
25

26
25
26

26
26
25

Section.

12
18
18
18

18
11

12

Station.:

Fraction.

North-west course.' •••.••••..•....•• One-eighth of a mile from corner •.••••.•••.•••...•.... , ....... .
North line......................... Ten rods ,vest ••..••.••••.•••••••••••••••••••.••.•..•.•..•..•.
. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . Surface of a small lake ••••••••.••••••••••••••••....•.....•....
North line ......•.................• Five rods south of quarter post .••••••••••••.•.••••....•........
North line.................. . . . • • • Twenty rods cast •.••..•••.••••.• •, ••••• , ...................... .
South-west corner. . . . • . • • . . • . . • • . . . . ..•...•.••.••. ; .....•.••••••••• ; , ••••• • ...•••••••...•.......• ,
South-west corner ...•.....••.....•...........•......•...•••.•••••••••••.•••••.•••••... , . , ...•.... 1

······••!••· ........................................................... ,................................................................................ , ................. .

Summit on town line, one mile south. . .•..•..•.••.....•....••••••••••••• • •.•••••••.••.•.••..•.....•
South-west corner ... ~ ••.••••••••.••••••••.•..••••••••.•.•• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••.•• , • , ••.•..·..
North-east quarter ...•.••...•.....•........•...•.•..••••••••.••••••••••.••••••••••••••.•.•• , ...•.•
• • • • • • . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . . . . • . • . . . . • . • • Corner five miles south of Tea.I Lake, between sections 25 and 3G.
• . • • • • • . . • • • • • • • . • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • Iron CB,sc_ade ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••
6
South-west corner .......•...•••........••.....•..•• , •.•.••••• , • • ••••• , •••••••••• , • , ••. , . , ....••.•
19
North-west corner .....•.....••.•.......••...•. , •• , •• , •••• •, •••• ,,,,,,,, .• ,,,,,., • • • .. , •. • • • • • • • • ·
30
Southwest corner ..........•...............•...••..•..••. , ••••••••••••••••••••..••••...•..•.•••...
1
North-east corner . . . . • • . . . • • • . . . . . • Quartz ridge •.•..•.••••••••••.••••••••••.•••••...•.••...•.....
1
Southwest quarter. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • •
do .....•...••••..••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.••........•.
6
N ort.h-east quarter.. • . . • • • . . . . . . • . . .
do .....••......... ; •...••.••••••••••••••..••..•.••..... •
• . • • • . • . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . • . . • • . • • • • • • . . • . On line between sections 8 and 17 •••••••.•••••.•••••.• , .••...•..
7
Near centre. • . . • . . . • . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . .••..•••.•••.••.•• , •• , • • • • • ••• , • , • • • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · · • · · · · · ·
18
South. west corner .......•.' ••.....••...•..•.......•••..•...••.••• , . , • , , •••• • • , ••• , , ••.• • • • • , • · · • · •
30
North-west corner ...•••...•.......•.....•.•.....••.•..•..••.• , , • :. • , , , , • • • • • •, • , •,, • , • • • • · • • · • · · •
12
South-,vest corner ....•••••..•....•........•...••.....••..••••. , •.• , , , • • , • • • • • , • , •• • • • • • • • • · · · · · • ·
15
South-east corner ....••.........•. ·.......•....••..•..••.••••••••••..••••••• , •••••••.•.•.• , • • • • • • • •
22
South-"·est quarter................. llorneblende ridge ..•• , ••••••.•••••••.•••••••••••••..•.•..•. , •
34
North-east quarter . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • Quartz ridge ..•••••.•••••••••••• , ••••.••.•••••••••.....•.•.. ·

1
18
81
. . •• . . ••
30

Height.

I

716
1,0ui
918

1,029
1,02.2
942
931·
738

1,100
915
664

846
724

w

(,0
~

65

99

847
175

220

692
613
671
671

656
780

747
923

681
r-,

• The heights marked with a star, were determined by Dr. Houghton. For additional heights, barometrically determined, the reader is referred to our
former report, Part I., p. 86.
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IRON M'ANUFACTURES OF THE UNITED STATES FROM THE CENSUS RETURNS OF 1850.
I

I

t:: "d
....

g- >

·-

Cl)

~

0

......
Massachusetts .....•..
Connecticut .......•..
New York .... ••• .. •·
Dela.ware .....•..... ,
Mnrylnn'd ...•••......
Virgin_i~ ..•.•• • •···· •
Goorg1a•...........•.
Tennessee .....•....•.
Kentucky ..•..•....•.
Ollio ..••••.••••••••.
:Missouri ....•.•..••••
Rhode Island ....•••..
P emllJ 1vania. .....••..
New Jersey ..•...••.•
New Hampsbirn .•••..
Alabama ...••..••.•.
North Carolina. • . . • . •
Vermont .•.•••..•••••
Indiann. .....•••.••••

---$110,300
629,500
1,131,500
15,000
780,650
791,211
9,200
756,050
176., 000
620,800
42,100
208,000
7,620,066
1,016,813
4,000
2,500
103,000
62,700
17,000

ai

I

(l)

17)

3a> ca
a§
bl). .

3~

8UTJ:1,

rd

:::s.,;
a:, A
8 0

1 c,;

~

0

(!)

:a

c3-5.o

r

=o

i;,A

]i

-~

,g I .

0

C)

.s

.~i

e;iai~
C, (l)

(!)

Q.t:l

~~~

--,..-..

1,030
7,031
8,530
510

10,172
17,296
100
11,696
2,000
13,675
1,204
3,000
168,702
10,430

.......
········
1,64.0 ........

•

- 50

Total .... ~.:.. ·.... $13,996,220 251,491

e

♦

♦

~

e

..... ···1·········
.......
........
I, 650 , ••••••••

525

........
88,844

2,625
8,169

........
........

78,767 527,068

s..
(!)

CJ
~

.E ~cf
i:: s ,E
'

s-d
(l)

(l)

..C rn I>,
- ~"d
0
A.-.

z~

C:$~

60
870
1,037
50
563
1,295
26
784
183
708
101
220
6,764
593

14,510,888 9,618,109

12,978

I

20,405 . • . • • . . ·i325, 967
14,459 4,607

120

········
750

i

♦

. s.. d
·,.. 'i:

8,989,998
1,994,180
50,000
80,000
857,000
337,000
86,000

s:;

s::: •

0

Joe

"S '

40,694
858,780
838,314
19,500
439,511
591,448
5,986
885,616
180,$05
604,493
24,509
111,750
3,483,391
320,950
5,600
3,000
28,143
66,194
4,425

78,50~
783,600
5,454,150
228,000
246,000
103,000
76,600

44,642
........
160 ........ .... ··--·
8,389 ........ 10,455
2,500 ........ 66,615
........ ········ ········
9,151 62,038 ············
826
280,000
1,600
466,900
2,900 ........ ········
22,755
........ 6,000
9,834
........
············
........
············

145

.

22
6,062
18,908

IL,,

6

14

173
57
22

Q)

.a~'.
•

~Pc~

~s '

c;I G2 s:l

~

I> «I

.q ~

$28 35
81 69
26 16

24
23
23
11
15
82
83
30
26
27
27
32
20

19
33
62
35
20
06
61
00
00
68
78
00
00
10 37
31 95
27 46
....."

""'17)
....
i::l
+> 0

(l)

.t:l,

C)~

fn1
:::s

<,.. ::i

o"d

(l)

,g

'-;<t>

l>::z

I

68,320'
667,560
195,000 1,432,968
35,000
.......... 771,431
1,254,995
15,384
670,618
38,800
299,700
1,076,192
68,700
222,400
219,500 8,902,607
·········· 629,278
10,400
7,500

··········
$5,000

..........
..........

··········
··········
··········
··········
··········
··········

··········
.......... ···········
........
2,048
663,986
175

272,014

11,760

$458,300 116,387,074

$530,000,000
550,000,000
240,000,000
020, 000, 000

Value of manufactured articles ••••••••••••••••••••• ~; •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

li°lWbel: of pei:aons .employed,. , , , • , , , , , , •• , •• , • , •• , , , •• , , •••• , , •••• , , •• , •• , , , ••• , • , •• , , , , , , , , , • , •• ; •

··········
..........

1

AGGREGATE OF MANUFACTURES.
Oapital invested in manufacture~ June 1, 1850 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••., ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
llaw material consumed .....•..•........•.•.........•............•............•.•........•.........
Am.ount . . paid for labor..........•.••.•.•.•...•.•....•••..••••...••...•......••••...••.• ,., .••••.•..•.
1 •

~

,__ .

p(l) ""'
P..

t;..P<

.720
6,325
18,633
650
10,000
15,328
90
10,348
3,070
14,416
963
. 2,650
182,506
8,162
110
100

.
=~
~g
0

•

~ -8 .

0"d
r-..c,e

~s

r--T

, 1,060,0QQ ,

~

~

l4J
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.llrtesian wells in tlie red clay of Green Bay, from .Mr . ..Whittlesey's MS.In my report made to Dr. Owen in 18..19, for that part M Wisc~nsin east
of the Wisconsin river, will be found a statement of the Artesian wells
bored by Mr. Alonzo Curtis and others, in the red clay at Fonu du Lac,

Lake Winnebago.
Mr. Curtis has lately furnished me with the results of his borings in the
same clay, but at"a lower level, near the surface of Lake Michigan.
Well of Mr. Edwin Hall, commenced seven feet above the lake surface:
8 feet.
22 "
42 " ·

1. Sand
2. Red clay
3. Blue clay

72 feet.

4. Quicksand wit~ water, rleing witbi~ 3 <'•r 4 feet of the surface.

Well of Mr. Edward Wisewe11, five feet above the lake:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sandy soil.
Red clay
Dun-colored clay
Very red clay Blue clay

8() feet.

6 "
1 "
S8 "

76~& •.

6. Quicksand aud water, rising to within 2 feet of imrface.

Well of Mr. H. S. _Beard, four feet above the lake:.
1. Soil.

2.
8.
-f.
5.
6.

Red clay
Dun-colored clay
Blue clay
Very red clay Blue clay
-

,

30 to 361bet.
6 "
4 "
1 to 2 "
.(8

H

90 'fbe&.

7. Quicksand and water rising to within 1! feet of surface.

Four other wells belonging to D. M. Whitney and others, near Mr ..
Beard's, show the same section; and all, thus far, give a good supply of
water.
Well of Mr. M. L. Martin, one mile south of the last, surface'thirty-five
feet abo-ve the lake, gave, after boring through red clay one hundred and
:fifteen feet, a supply of water from the quicksand, rising to within seven
· feet of the surface. .

Well of~'Ir. Daniel Whitney, near Manitou river, three feet above the lake:.
l: Soil.
"2. Red clay 3. Quicksand and water rising above the surface.

44 feet;

Well of D. C. Robinson, at Astor, half a mile north of the last, about six

feet above the .lake :
l. Confused mass of sand ana gravel
2. Red clay-water rise. to lake levt!l.

[ 4]
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Well of Jeremiah Porter, five feet above the lake:

u

1. Sand
2. Red clay

foot.

94 "

108 feet.

3. Limostone, probably Trenton-no water.

Well of Mr. Daniel Whitney, four feet above the lake:
1. Sand

2. Red cla,y
3. Blue sand, with leaves and sticks. A specimen of cedar
was given me from a piece eight inches thick
4. Red clay
6. Blue clay

1

4 feet.
60 "

3 "
40 "

11 "

108 feet.

6. Trenton limestone-no water.

•

Another well sunk by Mr. Whitney to the depth of one hundred and six
feet, in red and blue clay, struck the rock at that point, but gave no water.
Four other wells, on line of .half a mile north and south, and about on
the same level, gave a depth of one hundred and eight feet before striking
the rock.
In all the cases where no quicksand was met with below the clay, no
water was obtained. Mr. Robinson's well is not Artesian, but one of the
ordinary kind, in which water filters through the gravel, and fluctuates
with the level of the water in the bay.
The stratification is evidently very irregular; for, although the extreme
wells are not more than a mile and three-quarters apart, yet the sections
-vary much, even in the distance of a few rods. In onP. of the borings, at
the depth of forty-three feet, a bed, two feet thick, of rotten wood and
leaves, was intersected between strata oi red and blue clay. It also contained the remains of the bones of fishes.
The wood was submitted by me to M. Lesquereux, for examination, and
pronounced by him to be cedar, and transported by fresh water. Several
pieces of the same wood were given me at Appleton, which were also taken
from the red clay, but at a height of one hundred to one hundred and fifty
feet above the lake. The one above mentioneJ, however, was found fifty
feet below the level of the lake.
The alternations of red and blue clay much resemble those of the west
side of Lake Michigan, as, for instance, at Racine and Milwaukee; and it is
evident that they both belong to· one formation. ·since, therefore, the great
clay deposits of Lake M·chigan graduate, on the south, into the blue marly
and and clay of ~ake Erie, and on the north into the red marly clays of
Lake Supe:ior, it follows that they ought to be considered to be of the
amc age.
Those ..,on Lake Erie and the streams flowing into it, contain the same
wood as those of Lake Michigan, and also a few fresh-water and land
hells. It foUo-.v , therefore, that the Lake Superior clays are also of fresh
water and not of marine origin.
In the vicinity of Green lhy, the red clay may be seen at a height of
o c hund:etl and fifty feet above the lake; but, on ascending Fox river, its
u~ace nse~, and on the hills sou.th-east of Lake Winnebago, it attains a
h 1ght of four hundred feet. On tl e waters of Fox river the bricks made
'
it a of a ream-color, like those of Mil-waukee, ;hen hard-burnt,

a

, [ 4]
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-otherwise they are red. The color of these red and blue clays is due to
iro in different st~ges of oxidation. They all contain more or less carbonate
lime and magnesia. Pebbles of the sedimentary rocks are also
parsely distributed through them, as well as some fragments of the northern igneous and azoic rocks.
The principle upon which water rises in the wells of Green Bay and Fond
du Lac, is very simple: A bed of quicksand, or some other material into
-which water can penetrate, is confined between impervious strata above and
below; wherever the edo-es of the first mentioned stratum come to the
surface, they are penetrat~ by the water, which gradually fills the whole
of the permeable mass in which it is confined, as a reservoir. Of
course, if the superior bed is bored through, the water will rise nearly as
high as the edge of the bed which is filled with water, according to the
well-known laws of hydrostatics.
,,
At Appleton, on the Fox river, wells are bored, which either give no
water, or it only rises in them a part of the distance to the surface. .But
then the river is near, and has cut through the clay to the underlying sandstone, so that the water finds, in part, a natural outlet from the beds of
quicksand.
·
A few observations have been made on the temperature of these wells.
At Oshkosh we found, in September,, 1849, that the water of a weJl thirty
.feet deep was at 486, Fahrenheit. In July, according to Mr. M. "Williams,
a -wel~ ninety feet deep ~ave the same ·temperature, and in the January

of

:followmg, 51 °, F.

NOTE

G.

" Fishe-riesliOf Lakes JJ,fichligan and Sup,erior."

The numb~r of persons engaged in this business is very variable, as well
as the quantity of fish caught. fishermen say that the • same ground is
much better one year than another, so that they are obliged to shift their
guarters. We saw at Pointe au Chene, Biddle river, P ayment Point, Point
Patterson, ~t the ~arbor west of Bark Point and many other places, ,abandoned fishmg stat10ns; but these may all be resumed durincr the present
year. There were fishermen at the island of St. Helena, Gull island, and
others in the lake, not within our course, whose number we cannot state.
They had thus t r been unsuccessful, the fish having retired far out into the
deep and cool water .
.At Seul Choix, there was a greater assemblage of men and boats than at
.any other point in our route.
From the best estimates, there were at
·
Seul Choix,
Point Barbeau,
Summer Islands, ~ Rocx: Island,
Washington Island,
Pilot Island,
-

90 boats and 200 men.
30 "
75 "
5 "
18 "
10 "
30 "
14 "
50 "
6 "
20 "
155
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Ma;1y of the fishermen had their famiiies with them,• who assisted in the
curing and packing of the fish.
On the west shore of Green Bay and the west shore of the lake, south
of Death's Door, there are also fishing stations.
Altogether there must be nearly a thousand persons engaged in this pursuit. The fish here taken are the white-fish and Mackinac trout. (Mr.

Whittlesey's MS.)
On Lake Superior there are fisheries at White-fish Point, Grand island,
La Pointe, and Isle Royale, where considerable quantities are taken and
exported ; but we have no statistics as to the number of men employed, or
the number of barrels exported. Between the head of Keweenaw Point'
and the mouth of the Ontonagon river, considerable quantities of fish are
taken, for which there is a ready market at the mining -stations. In addition to the white-fish and Mackinac trout, the siskawit is occasionally taken. Its favorite resort, however, is the deep water in the vicinity of Isle
Royale.
NoTE H.

Statistics of Lumber.
There are eight saw-mills m operation along the southern · coast 'of'the
Upper peninsula, viz:
2 saws.
One at the mouth of the Manistee, running' 1 saw.
One at Sturgeon river, (Bay des Noq'!::lets,) running
One at Escanaba river, running
-·
4 saws
One at White-fish river, running
2 "
2 ,,
One at Fort river, running :..
One at Cedar river, running
3 "
Two at Menomonee river, running 7 "

21
At Cedar river and the Menomonee, there are lathe machines, and probably at others. The best saws cut from 4000 to 6000 feet of lumber in
t~enty-four hours, while running ; but the mills generally lie still during
wmter, and from breakages and other causes are not in operation at all
times during the remainder of the season.
There is an excellent belt of pine lands, extending from the M_anistee to
the Menomonee and thence to the Wisconsin,and even the Mississippi, but
towards the sources of these streams the timber is less abundant and valuable.-(Mr. Whittlesey's MS.)
•

NOTE

I.

Origin and Orthography if some of the proper Names in tht Lake Superior District.
Hardly an thing ha more p~rplexed UQ than th difficulty of ascertaining
the correct names of the prominent natural features of our district, and of
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Writing them as they are pronounced, so afl. at the same time, to preserve

~he original meaning. While very few of the ..small lakes, rivers, or hills,
the interior-, have as yet recerved any names ; almost all the streams,
points, and bays, along the coast of the great lakes, are known by some
name, generally either of In~ian ~r _French ~eriv~tion. M~ny_ of_ these _are
now so corrupted from thell' ongmal des1gnat10n, that 1t 1s 1mposs1ble
ever to r~store the correct spelling, or to bring a~ain into use the original
in

name.

As the race, by which ·most of the conspic~ous points and rivers were

named, is rapidly disappearing, we deem it worth while to place on record
such information as we have been able to obtain, either from the natives
( Chippeways <>r Ojibwas), or from our •voyageurs (Canadian French, or
French and Indian), or from the published works of the old explorers of
this region, and especially of the Jesuit fathers., How many of the great
topographical features of this country retain their aboriginal names, while
the meaning of those names has become irrevocably lost!
In Part I. of this report we have given a fac-simile of the map-of this
region, made by the Jesuit missionaries, probably about the years 1670 and
1671, and published in Paris in 1672. The astonishing amount of geograph_ical knowledge of the borders of th ese lakes, obtained by the earliest
explorers, speaks vohones for their skill and perseverance. Some, of the
:maps published in this country and in England, within the last ten years,
do not exhibit the main features of Lake Superior as correctly as they are
shown on the old Jesuit map.' '
~
•
From these old Jesuit authorities, especially the "Lettres edifiantes,"
and from Charlevoix, "Journal d'un Voyage," &c., we have gleaned what
information we could, ·wiih regard to the original desigp.ation and meaning
of the names.
In giving the abstract, we will begin at Saut Ste Marie, and, follo,ving
_the northern shore of Lake Superior toward . the west, make the circuit of
that lake, and then follow the northern shores of Huron and Michigan,
towards the west, along the southern borders of our district, to Green Bay.
LAKE SuPERIOR (Lac Superieur, Fr .., Kitchi-gummi, Ch.).-The name
upon the Jesuit map is "Lac Tracy ov Svperievr.'> Lac Superieur means
simply, Upper Lake. Lac Tracy seems to indicate a desire on the part of the
.Tesuits to perpetuate the name of M. de Tracy, by gi,,ing it to the largest
sheet of fresh water on the globe. We need hardly,add, that the name of
Lake Tracy was never adopted, and is quite unknown. 7 KitcM-gumm·i
signifies Great water or Great lake, gummi being, in general, a collection of
water, or lake.
SAuT STE, MARIE (Le Sault, Mission de Ste. Marie du Sault, Jesuit
map).-Sault is the old French orthography. The French name seems now
finally adopted by the inhabitants at the Saut, or Soo, as it is frequentJy
pronounced. The river, on the other hand, is known l,>y the English
name-St. Mary's river. The Indians at the Saut are called Les Sauteurs.
GRos CAP.-A name given by the voyageurs to innumerable projecting
headlands; but in this case appropriately, smce it is the conspicuous feature
at the entrance of the lake.
·
GouLA!S BAY.-Derivation doubtful; perhaps goulet, the funnel-shaped
.opening of a .net, from some fancied resemblance in its form.
·
• .13ATCHEEWAUAUNG BAY.-Derivation unknown.
:MAMAINSE (Indian).-Little sturgeon. ·
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M1cmP1coTEN (Great sand) BAY.-Not descriptive of the island, but oi
the river.
NEEPIGO.Y BAY.-Neepi or niyi is water; neep1:gon, dirty water.
KAMANISTIQUIA.-" River that goes far about." Serpentine.
·
LE PATE,--Pie island, or Pastry island, from its fanc"ed resemblance to
cl French pie.
The island rises from the water to the height of eight hundred feet~ with regular and slightly sloping sides, like a hat; and the term,
"Hat island," would convey a better idea to the American reader, of its
outline, than that now in use.
lsLE RoYALE.-Isle Minong on Jesuit map. Minong is said to mean
Great island. Another explanation is, that it means an island which is intersected in passing from one point to another. Thus one in voyaging down
the north shore might pass from Pigeon river to Washington harbor, and,
following along the shore of this isfand to its eastern extremity, make the
traverse to Point Porphyry. · It is very curiom; to observe that, on the map
of the great lakes puLlished in Charlevoix's Journal (1744) another large
island of nearly the same size and shape as Isle Royale is inserted about half
way between Keweenaw Point and Isle Royale. To this island, which is
not on the Jesuit map, published sixty yea1 s before, the name of Isle Philippeaitx is given, and it figures to. this day on some of the European maps.
This same error, if we r~collect aright, is perpetuate<l in Henry's work, published in 1822.
MoNTREAL R.-The name Montreal is one which is most frequently given
by the ·rnyageurs, in memory of their home, and the head-quarters of the Hudson's Bay Company. Indian Ka-wa-si-gi-nong sipi, or River of the White
Falls, aHudin~ to the fine fall near the mouth of the river and visible from
the lake.
,..
CHAQOAMEGON (Cha-ga-wa-mi-kong).-Narrow pointed bay.
KARGWAJIWING.-Porcupine mountains. Karg is the Chippeway for porcupine, probably given from the great abundance of these animals in the
region, and deservedly.
AG-OGEmc ( Little fish) LAKE.
•
ONTONAGON, R.-Nagon or nogon, signifies cup or dish, but whence the
origin or what the meaning of the whole word, we have never been able
satisfactorily to learn. Spelled on the Jesuit map Nantounagan.
KEWEENAW PoINT.-On many maps Keweewaiwona.
Kiouchounaning,
Jesuit map. Pronounced by our Isdians, Ki-wi-wai-non-ing, now written
and pronounced as above; meaning a portage, or a place where a portage is
made. The whole distance of some eighty or ninety miles around the point,
being avecl by entering Portage lake and following up a small stream, leaving a portage of only nbout a half a mile to Lake Superior on the other side.
EAGLE R1vER.-The name given by the voyageurs is Lariviere nid
d'digle, Eagle's-nest river.
MANITOU I LAND, supposed to be one of the residences of the Indian
goblin.
AG iTE lIARBOR,-lndian name, Na-jo-wi-kue•do-wang, or Double bay.
KEWAi ·oQUOT HARBOR, generally called Horse-shoe harbor, a few miles
·ut of Copper harbor, a beautiful little boat harbor. Indian name
explained to us as signifying Flying clouds.
lh:-r~ GRISE IlAY.-Hardly any name on Lake Superior is written in so
anr d~ffi ~ nt way·, but neY r as ac ually pronounced~ 'fhe invariable pronunciation m the Lake Superior r gion is as if written "Bay Degree." The
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name is said to have been given from some gray animal seen in that vicinity> _
and to be written correctly must be "Baie de la Bete grise," or "Bete grise
bay." The Indian name is Ba-ghi-dq.-wi-i-ni'ng, a bay where nets are set;
there Leing here excellent fishing_ groun~.
.
.
ToRCH LAKE, Ba-ki-ga-mang, m allu 10n to spearing fishes by torch-hght
STURGEON RIVER, Name Sepi.
.
ToBAcco R1vER.-Wa-sa-ko-di-na-bi-kon, or Burnt-stone river, from the
red sandstone at its mouth; the former given in allusion to the dark brown
color of its swampy water.
F .ALL RIVER. Me-ta-m-ki-ti-goei-ang Sepi, or Sliallow river.
L' ANsE.-Anse is bay,-" une tres petite baie qui s'enforce peu clans le
terres." Diet. Fr . .llccd. It is applied to many indentations of the coast,
but for the most part, it has reference to the settlements at the head of Keweenaw bay.
POINT ABBA YE.-A corruption of Point aux Baies, a name very commonly
given by the voyageurs to a point, on each side of which there is a bay. Indian name Kitchi-ni-ia-sing. · Big Point.
.
LAKE MICHIGAN (Lac e Ilinois, Jesuit map).-Probably the signification is the same ·as that of Lake Superior-michi, vast; gummi, water.
MANISTEE RIVER .A.ND LAKE.-This name has been generally spelt on
the map, Manistique. The name is pronounced by those residing at the
mouth of the river, Manistee. It is written also by Charlevoix, la
~Ianistie. This we think , sufficient authority for changing it. The
name_, as explained to us by ourlndians, means, "A riv r at whose mouth
are islands." There is, at least, one other river of this name emptying into
Lake Mtchil!an.
SEuL CHi1x PornT.-The only choice; in allusion to the few spots along
the coast suitable for landing. Properly written, Settle Cltoix.
BARK PoINT, near Point Detour.
Not Pointe a,ux Barques, but Pointe
au:r Ecorces, in French.
Bay des Noquets.-This is the proper name of this bay, but it is universally pronounced in that region as it is written, [!ay de No_que, or Nock in
English . . The following quotation from C~arlevoix shows that_ this is a
very ancient ·name:-" Nous nous embarquames le deux de Jwllet apres
midi, nous cotoya.mes pen<lant trente lieues une Langue de terre qui separc
le Lac Michigan du Lac Superieur, elle n'a en bien des endroits que quelques
lieues de large, et il n'est queres possible de voir un plus mauvais Pays;
mais il est termine par une jolie riviere nomme la Manistie, fort poissonneuse, et qui abonde sur tout en Esturgeons. Un peu plus loin, en tirant
au Sud-Ouest, en entre clans un grand Golphe, dont l'Entree est horde~
d~sks, on le nomme le Golphe, ou la Ba.ye des Noquets. C'est une tre.s
petite nation, venue des borcls du Lac Superieur, et dont il ne reste plus que
quelques Familles dispersees ~a et la, sans avoir de demeuse fine. La .Baye
des N oquets n'est separee de la Grande .Baye, que par Jes Isles de.
Pouteouatamis."-P. de Charlevoix, "Journal d'un Voyage," l}'c., vol. 5,
p. 429.
TRAINE RIVER (Riviere la Traine).-Traine is the old French term for
sleigh or sledge-traineau.
NEKOMENON,_ ?r D!AD RrvER (Riviere du .Mort).-Probably named
from some tracht10n 01 a dead man found near its mouth.
L.AnGHING-FISH R1vER (Riviere du Po-isson qui rit).-The origin of this
• ingular name we are at a loss to understand.
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TEQUAMENON.-On Jesuit map, Outakoniman; meaning unknown.
GREEN BAv.-The name of tl1is bay o_n the Jesuit map is "Baye de~ .
Puans," the "Puans" being the not oYer-cleanly Indians who inhabited its
borders.
MENOMONEE R1vER-lndian-equivalent to Wild-rice river. On Jesuit
map, "Riviere des Oumalouminee, ou •de la folle a·voine."
EscANABA R1vER.-Flat-rock, or Smooth-stone river. Name given in
allusion to the geological peculiarities of the river, as described in the preceding pages of this report.
MAcHIGAMIG R1vER.-A river flowing from a great lake. Spelt, on
various maps, ll1Iichigamig and Peshekemme.
·
MAcHIGUMM1, or .l~ichi'gummi.-Great lake.
NIGHT-WATCHING (Nibe-go-mi-nini) R1vER,-A branch of the Machigamig, so called because the Indians were wont to watch for game on its:
banks by moonlight.
FENCE R1vER (Indian, Mitchikau).-A branch of the Machi-gamig. The
name, Fence river, alludes to the manner of catching the deer, by building
a long line of fence diagonally to the river, and a utting against it, so that
the deer are concentrated at one point.
PEMENEE (Elbow).-Falls of the Menomonee river, where the river bends
like an elbow.
BEKUENESEC (Smoky).-Name given to a waterfall on the Menomonee,
in allusion to the spray risirig like smoke.
SwAMPY R1vER (Wabashkiki).
JACK-FISH (Ki-no-je-si-kauing) LAKE.-So called from a species <f
Esox (pickerel) inhabitii1g it in great abundance.

NoTE J.
ERRATA-PART I :

Page f>4, line 24; ninety-seven, read sixty-seven.
" 66, line 27; section 16, read section 10.
" 67, line 23; town 56, read town 36.
" 73, Minnesota Company, section 15, read section 16.
" 129, line 5 ; 100 read 50.
" 135, line 33 ; read, the vein from 8 to 10 inches.
" 140, line !J; read S. W. qr. of section 63.
" 140, line 37; read section 30, township 50, range 39.
" 147; North American Mine, 1700, read 700.
.
" 1~6; Product of gold in the United States, 100,000, read 200,000.
· " 160, bottom line; southern slope, read northern.
" 179, line 6; aqua regia, read aqua regime.
" 181, line 40; three-fourths, read one-fourth.
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A
m1ny of the streams and bn}s connected with the two fakes bear the same umo, in
s ch cases L. S. is appended to those connected with Lake Supe!ior, and L. M. to those wit-h.
Lake Michigan.
A. irondack mountains, iron ores of, pages Barytes, sulphate of, 96.

33., 64.
£ gean sea, character of t1rn fauna of, 188 •
.ldj ustment ·of marine life to different depths
and different sea-bottoms, 186, 112.
A..g ssiz, L., on the different systems of dykes
~h:ich give configuration to the north
shore of Lake Superior, 13; determination
of the age of the slates of Glaris by the
:!bs il :fishes, 9; on the_ character of the
fishes from the Cliff limestone of Ohio, 309.
A.ge of Tocks, at remote points, not to be identified by lithological characters, 114.
;r., the effects of, on marine life, when mingled with water, 188.
'
t!ger., Mr. F., quoted, 78.
.Ups:, folded structure of, 275; recent age of,
3 79.
es., l\fr. J. T ., experiments of, on the tenach:.y of iron, 80.
A..m phitheatre, description of, in the series of
1:h e Pictured Rocks, 126.
.ilnygdaloidal trap, absence of, in the Azoic
eries, 3, 32.
~nalysis of iron ores, 73, 77; of minerals, 93;
of limestones, 190; of trappcan rocks, 83.
A..nalciD?-e, occurrence of; 95 .
A..namasite, defined, 85.
A.ndes., the recent age of, 278.
!.pophyH.ite, 95.
,
!.ppalacbian chain, structure of, 275; age of
the rocks along tlie eastern flank of, 33,
278:, 283.
i\rched Rock, Mackinac, description of, 164.
A.....-senic, presence of, in iron ores, 72; detection of~ 72.
.\.r.:e ian wells, at Green Bay, 393.
A...rti:ficial minerals, production of, throwing
light upon the process of metamorphism, 9.
h:, volcanic, recognised in connexion with
the trappean rocks, 17.
,.\..zoic:i origin of the term, 3.
A.zoic system, rocks of the, 3, 8; condition of
the earth at the time of the deposition of,
8
1 O ; development of, on the northern
bore of Lake Superior, 11; on the southern
hore of, 14; on the sources of the Mississ:ppi, 33; in Missouri, Arkansas, Texas,
- eVT York, and along the flanks of the Appalachians, 33; in Scandinavia., and on the
i Ja.nd of Anglesea, 34; in Wales and Boheroia., 35; period ofits metamorphism, 277.

•
Barometer, list ofheights determined by, 6,.
Barrande, M., on the Azoic series of the
Bohemian basin, 35.
Bars, river, occurrence of, 261.
Basalt, mineralogical composition of, 85.
B,itcheewauaung Bay, character of th e rocks
in the vicinity of, 13, 37 .
Ili1,y des N oquets, geological structure of,,
149; character of the fossils, 149.
Bayfield, Captain, W. H., cited, 37; as to the
age of the Lake Superior sandstone, 138;
longitudes determined by, 354.
•
Beaches, evidence of, at the dawn of the Silurian period, 183; ancient lake, as compared
with the historical period, 268, 270.
Beaumont, Elie de, on the elevation of mountain chains, '274, 276; various systems of
upheaval, 279; his identification of certain
Americ:m s-.,stems with those 6fEurope, 283.
Beds formed ·around islands~ ·w ith an inclined
stratification, 184 .
Bekuenesec Falls, 25.
Belts, river, occurrence of, 260.
Biot, M., quoted, 188.
Birds-eye limestone, range and extent of, in
the Lake Superior district, 1-40; in Wisconsin, 146.
Black-river limestone, range and extent of, in
the Lake Superior district, 140; in Wisconsin, 146.
Blagodat, iron mines at, 61.
Blue limestone of Ohio the oquiva}ent of the
Hudson-river group, 150.
Bossiney, igneous and metamorphic rocks of,
16.
Botany of the Lake Superior district, 359 .
Boulders, occurrence of, on the sources of the
Menomonee, 21, 24, 29; at Sant Ste.
Marie, 269.
Buch, L. von, on the metamorphism of the
rocks'around the Gulf of Finland, 9; on the
recent age of the Andes, 278.
Buckland, Dr.; on the structure of the eyes
of trilobites, 188.
Buffalo Commercial Advertiser, quoted as to
the fluctuations of Lake Erie, 332.
Burat, M., cited on iron ores ofElba, 60.
Burt, Mr. John, notice of iron deposits by, 23.
Burt, Mr. W. A., on the iron ores of Lake
Superior, 21, 22; experiments us to the
diurnal variation of the needle, 351.
·
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Califerous sandstone, near the Granu Rap- Datholitc, analysis of, 101.
ids; 27, e1:1st oft!le 'l'wiu r'alis: 30; in Wis- lJ:lvis, Mr. George 0., water table3 by, on
consin, iti\3.
Lake Erie, cited, 324.
De la Bcche, Sir H., views of, on the original
-Cale-spar, 9o.
·Canada, fron ores of, 64.
fluidity of the earth, 9 ; on the trappean
Caradoc Sandstone, American equivad:ent of,
rocks of Bossiney, 16; on the existence of
281.
!10n-fossiliferous rocks in the British isles,
Carbonate of lime, preseneo of; in the trapbelow the Cambrian, 34 ; on the effects of
pean rocks, 17.
oscillations on organic life, 186.
-0:rrp riv or (L. S.) character of the tv1.;k, in T' .:ad river, cLaracLur of the rocks near, 1 .
the vicinity of; 15 ; iron ores in the valley Denudation, ancient, evidences ot; on the
of, 54; view near, (frantispicce.)
Menomonee, 27; in other portions of the
Carrara marble, :!. !~~~:-,:::.:c~·1 ~:ic product, 9.
district, 184; of the basins of lakes MichiCastle Rocks, view of, 117.
gan and Huron, 176 .
Catalogue of the existing flora of the Lake Devonian system, groups of the, 163, 302.
Su1 erior district, 360.
Diabase, defined, 85.
Catalogue of the extinct fauna Qf the· Lake Diagonal stratification, examples of, 118,130.
Superior district, ;>,')1'.
Dip of beds at considerable angles not necesCedar river, rvcks 0 11 t.h0 borders of, 14.5.
darily caused by upheaval, 177.
Chapel Rock, description ot; 129 .
Dolerite, defined, 85.
Chazy limestone, range and extent of, in this Dolomite, beds of~ in Silurian series, 102.
district, 140; in Wisconsin, 146.
Do1omitization, theory of discussed, 197.
Chippewa island, junction 0f the Azoic and Drift, general description of the phenomena,
Silurian series, near, 26.
232; on the Menomonee river, 24, 26,234;
Chlorastrolite, analysis of, 97. on the ·west coast of Green Bay, 232; in
Chli:irirlP /)f sodium, ':vi<>trrnce of) in the Rih1 - , the valley of foe Manistee, 238.
rian limestones, 199.
I Drummond's island, geological structure of,
Chlorite schists, at L'Anse: 19; at Marquette,
148, 157.
17; at Dead river, 18.
Dry land, evidences of the existence of, during '
the Silurian epoch, 111, 183.
Classification of the rocks of the Lal-e Supcrior district, 2; of the groups in different Dunes, occurrence of, 263; their origin, 267.
slates, 5; of New York, 288.
Durocher, M., on the occurrence of iron in
Cleavage of rocks, 19.
Scandinavia, 68; on the trap of the Feroc
Cliff limestonu 01 Ohio and Indiana, not the
islands, 89; on the systems of upheaval in
eqnivaicni; of the lcad-bearmg lirr.c::;'uonc,
Scandinavia, 280.
147; its equivalent in t.hc New York ·e- Dykes in granite, 39, 46; in the slates, 13.
ries, 201.
Clinton, Governor Dewitt, quoted, 322.
j
.
Clinton group, litr: :::!:::;:~J.l ...,!,...... ct0rs of the, Earth, survey of tlie crust of the, 8; theone
153 ; range and cx.tc,1t, 1,.,:J ; re emblancc I as to its primitive condition and internal
of, to its equivalent in the New York se- 1 heat, 8, 276.
ries, 154; association of, with oolitic iron- Economic materials of the Azoic series, 82.
or~, 1C6 .
Elba, iron ores of, 59.
Coasts, evicleuce of: llt thr~ dawn oft.lie 8ilu- I Elevation of mountain chains, 274.
rian period, 1, 3.
, E~evations and subsidences of the ocean,
Cold, effects of, in modifying the range of
their effect on imimal life, 185.
I Elvans, granitic, 36.
.
marine life, 186.
I Emanation, of irou, specular and magnetic,
Confonnability in the Silurian group , 27.
Contin<'nt, ::r:.~:v:;.t, evidence cf the existence ' during tho A7.oic period, 69.
of~ in orth A ~t:icc1, 278.
Emmons, Dr. E., on the iron ores of New
ConYergence of range line., 355.
York, 63, 64.
1
Cooljng globe, effects of, on rocks, 8; in .Eugelmann, Dr. , on the age of tlie iron ores of
forming mountain chains, 276.
j Arkansas, 33.
· m'pPr, black oxide of, described, 100.
Epidote, occurrence ofin trap, 90.
Copper, native, crystalline form of, 99.
Erie, Lake, fluctuations in the level of, 318_.
Copper, ores of, in the Azoic , eries, 82.
Erman, Adolph, on the Alden chain of A.1a,
Cor~ils, limited range of species, 18 ; ; reef:-,
and its connection with the Rocky moun•
fonne<l during the accumulation of the
tains, 284.
;
iarrara. group, 159.
Eruptions, volcanic, the products of salses, 17.
I
Current., oceanic, evidences of, durin.., the Esc naba river, th geo onfoal
structure of it
0
clcpo ition of the Pot dam sandstone: 184. I borders, 141.
I

I

I

I

a r.i, ·_...Jame· D., on the istribution of Fauna, extinct, of the Lake Superior di11trict,
coral. , 'i$6 ; on tho! occ 1rrence of fiord in
226; ofth Potsdam sand tone, 203; of the
e rtain Lltit.;,ldea, 116.
Calciferous sandstone, 203; of the Chazy,
a11 ora, mine of, 58.
Birds-eye, Black river, and Trenton limeDar ·n,. [r. Ck1.rlc~, o the ra ge of co n.1s,
stone, 2OU; of the I udson-river group,
186 ; ou ~he eo.va 6 1., of :,l _ : 20.
208; of th Clinton g,:oup, 215; of th•
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r iagara group, 220; of the Upper Helderberg Set'ies, 223.
Feldspar, analysis of, in the granite, 48 ; in
the copper veins, 102.
Fisheries of Lake Michigan and Lake Superior, 395.
Flats, occurrence of, 258.
Fluctuations in the level of the great lakes,
319 .
Flora, existing, catalogue of the, 359.
Foldings of the strata, 31, 275.
Forbes, Prof. E., on the distribution of marine
life in the ..2Egean, 188; on the zones of
depth, in animal life, 186.
Fo:ge, Catalan, description of, 78.
Formation, term defined, 2.
Fossil remains, see Fauna, extinct.
Fox, Mr. R. W ., e,xperiments of, on cleavage, 20.
Fremont, Col. C. J., on the structure of the
Rocky mountains, 278 .
Galena, character of the limestones at, 146 .
Galena limestone, not identical, as has been
upposed, with the Cliff limestone, but a
distinct group belonging to the lower Silurian series, 146; organic remains, 147 .
Geological map of Lake Superior (appendix);
explanation of, 5; of the iron region, appendix; explanation of, 45.
·
Gellavara, ores at, 59;
Gneiss, a metamorphic product, 32.
Gould, Dr. A. A., on the distribution of exi ting marine animals, 186.
Graham's Island, volcanic mud of, 17 .
Grand Island harbor, 124.
Grand Portal, description of, 128.
Grand Rapids, 27 .
Grand Sable, description of, 131.
Granite, its composition, 36, 48; gradations
between it and the products of existing volcanoes, 36; character of the scenery where
it prevails, 36; range of on northern shore of
Lake Superior, 37; on the southern shore,
38 ; dykes in, 39; age of, 48 .
Granite Island, 38.
Great circles of comparison in reference to
the direction of moiratain chains, 276, 284.
Green Bay, geological structure of, 150, 153;
Artesian wells at, 393 .
Greenstone defined, 85,
Gros Cap (L. M.), view and description of,
164.
Gros Cap (L . S.), character ot; 38.
Gypsum, occurrence of; at St. Martin's, 202.
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Hofmann, on the mi::ki,rr.orphic aciion in th~
Alps:,~Hooks, occurrence of, ..:,58; origin of, ~61.
Houghton, Dr. D ., cited, 131, 138,165; on
the fluctuations of the lake , 321, 330 .
Boughton, Mount, view of, 118.
Hudson-river group, range and extent of, 14 ;
organic rem•ains, 20 .
Humi>olL1t, Ale_ au1.ha , vu, \j~t0d. vu t11-:. formation of granite, 36 ; on the cretaccou ..
rocks of the Andes, 278 .
Huron islands, granitic character of, 38.
Huron, Lake. its bed the result of dcnuda-tion; 176. ·
Hypersthene rocks of N ew York, 33, 63.
Igneous formation of tho Azoic system, 3, 8,.
13, 16, J:2., 37; of specular iron ores, GG.
Indian names, applied to the topographical
features of the Lake Superior district, origin of, 397 .
Iron forge, description cf, 78.
Iron, general distribution of in the Lake Superior region, 51.
Iron, rnagneLiv a1.1d specular, occurrence of
near Teal lake, 18; near Machi-gummi, '.:2,
51; on the Machi-gamig, 22, 51, 56; ne,uTwin falls, 28, 30; near Antoine's late, 31;
at Bad river, 51; on Iron cascade, 5'.Z; at
Jackson ore-bed, 54; at Cleveland location,
55; in Scandinavia, 58; Elba, 59; in Russia,
60; Missouri, 61 ; New York, 63 ; Mass:-ctu:;e t~s, 0.;.; Cz(>t~~c"!.t.~, G-1; t~1c~ty ')~l t~c
origin of, 65; analysitJ of, from the Lake Superior region, 73, 77; method of analysis,70 ; occurrence of impurities in, 70 ;
metallurgy of, 77 ; tenacity of the products of~ 80; banded structure or the ores
of, 68; di tance of; from navigable ·water,.
in the Lake Superior district, 81.
Iron, manufacture ot~ 79; tenacity of, from
different regious, 28, ::;::;7; cost ofp:roduction
of, per ton, in the Lake Superior district,.
81; product of, in the United States, 392.
Isle Royale, geology uf, llG; mounhin system of, 279.

Jackson, Dr. C. T., views of, ,rith regard to,
!liv ~"~~ vi ~l.10 ~I.N;!t..V 8upcr:c-:: ~J.~~d.s'tone,
controverted, 137, 283.
Jackson forge, tenacity of the iron fabricatccl:
at, 80 .
Jasper, metamorphic origin of~ 10; association
with specular iron, G8; analysis of, 77 ; occurrence of~ in the Porcupine mountains, 68 •.
Jesuit Relations, notice of; 385 .
Johnson,Prof. W.R., experiments of, on the·
Hathan, Mr. A. E., on the fluctuations of the
tenacity of iron, 80 1 387.
lakes, 331.
J ukes, Mr. Beete, on the cleavage of eoral'
Hill, Mr. S. W., 19.
rocks, 136 .
Heights, barometrically determined in the Jura, system of, 280.
Lake Superior district, 388.
Higgins, Mr. S. W ., oil' the fluctuations of Kamini tiquia., river, granite n u.r, 37; mom,the lakes, 330.
tain system of, 279.
Hitchcock, Dr. Edward, on the meridional Keweenaw Bay, rocks along the shores of; 19.
·ystcm of mountain chains in N cw England, Keweenaw Point, geological structure of.,.
283; on the hon deposits at Hawley, 64.
117; mountain system of, 279.
Hodge, Mr. J . T ., qnoted, 78.
King,. Dr., cm the iron ores of Missouri, 33.
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Labrz.d.oritc, occnrrem:e of, b t:ie trappean
rocks, 89, \J;3.
Lakes, great chain of .i:To1·;;h American, fluctuations in their level. 81 ;) ; :,,upposed periodical rise of, erroneot, ,, 0~0 ; different
zeros of reference, 321; tn.blc~ showing the
various ::;tages, 323 ; cffods of' "·inds, 326;
no tidal moverne11t in, 337.
Laminatior1, lines of, iu the slat es, 19.
L'Anse a la Boutcille, slates of, 13.
L' Ansc Keweenaw, character of the rock
at, ·19.
·
Lapham, ~Ir. I. A., on the geology of a portion of Wisconsin, 167.
Lathrop, ~rr. :John , measurement of the surface of Lake Erie, 333, 3:Jij,
Latitudes of diffen.mt poi1Jts on L ake Superior, 2j:J .
Lead, snlphuret of, restricted mainly to the
Galena limestone, 148, ::Ol ; ·occurrence of
:;i.t Prcsqu' isle, 18, 8~; in Silurian rocks,
201.

LeonlunlitJ, :m«ly:c,;i; of, l M.
Lesquereux, M ., on the formation of peat, 240 . .
Light, ini'iticnce of. on m<Miue life, lb8.
Limestone, crystalline, of' the Azoic ·cries, on
Carp river, lG ; on the :i\fachi-gii,mig, 23 ;
on the Menomonee, 24, 2 , 30; analysis of~
192; economic ~tpplication of, HJ~ .
Llandeilo flags, the probaulc equivalent of,

281 . .

.

Logan, :i\Ir. W . E ., cited, '1, 5; ouscrvations
of~ on the Azoic rocks of tliu northern shore
of Lake Superior, 11; on the granite of
north iihorc,, 37; on the iron ores of Canada,
64.
Longitv,1~ nf 1rnh1t<; o_n T,nke Superior, 2-'>!1;
discre~>ancy in clifl~rnnt s •1. or oh-,0rvMio'1 .:;,
~.j1.

Loven, Profo:sor, observations of~ on the aistributiou of' marine fauna, on th_, coast of
Norway, 186.
Lumh ·r, st, tistics of, in the Lake Superior
district, 396.
Lyell, 'ir Charles, cited, 3: 11.
Machi-gamig, description of, 22; occurrence
of iron ores on ,. ,
nh:rs of, 22 ; analy ·is
of th;~ il"
1,,,m, 7:i.
Machi-gummi, description of, 21 ; occurrence
of iron ores on the margin of, 22.
Mackinac, geoloi,cal structure of, 16:..; the
rchcd Roel-, 164; Sugar-loaf, 1G5.
[a.g11etic variations, 3 110; in l\1ichigan, 34:2,
351; in \\ i. con iu, 317.
M,1.m,lin. ', trappean rock. of, 13.
fang~n e , p2·e ;,nee of in iron ore·, 72; Jetcchon of, d.
lap g ological •.xphmatir :1 of, :,.
far le, beds of. t ociat1.:<l witl1 the ..:\.z<,ic ~crh· , ~3, ~1, :2 , :30, :{; m1·.tlysb vi~ 1(1,.
Ar, u tte.towno(.ch:u,lct,.ro{thc:-;latc:,,17 .
• far udt,.. ,J.mte l'erii. rlL.con·ry of docurcl:.1ti11g to th· ·,·o,·a•!c of. !3...,!i.
111!1·i:1l.2';,T.
• "
.
• •·lnt
. iron vr of, 6 .
tl r 'ro '. r. \\T., vbs·, ti<m!! of. ,,n the
~ it• in tie v; in'ty of l'ig•w riv r, !;i;

on the cbaract
of the slates b tween
Prince's Bay anJ Thunder Cape, 1 ; on t!ie
existence of the Azoic system on the St.
Veter's, 33.
~Ielaphyre, defined, 85.
Menori.10nec river, geology of the, 24-, 145 ;
topogt:aphical features of, 27.
iYiersch, Mr. C. F ., cited, 3; on the iron ores
of Missouri, Gl.
Metallic veins, at Presqu' isle, 18; on the
Menomonee, 24, 25.
Metallurgy of the iron ores, 77.
Metamorphism, defined, 3, 9; effects of, on
sedimentary rocks, 8.
)fica slate of the Macbi-gamig, 23.
Michigan, Lake, its basin the result of denud ation, 176 .
Michipocoten river, rocks in the vicinity of, 13.
Middle Island, greenstone dykes in the granite of, 38.
•
Miller Hugh, cited, 36 ; on the origin of
blotches in sand.;tone, 120.
~Hnerals, alphabetical list of, in the Lake Superior di.strict, 03 .
'.Iinern.ls actificlal1y formetl, in relation to
metamorphism, 9.
Miners' Castle (Pictured Rocks), description
of~ 126.
Missouri, iron mountain of;61.
Mit cherlich, Prof., on artificial mineral products, 10.
Modifications of ma.rine life by temperatu re,
pressure, &c., 187.
:Monte Calamita.., mines of, 60 .
:Monument Rock, Isle Royale, 117 .
Monntains, elevation of, 274; structure of,
275; canHc<l by the earth's contraction,
~7 6; paralleli,;111 in , 277; different sy fems
of~ in North America, 277; in Europe, 279;
compari, on in the age· of the- respective
chains, ~81.
l\furchi on, Sir R ., citud, 3; on the metamorphic rocks of the Ural, 10; on the Azoic
system of Scandinavia, 34; on the iron
ores of Blagodat, 60; publication of his
"Silurian System,n 2 5.
:'.\-Iurray, l\Ir., on the Silurian group. of the
northern coa. t of Lake Iluron, 130.
Neepigon Bay, granite rocks near, 37.
N ew York, iron ores of, G3; impurities in, 78.
Niagara limestone, its development on tbe
northern shores of lakes Huron and fichigan, 157 ; westerly prolongation of, 160 ;
thicknc,. of, 160.
[icollet, I. N., detem1ination of the longitude of Crow-wing by, 350; f' St. Louis,
358.
Nijny Tagilsk, iron mines of, 60.
K oyaculite, bed'! of, near L' Am;c, 1G; in tho
valley of Cu.11> ri,·er, lu, 8:J.
Ocean, oscillations of, at different g oloO'ical
'poch. , 1 3 ; th effect o . animal life,
1 6 ; co11diti n · in, by which t e cha.rue r
of the depo~it was ch Il"'ed. 1
Onondaga salt group, ra.nge of the, 1131;
dit inution a trn.ccrl restwardly, ma.
Organic rema.in.i: virle .F aun , ex inct.
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Ornamental materials from the Azoic series, 83.
Oscillations of the earth's surface on animal
life, 183; evidences of at different geological epochs, 188.
·
Owen, Dr. D. D. , on the age of the Lake Superior sandstone, 138.
Parallelism in the different systems of mountain chains in Europe and America, 281.
Parallelism in the palrezoic series of the two
continents, 285 ; in the lower Silurian
groups, 295; in the upper Silurian groups,
299 ; in the groups above the lower Helderberg, 301; in the Devonian system, 302;
in the Carboniferous, 316; tabular comparisons of the whole series, 318.
Pebble beaches, 256.
·
Pectolite, analysis of, 105.
Pegmatite, defined, 36.
Pemenee Falls, 26.
Pentamerus oblongits, increased vertical range
of' in western strata, 157.
Phosphorus, presence of, in iron ores, 72;
detect.ion of, 72.
Pictured Rocks, description of, 124.
Pie Island, slates and traps of, 12.
Pigeon River, character ofrocks near, 12, 37.
Pitchstone, analysis of, 106,
Pluto-neptunian, term defined, 3.
Porcupine mountains, jasper of the, 68.
Porphyry of the Menomonee, 26, 84.
Potsdam sandstone, at L'Anse, 19 ; at Chippewa island, 26 ; •east of Twin falls, 30 ;
general range of~ 113; first traces of organic
life in, 110 ; chemical examination of,
191 ; economical application of, 191; in Wisconsin, 169, 174; organic remains of, 203 .
Prehnite, analysis of, 107.
Presqu' isle, character of the rocks near, 17,
18.
·
Presqu' isle, Little, character of the rocks
near, 18; analysis of, 92.
Prevost, M. Constant, on the classiftcation of
rocks, 1.
·
Prince's Bay, 12.
Protogine of the Menomonee, 25.
Pyrenees, age of the sandstones of, 9, 280.
Quartz of the Azoic series occasionally ripplemarkcd, 24.
Quartzose rocks of the Carp river region, 15;
of' t he Menomonee, 24, 27, 29.
Quiver falls, 25.
I

'
Rain-gauges,
transcripts of, 337.
Richardson, Sir John, quoted, 278.
Ridges, subaqueous, 258.
Ripple-marks on the surfaces of the quartz of
the Azoic series, 24.
Riviere, M., on the ancient system:, of upheaval in the Vendee, 282.
Rock, term defined, 1.
Rocks, classification of, 1.
Rocky mountains, direction of, 278 ; their
age, 279.; extension of, 284.
Rogers, Profs. William B. and Henry D.,
cited, 3{3 ; on the structure of the Appalachian chain, 275, 283.

Rose, Gustav, cited, 10.
Ross, Sir James, on oceanic tempcraturc,)86.
Russia, iron ores of, 60.
Sagiagans, description of, 21 .
Sail Rock, description of, 128.
St. Martin's Island, gypsum licds of, 202 .
St. Mi,iry's river, Azoic series, near the, 14.
Salses, or mud volcanoes, contributions by,
to· the sedimentary rocks, 17.
Sandy Portage, 25 .
Scandinavia, iron mines of, 58 ; mountain
chains of, 280.
Section, general, explanation of, 6.
Sections, geological, from the northern shore
of Lake Superior to Green bay (appendix);
near the Menomonee, 28 ; from Lake Superior to the mouth of the Escanaba, 41 ; of
the Jackson ore bed, 54 ; of tbe iron mountain, Missouri, 63.
Sea-bottom, effects of its elevation and subsidence, 184; ancient, inequalities in, 112.
Sedgwick, Prof., on the cleavage of rocks, 20.
Serpentine rocks, at Presqu' isle, 17 ; on the
Menomonee, 25.
Shale of Hudson-river group, analysis of,
194.
Sharpe, Mr. D., on the para1lelism of the Silurian groups of Great Britain and the Uniteq States, 293, 297.
Silurian system explained, 3; division of, into groups, 4 ; general characters of the
members of this saystem, llO; area of the
ancient basin, 110 ; identity of the groups,
east and west, 111; thickness, bearing, and
inclination of the several groups, 177 ; parallelism of American groups with those of
Great Britain, 295.
Slates, roofing, 83.
Spar Island, 12.
Spits, occurrence of, 258.
Stockton, Col. T. B. W ., water-tables kept
by, at Cleveland, cited, 326, 328.
Stratification, diagonal, 130 ; not necessarily
, evidence of disturbance, 136.
Sugar-loaf Rock, description of, 165.
Sulphur, occurrence of, in iron ores, 71; detection of, in iron ores, 71.
Sulphuric acid, presence of, in the Silurian
limest01:es, 199.
Superior, Lake, system of mountain chain3,
277 ; its age and development, 277 ; identity with hat of the Vendee, 282.
Superior, J .ake, sudden oscillations in its
surface, SB7.
System, the term defined, 2.
Systems of mountain chains, 277.
Talcose rocks of the Menomonee, 25.
Teal Lake, rocks in the vicinity of, 18 ; iroll
ores near, 54.
Temperature, oceanic, effects of, on animal
life, 186.
Tequamenon bay, fossils of, 204.
Tequamenon river, rocks along, 204.
Terraces, occurrence of, 268.
Thickness of the Silurian groups, 182.
Thnti.der Ca~e, description of, 12.
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Tida.l movements, not observed in the great
lakes, 337 .
Tides, evidence of, during the Silurian epoch,
184.
Titanium, presence of, in iron ores, 72; method of detection in, 72.
Trails and tracks of anima s in the Clinton
group, 191, 215 .
Trappean rocks, of the Azoic system, 8; on
northern coast of Lake Superior, 11, 12, 13;
on southern shore, 16, 17, 25, 27, 49; definition of, 85 ; chemical composition of,
91; analyses of, 83; general remarks on, 94.
Trappean rocks, of the Silurian series, 86 ;
analyses of, 88 ; remarks on, 90.
Trap-rock river, view of the falls of, 118.
'l'renton limestone, on the Menomonee, 27 ;
on the White-fish, 144; in Wisconsin, 169.
Trilobites, occun-encc of, in the Potsdam
sandstone, 111, 204.
'J'scbudi, J. J. Von, cited, 279.
U nconformability between the upper and

lower series of Azoic schists, on the north
shore of Lake Superior, 11; between the
Azoic and Silurian system , 17, 26.
Upper Helderberg series, 163; organic remains of, 166.
Uto, mines of, 59.

ho/

Verneuil, M.. de, and Murchison, on the
izontal position of the Silurian groups in
Russia, 34; on the metamorphism of the
Silurian, Devonian, and Carboniferous series in the Ural, 10; on the use of the
term Azoic, 3; on the iron ores of the Ura],
60 ; on the parallelism of the Silurian
groups of Europe and America, 293,297,
299.
Vesuvius, specular iron in the crater of, 66.
Wade, Major, experiments of, on the tenacity
of iron, 80.
Water, a chemical ingredient in some of ihe
trappean rocks, 66; absence of in the iron
ores, 70.
Wegmann, M. de, on inclined stratification,
136.
W enlock shales, their American equivalent,
318.
White-fish Point, (L. S,), dunes of, :!65.
White Rapids, character of the rocks near
the, 27.
Whiting, Brigadier General Henry, o:n the
fluctuations of the lakes, 321, 322.
Wisconsin, outlines of the geology of, 167.
W ollastanite, analysis of, 108.
Wootz, Indian, manufacture of, 78.

Zeolites, occurrence of~ in traps of Silurian
Variations of the magnetic needle in the
age, 90; absence of, in traps of the Azoic
Northwest, 351.
age, 91.
Vegetation, existing, of the Lake Superior Zones of animal and vegetable life in the
district, 359.
·
ocean, 186, 287.
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